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1. Introduction

The tie of language is, perhaps, the strongest and most durable that can unite mankind.

Alexis de Tocqueville'

The issue of language is fundamental in human society because homo sapiens are, by definition,
"language animals". Language plays a central role in terms of economic opportunity and success, as
the dominance of one language in a state will be advantageous, in terms of access to and distribution
of public resources, to individuals who have greater fluency in the official or majority tongue.
Moreover, language is often of essence to the sentiments of community and culture, of tradition and
"belonging". As a result, any menace to, disrespect of or attack upon its use or existence may arouse
strong emotions and constitutes a potential cause of conflict.

Because individuals most often cannot easily change their language, and because language plays
a prominent role as a marker of the community to which individuals have close ties, language becomes
a signalling point, like race or religion, identifying those who are "different", hence potential targets
for discrimination.

In the last century, states have extended their reach into society, delving more and more deeply
into the lives of individuals and communities. Because of the status of language as the principal link
between individuals and community life and because of the highly charged sentiments aroused by
language as part of the history and culture of many people, antedating even the state, language has
become one of the most common differentiating factors used in human affairs, along with religion and
race.

The role of the state as a major purveyor of services and employment or economic opportunities,
for which individuals compete intensely, has expanded. Formerly, state intervention in the lives of
individuals and communities was generally limited to maintaining an internal order, generally for the
benefit of the controlling elites, as well as exacting tribute from or exploiting the resources of its
people and territory, and defending them against foreign aggression. The modern state by contrast is
highly invasive and provides a wide range of services (education, health care, welfare, postal services,
etc.) and regulatory mechanisms (i.e. in broadcasting). The state has no choice but to use at least one
language in the discharge of its duties. Those whose primary language is that used by the state thereby
gain an enormous advantage over others. Amongst native speakers of a language, the common interest
fostered by a shared cultural outlook and the psychological bonds bom of that language are enhanced
by such practical interests like that arising from state preference(s) in language. Language has become
highly politicised, being intimately connected to economic and social mobility in today's society.
Whilst separation of state and religion has become largely possible, the separation of state and
language is no longer a realistic goal in most societies.

All of this serves as background to a fundamental question which I will be attempting to answer
why should human rights be used to protect language? At the heart of this question are a series of
misunderstandings as to the nature and effect of human rights, mistakes as to how these should be
interpreted, and eiToneous assumptions as to the reasons why they should not interfere in a state's use
of or preference for a particular official or majority language. All of these require close examination
in order to elucidate how they came into existence and why they should be criticised.

This study also attempts to situate language issues in a broader theoretical context and to
develop an analytical framework which takes into account the legitimate needs and interests of the

' de Tocqueville, Alexis (1969), Dcwiocracy in i4w«ncö, JP. Mayer (ed.), Doubleday Anchor, New York.



state, and the rights and interests of the individual who speaks a language other than the state's official
or majority language.

The principal issue of enquiry here is not that of "collective" or "group" rights, but rather of the
proper place and appropriate role of traditional individual human rights in matters relating to language.
An attempt shall be made to dispel common misconceptions on how minority and language concerns
can be accommodated within the individualist framework of human rights, such as freedom of
expression and non-discrimination. A recurrent theme throughout this study is that it is intolerance of
linguistic differences and/or ignorance of the very real and serious disadvantages state language
preferences have on some individuals which have generated fragmentation and conflict in many parts
of the world.

The disciplines of law, political theory, sociology and economics have been examined in an
attempt to offer a better understanding of the nature of language issues and their importance in relation
to human rights. Thus, a selective approach to relevant materials has been unavoidable, the most
practical contributions having been blended in order to arrive at some degree of coherence. In the
process, some issues may have been oversimplified and some possibly broad generalisations may have
been made. Any comments or suggestions for improvements from those specialists who have a more
exact understanding of the various facets of this topic would be appreciated.

This study begins with a review of the historical evolution of state intervention, world-wide.
This is undertaken in an attempt to present a general perspective on how attitudes towards language
and legal treatment thereof have evolved alongside evolving societies, and also to dispel the erroneous
view that language issues are a strictly modern or Western concern. ,.,,,.> ,, "...

Thereafter, the most relevant human rights standards generally recognised in national and
international law, namely freedom of expression, equality and non-discrimination on the ground of
language, and the right of members belonging to a minority to use their language in community with
other members of their group, are examined in some depth. An empirical approach has been employed,
and concepts drawn from the legal traditions, experience and scholarly research in a wide range of
countries and cultures; this, in an attempt to develop a comprehensive analytical framework which may
aid in providing an effective response to the increasingly strident language demands in many parts of
the world, and which is consistent with the individualistic oriented regime of contemporary human
rights.

On a more practical level, the application and the interpretation of these human rights are
"tested" in the fields of education, public services, private and public media, and naturalisation and
citizenship in order to give a sense of how these rights can be translated in terms of rea/po/fri*. This
will demonstrate that human rights can help to provide a flexible, realistic mechanism which can adapt
to a variety of situations.

Finally, special consideration is given to the situation of indigenous peoples and what appears
to be a growing consensus that they are entitled to greater sensitivity and consideration on the part of
state authorities in language affairs, amongst other areas, because of their unique legal and political
status.

The importance of focusing on language matters and human rights and better understanding
these issues canrot be overemphasised. Since the end of the Second World War, violent conflicts have
claimed more than 20 million lives. The majority of these conflicts no longer involve war between
states, but occur within state borders and involve so-called ethnic divisions, where divisions of
language, religion and/or race tend to arise. In a general sense, too little regard has been given to the
real consequences of state language policies for individuals and their possible disregard of the central
role of language as a community symbol and beacon. As will be shown, human rights such as freedom
of expression, non-discrimination, and the right of minorities to use their language with other members
of their group may be useful in offering an alternative to more antagonistic, oppressive or burdensome



state practices, whilst at the same time acknowledging the legitimate interests and objectives of a state.
Whilst the relationship between language and these human rights is more complex than is normally
supposed, it is also less antagonistic.
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2. Historical Overview of Language and Law •;• r;,;;

2.1 LANGUAGE AND GOVERNMENTS w ^ > ; ; . ; c ; ^

2.1.1 0/La/iguag«, Co/nmurt/ri&s ami Empires

Italy has been selected by God to collect dispersed power, to soften customs and to unite, by
the communion of one language, the diverse and barbarious dialects of so many peoples, so mat
all the races of mankind should have one fatherland.

Pliny' . . . . - . . , -

Language as a marker of membership in a community and therefore as a possible red flag for
intolerance and discrimination is not a uniquely modern phenomenon. The Old Testament contains a
passage in Judges on the people of Gilead seeking out and massacring members of the Ephraimites.
These "others" were identified by their accent in pronouncing the initial sound in the word
"shibboleth". The passage is one of the earliest written accounts of "ethnic cleansing" aimed at
individuals distinguishable by their language.

Despite this and other examples throughout history, it is a truism that language-based conflicts
were relatively infrequent until the seventeenth century. It appears that "[w]hen a country was
governed by a limited ruling class, it did not matter what language the masses spoke, as long as they
kept their place".* Although society's attitude towards language has varied according to time and
place, it has most often been appreciated as a tool for communication amongst diverse peoples or
otherwise perceived as an obstructive barrier.

Alexander the Great, in order to consolidate his control of his vast empire, favoured a fusion
of his subjects in Europe and Asia by "Hellenizing" the populations. His approach was not to impose
Greek by law but rather to encourage his soldiers and officers to marry into the indigenous elites in
the hope that their children, brought up under Greek culture and language, would ensure the expansion
of those aspects of the Greek social and political community he deemed of primary importance.' To
a large extent his efforts in this area were successful, since the Greek language survived in many parts
of the Mediterranean and Asia Minor until the Arab conquest

Alexander and his successors adopted a process which was prevalent before the appearance of
the Western European concept of the nation-state: most ancient empires and pre-modem legal and
political structures sought to a large extent to preserve the administrative, community and legal
structures already in place. For example, in the vast Hellenic Empire indigenous personnel were
maintained whenever possible, and as a result the language used at the local level remained largely
unchanged. Whilst it is probable that with the passage of time the indigenous elites became more and
more Hellenized, the basic concept was not that of imposing the language of the victors on the masses.

' Macartney, C.A. (1968), MM'O/M/ 5/af« and MJ/J'O/W/ A/inonri«, Russell and Russell, New York, at p. 27.

2 Quoted in Dua, Hans R. (1987), "Comments on Brian Weinstein's Paper Language Planning and Interests",
in Lome Laforge (ed.), /Voceed/ngj <?/ //ie //uernarionai Co/Zogu/um on L<z/i£Utfg<r />/an/u/i£, Les Presses de
l'Universitd Laval, Quebec, pp. 60-67. at p. 63.

' The ancient Greeks defined themselves linguistically as distinct from the iarftcyo/, or barbarians, whose speech
was clearly not Greek. < ;,



but rather of ensuring their loyalty and collecting taxes and other resources of interest to the reigning
people.*

It should be emphasised that initially language was not dealt with under specific legislation;
thus, indigenous populations were largely allowed to use their native language in contacts with the
official representatives of the Hellenic Empire, and other empires. As a result and because of the
preservation of local customs and personnel, along with the varying degrees of autonomy maintained
throughout much of early history in many parts of the world, indigenous languages often were not
superseded.

The advent of the Roman Conquest brought forth the expansion of the Latin language. Whilst
it was the language of the army, of justice and of the bureaucracy, the Greek language was never
actually supplanted. The Roman Empire was in many respects a multilingual state: in recognition of
the prominence of Greek language and culture, the Roman chancellery was bilingual, administrative
documents sent to Asia Minor were translated into Greek, and Oriental courts officially used Greek;
at the local level, indigenous languages were also used by the various peoples in the affairs regulated
within their communities. Still, Latin expanded greatly in the Western parts of the Empire and largely
supplanted indigenous languages there with respect to law, commerce and diplomacy, at least amongst
the educated elites.' Although Rome appears to have cared little what language her new subjects
spoke, or what customs they followed (provided that they did not rebel), Latin did in fact absorb many
linguistic groups in Western Europe. This was not the result of any overt assimilation policy but rather
a consequence of the centralised Roman administration, the Roman army, and the attraction for many
of Roman culture.

Despite the success of the Latin language, it remains that in its earlier conquests Rome left
intact the language, customs, and institutions of the peoples which she subdued. Indigenous languages
maintained a customary role in private or religious matters within the jurisdiction of indigenous
communities. As the story of the trial of Jesus of Nazareth by the Pharisees shows, indigenous law and
customs were allowed to co-exist with Roman law. As a result, there survived an institutional tradition
of use of the community's language.'

In the Byzantine Empire, Greek became the language of the state machinery, but literary
languages (Armenian in eastern Anatolia, Coptic in Egypt, Syriac in Syria) were allowed to survive
and even flourish. This is especially true in the case of languages associated with religious institutions
other than the official Orthodox Church.

It would be inappropriate to equate this tolerance for and legal accommodation of language
diversity as a uniquely Western phenomenon. The appearance of Islam and the growing prominence
of Arabic in the Mediterranean Basin after the seventh century did not mean that all native languages
were set aside. On the contrary, Islam recognises rights for certain religious communities that imply
the use of other languages in legal and administrative functions:

Under the 'Abbasid caliphs, the Nestorian patriarch in Baghdad, and under the later Egyptian
dynasties, the Coptic patriarch in Cairo, held a special position of influence and respect. The
heads of the communities were responsible for ensuring that the terms of the d/iimma or
contract of protection between the Muslim rulers and the non-Muslim subjects were honoured:

* Meuleau, Maurice and Pietri, Luce (1971), Le /nönde ef JO/I tosto/re — L« mo/ufc A/ir/<7U£ rt / « <&6utt </u
A/oyen-Ä^e, Editions Bordas and Robert Laffont, Paris, at pp. 263-264.

* Ibid., at p. 463.

' See Barrow, R. H. (1949), Tte Äoma/u, Penguin Press. Baltimore, USA, at pp. 115-116.
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peace, obedience and respect.. They also had a function inside the community: they supervised
the schools and social services, and tried to prevent deviations in doctrine or liturgical practice.
They also supervised the courts in which judges administered law in civil cases involving two
members of the community, or reconciled disagreements; if they wished, however, Jews and
Christians could take their cases to the Muslim ^ad/, and they seem to have done so
frequently.*

Nevertheless, for those populations that did embrace Islam, the prominence of Arabic grew quickly.
Until it confronted a well developed and long established literary language in what was to later
become Iran, and with other notable exceptions such as language of the Berbers of Northern Africa,
Arabic as the language of revelation was accepted as the language of everyday life in many
communities. Since the Qur'an represents Allah's words to the Prophet and was written in Arabic, it
was deemed essential for many of those who accepted the Qur'an as the Word of Allah to understand
its language, though Persian and other languages also continued to be used east of Iraq.*

The Ottoman dynasty, the Safavids in Iran, and the Mughal Turkish dynasties in Northern India
towards the sixteenth century, quite apart from granting linguistic autonomy to non-Muslim
communities, did not seek to impose the exclusive domination of Arabic on the Muslim faithful:

The dynasties established by Turks continued to use forms of the Turkish language in the army
and palace, but in time they were drawn into the world of Arabic or Arabo-Persian culture, or
at least acted as its patrons and guardians. In Iran, Turkish was the language of rulers and
armies, Persian was that of the administration and secular culture, and Arabic that of religious
and legal culture. To the west, Arabic was the language of rule and Arabic that of civil officials
and high culture; later this changes to some extent, when the rise of the Ottoman Empire led
to the formation of a distinctive Ottoman Turkish language and culture, which was that of the
high officials as well as the palace and army.'

Only in the Umayyads Kingdom in Spain does one find that Arabic became the /jVigua/hwica of Jews,
Christians and Muslims alike, although this exception was to be eliminated with the reconquest of the
Iberian Peninsula by the Christians.

Chinese policy in the ninth century in its southern regions also acknowledged that a degree of
local autonomy, accompanied with the use of local languages even in official affairs, was the
appropriate route to follow in some cases. Initiated during the Tang dynasty, the Du 5/ system of local
administration for indigenous populations even survived, with the Zhuangs, until 1929.'° >

As for the situation in pre-Columbian America, it appears that a manner of bilingualism was
practised by some indigenous governments, with a definite "American" twist: whilst the Incas may not
initially have endeavoured to abolish local languages, they "ordered and decreed, with severe
punishment for failure to obey, that all the natives of their empire should know and understand the

' Hourani, Albert (1991), A //irtory o/ /Ae Arao feop/ej, Warner Books, New York, at p. 119. ,

* Ibid., at pp. 48-49. .^t,-»> '

' Ibid., at pp. 88-89.

'" Poulin, Richard (1984), La po/Zrioue d « naft'o/ia/ifej de /a /?epuo/iaue popu/aire de Ou/ie: de Mao Zedong
d //ua Guo/e/ig, £diteur officiel du Quebec, Quebec, at p. 114.
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language of Cuzco...in the space of a few years a single tongue was known and used in an extension
of 1,200 leagues; yet even though this language was employed, they all spoke their own.""

In Western Europe, Latin maintained an important role despite the disappearance of the Roman
Empire because of its widespread use as the ///jgua/ra/zca of the elites in many parts of the Continent,
as well as its role as the language of liturgy, law and administration, and of scientific and cultural
knowledge until the Middle Ages.'* The Church and educational institutions closely associated with
it (that is, essentially all educational institutions at the time) continued to promote the use of Latin.
But popular languages had already started to acquire a higher profile in the ninth century as they began
to take written form, be they Celtic or Germanic speeches (Dutch, English) or offshoots of popular
Latin (French, Portuguese, Spanish).

It is therefore wrong to believe that the domination of Latin meant that other languages were
simply swept aside in Western Europe. Local languages were not only used in the day to day life of
the vast majority of the populations, they were also used in courts by the common folk even if written
legal documents would have been in Latin. The use of these languages also began to appear in some
churches."

Even as the status of Latin was revived for a period as the language of Charlemagne's Empire
and of intellectual life in much of Western Europe, the use of local languages increased considerably
as education began to reach ever increasing numbers of individuals. In England, Latin did not seem
to have much influence in the legal sphere since the laws (dooms) prior to the Norman invasion of
1066 were written in West Saxon (Old English). After the Norman invasion, the spoken language of
the courts came to be French (the language of the upper classes) although much of the written material
of litigation was in Latin.'*

Religion played a considerable role in Europe initially as a factor favouring the expansion of
Latin but subsequently providing the impetus for greater use and legal recognition of local languages.
As early as the year 813, the Council of Tours, noting that most Christians had no knowledge of Latin,
ordered the clergy to preach "in the rustic romane tongue, or in the germanic tongue, so that all could
understand more easily"." The development of the written Armenian and Georgian languages can
be traced to the efforts of Christianity in the fifth and tenth centuries respectively.

Although the history of the Middle Ages differed greatly from that of the ancient world, ancient
and medieval political structures were similar in that power remained divided amongst a variety of
local centres, rather than centralised, which made for rather flexible concessions in areas not wholly
under the control of ecclesiastical authorities.

Administrative divisions under feudalism tended to coincide with the divisions of the various
peoples. Counties in England, for instance, often mark the limits of the settlements of the different
invading groups, each speaking different languages or dialects (Jutes, Angles, or Saxons). Even within
the larger areas, which included settlements comprised of different ethnic groups, feudalism maintained

" Quote from Mtf/on-Srafey an<//n<//a/t.? i/i Latin Amir/az (1991), Greg Urban and Joel Sherzer (eds.). University
of Texas Press, Austin, USA, at p. 312. .-..••' ,->-A~

" Wolff, Philippe, (1970), L « on'^i/i« /injuu/iau« <fc /'£urop* occüfenfci/«, Hachette, Paris, at pp. 132-133.

" Supra, note 4, at pp. 661-664. * ' ,.

'* Robinson, O.F., Ferguson, T.D., and Gordon, W.M. (1985), An //»/roJucf/o/i /o £urop«a/i Le^a/ ///rtory.
Professional Books, Trowbridge, United Kingdom, at p. 237.

" Carbonneau, Thomas E. (1981), "Linguistic Legislation and Transnational Commercial Activity: France and
Belgium", in American /OU/TW/ O/ Compaz-af/ve Law, Vol. 29, 393-412, at p. 394.
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a highly subdivided system of delegated authority, so that when the people came into direct contact
with authority, it was usually in a small group more often than not sharing a single language. One
valley might be inhabited by Celts, another by Germans; but each would be under its own local lord
who administered its affairs. The language used in this form of highly decentralised power structure
would simply be whatever language was in use locally.

Eventually, the use of Latin in non-religious affairs began to decline with growing urbanisation
and social and economic changes in the eleventh and twelfth centuries in parts of Western Europe.
These were accompanied by changes in education, responding to societies shaking off the shackles of
feudalism for the emerging commercial and labour classes. This was to have substantial implications
for many local languages."

By the early thirteenth century, one cannot identify clear "legislation" prescribing any particular
language, but in practice various governments were already beginning to impose a local language or
the language of the reigning elite in preference to Latin in many of its operations. Legal documents
in the south of France were written in the local language, as they were to be written about a century
later in the north. Diplomas, charters and finally laws and municipal decrees began to appear in local
German dialects in the thirteenth century, and Frederick II promulgated in German his Law on Public
Peace (Lan4frie<ie/ige.sefz) in 1235. Municipal charters in Flanders began to appear in Dutch by the
early fourteenth century. The use of Spanish (Castilian), Catalan and even Basque in legal documents
began in the eleventh century, whilst Portuguese made a later appearance around the twelfth. Under
the reign of King Edward III of England, a statute in 1362 provided for English to replace French as
the language of pleas.

By the fifteenth century, most legal documents in much of Europe were no longer in Latin,"
and laws requiring proceedings to be in the "common tongue" were promulgated with increasing
frequency. The appearance of local languages in written form and their growing prominence also
meant that the elites became less and less inclined towards Latin. Religious congregations for example
opened schools reaching larger and larger numbers of pupils where local languages were in use. To
this must be added a political aspect: the weakening of feudal society and of the use of Latin appears
to be coupled with attempts by a growing number of monarchs to assume greater direct control over
their domain and inhabitants, therefore circumventing feudal overlords. Not everyone was pleased with
these developments. Whereas in the Eastern Orthodox Church there was a willingness to use local
Slavic languages in liturgy, in the Roman Church there was discomfort at the spread of non-Latin
religious books: a decree in Toulouse in 1229 stated that "lay people shall not have books of scripture,
except the psalter and the divine office; and they shall not have these in the vulgar". This was

" 5«pra, note 12, at p. 141:
Cette soc/eVe" if Zafcue en u/i certain sens : daru Ze Jens mim« OJ! Ze mof buciupm/peu d peu ja vaZeur
d* "jgnoran/" pour de\Hgner p/us preV/je/nenr / « Aomm« am" ne savwif par Ze Zarin. /*<vm/ / « row er / «

mu/ripWen/ / « ecemp/u d'nom/nej ou/\ ja/ts con/iaftre Ze Zarin. ou/o/7peu. po^</en/ one
euZfure er /avorwen/ /a r^Jacrion d'oenvrej en /anguej vuZ^a/Vej. Lej frejoinj pro/eiJionne/j

une «mporfanfe ca/e^orie de yujej. de /ejürej, de no/airej. de JcnAe*. oui re/rp/MKnf en
croittanf des/oncrionjprim/rive/nenf re'jerve'e.r au c/er^ ,̂ e/ rexsen/enf /e fc«5ö/n de « meffre

a /a porf^e de /eu/- c//enr^/e en ^/arjiuan/ /'uyage <cn7 dej /an^uej popu/a/r». t/n pe« partoü/ naiwen/
dej ^co/ej uröa/'nes... Cej ^co/ei Jon; /o/n d*e7/m/ner /e Zarin de Zeurj programmeJ. A/a« e/Zej donnenr
pnnc/paZe/wn/ Z'/nj/r«crion prarioue en /an^ue "vuZ â/re" donr onf ftejo/n Zej /JZJ de nejocia/itt er
d'arrijanj. • . ., , , ,.. ,

" Ibid.. at pp. 146-196. >, ^ H vv A .



perceived necessary since, as Pope Innocent III declared, "the secret mysteries of the faith ought
noL..be explained to all men in all places".'*

By the fifteenth century the trend is unmistakeable: the rulers of centralising states felt the need
to directly claim the allegiance of their subjects. Subsequent to jurists such as Marsilius holding that
the ultimate source of a sovereign's power is in the people, a ruler could use a common language as
natural proof of this allegiance," or impose his language on his subjects in order to strengthen the
bond between them.

Finally, two further historical events were to contribute to an ever increasing prominence for
some local languages in Western Europe which were to have vast legal consequences for centuries all
over the world: the Reformation and the Gutenberg press.

The Reformation has been described as the first minority revolt against the dominance of the
elites attempting to maintain the privileged position of a major /i/igua/ra/tca, Latin. By rejecting the
authority of the Roman Church and introducing local languages into religious services, Germanic and
other European nations were to drastically undermine one of the major domains of the Latin language.
Luther himself is claimed to have said he preferred to glorify God in German than in Latin.*' In
addition to establishing national churches, Nordic nations translated the Bible into local languages in
the sixteenth century following Luther's model."

It became possible during this time to reach the masses directly, through the language used by
the vast majority of the populations of Europe, instead of relying exclusively on what remained for
most people an unknown and mysterious tongue, namely Latin. As the Reformation and the Counter-
Reformation fought over the minds and souls of the masses, there followed the need to translate Bibles
and theological documents, and in some cases to create a whole new written form for a number of
languages/" In Scandinavian countries, once both God (thanks to the Reformation) and his
representative on Earth, the King, began speaking Swedish and Danish, these languages were to spread
thanks to this newly acquired veneration.

The advent of the Gutenberg press by 1450, with its use of mobile print, marks another major
turning point for greater use of local languages as books become easier to make and less expensive
to acquire. Whereas the high cost of Latin manuscripts made these unaccessible to most people, both
in terms of price and language, the printing press made it feasible to mass produce books, which
implied the possibility of printing books for the masses. Of course, the masses would have to be able
to read, but education was reaching the population in ever increasing numbers. Thus, by the sixteenth
century, the printing press combined with an ever increasing number of people capable of reading were

" Innis, Harold A. (1986), £mp;>e and Com/rw/u'ca/j'o/u, Press Porcdpic, Victoria, Canada, at p. 129.

" As shows the address of Henri IV of France to the Savoyards round about 1600:
// e7o// raü£o/ui6/e </ue puuflue vour par/ez nafure/fcmi/i/ yra/ifojj, voiu /kraez juyett a u/i ray de
Franc«. / e vein Wen gue /a tongue «pag/io/e Jemeure a /'£rpa;no/, /'ai/ema/id a /'AV/e/rujnd, »run* tou/e
/a /ra/i£oiA.' do/f ejfre a inoy.

* Hagege, Claude (1992). Le jo«<Ö7e de to tongue : vo/e; e/ </e;ft/u dej /w/erj <f£urö|pe, Editions Odile Jacob,
Paris, at p. 137. ' "•'." ";'.

" Haugen, Einar (1981), "Language Fragmentation in Scandinavia", in Einar Haugen, Derrick McClure and
Derick Thomson (eds.), Af/norify Languages Today, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, at p. 103.

** Meillet, A. (1928), Les tongue* dan* /'Europe M>uve//e, Payot, Paris, at p. 135. See also Gambier, Yves
(1986), La Fmto/ide 6<7/ngue : nitfoire. dro/7 ef rea///&, Editeur officiel du Quebec, Qudbec, at p. 26.
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to have an undeniable impact on the greater prominence of local languages, at least in relation to
Latin."

2.1.2 Emergence 0/ tfie Afario/i-Sro/e and //tcrea»7i£ Lega/ /torrictfo/ts

We have revolutionized the government, the laws, the habits, the customs, commerce, and
thought; let us also revolutionize the language which is their daily instrument Citizens! the
language of a free people ought to be one and the same for all; ...free men are all alike, and
the vigorous accent of liberty and equality is the same whether it comes from the mouth of an
inhabitant of the Alps, the Vosges, or the Pyrenees... We have observed that the dialect called
the Bas-Breton, the Basque dialect, and the German and Italian languages have perpetuated the
reign of fantasy and superstition, secured the domination of priests and aristocrats, prevented
the Revolution from penetrating nine Departments, and favoured the enemies of France. You
have taken away from these stray fanatics the empire of saints by establishing the republican
calendar, take away the empire of priests by teaching the French language... It is treason to the
fatherland to leave the citizens in ignorance of the national language."

Although the Reformation and the development of the printing press initially seemed to augur well
for maintaining and even enhancing the customary and legal use of local languages, the decline of
feudalism was to simultaneously signal changes which would ultimately severely restrict the use of
less prominent languages.

History shows that in many cases as a king (or queen) tries to establish royal authority over
subjects who previously owed allegiance to their feudal lords, differences in language are both
inconvenient and obstructive. A local lord or chieftain may be able to share with a population
knowledge of the local language, be it Welsh or Provencal, whereas beginning in the fourteenth
century the new sovereigns attempt to centralise power and rule through a bureaucracy which more
often than not lacks such knowledge. Since language is perhaps one of the strongest symbols of
community and shared culture in human society, there begins to appear a sense in a number of states
that language diversity is a menace, or at least an inconvenience, that would best be eradicated.

Thus came into being the first clear legislative attempts to eliminate the institutional or
customary use of languages at the local level and to force the assimilation of individuals into the
language privileged by the sovereign. As the power of feudal lords was broken, a process of systematic
centralisation began. The unified national institutions which came into being were usually modelled
on those of the majority, and the minorities were required to bring their own customs, and even
languages, into line. For example, between 1293 and 1327, Sorbs" were to see their language banned
in Bemburg, Altenburg, Zwickau and Leipzig by German conquerors.

Under An Act for the English order, habite and Language," English law sought for many

' U . - V -,•-••'-*• w v

» Meillet, ibid., at pp. 225-226. ^ ^ ' ' T^'V ^T-'"

** French Revolut onary Barrere, quoted jKpra, note 1, at pp. 110-111. « ^ , . .„ ;£

* A Slavonic tribe found today in the eastern part of Germany. ' j ': * äü

* 1537 28 Henry VIII, chap. 15: *=* a - . « ^
[T]he People of the same Dominion have, and do daily use a Speech nothing like, ne consonant to the
natural Mother Tongue used within this Realm, some rude and ignorant People have made Distinction
and Diversity between the King's Subjects of this realm, and his Subjects of the said Dominion and
Principality of Wales, whereby great Discord, Variance, Debate, Division, Murmur and Sedition have
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centuries to do away with the Welsh language in Wales. The English Crown then attempted to
suppress its presence with legislative measures such as Concerning the Laws to be used in Wales,"
particularly Article 20 which prohibited the use of Welsh in courts or by any individual holding an
office or receiving any fee from the Crown."

By the beginning of the sixteenth century, rulers in a number of European states began to
advocate the use of local languages in legal matters to the exclusion of Latin where the need for the
parties involved to be understood was obviously great. In Catalonia, the Constitution of Carlos I in
1542 left no doubt as to why this was deemed essential:

/as faics <7«e /to saften n/ en/ene/i /a /e/igua /aft'/uz wuV/or .sap/evt < e/irenin /o
«ftsparcn, i onfe/ia/i c/i /as .suas w/rimas vo/u/iratt, .s/a/uim i ortfe/tam o ue /as Afofaris

/u /esnyicar resfame/itt, codic/fo < rfonac/o/L? morru causa .s/no «/i /e/i^ua vu/gar

King Louis XII had already done much the same and prohibited the use of Latin in criminal trials and
investigations, making the language of the people mandatory in such proceedings in 1510," and
subsequently completed the process by making the "maternal French tongue" the exclusive language
of the law by the Ordonnance de Villers-CotterSts in 1538.** Although initially a move to restrict
the use of Latin because the vast majority of French citizens had no practical knowledge of that
language, it also eventually had the effect of curtailing the use of local languages like Basque, Breton
and Provengal. However, these so-called dialects in practice were to be maintained in local

grown between his said Subjects; His Highness therefore of a singular Zeal, Love and Favour that he
beareth towards his Subjects of his said Dominion of Wales, minding and intending to reduce them to
the perfect Order, Notice and Knowledge of his Laws of this his Realm, and utterly to extirp all and
singular the sinister Usages and Customs differing from the same, and to bring the said Subjects of this
his Realm, and of his said Dominion of Wales, to an amicable Concord and Unity...

* (1535) 27 Henry VHI, chap. 26.

* Of course, legislators cannot wipe out a language or the people using it by the stroke of a pen. Welsh
continued to be used after 1536 in legal and administrative matters, simply because the vast majority of the
population could not speak English. Thus, it was necessary to use interpreters constantly and to have mixed juries
composed of half English and half Welsh speakers. , ,• ,, . ^

" The King's ordnance of June 1510 made it mandatory to use the vu/ga/re /a/t£a;e d« pay; instead of Latin
in criminal trials and all inquests, but did not at that time seek to prohibit local languages in such legal affairs.
See Delaporte, Vincent (1976), "La loi relative ä Temploi de la langue francaise", in Äevue cri/i?«« <fc dro/f
jnfemario/ui/pnv^, at p. 451. = -,;•. ;,. ••..-*; - ^ - ;.̂ -.?.- r< ...

" Article 111 is quoted in Didier, Emmanuel (1984), Dro/r d « /a/igu« ef /a/i^uej d« dro/r au Canada, Doctoral
Thesis, Universitd de Paris I - Panth6on Sorbonne, at p. 89:

/. ./OMJ arrcyrr, e/uemi/c routes an»res proc£du/-ej, io/e/i/ de noj cou/\y souvera/n« e/ au/rcr
er i'n/eYi"eMre.y, jo/e/ir de regrsrres, enouejrej, conrraw, cownm/o/u, je/irencej, rertam£/ir.y,

er au/rei £U£/c0/iaue.r, acres er exp/oictt de jusr/ce, OK OW e/i dependent, so/e/ir pro/tonces,
er d^//vr^ auxpa/-;/es en
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administration until the advent of the French Revolution and the consolidation of conquests by
Napoleon."

Spain's approach was perhaps even more systematic, at least in the initial stages as the Christian
sovereigns attempted to consolidate their control over the territories they had re-conquered. King
Alfonso X chose to replace the Latin of the feudal era with Toledo's variety of Castilian as the
standard form of what many know today as Spanish. In the thirteenth century he imposed it in the
territories under his influence, with the exception of Catalan which continued to be utilised in the
institutions of government and law of Catalonia. Following the disappearance of the last Muslim state
in the Iberian peninsula in 1491, Arabic-speaking people continued to represent not only a large
proportion of the population in the areas of Granada and Valencia, but perhaps even a majority.
Despite the fact that the November 1491 treaty between the Catholic Crown and Boaodil protected the
religious and language freedoms of such people, a series of repressive legal language policies were
quickly adopted. As of 1501, every Qur'an and other book dealing with Islam was to be bumed,
except those texts in Arabic dealing with medicine or philosophy. Ten years later, all Arabic language
books without exception were to be destroyed. Finally, the use of Arabic, be it in print or in speech,
was to be forbidden.-" Such a trend would maintain itself in seventeenth and eighteenth century
Europe, as the absolute monarchs pursued a policy intended to stamp out the feudal nobility and to
centralise power in the hands of the Crown. The policy was eventually to succeed in countries such
as Spain, France, and parts of present-day Germany, where centralised states were created.

The context in the Americas facing Spanish, as well as English, Portuguese and French
colonialists, was quite different and required, at least initially, a modified approach. Although Spain
sought with a 1550 ordnance" to impose the use of Spanish as the language of instruction of the
indigenous peoples, the ordnance was opposed by Catholic missionaries relying on the conclusions of
the Council of Trentino (1545-1563) which approved and even encouraged the use of indigenous
languages as the preferable route to adopt in order to ensure the conversion of the pagan populatioa
Moreover, in some cases it was easier for missionaries to learn widespread former imperial languages
such as Nahuatl. Nonetheless, ultimately the Spanish political authorities were to gain the upper hand
and apply a policy similar to the one it had used with Arabic-speakers in the Iberian peninsula. On
10 May 1770, Charles i n issued a decree making Spanish the language of instruction for indigenous
peoples in the Spanish territories of the New World."

Indigenous languages in Latin America thus moved from an initial position of favour, destined
to facilitate conversion efforts and the administration of territories, to an increasingly repressive
situation. The case of Brazil is instructive of the legal treatment of indigenous languages. The use of
the Tupf language was actively encouraged by the Portuguese authorities as the ///i£ua /hz/ica.

Groi^pj and Ld/jgua ge /?;g/iw, Com/Hi/'ativf S/ud/ej on Gove/vimi/i/j a/idMrn-Dom/na/i/E/A/uc Grou/u
in furop* V&50-794O, (1990), Sergij VUfan (ed.), European Science Foundation, New York University Press,
New York, at p. 297:

By the decree of 24 Prairial, Year XI (13 June 1803), Bonaparte finished the matter off: "In one
year...public legal documents in the departments of the former state of Belgium, in those of the left bank
of the Rhine...and in the other territories where the custom of drafting the said documents in the local
language has been maintained, shall all be written in French."

" See Le Monde Diplomatique, September 1993, at p. 17. • ' "'

" Leyes de Los Indios, 1550, Volume 6, Title 1, No. 18.

* In practice, the implementation of this decree would seem to have been problematic. See L«
du ßu f̂cec (1992), Jacques Maurais (ed.), Les Publications du Quebec, Quebec, at p. 17.
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Gradually, this compromise would be replaced by mere toleration of indigenous languages until finally
they could be suppressed. As in the Spanish-speaking portions of the New World, this final step came
about in the eighteenth century." The only real exception appears to be the use of Guaranf in
Paraguay, which despite some repressive measures was allowed to be used and somewhat protected
by the state into the modem era, thanks in part to the early efforts of Jesuit missionaries. By the early
nineteenth century, Castüian had become the official language of Latin American countries (except
Brazil), although not the primary language of most indigenous peoples.

Similar restrictions were to be imposed in Europe as the absolute monarchies consolidated the
nation-states over which they reigned, exemplified in the case of the Spanish state when King Philip
V of Spain made Castüian the only language of the courts in Catalonia and the Basque country, with
subseuqent legislation being adopted under Carlos III imposing Castilian as the exclusive language in
all schools, thereby further crushing any remnants of autonomy in these areas.'*

As explained by Professor Sergij Vilfan: r . ;',

r [The march to uniformity] resulted in the consolidation of the nation-states, together with the
subsequent establishment of a centralised order arising out of the middle class revolutions —
centralisation appearing from the early years of the nineteenth century as the hallmark of the

- structure of the liberal state, the champion of the egalitarian ideal. However, the process was
^ detrimental to the continued existence and the development of the diverse languages that had

been in common spoken or written use until that time.
Political unification is indeed a process that entails the imposition of one language — defined
as the national language — at the expense of all others; it is one more means of asserting the
position of the nation-state to which the process leads. In addition to other philanthropic
arguments, the rationalist oligarchical approach includes that of linguistic uniformity...
These ideas, of course, were to gain ground among that section of public opinion that stood to
gain from the unifying process. Politico-administrative centralism and the ensuing uniformity
were a widespread phenomenon in Europe and Spain was no exception."

The perceived need to create a unitary, centralised state in Revolutionary France and to eliminate the
remains of the old system inspired some political leaders to present the concept of equality of citizens
in a somewhat distorted way: equality meant that everyone should be treated by legislation as if they

"Ibid. , at pp. 17-19.

* Lapierre, Jean-William (1988), Le pouvo/r po/rt/gue er / « /a/igue;. Presses Universitaires dc France, Paris,
at p. 19. See also the decrees of 3 April 1711, 28 November 1715 and 16 January 1716 quoted jupra, note 31,
at p. 68; see also the comments in Milian i Massana, Antoni (1984), "La regulaciön constitucional del
mulülingüismo", in Äevwfa Ejpa/io/a de Derec/w Conjfi/Mrio/w/, Vol. 4, N" 10, 123-154, at pp. 123 and 124
on the practice of the period:

catfe/Zano /ian jw/ndo peryecMC/'d/i >/o dircrimüiaciVto, como /o prue6a/i num^rojaf dfrponrionej y e/
ejp/iriVu de dec/aracio/ie.? e i/mnicc/o/iej po/i/icaj. £/tfre /ay pri/nerar ca6e detfacar: /?ea/ Cldu/a de
2J deyu/uo de 776S "para <?ue en todo e/ /fey/zo « acfjfe y e/ue/ie e/i /e/igua catfe/Zana"; Äea/ ClduAz
de 22 de repf/em^re de 7 750 ordena/ido > recordando /a oM^ac/d/i de e/uenar a /ar ninoj en JU /e/ijua
nariva faue regä/i /a Äea/ Cldu/a era #5/o /a /e/i£ua carte/fa/uij... .-.>, .-..•- ^ *„*/>- '"" N '••" "

Swpra, note 31, at p. 67. . '.•-• .-•-:.
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were identical, and so the French nation must use only one language to the exclusion of all others."
Moreover, languages other than French were perceived as being in some way inferior since only
through the French language could the revolutionary doctrines be properly appreciated. In fact, far
from being inspired from any real commitment to equality, the language policy initially put into place
by Revolutionary France, and subsequently copied by others in search of the perfect nation-state, had
more to do with the Jacobins' perception that the non-French cultures of France were inherently hostile
to the Revolution. .-•.^'•j.,.•>;:;••.; c^iw^xw- :•

^ 1 2 .1 .3 Z^/igu^ge/?«rricrio/tf i/i Modern

As states were to gradually replace religious or private groups in the educational field in the nineteenth
century, especially in Europe and North America, a state-operated, universal system, often meant
discarding the use of many languages regarded as an inconvenience or even an affront to the new
nation. Public education in the Netherlands is a typical case. The move to centralise instruction in the
hands of the national government, along the same model provided by Revolutionary France, carried
with it the consequence that Frisian was banished from elementary schools. Teachers were advised not
to allow the children to speak Frisian nor to speak Frisian themselves.

Former American colonies were to adopt an attitude towards the languages of indigenous and
minority communities similar to those of European nations. A Guatemaltec decree issued in 1824
called for the elimination of the use of indigenous languages, and indigenous languages were banned
from use in Mexican schools from 1910 through to approximately 1935."

Despite the fact that English was never made the official language of the United States of
America after independence (nor of the United Kingdom for that matter), it was the de/acfo language
of the government and came to be identified as the "natural" national language since it was the
language in which was written the Declaration of Independence, in addition to being the language
of a majority of Americans.

As in many other countries of the world towards the end of the nineteenth century and up to
the Second World War, language considerations remained highly influential in the United States
through efforts to create a unifying national bond. Despite the occasional claim that the United States
never attempted to suppress people because of their language, contrary to some European countries,
the statement simply does not hold up to closer scrutiny. Although there have been times of great
flexibility in recognising the need to accommodate large segments of the population having a primary
language other than English, there have also been occasional periods of repression in the "Land of the

" See the Loi portant qu'ä compter de sa publication, nul acte public ne pourra, dans quelque partie que
ce soit du territoire de la Rlpublique, etre 6crit qu'en langue franc.aise, quoted in Calvet, Louis-Jean (1987)
La guerre des /a/igues er /ej poZ/n'̂ ue^ /ingui.rr/<7uej, Payot, Paris, at p. 256, and the /topport JUT /a /»eVes-nre"
er /ej wioyenj d'anea/irir /ej pa/o/j er a" u/iiverja/wer /'wage de /a /a/igue/ranfa;\ye, tabled at the Convention
in 1794, quoted supra, note 31, at p. 67; and finally Plourde, Gaston (1972), 0pfio/«p0/j7i<7ue.y/on<ia/n£nfa/e.r
de /'£rar p/un/i/igue, Les Presses de l'Universitf Laval, Qu6bec, at pp. 20 and 21 who summarizes the various
legal steps taken by the French government to impose French as the exclusive language of the new nation
because "C/iez u/i peup/e M>re. /a /a/igue db/f e/re u/i/^ue er /a mime pour rouj." The French Revolutionary
government felt the need to create universal schooling in order to promote the principles of the Revolution and
a single common language were they to supplant the remains of the old order. In October 1793, primary schools
were set up throughout the Republic, and French was chosen as the exclusive language of instruction.

" Supra, note 34, at p. 19. ^ '
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Free". Members of certain minorities, especially Spanish- and German-speaking citizens, as well as
indigenous peoples, were sometimes denied employment or the exercise of the right to vote because
they spoke a "foreign" tongue,*" and even faced possible jail terms for the private or public use of
their language/' Following World War I, seven states made it a criminal offense for teachers to use
a language other than English as the medium of instruction except in foreign-language courses — even
in private schools. Decrees in Iowa and South Dakota prohibited the use of any language other than
English in a public place or over the telephone, and German language schools, social clubs and
newspapers were obliged to close.** As late as 1921, it was pointed out that World War I hero
Marshall Ferdinand Foch risked finding himself in prison in Nebraska if he attempted to address a
group of people there. Because of his limited knowledge of English, Foch was expected to speak
French when attending public functions, thereby committing a criminal offence." Finally, even the
admission of new states appears to have been delayed until the majority of the population was English- ?
speaking.**

Still, as the United States' territory expanded during the nineteenth century, the federal
government recognised that in some parts of the country the majority of the population was not
English-speaking, and accordingly legislation did — at least initially — provide for language rights
in California (Spanish), Hawaii (Hawaiian), Louisiana (French), and even Pennsylvania (German).**
For example, the Constitution of California of 1849 provided that all "laws, decrees, regulations and
provisions shall be published in English and Spanish".** A similar situation existed in New

*° The claim that Spanish or even French are foreign in the United States is factually incorrect since both predate
the English settlement of the New World. In relation to indigenous peoples, it is English which is foreign to
North America.

*' Baron, Dennis E. (1990), 77« E/J^/WA-O/J/V guM/io/i: .A/» Q07ria/ La/i£ua£«/0/-i4wrica/«?, Yale University
Press, New Haven, USA, at pp. 108-111.

** Piatt, Bill (1990), <• On/y £/!$/«/»? Law W La/i£Ka$« /»o/Zcy in //« C//u7«/ S/a/«, University of New Mexico
Press, Albuquerque, USA, at p. 17.

*' Supra, note 41, at p. 144. ,- :<-

** Ibid., at p. XV:
The United States has generally withheld statehood from territories until they contained English-speaking
majorities. Louisiana is the one striking exception... Statehood was delayed for Michigan, originally
settled by the French. State boundaries in the American Southwest were drawn to ensure English-
speaking majorities for Colorado, Nevada, and Arizona. And statehood was withheld from New Mexico
for over sixty years because of nativist opposition in Congress to the territory's Mexican American
majority population and to the prevalence of Spanish in New Mexican life.

*' Ibid., at p. 74: *'* "' '
Official state publications were routinely issued in German as well as English, including the minutes of
the state constitutional conventions of 1776 and 1789-90. Session laws were published in German as well
as English from 1786 to 1856. And German schools continued to exist neither section 44 of the 1776
constitution, nor article 7 of the 1790 constitution, both dealing with the common schools, prescribes an
official language of instruction, though one section of article 7, guaranteeing the rights of religious
societies, implies protection for the German parochial schools of the Commonwealth.

** "Official English: Federal Limits on Efforts to Curtail Bilingual Services in the States" (1987), in //arvard Law
Äeview, VoL 100, 1345-1362, at p. 1348.
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Mexico.*' The early Louisiana constitutions provided that statutes be promulgated both in English
and French.**

Despite these early concessions, the trend towards the gradual elimination of "foreign" language
rights persisted as the English-speaking population increased in size. US courts in some cases
invalidated laws or practices permitting publication or use of a language other than English/'

During the same period, the United Kingdom continued its own practice of attempting to
eliminate the only surviving language of any importance in the realm by forbidding the use of Welsh
in education by an act of Parliament in 1870."

The consolidation of centralising tendencies in the modem nation-state seemed to favour
legislative steps in order to curtail the use of languages other than "that of the nation", i.e. languages
that were different from that of the controlling majority or elite. But new voices were already being
heard in the nineteenth century as the concepts of democracy and of human rights, and the expanding
education opportunities for the middle classes and citizens in general began to spread.

For example, subsequent to the issue of a decree by Prussia in 1818 to restrict the Sorbian
language," increasingly loud voices in 1848-49 demanded what was believed to be equal rights,
including, in the minds of Sorbs, equal rights for the Sorbian language and culture in schools, churches
and courts."

The same was true of the inhabitants of Alsace in France, where it was often complained that
it made no sense holding trials or hearings in a language not well understood by many if not most
cjroye/tr of the area.

The emergence of equality of political rights in the Helvetic Republic of 1798-1803 implied
in the Swiss context that German, French and Italian were considered to be of equal status. Despite
a brief period of domination of German during an unsuccessful attempt to create a new centralised
state, the adoption in 1848 of a new federal constitution which included a large degree of cantonal
autonomy also served to enshrine the language rights of the three main languages used by the Swiss
population. Article 116 of the 1874 Constitution provided the definite form of the arrangement by
stipulating that the German, French and Italian languages have equal rights in the civil service, in
legislation and before the courts.

Similar measures become more and more common in a number of countries. Article 133 of the
Constitution Act of 1867 of Canada provides that both French and English are to be used in the
Parliament and in some courts. Article 19 of the Austrian Constitutional Law of 21 December 1867

*' Schtnid, Carol (1987), "Language and Education Rights in the United States and Canada", in
Compararive Law ßuarrer/y. Vol. 36, 903-908, at p. 904. In New Mexico, the early territorial legislatures
conducted their business in Spanish as a matter of course, and many of the laws were drafted in Spanish first
and then translated into English.

** Louisiana Constitution of 1845, Articles 103,104 and 132; Louisiana Constitution of 1852, Articles 100,
101 and 129. . , ..„•. -.

" See for example McCoy v. City of Chicago, 136 111. 344 [1891] (United States), and Perkins v. Board of
Commissioners of Cook County, 271 111. 449 [1916] (United States).

" Lapierre, j«pra, note 36, at p. 22. •

" Sorb is a Slavic language currently spoken in a number of communities in Brandenburg and Saxony in the
territory of former East Germany.

" These demands were not successful as they were followed in 187S with a general ban on the Sorb language
in the schools of Prussian Lausitz.
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provided for the absolute right of ethnic minorities of the state to maintain and develop their language.
Furthermore: Ü, ^ . -> •' ,,....;,.- .. ••>—, . . - _ . . - „ -,.

All the languages used in the provinces are recognised by the state as having equal rights with
regard to education, administration and public life. In provinces inhabited by several ethnic
groups, the public educational institutions shall be organised in such a way as to enable all the
ethnic groups to acquire the education they need in their own language, without being obliged
to learn another language of the province." •* -:JI / • ^ j?> y - -

Hie case of Belgium is interesting not so much for how language differences can be divisive, but for
why disregard of the language of a large portion of a state's nationals can lead to tension and even
open conflict Although a majority of Belgians have Dutch as their primary language, French
dominated and was obligatory in many areas of public life; thus, access to higher education and better
jobs with the government was limited for those not having a mastery of the language chosen by the
controlling elite. Not until 1873 could Dutch be utilised in local tribunals, nor until 1878 could it be
utilised as the official language of the public authorities in four provinces. French was to remain the
official language in the country's other provinces. By 1893, universal suffrage finally signified that
the Dutch-speaking population could exercise the degree of influence in state affairs associated to its
numerical importance. A law adopted on 18 April 1898 provided that legislation be promulgated in
the two languages. The friction between the French- and Dutch-speaking populations escalated to the
point that Belgium became in all but name a confederation of territorially-based linguistic
communities.

Further east in Europe, the status of the Polish language and its use depended upon the area in
which one resided. Individuals living under Prussian or Russian jurisdiction in the 1860s confronted
a policy favouring assimilation with the German or Russian majority, whereas Poles in Galicia under
the Austro-Hungarian Empire in 1869 were able to acquire the right to use Polish in the internal
administrative affairs of their province, as well as its use as the language of instruction at the
University of Krakow. The Czechs during the same period secured the adoption of a series of decrees
to improve the legal position of their language as well as to obtain control of their own university in
Prague. Their efforts did provoke resistance from the German-speaking minority of Bohemia, which
reacted violently when the Czech majority convinced the government of Badeni in April 1897 to adopt
a policy of mandatory bilingualism for all public officials in Bohemia. The Austrian government had
to back down under pressure from a number of German-speaking groups in the Empire, whose
resistance may be explained by the fact that complete bilingualism of the civil service virtually
excluded all of the Germans in Bohemia, as most did not know Czech.

Russia also underwent various changes in dealing with its territories and the language of their
inhabitants. In the case of Finland, the Russian government initially adopted from 1881 to 1887 a
series of decrees and ordnances extending the right to use Finnish before Imperial courts, as well as
the right to require public services in Finnish from Tsarist government officials stationed in what is
today Finland. This policy was finally set aside in reaction to a growing nationalist movement seeking
independence for Finland in the 1890s and replaced, intermittently, with avowedly assimilationist
"Russification" efforts.**

Sfudy on »Ae A/gAtt o//»«-,so/u 6e/o/i£//i£ /o E/A/uc, /Je/ig/oKj <yuf ZjVzgjujftc Afuwriri«, F/YUICMCO Copoforri,
(1979), United Nations Publications, New York, at p. 3.

Gambier, jupra, note 22, at p. 38. / ^ - ' '•>•' ' ' «••
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"' " Just as in the United States of America, some Australian states enacted laws which outlawed
teaching in "foreign" languages. Australian legislation dealing with education after the 1850s
established English as the sole language of instruction. This resulted in particularly dire consequences
for aboriginal communities:

.;(, f Aboriginal languages fared even worse, By this stage, oppression, genocide and forced
Y si assimilation — partly through removing children from their parents — had led to the death of

100 of 250 languages which had been spoken in Australia in 1788."

In contrast to the tendency in nation-states to restrict the languages used by public authorities, other
models were still in place in other regions. In the latter period of the Ottoman Empire, the central
government maintained control over national matters such as defense and finance, whilst the
recognised non-Muslim communities that were dA/mmt, followers of religions which Islam considered
revealed, were given the responsibility of governing themselves in other manners. The millet system
was the Ottoman administration's attempt to take into account the organisation and culture of the
various religious-ethnic groups it ruled. Thus these communities, in their areas of jurisdiction, could
use a language other than Turkish:

r».i ••; The millet system was a socio-cultural and communal framework based, firstly, on religion,
^ 'i and, secondly, on ethnicity which in turn often reflected linguistic differences. Religion supplied

each millet a universal belief system while ethnic and linguistic differences provided for
divisions and subdivisions within each of the two Christian millets... Language appeared both
as a means of communication and as the distinguishing mark of the ethnic subdivisions in the

I- millet, although linguistic differences had limited, if any, political significance until the
4 eighteenth century when the Greek language began to be used as a means to Hellenize the

•j;',.: Orthodox millet. The Armenian millet was spared internal schism... because there was no effort
• s; to spread that language to other subgroups.*

These communities had the right to legislate in education matters, including the language of
instruction. In the millet's sphere of competence, individuals belonging to minorities had few direct
contact with the Ottoman administration; they dealt for the most part with the minority's courts,
schools, and other authorities. As has been pointed out by one author, the millets, originally set up on
a religious basis, increasingly became language-based. This was due in part to frequent internal
conflicts such as the Serbs opposing both the Bulgarians and the Greeks who wished to impose their
language in church as well as in the schoolroom. Tensions attained such a level that it was finally

" Clyne, Michael (1991), "Australia's Language Policies: Are We Going Backwards?", in Currcnr
flu//erin. Vol. 68(6), at pp. 13-20.

* Karpat, Kemal H. (1982), "Millets and Nationality" in Benjamin Braude and Bernard Lewis (eds.), C>in\sftanj
and /ewj in //ie Orroman Emp/re: r>ie Fu/icn'om'/ig o/ a /"/ura/ 5oc/cfy, Holmes & Meier, New York, at p. 142;
see also Nisan, Mordechai (1991), Af//ior/;/ej i/i r/ie A//dd/e £ai / : i4 //«rory
McFarland & Co., Jefferson, USA, at pp. 19-21.
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decided to divide the original religious millets on a linguistic basis so that the three millets of the
fifteenth century had become fourteen by the twentieth .

, . • • ' • • '• . : ; Ü ' . - v > • < - . - • - • • • • ^ -• ' • - * •

2.1.4 Afa/zo/ux/ü/n, Language ana" State

The increasing involvement of the state in what had previously been the private affairs of individuals
and communities had a dramatic side-effect: many individuals who had generally been free to use their
native language, as well as have their children learn that language, now found themselves obliged by
the state to submit to the language preference of the majority.

Nationalism became closely associated with the image, some would even say the myth, of a
community of individuals sharing a common cultural identity, often expressed by a common language.
The Romanian movement of national renewal corresponded with a growing popularity of the language,
also tied in the first half of the eighteenth century with the appearance of Romanian books, the
rejection of the dominance of Greek under the millet system during the Ottoman empire, and the
spread of the ideals of equality and democracy. Many of the same influences can be seen at work with
the Bulgarian, Serbian, and other national movements of the eighteenth century."

At the same time, the evolution of the modem, centralised nation-state often signalled a less
than tolerant attitude towards individuals having a primary language different than that of the majority.
The French Revolution, for example, increased the government's endeavour to enforce unitary
linguistic standards upon every citizen, perceived as a consequence of the political and legal aim of
lga//rl, i.e. the use of French as the one national language of all citizens. In others words, equality
became identified as conformity to the characteristics and preferences of the majority, and an
individual could only become truly equal if he or she were no different from the ideal chosen by the
state. Since the French state was ferociously secular, religious differences were of no consequence and
could be ignored, but the French government had to function using a particular language which
became to represent /a /lario/i/ra/ifoüe.

The political will to create a new community represented by the state required common
symbols, and language was considered such a symbol. Therefore, in a number of nation-states
governments adopted measures to ensure conformity with the symbols chosen by the majority, but not
necessarily all, of its populations:

In nineteenth-century French schools, under orders to spread the national language to that half
of France which still was not francophone, teachers used punishment to suppress the students'
use of their native tongue. In the 1890s children caught using Breton were put on dry bread and
water or sent to clean out the school latrine, or were made to wear a token of shame. Tove
Skutnabb-Kangas labels as violent the requirement that some minority-language speakers —
for example Lapps in Norway, Finns in Sweden, Kurds in Turkey, and Native-Americans in
the United States — attend centralised assimilation schools that isolate children from their
families and exterminate their native culture and language. She further describes Finnish and

" Laponce, Jean A. (1987), La/i£ua$e and 77i<?/> 7V?/7-jro/iM, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, at p. 171.
The Polish practice of the Kahal by which administrative and governmental power was delegated to the Jewish
community would have had a similar effect

" Weill, Georges (1930), LVveiV d « /lar/ona/iffo er /<? m o w m / i / //Wra/ 7S7J-784S, Librairie Fdlix Alcan, Paris,
at pp. 162, 165,376, 377, 384 and 385. His book contains much interesting material on language use in Central
Europe during the period.
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Welsh children punished for using their home languages by being made to carry heavy loads
or wear collars that restrain head movement. In 1846 Welsh was allowed in classrooms only
as a vehicle for teaching English; it was banned completely between 1871 and 1939. American
schools were equally zealous to convert everyone to English. When the United States took the
Philippines from Spain in 1898, it imposed English in the schools, together with the practice
of suspending students or lowering their grades for using a non-English language."

The approach adopted in Communist countries was, at least in theory, quite different from that of
many democratic nations, since it was of primary importance to reach individuals at the earliest
possible moment and in the most convenient form. Thus, according to Professor Jean-William
Lapierre: . .

Les popuforio/ts a//oge"/ie.s pouva/e/if e>e p/us aiseme/tf a/pAafce'fise'e.y da/w
j/LS/rMites ef e/idocrri/ie'e.r, par /d me>ne p/us moto/woWcs pour /a /nödernüario/i
/e deve/oppemenf «"co/jom/̂ ue. Ce/uj-ci, par e/fer rirroacn/, /avorisera/r /a mofri/zrl
ge"o£rap/n^ue, / « re/ario/ty j>i/ere//»/H<7«e.s er /e5 co/tfactt ///i^uwf/^u«, /e rapprocAemenf en/re
/es d/verses /iaft'0/ia/<7e£, /a ^/ecrio/i /iarure//e de ^ue/auej gra/idej /a/sgue.? veTucu&iiru
re*gjona/e.y er /j/w/eme/i/ /a /uj/on de wu/ej /ej cu/rurej sous r/jegemö/ue {fune Ja/igwe

a rou/ /' {//won, ^«J ne powva/r e/re ^ue /e "

Whilst one of the central principles of Communism has been equality of national languages and of
minority language rights, as witnessed by the November 1917 Declaration of the Rights of the
Peoples of Russia, leaders such as Stalin have favoured a stronger centralised state, which in practice
has signified a more prominent role for the Russian language as well as discouraging attendance in
minority language institutions whilst inviting "voluntary" registration in Russian language schools, an
"international" language having greater social and economic potential. Moreover, not all Communist
regimes consistently applied the principles of equality of national languages in a generous manner.*'

" Supra, note 41, at pp. 164-165.

" 5«pra, note 36, at p. 210.

" Schifter, Richard (1991), T o Hate All the People Your Relatives Hate", in //wru/i Äi$A/J Law /o«r/w/. Vol.
12, N° 8-9, 327-330, at p. 328:

Romania's Ceausescu decided in the course of his tenure to turn his country's Hungarian minority into
Romanians. Instruction in the Hungarian language was eliminated in institutions of higher learning and
cut back in secondary schools. Financial support for ethnic Hungarian cultural institutions was cut back.
Ethnic Hungarian villages were scheduled to be depopulated as new multiethnic towns were to be built,
to which villagers would be required to move as part of a program known as "systematization."
Ceausescu's approach was benign when compared with that of his neighbour, Todor Zhivkov of Bulgaria.
More than 12 percent of the population of this country consists of ethnic Turks. As their fertility rate is
greater than that of the country's Slavic population, it is a percentage that is on the increase. In the style
fitting a totalitarian ruler of his type, Zhivkov went about eliminating his problem of ethnic Turks by
turning them into instant Bulgarians. To accomplish that result he sent his army in late 1984 into ethnic
Turkish towns and villages to compel all persons bearing Turkish names to change them into Bulgarian
names. School instructions in the Turkish language had long ago been ended. Now there would be no
Turkish-language newspapers or other publications, no Turkish ethnic dress, and the use of the Turkish
language was prohibited.
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There are other less pleasant examples this century of government legal action in relation to
language. In 1923 Mussolini banned the use of foreign words on billboards and posters, and eliminated
the use of the French language in educational activities, and banished "non-Italian place names" in the
Valle d'Aosta region." Even inscriptions on new tombstones were to be in Italian exclusively. As
of S August 1926, names were only tolerated if they were Italian, and even many family names had
to be changed."

Spain adopted similar measures just before the Second World War with a view to creating a
purely Castilian nation. These were largely aimed at attacking the use of Catalan and Basque, going
so far as to deny the right to register non-Castilian surnames and to threaten exclusion from the
teaching profession those instructors — even in private schools — who used any language other than
Castilian. As it was stated in an order issued 18 May 1938 "[t]he Spain of Franco cannot tolerate
aggressions against the unity of its language"." Nazi Germany followed the same route of
purification by systematically eliminating non-Germanic place names in Pomeria, Silesia, etc...

In his drive to construct a modem Turkish state, Mustafa Kemal (Atatiirk) adopted the Latin
alphabet in 1928, abolished the use of Arabic and Persian as languages of education in 1929 and
replaced them with Turkish. He also decreed in 1931 that the Qur'an would be read in Turkish only,
and finally adopted legislation in 1934 obliging citizens to adopt a surname of Turkish origin. His
efforts to forge a new nation were in some respects successful, but they have also sowed the seeds of
continuing difficulties with the largest minority in Turkey, the Kurds, who to this day are subject to
measures restricting the use of their language.

In pre-colonial South and South East Asia, individuals were governed by personal laws —
largely the customary laws of the localities where they lived — but also by religious laws of their
communities, covering matters such as marriage and divorce, relations between children and parents,
inheritance and succession, and various religious practices. According to Professor Yash Ghai of the
University of Hong Kong, this ensured a measure of group autonomy as well as the maintenance of
the values, culture and institutions of the various communities, including their languages. Furthermore,
colonisation did not substantially change this picture as: ..,

The preservation of regimes of personal laws moderated the consequences of foreign invasions
or changes of sovereignty. With the striking exception of the Philippines (where neither the
Spanish nor the US recognised indigenous laws), the colonial authorities recognised personal
laws for the most part, although they were now interpreted and enforced in a different and more
formal legal and judicial framework which had an important impact on their development"

" Decree No. 2191 of 22 November 1925, Disposiziono riguardanti la lingua d'ensegnamento nelle scuole
elementari, quoted in Calvet, iupra, note 38, at p. 261. .. .

" International Centre for Research on Bilingualism (1978), Zinjiutfic Afinonri« a/u/ //ifcnwirfora, Towards
a 7>po/o£y, Les Presses de l'Universitd Laval. Qu6bec, at p. 79.

"Supra, note 31, at p. 69. ^

" See the unpublished paper by Ghai, Yash (1993), Lega/ /toponjcr to Er/wic/fy in Sou/Ä ana" Sou/n £a$/ Aria,
delivered at the Conference "Ethnicity, Identity and Nationalism in South Africa: Comparative Perspectives", 20-
24 April 1993, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa, at pp. 11 and 12. ... . ^ , «, ., , „ ,,
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Colonialism in effect responded to very diverse and complicated language situations in a variety of
manners. One interesting example is the case of South Africa where the Afrikaners actually practised
a policy inspired from the British: . .« - - • - , -

That the British authorities saw the importance of language is apparent from the steps
periodically taken to compel the public use of English. They applied pressure first in the
schools: they extended it by proclamation to the courts from the late 1820 s onwards, in 1853
they made English the exclusive language of Parliament, and by [1870] they appeared to be
triumphing on all fronts. By the middle 1870's the Chief Justice, J.H. de Villiers, could tell an

^ audience that although the time is still far distant when the inhabitants of this colony will speak
and acknowledge one common mother-tongue, it would come at last, and when it does come,
the language of Great Britain will also be the language of South Africa...
For the colonised people themselves, this meant that English language and English cultural
traits acquired an economic and social value that was treasured above all else while their own
languages and many of their cultural traits were devalued and often despised." ,,

In regions where there already existed a well-established written language, colonial authorities could
adopt it in their administrative activities."

The end of the colonial era brought with it a legacy of acute problems for new nation-states
in Asia and Africa, including that of how to address the presence of a plethora of languages spoken
by groups varying in size from a few thousand to millions of individuals. The drive to create modem
nation-states collided in most cases with national borders enclosing numerous peoples and tribes, each
having their own language and culture. Some countries in Africa found it extremely difficult to ensure
adequate communication amongst the different groups." A number chose to retain the language of
the colonial power, already utilised in government and favoured by the controlling elites but at the
same time perceived as being "neutral", not being identified with any specific ethnic population.

Even amongst members of the same race, populations using different languages were perceived
as a threat to the established order. One story tells of Dominican dictator Trujillo's order that Haitian
workers should be removed from the country. Since it was not possible to distinguish a Dominican
and a Black Haitian by way of physical attributes, an individual would be asked to say the Castilian

" Alexander, Neville (1989), Lan£ua#e ft>//ry anJMifto/uj/ t/niry in Sou/A .A/WcaMzo'ua, Buchu Books, Cape
Town, at pp. 17 and 20.

" See the unpublished paper by Ajayi, Jacob Ade (1993), //irtorica/ /'er.spec/ivM on fr/uuciry and Afariona/«m
in Mgeria, delivered at the Conference "Ethnicity, Identity and Nationalism in South Africa: Comparative
Perspectives", 20-24 April 1993, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa, at pp. 10-11:

The colonial authorities adopted this Hausa as the language of administration in Northern Nigeria, in
which all colonial officials had to be proficient. It also became the /ingua/ra/ica of the Army. In these
and other ways, colonial authorities spread the influence of Hausa throughout Northern Nigeria, not only
in the Muslim areas, but also among non-Muslims brought under the rule of Hausa-Fulani emirs. The
written form of Hausa was thus more successful than written Yoruba in contributing to the growth and
expansion of a pan-Hausa culture.

" Lj'nguuoe A/inorm« cwu/ Literary: Lö/jguagf /*o//cy ten« in Developing Cou/irri« (1990), Florian Coulmas
(ed.), Mouton Publishers, Berlin, at p. 47.
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word for dog, perro. A Haitian having French or Creole as a primary language would have difficulty
pronouncing the Castilian double "r", and would either be deported, if he was lucky."

" ' •'• - - • - , ; • . >~s • - v 1 ; ^ a : . ' / i *•.: jvt-'.-.-^vi v v ;

2.2 LANGUAGE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW ,,, . ^ . „ ,

2.2.1 /Ve-Lea^u« o/A/a/io/u
<» .uittj -•'.3il<- •• Ä^-'-U^Jl'

The treatment of language in international law differs from its evolution in national law in that the
former is a relative newcomer. Although at origin dealing with relations between states, international
law did nevertheless offer some guarantees to individuals belonging to certain communities, as
demonstrated by the appearance, at an early stage of Western and Middle Eastern history, of treaties
between states which provided for the protection of some religious minorities.

In the seventh century, Arab Caliph Omar entered into a treaty with the Byzantine Emperor,
promising to allow freedom of worship to Christians who paid a tax for the privilege, though in
essence this appears to be no more than what Islam normally provides for Christians living in the dar
a/-/i/am (territory of Islam). A few centuries later, in 944, an agreement was concluded between the
Emperor of Constantinople and the Russian Prince Igor, which extended to the Emperor a right of
protectorship on the officers of the Orthodox Church residing in Russian territory.

By the seventeenth century, a number of multilateral treaties in Europe dealt with the protection
of religious freedom:

... since the Reformation, the lot of religious minorities had become a very serious question,
no longer the concern only to the states involved, but also profoundly affecting international
relations. In this connection it should be remembered that the desire to protect religious
minorities had served as a pretext for many interventions by foreign countries... This situation
encouraged many European states to stipulate in their mutual relations, especially on the
occasion of transfers of territory, the requirement that religious minorities be allowed the right
to profess their faith freely without fear of persecution.™

Some have advanced that at that time, neither language nor race were of sufficient concern to warrant
any real measure of legal protection or recognition in international law." This would appear to be
an oversimplification as language does appear in a number of treaties, identifying individuals who were
to be the subjects of protection. The 1516 Treaty of Perpetual Union between the King of France
and the Helvetic state contained a provision identifying those who were to receive certain benefits as

" Calvet, supra, note 38, at p. 41 . j . , , l ^ . ^ . ^ ^ - = « -. . ̂ - s : ^ .^; .-^ss; . r^usjfe/Q,^r•#
70 r. J , >

ofMa> on »ne /c/^/irj o /Pcrjo/u 6C/O/IP//IP ro £/A/s/c, /7e/ifioiu and LJ>Ipuv'jr/c A//non7/M, jupra, note 53, at p. '
1. *

For a background on the history of the protection of religious freedom in international law, see Thomberry, f
Patrick (1991), /n/er/iariona/ Law ö/u/ r/ie Ä/^/UJ ^Afj/iöri«w. Clarendon Press, Oxford, United Kingdom, at •.'.
pp. 25-54. •
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the "Swiss who speak no language other than German"." The Final Act of the Congress of Vienna
of 1815," signed by seven European countries, which provided for the dismemberment of the Polish
state, also contained certain rights to ensure the conservation of the Poles' nationality. Indirectly, this
treaty resulted in Poznan Poles retaining the right to use Polish for official business." To a large
extent, a similar approach was taken in regard to the Russian portion of dissected Poland, at least until
the Polish revolution of 1830.

Furthermore, the protection of religious rights and freedoms sometimes had linguistic
ramifications. For example, in the nineteenth century when the Muslim minority in Greece had largely
adopted the Turkish language, a 1881 treaty guaranteeing the free exercise of the Islamic faith and the
maintenance of Islamic courts and other community structures also implicitly provided for the
continued use of the Turkish language as part of the Muslim religious and community activities."
Other treaties were even more explicit in providing that cultural institutions, including minority
language schools, were to be protected."

It must be remembered that until the advent of the modern nation-state and the ideal of
democracy, there were relatively few pressing reasons to attempt at the international level to protect
individuals belonging to linguistic minorities, as most individuals had relatively few contacts with
governments. Since governments were largely absent from direct involvement in most areas of
individual and community life, any legislative measure involving language tended to be negligible —
at least until the state became a major purveyor of employment, education and social benefits — and
thus language would generally have been perceived as not warranting international concern.

" Dessemontet, Francois (1984), L« rfro/7 <fcr /a/igu« en Some, £diteur officiel du Quebec, Quebec, at p. 29.
The author also mentions an earlier ISIS treaty containing a similar linguistic definition, as well as a 1403 treaty
between the cities of Bern and Fribourg which used a German word, wircAe, signifying someone who speaks
a foreign language, in order to identify a potential enemy. • ;"!:'• *'-'>•' "~

" British and Foreign State Papers, 1814-1815, Volume n, 1839, at pp. 7-55. j , .

" Article 1 of the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna:
fo/o/uwj, ju/m r«peerf/i </« nau/e; parties confracfan/ej. oftnendronf to co/twva/ion <fc /ear

d'a/?re\s / « /ormi* d'exitfe/ice po/Ztt̂ ue <?ue cfazcu/i <iej ^ouverne/n^nw, auxfluWj ifr
appara'enne/i/, yugera co/!vemz6/e </e /eu/" aceorder.

" Convention for the Settlement of the Frontier between Greece and Turkey, 24 May 1881, (1881) 158
Consolidated Treaty Series 367, Article 7. See other similar provisions involving Muslims in the Treaty of Peace
between Serbia and Turkey, Article 7, signed 14 March 1914 in Constantinople, (1913-1914) Vol. 219
Consolidated Treaty Series 320, at p. 322, and the apparent protection of private schools of numerous linguistic
and religious minorities in Article 29 of the Treaty of Peace between Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, Germany
and Turkey, and Romania, signed 7 May 1918 in Bucharest, (1917-1918) Vol. 223 Consolidated Treaty Series
241, at p. 264.

™ See for example the case of the Vlach minority, who speak a distinctive form of Romanian, whose schools
were protected under the Treaty of Peace between Bulgaria, Greece, Montenegro, Romania and Serbia,
signed 10 August 1913, (1913) Vol. 218 Consolidated Treaty Series 322, at pp. 335-337; see also the provisions
regarding German language schools in Articles 38 to 41, Treaty between Germany and Romania
supplementary to the Treaty of Peace, 7 May 1918, signed in Bucharest, (1917-1918) Vol. 223 Consolidated
Treaty Series 304, at pp. 311-312, and the provisions regarding Turkish language private schools for Muslims
living in Serbia, Article 9 of the Treaty between Serbia and Turkey, signed at Constantinople, 14 March 1914,
(1913-1914) Vol. 219 Consolidated Treaty Series 320, at p. 324.
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By the First World War, the evolution in most countries was such that it was no longer possible
to neglect language issues because of the increasingly active role of government in modem societies.
Some type of international mechanism to respond to these changes, and the mounting tensions which
resulted, had to be put in place.

2.2.2 77ie A/i/tori/iej 7>«w'« £ra .,: ..;•.-, - .;

Despite various proposals, no provisions dealing with the protection of minorities, nor for that matter
human rights, were incorporated in the establishment of the League of Nations at the end of the First
World War, apparently to avoid subjecting all members of the future organisation to such provisions.
This provoked a great deal of criticism" which led to a compromise of sorts: a number of so-called
minorities treaties were adopted and subsequently overseen by the League of Nations. Essentially,
these fell into three categories. The first category included a series of treaties imposed upon the
defeated states of Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey. The second dealt with the new states bom
of the remains of the Ottoman Empire and states whose boundaries were altered under the self-
determination principle put forward by American President Woodrow Wilson (Czechoslovakia, Greece,
Poland, Romania, and Yugoslavia). The third category included a number of special provisions relating
to minorities in Aland/' Danzig, the Memel Territory, and Upper Silesia, as well as a series of five
unilateral declarations made by Albania, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, and Iraq upon their admission to
the League of Nations.™

The first two categories of treaties described above incorporated the right to equality of
treatment and non-discrimination, the right to citizenship, the right of minorities to establish and
control their own institutions, a state obligation to provide equitable financial support to schools in
which instruction at the primary level would be in the minority language where warranted by sufficient
numbers, and the recognition of the supremacy over other statutes of laws protecting minority rights.
In addition, a certain degree of territorial autonomy was provided for minority groups in some cases.

These treaties were complex documents, sometimes including the recognition of the right of
everyone to equality without discrimination — whether belonging to a minority group or not. This
particular point is at times overlooked when it is claimed that the minorities treaties exclusively dealt
with minority group rights. Rather, in each treaty, general provision was made in order to ensure the
protection of life, liberty, and free exercise of religion for all inhabitants of a state, without distinction
as to birth, nationality, race, religion, or language.*" Nationals were to enjoy civil and political rights

" See £r/isu'<: Groups in /nternariomj/ fle/arionj, jupra, note 31, at p. 13:
Those decisions, and particularly the atmosphere which accompanied their creation, greatly disappointed
numerous advocates of the national principle as the foundation for the building of both the new Europe
and the new world. The leaders of the victorious countries faced severe criticism coming from various
directions. Thus, the idea of including in treaties the imposition of minority obligations on individual
states, whether new or considerably enlarged, should be seen as a kind of compensation for the
unfulfilled hopes evoked by the idea of national self-determination.

The case of the Aland Islands is interesting because the arrangement has survived to the present day and
provides a precedent on the potential importance of self-determination and autonomy arrangements for linguistic
populations.

See S/ndy on /n^ /fr'gntt o/Persons 6e/onjing fo £/An/c, /?e//£iojtf and Zi/igu/sf/c A/inön/i«, supra, note 53.

As in Article 2 of the Polish Minorities Treaty. This treaty preceded the others chronologically and served
as a model for most of the subsequent instruments.
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and to possess equality before the law without distinction as to race, language, or religion. These rights
and freedoms are obviously individual, regardless of minority status.

Specifically on the issue of language, it has been pointed out that ;

As regards the use of the minority language, states which have signed the Treaties have
undertaken to place no restriction in the way of the free use by any national of the country of
any language, in private intercourse, in commerce, in religion, in the press or in publications
of any kind, or at public meetings. Those states have also agreed to grant adequate facilities
to enable their nationals whose mother tongue is not the official language, either orally or in
writing, before the courts. They have further agreed, in towns and districts where a considerable
proportion of nationals of the country whose mother tongue is not the official language of the
country is resident, to make provision for adequate facilities for ensuring that, in the primary
schools—instruction shall be given to the children of such nationals through the medium of their
own language, it being understood that this provision does not prevent the teaching of the
official language being made obligatory in those schools."

The treaties thus included two principle types of measures: firstly, individuals belonging to linguistic
minorities, amongst others, would be placed on a footing of equality with the other nationals of the
state; secondly, the means to preserve racial peculiarities and national characteristics of minorities,
including language, would be ensured.

The Permanent Court of International Justice, which was called on to interpret the provisions
of these treaties, stated in one of its key opinions how the two type of measures interact:

j i t . - . . . " • . j . " - -

These two requirements are indeed closely interlocked, for there would be no true equality
between a majority and a minority if the latter were deprived of its own institutions and were
consequently compelled to renounce that which constitutes the very essence of its being a
minority."

As a result, nationals belonging to linguistic minorities were to enjoy the same treatment in law and
in fact as other nationals. In particular, they had an equal right to establish schools and institutions at
their own expense. Such schools were distinct from state schools where the minority language was the
language of instruction. Finally, in those towns and districts where the minorities constituted a
considerable proportion of the population, they would be assured of an equitable share in the
enjoyment and application of sums provided out of public funds under state, municipal, or other
budgets for educational, religious or charitable purposes.

Although implementation of the treaties did leave much to be desired, the principles •
involved were relevant at the time and are still relevant today:

The League, even though "of nations" was an organisation of autonomous states. Therefore,
the organs of the League, particularly the Council and the Secretariat, considered the minorities'
problem mainly from the viewpoint of its members, and not the minorities themselves. The lack

on /h« /?igAtt 0/Persons Aefong/n ; to Er/wie, /?e//g/our and Zi/i£u/.sric Af/norifi«. J«pra, note 53, at pp.
18-19.

" Advisory Opinion on Minority Schools in Albania, (1933) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series
A/B, No. 64, 3, at p. 4, also known as the Minority Schools in Albania case.
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of understanding of that basic issue often resulted in disagreements. Such were most fully
expressed in criticisms of the League as an organisation that avoided any effective actions
relating to the minorities position. Expectations raised by the constitution etc. envisaged the
organs of the League as ideally actively engaged against any given state considered "guilty"
of violating certain minority obligations."

Because only a small number of states were subjected to the minorities treaties, and thus could with
some justification claim to be treated as "second-class nations" by the international community, there
soon appeared a gradual disenchantment with the League of Nations' minorities system." This was
accompanied by an inexorable movement declaring the need for universal protection of basic human
rights, which came about as a result of the ravages and human rights violations committed during the
Second World War.

Following the war, a study by the United Nations Secretariat concluded that the engagements
entered into by states after World War I under the minorities system had ceased to exist, except for
the Aland Islands agreement

, . _ .„.,, 2.2.3 /»otf-Wor/d War // Deve/opme/itt - ^

The rhetoric was seen to shift after 194S to one emphasising universal protection of individual rights
and freedoms. The approach was such that whenever someone's rights were violated or restricted
because of a characteristic such as religion, race or language, the matter could be addressed by the
concept of protection of the rights of the individual, particularly the principle of non-discrimination.
As pointed out by Warwick McKean:

Throughout the discussions on human rights at the United Nations Conference on International
Organisation, the minorities treaties were not referred to, but a considerable amount of influence
was brought to bear in favour of a "new covenant" and a fresh approach."

In language matters, this fresh approach can be seen in the widespread commitment towards individual
rights. The Charter of the United Nations solemnly proclaims, in a series of provisions, the principles
of universal respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, equality and non-discrimination.
Article 1(3) provides that one of the purposes of the new organisation is "[t]o achieve international
cooperation...in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to...language". According to Article 13, the General Assembly in the exercise
of its functions may initiate studies and make recommendations for the purpose of assisting in the
realisation of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to language and

EfA/u'e Groups J'/I /n/er/uztt'o/ia/ Äe/arfo/w: Comparative 5/iufiej on Governments ana* Afon-Dom/nan/ £//vuc
Groups in Europe, 7&50-7940 (1991), Sergij Viljan (ed.), European Science Foundation, New York University
Press, New York, at p. 32. . -

For an excellent description of the background on the minority protection system after World War I and the
basis and debates pertaining to the disenchantment with the system see ibid., at pp. 14-45. See also L'Europe
cen/ra/e e/ je j m/nor/res ; very une jo/u//on europeenne? (1993), Andre" Liebich and Andr6 Reszler (eds.).
Presses Universitäres de France, Paris, at p. 45. , , ,

McKean, Warwick (1983), £oua//ry and Dücrimina/ion under /nter/uin'ona/ Law, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
United Kingdom, at p. 53.
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other grounds. Pursuant to Article SS, the United Nations is to promote universal respect for, and
observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to language.

Still, these Charter provisions have retained one of the main components of the inter-war
international system for the protection of minorities — the principle of non-discrimination — though
with one major difference: , • . - - , . . . , . . , . . ,.. ,..

There is, however, a very important change in approach in comparison with the past; since
1945, this principle has been included in the context of the protection of the human rights and
fundamental freedoms of all human beings, and not the context of measures designed especially
to protect minorities."'

* . ; . * .•--• < r W & Ä , , Ä « M * > ^ ^ ••'••- "" ' - ' y - ' * *"•'••• '* * - * ~ : ^ " . / " * . ' • " - ' " '

Other international instruments incorporating provisions related to language came into being at an
increasingly frequent pace. On 10 December 1948, the United Nations General Assembly proclaimed
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights." Article 2(1) provides that "everyone is entitled to
all rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of any kind, such
as...language". Pursuant to the International Labour Organisation Convention No. 107 of 1957
concerning Indigenous and Tribal Populations," protected indigenous populations have the right
to be taught in their mother tongue or, where this is not practicable, in the language most commonly
used by the group to which they belong.

The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
signed at Rome on 4 November 1950, contains a clause on non-discrimination. By virtue of Article
14, the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention "shall be secured without
discrimination on any ground such as... language"."

Article 1 of the American Convention on Human Rights is patterned on Article 14 of the
European Convention and was adopted on 22 November 1969.*° The provision on non-
discrimination in the African Charter on Human Rights and Peoples' Rights adopted on 27 June
1981, is also similar."

In the two United Nations covenants on human rights adopted on 16 December 1966, language
is again specified amongst the impermissible grounds of discrimination. Article 2(1) of the

** 5/udy on fne /?i#Aw o/T'erjo/u ie/on^/'n^ fo £//m/c, /?e//jiotu am/ Zin^u/j/ic A//non7/», jupra, note 53, at p.

27.- - M - : • •• • • • • • • • • • - • • • ' « ' - • ? . - • • _ ^ _ . _ ^ . ^ . _ ; . . .

" General Assembly Resolution 217 A (III), UN GAOR, 3rd Session, Resolutions, Part 1, at p. 71 (1948).

" United Nations Treaty Series, Volume 328, at p. 249.

" Council of Europe, European Treaty Series, No. 5.

" (1969), Organisation of American States, Treaties Series, No. 36, at p. 1. Entered into force on 18 July 1978.
Article 1 provides as follows:

The state parties to this Convention undertake to respect the rights and freedoms recognized herein and
to ensure to all persons subject to their jurisdiction the free and full exercise of those rights and
freedoms, without any discrimination for reasons of...language...

" (1981), Organisation of African Unity, OAU Doc. CAB/LEG/67/3/Rev.5. Article 2 provides that "Every
individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognised and guaranteed in the present
Charter without distinction of any kind such as...language."
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International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights provides that: *

[e]ach state party undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its territory and
subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognised in the present Covenant, without distinction of
any kind, such as...language."

In recognising the importance of language as part of the due process of law, this Covenant also
provides in Article 14, Paragraphs 3(a) and (f). that in connection with any criminal charge an accused
is to be "informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the nature and cause
of the charge against him" and is to have "the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand
or speak the language used in court". Article 26 of the Covenant also provides that:

[a]ll persons are equal before the law and are entitled without discrimination to the equal
protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee
to all persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as...
language. ^ - . v . . .

Finally, another highly influential provision in regard to language matters is Article 27 of the
Covenant, which provides that:

[i]n those states in which...linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall
not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their
own culture...or to use their own language.

As regards the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, Article 2(2)
provides that: . ' - ; - .

[t]he state parties to the present Covenant undertake to guarantee that the rights enunciated in
the present Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of any kind as to... language."

The Convention against Discrimination in Education of I960** prohibits, under Article 1, "any
distinction, exclusion or preference" based upon language or other grounds, which "has the purpose
or effect of nullifying or impairing equality of treatment in education". The Convention makes it clear,
in Article 2(b), that it does not constitute discrimination to establish or maintain, for linguistic reasons,
separate educational systems or institutions.

The Convention also provides in Article 5(l)(c), that it is essential to "recognise the right of
members of national minorities to carry on their own educational activities, including the maintenance
of schools and, depending on the educational policy of each state, the use or the teaching of their own
language", provided that "this right is not exercised in a manner which prevents the members of these
minorities from understanding the culture and language of the community as a whole and from
participating in its activities, or which prejudices national sovereignty".

** (1966), United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 999, at p. 171.

" (1966). United Nations Treaty Series. VoL 993. at p. 3.

** (I960). United Nations Treaty Series. VoL 428. at p. 93.
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A number of peace treaties concluded following Second World War II included provisions in which
language also figured more or less prominently. The treaties signed with the Allied and Associated
Powers in 1947 provided that each state concerned should take all measures necessary to secure to all
persons within their jurisdiction, without distinction as to language, the enjoyment of human rights and
freedoms, including freedom of expression, of press and public opinion, and of public meeting."

Three states were required to undertake that the laws in force in their countries would not, in their
content or application, discriminate or entail any discrimination amongst persons of the nationality of
the state, on the ground of language, whether in preference to their persons, business, professional or
financial interest, status, political or civil rights, or any other matter.**

In addition, many countries in Europe and Asia have more recently concluded, especially since the
demise of the former Soviet Union, bilateral agreements dealing with some of their linguistic
minorities, at times providing for the protection of language and cultures, and for the maintenance of
minority schools."

Finally, in the last few years, international and regional treaties, declarations and other instruments
in which language rights and freedoms, and even recognition of a degree of autonomy for territorially-
based linguistic communities, have proliferated.

Amongst the more prominent are the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to
National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, the draft UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples, the UN Vienna Declaration on Human Rights, the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (now called the Organisation on Securitye and Cooperation in Europe)
Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension, the
Declaration d'Athene sur Ies droits des minorites, the Declaration Final de Lenguas Europeas
e Lexislacions, the International Labour Convention (No. 169) Concerning Indigenous and Tribal
Peoples in Independent Countries, the European Charter for Regional and Minority Languages,
the Central European Initiative Instrument for the Protection of Minority Rights, and the
Convention-cadre sur la protection des minorites nationales."

Although by no means exhaustive, this list does give an indication of growing international
recognition of the importance of language as a human rights matter and of its profound relevance in
many of the contemporary efforts to find peaceful solutions to conflicts and tensions.

2.3 SUMMARY

Because language is a fundamental human characteristic which at the same time signals one's
membership in a community, it has throughout human history been intimately associated with
competition between communities or individuals. Whilst in ancient times most rulers probably regarded

" Treaty with Italy. United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 49, at p. 3; Treaty with Romania, United Nations
Treaty Series, Vol. 42, at p. 3; Treaty with Bulgaria, United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 41, at p. 21; Treaty
with Hungary, United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 41, at p. 133; Treaty with Finland, United Nations Treaty
Series, Vol. 49, at p. 203; Austrian State Treaty, United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 217, at p. 223.

* Article 3(2) of the Treaty with Romania, Article 2(2) of the Treaty with Hungary, and Article 6X2) of the
Austrian State Treaty.

" Most of the provisions of these treaties are included in the Appendix. - , ; , . ; *

*• The relevant provisions of all of these instruments are reprinted in the Appendix. ' •
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the users of foreign languages as strange or inferior, true barbarians, this intolerance seldom extended
into prohibiting local languages or other forms of oppression by public authorities. Until the
appearance of an increasingly centralised state in Europe a few centuries ago, most empires and
government structures tended to adopt a rather benign attitude towards the language used by the
peoples under their control, as long as these showed proper obedience to authorities and provided the
requested taxes and resources. In some ancient empires it was seen as useful to have the elite or even
much of the population understand a common language, but this seldom, if ever, meant exclusion of
local languages from private or public affairs.

All this began to change dramatically after the fifteenth century with a gradual move towards
centralisation of power in the hands of European sovereigns and ultimately the nation-state. A nation-
state requires the symbolism of a national community, and in many cases it seemed natural to turn to
language, one of the more obvious forms of pre-existing community bonds. Language could be used
as a unifying link, an obvious claim by which a population could be said to share a common will and
a common destiny.

This view of the nation-state as symbolised by a common national language, together with the
increasing role of the state as a major purveyor of services and employment opportunities and the
potent principle of equality and human rights, are the sources of the "nationalism" problem from the
mid-nineteenth century to this day. On the one hand, authoritarian, intolerant governments — or even
governments which assume that individuals should not be using "inferior" languages — have had a
tendency to try to stamp out anything that may be in opposition to their ideal symbolism of a unifying,
pure national language. On the other hand, some governments have taken another approach, that the
state does not need to force a single exclusive language on all individuals in all areas, and that it may
be more divisive to try to stamp out all other languages than to accommodate some degree of language
diversity.

In contemporary times, the trend in many states, and at the international level, towards the
protection of individuals from the excesses of state authorities by the use of human rights has meant
the recognition of a number of rights that pertain to or affect language. This means that the twentieth
century has become a battlefield between two conflicting forces: the tendency towards the ever
increasing centralisation of the nation-state and the convenience of a single common language seen
as a unifying symbol, which is usually the language of the majority, and the recognition that there are
legitimate limits to the authority of the state on how it can treat its population. The latter is especially
true when it involves individuals who differ from the majority in matters that are fundamental to
human nature such as race, religion, and of course language.

* • • * , . • * -
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3 . Freedom of Expression' • •• - • •->;- ••""'*' "•• T - ^ * " * - - - ^ < " V - =- ^ ' » - ~ -

Freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential foundations of society, one of the basic
conditions for its progress and for the development of every man... Such are the demands
of...pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness without which there is no "democratic society".
This means, amongst other things, that every "formality", "condition", "restriction" or "penalty"
imposed in this sphere must be proportionate to the legitimate aim pursued.* .̂

It was suggested in the preceding chapter that a number of fundamental human rights aimed at
protecting individuals from abuses or unacceptable impositions by the state pertain to or affect
language. Arguably a cornerstone amongst these rights is the freedom of expression. This chapter
considers the actual content of the freedom of expression in state practice and international law and
demonstrates how it was not until very recently that the actual relevance of this freedom in relation
to private language matters began to be perceived. This chapter also explains why it is that freedom
of expression can be a relevant human right in a number of areas.

3.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS ' y ' ^ ' « • fci- ̂  ^ * ^ ' - ' ' ' ' ^ *~ " "'**""

During the drafting of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights' some contended that the rights
of members of linguistic and other minorities v^ere fuily protected by >aticVc 2, which guarantees the
rights and freedoms set forth therein without distinction of any kind including language, and by the
provisions on freedom of thought, conscience and religion, on freedom of the press and expression,
on freedom of assembly, on the right to education, and on the right to participate in the cultural life
of the community. Indeed, to this day many seem to take for granted that implicitly language is a
component of freedom of expression/ and mat "freedom of expression, in particular, are intimately
linked to freedom of access to language".'

Therefore, some have contended that Article 19 dealing with freedom of expression protects the
rights of individuals speaking languages different from that of the majority. Whether language is an

' An earlier version of this chapter appeared in de Varennes, Fernand (1994), "Language and Freedom of
Expression in International Law", in //uma/i Aig/i/j ßi«vfe/7;y. Vol. 16, N° 1, 163-186.

* Handyside Case, (1976) 24 European Court of Human Rights, Series A, at p. 23.

* UN GAOR, third session, third comm., first meeting, 716, at p. 731; sec also Articles 18, 19, 20, 26 and 27
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

* See de Witte, Bruno (1988), "Droits fondamentaux et protection de la diversity linguistique", in P. Pupier and
J. Woehrling (eds.), Language and Law; /Vocce<#/ig.r o/ /te f / « / Co/i/ere/ice o/ fte //i/ernariona/ //ufifu/e o/
Co/npararfv« Zi/iguirfic LOW, Wilson & Lafleur, Montreal, at p. 91; Tabory, Mala (1980), "Language Rights as
Human Rights", in /.sraW y<?arfcoo* o/Z/iura/i /?i$/iw. Vol. 10, 167-223. at p. 167; Woehrling, Jose (1987), "La
reglementation linguistique de l'affichage public et la liberte d'expression, P.G. Quebec c. Chaussure Brown's
Inc.", in A/CGJ// Law ;owna/, Vol. 32,878-894, at p. 885; Milian i Massana, Antoni (1992), "Droits linguistiques
et droits fondamentaux en Espagne", in /?evue £^rafe du dro/f. Vol. 23, 561-581, at p. 576.

' McDougal. M.S., Lasswell. H.D., and Chen. Lung-chu (1980). //uma/j Äi^/iw and WorW /»«Me Order, Yale
University Press, New Haven, USA. at p. 726.
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integral part of freedom of expression does not appear to have been specifically considered in the

Legal commentators generally have not addressed this matter, and publications dealing with
freedom of expression are largely silent on this point However, no one appears to have suggested that
language is not a constituent of freedom of expressioa

Traditionally, freedom of expression was deemed to guarantee effective political and social debate
essential for the proper operation of any democratic system.' More recently, it has been considered
individualistic in orientation, allowing persons to freely communicate amongst themselves in order to
impart and receive information. Thus freedom of expression seems to extend well beyond the purely
political realm, encompassing matters such as science, literature, theatre, arts, and commercial
activities.* - • ' > " ••-••• .•• • : • . ; , . . • , /•;-, . . o i . , : Ü T £ - ! ' ' . ' . r - .

3.2 STATE APPROACHES TO LANGUAGE AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

£/ /e/igua/e M, por decir/o asf, /a mam/esYacio/i exrer/w de/ aspir/ru de /OJ pwcWo .̂ La
Je estas es JU esp/ruu y ^u wp/nm es su /engua. Afo pue<& e.spresar.se nwica co/i
/werzdi /a «de/zridad de /or das.' : . , ; • .

At the national level, there does seem to be a trend towards recognition that language is an integral
part of freedom of expression, although many national courts have not dealt specifically with the
matter. In Switzerland, for example, the 7riöw/ia//e'de'ra7 has indicated that language is a necessary
condition to the exercise of all the fundamental rights connected with freedom of expression in written
or verbal form."' -, :

• See UN Documents E/CN.4/AC.l/3/Add.l, at pp. 126-129, 130-148; E/CN.4/21, at pp. 48 and 67;
E/CN.4/SR.62, at pp. 14-16, and Verdoodt, Albert (1963), Mu.ua/ice er ii^w/icaöon de /a Dec/oration
u/uvera/Ze <fej aroitf ae /'/w/nmi, Nauwelaerts, Louvain-Paris, at pp. 183-191 for an excellent summary of the
fravauxpreparafo/rw and freedom of expression. As for the rravauxpreparato/rej surrounding the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, see Bossuyt, Marc J. (1987), Gu/de /o /A« 7Vavaux rVeparafoirej o/
//ie //t{ernan°o/ia/ Cove/jan/ on Ciw7 and /"o/zrica/ Ä/̂ /tf, Martinus Nijhoff, den Haag, Netherlands, at pp. 373-402.

' Mill, John Stuart (1946), On Lj&erfy and Co/u/dera/io/u o/Äcpr«cn/a//ve Goverwwn/, Blackwell, London,
at p. 14:

If all mankind minus one were of one opinion, and only one person were of the contrary opinion, mankind
would be no more justified in silencing that one person, than he, if he had the power, would be justified
in silencing mankind.

> : ! > - v - " - > * • • < » • « - ' • • • • < • • • » : • • , ; . k > - ' • • - ' • - ' • • • • = > • • • ' • • • ' • - ' • • • : • • ' . A - - • • • ' ' : " • ^ . - • • ' - V ' ^ -

* Scanlon, T. (1978-79), "Freedom of Expression and Categories of Expression", in r7n/ver«ry of PiVttAiu-f A Law
Äeview, 519-543, at p. 519; see also Markt Intern v. Germany, 12 European Human Rights Report 161 (1989). "

' Wilhelm von Humboldt, £in/e/AM£ üoer d/e VerjcA/edenn«/ d « weaicMcAen SpracWwuej «nd irAe £/n/7itM "
a«f die «mfj^e £nftv/cJfc/eg«n^ dej A/e/ucAen^ejc/i/ecA/j, 1836, Spanish translation in Igartua Salaverria, Juan :>
(1989-90), "Naciön, Cultura, Lengua", in Äewi/a de /a Fac«/rad de DerecAo de /a t/niverj/dad Co^/u/enje 451. 3

Association de l'ecole frangaise und Mitbeteiligte v. Regierungsrat und Verwaltungsgericht des Kantons ''
Zürich, (1965) Arrets du Tribunal föderal 91 I 480 (Switzerland), at p. 486:

We die pe/\son//cAe Fre/Aejf, so ü/ aucA d/e 5pracAen/re/Ae/7. daj Aewr aVe Äe/ü^nij zum GeoraucAi der
A/«werjpracAe, e/ne wejen/Z/cAe, ya o« zu e/nem ^ew/jjen Grade nofwendige Voraitue/zwij ^ir die
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The Supreme Court of Canada arrived at a similar conclusion in some well-reasoned judgements
which constitute perhaps the most extensive examination by a national court of the interrelationship
between language and freedom of expression. In Ford v. Quebec," the Supreme Court considered
the constitutionality of Article 58 of the Quöbec Charte de la langue franchise which, in most cases,
made French the exclusive language of outdoor commercial signs. Its comments on this point are
enlightening:

Language is so intimately related to the form and content of expression that there cannot be true
freedom of expression by means of language if one is prohibited from using the language of
one's choice. Language is not merely a means or medium of expression; it colours the content
and meaning of expression."

The Supreme Court arrived at a similar conclusion in Devine v. Quebec," a case dealing with the
constitutionality of Articles 52 and 57 of the Charte de la langue franchise which required the use
of French jointly with any other language on certain commercial and financial documents. It cautioned,
however, that freedom of expression in using one's language does not include the right to use
exclusively one's language of choice.

More recently, the Supreme Court reiterated the interrelationship between language and freedom
of expression:

[Tine choice of the language through which one «ysam\isttcate& va ctxftral to one** freeöom of
expression. The choice of language is more than a utilitarian decision; language is, indeed, an
expression of one's culture and often of one's sense of dignity and self-worth. Language is,
shortly put, both content and form." «;.~ v:

Interestingly, in Ford v. Quebec, the Supreme Court considered a number of decisions of the
European Commission of Human Rights, examined below, on the issue of language and freedom of
expression. The Supreme Court made a definite distinction between freedom of expression as a private
activity, and the use of one's language of choice in any direct relation with any branch of government

Although constitutional provisions in Italy, Belgium and Austria do not explicitly recognise that
freedom of expression includes the freedom to use one's chosen language, some commentators feel
that the two cannot be disassociated."

The United States, which has only recently become a party to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, has made some valuable contributions to the development of freedom of

anderer Frei/iei/srec/tfe; im Fa//e der SpracAe/i/reJ/iei/ irt aaAei an a//e ,/e/ie Grj«a>ecA/e zu
. we/c/ie a7e Fre//»e// der Autferung durc/i day gesproc/iene oder ge.se/jr/efce/ie Wbrf geHwAr/eirten,

w/e die Afeinung.?autteru/i£jfrej/ieir...

" [1988] 2 S.C.R. 712 (Canada).

" These same provisions were to be raised at the United Nations Human Rights Committee which sided with
Canada's highest court, as is shown in Section 3.33 dealing with the Ballantyne, Davidsoo and Mclntyre v.
Canada decision. •«*•** *,T

" [1988] 2 S.C.R. 790 (Canada).

" Reference Re Criminal Code (Manitoba), [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1123 (Canada), at p. 1181.

" de Witte, £u/?ra, note 4, at p. 92, and Milian i Massana, ji^?ra, note 4 at p. 576. ' *
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expression, generally known as freedom of speech under the First Amendment of the US
Constitution.'* The precise relationship between freedom of speech and language under the First
Amendment has not specifically been examined, but one author has concluded from US Supreme
Court decisions, such as Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C. ," that free speech includes the right
to broadcast in foreign languages:

Obviously, when broadcasting is only in English, the exclusively foreign-language-speaking
listener has no suitable access to the ideas, experiences, views and voices which the Court finds
to be his or her right... People who do understand English and therefore have access to English
language broadcasting may still have a First Amendment right to a diversified programming
schedule that would include foreign language broadcasting...

Another early US Supreme Court decision arrives at a similar result; however, the reasoning appears
to suggest that the issue may also involve discriminatory action by the government. In the Philippines
during the 1920s, the US administration adopted legislation making it an offense to keep account
books in any language other than English, Spanish, or a local dialect As the legislation was interpreted
as absolutely prohibiting Chinese merchants from keeping accounts in their own language, the
Supreme Court declared:

:;^ In view of the history of the Islands and of the conditions there prevailing, we think the Law to
be invalid, because it deprives Chinese persons — situated as they are, with their extensive and
important business long established — of their liberty and property without due process of Law,
and denies them equal protection of the laws... We are clearly of the opinion that it is not within

-. the police power...because it would be oppressive and arbitrary, to prohibit all Chinese merchants
from maintaining a set of books in the Chinese language, and in the Chinese characters, and thus

. prevent them from keeping advised of the status of their business and directing its conduct."

Thus, in the US, imposing by law the exclusive use of a language in private affairs, in addition to
being a violation of freedom of expression, can also constitute discriminatory legislation if deemed to
be unreasonable or unwarranted. This was echoed by the Supreme Court of Canada more than half a
century later in the Devine v. Quebec case mentioned above.

'* The First Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that: "Congress shall make no *
law...abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press..." «

" 395 U.S. 367 (1969) (United States). >»

Piatt, Bill (1990), jO/i/y Eng/wA? Law and Language /'o//cy in r/i« t/n/fed Sfa/«, University of New Mexico
Press, Albuquerque, USA, at pp. 121 and 122. See also Yu Cong Eng v. Trinidad, 271 U.S. 500 (1926), an *
early United States Supreme Court decision on commercial activities which, although based upon an *
interpretation of what is known as due process and equal protection rights under the Fourteenth Amendment '
of the US Constitution, involves the issue of liberty in respect to commercial activities similar to that in the
Canadian case of Devine v. Quebec and might today be considered as involving freedom of commercial
expression.

" Yu Cong Eng v. Trinidad, ibid.; see also Adams, Charles F. (1973), "Citado a Comparecer Language *
Barriers and Due Process — Is Mailed Notice in English Constitutionally Sufficient?", in Ca/#bf7ua Law/teviw, ~
Vol. 61, 1395-1421, at p. 1420. •-«
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There are finally a series of Swiss decisions where commercial expression, guaranteed by Article
31 of the Federal Constitution, is dealt with in a manner similar to that of freedom of expression in
the private context. In Zahringer v. II decreto legislativo ticinese 28 settembre 1931 circa le
insegne e le scritte destinate al pubblico,™ Bar Amid*' and Zürich Versicherungen,** it
appears to be acknowledged that language freedom (SpracAe/z/rei/ie/r) in commercial activities cannot
easily be cast aside, despite the valid constitutional interest of preserving the linguistic integrity and
vüa#e of cantons. The courts nevertheless recognised the validity of legislation requiring the use of
the official language in addition to, but not excluding, an individual's language of choice. The
7ri6wna/ /&#ra/ in Zahringer was however unwilling to accept the decree of 26 September 1931
requirement that the Italian text on all commercial signs be at least twice the size of any other
language used."

Despite the definite tendency to associate language and freedom of expression in national
jurisdictions, until recently it was far from clear at the international level how language relates to the
freedom of expression.

" Milian i Massana, supra, note 4, at p. 579.

*' Arrets du Tribunal föderal 116 la 345 (Switzerland). The 7ri6iMa//e*rfer<i/ concluded that the public interest
in protecting the linguistic character of the Commune of Disentis overrides freedom in commercial activities,
and that the government was thus entitled to prohibit the use of outdoor signs with no Romanesh text

Decision of the Trtöuna//etfera/ of 12 October 1992. An insurance company had to use the words
ar or reg/>adas /u^u^ejaj in its commercial signs in the Commune of Disentis. See Steiert, Thierry

(1993), La Sum« er /a CAarre europle/ine <fcj /a/i£uej regüwui/ej OH m/nori/atr» (unpublished), EURORegion
National Report, Fribourg, Switzerland, at p. 34. . • . ~ - -

" This point, on whether a restriction on the exclusive use of a particular language is a violation of freedom of
expression, was indirectly mentioned by the United Nations Human Rights Committee in Ballantyne, Davidson
and Mclntyre v. Canada, Communications Nos. 359/1989 and 385/1989,31 March 1993, discussed in Section
3.3.3. The Human Rights Committee seemed to imply that to require the use of an additional language would
not constitute a violation.
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3.3 INTERNATIONAL LAW, LANGUAGE AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION - <

3.3.1 //jfe/vwfiona/ Cove/w/zr o/i Civ// and Po/Zrica/ /?/#«#** '• M :^.,i -. ,\i.' v ^

At the international level, it was obvious that freedom of expression included freedom with respect
to the content of opinions expressed but there remained some ambiguity on the position occupied by
language as the means of expressing opinions. It is likely, in view of the above-mentioned national
authorities, that language is a constituent of freedom of expression insofar as it is a necessary
component of the expression of opinions. Indeed, a simple reading of Article 19 would seem to
support such an interpretation, since the freedom of expression "shall include...the freedom to...receive
and impart information and ideas of all kinds...either orally, in writing or in print..." It would be absurd
to pretend that everyone has the freedom to receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, but
only if they do so in a language hardly anyone in the jurisdiction understands, such as Sanskrit

Until the United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC) addressed the issue in 1993, the
exact content of freedom of expression as well as the status of language in respect to freedom of
expression were unclear despite various decisions emanating from the Human Rights Committee and
the European Commission of Human Rights.

The UNHRC first had in 1990 the opportunity to consider the relationship between language and
freedom of expression in Dominique Guesdon v. France." Guesdon submitted that Breton was his
first language and that French courts had violated his freedom of expression, amongst other rights,
when they rejected his request that he and witnesses on his behalf testify in Breton and his demand
that they be heard through the assistance of an interpreter.

The Committee rejected Guesdon's contention that he had been found guilty without having been
heard because Guesdon was bilingual and chose not to speak in French, and was thus the "author" of
his own misfortune. Furthermore, the Committee considered the freedom of expression argument
inadmissible:

As to the author's claim that he had been denied his freedom of expression, the Committee
... observed that the fact of not having been able to speak the language of his choice before the

French courts raised no issues under article 19, paragraph 2. The Committee therefore found that
this aspect of the communication was inadmissible..."

" Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 999 United Nations Treaty Series
171, provides that

1. Everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference.
2. Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print,
in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.
3. The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this Article carries with it special duties and
responsibilities. It may therefore be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are
provided by law and necessary:

(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others;
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (ordre puMc), or of public health or
morals. ..,, .„.

" UN GAOR, VoL n, forty-fifth session, at p. 61, UN Document A/45/40 (1990).

Ibid., at paragraph 7 2 . , , , , , ,,....
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In other similar communications (the "Breton cases"), the UNHRC preferred to declare the arguments
based upon freedom of expression inadmissible. In T.K. v. France," the author submitted that the
7ViÖM/uz/ adffurtwmzft/ of Rennes had refused to consider a case that he had submitted in the Breton
language, and that subsequent letters of complaint in Breton had gone unanswered. The author
contended that freedom of expression could not be limited to freedom to express oneself in French.

The Committee declared the communication inadmissible until such time as the author had
exhausted all domestic remedies, even if he must do so in French, despite his allegation that it is
precisely this requirement that violated his freedom of expression:

The Committee observes that the matter of the exclusive use of French to institute proceedings
in courts is the issue to be examined at first instance by the French judicial organs and that, under
the applicable laws, this can be done only by using French. In view of the fact that the author
has demonstrated his proficiency in French, the Committee finds that it would not be
unreasonable for him to submit his claim in French to the French courts. Further, no irreparable
harm would be done to the author's substantive case by using the French language to pursue his
remedy."

The UNHRC adopted a similar approach in M.K. v. France,*' wherein it was submitted that the
7W6u/uz/ adranwrran/ of Rennes had refused to consider a complaint directed against French tax
authorities for having declined to write the author's address in Breton. The Committee again refused
to study the substantive issue until such time as all domestic remedies had been exhausted, in French.

More recently, in Yves Cadoret and Herv6 Le Bihan v. France," the UNHRC had the
opportunity to deal with the interrelationship between language and freedom of expression
substantively. The authors had appeared before the Triöu/uz/ co/recrfo/me/ of Rennes on charges of
having vandalized three road signs. Although Breton was their first language, they had not been
allowed to express themselves in Breton before the tribunal, nor had three witnesses they had called
on their behalf been allowed to testify in Breton. They had consequently been found guilty and
sentenced.

In their communications, they contended that the refusal of the courts to allow them to present
their defence in Breton was a clear and serious restriction of their freedom of expression, contrary to
Article 19(2) because it signified that they would only be allowed to air their views in French when
in court. On this point, the state party submitted that because the authors were bilingual, they could
express themselves in French in court; therefore, there was no restriction to their freedom of
expression. •$ * 1 » . . / ; •

Once again, the Committee remained unconvinced by the authors' arguments: -•

As to the authors' claim that they had been denied their freedom of expression, the Committee
observed that the fact of not having been able to speak the language of their choice before the

"UNGAOR, Vol. II, forty-fifth session. Appendix X at p. 118, UN Document A/45/40 (1990). '

** Ibid., at paragraph 8.4.

» Supra, note 27, at p. 127. - - ' l - ' V - ^ <1 M > ^ * P ••.'$•

" Communications Nos. 221/1987 and 333/1988, 11 April 1991. " rf^r, Mio ?.; ._V«f<



French courts raised no issues under article 19, paragraph 2. The Committee therefore found that
this aspect of the communications was inadmissible..."

The Committee's view of the matter seems rather harsh, because in effect the state was requiring an
individual, against his will, to speak a language that was not his primary tongue in court proceedings.
In other words, the authors had to make what they considered to be an insidious choice: either submit
to the use of a language not their own or be denied access to the courts, and even perhaps be found
guilty of an offence without the opportunity of testifying. It is arguably a much more complex issue
than simply one of having the freedom to use any language of choice.

The uncertainty remaining subsequent to these decisions as to the relationship between language
and freedom of expression pursuant to Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, would have to wait another two years before the UNHRC definitely considered the
issue head on in the Quebec commercial signs language communications."

3.3.2 JEziropea/i Co/ive/irio/j /or f/ie /Vorecrio/i o/ //uma/t /?/g/»w a/«/

The situation in the European context was also nebulous because no case directly addressed the
position of language in relation to the freedom of expression. In Inhabitants of Leeuw-St Pierre v.
Belgium," the European Commission of Human Rights was asked to examine the matter of a group
of Belgian citizens who had unsuccessfully requested administrative documents from their municipality
in French. They claimed that the municipality's refusal to provide such documents in French violated
their freedom of expression under Article 10. The Commission declared that the application was
inadmissible ratfo/ie marenae because the Convention does not expressly guarantee "linguistic
freedom" as it relates to the right to use one's language of choice in relations with municipal
authorities.

This last point is particularly important The Commission appears to acknowledge that there may
be a clear distinction between the right to freedom of expression in one's language outside
governmental activity on the one hand, and a right to have administrative formalities completed in
one's language, on the other.

These considerations are obviously applicable without restriction to the applicants' grievances
regarding the use of languages in administration. It is clear that one has to distort the usual
meaning of the passages [Articles 9 and 10 of the Convention] if one is to transform the right
to express one's thought freely in the language of one's choice into a right to complete, and insist
on the completion of, all administrative formalities in that language."

" Ibid, at paragraph 5.2.

" Supra, note 23.

" (1965), 8 Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights 338.

" I b i d
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The Commission felt the applicants* argument would only be valid insofar as it could be based upon
explicit provisions such as those in Articles 5(2) and 6(3) of the Convention." To admit that it might
have some foundation in Articles 9 and 10 would be tantamount to attributing to those two provisions
such a wide scope that the specific guarantees given in Articles 5 and 6 would be superfluous."

The European Commission of Human Rights proceeded to reject another application involving
language and freedom of expression in X v. Ireland." The applicant was a civil servant entitled to
a children's allowance for each of his four children, provided he filled out a prescribed form. The form
was entirely in Irish, which he, like the majority of Irish citizens, could apparently neither read nor
write. He refused to comply with what he described as an "imposition" and a "language dictatorship", **
despite a warning that he would lose the allowance if he did not comply. When he insisted in
obtaining a form printed in English, he lost the allowance. The applicant maintained that the
requirement to use Irish exclusively in these forms constituted a violation of his freedom of expression
guaranteed under Article 10.

The Commission's response was rather abrupt: it indicated that the requirement to complete the
form in the Irish language did not in any way interfere with the applicant's freedom of expression, and
that the application was inadmissible.

Not everyone agreed with the Commission's reasoning. One author complained that the situation
in X v. Ireland did interfere with the applicant's freedom of expression under Article 10 because:

...printing a form necessary to receive money one is entitled to in a language spoken by only two
percent of the population, regardless of the good motive behind it, is an interference in the
freedom by which one can impart information."

The same author believed that the Commission's refusal to consider the question seriously was due
to the fact that the applicant could easily have had the form translated, and that the whole matter was
trivial. However, the author in question failed to distinguish between purely private activities which
impart information (i.e. newspapers, speeches at conferences, in private settings, etc.) and activities
involving communication with the state in its public function capacity."

" These two provisions precisely spell out a right to certain information or assistance in one's primary language.
Article 3(2) deals with the right to information in a language one understands for the basis of one's arrest,
whereas 6(3) provides for the right to the free assistance of an interpreter when one does not understand the
language used in court. r. j. fr

» S u p r a , n o t e 3 3 , a t p . 3 4 8 . . -S i« ; .? . '^ <• - *'< '^-' - —-* '^ * B * V - •«•• • ^ ; - v , - , - - v

" (1970), 13 Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights 792. ^ •̂•"-*•"•• "-'"••

* Morrison, Clovis C. (1981), TA« Dynö/n/es o/Deve/op/ran/ i/i »A« European //uma/i /7/gAtt Conven/iö/J Syrtem,
Martinus Nijhoff, den Haag, Netherlands, at p. 101.

" The author's reaction to the Irish situation does warrant a comment, even if one accepts the premise that such
a situation does not involve the issue of freedom of expression. Many would agree that to only provide
government services, or funds as in X v. Ireland, to those who use a language understood by a tiny percentage
of a state's population seems at the very least unfair and difficult to justify. What the Irish situation reflects is
not an issue of the right to express oneself without government interference but the exact reverse: one is
demanding that the government offer a public service, and more precisely a public service in one's language of
choice. As will be seen in the chapter dealing with discrimination, the issue should have been raised as being
unreasonable and a violation of the right to non-discrimination rather than under the freedom of expression.
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Although not precisely involving the issue of freedom of expression and language, the European
Commission in Charlent v. Belgium indirectly acknowledged that in private affairs freedom of
expression included the freedom to use the language of one's choice:

Whereas freedom of religion is not in question; whereas this is also true of the freedoms of
thought, conscience and expression of the Applicants themselves, since nothing prevents them
from expressing their thought freely in the language of their choice.*'

Finally, in Fryske Nasjonale Partij v. Netherlands/' the applicants submitted that they had been
prevented from standing as candidates in elections of the £er.sre ÄTomer der Sfafe/i-Ge/ieroa/" because
they had submitted their registration for election in Frisian*' and not in Dutch. They asserted, infer
fl//a, that this infringed their freedom of expression guaranteed under Article 10 of the Convention.
The European Commission of Human Rights once again indicated that freedom of expression and
language preference may, in certain situations, be relevant when it stated that the "applicants...failed
to demonstrate that they were prevented from using the Frisian language for other purposes".** Once
again this part of the application was rejected rario/uze wujtenae as being incompatible with the
provisions of the Convention.

Thus, the European Commission decided the matter consistently with its earlier cases by pointing
out that freedom of expression does not guarantee the right to use the language of one's choice in
administrative affairs.

3.3.3

On 31 March 1993, the United Nations Human Rights Committee handed down a decision that
clarified, apparently once and for all, its position on the relationship between language and freedom
of expression. At issue were provisions of the Quebec Charte de la langue franchise, which, in most
situations, made French the exclusive language of outdoor commercial signs. In Ballantyne, Davidson
and Mclntyre v. Canada,*' the authors were English-speaking residents of the Province of Quebec
who claimed that the prohibition against using any language other than French on outdoor commercial
signs or in a firm's name infringed upon their freedom of expression, guaranteed by Article 19 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

The government of Quebec argued that freedom of expression protected by Article 19 does not
include commercial publicity, but is limited to matters involving political, cultural and artistic
expression. It also maintained that even if commercial publicity were encompassed in freedom of
expression, it did not include an individual's absolute right to choose the language of commercial
signs. Finally, the government argued that even if the freedom of expression included freedom in the
choice of language in commercial activities, the prohibition contained in the Charte de la langue

** (1963) 6 Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights 445, at pp. 454-456.

*' (1986) 45 Decisions and Reports 240 (European Commission of Human Rights), at p. 243.

** The "First Chamber of the States General" essentially functions as a senate.

Frisian is a Germanic language spoken in the province of Friesland (Fryj/an) in the Netherlands, as well as
in Schleswig-Holstein and Niedersachsen in Germany.

** Supra, note 41, at p. 243.

a, note 23. - • • ' ' .- . ^ . „ , : , . . , - ^ ^ - , ^ , > ' fo w ^ s c * .no- ••
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franchise was reasonable given the importance of protecting the French language and culture in
Quebec.

The Committee rejected Quebec's attempts to restrict the authors' freedom of expressioa The
Committee stated that Article 19(2) of the Covenant applies not only to ideas and subjective opinions
which can be transmitted to others,** but also to any news or information, any expression, any
commercial publicity or signs, and to any work of art In other words, the Committee squarely rejected
any attempt at limiting freedom of expression to a narrow field of activity such as political, cultural
or artistic expressioa The Committee also rejected the argument that commercial expression was
somehow less worthy of protection under the Covenant, and that in such cases governments should
have wider discretion in deciding what restrictions were appropriate or necessary in their country.

The government of Quebec also contended that its provisions were necessary and reasonable in
order to protect the French language in the province. In response, the Committee pointed out that
Article 19 of the Covenant only permits restrictions on freedom of expression which are provided by
law and necessary either to respect the reputations of others, or to protect national security, public
order, health or morals. Although clearly "provided by law", the language restrictions relating to
outdoor commercial signs in Qu6bec were unnecessary, according to the Committee, because they
protected neither the rights of other individuals, nor the public order, health or morals. Furthermore,
even if the restrictions were valid based upon Article 19(2)(a) or (b), the government would have had
to establish that they were justified. The government of Qudbec had made no attempt to do so as
regards the provisions of the Charte de la langue franchise, beyond claiming that they were simply
reasonable.

Although it was not strictly required in order to support its decision, the Committee
acknowledged that the government could validly seek to protect the French language in Quebec. It
recognised that whilst a state may choose one or more official languages, it may not simply ban the
use of non-official languages, at least as it relates to non-governmental services or activities. In
essence, the Committee recognised that in an entirely non-governmental realm, any attempt at
restricting an individual's language choice clearly violates that individual's freedom of expression.

Following this decision, the Quebec government amended its legislation, thus permitting the use
of French and any other language(s) on commercial signs insofar as the French text is predominant.

3.4 ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS ON FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND LANGUAGE

A number of national jurisdictions clearly distinguish between the public use of language and private
use as it relates to freedom of expression. Matters relating to the public use of language escape what
is defined in these jurisdictions as freedom of expression, because such use involves a government's
obligation to provide administrative, judicial or other government services — services which are
usually provided in the state-sanctioned language. The prevalent understanding of "freedom" is that
of non-intervention by the state in private or non-governmental affairs.

The example of a trial illustrates the distinction between the public and private use of language.
In some of the cases discussed above, it was contended that to prohibit an accused from using his

** The Human Rights Committee added that the ideas and subjective opinions that Article 19(2) protects must
not contravene the provisions of Article 20 of the Covenant which permit restrictions on the right to freedom
of expression when it advocates violence, hatred or war. Article 20 states: "1 . Any propaganda for war shall be
prohibited by law. 2. Any advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to
discrimination, hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law."
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primary language, when he could understand the official language of the courts, violated his freedom
of expression. However, a trial is not a private affair: it is a public function carried out by a segment
of the state apparatus/' In other words, it is a state activity.** An individual cannot assert that the
state has no power to intervene in his or her private choice of language of expression, because a trial
is not a private forum for an individual to express her or his point of view. Rather, it is a public
activity conducted under the auspices of the state for the public good.

The private use of a language is conceptually quite different from public use, where a state's
intervention is solicited or mandatory, because the former encompasses the freedom to express oneself
in any language in all non-official activities, such as between private individuals, in newspapers,
theatres, and particularly during political meetings and conferences, wherein the objective sought is
non-intervention of the state. As pointed out by Professor Jose" Woehrling: , ., ^..» „., ...,. ..>•; r ,

Da/ts ce vas/e domaüii de /'usage pr/ve\ /'//uftvüüu do/r eVe //ore d"emp/oyer /a /angue de JO/I
cAoix ; cetfe /icerfe* ///iguisnVyue de*cou/e /ogi^Meme/i/ ef imp7/c/feme/tf de /a //fcerre* d'ejprew/o/i
er J7 /j'esr done pay /ilceHa/re de /a gara/irir expre.y.se*/ne/ir da/ts u/ie d/sparirio/i co/wnm/jo/wie//e
parrfcu/z'eVe. £/» d*aurres re/roes, /e //ore cAoix de /a /a/t#ue dd/tr /'usage pr/ve* co/uft'fue «ne
d/men^jo/i /jeVe.s.sa/re de /a //cerfe* d*e;tpre.r.y/o/», u/ze cond/n'o/t e£?enft'e//e de /a rla/üaf/on de
c e / / e - c i . * ' . . , , . . . - « - . . . • • „ • ? . - • - - • - • - . , ; • ;

Put differently, an individual has the freedom to impart information to others, and even to his
government, in any language, but the state does not have a corresponding obligation to receive such
information nor to respond to the individual's exercise of his freedom.

In examining the decisions of both the UNHRC and the European Commission regarding freedom
of expression and language prior to 1993, one realises that all dealt with public or state activities. In
other words, all of the cases involved individuals claiming that the state was positively obliged to
acquiesce to their linguistic preference in state activities. In Inhabitants of Leeuw-SL Pierre and in
X. v. Ireland, the right to receive administrative documents in a particular language was in issue. Then
in the "Breton cases", Dominique Guesdon v. France, T.K. v. France, M.K. v. France, and Yves
Cadoret and Hervl Le Bihan v. France, in issue was the right to use Breton in judicial or
administrative proceedings. All of the above situations clearly go beyond the request that a state
institution not interfere in private affairs and activities, which are more property covered by the
concept of a freedom.

*' A trial is a public function whether its nature is civil or criminal.

** When one is accused in a criminal trial or called to testify before a court, one would be hard put to claim that
this activity is within the private domain.

" Woehrling, supra, note 4, at pp. 883 and 884. Similar comments are made in Milian i Massana, jupra, note
44, at p. 576:

Cepe/uAwf, cette /jfterfe" de to /a/ijue <?i« t/lcou/e j>y?üci7e/nen/ de /a /töerfe" <T«/>rejjJon ne peu/ Are
i/ivo<?ue> fue da/u /e cadre de; re/af/oar de na/ure privee. Da/u / « re/af/o/u pul>//fue.r, er p/uj
co/urrefe/ne/ir pour ce <?iu etf de /'e/np/oi ojQfcie/, to /räerre" de cAöü de /a /angue pour /ej drverjej
commiwicanonj etf rertre/n/e, preYrijeW/if par / « d/jpo£i7/onj — norwia/emen/ con/enu« aa/u /a
Co/urifu;jo/i—<7ui dAenru'/ien/ /a ou /ej /a/i^ue^ oui Jon/ reco/uiuef e/i /an/ oue /an^uej Ojö?cJe//ej. Com/ne
noi« /e JOVO/U, cej /a/igu« son/ en prwe/pe fjouj r^jerve a"au/r« d;jpoju;o/u concernan/ aej jee/eurj
par//cu//erj> / « jeu/j »u?>enj de cororm/uca/io/i a«e /'on conj/d^re va/aWej e/ e^Icacej danj /ej rappor/5
de na/ure oö?c/e//e. .
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Unfortunately, neither the European Commission nor the UNHRC clearly stated that this was the
reason why on so many occasions they chose to treat the submissions on freedom of expression as
inadmissible. Although the European Commission at times implied that language is a component of
freedom of expression when private matters are in issue," the Commission never stated that
explicitly, and until recently an uncomfortable degree of uncertainty remained. Indeed, it may lave
been simpler, and would have been as logical and consistent with national attitudes and the opinion
of many legal writers, to conclude that freedom of expression does not impose a positive linguistic
obligation on states, but rather protects a right to non-interference of the state in private matters.

The severity of the consequences of maintaining that language is not an integral part of freedom
of expression can be illustrated. A state could, for example, ban the publication of newspapers printed
in a particular language or make it a criminal offence to address a conference in a particular language,
as is the case in Algeria/' If freedom of expression included only freedom as to content, and not as
to language as the medium," then the state could require that opinions or content be expressed in
the "legal" language or languages of the state.

Some would point out that Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights" already provides for the use of a minority language between persons of that language group
so that one need not include language as a necessary element of freedom of expression. This argument
contains a number of weaknesses. It could be valid in certain cases, such as that of an individual
belonging to a linguistic minority addressing members of his group, but would be of little assistance
in the case of an individual attempting to address, in a prohibited language, a group of persons who
are not members of the linguistic minority. This last examole is not far-fetched. The Pce.«dent of the
People's Labour Party and member of the Turkish Human Rights Association, Mr Aydin, was put on
trial prior to his assassination at the State Security Court in Ankara for giving a speech in Kurdish at
the annual meeting of the Human Rights Association in October 1990, a "crime" for which he served
two months imprisonment,* - •» -

-;•? fe^ , -.»* U m

" See, i.e., Charlent v. Belgium, jupra, note 40, and Inhabitants of Leeuw-St Pierre v. Belgium, wpra, note
33.

" See the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant generalisation de ('utilisation de la langue arabe which imposes
severe restrictions in the public and even private use of any language other than Arabic in Bendjedid, Chadli
(1992), "Algdrie — Generalisation de 1'utilisation de la langue arabe", in /?evne de dro/f //tfer/uMona/ er de droif
eo/npar*. N° 1,70-76, at p. 70. . ' ^ " ^ ~ a ,,x

" Some would argue that language is in itself part of the message or opinion. ? •

" Article 27 reads as follows: "In those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons
belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group,
to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language."

** For an overview of various Turkish measures that may be breaches of Article 27, see Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove
and Bucak, Sertac. (1994) "Killing a Mother Tongue — How the Kurds are Deprived of Linguistic Human
Rights", in T. Skutnabb-Kangas and R. Phillipson (eds.), Ii/igjujttc //JOTUM /Wgnw: Overcoming Lj/ignM/ic
D/icri/w/ui/jon, Mouton de Gruyter, Berlin, pp. 347-370. The same situation may also constitute an offence in
Algeria under Articles 18 and 31 of the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant generalisation de l'utilisation de la
langue arabe.
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The extent to which Article 27 would protect against national legislation forbidding licences, as
a general rule of policy, to radio stations whose programmes are in a minority vernacular is also
questionable." Finally, Article 27 contains a number of restrictions; for example, it pertains only to
"linguistic minorities" existing in a given state. This restriction causes a number of misgivings because
some states contend that no such minorities exist in their jurisdictions.*' Moreover, Article 27 does
not protect against the linguistic majority's language being severely restricted by the state. This
problem was raised in Ballantyne, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada; because English-speaking
individuals are a majority in Canada, they could not claim their Article 27 rights were violated because
they were not a "linguistic minority" in Canada, even if they were such a minority in one of the
federal units of the state, the Province of Quebec. Article 27 would appear to be of no use to local or
regional minorities unless they are also a minority at the national level.

It would be preposterous to assert that an individual involved in a private activity, yet forbidden
by the state to use his own language, is not a victim of an infringement upon his freedom of
expression. By definition, the government would be attempting to impose its preference as to the
medium of transmission of information and ideas on a private activity. For these reasons, it is more
consistent with traditional definitions of freedom of expression, and with the conclusions of national
jurisdictions as well as the UNHRC's 1993 decision on this issue, to include language as an integral
and necessary constituent of the freedom of expression.

Before 1993, all of the cases considered by the Human Rights Committee and the European
Commission of Human Rights involved individuals called to testify before a tribunal, or individuals
seeking a service from a state institution and compelled to address that state institution, against their
will, in a language other than their primary one. Many may consider, as did the author commenting
on the X v. Ireland case, that this amounts to a violation of one's freedom of expression. In reality,
what these predicaments involve is the state apparatus seeking evidence or information or being probed
to provide a service: in other words, they involve a state function. Clearly they do not involve an
individual seeking to express his opinion or point of view in the private domain. If freedom of
expression is mainly concerned with ensuring that the people are free to express themselves in private
matters such as culture, politics, arts, and business, necessary for venting the populations' ideas and
frustrations in order to maintain a healthy society, it does not follow that the state is obliged in all of
its information gathering and official operations to give way to the people's linguistic preferences. The
state machinery is still perfectly entitled to operate exclusively in the language of its choice in its
activities, and is perfectly within its competence to require individuals to submit to this choice if they
are able to do so, because individuals are still free to express themselves in any manner outside of the
state's governmental activities.

In some situations, the state's discretion in matters relating to the imposition of its own language
preference on individuals in the public sphere may be limited; however, this limitation will emanate

This last point involves a very complex and largely unexplored subject Licencing restrictions can involve
questions relating to the freedom of expression, to the non-discrimination principle, and to Article 27 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; all these are further discussed in Chapter 6. Only a few,
rather unsatisfying, US cases have some relevance to this issue. For a description of these, see Piatt, Mpra, note
18, at pp. 120-123. See also Report of the Waitangi Tribunal on Claims concerning the Allocation of Radio
Frequencies, Wai 26 & Wai 150, 1990 (New Zealand).

The United Nations Human Rights Committee has indicated that it would not simply accept a state's
contention that no minorities exist in its territory, and that it would apply objective criteria in determining such
an issue.
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from other obligations imposed upon a state, such as those related to the right to equality, and not
from freedom of expression. As will be seen in the next chapter, non-discrimination on the ground of
language may limit a state's discretion in its language preferences.

As shown in Ballantyne, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada, the argument that language does
not really affect the substantive right to freedom of expression, as long as one has an accessible
language in which to express one's opinion, would appear fallacious. Although the UNHRC did not
elaborate on the issue, it did indicate that freedom of expression extends to any possible medium of
expression. Because the expression of opinions, information and ideas can be conveyed orally, in
writing, or in print, one cannot suppose that the state may limit the speaker's choice of medium, other
than by the limits provided in Article 19(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and in Article 10(2) of the European Convention.

Article 13(1) of the American Convention on Human Rights is quite categorical in this regard,
in that it guarantees:

...freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds...either orally, in
writing, in print, in the form of art, or through any other medium of one's choice."

Logically, if one can freely express an opinion or idea through a particular style of art, a non-verbal
medium, one can also express an opinion or idea through another particular medium, a specific
language. To maintain that allowing an individual to express himself in only the English language, for
example, has no effect on his freedom of expression is like saying an artist may paint anything as long
as the style utilised is abstract, and that such a restriction in no way infringes on the artist's freedom
of expression. In both cases, the government intervenes in the private arena and tries to restrict the
way in which one chooses to express one's opinions. Any limit to freedom of expression must be
based upon the recognised restrictions under the various provisions of international treaties.

An argument not raised in Ballantyne, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada is that the state does
not violate freedom of expression unless an individual is completely unable to use or comprehend the
state sanctioned language of expression. Once again this approach is seriously flawed. It seeks to create
a restriction neither recognised nor even implicit in the rights provided for by Article 10 of the
European Convention and by Article 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. It undermines the concept of universality of human rights and freedoms and presents a Je
/aero state intervention in a private activity, one of the most sacred and cherished freedoms of a
democratic society: the right to freely express one's opinions and ideas without government
interference, other than that which is strictly necessary. Nothing in the European Convention nor the
International Covenant would support the creation of a new limitation on freedom of expression by
governments not provided for in these instruments.

The approach suggested here is consistent with the views expressed in a report by Raimo
Pekkanen, judge of the European Court of Human Rights, and Hans Danelius, member of the
European Commission of Human Rights, examining Estonian language legislation and its possible
problems in relation to international human rights standards." Estonia adopted on 18 January 1989
the Language Law of the Estonian Soviet Socialist Republic which attempts to promote the use of

" (1969), Organisation of American States, Treaty Series, No. 36, at p. 1.

* Human Rights in the Republic of Estonia, Raimo Pekkanen and Hans Danelius, Special Rapporteurs (1991),
in //JWUW /?/$>!« LÖW /OU/TJÖ/. Vol. 13, N° 5-6, 236-256, at p. 241.
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the Estonian language. However, as the authors of the report note, certain provisions of the law may
contravene freedom of expression:

While the question of what language shall be used before and by the courts and the
administrative authorities may well be regulated by law, the legislator ought to be more cautious
in imposing language requirements in private relationships, including private business. It may be
assumed that the private persons or institutions concerned are best suited to decide themselves
in what language they should conduct their mutual communications and the legislator should not,
as a rule, interfere with their freedom in this regard...

: As regards journalists, the situation is particularly sensitive, because it touches upon the freedom
of expression. The freedom of the press should in principle include freedom to choose the
language in which a newspaper or journal is to be published, and journalists should not be
hampered by any specific language requirements. In reality, a journalist's choice of language will
depend on the group of readers to whom he wishes to address himself...
The provision of Article 24 of the Language Law, according to which priority shall be given to

Y« Estonian language publishing, may also create some problems in relation to the principles of
freedom of expression which, according to international standards, are to be applied in a non-
discriminatory manner. However, much depends on the way Article 24 is interpreted and applied.
If it merely means that literature in Estonian is encouraged and supported financially, there would

> seem to be no difficulty, but if those who express themselves in other languages are encountering
difficulties in having their works printed and published, their right to freedom of expression may
be at issue...
Article 33 of the Language Law requires that "the texts of signs, posters, notices and
advertisements displayed in public shall be in the Estonian language" but adds that "translations
shall be added in consideration of the needs of the local population". These provisions do not
seem to create any problems as far as announcements by the public authorities are concerned.
However, where private groups or individuals wish to convey messages by displaying them in
public, the language requirement in Article 33 might be difficult to reconcile with the principles
of freedom of expression. Indeed, the freedom of expression as protected under international
conventions, including the European Convention on Human Rights, would not seem to admit any
such restrictions except where it could be justified by strong public interests."

3.5 CURRENT NATIONAL RESTRICTIONS ON THE PRIVATE USE OF LANGUAGE

The idea that freedom of expression requires not official recognition or other measures by the state
to promote a particular language, but rather a policy of linguistic non-intervention in private affairs,
would seem to have gained respectability and growing acceptance both internationally and in national
legislation. However, there continues to be many examples worldwide where state restrictions on the
private use of language would appear to violate freedom of expression. Just a few years ago, the
Bulgarian Communist Government banned the use of the Turkish language in public* The situation

"Ibid.

77ie fVo/ectfo/i o/E/Anj'c and Lmguürfc AfwioririM in Europe (1993), John Packer and Kristian Myntti (eds.).
Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University, Abo, Finland, at p. 71:
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in Turkey, referred to earlier, would seem to have improved slightly since the interdiction to speak
Kurdish in private or in the street, with ensuing heavy prison sentences, has been lifted. However,
there appears to be some confusion as to the precise effect of the Turkish Anti-Terrorist Act No.
3713 of 12 April 1991. Some maintain that the Act continues to prohibit use of Kurdish in public
areas, which would constitute a violation of freedom of expression." As was pointed out in a report
to the Council of Europe," there are also other restrictions prohibiting Kurdish in public meetings,
public buildings, radio and television, etc. which may also constitue infringements upon freedom of
expressioa

Another problematic situation involves Article 128 of the Prison Act of Japan which provides
that "no foreign language can be used during family visits unless permitted by the Prison Chief". The
Act also provides in Article 131 that correspondence to an inmate, written in a foreign language, can
be withheld by the Prison Chief, or the latter can order the inmate concerned to provide a Japanese
translation, at his expense. East and Central Europe offers other possible violations, such as the ban
in Transylvania by the ultra-nationalist Romanian authorities in Quj of Hungarian-language signs and
the severe restrictions on Hungarian gatherings," although these appear to have been lifted.

In Algeria, the prohibition on writing Arabic in anything other then Arabic script (Article 2) or
on showing movies in any language other than the country's official language (Article 17), the banning
of any commercial or other signs in any language other than Arabic, except in designated tourist areas
(Articles 19 and 20), as well as the general prohibition on the use of non-Arabic languages at
conferences or other public fora (Articles 9 and 18), contained in the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant
generalisation de 1'utilisation de la langue arabe are also in conflict with current international and
national understanding on the nature and effect of freedom of expression.

In February 1994, in order to protect the French language, France passed legislation which
provided for restrictions on the use of "foreign" languages, even in private affairs. On 29 July 1994,
the French Co/ise// co/wr/mno/z/ie/ handed down an opinion which clearly vindicates the reasoning of
the United Nations Human Rights Committee: any attempt by the state to regulate private use of
language is an unacceptable violation of freedom of expressioa

A fair number of governments have in the past adopted legislation which restricts signs or
advertisements to one or two approved languages in public, without distinguishing whether this
restriction is limited to state agents and institutions, or whether it is also addressed to private

The policy (which the authorities insisted was "voluntarily" complied with by the Turks) dictated that all
Turkish names had to be changed, and the use of the Turkish language in public was to be banned. Those
who refused were denied their salaries, travel within the country, and administrative and judicial services-
According to a popular joke, the Turkish language became the most expensive language in the world,
because calling someone by a Turkish name cost a fine of S leva (the daily salary), and a short dialogue
cost 50 leva.

*' Zj/i£Ui.tfic /?/$A/.s o/A/j/aoriri« (1994), Frank Horn (ed.). Northern Institute for Environmental and Minority
Law, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland, at p. 231.

** See T h e Situation of Human Rights in Turkey" (1992), in //«man fflj/itt Low /ou/via/, Vol. 13, N° 11-12,
464-480.

" Daily Telegraph, London, England, 10 February 1993, at p. 12. -•;
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individuals. In addition to Estonia's Article 33 mentioned above," Kazakhstan," Turkey,"
Indonesia," Colombia," and Mexico," to name but a few, have such restrictions still in force, and
it is doubtful these would survive after close scrutiny under the right to freedom of expression as now
understood under international law.

3.6 OFFICIAL LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS AND INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM OF
EXPRESSION

Despite the above, it must be emphasised that freedom of expression does not appear to exclude some
degree of state intervention in private language affairs. A state may claim with some justification that
it is in its interest to attempt to unite its citizens and to encourage communication through the bond
of a common, unifying, language. But what must always be kept in mind is that a common language
does not mean an exclusive language, especially in private affairs. The United Nations Human Rights
Committee clearly pointed out in Ballantyne, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada that a government
may require that the official or favoured language of the state be used in conjunction with an

** In December 1993, a draft language law was submitted to the Estonian Parliament (ßu'gtfcogu) which does not
address many of the human rights concerns referred to earlier. The proposed Article 26 in particular appears to
clearly violate freedom of expression:

The text of any signs, references, announcements, notices and advertisements in public places shall be in
Estonian, except in cases prescribed in Articles 11 and 16 of the present Law and unless otherwise
provided by foreign agreements.
Rules of the present Article do not apply to the missions of foreign countries.

The only exceptions relate to cultural minority organisations and appear to be a concession of the rights of these
groups under Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the use of minority
languages in certain local municipal institutions. Thus private individuals would appear to be still prohibited from
using any language other than Estonian if the new law is passed.

Article 29 of the 1989 Kazakhstan Languages Act, in /fccu«i7 d « //£Ü/aa'o;u /i/i juüa'ajttj dd/u fo monde
— Tom* V : L'A/$£n>, /'AufricAe, /a Chine, te £>a/»e/narJt, /a Fin/a/ide, /a //o/i£n>. ff/e de A/a/te, te A/aroc.
/a Aforv^e, /a Afouve/te-ZeTa/ide, / « /»ayj-Aaj. /* Äoyawne-t/ni. to 7IMMI>, /a ruraiue, /'«-I/Ä55 (1994),
Jacques Ledere and Jacques Maurais (eds.). International Centre for Research on Language Planning, Quebec,
at p. 166.

" Articles 1 to 3 of Act 2932 or 19 October 1983 on Publications in Languages other than Turkish, in
/toiia/ d « #s«/atfoiu änjuüriguej da/u fe monde, ibid., at pp. 138-139.

Apparently, Indonesia only permits advertising which uses the Latin alphabet, which results in a violation of
the freedom of expression of private parties to use other scripts such as Chinese characters. For a discussion on
the relationship between language and script, see Section 4.6.

** Articles 1 and 2, Act No. 14 of 5 March 1979, in Äecu«7 d « /Ijij/a/fonr #n jutoiaittJ daw /« mo/id« —
7bw V7 ; La Co/om6i>, / « Äatt-t/nü, /* Afexiaue. />ort0 Äi'co « / « /ra//& internario/iaujr (1994), Jacques
Leclerc and Jacques Maurais (eds.). International Centre for Research on Language Planning, Qu6bec, at p. 4.

Articles 3, 7 and 8, Federal District Regulation of 1988 on Signs, in /touert de; /l£Ü/a//o/u ti/iguü
d /e /nonde, ibid.
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individual's language of preference^ without this constituting an interference with fteedom of
expression, although there is still a debate on whether there can be state restrictions as to Öse relative
importance attributed to fte official language/*

Alihough such a requirement would likely impose a greater burden on individuals who intend to
use another language in addition to the one mandated by the state, the» is probably no denial of the
freedom to use one's intended language, since one is not prohibited from speaking or writing in that
language. The use of a second language is validated by "public interest" considerations, and may
perhaps even go so far as to inquire that this additional language be given greater prominence. This
is the approach taken by Quebec after the Bailantym, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada decision,
and is favoured in a number of countries.^

It would be possible to argue that the aforesaid requirement does not make sense in the case of
a private newspaper published in a minority language. Could a state demand of a newspaper that it
contain an official translation of its entire content? The answer to this hypothetical query is probably
no/* but not because of a violation of freedom of expression, unless the requirements were so
oppressive as to actually make it impossible to publish the newspaper using both languages. Indeed,
beyond the situation where language requirements would in effea constitute an actual barrier, and thus
a complete prohibition, of freedom of expression, requiring an official translation of a minority
language newspaper could possibly also involve an issue of discrimination.

Any requirement which obliges an individual to use an official language in addition to his own
language of preference creates an additional burden. Those who, for whatever reason, choose to use

™ The individual's freedom of expression is maintained since he is still entitled to use his language of choice,
although he is given the additional burden of using two languages instead of one. It should be pointed out that
there are probably limits to this type of requirement If it becomes onerous or otherwise unjust, it could constitute
a form of discrimination if it affects adversely only some segments of a state's population or is too impractical.

" In Zahringer, jupra, note 20, the 7Vz£u/ja//l</lra/ found excessive a decree requiring the Italian text on all
commercial signs to be twice the size of any other language used, although it could be claimed its decision
actually is one based on the disproportionate and discriminatory requirements of the regulation. In much the same
way in Asian American Business Group v. City of Ponoma, 716 F.Supp. 1328 (1989) (United States), a 1988
ordnance prohibited advertising in "foreign alphabetical characters" that occupied more than half of the space
on signs for advertising copy. In effect, this restricted the use of foreign script, more specifically Chinese
characters. The court decision is somewhat convoluted, but rests mainly on two grounds: that the ordnance
amounted to a violation of freedom of expression, and that it constituted a violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment because it affected a fundamental right (non-commercial speech) and failed to meet the standard
of strict scrutiny by serving a compelling government interest In other words, it was an infringement of the right
to equality as well as of freedom of expression. , . . , .

™ A 1993 Moscow decree allows bilingual outdoor signs as long as the non-Russian words are no larger than
10 centimetres high. The law is enforced by a team of 20 inspectors, who have the power to fine companies
2,000 to 20,000 roubles for signs not in Cyrillic script Article 18 of a 6 May 1940 Italian regulation, apparently
still in force, requires the prominent use of the Italian language on commercial signs; see also Article 1 of the
Municipality of Tunis decree of 6 August 19S7, in ßecuii/ der tegjj/ario/u /j/iguürifu«; dam /« mom/«, a^pra,
note 65, at p. 136.

" This is also the conclusion of Professor Milian i Massana, supra, note 4, at p. 579, in his comments on the
courts' approach to the problem in Canada and Switzerland. He indicates that democratic, multilingual states may
legitimately require the use of an official language even in private activities such as commercial signs, as long
as other languages are also permitted.
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the official language exclusively are favoured in that they have no need to translate, to hire someone
to respond to the state's additional language policy, nor to produce their promotional and
advertisement materials in two languages. Persons who decide to exercise their freedom of expression
using a different language will probably find themselves in a relatively more burdensome position.
Whilst a state may require the concurrent use of an official language, this creates a distinction based
on language, between individuals whose primary language of choice is different from the state-
sanctioned language, and others for whom the official language is the preferred language in any event
This distinction, as will be seen in the next chapter, can in some cases constitute an unreasonable or
unjustifiable burden. That being the case, there exists unacceptable discrimination, and it is in this way
that the described government behaviour would probably constitute a violation of human rights.

3 . 7 S U M M A R Y «• •,- > . . ; . -V.- • • • > . - • . . ' • :• "-v. - . - • . ; • > • . • . i- - < . ^ - - •

Despite freedom of expression's position of prominence in societies based on respect of human rights
and the obvious close ties between the language one uses and the expression of one's opinions, there
was until recently little direct consideration of whether language was a component of freedom of
expression. Although a number of decisions and authors in a fairly wide ranging number of states and
in international law appeared to support such a conclusion, it was not altogether clear how or in which
areas it was relevant

One of the difficulties until recently seemed to have been the failure in many cases to distinguish
between freedom of expression as a right to be free from state intervention in matters which are
private by nature, and the situations involving state services or relations with individuals. It was not
until the Supreme Court of Canada at the end of the 1980s and the United Nations Human Rights
Committee in 1993 finally considered this issue directly that one can identify a clear delimitation and
understanding of the interaction of freedom of expression and language in the former and its exclusion
in the latter.

It has now become clear that freedom of expression carries with it a duty for states not to
intervene in the use of language in private matters. The only situation where there may be some degree
of state involvment is where the state may require of individuals that an official or national language
be used in conjunction with an individual's language of choice. This would appear not to constitute
a breach of freedom of expression because individual's are still free to use their preferred language,
although the requirement could amount to a violation of freedom of expression as understood in
international law if it created such a burden as to constitute an actual impediment to the exercise of
one's freedom of choice.

The situation involving individuals interacting with public authorities in official or service areas
(public education, public health care, social services, court and administrative services) is not one
where freedom of expression is relevant, since it affects what can be termed public or official matters.
In a typical case, an individual is not seeking the non-intervention of the state in private language
affairs if s/he is claiming the right to have government documents or services in a particular language.
On the contrary, one is demanding state involvment and its active participation by providing these
resources and services in a specified language.

Although freedom of expression may be to all extents and purposes useless when it comes to the
above type of activities in the public affairs domain, it does not mean state authorities have car«
6/a/icne in what they can require from individuals and the type of linguistic demands or burdens they
can impose, since the right to non-discrimination has a major impact in this area.
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4. Equality and the Prohibition of Discrimination Based Upon Language

Current human rights standards clearly establish that freedom of expression offers to individuals a
measure of protection from undesirable state interference in private matters. However, it has no
application when it comes to state language requirements or preferences in traditionally recognised
areas of state activities — or public matters — such as the judiciary, public education, administrative
services, etc. Although not as clearly demonstrated as with freedom of expression, the prohibition of
discrimination is another fundamental human right that does play a critical role in language choices
in public matters. In this chapter, an attempt is made to show why the application of non-
discrimination on the basis of language is a more complex process than freedom of expression: since
it is less "absolute" by nature than the latter, a judge must look at the individual and state interests and
burdens in assessing whether a particular language policy or preference by a state or its agents are
unreasonable. If it is, only then can it be described as discriminatory. Whilst some would argue this
makes for a right which is difficult to apply, it would appear to be the only practical way to adapt to
the multitude of situations and factors that can face governments and the language used by the
inhabitants of such diverse states such as Nigeria, Canada, India or Paraguay.

4.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS

Does not the sun shine equally for the whole world? Do we not all equally breathe the air? Do
you not feel shame at authorising only three languages and condemning other people to
blindness and deafness? Tell me, do you think that God is helpless and cannot bestow equality,
or that he is envious and will not give it?

Saint Constantine' • .

Whilst freedom of expression necessarily implies non-interference of the state in certain private
activities, non-discrimination is different because it involves many legitimate ties and exchanges
between individuals and the state in the public domain. A government, for example, is much more than
the exercise of political power, it is also, if not foremost in modem society, a purveyor of "services"
and "benefits" which can run the gamut of human activity: education, health care, telecommunications,
social services, police, courts, etc.

One of the most frequent misconceptions involving non-discrimination is the belief that a state
measure imposing a single language for all signifies that everyone is treated the same and that
therefore there is no active differentiation being made between individuals. Since everyone can attend
the same school classes, or receive the same administrative forms and services, everyone is treated
equally within the meaning of the principle of non-discrimination.

Increasingly, this point of view is being proven incorrect because of a fundamental error in the
manner in which state action is being presented. The first step to undertake when assessing whether
state action is discriminatory is to determine whether public authorities have adopted a line of conduct
by which a fundamental personal characteristic is being used in order to determine access to or the
level of enjoyment of a public service, benefit, or advantage. In other words, is the state using a
criteria based on language (or religion, race, etc.) in determining who has access to and how much

' Quoted in /?ead/n£.r in //if Soc/o/ogy o/Lo/zguage (1968), Joshua A. Fishman (ed.), Mouton and Co. N.V.
Publishers, den Haag, Netherlands, at p. S89.
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they can benefit from government activities and resources such as public employment opportunities,
public schooling, etc.? -.->,.- *:.•*-•

By adopting a one-language-for-all policy, a state is using a linguistic criteria in determining
who will have access to public schooling or public employment opportunities. Even more importantly,
it is also creating a distinction, based upon language, on the degree to which individuals will be able
to enjoy and benefit from these activities or services: anyone who is not a native speaker of the state
favoured language will be more or less seriously disadvantage, depending upon the type of service
or activity involved, his level of fluency, and the language proficiency required by the state.

This error appears to be mostly conceptual because in practice many scholars and courts, through
a variety of approaches, including the concepts of "real equality", "pluralistic equality" or the
Aristotelian formula of "treating different things differently", arrive at a result which recognises that
individuals are not substantively being treated equally in the case of a "one official language" policy.*
Nevertheless, there is undeniably some confusion in explanation and terminology, which results from
the failure to recognise that equality and non-discrimination must first be viewed in connection to
whether a state is using religion, language, ethnic origin, etc. as a criteria in determining who will
benefit from its largesse. Any language criteria employed constitutes a distinction, based upon
language, which has the potential of being discriminatory if it is unreasonable.

It is widely accepted that not all distinctions are necessarily discriminatory: equality and the right
to non-discrimination require that individuals be protected against unreasonable or unacceptable
differential treatment How a court of law is to decide whether a particular distinction is acceptable
or not is a difficult task, as it involves a balancing act between the interests and priorities of the
government — normally mirroring those of the majority group controlling the state machinery — and
the interests and rights of individuals affected. The nature and number of factors to be considered in
determining whether a state has acted in a discriminatory manner in language matters, as in others, are
almost as varied as they are complex, but an attempt shall be made later to outline the most prominent
ones.

* de Witte, Bruno (1985), "Linguistic Equality: A Study in Comparative Constitutional Law", in fftvuu
ua / Drer, Vol. 3, 43-126, at p. 44:

In fact, the deceptively simple rule of equal treatment has undergone, in legal writing and
constitutional case law, an important complexification and even transformation. The prohibition
of unlawful differentiations remains an important aspect of it; but it is also increasingly recognised
that "real" equality, in certain circumstances, a/towj for differentiation, or even requires some
distinctive treatment. Indeed, the definition of equality to which most writers, but also most
constitutional courts nowadays adhere is the classical Aristotelian definition of justice: "treating
like things alike and different things differently". In linguistic as in other matters, the role of the
equality principle is therefore ambiguous: sometimes, linguistic differences between persons may
not be taken into account, while in other circumstances, the establishment of a differential
treatment, the taking of special measures, is mandatory. Such differential treatment can, in its turn,
take two different forms. On the one hand, measures of pluralist equality grant to members of
linguistic minorities the same advantages which the majority already has on the basis of the
generally applicable rules: the right to have their children educated in their language, the right to
use their language at court or with the administrative authorities, etc. Measures of affirmative
equality on the other hand, give some additional benefits to members of linguistic minorities, to
compensate for their handicap of being a minority.
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Another issue which must be kept in mind is the distinction between direct or indirect
discrimination.' A law prohibiting any person of Chinese origin from becoming a police officer is
direct racial discrimination: such individuals are denied access to a position because of their race. But
if a seemingly non-racial criterion such as literacy in the state's official language or requirement as
to height is employed, it could still prove to be racial discrimination indirectly if one is able to
demonstrate, for example, that a Chinese person will likely be unable to qualify for a position, where
individuals belonging to his race are likely to be shorter in height or likely not to have the same level
of proficiency as the majority in the official language. One of the clearest examples of indirect
discrimination, or discrimination in fact, is to be found in a "classic", the German Settlers Advisory
Opinion, of the Permanent Court of International Justice/

Prior to the First World War, German settlers had acquired certain property rights on the land
they occupied in what was later to become part of Poland. After the war, the Polish government
adopted legislation which on its face appeared neutral as regards "race" and language, as it applied to
all Polish nationals, without distinction. Its effect however was to eliminate property ownership by
many German settlers, although it did in a few cases apply to non-German Polish nationals who had
acquired property from the original German settlers. This made no difference, according to the
Permanent Court of International Justice, because "there must be equality in fact as well as ostensible
legal equality in the sense of the absence of discrimination in the words of the law". As a result,
although "the law does not expressly declare that the persons who are to be ousted from the lands are
persons of the German race, the inference that they are so is to be drawn even from the terms of the
law".* In other words, government legislation which is on its face absolutely neutral in terms of race
(or other criterion such as language) can in fact have a discriminatory impact because of the particular
context, if it disproportionably affects certain racial (or linguistic) groups of individuals. Although the
Polish legislation did not specifically mention the race of those aimed at therein, indirectly it was
obvious that such legislation would have much more considerable impact upon German-speaking
settlers than on other nationals.

4.2 DISCRIMINATION AND LANGUAGE IN STATE PRACTICE

Despite the fact that many states have developed their own particular interpretation of what constitutes
discrimination, there remain many commonalities in respect to basic elements. In addition, the current
evolution of our understanding of human rights, as well as the growing influence of international
actors such as the United Nations Human Rights Committee and the European Court of Human Rights,
have led to a cross-fertilisation of approaches and a growing consensus on the main elements.

A number of authors, especially in Europe, argue that the principle of non-discrimination must
be applied in the following fashion: individuals whose primary language differs from that of the
majority should be treated differently in order to be treated equally, according to the Aristotelian

v«*,' ••-f-3-iV-*?'--'-; &

' Some confusion exists because of terminology: instead of direct or indirect discrimination, some jurisdictions
refer to discrimination in law or in fact

* Advisory Opinion on the Question Concerning Lease Concessions to German Nationals who have become
Polish Subjects, (1922-1925) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series B, No. 6, 6.

* Ibid., at pp. 23-24.
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formula of treating equally what is equal and treating differently what is unequal.' Another approach
apparently favoured in some states' is to focus upon the consequences, in acknowledging that what
is superficially equal treatment may in fact lead to a very unequal result due to factors such as the
race, the language or the religion of people affected. In other words, because people differ in a number
of ways, a law which imposes the same requirements upon everyone may have very unequal
consequences. Finally, there may be a third approach pointing that equality must not be considered
in isolation but rather must be understood in conjunction with the principle of non-discrimination on
the ground of a fundamental human characteristic such as language.

Whichever approach is taken, there are still some points in common: language considerations
can be valid, but the actions and choices of a state in such matters are not unlimited and may be
sufficiently unjustifiable or unreasonable as to be considered discriminatory.

In Spain, the Constitutional Tribunal considered language distinctions in a series of cases which
provide some guidance on what constitutes discrimination. That state prohibits any discrimination in
Article 14 of its Constitution/ and the presence of large groups of Catalan and Basque speakers on
its territory, coupled with a fairly recent movement towards a decentralised form of government, have
produced a number of legal challenges and debates involving language. For the most part, the principle
of equality in Espa/üz is associated to the traditional Aristotelian formula of treating differently those

' See de Witte, Bruno (1988), "Droits fondamentaux et protection de la diversity linguistique", in P. Pupier and
J. Woehrling (eds.). Language and Law; AYoceed/ngs 0/ /A* FJ>J/ C0/i/i»renc* 0/ fne /n/e/7ia//<?na/ 7/uti/u/e 0/
Comparative ZjVî w'jn'c Law, Wilson & Lafieur, Montreal, at p. 97. For one commentator. Professor Daniele
Lochak, France's Conje/7 co/urimrio/i/ie/ still has not directly addressed this issue. In that state, it could still be
that a law of general application, applying to everyone, would not be discriminatory. She emphasises in Lochak,
Daniele (1987), "R6flexions sur la notion de discrimination", in Droif Soda/, No. 11, 778-790, at p. 784 that
".../a po.ririo/1 adopts par /e Co/ue/7 co/u/i/unon/ie/ pourraif ce*der <fevan/ /e carac/ere cnö^ua/i/ er
mam/erfemin/ dijcrimj'na/ojrtf de /'application <f u/te reg/e u/iz/brm* d des jifua//o/u dzjfl'e'renfe.r" Another author
appears to be willing to acknowledge some flexibility in the application of the principle of non-discrimination
in French law. See Farago, Beta (1993), "La democratic et le probleme des minorites nationales", in Le dloaf.
No. 76, 6-24, at p. 20:

Or /'i/uerpr£fario/i yun.spruden//e//e de ce pr/nripe aaWf 2a « rfjcruwnation positive > tmp/j^ua/i/ <?ue
/ej personnel *e /rouva/i/ da/tr des .Muaf/o/tf d/j^ren/ej 50/enr fra/V/e* d(Ö"e>e/wnenr. Ana , par ejce/np/e.
ie dro/7 a /'//ufruerion (arf. 2 dupro/oco/e no 7)pou/rcu7 wnp/j'ouer, en verm de far/ic/e 74, aue /e* £fatt
concern^; par /a pr^ence de /wnorirej nationa/e5 reconnuef soien/ 06/1'gej d*auurer aux perjonnej
apparfenan/ d cej m/nori/^ une //tr/ruc/jon dam /eur /angue ma/erne//e.

' See amongst others Mandla v. Dowell Lee, [1983] 2 A.C. 548 (United Kingdom); Goldman v. Weinberger
475 U.S. 503 (1983) (United States); Gerhardy v. Brown (1985) A.LJ.R. 311 (Australia); and Andrews v. Law
Society of British Columbia, [1989] 1 S.C.R. 143 (Canada).

Although language is not one of the explicitly listed prohibited grounds of discrimination in this provision, it
nevertheless has been accepted that a difference based upon language can constitute a violation because of the
open-ended nature of Article 14: any distinction which is discriminatory is a violation of the Constitution unless
it can be justified according to criteria identified by the courts. See also Decision STC of 21 December 1982,
quoted in Milian i Massana, Antoni (1992), "Droits linguistiques et droits fondamentaux en Espagne", in ßevue
G / d« Dro/r, VoL 23, 561-581, at p. 568.
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things which are different' As a result, language distinctions are acceptable, as long as they are
objectively reasonable. The test to apply in the determination of what is and what is not unreasonable
is that of balancing the legitimate interests of the state and those of affected individuals. The process
constitutes an effort to determine whether the government measure in issue is proportional in light of
the objectives sought:

/ZJe Triftu/w/ consr/ruft'on/te/ e.mme oVu/ie i/ilga/irl dV «ra/7em€/i/ co/ttrvi«/!/ a Torrid* 74 er
co/tfrirue u/ie dücn'mi/tan'o/i /or^ue /'i/ilga/frl ne peur l/r« yusftyje'e ofyecriveme/i/ et
raÜ0/i/ia/?/emi/ir,- /or.s<7u'e7/e /te /namrie/irpaj u/wproporrio/i/uj/jrf rawowwW« «tfre /«j moyens
emp/oy& er /a/i/uz/ire* />our.ywv/e; er e/i/I/i, torque / « fcutt, meW s'lis so/ir raiso/waWej, ne
JO«/ pas prore'ge'.s par /a Co/tsrirurio/i."'

' . • ' . . , , . • . • • • - - - • » " • ;- " ^ - ' X ' j . . ".

According to Professor Milian i Massana, the Spanish Constitutional Court also requires that any
language distinction by the state be associated to a constitutional objective, otherwise the measure,
even if in fact quite reasonable, will be declared discriminatory and unreasonable.

It would be erroneous to assume that the approach in Spain has developed consistently and in
the absence of controversy. For example, the Spanish Supreme Court's decisions initially resisted any
approach which threatened the preeminence of the Castilian language; however, it appears that in more
recent decisions the court acknowledges that it is legitimate to require knowledge of Euskara (Basque)
or Catalan in the process of job selection and in attributing language bonuses." More to the point,
a link is established between a state imposed preference for a particular language or languages and
non-discrimination: the preference is reviewable by the courts and will be maintained only if it is
reasonable."

In Austria, the Constitutional Court did not hesitate in striking down a law which was restricted
to providing assistance to individuals having Gennan as their primary language. It concluded that the

' Ibid., at p. 568:
L«/<u7 cue /a Conjtf/uä'o/i projcri ve /a dücrmunarion pour de.i raüo/u de /a/ijue ne .ngni/ie cepe/u&znf
par fue tou/e d/jrincf/'o/J/om#e JUT ce mtffl/«/ /n/erdi/e. Le p/w/pe J^gaü/e" conj<icr^ d rarft'c/e i^
</e /a Conjft'/urio/j oo '̂r d /a conception amW/^//c;'enne c/arfl'(7ue de /a;'uj«ce, 5e/on /aouW/e f ^ a / j ^

un m^me rrai/em /̂if pour ce au< ej/ jemo/aa/e er un (rairemen/ tüij^renr pour ce au< eA
e. Ainji, /e princ/pe d'e'gaWfe' n'eja;e pas ne"ce«a/reinenr un trai/ewien/ wu/orme er admef dej

Vrenc/^, dan5 /e cadre de ce cue /'on peur appe/er /'e*ga/<7/ « p/ura//5/e » fpluralistic
equality) ou « q^7r/nan've » (affimiative equality).

" Decision STC 22/1981, 2 July 1981, jupra, note 8, at p. 568. -•-<• ^ ^ -*ü-v-.,. - ;

" Decisions 4645, STS 23 September 1986, and 8311, STS 20 November 1989, jupra, note 8, at p. 570. For
a convincing exploration of the failure of earlier Spanish decisions to properly analyze the issue of reasonable
language differences by public authorities, see de Witte, fupra, note 2, at pp. 77-79.

/ ; • _ • » ! \ ; . ; . ' . • • ' ; •

" Supra, note 8, at p. 571:
Devanr jeprononcer jur /a conjn'rurionna//r^ de /'un dej arric/ej de /a /o//o/ida/nen/a/e de nor/na/ijarion
de /'emp/o/ de /'eiuJtera, ce/ui-c/ a pu d^c/arer cue « n'en ne j'oppoje d ce oue /ej pouvoirj pu£/f'cj
pr?jcrjven/, danj /e cadre de /eu/'S cowp^fencej rwpecH'v«, /a connaujance def deux /angue; pour
acce"der d cerrainj pojfej de /oncrionna/res, ou d ce oue /'on co/iride>e comme un ffrfrire parricu/ier
(conune ce/a e;r expre^menr if/pu/^) /e n/veau de conna/jjance de cry /a/i^uej, ^/a/if e/irend« oue /e rouT
do/r ne"cejja/remenr je /a/re daas /e re^pecf dej dwpoiirionj de5 arric/ej 74 er 23 de /a Co/Lrti/ufi'on
ejpagno/e er janj aue /'app/icar/on du p/^cep/e /^ga/ en ouej//on ne coasrirue une dijcnm/narion ».
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linguistic differentiation in the Law on the Assistance to Victims (Op/<?r/uer.y0rgeg£.srz) was arbitrary:
objectively, there existed no valid reason to associate benefits to the language one speaks:

Eine D/ö^renz/eru/zg der A/wprMc/wöerec/tf/gu/ig im /?a/ime/i des 0p/er/uer.y0rgege.yfz nacA der
/f oder der //er)t«/i/r ÖUJ dem deu/^cAe/i .Spracngeö/ef und d/e
der Spracne e/ner Af/nderAe/r £tt n/ema/s &zcn//cn. Denn d/e

p g g jrenf zu /4u/gaöe und Zwecit der Op/er/uerjorge /n te/nem sac/i//cnen
Zusownennang."

The United States of America provides some of the richest, and sometimes most frustrating, material
on the nature and scope of the right to equality and non-discrimination. Although it has developed
extensive legislation and guidelines detailing what is both a constitutional and legislative right in that
state, the waters have on occasion been muddied by interpretations and limitations quite labyrinthine
for the uninitiated. In addition to the Fourteenth Amendment of the US Constitution, that is the
equal protection clause," there are at the federal level two main pieces of legislation largely designed
to implement and build upon the principles embodied in the Fourteenth Amendment: the Civil
Rights Act of 1991 and the Equal Employment Opportunities Act.

One section of the Civil Rights Act. Title VII, prohibits certain discriminatory behaviour, but
in two different manners, according to whether one claims to have been the victim of intentional
discrimination, identified as disparate treatment by US courts, or whether one is the victim of non-
intentional discrimination, called disparate impact. The first category, disparate treatment, implies a
situation in which, for example, an employer intentionally treats an individual differently by reason
of his race, colour, religion, sex or national origin. In the case of disparate impact, the claim is that
an allegedly neutral employment policy or practice disproportionably affects a protected group.

These categories raise a number of problems which have been recognised and criticised by
commentators. What Occurs when an employer has mixed motives for a particular practice? In order
to demonstrate that there is disparate treatment, it must be established that the employer "intended"
to discriminate; therefore, it becomes next to impossible to assess objectively what may be couched
behind a large number of explanations and excuses.

Another section of the Civil Rights Act, Title VI, provides that:

No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, colour, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any programs or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

Although Title VI (and the Fourteenth Amendment) does not explicitly include or list differences
based upon language, courts have on occasion accepted that differences of national origin can manifest
themselves through language. Whether or not that was the intent at the time of the adoption of this
legislation, it appears to prohibit, in at least some cases, an English-only policy where federal
programmes or funding are involved.

" Judgment of 15 October 1960, in Sammlung, 1960/3822, 507 (Austria), quoted iupra, note 2, at p. 77. •

"All persons bom or naturalised in the United States...are citizens... No state shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens; nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property, without due process of law; nor deny any person within its jurisdiction to equal protection of laws."
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A few examples may be useful in order to highlight the US approach. In the field of education,
guidelines issued by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) indicated:

Where inability to speak and understand the English language excludes national origin minority
group children from effective participation in the educational program offered by a school
district, the district must take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to
open its instruction program to these students." .--,•• -

These guidelines were drafted after the US Supreme Court concluded in Lau v. Nichols" that
instruction in English only is detrimental to students having a limited knowledge of English and
amounts to a denial of equal opportunity in education, since "English deficient" pupils find themselves
so disadvantaged that the education they do receive is almost useless. However, these guidelines were
subsequently withdrawn because of procedural irregularities.

In essence, equality demanded, at least in some cases, some concessions to language differences
in the form of what has come to be called in the US "bilingual education", although such expression
should not be confused with what is ordinarily understood by bilingual education in most other
states."

It should be emphasised that US courts have generally been unable to present a coherent
response to claims of language discrimination. For example, in Carmona v. Sheffield,'* the plaintiffs
claimed that Spanish-speaking citizens were denied equal protection of the law because of a failure
by the California Department of Human Resources Development to conduct its affairs and the state's
programme of unemployment insurance benefits, including the printing of forms, the interviewing of
applicants, etc., in Spanish in addition to English. The trial court was unwilling to even, consider the
validity of the plaintiffs'demands for the following reasons:

[It] would require the state of California and presumably, all other states and the Federal
Government to provide forms and to conduct its affairs and proceedings in whatever language
is spoken and understood by any person or group affected thereby. The breadth and scope of
such a contention is so staggering as virtually to constitute its own refutation. If adopted in as
cosmopolitan a society as ours, enriched as it has been by the immigration of persons from
many lands with their distinctive linguistic and cultural heritages, it would virtually cause the

" Van Dyke, Vernon (1985), "Human Rights, Ethnicity, and Discrimination", in Conrrtfiu/J'on; in EfA/uc Sftutf«,
Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, USA, pp. 3-77, at p. 43.

'* 414 U.S. 563 (1974) (United States).

" Bilingual educational programmes in the US are mostly limited to a few years, the expectation being that by
the end of those years the students will be in a position to continue their education in English. According to one
author, jupra, note 15, at p. 44:

It is obviously not the thought that any constitutional right exists to bilingual and bicultural education, for
a const: tutional right would hold in all the states (not simply in those that enact the necessary legislation)
and at every level of the educational system.

Unfortunately, this author has adopted an all-or-nothing attitude with respect to the response which can be
offered by law to remedy a discriminatory practice in language matters. Even if in some cases non-discrimination
implies some concession in the language of instruction, it does not necessarily include, for example, instruction
for everyone in any language at every level. „,,,j,,.

'" 325 RSupp. 1341 (1971) (United States). - i-* '
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processes of government to grind to a halt. The conduct of official business, including the
proceedings and enactments of Congress, the courts and administrative agencies, would become
all but impossible... For historical reasons too well-known to require review herein, the United
States is an English-speaking country.

The United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, confirmed this point of view on appeal, adding the
following:

Giving notice in English to these appellants is not a denial of equal protection. Even if we
assume that this case involves some classification by the state, the choice of California to deal
only in English has a reasonable basis.
We believe that the additional burdens imposed on California's finite resources and California's
interest in having to deal in only one language with all its citizens support the conclusion of
reasonableness."

A number of other US decisions generally follow the same reasoning, relying upon two or three
motives: the United States is an English-speaking country, it is impossible to offer all services in all
the languages spoken in the country, and it is reasonable to limit provision of or access to most
government services to English.*" Recently, the Supreme Court employed a fourth, more unusual
route: an employer may force employees, against their will, to speak English even when they are not
working, since it is only an inconvenience which can in no way violate a person's rights.*'

" This decision has been criticised by scholars who have pointed out the Court of Appeals presentation of the
options open to it are far too simplistic. See a discussion of the above quote, ;upra, note 2, at p. 110:

A court need not grant a universal right to every person to use whichever language in all fields of public
life, but can easily modulate its remedy in order to take account of numbers and available possibilities.
It might well appear, then, that the bilingual staffing of a public service is not such a costly and
complicated endeavour to preclude any judicial intervention.

" In Guerrero v. Carleson, 512 P.2d 833 (1973) (United States), Spanish-speaking citizens demanded that the
State Department of Social Welfare and the County Department of Public Social Services not be allowed to
terminate or reduce welfare benefits to recipients receiving aid for families with dependent children. The court
rejected their claim that due process or equal protection required that notice of such measures to recipients,
known by the state agencies to be only literate in Spanish, had to be in the language they understood:

...so also the rule sought by plaintiffs herein would reach far beyond the present facts. As plaintiffs
candidly concede, a decision in their favour could not properly be limited to the AFDC program and the
Spanish language, but would also apply (1) to Spanish-speaking recipients under any of the other half-
dozen categorical assistance programs and (2) to any other language — Chinese or Japanese, Russian or
Greek, Filipino or Samoan — in which a non-English-speaking recipient of such assistance was known
to be literate, regardless of how small the language group might be. In addition it is difficult to see why
such a rule would not also extend to any and all official communications to the public required to satisfy
due process of law, whether it be summonses, citations, subpoenas, tax forms, delinquency or eviction
or foreclosure notices, announcements of public hearings — or, contrary to our assertion in Castro ballots
and election materials.

" Garcia v. Spun Steak, US Supreme Court, 22 June 1994. The Supreme Court actually refused to hear the
appeal, thus indirectly approving the reasoning of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals on the issue. Old habits
are hard to break in the United States. The Supreme Court seemed to be unaware that it was helping to
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As for use of the Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution, it has been invoked successfully
in a limited number of cases," either because language is not specifically referred to therein, or
because of the difficulties government action based upon language has in qualifying for "strict
scrutiny" by the courts, one of the three levels of control adopted by the US Supreme Court.

Depending upon a series of factors, a US court will adopt one of three levels of scrutiny when
examining a claim of violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. The "three throngs", strict scrutiny,
intermediate scrutiny and minimal scrutiny, carry with them a decreasing likelihood of success before
US courts. Unless a case falls squarely into the strict scrutiny category, the chances of success arc
vastly diminished, and they are particularly weak in the case of limited scrutiny, where government
is allowed a great deal of leeway in its affairs.

To be subjected to strict scrutiny control by the courts, a government action or legislation must
involve either a "suspect category" such as race, religion or national or ethnic origin, or otherwise
affect fundamental rights." If it fits into one of these categories, courts will generally be very strict
and will tend to recognise that the state has behaved in a discriminatory fashion unless the government
has been able to demonstrate a highly convincing objective (overriding state interest) for such a
violation, which could not be attained by using a less intrusive method. As language is not included
as a suspect category — unless courts are willing to include it as an indirect indicator of ethnic or
national origin which they do, inconsistently," or unless it is associated to a fundamental right" —
it may be difficult to claim discrimination on the grounds of language under the Fourteenth
Amendment . »-• ,--. -rr.-;-^rU'':'r >.m

At the other end of the scale is minimal scrutiny, where evidence of a legitimate objective
(legitimate state interest) rationally related to government action will normally be sufficient to convince
a court that the difference in treatment is not discrimination.

The middle or intermediate level of scrutiny applies essentially in cases of sexual discrimination.
Courts have to be convinced that the difference in treatment is substantially linked to an important
governmental objective, or it will otherwise generally side with the individual alleging he or she is a
victim of discrimination. . - v «..- . . .

•>.-*.-

perpetuate a tradition going back to the days of slavery, when Africans who were brought as slaves were
forbidden to speak their native tongues to one another because of the fear of slaveholders that they would be
plotting against them.

* In Yu Cong Eng v. Trinidad, 271 U.S. 500 (1926) (United States), at p. 528, the Supreme Court concluded
that a Philippine statute which required merchants to keep their books in English, Spanish, or in a local dialect,
thereby prohibiting Chinese merchants from utilising the only language they understood, was invalid "because
it deprives Chinese persons...of their liberty and property without due process of law, and denies them the equal
protection of the laws."

" Rights recognised in the US Constitution, such as the right to vote, or the right to have access to courts, are
deemed fundamental, but not the right to education.

* For example, the case of Spanish-speaking Hispanics, who at times are considered as a racial group.

" The right to vote being a fundamental right, it has been easier to obtain voting material in languages other than
English. In Puerto Rican Organization for Political Action v. Kusper, 350 F.Supp. 606 (1972) (United States),
the Chicago Board of Elections was ordered to provide voting instructions and ballots or ballot labels on voting
machines in Spanish and English, because if they were "printed only in English, the ability of the citizen who
understands only Spanish to vote effectively is seriously impaired." ... ..... > • =
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The existence of three levels of scrutiny results in a great deal of intellectual gymnastics in order
to have a case fit squarely into the pigeon-holes of strict or intermediate scrutiny. It also calls for the
need to develop a hierarchy of rights and freedoms which in many cases appears rather artificial and
rigid when dealing with the control of government actioa^

Although there is no doubt diversity in the wording used, and contradiction in the way courts
have interpreted the actual meaning and impact of the principle of non-discrimination in the United
States, there is nevertheless a fairly extensive number of governmental practices in many parts of that
country which provide that where a large, geographically concentrated number of non-English primary
speakers exists, public authorities, in order to act in a non-discriminatory manner, must provide at least
some of their services in the language of these individuals.

Despite the fact that neither the Constitution nor US human rights legislation specifically
identify language as a forbidden ground of distinction, this has not been an insurmountable obstacle
for individuals who can claim that language discrimination indirectly affects them because of their race
or national origin, grounds which are acknowledged in the US legal order." However, language as
an indicator of race or national origin is, as will be seen, at best an indirect and imperfect match.

Across the Atlantic, in England and Wales, the Race Relations Act is the main piece of
legislation prohibiting discrimination, and it only does so based upon a few recognised grounds which
do not include language nor religioa Although the right to equality and the prohibition of
discrimination is generally agreed to be aimed at the protection of or respect for an individual's rights,
the English approach appears in some ways to be almost "collective". In Mandla v. Dowell Lee, a
head teacher refused to admit a turban-wearing Sikh as a pupil of a private school on the basis of a
"no headgear" rule. The Court of Appeal indicated:

...for a group to constitute an ethnic group in the sense of the Act of 1976, it must, in my
opinion, regard itself, and be regarded by others, as a distinct community by virtue of certain
characteristics. Some of these characteristics are essential; others are not essential but one or
more of them will commonly be found and will help to distinguish the group from the
surrounding community."

The Court of Appeal acknowledged that a language common to a group, though not necessarily
peculiar to it, could be one of the relevant characteristics of a distinct community.

The above explanation by the Court of Appeal were necessary because of the limits of English
legislation. Although religious or language discrimination are not prohibited in the Race Relations

* See Woehrling, Jos6 (1993), "L'article 1 de la Charte canadienne et la problematique des restrictions aux droits
et libertds : l'6tat de la jurisprudence de la Cour supreme" in Dro/« d« /a /WAJ/J/I* : /V/wr^ence <fc drew«
nouveam, Editions Yvon Blais, Cowansville, pp. 3-34, at p. 11.

Most Spanish-speaking US citizens can claim to be victims of racial discrimination, "Hispanics" being
recognised by US courts as part of a racial category. But the absurdity of equating language with skin colour
is fairly obvious. Some US institutions have had to distinguish, for example, between White Hispanics and Non-
White Hispanics. Moreover, a Spaniard immigrant in the US would not fit the "Hispanic" racial category, and
thus could not avail himself of the protection of the Civil Rights Act, whilst his neighbour from Puerto Rico
could do so for the same type of language discrimination. Finally, it would be interesting to see how courts
would react to John Murphy from El Paso whose father is Irish, and mother Hispanic, and whose primary
language is Spanish.

" [1983] 2 A.C. 548 (United Kingdom).
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1
Act, either one can be indirectly involved as proxies for either ethnic or racial groups, at least in
situations where a particular ethnic or racial group are more likely to share a language or religion
different from the majority. In England, as in the United States, governments have tended to be less
than generous in respect to the grounds of discrimination covered by their non-discrimination
legislation, making it a challenge for lawyers and victims to advance creative arguments to counter
these lacunae and to convince a court of an indirect link between language and ethnic or national
origin.

English case law does, however, acknowledge the possibility of such a link, and indeed
recognises that the requirement of an ability to speak or write a particular language can impose a
burden that may be unjustifiable. For example, even the requirement of the ability to speak English
in England must be reasonably related to the tasks involved in a rational and balanced way, as such
a requirement can have a disproportionate adverse impact on some, and not others, because of their
personal characteristics."

Despite this, there are a number of confusing English decisions dealing with the Welsh language.
In Jones v. Gwynedd County Council," the Council required a knowledge of Welsh as a condition
of employment for work involving senior citizens. Although the Industrial Tribunal felt that the
requirement was not justifiable because it was more an attempt to protect the Welsh language than a
response to the interests of the seniors, in appeal it was concluded that the Race Relations Act could
not assist the victims because they were ethnically Welsh and not English. It thus can be rather
problematic in the United Kingdom to classify language into the applicable pigeon-holes of race or
ethnic group.

In Japan, case law and the weight of commentators confirm that not every distinction is
necessarily discriminatory and in violation of the right to equal protection under Article 14 of the
Constitution, although there are no reported cases dealing precisely with language differences. In one
matter, the Supreme Court of Japan" held that differential treated based upon reasonable grounds
does not violate equality as protected under the Constitution and that even distinctions affecting aliens
are permissible if they are reasonable.

The Constitution of Mauritius offers some guidance on the application of non-discrimination
by providing in Article 16 that discrimination means affording different treatment to different persons
attributable wholly or mainly to their respective descriptions by race, caste, place of origin, political
opinions, colour or creed. This implies that persons who are subjected to any disability or restriction
because of one of these characteristics are potentially the victims of discrimination.

Canada, with its linguistic conflicts, offers some additional insight on what may be considered
language discrimination although, with the exception of Quebec and the territory of Yukon,
discrimination on the explicit ground of language is generally not prohibited in the country. In this
respect, one has to keep in mind that non-discrimination legislation is a fairly recent development in
this Common Law country, and that traditional Common Law does not recognise any right to equality.

•• • ' . " - v .

" Raval v. DHSS, [1985] LR.L.R. 370 (United Kingdom). V, , '.. - . , . .,, ....;., ^ -JS r

" The Times, 25 July 1985, quoted in Beloff, Michael (1987), "Minority Languages and The Law", in Currenf
Lega/ /»roWew, Vol. 40, 139-157, at p. 144.

" Judgement of 18 November 1964, Keishu, Vol. 18, No. 9 (Japan), at p. 579.
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In Ford v. Que"bec^ the Supreme Court of Canada had to determine whether Article 58 of the
Charte de la langue franchise, making French the exclusive language for commercial signs,
constituted an infringement of freedom of expression. It also considered whether the legislation
amounted to discrimination on the ground of language, prohibited in Quebec's non-discrimination
legislation.

The majority of the court unambiguously stated that although the legislation applied to everyone,
it would affect individuals differently based upon their language, as only French-speaking individuals
would be entitled to use their primary language in commercial signs. Article 58 of the Charte thus
created a distinction on the ground of language which in the Supreme Court's opinion was not
justified.

Canada's highest court also was asked to review Articles 52 and 57 of the Charte de la langue
franc.aise in a second illuminating case, Devine v. Quebec" Those provisions required that business
documents and reports be maintained in French, in addition to any other language chosen by private
parties. Although individuals were all subjected to the same legislation, the Supreme Court of Canada
once again pointed out that different individuals would in fact be facing differential treatment on the
ground of language, as those having French as their primary language would continue to use a single
language in their affairs, whereas other individuals having another primary language would likely find
themselves obliged to keep documents in two languages. However, because the latter were entitled to
use their own language, in addition to French, the Supreme Court concluded that the measure, although
constituting a minor violation of the right to non-discrimination, was not an unjustified, nor
unreasonable, legislation:

£>» ve///a/tf a ce aue /es /io/i-/ra/ico/>Ao«M pufose/i/ re"a7#er des /or/nu/d/rej de
<f emp/oi, des öo/u de commander, de.s/acrure.s, des refits ef dej ou/rta/ices da/is to /angwe de
/eur C/JOÜ, depa/r avec /e/ra/ifaw, /'arric/e 57 wi/e/pre're' co/yom/eme/tf avec /'arric/e 59, cre>,
four au p/us, u/te atte/n/e mj>uma/e ata dro/tt d /'Iga/Zre*. fite/t oue, co/nme /'appe/a/i/e /'a
sou/e/iu, /'ex/ge/jce de /'usa^e co/icurre/i/ da^-a/ifawpw/ije creer j^j/ardeau addirio/ine/pour
/ej marcAandj er /es commerf a/iü «on ^-a/tcop/io/jej, J7 /i'y a rien oui po/te affei/i/e d /eur
capacjW <f u/i'/üer ^a/eme/i/ une aurre /a/i^ue. Par co/tŝ <jruen/, «ö/re co/ic/us/o/i co/icer/ia/ix
/'app/j'cario/j de /'arric/e prem/er demeure meVne «, d prem/^re vue, /a vio/ario/i e/i came de /a
Charte ca/iad/e/wj« ej/ une v/o/ario/i de /* arric/e 75."

Though at times confusing and contradictory, these examples of various state approaches in applying
the principle of non-discrimination do give a general sense of how language differences and non-
discrimination can be approached. International instruments and decisions hold even greater
consistency and pave the way for a comprehensive theoretical model of how equality and non-
discrimination on the ground of language are to be understood and applied.

" (1988) 2 S.C.R. 712 (Canada).

" (1988) 2 S.C.R. 790 (Canada).

* Ibid., at p. 820.
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v ' 4.3 LANGUAGE DISCRIMINATION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW ^ '*;','_

Virtually every major international human rights instrument includes language as a ground upon which
there may be no discrimination. Moreover, the interpretation of such instruments generally indicates
a common understanding of the basic principles involved, although there remains a number of
inconsistencies and differences on the exact nature and scope of non-discrimination in language
matters. In order to better grasp these principles, it may be useful to step back into history and to view
the background of today's international approach in regard to language discrimination.

4.3.1 />re-[/n/fed Mirio/ts Per/od

It is perhaps felt, in certain milieux, that the League of Nations era and the experiment with what are
now known as "minorities treaties" have little to offer in light of contemporary concern with individual
human rights such as freedom of expression and non-discrimination. This, however, ignores the true
nature of these treaties, which were very much concerned with providing a mechanism for the
protection of individual human rights, especially the right to equality, in addition to including measures
aimed specifically at "national minorities"."

The Permanent Court of International Justice quite rightly stated, in an often quoted decision,
that in order to secure for linguistic minorities the possibility of living peacefully alongside the
population speaking the majority language, two things are necessary:

The first is to ensure that nationals belonging to..linguistic minorities shall be placed in every
respect on a footing of perfect equality with the other nationals of the state. The second is to
ensure for the minority elements suitable means for the preservation of their racial peculiarities,
their traditions and their national characteristics.*

The court went on to state that these requirements were inseparable since "there would be no true
equality between a majority and minority if the latter were deprived of its own institutions and were
consequently compelled to renounce that which constitutes the very essence of its being as a minority."

The Permanent Court of International Justice also had much to say in respect to what constitutes
equality in the German Settlers Advisory Opinion," comments which are still relevant and
considered today. The case involved German-speaking Poles'* who settled on lands that later became
part of Poland, under contracts made with the Prussian state.

Poland was bound by Article 8 of the Polish Minorities Treaty, which guaranteed to racial
minorities the same treatment and security "in the law and in fact" as that given to other Polish

O

" The concept of national or long-established minority is further explored in Chapter 5.

* Advisory Opinion on Minority Schools in Albania, (1935) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series
A/B, No. 64, 3, also known as the Minority Schools in Albania case.

" 5«pra, note 4.

** It is interesting to note how terminology can vary considerably: the Permanent Court of International Justice
spoke of persons of the German race, whereas today one could find the use of any one of the following to
describe the same people: German-speaking Poles, German ethnics, Poles of German national origin, etc.
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nationals. According to the court, this provision was important because: ;

The intention of this Treaty was no doubt to eliminate a dangerous source of oppression,
recrimination and dispute, to prevent racial and religious hatreds from having free play and to
protect the situations established upon its conclusion, by placing existing minorities under the
impartial protection of the League of Nations... The main object of the Minorities Treaty is to
assure respect for the rights of Minorities and to prevent discrimination against them by any act
whatsoever of the Polish state."

The legislation in issue was essentially aimed at cancelling the contracts by which German-speaking
settlers had been able to acquire title to property in parts of Poland. The legislation did not actually
explicitly provide that these people were considered for differential treatment, and in fact it was clear
the law was on its face "neutral" as far as race, language or origin were concerned. Moreover, there
existed cases of non-German-speaking Poles having acquired property from the original German
settlers, who were also affected by the provisions under attack.

Here is how the court dealt with the distinction between equality in law and in fact and the
relevance of each:

The facts that no racial discrimination appears in the text of the law of 14 July 1920, and that
in a few instances the law applies to non-German Polish nationals who took as purchasers from
original holders of German race, make no substantial difference... There must be equality in fact
as well as ostensible legal equality in the sense of the absence of discrimination in the words
of the law... [Although the law does not expressly declare that the persons who are to be ousted
from the lands are persons of the German race, the inference that they are so is to be drawn
even from the terms of the law.*°

The court recognised that although the Polish legislation made no direct reference to the Germans-
speaking Poles, it was quite obvious that its effects were aimed at them and that they would be
affected by the legislation a great deal more than anyone else. As a result, not all Polish nationals
could enjoy the same civil and political rights and the same treatment and security in law as well as
in fact. The German settlers were subjected to discriminatory treatment concerning their civil rights,
in violation of the principle of equality, as other citizens holding contracts of sale or lease would
largely be unaffected by the legislation.

This case clearly demonstrates the concern that individuals be treated in a fair and reasonable
manner — a non-discriminatory manner — and that a state should not penalise or disadvantage some
unjustifiably because they have a personal trait that happens to be "frowned" upon by the government,
be it race, colour, religion or language.*' Modem international law is thus the direct inheritor of a
legal tradition going back, at least, to the League of Nations period.

" Supra, note 4, at p. 25.

* Supra, note 4, at pp. 23-24. /

One should be aware of differences in meaning in the term "race" under the minorities treaties and the way
the same word is used today. In the interwar period, race referred to what would now be called ethnic or national
origin distinctions, which may also include distinctions such as religion or language.
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4.3.2 £//»red

Although the principle of non-discrimination is found in a large number of instruments under the
United Nations system, all of these tend to repeat the same formula and appear consistent with the
approach presented in the German Settlers Advisory Opinion. Amongst these. Article 1 of the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination defines racial
discrimination as follows: , ' ."-...,

...any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national
or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life.*

The United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRQ by and large adopted this definition in its
Genera/ Com/ne/zf o/i Afo/i-Dtscrim/nar/o/i. After considering a number of other international
instruments, it noted:

While these conventions deal only with cases of discrimination on specific grounds, the
Committee believes that the term "discrimination" as used in the Covenant should be understood
to imply any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference which is based on any ground such
as... language... and which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise by all persons, on an equal footing, of all rights and freedoms. The
enjoyment of rights and freedoms on an equal footing, however, does not mean identical
treatment in every instance/' •• > ., , .

This definition of non-discrimination coincides with a trend apparent since the very earliest period in
the evolution of human rights after the Second World War, and even predating it as was shown above.
There appears to have been a consensus during the drafting of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights that equality does not mean treating everyone identically in every circumstance. Mrs.
Roosevelt, as chairperson of the United Nations Commission on Human Rights at the time, pointed
out that "equality did not mean identical treatment for men and women in all matters, for there were
certain cases, as for example, the case of maternity benefits, where differential treatment was
essential".**

One can safely assume that most international law commentators would probably agree with the
following comment on non-discrimination: ,.,. „„. .,..,.„ .,.. . . . . . .

As far as [the prohibition of discrimination] is concerned, it should be observed that Article 14
[of the European Convention] — despite the French text "sans distinction aucune" — does not
prohibit every difference in treatment. On the contrary, the obligation contained therein may
even entail unequal treatment. For Article 14 is not only concerned with formal equality —

42 See Section 2.1.6 in the Appendix.

" Ge/iera/ Cowne/i/ on JVon-Di'jc/iVw/iarion (1989), United Nations Publications, New York, at paragraphs 7 and
8.

** McKean, Warwick (1983), Eowa/iO' and Dwerimi/uw/o/i under /nrernarj'ona/ Law, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
United Kingdom, at p. 65. .
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equal treatment of equal cases — but also with substantive equality: unequal treatment of
unequal cases in proportion to their inequality.**

The South West Africa Case (Second Phase)*' confirms the necessity of an understanding of
equality such that it cannot turn a blind eye to differences. Judge Tanaka's dissident opinion in
particular provides insight on the reasons why: , —. ,: : •• ' = > .. >.

[The principle of equality before the law] does not exclude the different treatment of persons
from the consideration of factual differences such as...language, etc. To treat different matters
equally in a mechanical way would be as unjust as to treat equal matters differently.*'

Judge Tanaka also made reference to the issue of language of education and the principle of equality,
a s follows: .-, ^ ^ . . _ » . ^ ^ . , , _ ._..., _^.- , . V M Ü . - • . . . . < • - . : . . •• • •

[I]f there exists the necessity to treat one race differently from another, this necessity is not
derived from the physical characteristics or other racial qualifications but other factors, namely
religious, linguistic, educational, social, etc. which in themselves are not related to race or
colour... For instance, if we consider educatioa..we cannot deny the value of vernacular as the
medium of instruction and the result thereof would be separate schooling as between children
of diverse population groups... In this case separate education and schooling may be recognised
as reasonable. This is justified by the nature of the matter in question.**

The key word here is reasonable. What Judge Tanaka and Mrs. Roosevelt have emphasised is that to
impose any requirement involving language, sex, or any other personal characteristic is legitimate as
long as it is reasonable in the effects or burden it imposes on an individual

Decisions emanating from the Human Rights Committee are unfortunately not very informative,
probably because the Committee has not yet closely considered the exact requirements of equality and
non-discrimination based upon language. It did deal very briefly with the issue of language distinctions
in law, in relation to Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (equality
before the law and equal protection of the law) in the Breton cases of Dominique Guesdon v.
France,*' and Yves Cadoret and Herve" Le Bihan v. France* examined above in chapter 3 on
freedom of expression.

The authors of those communications submitted that legislation in France making French the
only language to be used before criminal courts constituted discrimination based upon language, as
they were not permitted to use Breton, their primary language, before the courts. The Human Rights

** Van Dyk, P. and Van Hoof, G J.H. (1990), 77u?ory a/u/ /Vac/Zee o/ //»* European Conven/ion o/ / /
Ä/S/itt", Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, Deventer-Boston, at p. 539. See also the discussion in Van Dyke,
supra, note 15, at pp. 4-6.

** [1966] International Court of Justice 284. !

*'UN GAOR, forty-fifth session at p. 61, UN Document A/45/40 (1990).

" Communications Nos. 221/1987 and 333/1988. 11 April 1991.
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Committee failed to consider closely the nature of their legal argument, only responding in all cases
with the same comments:

French law does not, as such, give everyone a right to speak his own language in court. Those
unable to speak or understand French are provided with the services of an interpreter. This
service would have been available to the author had the facts required it; as they did not, he
suffered no discrimination under Article 26 on the ground of his language. , .

These comments are, to say the least, puzzling. France adopted the position that since everyone was
subjected to the same requirement, it was impossible to speak of discrimination. In other words, if
legislation imposes the same requirement for all to use only the official language in order to have
access to the courts, then there is no possibility of any discrimination.

The same thing occurred in the Quebec commercial sign case of Ballantyne, Davidson and
Mclntyre v. Canada." Having essentially settled the matter by relying upon an infringement of the
authors' freedom of expression, the Human Rights Committee nevertheless added that in its view,
since the law applied to all business people in the province, be they anglophones or francophones,
there could be no discrimination. .».«looe > » ' - ' • -̂''- - ••-•••••'-'<-. I

The Committee's comments must be approached with a great deal of caution, firstly because the
issue of discrimination was only mentioned briefly — almost as an afterthought — and secondly
because it appears to contradict the Committee's own definition of discrimination in its G£/imj/
Com/ne/if o/i Afo/i-Dtfcrimj/uz/io/i as will be shown below.

It is also interesting to point out that, in practice, the United Nations has recognised that equality
and non-discrimination may warrant language concessions when faced with a sufficiently large number
of individuals in a compact area, as it suggested for the partition of Palestine: , ;

Thus when it recommended the partition of Palestine it specified that "the state shall ensure
adequate primary and secondary education for the Arab and Jewish minority, respectively, in
its own language and its cultural traditions." Presumably the "adequate" education was to be
equally adequate, in which case the General Assembly endorsed the principle of separate but
equal treatment so far as language is concerned."

4.3.3 A/nerican Co/iri/ie/i/ : ' * '

A more illuminating example on how to deal with the right to non-discrimination and language is to
be found in the Advisory Opinion of 19 January 1984" on the proposed amendments to the

" Communications Nos. 359/1989 and 385/1989, 31 March 1993. .•:•••<,. .»\*tf h ^ i ' j , .

" Van Dyke, supra, note 15, at p. 19. According to the author, such an arrangement is an example of differential
treatment that may be necessary in order to attain real equality, and this is reasonable because in order to treat
people equally it is at times desirable and even necessary to treat them differently, depending upon the class to
which they belong. With all due respect, there is a fundamental point overlooked by this suggestion. The Arab
and Jewish students are not being treated differently as regards language of instruction — on the contrary, they
are receiving the exact same treatment, i.e. education through the medium of their primary language. Differential
treatment based upon language would have existed if education had been provided to all in a language that is
the primary tongue of only a part of the student population.

" Case No. (XM/84. ' . "• •'' ^ ' ^
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naturalisation provisions of the Constitution of Costa Rica of the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights (hereinafter the "Costa Rican Naturalisation Case"). One of the amendments was to require
that an applicant had to be able to speak, write and read Spanish in order to acquire citizenship.

As to the general principles involved, the Inter-American Court stated the following:

The notion of equality springs directly from the oneness of the human family and is linked to
the essential dignity of the individual... It is impermissible to subject human beings to
differences in treatment that are inconsistent with their unique and congenerous character.
Precisely because equality and non-discrimination are inherent in the idea of the oneness in
dignity and worth of all human beings, it follows that not all differences in legal treatment are
discriminatory as such, for not all differences in treatment are in themselves offensive to human
dignity... There may well exist certain factual inequalities that might legitimately give rise to
inequalities in legal treatment that do not violate principles of justice. They may in fact be
instrumental in achieving justice or in protecting those who find themselves in a weak legal
position. For example, it cannot be deemed discrimination on the grounds of age or social status
for the law to impose limits on the legal capacity of minors or mentally incompetent persons
who lack the capacity to protect their interests.
Accordingly, no discrimination exists if the difference in treatment has a legitimate purpose and
if it does not lead to situations which are contrary to justice, to reason or to the nature of things.
It follows that there would be no discrimination in differences in treatment of individuals by a
state when the classifications selected are based on substantial factual differences and there
exists a reasonable relationship of proportionality between these differences and the aims of the
legal rule under review. These aims may not be unjust or unreasonable, that is, they may not
be arbitrary, capricious, despotic or in conflict with the essential oneness and dignity of
humankind.*

The Inter-American Court then went on to acknowledge that it may not always be simple to determine
when a difference of treatment can be considered discriminatory, but did point out that considerations
of public welfare were relevant, to a greater or lesser degree, in setting the above standards. States
obviously have a certain margin of appreciation in these matters.

Specifically on the issue of imposing a language requirement in order to be eligible for
citizenship, the court had no difficulty accepting that it was not unreasonable nor unjustified to require
proof of the ability to communicate in the language of the country (the official language and that of
the majority). However, the court had some reservations on the literacy requirement: even if in the end
the criterion was judged to be non-discriminatory, it was clear that it could in some situations
constitute discrimination on the ground of language, as proscribed by Article 24 of the American
Convention on Human Rights if it were:

... an unreasonable and disproportionate discrimination in accordance with the nature and
purpose of the right to a nationality with its inclusion in the law of the Convention as a whole,
and with the circumstances of the society in which it is designed to function."

* Ibid, at paragraphs 55, 56 and 57.

Ibid, at paragraph 22.
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Acknowledging the desirability that all Costa Ricans know and be able to communicate in Spanish,
as it is the official language of the country, one of the judges noted that such a context does not mean
that a state can simply impose any language requirement, even its official language, in complete
disregard of the other languages used by its nationals, especially when the official language is not the
primary tongue of a large number of individuals and indigenous peoples:

[E]quality and non-discrimination cannot function in a vacuum nor, therefore, without the
specific conditions of the society in which the people live. In this regard, my concern comes
from the fact that there are among the country's own native-bom people persons and substantial
communities that do not know the Spanish language or that do not know it well, and that do not
even speak that language as their native language: Indian communities that, although they are
small and isolated, retain their ancestral languages and even resist learning or having to use the
official language; and there is an important Costa Rican community of Jamaican origin that
retains its language and many of whose members at least have problems in expressing
themselves correctly in Spanish. Of course, the Costa Rican state, aware of the desirability and
even the duty of preserving the native cultures and the rights of minorities in the country, is
conducting programs of instruction and for promoting of the culture in the Indian languages and,
recognising its cultural situation, has provided courts and public bureaus with official interpreters
of those native or minority languages.'*

In final assessment, the Inter-American Court was of the opinion mat it was not unreasonable,
disproportionate, nor arbitrary to require persons desiring to acquire Costa Rican nationality to know
the official language well enough to read and write in Spanish and to communicate in i t

The Inter-American Court considered the issue of language discrimination much more closely
than the United Nations Human Rights Committee and arrived at a diametrically opposed conclusion:
whereas the Human Rights Committee appeared to suggest that no discrimination could result from
a law or policy imposing upon everyone the same language requirements, the Inter-American Court
had no hesitation in considering such an arrangement as differential treatment on the ground of
language which could, in appropriate cases, constitute discrimination.

4.3.4 Europe ^

More valuable insight on what constitutes language discrimination is provided in the decisions
emanating from Europe in interpreting Article 14 of the Council of Europe Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the legislation and directives of the
European Union prohibiting discrimination amongst nationals of the member-states.

In Groener v. Minister for Education," the European Court of Justice considered national
regulations on employment in Ireland, requiring basic knowledge of the Irish language. Such
knowledge was not related to the actual performance of Groener's duties as an art teacher. The court
had to determine whether such a policy was discriminatory since it had the effect of excluding other
European Union nationals, contrary to Article 3 of Regulation 1612/68.

The court's approach held a great deal of deference to the emotional and symbolic ties between
the Irish language and much of Irish society. Although Article 3 of the European Union regulation

Ibid., at paragraph 23.

Case 379-87, [1990] 1 Common Market Law Review 401.
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only permitted "conditions relating to linguistic knowledge required by reason of the nature of the post
to be filled", the court went out of its way in establishing another possible exception: there may be
social and cultural considerations which are relevant in determining whether linguistic requirements
are discriminatory or not In the case of Irish, the requirement of some knowledge of that language
by teachers, as part of a policy for its promotion, was justified according to the court, although the
subject of the course taught by Groener was not linguistic and teaching at the vocational school was
as a general rule in English:

The EEC Treaty does not prohibit the adoption of a policy for the protection and promotion of
a language of a member state which is both the national language and the first official
language.... The importance of education for the implementation of such a policy must be
recognised. Teachers have an essential role to play, not only through the teaching which they
provide but also by their participation in the daily life of the school and the privileged
relationship which they have with their pupils. In those circumstances, it is not unreasonable to
require them to have some knowledge of the first national language.

This case is especially relevant for its treatment of the relationship between a language requirement
and non-discrimination: the court recognised that any language imposition outside Article 3(1) of
Regulation 1612/68 (linguistic knowledge related to job performance) must be applied without
discrimination, meaning amongst other things, that the level of linguistic knowledge required must not
be disproportionate to the object of the policy.

In Ministere Public v. Mutsch,** a Belgian statute gave Belgian citizens living in the German-
speaking part of the country the right to use the German language in criminal appeal proceedings. As
a citizen of Luxembourg living in that area, Mr. Mutsch did not have the same right The European
Court of Justice held that the use of one's own language in court is to be considered as a "social
advantage" to which, according to the same regulation dealt with in Groener, Regulation 1612/68,
all European Union workers are equally entitled to. The court also stated that the principle of equal
treatment means that European Union workers and their families have to be able to avail themselves
of the same linguistic rights as the state's own citizens. Since Mutsch, as an European Union worker,
did not have the same rights as other citizens, he was subject in this case to unlawful discrimination.

One commentator has suggested that Ministere Public v. Mutsch be considered in the following
manner:

States may still decide whether or not to grant linguistic rights to their own minorities. But if
they grant such rights, Community workers speaking that same language should also be entitled
to those rights.*'

The decision in Ministere Public v. Mutsch is mainly interesting because it recognises the use of
one's primary language as a benefit — or conversely the denial of its use as a burden or disadvantage
— which must be considered when determining whether or not government action or restrictions are
discriminatory. Whilst Ministere Public v. Mutsch dealt very narrowly with the issue of differences

" Case 137-84, (1985) European Court Reports 2681.
«A

de Witte, Bruno (1991), "The Impact of European Community Rules on the Linguistic Policies of the Member
States in Florian Coulmas (ed.), A Language fo/icy/or /A« European Com/nwi/fy: /Vo5/«e/j a/u/ Öua/u&z/iM,
Mouton de Gruyter, Berlin, New York, pp. 163-177, at p. 170.
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of treatment as between citizens of the European Union, it does nevertheless suggest that the use of
one language in a court of law, as in other government "services" such as state schooling, impacts
differently upon those who have a different primary language. The consequence which follows on a
larger scale is that, unless otherwise justifiable, any exclusive state requirement of choice of languige
signals a difference of treatment, thereby denying to some a benefit enjoyed by others, more precisely
the use of one's primary language.

No public activity by its very nature is outside the scope of non-discrimination. In Mathieu-
Mohin and Clerfayt,"° the European Court of Human Rights reviewed the principles embodied in
Article 3 of the First Protocol of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms. The applicants had been elected respectively to the Belgian Senate and
House of Representatives from the bilingual electoral district of Brussels, but also in an administrative
district which came under the Dutch-language Council in respect to certain matters. They had to
submit to a test of eligibility for the Council consisting in a parliamentary oath in Dutch. The
applicants, being francophones, took their oath in French instead and were denied the right to sit on
the Council, despite the fact their administrative district came under the Dutch-language Council in
respect of important matters for their voters. This, they claimed, either violated Article 3, First
Protocol of the Convention, or violated Article 3 when read in conjunction with Article 14 of the
Convention.

Article 3 of the First Protocol provides that states undertake "to hold elections by secret ballot,
under conditions which will ensure the free expression of the opinion of the people in the choice of
legislature". It appears fairly obvious that this right does not in itself contain a linguistic component
The court indicated that, as for the alleged violation of Article 3 of the First Protocol taken alone,
it is not an absolute right and contains implied limitations. According to the court, the French-speaking
electors involved do enjoy the right to vote and the right to stand for election on the same legal
footing as Dutch-speaking electors. They are not deprived of their Article 3 sufficiently in this case
since the limitation is not disproportionate to the point of thwarting the "free expression of the opinion
of the people in the choice of the legislature".*'

The European Court then proceeded to the question of the alleged violation of Article 14 of the
Convention taken together with Article 3 of the First Protocol. Here it did not adopt the position that
since language was not a part of the substantive right under Article 3, the applicants could not avail
themselves of the non-discrimination provision. On the contrary, the European Court came rather to
the conclusion that Article 14 could be evoked, but that in the circumstances the measure adopted by
the state was not unreasonable nor disproportional:

The aim is to defuse the language disputes in the country by establishing more stable and
decentralised organisational structures... In any consideration of the electoral system in issue,
its general context must not be forgotten. The system does not appear unreasonable if regard is
had to the intentions it reflects and to the respondent state's margin of appreciation within the
Belgian parliamentary system — a margin that is all the greater as the system is incomplete and
provisional."

• > *

™ (1987) European Convention on Human Rights, Series A, No. 113.

" Ibid., at p. 25.

" Ibid., at p. 25.
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Final confirmation of this thesis may also be found in one of the leading post-World War II cases on
the question of non-discrimination, the Belgian Linguistic Case," raised under the Council of
Europe Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.

Six applications were received from 327 French-speaking parents who claimed, on their own
behalf and on behalf of some 800 school-aged children, that the Belgian government contravened
Articles 8 (right to family life) and 14 (non-discrimination provision) of the European Convention,
as well as Article 2 of the First Protocol of the Convention (right to education), by obliging all
children to be educated exclusively in Dutch at local state schools.

The Belgian government had initiated a policy of linguistic regionalism by dividing the country
into four regions, the first three respectively assigned on the basis of prevailing French, German and
Dutch language use. The Brussels area constituted a special fourth bilingual region.

In each of the three unilingual regions, education was exclusively provided in the language of
the majority, but a census was to be taken every ten years to ascertain linguistic trends in the
communities in order to evaluate any changes that may warrant some corrections. However, a 1961
law abolished the question on language in the census, with the result that the linguistic boundaries
were, for all practical purposes, permanently fixed. Additional legislation in July 1963 abolished all
transitional French classes which had been tolerated or promised in certain Flemish localities under
the old legislation. Six communes on the periphery of Brussels were designated as a distinct
administrative district, although technically they were primarily in the Dutch language part of Belgium.
In these communes, French was allowed as the language for primary state education, subject to a few
conditions. However, this right was not extended to French-speaking children whose parents lived
outside the communes and wished to send their children to those schools, whilst Dutch schools in the
same communes in principle could accept any child, regardless of the residence or language of his or
her parents.

A number of issues were raised by the applicants living in the Dutch unilingual territory, but
only on one account did the European Court of Human Rights come to the conclusion that there had
been discrimination in violation of Article 14 of the Convention read in conjunction with Article 2
of the First Protocol. The court found that the Belgian Act of 1963 prevented certain children, solely
on the basis of the residence of their parents, from having access to the French language schools in
the six communes near Brussels. . < r, ; : = ;

Briefly, the court recognised that Article 2 of the First Protocol was of no assistance to the
petitioners since the right to education does not in itself enshrine the right to the establishment or
subsidisation of schools in which education is provided in one's preferred language. The court then
proceeded to analyze whether Article 14, read in conjunction with Article 2, had been violated and
concluded that there was no violation of the Convention — not because Article 2 and Article 14
together cannot support a right to the establishment or subsidisation of schools in which education is
provided in a given language — but rather because the Belgian legislation was a justified and
reasonable measure in light of the country's particular political and social position: -• — ••

The Court..does not consider that the measures adopted in this matter by the Belgian legislature
are so disproportionate to the requirements of the public interest which is being pursued as to

Belgian Linguistic Case, [1968] 1 Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights 832.
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constitute a discrimination contrary to Article 14 of the Convention, read in conjunction wsh
the first sentence of Article 2 of the Protocol..."

Despite some ambiguity as to the exact meaning of the court's comments, a close look at is
conclusion lends support to the position that limiting state education to one language is a distinction
under Article 14 that can, in some cases, be deemed discriminatory:

Article 14 does not prohibit distinctions in treatment which are founded on an objective
assessment of essentially different factual circumstances and which, being based on the public
interest, strike a fair balance between the protection of the interests of the community and
respect for the rights and freedoms safeguarded by the Convention.
In examining whether the legal provisions which have been attacked satisfy these criteria, the
Court finds that their purpose is to achieve linguistic unity within the two large regions of
Belgium in which a large majority of the population speaks only one of the two national
languages. This legislation makes scarcely viable schools in which teaching is conducted solely
in the national language that is not that of the majority of the inhabitants of the region. In other
words, it tends to prevent, in the Dutch-unilingual region, the establishment or maintenance of
schools which teach only in French. Such a measure cannot be considered arbitrary. To begin
with, it is based on the objective element which the region constitutes. Furthermore it is based
on a public interest, namely to ensure that all schools dependent on the state and existing in a
unilingual region conduct their teaching in the language which is essentially that of the
region."

These comments are consistent with the view that to impose a single language of instruction
constitutes a difference of treatment for those who have a different primary language, and may in some
situations be discriminatory. According to the court:

... the legislation has instituted an educational system which, in the Dutch unilingual region,
exclusively encourages teaching in Dutch, in the same way as it establishes the linguistic
homogeneity of education in the French unilingual region. These differences in treatment of the
two national languages in the two unilingual regions are, however compatible [with Articles 2
and 14]."

Presumably, the exclusion of French from state schools in the Dutch region, although a difference of
treatment based upon language within the meaning of Article 14, was not discriminatory in the Belgian
context because it was reasonable and justified by the general linguistic scheme adopted in the country.
In other words, it was not unreasonable for Belgium given the context of having divided the country
into distinct, mostly unilingual regions. The difference of treatment imposed upon individuals with a
primary language not used or recognised in a particular linguistic region constituted for that state a

** Ibid, at p. 886.

" Ibid., at pp. 884-886.

" Ibid, at p. 884.
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balanced and acceptable behaviour, given the purpose of achieving social and political peace in the

country."

4.4 DEFINING A STANDARD FOR THE APPLICATION OF
NON-DISCRIMINATION ON THE GROUND OF LANGUAGE

It thus appears as a fairly consistent theme in international law and state practice that the exclusive
use of a single language constitutes differential treatment which may in some cases be discriminatory.
Indeed, even the minorities treaties of the inter-war period acknowledged that in places where the
inhabitants speaking a different language formed a considerable proportion of the population, they
should at least have access to state services such as primary public education in their own language."
Since language is an aspect of the "services" rendered by the state in education, to only grant the
advantage of instruction, or any other type of government service, in the primary language of some
inhabitants of the country (generally the majority) places others at a disadvantage.

Obviously, there is no unanimity in respect to the substance of non-discrimination on the ground
of language, and contradictions in international precedents and national practice are unavoidable. In
the Breton cases, France held the position that a general law, applicable to everyone, requiring the
exclusive use of French within the activities of public authorities meant that everyone was being
treated equally, and the United Nations Human Rights Committee appeared to support this suggestion.
For its part, the Supreme Court of the United States appears to be of the opinion that any requirement
of the exclusive use of a language is a mere inconvenience when individuals are bilingual.

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, the European Court of Justice, the European Court
of Human Rights, and a number of states including Canada, have opted for a diametrically different
understanding of what constitutes discrimination based on language. For them, any language
requirement or preference by a state creates a distinction which advantages some individuals and
disadvantages others, and may as a result be discriminatory. If such an approach is correct, one ends
up with a formidable legal principle which is relevant to every facet of state activity and action, be
it related to the judiciary, public service employment, educational policy and even naturalisation
legislation. How precisely the principle of non-discrimination on the ground of language must be
understood and applied therefore becomes a highly sensitive, but critical, exercise.

It is therefore essential to attempt to provide a comprehensive view of what constitutes language
discrimination, based upon generally accepted principles of international law and state practice.

The most widely approved, and perhaps most well developed, definition of discrimination is the
one used in many United Nations instruments and adopted by the Human Rights Committee in its
Genera/ Commen/ on /Von-Dwcrimjnarjon." In this document, discrimination is identified as implying
any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference which is based on any ground such as language
and which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise

Although the European Court's reasoning is impeccable, one could question whether other aspects of the
linguistic scheme in Belgium are altogether justifiable.

** See Article 9 of the Polish Minorities Treaty, reprinted in Thomberry, Patrick (1991), /n/ernaft'ona/ Law and
f/ie /J/ghtt o/Afi/ioriri«, Clarendon Press, Oxford, United Kingdom, at p. 399.

" Supra, note 43.
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by all persons, on an equal footing, of all rights and freedoms. This definition provides an appropriate
theoretical framework from which to proceed, in order to attempt to identify some kind of coherent
standard from the various approaches in existence.

4.4.1 De/iüz/ or Exc/un'on on rAe GrowrtJ 0/ Language

Denial or exclusion on the ground of language is probably the least problematic aspect of non-
discrimination based upon language. Quite often, a government will limit access to certain services
or benefits to those who use a certain language, or it may decree that employment opportunities in its
workforce are predicated on a sufficient knowledge of a particular language. Anyone who cannot
comply with such language requirements will be denied the benefit, service, or opportunity. As in Lau
v. Nichols,™ education in English only, for a child having no knowledge of the language, corresponds
to a complete denial of the right to education. As in Viola v. Canada," a language requirement for
a public employment position denies, to those who do not know the language, any opportunity of
obtaining such position. These cases illustrate that language is necessarily involved in any government
activity and that those who cannot adequately use the state sanctioned language will be denied or
excluded because of language.

Conversely, if an individual has some knowledge of the language required by a state, it cannot
be claimed that there is an actual denial or exclusion unless his or her level of proficiency is so low
as to effectively constitute a complete barrier and to preclude any real possibility of enjoying the
benefit or service provided. This was the situation in Lau v. Nichols where the US Supreme Court
indicated that public authorities were in effect excluding students from any meaningful education if
account was not taken of their lack of knowledge of the English language.

4.4.2 La/i^ua^e D/rtincfio/i, /?M/ricrt"on or

The traditional Aristotelian formulation of equality is to treat equally what is equal and treat differently
what is different This leads some to conclude that as far as the language of predilection of a state and
public authorities is concerned, individuals whose language differs should be treated differently in
order for them to be treated equally. Most national and international provisions on equality have
refined this traditional concept: equality combined with non-discrimination on the ground of
fundamental personal characteristics imply that the state should not consider individual attributes or
characteristics (such as colour of skin, religion or personal beliefs, sex, language, etc...) when it
allocates its resources, provides services, or excludes or burdens individuals, unless it is necessary and
reasonable to take into account these factors.

In the case of the colour of one's skin, it is very simple for a government to disregard this
consideration and thus act in a completely fair and neutral way, since rarely would skin pigmentation
be a valid consideration for access to the state's largesse." The right to equality thus requires non-
discriminatory treatment to be equated to disregard of a non-relevant personal trait There should

™ Supra, note 16.

" [1991] 1 F.C. 373 (Canada).

" With the possible exception of special programmes aimed at redressing past injustices.



normally be no difficulty in completely setting aside any preference for people of a particular colour,
thus ensuring there is no distinction amongst individuals because of colour of skin.

How to deal with a person's religion is more complicated. One's religion is also a personal trait,
but is not immutable. It is, in theory, a fairly painless process for someone to freely change faith. A
state, and in particular one claiming to be secular, can generally avoid any religious preference or
consideration since most governmental activities and actions tend to be clearly outside of the religious
realm. ; > ; , " - • - . * . , . - • - o - •• • ,: ^ ., , . • . • • • - . ' , • > • < • • « • • • < • - - . - - - • •

Whilst a state can completely disregard differences in colour of skin, and can in most cases
ignore differences in religion, language" provides with an even greater level of challenge and
difficulty to the state, because it cannot be language "neutral" when it interacts with its inhabitants or
in its day to day operations. The state machinery must function in a language, or at most in a few
languages, for most of its communication, work and service activities, making it impossible not to
make any distinctions as to language. Therefore, a government is obliged to favour a particular
language or a limited number of languages. This creates a distinction: by limiting itself to a single
language, the state is involved in a difference or distinction of treatment Government employment
opportunities will be open to every individual, but only if they have sufficient knowledge of the
official language. Since the state (instead of being neutral as it normally is when facing differences
of colour of skin or religion) is actively favouring one specific language, it is actively involved in
differential treatment between individuals on the basis of language.

The error made by France, sometimes by the United States and by the United Nations Human
Rights Committee, is to limit themselves to the first element of the equation on equality and non-
discrimination: equality means that everyone should be submitted to the same general legal
requirements. That may be correct in first analysis. However, the prohibition of discrimination on

" There are however limits. It is almost impossible for a state to simply ignore all religious favouritism. For
example, many secular Western countries have legal provisions requiring commercial activities to cease on
Sundays, considered by most Christians as a holy day of rest Similar legal measures generally do not exist in
these countries for the Sabbath or any other day of rest recognised in other religions. Although such legislation
is general, affecting all individuals, it does not constitute identical treatment for everyone because it is not
neutral: in respect to religion, it reflects a religious bias. Individuals who are of one of the Christian faiths are
favoured and find themselves less affected or inconvenienced than individuals with religious practices of a
different nature. This is therefore a situation of differential of treatment based upon religion, as the state has not
refrained from favouring individuals because of their religion. However, such legislation may still not be
discriminatory if it is deemed to be a reasonable preference or arrangement

* Differential treatment because of accent should also be included when considering discrimination on the ground
of language, since accent identifies an individual as having a "foreign" or simply different language as his
primary tongue; see Perea, Juan F. (1994), "Ethnicity and Prejudice: Reevaluating National Origin Discrimination
under Title VÜ". in WiV/iom and A/ary Law /tevfoy. Vol. 35, 805-870, at p. 836:

Persons who speak English with a "foreign-sounding" accent regularly are assumed to be "less intelligent"
than persons who speak English with a more socially accepted accent Similarly, the perceived
intelligibility of different languages is influenced by bias against particular ethnic groups. The primary
languages of subordinate groups, those perceived as lacking in prestige and power, are deemed more
difficult to understand by the majority culture than the English language, which is deemed easy to
understand.
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grounds such as language involves a second element to the equation: legislation affecting everyone
should not create distinctions involving language, religion, etc, unless it is reasonable and necessary.

To assert that everyone is treated equally, without any distinction, when French and English are
respectively the exclusive languages of government in France and the United States, fails to take into
account that some individuals can be denied employment opportunities, for example, or at the very
least will suffer an additional burden or disadvantage, because they are not treated the same as those
who have French or English as their primary language, in regard to access to the benefits and services
of the state in their own language. The imposition of a single language for use by government does
not constitute equality of treatment for all, since some do not speak it or have a more limited
knowledge of the language. Equality of treatment and non-discrimination require that in their relations
with the state apparatus, individuals should not be affected or disadvantaged because of some
fundamental human characteristic; as soon as any condition or consideration of personal characteristics
such as sex, age, colour of skin, religion, language, etc. are involved, all individuals are not treated
without distinction since the state has decided to consider one or more of these factors in the allocation
of resources, access to services and employment opportunities, etc.

This point must be emphasised because of commentators and jurists who appear to be under the
impression, as has been noted on a number of occasions, that the requirement of the same language
for all is equal treatment Thus, one of the world's leading legal experts on language legislation.
Professor Bruno de Witte, has stated:

Yet in one basic respect linguistic minorities want to be treated differently: they want to be able
to use, in dealing with the authorities, a language which is different from that of the majority.
Equality is therefore an ambiguous concept; it can be invoked for claiming a treatment which
is at the same time identical in substance but differentiated in (linguistic) form."

Although probably shared by many, his comments, the position of France, the US, and the Human
Rights Committee proceed from the same essential but erroneous premise: in respect to the language
favoured by public authorities, there is similar or equal treatment of everyone where everyone is
subjected to the same language. In its simplest formulation, this is erroneous because equality means

••Ja ->.,' » : f t i

" de Witte, Bruno (1992), "Conclusion: A Legal Perspective", in Sergij Vilfan (ed.), Compara/ive S/udies on
Gover/ifftt/iM and Afon-Do/wna/i; E/A/z/c Groups I/I Europa 7S50-7940, New York University Press, New York,
pp. 303-314, at p. 303. Professor de Witte also stated on another occasion, jupra, note 6, at p. 96, that:

/L/ap/upar/ dcjprMia/j'onj admi/i/.rrra«vM //rip/î KC/ir /' iua^e d' une o« ciep/uj/ew/j /a/igw« aVre/7n/n/«.
i4//ui, JI /a /a/igu/ ne co/un'fue ya/na/s /a fofa//r^ d" un service tfo/inl, e//e co/uri/MC nld/imoinj u/ie
<&Warion n^cMia/r« de c/uz^ue communica/ion aui s'e7ao/i/ e/i/re /'£/a/ e/ JM «"/oye/tr. E//e co/tyW7«e,
par rappor/ a to suZma/ice du service, IOJ ava/i/age annexe ow perm«/ a ce service a"e7re reci*
correcfe/nen/ par /'«sager.
// es/ done c/a/r cue /'u/j'/isa/ion de /a /a/igue cons/i/ue un avan/age soda/ ef a#ecfe /a aua/i7^ du service
rendu. Si /e service es/ rendu dans une seu/e /a/igue, rous /es usagers son/ /ra/fes de man/ere e"ga/e; en
rea//fe\ /es usagers aui par/en/ une /angue di7Je>en/e ne reco/ven/pas un service ega/emen/ va/ai/epour

-• «ux, a/ors ou'i/s on/ con/riöul d/inancer /e service se/on /es memes cri/eres.
// es/ c/air...au'un seu/ un/ija/eur ne pourra pas triger Tad/onc/ion d"»!« /angue

; supp/^wn/aire, ma« ^u'un groupe compre/ja/i/ pres de /a /no/7/V de /a popu/a/ion pourra
/e de/nander. Le princip/e jun'dioue d'/ga/i// servira a d^/erminer ou se si/u< /e poin/



treating everyone the same regardless of age or colour of skin, or sex, or language, etc. As soon as
authorities raise a condition of language, colour, sex, or age, then it creates a distinction, which may
in some cases represent an unjustified disadvantage or burden. A perhaps crude example can
be given by comparing language and religious requirements. If a state were to impose by law as a
condition of employment that employees be good Catholics or Muslims, it could hardly be claimed
that the law treats everyone equally: although anyone could in theory convert to these faiths, and
conversion is generally an easier process than acquisition of a new language, not everyone is a
Catholic or Muslim. Instead of being "religious neutral", thus ensuring that everyone is treated equally
without distinction as to religion, the state would have instituted a clear difference of treatment
amongst individuals because of religion: only Catholics or Muslims need apply.

By substituting the words "good Catholics or Muslims" with "a good knowledge of French or
English", it becomes apparent that far from signalling a "language neutral" criterion, the "one language
for all" policy in effect creates a difference of treatment amongst individuals for whom these languages
are primary, and those for whom they are not. The pitfall to avoid is the belief that "in substance"
equality of treatment and non-discrimination in language matters implies the same language for
everyone. In reality, equality must be without any distinction, and this in turn requires a state to
completely set aside any language criterion or preference. If it cannot do so, it creates a distinction
which will be disadvantageous for certain individuals. By choosing an official or exclusive language,
a government is automatically creating a distinction on the ground of language in its allocation of
resources, services and benefits, simultaneously creating various levels of difficulty for individuals
having a different primary language.™

In the Breton cases concerning court and administrative proceedings, and in the Ballantyne,
Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada decision involving commercial signs, the Human Rights
Committee faced situations where as a practical matter, the parties were able, in one way or another,
to respect the French-only legal policy of the French and Quebec governments; notwithstanding this
point, the Committee seems to have neglected to consider its own definition of non-discrimination, as
it did not ask itself if the imposition of a single language was a restriction against the use of all other
languages or a preference for the use of French. Either one is potentially discriminatory according to
the Committee's own definition. Thus, the Committee's remarks that the French and Quebec legislation
could not be discriminatory, as it constituted general legislation applicable to all, is quite simply
inconsistent with its own stated views on how to interpret the principle of non-discrimination. The
legislation clearly created a language preference, and restricted the use of all other languages.

Thus the United Nations Human Rights Committee and others have on occasion neglected to
adequately consider what constitutes a language distinction, restriction or preference. To claim that a
law applies to everyone in the same way implies that there truly is no consideration or requirement
involving language (or race or religion, etc.). Whilst governments may have no choice but to "prefer"

Ibid., at p. 304. Professor de Witte did go on to recognise this aspect of the problems caused by any language
preference by a state:

In the context of public administration, those who have full command of the language will receive a
service which is also more valuable in substance to them than to citizens who do not master the language,
and this despite the fact that all citizens have contributed by their taxes to the functioning of the public
service without distinction as to the language they speak. In other words, the public authorities, by using
a single language in a plurilingual situation do not provide an equal treatment to all but operate what
could be called a "cultural redistribution" in favour of those persons who speak the official language.
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some language and restrict the use of others in its official activities and services, it is misleading to
claim that it does so without distinction, restriction or preference, as the state clearly is not behaving
in a "language neutral" fashion. In reality, an English- or Spanish-only policy adopted by public
authorities is similar to a Whites-only policy: individuals are subject to state favouritism of a particular
language or colour, although obviously in the case of language, the distinction, restriction or preference
can be deemed reasonable in appropriate circumstances.

Some would claim, as has been done in the US, that the appropriate approach suggested here
would place an impossible burden on governments, making it necessary to submit to the linguistic
demands of every individual in the state. This fails to take into account another element in the
determination of discriminatory practices, that is whether or not the distinction at issue based upon
language, is reasonable.

4.4.3 Dwcrimz/uz/ory Pn/pose or

Most countries and players at the international level appear to acknowledge that discrimination does
not require proof that a government intended to act in a discriminatory fashion. The wording used in
the United Nations system is unambiguous: the reasons for adopting a particular piece of legislation
or for following a certain course of action is by no means indispensable. Discriminatory effect is in
itself sufficient to meet the requirements of the principle of equality and non-discrimination.

The reasons for this are in fact quite simple and straightforward. It would in all likelihood be
extremely difficult and onerous to impose upon individuals the burden of proving to a court that a
government had a particular purpose in choosing a certain line of conduct, unless the measure was so
unreasonable that no other possible explanation could be retained. Indeed, legislation can often have
a number of purposes, so that it becomes next to impossible for an individual to mount an effective
challenge of a discriminatory state practice in the face of such obstacles. Even something as abhorrent
as slavery, by using the so-called purpose test, could be explained away as an essentially economic
measure and not one intending to be discriminatory."

The only notable exception in this regard is the approach taken by courts in the United States.
Courts have held that in the case of "disparate treatment" by employers subject to Title VH of the
Civil Rights Act, victims must prove that the employer intentionally treated an individual differently

™ Although the example is obviously an exaggeration, slavery has apparently been "theoretically" shown to be
an effective economic model. Of course, the economic argument would have little attraction to individuals having
to forego their human rights because of the economic advantages, for slaveholders, of such a policy.
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by reason of race, colour, religion, sex or national origin.'* Even the equality provision of the US
Constitution, the Fourteenth Amendment requires some proof of discriminatory intent:

Litigants have had virtually no success in bringing language claims under the fourteenth
amendment.. Two significant and probably overwhelming hurdles must be crossed before
plaintiffs could successfully litigate under the Fourteenth Amendment: (1) level of scrutiny and
2) discriminatory intent.. The second hurdle that language litigants must overcome in order to
successfully bring a constitutional claim pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment is

. discriminatory intent In order to demonstrate intent plaintiffs must show that "the decision
maker...selected or reaffirmed a particular course of action at least in part 'because of not
merely 'in spite of its adverse effects..." In effect, the requirement of discriminatory intent
coupled with the difficulty in establishing a suspect class, have effectively undermined the use
of the Fourteenth Amendment as a vehicle for language disputes.™

By adopting such a restrictive approach, it is extremely doubtful whether the practice of the United
States in non-discrimination policies is consistent with international standards.

, 4.4.4

The language I have learnt these forty years,
My native English, now must forgo;
And now my tongue's use is to me no more
Than an unstringed viol or harp;
Or like a cunning instrument cas'd up
Or, being open, put into his hands
That knows no touch to tune or harmony.
Within my mouth you have engaol'd my tongue,
Doubly portcullis 'd with my teeth and lips;

™ A victim could also claim that an employer has adopted a policy that has a discriminatory effect the so-called
"disparate impact" cases, but he must then demonstrate that a "neutral" employment policy or practice has
disproportionably affected a protected group. The problem with this two thronged approach is its rigidity: you
either fall neatly into one of the two, or you cannot avail yourself of the protection of the Civil Rights Act
Language distinctions have on occasion been excluded because they are sometimes not deemed to be neutral,
therefore a victim cannot use the disparate impact test and must prove an employer's discriminatory intent
Despite changes in the CivU Rights Act of 1991 (Public Law No. 102-166, 105 Stat 1071 (1991)) to ensure
that courts not use the requirement of intentional discrimination in a way which would exclude most claimants
seeking redress in lawsuits under Title VII, the Supreme Court in St Mary's Honor Center v. Hicks, 113 S.Ct
2742 (1993) (United States), by a vote of five to four concluded that it was insufficient for a plaintiff to
demonstrate that an employer's stated reasons were pretexts. The majority held instead that a plaintiff must also
prove that the employer's practice was additionally motivated by an intention to discriminate.

™ Walker, Roger (1991), "Federal Bilingual, Bicultural Education: The Failure of Entitlement", in £/niv*r«fy o/
Missouri - Ka/u<w Cify Law Äev/en-, Vol. 59,769-800, at pp. 789-793. See also a similar conclusion in de Witte,
supra, note 2, at p. 76: "[T]he insistence, in recent Supreme Court decisions, on the necessity to prove a
discriminatory purpose of the legislator makes such indirect discriminations very difficult to challenge."
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And dull, unfeeling, barren ignorance ;" ^ •;
Is made my gaoler to attend on me, • •
I am too old to fawn upon a nurse.
Too far in years to be a pupil now.
What is thy sentence, then, but speechless death.
Which robs my tongue from breathing native breath? ~ '

Shakespeare, Richard II, 1.3

Even if a state behaves in a discriminatory manner, shows a definite preference for a specific language,
or even attempts to restrict access to services based upon language differences, an individual must also
demonstrate that he or she was somehow disadvantaged or denied something which others are entitled
to. He has to be the victim of a measure or practice which "nullifies or impairs the recognition,
enjoyment or exercise by all persons, on an equal footing, of all rights and freedoms".*"

There are many ways in which an individual can be unfavourably affected. To prohibit someone
from having access to state-funded education because his primary language is not the country's official
language clearly "nullifies" that individual's right to education, as does a practice where education in
only one language acts as an absolute barrier to a child who has no understanding of the language
used.

Moreover, instead of constituting an absolute denial of a right enjoyed by others, language
requirements may impair, to varying degrees, an individual's exercise or enjoyment of a right available
to others. Until fairly recently, Blacks in the United States had difficulty exercising the right to vote
because of the application of English literacy tests. Whilst a few Blacks did have the right to vote in
former Rhodesia, the state's education and property requirements effectively excluded the vast majority
of the country's population from so doing. Thus, a state can impair an individual's enjoyment of rights
or freedoms available to others simply by creating linguistic obstacles or burdens which will exclude
or disadvantage some people." Everyone is not treated on an equal footing in regard to language
when everyone does not have the same primary language.

*° See the Genera/ Comme/tf on Afon-D/scri/wnar/on, jHpra, note 43, at paragraph 10. A distinction between
provisions restricting the application of non-discrimination to rights and freedoms recognised in a constitution
or treaty, as in the case of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, and those which prohibit discrimination in law or in fact in any field regulated and protected by
public authorities, such as Article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights should be
noted. In the latter situation, states must ensure that all of their legislation (even their constitution), its
application, and the practices and actions of public authorities and their agents conform with the obligations
related to the right to non-discrimination.

, note 15, at p. 39:
What the literacy and language test did was to give exclusive control over government to the English-
speaking, permitting them to use government for their own advantage and for the disadvantage of others.
It deprived others of an opportunity to hold government accountable. It left government without any
compelling reason to tend to the interests of those who did not know English, even if they were citizens.
It opened the way to favouritism for one group and neglect and oppression for the rest
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Both nullification and impairment, as generally understood, due to state preferences of one or
a few languages in allocating resources or providing any other type of right or privilege, involve for
some a disadvantage or denial of something which others are entitled to.

This has been recognised by many commentators who have pointed out that by excluding the
use of most other languages, a linguistic majority can control a government and enjoy the privileges,
jobs and services provided by the state in their own language, using the taxes paid by individuals
speaking other languages as well as their "share" of the state's financial resources in a manner which
benefits the majority community to which they belong.** Individuals for whom the official or state-
favoured language is not the primary vernacular will find themselves at a disadvantage in terms of
access to jobs and services," education," or in private business activities."

The decisions of the Human Rights Committee in the Breton and Ballantyne, Davidson and
Mclntyre v. Canada cases provide a concrete illustration of what constitutes nullification or
impairment of the recognition, enjoyment or exercise on an equal footing of all rights and freedoms.
The respective French and Quebec legislation required the exclusive use of the French language —
no other languages were permitted as the language of tribunals or of outdoor commercial signs.
Individuals had to submit to the restriction and were therefore prohibited from testifying or having
exterior commercial signs in their own language. Whilst everyone was subjected to the same
requirements, not everyone was treated on an equal footing because some were permitted to use their
primary language, and others were not Some individuals in France having to testify in court had the
advantage of so doing in their primary language, French, but others were denied the same advantage
or benefit to use their primary language: they are therefore disadvantage*! or imposed an additional
burden.

By imposing a language requirement, the state shows a definite preference towards some
individuals on the basis of language. Since individuals do not necessarily share the same language,
some are favoured and others are not. In other words, the imposition of a single language for use in
state activities and services is by no means a neutral act, since:

(1) The state's chosen language becomes a condition for the full access to a number of services,
resources and privileges, such as education or public employment: those who cannot use it

" Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove (1981), fiiß/ijua/üm or Afof: 77K Educa/jo/i o/Afi/ioriri«, Clevedon, Avon, United
Kingdom, at p. 305: "By comparison with majorities, minorities in most countries are oppressed both
economically and politically (even if there are exceptions). They have the use of a smaller proportion of the
country's resources than the majority."

" Meillet, A. (1928), L « to/i^u« dan* /'Europe AfouveWe, Payot, Paris, at p. 104:
anf ^ue / « cjfoye/u onf q^aire aux/o/icrio/i/uu>e.s pu£//cr. J7J <ft»ven/ emp/oyer /e/ra/ifäü, ef,

ne javen/pai /e Wen co/npre/u/re er /'e/^/oyer <f u/ie man/ere yuj/e, J7J JO/I/ en /(a/ <f if/l/iorfrl.
veu/ deve/ur/o/icrtofl/ifl/re t/o/f /JOtteVfer /i/ra/ifa/5 commu/i, pawac/eme/if pö«r eVre/oncrion/uw/r

W , /our d/a;7 pour origuer u/ie ri/ua/io/i p/w e7eve"e.

** Ammoun, Charles D. (1957), 5/udv o/Diicri/w/io/ion J/J £ducatio/j, United Nations Publications, New York,
at p. 108. . . . •,.,.,->,

Perea, Juan F. (1990), "English-Only Rules and the Right to Speak One's Primary Language in the
Workplace", in /OU/TW/ O/ Law /Je/orm, Vol. 23. 265-318, at pp. 290-291.
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fluently, or who refuse to use the official/preferred language, will simply not be permitted to
receive the same benefits and services conferred by the state on an equal footing.
(2) Those for whom the chosen state speech is not the primary language are thus treated
differently from those for whom it is: the latter have the advantage or benefit of receiving the
state's largesse in their primary tongue, whereas the former do not and find themselves in a
more or less disadvantaged position, depending on their fluency, as compared to the second
group.** Whether it is for employment in state institutions (which necessarily require a more
or less higher level of fluency of the language privileged by the state) or the need to translate
or obtain assistance because of a weak understanding of the language, a person faced with not
being able to use his primary language assumes a heavier burden."

This implies that a state's choice of language for services, employment and contacts with its
inhabitants necessarily favours individuals who are already completely fluent in the chosen language,
usually those for whom it is the mother tongue." As Professor Yash Ghai remarked whilst explaining
the origins of the conflict in Sri Lanka involving the Sinhala majority and the Tamil-speaking
m i n o r i t y : ... ,. .,. .; ,; , • ,. . . > . : w . ; : \ i r r - - ' : • . . : , . > . .-.',;• ..-.•> -:v fe\»i"-A>v%" .-"i i ; ,^ •£* .* • • £ « * , , , . «

The Sri Lankan language policy has been the subject of bitter controversy and one of the major
reasons for the steady deterioration of ethnic harmony. At and after independence the language
of administration was English (though the use of Sinhala and Tamil was also permitted). This
was seen as conferring an advantage on the Tamils, who for various historical reasons had been
more responsive to opportunities for modem education. It was also considered that the continued
use of English was incompatible with the cultivation of the Sinhala ideology of the state and

" See for example the conclusion on the effects of language and education in 77i* Lta 0/ Vernacu/ar Language*
/n Education (1953), UNESCO, Paris:

It is axiomatic that the best medium for teaching a child is his mother tongue. Psychologically, it is the
system of meaningful signs that in his mind works automatically for expression and understanding.
Sociologically, it is a means of identification among the members of the community to which he belongs.
Educationally, he learns more quickly through it than through an unfamiliar linguistic medium.

For an excellent commentary on the extent to which teaching in one's primary language is an advantage, see
Hastings, William K. (1988), T/ie /?/g/i/ ro a/i Educa/io/i i/i A/aöri: 77K Care/ram //i/erna/iona/ Law, Victoria
University Press, Wellington, New Zealand, at pp. 5-11. "' " " * *, - .

" From the above, it is already possible to tentatively outline a number of common elements of the concept of
discrimination in international and national law, which shall be more fully explored below: (1) legislation or
government policy which has the effect of favouring one or more languages) for the state apparatus, its agencies
or activities creates a distinction, based upon language and (2) in some cases this may be deemed discriminatory.
The distinction may put certain individuals in a position of disadvantage since they cannot enjoy the same rights
or benefits on an equal footing with those for whom the official or preferred language(s) is their primary
language.

** Unless an individual comes from a truly bilingual family where two languages are consistently and equally
used during childhood, the vast majority of people have one language with which they are more comfortable and
with which they identify more closely. In most but not necessarily all cases, one's primary language is also the
mother tongue. The level of proficiency is therefore normally higher in an individual's primary language, even
though he or she may also have various degrees of fluency in other languages. . ••••-*» -• • • •*
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privileging the position of that community. At first (1956) Sinhala was made the sole official
language. This provoked a great deal of resentment from the Tamils, particularly as having
limited access to good land, they had looked to the civil service for employment, and their
chances of promotion and recruitment were worsened by the new language requirement.*'

Any state language preference invariably favours some and disadvantages others. It must again be
emphasised that this is an unavoidable situation, since no state has the resources to provide all of its
services in every language spoken within its jurisdiction. However, the linguistic policy actually
adopted in a given state must be reasonable. The brief comments of the United States Supreme Court
in Garcia v. Spun Steak are erroneous in contending that to not allow bilingual people to speak their
primary language is only an "inconvenience", and cannot involve any type of discrimination. This
example signals that the United States' equality legislation, or at least the interpretation of such
legislation by some of its courts, does not respect international standards, nor does it conform with the
approaches taken in Groener v. Minister for Education and Minister« Public v. Mutsch, nor again
does it conform with other national approaches, not to mention sociological," educational," and
psychological studies concerning the importance of language for individuals and communities alike."

" See Ghai, Yash (1993), Lega/ ÄM/W/WM Jo £//i/uc<7y in Son/n am/ Sou//i £arf Aria, paper delivered at
Conference "Ethnicity, Identity and Nationalism in South Africa: Comparative Perspectives", 20-24 April 1993,
Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa, at p. 19 (unpublished) for detailed statistics and excellent
comments on the dramatic impact of the language preference of the State on the employment opportunities for
the Tamil population. For an explanation of the background to the disintegration of Yugoslavia and the economic
and political factors surrounding the refusal of Serbian authorities to respect the language rights enshrined in the
country's constitution, see Tollefson, James W. (1991), /"/an/un£ Language, /»/a/i/ung /neaua/j/y, Longman Inc.,
New York, at pp. 193-198.

" Fishman, Joshua A. (1972), 77K Sorio/osy o/Lan£ua£e, Newbury House Publishers, Rawley, Massachusetts,
at p. 4:

[LJanguage is not merely a means of interpersonal communication and influence. It is not merely a carrier
of content, whether latent or manifest. Language itself is content, a reference to loyalties and animosities,
an indicator of social statuses and personal relationships, a marker of situations and topics as well as of
the societal goals and the large-scale value-laden arenas of interaction that typify every speech community.

See 77i« C/je o/ r/»e Vernacu/ar in Education, jupra, note 86.

The Supreme Court appears to have inadvertently committed a/aux par when it further agreed that someone
who cannot speak English should always be entitled to use his or her language, and that any prohibition of his
or her language preference would constitute discrimination. The Supreme Court seems to have ignored that this
would encourage individuals speaking a minority language, and wishing to retain any right to use their primary
language, to never learn the official or preferred language of government Instead of favouring integration of
minorities into the wider society, which has always been the objective of the famous "melting pot" approach of
the US, the Supreme Court seems to have accidentally taken the contrary route. However, the door has been left
open to a change of direction since the Supreme Court refused to hear the actual arguments in the Garcia v.
Spun Steak case.
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An English-only policy is a preference based upon language, which favours those who havf
English as a primary language." Others are denied the same privilege or advantage of using theu
primary language. Such a policy may nonetheless be reasonable in some cases and thus be non-
discriminatory, but the US trend to simply qualify a preference received by some as inconsequential
is ill-founded given the prominence of language in personal, family and community life. The growing
consensus at the national and international level is that any language preference constitutes differential
treatment, which favours individuals having the "preferred" language as their primary tongue, and
disadvantages those who do not - .

4.5 REASONABILITY OF STATE LANGUAGE PREFERENCES) " :

Evidently, the above must not be understood to mean that all state language policies, because they
unavoidably favour a language or a few languages, are therefore automatically discriminatory,'* since
international and national practices all appear to take into account a another element in the
determination of what constitutes discrimination. Even when a government has adopted a course of
action in language, which is unfavourable to individuals having a different primary tongue, the state
policy may be reasonable" in light of its interests and particular demographical, historical and
cultural context, as well as the burden and nature of the violation of an individual's rights and

" It must be kept in mind that any measure aimed at favouring one language, or restricting the use of another,
is potentially discriminatory. In a rather bizarre decision, the court in Dimaranan v. Pomona Valley Hospital
Medical Center, 775 F.Supp. 338 (1991) (United States), concluded that a rule prohibiting the use of Tagalog
(the primary language of Filipino nurses on staff at the hospital) was not an "English-only" rule and therefore
not a discriminatory language restriction, as Hispanic nurses could still speak Spanish, etc. The logic behind this
reasoning is rather weak, to say the least If applied to racial distinctions, such reasoning would mean that a
restaurant would not be acting in a discriminatory manner if it refused entry to Black customers, as long as other
racial groups, such as Chinese, were allowed in with Whites!

** See 77i£ Afain 7"vp« a/id Caujej o/Dtfcrim/flafion, Afe/nörandum 5uöm<7fc</6y fA« S*crrtary G«/i«ra/ (1949),
United Nations Publications, New York, at pp. 26-27:

87. The word "discrimination" is used here in its pejorative sense, i.e., it is used to refer not to all
differentiations, but only to distinctions which have been established to the detriment of individuals
belonging to a particular group. The Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities has recognised this meaning of the word. & >
88. Thus, discrimination might be defined as a detrimental distinction based on grounds which may not
be attributed to the individual and which have no justified consequences in social, political or legal
relations (colour, race, sex, etc.), or on grounds of membership in social categories (cultural, language,
religious, political or other opinion, national circle, social origin, social class, property, birth or other
status).

" The exact term may vary from one jurisdiction to another, but the basic principle remains the same. Whether
speaking of "justifiable", "rationally related", or "necessary", it would seem that there must be a fair balance
between the needs and interests of the state, and the interests, rights and freedoms of an individual.
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freedoms. What is reasonable in the particular context of one state may be completely unacceptable
in another.**

How a court is to proceed when evaluating whether a law, affecting the language of state action
and services, is discriminatory can be highly complex, but a fair balance must be struck between the
general interests of the nation and the protection and respect of the rights of individuals who primarily
use a different language. A number of factors can tentatively be identified from the decisions set forth
above along with various international provisions going all the way back to the minorities treaties of
the League of Nations era. •!-* : ;

' ..:, ' , '•". 4 . 5 . 1 A f a r i o / w / £ / / i / r y $ : ^ > - I , , , : Y ! > , . • : •'-:•.• . . . ; • ^ ' " • " - • ••• '

Often perceived as a vital issue in a number of states is the policy of an official or single language
as a means of ensuring that all citizens are united through a common language and thus able to
participate fully in the national community and fully enjoy all of its benefits. This attitude has been
dominant in many "immigrant" societies such as those states in North and South America which have
an avowedly "assimilationist" policy, as well as in states which have more recently acquired
independence and are attempting to create a new unifying national spirit to transcend tribal or ethnic
divisions. Promotion of a single (usually the majority) language as the national language is not an
uncommon, nor illegitimate, policy. In some cases, it may even be particularly understandable given
the historical background of a number of countries, as in the case of the Baltic and other states of the
former Soviet Union."

What is perhaps not always appreciated is that the legitimate objective of having a state ///»#ua
/ra/ura does not mean that all language differences need to be eradicated. In the same fashion that it
is unacceptable to oblige everyone to be of the same religion, and impossible for everyone to be of
the same skin colour, modem democracies are increasingly tending to recognise that human differences
such as language are not objectionable per se. In fact, the desire to adopt the use of an exclusive
official language has rather sinister antecedents:

The ideology of nationalism and the widespread ideas about the struggle for existence between
superior and inferior races thus provided legitimacy for ousting "foreign" languages and cultures
and absorbing the weak and so-called "primitive races". The aim was to make way for
homogeneous national states. In Spain and the kingdom of Italy the unification process was
combined with administrative centralism and the idea that the state should necessarily be based
upon a linguistic and cultural monolithism. For Mussolini the denationalization of minorities was
to promote an Italian "reconquest" of lost territories and "grandeur". Italianisarjon of schools and
other cultural institutions was an aim based on a strong ideological foundation and an extremist
vision of national greatness. In Franco's regime the concept of the Spanish language as the

de Varennes, Fernand (1992), "Langue et discrimination au Canada", in Canarf/an /our/ia/ o/ Law a/u/
./umprudenee. Vol. V, No. 2, 321-355, at pp. 321-355.

Human Rights in the Republic of Estonia, Raimo Pekkanen and Hans Danelius, Special Rapporteurs (1991),
in //uffuw j « j t o Law 7ou/7ia/, Vol. 13. No. 5-6, 236-256, at p. 240.
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imperial language played a major role. Very few Spanish politicians challenged the policy of
monolingualisra in schools and acculturation of the various regions." —; '

Any policy favouring a single language to the exclusion of all others can be extremely risky if adopted
in a context where a substantial number of individuals speaking a minority language do not know the
official language, because it is then a factor promoting division rather than unification. Instead of
integration, an ill-advised and inappropriate state language policy may have the opposite effect and
cause a /eve"e de &ouc//er. Whilst a state may quite legitimately impose a duty upon all of its nationals
to learn the official language of government, as a means of avoiding the creation of ethnic ghettos as
well as to create a common national unifying bond, this should not exclude the possibility of providing
for other languages to be used by public authorities where it is reasonable to do so, especially where
a large number of people are concentrated in the same region and share the same language." A
national language which unifies does not have to be an exclusive language, even for official state
activities and actions.""

Certainly, the argument for a common language would appear valid in order not to confine
individuals to linguistic ghettos, thus limiting their access to the higher echelons of activities in the
greater national community, but even this point should not be overemphasised: one of the most stable
democracies in the Western World, Switzerland, has no need of a single common national language
because of its highly decentralised form of cantonal governments which ensures, to a large degree, that
access to resources, services and job opportunities would tend to be concentrated at the cantonal level
and reflect one of the three main (official) languages used in the country.

Put differently, it is not always necessary nor even desirable to neglect the use of other
languages in state activities and actions in the name of "nation building". A flexible policy, providing
for the use of a non-official or regional language, whilst ensuring that the official language is also
available for use, would be an appropriate response to a legitimate national interest in many situations,
depending upon the other factors listed below. Such an approach would be more respectful of the
principle of non-discrimination, for example, where large groups of individuals using a different

" Sc/i0o/i/i£, £Jucan'o/ia/ /*o//c> a/id £/An/c Wenriry (1991), Janusz Tomiak (ed.), New York University Press,
New York, at p. 39.

" As in the case of the Spanish Constitution, Article 3: '* ' ' " ^«'-* «--- ' -• -• •-••'•• ~ •<
3.1 £/ cajreZ/ano ej /a /e/i#ua »pa/io/a o/Jc/a/ de/ Errac/o. 7bd0j /OJ Espano/ej rie/ien e/ cfeöer <fe
conocer/a y e/ «terec/io a «tsar/a.
3 2 Lay cfemaj ten$UOJ upa/to/a* .reran ramöiVn o/jria/ej en /ar rejpecfjvaj ComusuaVia'ej AK/O/KWUW de
acueraT? con JIU

' " Supra, note 94, at p. 240:
However, any such policy must be coupled with efforts to ensure that members of linguistic minorities
are not at a substantial disadvantage in their dealings with the authorities. In particular, their right to
access to the courts must not be made illusory by language requirements and they must also be able to
make an effective use of their right to submit requests, petitions and appeals to the administrative
authorities. Insofar as they cannot use their own language before the courts and authorities, the assistance
of interpreters or translators may be required.
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primary language exist. Moreover, it has effectively been validated in a number of countries, including

parts of the United States.""
To require from nationals of a state some knowledge of a common language, whilst constituting

an additional burden for those individuals having a different primary language, would then appear to
be a reasonable measure in many countries, as long as it does not entirely exclude the use of other
languages.

4.5.2 Ztemograp/u'c /mportance a/ui /*opu/o/io/t Co/icen/raft'o/i

A consistent consideration in many countries"" and international instruments"" when dealing with
whether a difference of treatment on the ground of language is discriminatory is the number of
individuals whose primary language is not the state-sanctioned idiom. Although the terminology varies,
for example "substantial numbers", "according to the situation of each languageVappropriatc

"" Garcia, Franco (1974), "Language Barriers to Voting: Literacy Tests and the Bilingual Ballot", in
//uma/i Ä/gÄ« Law Äevjew, Vol. 6, 83-106, at p. 99:

Although the state interest in encouraging the use of English and maintaining a single language system
may be substantial, it is doubtful whether these goals may properly be achieved through denial of the
ballot. In Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), the Court emphasised that the lack of knowledge
of English cannot be used as an excuse to deny citizens their fundamental rights [at p. 401]: "Certain
fundamental rights [are guaranteed] to all those who speak other languages as well as to those bom with
English on the tongue. Perhaps it would be advantageous if all had ready understanding of our ordinary
speech, but this cannot be coerced by methods which conflict with the Constitution — a desirable end
cannot be promoted by prohibited means."

"" The United States' Food and Nutrition Service of the Department of Agriculture requires state agencies which
administer Food Stamp programmes to provide bilingual staff and translated written materials in areas where
there are a substantial number of low-income, non-English-speaking households. In general, a "substantial
number" is defined as five percent of the low-income households in the area. A number of welfare agencies
provide bilingual workers and translated materials to clients under a mandate by the Office of Civil Rights which
has taken the position that failure to provide bilingual services results in unequal access to benefits and is
unreasonable when there exists a sufficiently important concentration of individuals sharing a common, non-
English language, thus constituting discrimination on the basis of national origin in violation of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act California has adopted the same approach, by means of legislative measures recognising that
individuals are entitled to forms and information related to public benefits in Spanish or in any other language
spoken by a substantial number of the target population, and certain state agencies must provide bilingual staff
if non-English-speakers exceed five percent of the clientele.

Notwithstanding claims that English and French have equal rights and privileges, Canadian practice in reality
reflects much the same approach as the above examples in the United States, since most federal government
activities and services are only offered in both official languages where there are sufficiently large concentrations
of individuals speaking each official language.

"" See amongst others the Central European Initiative Instrument for the Protection of Minority Rights
(Articles 17 and 22), the Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension
(Paragraph 34), the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (Articles 8-11), the Draft of an
International Convention on the Protection of National or Ethnic Groups or Minorities (Articles 20 and
24), and the Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic
Minorities (Article 4), all reprinted in the Appendix.
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measures", and "where possible", the basic principle remains the same: when a relatively large number
of individuals use a particular language in a given state, it would appear unreasonable not to provide
some level of state services and activities in their language. To some extent, this can be tied in to
financial constraints (dealt with below) as has been acknowledged by the drafters of the Convention-
cadre sur la protection des minorites nationales:

Co/trc/entt des dijd?cu/r£s i/iAlre/ites d /a rico/i/iaüsa/ice du <2roif, pour /e? mj/iorir&,
teur propre /a/jgue da/ts /eur.s re/ano/is avec /'adwunü/rafto/j, / « au/eurj du pro/ef de
co/ive«rio/i «' 0/1/ pay vou/u e*«o/icer u/i dro/f a&so/u, »uz».s /'o/u tempeWpar /a/ormute « da/is
/a m&sure du po.s.stWe ». Cerre cond/fto/t .s/gm/je <7u'u/» fe/ dro/f /»e sera pas reco/wu « par

to moye/ts/j/w/ic/er.s de /'£/af co/iter/ie* so/zf "*

The number of speakers of a minority language is a factor which had already been recognised in the
days of the minorities treaties, in relation to the equality principle in state education. For example, in
the case of Poland, the treaty referred to towns and districts where there are "a considerable proportion
of Polish nationals of other than Polish speech" in relation to the right to state schooling at the primary
leveL

Certainly if forty percent of a state's population uses as their primary vernacular a non-official
language, state services such as public schools should be available to them, in their language, at all
levels. The same should probably be true if they constitute thirty, twenty-five, or perhaps even twenty
percent of the total national population. Below this percentage, it is more difficult to make a general
statement on what is reasonable in a particular state, but it would generally appear to be unjustified
to limit state activities to a language that is not the primary tongue of very large numbers of people.

Conversely, this implies that whilst some individuals will always be disadvantaged by the state
when it favours one or a few language(s) to the exclusion of all others, no state is capable of using
and providing all of its services and activities in every language spoken by individuals living on its
territory. Even the most unilingual state in the world probably has speakers of a dozen or more
languages in its territory, although ninety-nine percent of these may be composed of no more than a
handful of individuals. It thus becomes a question of balance — of how many people are negatively
impacted by the language preference of the government.

To give an example already seen in the United Nations system with the Breton cases, it is
probably safe to conclude that generally legislation in France making French the language of public
authorities and activities is not discriminatory because, realistically, Breton is only spoken by a
relatively small number of people in the country, less than 300,000 people in the whole of France.""
It would be difficult to attack French legislation in a case where the Breton language is not a highly
significant demographical language. However, certain legislative measures could be adopted to offer

"* Malinvemi, Giorgio (1991), "Le projet de Convention pour la protection des minorites dlabore par la
Commission europeenne pour la democratic par le droit", in Aevui w/iiver.se//e de* dro/u <fc /'/wmw, Vol. 3,
No. 5, 157-165, at p. 161. , i u v , ,

"* Afini-Gui'd* to /At Lewer t/red Languages o/rAe European Commjyufy (1993), European Bureau for Lesser
Used Languages, Dublin, at p. 9. Even this number is probably too high because the criterion to be used in
determining whether there has been unfavourable differential treatment on the ground of language should be
one's primary language and not mother tongue or ability to understand the language.
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a degree of government services, in a more limited manner, in some parts of Brittany. In other words,
where speakers of Breton are numerous and concentrated, complete disregard of the primary language
of these inhabitants, and the subsequent disadvantages and burdens they suffer because of this
differential treatment, may be unreasonable and unjustified for certain administrative, educational or
judicial state functions. .< - ; ;< <-. ^

Tied in with the issue of relative number of individuals is geographic concentration, especially
when one deals with progressively lower percentages of individuals. If, for example, only eight percent
of the population in a country speaks a non-official language but they are concentrated in a small
portion of the state — where they may even represent the majority — it becomes rather unreasonable
not to permit some degree of use of their language in state services and activities. The high level of
cantonal autonomy chosen by Switzerland has in large part allowed the use of this approach, for
example, by providing access to public services and job opportunities to individuals who speak Italian
even if they represent a rather small percentage (three percent) of the total population.

At even lower levels of relative numbers, the issue becomes difficult to evaluate. If percentage-
wise, the number of individuals is fairly small, they can still be quite heavily concentrated in certain
districts. Two examples of this type of situation are the Welsh-speakers in England and Breton-
speakers in France. To determine whether or not a state is discriminating by practising an unfavourable
language preference would require the consideration of all the other relevant factors, in order to arrive
at a proper balancing of state interests versus the rights and interests of affected individuals.

Territorial concentration of individuals speaking a different language is a valid factor to take into
account also in that greater concentration implies a higher number of individuals with little or no
knowledge of the official or state-preferred language. Indeed, sufficiently concentrated linguistic groups
tend to be self-replicating, self-sufficient communities where the language favoured by the state has
minimal relevance:

Sheer numbers have led to an infrastructure within the Spanish-speaking community which
protects but also isolates the Spanish-speaker from the English-speaking community. In San
Antonio, sixty-two percent of those low-income Mexican-Americans living in census tracts with
more than 400 Spanish-speaking people could speak little or no English. A similar survey in
census tracts in Los Angeles with high concentrations of low-income Mexican-Americans
revealed that fifty-one percent of the residents could not speak any English. Another study of
Puerto Ricans in New York found more than seventeen percent of the children and presumably
almost twice that number of adults spoke little or no English. A study of Spanish-speaking
people in the south west revealed that they averaged little more than eight years of education.
When students left school, nearly three-fourths of them were below grade leveL Inadequately
equipped by education and disabled by language from taking jobs outside of the Spanish-
speaking community, they lost much of the English which they had learned, and became further
isolated."*

Whenever a linguistic minority is numerous and compact, it is more likely that many of its members
are not fluent in the majority or official language. This by no means implies an unwillingness to leam
the majority or official language, but rather reflects a natural consequence of their situation: in most

"* Safford, Joan Bainbridge (1977), "No Comprendo: The Non-English-speaking Defendant and the Criminal
Process", in /our«a/ o/Crmu/uz/ Law am/ Cnm/no/o^y, Vol. 68, 15-30, at p. 17.
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aspects of their daily lives, these people will be in contact with other members of their community;
as a result, they will have relatively few occasions or little need to use the official language. Therefore,
despite a willingness to leam the official or state-favoured language, a particularly large linguistic
community will react in a negative way to a monolingual government policy because some of its
members are at a disadvantage as they have had little opportunity or need to use the official language.

> 4.5.3 D/ffere/iria/ TVeafwienr öefwee/i C/rize/u a/id Ato/t-Cifize/u "

Non-discrimination does not signify that a state must in the allocation of its resources treat everyone
in the same way in every situation. For example, it does not appear unreasonable for a state to
privilege its own citizens and permanent residents over tourists or short-term residents when
determining who will have access to certain services. This does not suggest that non-citizens can be
denied fundamental human rights or essential services in general. Depending on the nature of the
service or benefit, a state may be entitled to favour its own citizens before others. In language matters,
this means that a state can validly maintain that it need not offer exactly the same benefit to non-
citizens and that it is reasonable to respond primarily to the linguistic composit ion of those members
of its population that are citizens or permanent residents. It must be emphasised that this factor
has to be balanced with all the other considerations such as disadvantage to the individual, type and
level of the service, financial resources of the state, etc. in order to determine in the end whether the
state linguistic arrangement is reasonable. ' •••---• . . . . - •

4.5.4

Even if a large number of individuals have a different primary language, a state could validly claim
that it would not be discriminatory to refrain from offering services or activities in their language if
these people freely choose not to use their language in their contacts and relations with public
authorities. There is no denying that for a number of individuals the official language, o r the language
of the majority, will have a high level of attraction and they may wish to use it exclusively in many
activities, even if it is not their primary vernacular.

Despite this, great care should be taken when considering this factor as it is fairly easy for a
state to discourage individuals, directly or indirectly, from making a free choice. For example, in the
Province of Nova Scotia, Canada, a group of French-speaking parents fought for years in order to
obtain a primary school where education would primarily be offered in their language, despite the fact
that this right is in theory guaranteed to them by the Cons t i tu t ion . Even when the parents succeeded
in court, the local public school authorities selected an older school that no one else was utilising,
quite a distance from where most of the children resided. As a result, faced with sending their children
far away to an inadequate structure, many parents felt it was not worth upholding their preference, in
view of how the authorities had presented their options.

Another trap which should be avoided in this regard is a claim that no actual request or demand
has been made that public authorities use or offer their services in a minority language. If there are
no established mechanisms to evaluate such a demand, individuals in a minority context would not
be encouraged to come forward with their demands, particularly when they know full well that the
state has no intention nor interest in responding to their preference.

Individual preference implies finally that state services and activities not be restricted to native
speakers of the minority language as there may be recent immigrants or others who would prefer
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integrating into the local community where they live, even if the language of the community is not
the official nor preferred language of the state.

4.5.5 /Vacflca/ Co/ts/dmir/o/u, a/utf ft'/ia/ic/a/ a/ui /Vo/ew/o/ia/ /?«o«rc«

Whilst "language is an automatic signalling system, second only to race in identifying targets for
possible privilege or discrimination","" it must be admitted that a state has no choice, in practical
terms, but to limit the language(s) used in governmental activity and public services.

A major factor which may weigh against a declaration that a law or state practice favouring one
or a few languages is discriminatory can be lack of resources, either human, financial or material.
Particularly in the case of languages not spoken by large populations, it would be too onerous to
translate official documents, have employees available in sufficient numbers in every department, etc.
In cases where numbers are small it may quite simply be financially impractical to provide every type
of service in the minority language. For practical reasons, it can therefore be acceptable differential
treatment on the ground of language to limit the number of languages to be used by the state."*

In the case of state education, there is also the situation where a language may be ill-equipped
to face the exigencies of a modem school curriculum. A language may not yet have been reduced to
writing or may not have developed a vocabulary adapted to the needs of a classroom. These difficulties
would of course have to be surmounted if teaching in such language is to be possible. A state may
therefore validly claim that it is reasonable not to provide for public education (or other types of
services, especially those requiring written documents) in such a language if it is not feasible to access
the required material and terminology. The relevance of this last point should not be exaggerated,
however, as any language can be reduced to written form and can develop the appropriate vocabulary,
given sufficient resources."* • - • - - • • •

' " Deutsch, K. A. (1975), "The Political Significance of Linguistic Conflicts", in Savard & Vigneault (eds.),
£fa« mii/n'/in;u«, Presses de l'Universit6 Laval, Qudbec, at p. 7.

"" Even the financial consequences should not be exaggerated. In most public programmes, personnel costs are
the main item of expenditure. This means that establishing a bilingual service instead of a unilingual one may
involve displacing some people with bilingual individuals but it would normally require few additional personnel.

Although some languages may be technically under-developed in terms of vocabulary or due to the absence
of a written form, nothing in the structure of any language would preclude it from being adapted to become a
vehicle of modem civilisation. See 77i« I t a o/Ver/iacu/ar Language j in Etfuca/ion, jupra, note 86, and Ajulo,
S.B. (1985), "Law, Language and International Organisations in Africa: The Case of ECOWAS", in /OK/TUJ/ O/

A/hco/i Law, Vol. 29, No. 1, 1-24, at pp. 12-13:
Alexandre, a French linguist and Africanist, in his paper entitled Zinguirfic /VoAfe/nr o/ Contemporary
Africa, observed: "It should be wrong to say that African languages are a barrier to the teaching of science
and technical subjects. The syntactical structure of those known to me would not provide any major
obstacle to the pursuit of logical reasoning." Further, he admitted that the vocabulary of the African
languages lack, for the moment, technical terminology. However, he contended that that should not
constitute an insurmountable problem, "since, in fact the international technical terminology is based on
an artificial assembly of Greek and Latin roots."
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y,j.... j 4.5.6 Z^ga/or T r o d / r / o / w , ; .; . , j i , ; i^ v,u; ;

It could be argued that due consideration must be given to the case of individuals belonging to groups
which have historically been granted special privileges or legal recognition in respect to the use of
their language by public authorities. Any move by a state to set aside these concessions would appear
more difficult to defend, and more intolerable to the groups and individuals concerned.

Indigenous peoples, in particular, may have a strong argument that they should receive state
services such as education in their primary language, beyond what a strictly "numerical" criterion
would perhaps normally warrant In the case of indigenous peoples, the state may have a greater duty
to respect their wishes in view of the nature of the relationship between the two, and of the duties and
obligations involved. In other words, the threshold that must be reached in order for a state to
demonstrate that legislation creating differential treatment on the ground of language is reasonable may
be higher in the case of individuals using an indigenous language. This point of view is strongly
reflected in treaties, declarations and practices currently emanating in international milieux"" and
countries."' . .-.• .-. , •.-.; '••.-, < ; ^ : - •-. - ^ . ;• ^ . Ü O . * '--I; <•••. u i d ' n v

Other individuals who have historically been allowed to enjoy a recognised right or privilege
to state services and activities in their primary language could also argue that the state has a heavier
burden in demonstrating that its measures are not discriminatory. This factor has long been recognised,
having being mentioned in the 1957 UN Srwdy o/Dücrimi/iafio/i J/I £<iucan'o/i by Special Rapporteur
Ammoun, who admitted that the prohibition of teaching in a language can constitute a "formidable
instrument of oppression and discrimination, especially when the schools possessed by the group are
closed... against the will of the members of the distinct group".'"

Finally, it would be in a state's own interest to consider the potentially destabilising effect of
a challenge to already established language practices. A linguistic community with any numerical
strength is unlikely to accept lightly any curtailment of previously enjoyed rights or privileges in
relation to its language. A similar reaction could ensue in the case of measures affecting local or
regional autonomy matters, since such institutional arrangements are likely to carry with them a
corresponding degree of language autonomy for territorially based minorities. For example, one of the
incidents leading up to the Croatian-Serbian conflict was the Croatian government's decision in the
spring of 1990 to alter the Constitution so as to strip Croatian Serbs of autonomy. Krajina's local
authorities were purged of Serbs, and signs in the Cyrillic script were replaced with the Latin-character
versions used by Croats. Similarly, Slovakia's removal of the bilingual (Slovakian-Hungarian)
designation by public authorities of towns and villages on traffic signs was perceived as a step
backward which, when combined with other factors, led to a serious escalation of tensions.

SH?

"° Articles 14 and 15 of the UN Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, reprinted in Section
1.1.2 of the Appendix, do not appear to require any significant number of speakers of an indigenous language
for individuals to be entitled to state supported activities such as education in their language.

' " See in particular the evolution of indigenous linguistic policies in New Zealand, Australia, Finland, Norway,
Mexico, Nicaragua, and the United States discussed in Chapter 7 on indigenous peoples. ,

' " Supra, note 84. . . «• . . ,..,_.., , - : , : ,
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; , 4.5.7 Compensatory Factors v/ - ? •" , : ; ••>>'• - - s .

In some states, a government may be tempted to enforce laws and regulations aimed at correcting what
are perceived to be unjust or oppressive language practices in the past Many aspects of Latvian and
Estonian legislation not only have the effect of making Latvian and Estonian the privileged languages
to be used by public authorities; they are also to receive privileged assistance in order to redress the
effect of pro-Russian policies during the period of Soviet domination.

A somewhat similar point of view has been raised in Spain, as the following extract shows:

[T]he peripheral languages, which were not recognised at all and even actively persecuted under
the Franco regime, have been elevated to the status of fully official language of their
Community... While Castilian has always and without interruption been the language of the
adminstration and of the educational system, Catalan, Basque and Galician must start from
scratch: a specialised administrative language must be created, civil servants, educators and
journalists must be trained in the language, text books and teaching aids must be printed, etc.
In other words...the purpose is not to exercise a revenge for past injuries, but to eliminate the
effects of this injustice for the future. Several Statutes of Autonomy accompany the provision
of the formal equal status of Castilian and their respective regional language with a further
provision authorising the Autonomous Community's political organs to enhance the status of
the minority language, so that it can effectively overcome its legacy of oppression."'

Legal measures aimed at redressing the legacy of past state practices by stimulating the use of the now
favoured language can take various forms: greater subsidies for preparing educational material in the
preferred language, or financial assistance for book publishing, cinema or other cultural activities."*

It is submitted that government attempts to correct past objectionable state legislation and
practices, particularly those which amounted to violations of human rights such as freedom of
expression or the right to equality, are legitimate considerations which ought to be assessed in
conjunction with other factors in determining the reasonability of a present-day language preference.

Similarly, it is not objectionable per .se for a state to assist more generously those individuals
who may prefer using a language spoken by a small group or favour the development and use of a
language which had not until recently developed a written form or scientific vocabulary.

4.5.8 Leve/ and Type o/Sfare Services or ßene/lw

The appropriate level of language use by public authorities will vary according to a linguistic
minority's demographic status and other factors already mentioned, but it should be remembered that
there is no fixed level of services or model because of the many variables. Whether it be by the use
of the words "reasonable", "possible", "justifiable", "according to the status of the language", etc..

' " Supra, note 2, at p. 113.

"* See Article 23(1) of the Catalan Normalisation Act, quoted in de Witte, jwpra, note 2, at p. 114:
Genera/iVar defte ej/j/nu/ar y/ow/ifar co« medlidaj adecuada; e/ fea/ro y to produccüJn de ci/ie en

cata/dn, e/ do6/ay> y /a juAjMuridn en cara/dn de pe//cu/ar no ca/a/d/uu, /OJ
o/ra mam/ej/addn cu/fura/ pdMca en /eng«a ca/a/dn.
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almost every relevant international instrument or national law adheres to a flexible, albeit vague
formula in order to allow the adoption of steps and measures which reflect the specific situation in a
given state and the number and needs of affected individuals.

It is for this reason the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages presents a
"sliding-scale" model: the bottom end of the scale suggesting the minimum right which members of
a smaller, though sufficiently numerous, linguistic minority can expect, whereas the higher end of the
scale includes much more generous rights, in recognition of the much larger number of individuals
involved. A state would normally be unjustified in not granting more services in a given language as
the number of beneficiaries increases.

Article 8 of the Charter demonstrates how the sliding-scale approach affects the type and level
of language use in the area of state education:

1. With regard to education, the parties undertake, within the territory in which such languages
are used, according to the situation of each of these languages, and without prejudice to the
teaching of the official language(s) of the state, to:
a. I. make available preschool education in the relevant regional or minority languages; or

II. make available a substantial part of preschool education in the relevant regional or
minority languages: or
in. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) and (II) above at least to those
pupils whose families so request and whose number is considered sufficient; or
IV. if the public authorities have no direct competence in the field of preschool
education, favour and/or encourage the application of the measures referred to under (I)
to (III) above;

b. I. make available primary education in the relevant regional or minority languages; or
II. make available a substantial part of primary education in the relevant regional or
minority languages; or
in. provide, within primary education, for the teaching of the relevant regional or
minority languages as an integral part of the curriculum; or
IV. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) to (III) above at least to those
pupils whose families so request and whose numbers is considered sufficient;

c. I. make available secondary education in the relevant regional or minority languages;or
II. make available a substantial part of secondary education in the relevant regional or
minority languages; or
III. provide, within secondary education, for the teaching of the relevant regional or
minority languages as an integral part of the curriculum; or
IV. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) to (III) above at least to those
pupils who, or where appropriate whose families, so wish in a number considered
sufficient;..."*

At the bottom end of the scale, a state could limit itself to teaching the language of a national minority
at preschool. If the number of pupils whose families so request is considered sufficient, a state should
provide more generous rights and go up the scale to a substantial part of their education in the

The full text of this provision is reprinted in Section 2.2.6 of the Appendix.
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language of the minority. If the numbers of pupils are even higher, the state should proceed to a
complete preschool programme in the language of the minority, and so on with all of the higher levels
of education, always the more generous where the number of pupils is sufficiently large. The same
approach would apply in general to the use of languages by public officials in other areas, including
administrative and judicial affairs.

4.5.9 Soc/a/, Cu/rura/ and /te/i£<our Co/uüferarfo/ts •* '••;•>;;

In Groener v. Minister for Education,"' the European Court of Justice took into account the
emotional and symbolic ties between the Irish language and Irish society generally in determining
whether the state's policy constituted reasonable differential treatment. The requirement of some
knowledge of Irish by teachers, as part of a state policy for its promotion, was justified according to
the court even though the subject of the course taught by Groener was not linguistic and that teaching
at the vocational school is normally in English. Although the example of the Irish language may at
first glance appear unique, it is far from so being. In the case of indigenous peoples on the American
Continent and Australasia, there is often a strong desire to regain what is perceived to be an integral
part of their heritage, even though many, if not a majority, of these indigenous peoples no longer use
their ancestral language as a primary vernacular. Recent national and international trends seem to
confirm the high value of language maintenance for those concerned.

Thus, a state is entitled to consider the role a language plays as part of the social or cultural
composition of individuals and community alike. Even if the imposition of language requirements such
as in Groener v. Minister for Education was not directly connected with the job at hand, the central
position of Irish in the national psyche led to the conclusion that the differential treatment on the
ground of language was not unreasonable.

Similarly, it would appear to be quite appropriate to consider religious factors when determining
whether state language distinctions or preferences are justified. Whether it is Hebrew in Israel or
Arabic in many Muslim countries, language can be much more than a means of communication. To
illustrate the type of prominence language may have for religious reasons, sociologist Joshua Fishman
quoted the following observations concerning Arabic:

The Qur'an is accepted as the highest linguistic achievement of the Arabic language in every
possible respect; nobody can possibly vie with it; everybody should try humbly to emulate iL
Nothing should be written which does not comply with the linguistic, idiomatic, literacy, and
rhetorical conditions obtaining in the Qur'an. It would be considered almost treasonable if an
Arab were to misspell a word or break one of the intricate numerous rules of Arabic grammar,
especially if he were expected to have known the right form.'"

Language can thus have religious or social significance that should not simply be ignored, although
it must be kept in mind that this does not permit a state to adopt legislation which would infringe

• ' • ' - • •

2, note 57.
in

Fishman, Joshua (1972), Language and MM/o/ia//«i, Newbury House Publishers, Rawley, Massachusetts, at
P- 141. .,. _ _
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freedom of expression, not reflect the presence of a large number of speakers of another language, or
disregard other human rights.

4 . 5 . 1 0 L e g / r i / n a c y 0 / G o a / o r 0 6 / e c r i v e -•'•". ••*^% '"• W i * ' •'••'-* •-•*'

Whether in the Belgian Linguistic Case,"* the Inter-American Court of Human Rights' opinion in
the Costa Rican Naturalisation Case,"' or other international and national decisions involving
discrimination, a frequent factor considered when evaluating the reasonability of differential treatment
on the ground of language is the purpose of legislation or practice in issue. For example, the objective
of ensuring social and political peace in Belgium through the division of the country along linguistic
lines was deemed legitimate, in the Belgian Linguistic Case, just as in Switzerland, the need to
maintain the linguistic homogeneity of cantons is considered as a legitimate, even vital, objective.'*"

In Ballantyne, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada, the Quebec commercial sign case, the
Human Rights Committee even went so far as to acknowledge that the government could validly seek
to protect the French language in Qu6bec but that such a legitimate objective could not be invoked
in order to ban the use of non-official languages in private affairs, although these comments were not
specifically made in the context of the application of the principle of non-discrimination.

If legislation favouring certain individuals through a policy of adopting the exclusive or
privileged use of one or a few languages is for illegitimate reasons, it would in almost all cases be
deemed unjustifiable. For example, English literacy requirements for voting as practised at one time
in the United States and former Rhodesia were clearly aimed at excluding Blacks or Spanish-speaking
citizens from exercising their right to vote. Such differential treatment on the ground of language for
a wholly illegitimate goal should rarely, if ever, be validated as a reasonable language distinction. It
would most likely be considered totally unacceptable in almost every case to prohibit the use of non-
official languages because some individuals are intolerant of others, just as adopting legislation

"• Supra, note 63, at pp. 884-885:
Article 14 does not prohibit distinctions in treatment which are founded on an objective assessment of
essentially different factual circumstances and which, being based on the public interest, strike a fair
balance between the protection of the interests of the community and respect for the rights and freedoms
safeguarded by the Convention. In examining whether the legal provisions which have been attacked
satisfy these criteria, the Court finds that their purpose is to achieve linguistic unity within the two large
regions of Belgium in which a large majority of the population speaks only one of the two national
languages. .. ,,, _ ^ . . ^ , , ^ „ . .. ..., ,,.,

' " Supra, note 53, at paragraphs 55, 56 and 57:
Accordingly, no discrimination exists if the difference in treatment has a legitimate purpose and if it does
not lead to situations which are contrary to justice, to reason or to the nature of things. It follows that
there would be no discrimination in differences in treatment of individuals by a state when the
classifications selected are based on substantial factual differences and not be arbitrary, capricious,
despotic or in conflict with the essential oneness and dignity of humankind.

"° In Association de l'£cole franchise und Mitbeteiligte v. Regierungsrat und Verwaltungsgericht des
Kantons Zürich (1965) Arrets du Tribunal fdderal 91 I 480 (Switzerland), a decision of 31 March 1965, the
court ruled that regulations of the canton of Zürich requiring members of the French-speaking minority to send
their children to German-language schools were justified by the need to preserve the linguistic homogeneity of
the canton.
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segregating individuals, because some dislike others due to the colour of their skin, can never
constitute a legitimate goal:

Just as the Constitution forbids banishing blacks to the back of the bus so as not to arouse the
racial animosity of the preferred white passengers, it also forbids ordering Spanish-speaking
patrons to the "back booth or out" to avoid antagonizing English-speaking beer drinkers... The
lame justification that a discriminatory policy helps preserve the peace is as unacceptable in bar
rooms as it was in buses. Catering to prejudice out of fear of provoking greater prejudice only
perpetuates racism. Courts faithful to the Fourteenth Amendment will not permit, either by
camouflage or cavalier treatment, equal protection so to be profaned."'

4.5.11 Proporn'o/w//fy öerween /4mw and Afcans •

All of the above factors must be balanced in a final assessment of whether the end result is
reasonable.'** In its Genera/ Comme/i/ on Mj/i-Dwcr/m/narjo/i, the United Nations Human Rights
Committee suggested that not every differentiation of treatment would be discrimination, if the criteria
for differentiation are reasonable and objective and if the aim is to achieve a purpose which is
legitimate under the Covenant.'"

In Groener v. Minister for Education, the European Court of Justice recognised that any
requirement of linguistic knowledge outside Article 3(1) of Regulation 1612/68 must not be
disproportionate to the object of the policy. In the Belgian Linguistic Case, the European Court of
Human Rights clearly stated that Article 14 does not prohibit every distinction in treatment. What was
required was an objective assessment of the facts and, whilst considering the public interest involved,
striking a fair balance between the protection of the interests of the community and the respect for the
rights and freedoms safeguarded by the Convention.'"

Some courts in the United States appear to have adopted a similar formula:

[Differentiation as to race, language, or religion is discriminatory when it is unreasonable,
arbitrary, unfair, capricious, or invidious; and, conversely, differentiation that occurs for a

" ' Hernandez v. Erlenbusch, 368 F.Supp. 752 (1973) (United States).

Despite differences in terminology (some courts speak of "rational", or "non-arbitrary", or "proportional"),
the standards used by courts in many countries are for the most part similar in the end there must be a balancing
act in order to determine whether or not a state's differential treatment based on characteristics such as language,
race or religion is acceptable. Semantically, there are certainly distinctions to be made between a test requiring
non-arbitrary" state behaviour and "proportional" conduct, the former seemingly indicating that courts should

show a greater degree of restraint in assessing whether or not the behaviour of public authorities is
discriminatory. In other words, legislation prescribing differential treatment can be disproportion^ but it is not
irrational. By and large, most states and the interpretation favoured by most international bodies lean towards
determining the reasonability of state actions w'a their "proportionality".

Genera/ Coronenf on Won-Dwcriminan'on, $H/?ra, note 43, at paragraph 13.

'* Supra, note 63, at p. 884.
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legitimate purpose and is rationally related to the purpose and necessary to its achievement is
non-discriminatory.'"

The same approach has essentially been employed in many jurisdictions including Canada,'**
Spain,'", Belgium,"* and even the United Nations:

That the right to equal treatment as to language has to be balanced off against other compelling
interests is a principle that all accept That is, they find a balancing test reasonable and
justifiable. Everyone accepts the rule that for a right to be implemented there must be a
relationship of proportionality between the benefits and the costs."'

The basic principle, as stated above, is that the requirement of use or knowledge of a certain language
is a legitimate criterion which may be used by a state in determining who will have access to and
receive the most benefit — or the least disadvantage — but only when the specific context or object
of regulation makes the language criterion a balanced and reasonable requirement'*

"1

'* 5«pra, note 15, at p. 6.

'* Supra, note 26, at pp. 13-14:
Da/u /'ajfa/re Oa*e.r.../e,/uge en cne/D/cfoon a ê onee* de /a/afon ju/va/i/e /e cri/ere dej moyenj, ou
"eri/e"re de proporrionna///e'": "i4 »ion av/j, u/i cr/7e"re de proporz/o/wa/Z/e* compor/e /row

/^rem^/j/. /es wjures adop/e"ej doivcn/ e/re io/'^neujem^/i/ co/ifu&f pow
en <?uej/jon. £ / / « «e do/ve/i/ e/re m arM/rair«, n» ('/i^wVa^/ej, /u /onde"« JMT d«

irra/ionne//». £re/. e//ej do/ve/i/ avo<> wi //en rarionne/ avec /'o/yec/// en fuerf/on.
r, mi/ne d ^uppo^er û'<7 y a/7 un re/ //en ra/io/i/jtf/, /e moyen cno/ji do// e/re de na/ure d

porter "/e mo/nj pojj/o/e" a«e/n/e an dro// ou d /a //oert^ en ^uejf/on... rro/jiV/wmen/, // do/7 y avo/r
propor/ionna///^ en/re /ex e^ett de; me^urei r^rmg/ian/ un dro/7 ou une //oer/^ jaran/ü par /a
e/ /'o/yec/// reconnu comme "jw^ja/nen/ /Vnpor/an/"."

'" Decision of the Constitutional Tribunal of 2 July 1981, Boletin de Jurisprudencia Constitucional, 1981, No.
4, 243 (Spain), at p. 250:

/L/a /^ua/dad e£ j<5/o v/o/ada /̂ /a de.riguaWad ej:/d dejprov/i/a de unayuf/i/7cacü)n o6ye//va y razona6/e
y /a eacw/enc/a de d/cna ;'uj///jcaad/i deoe aprec/arie en re/ac/on a /a/i/uz//dad y e/ec/oj de /a med/da
com/derada, dei>;'endö darje una re/ac/VSn razonao/e de proporc/ona//dad en/re /OJ med/oj emp/eadoi y
/a /I/ia//dad perje^ w^-

" Council of State decision of 1 February 1973, Pasicrisie 1974, IV, 109 (Belgium), quoted in de Witte, fupra,
note 2, at p. 69. .

'" Supra, note 15, at pp. 16-17. ; : os .:•

'" In some cases, the use of language criteria and the differential treatment of individuals based upon language
is obviously rational when it comes to selecting the personnel of a public authority or administrative service
which is obliged to use this language. The same remains true for jobs in the private sector where a certain
linguistic skill forms an inherent part of the job description and is rationally related to the tasks to be
accomplished.
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4.6 DISCRIMINATION AND LANGUAGE FORMS AND SCRIPTS

4.6.1 £>wö</va/J/a£e.s Due to

Script differences may render a language unintelligible for individuals only familiar with one script,
even if phonetically the languages are identical. A person who has learned Serbo-Croatian in its
Cyrillic script will normally be unable to comply, or at least be at a disadvantage, if required to read
and write the same language with the Latin alphabet. In other words, script preferences imply the same
type of differential treatment, at least as it relates to written usage of language, as would any other
type of language distinction. People who have to satisfy job requirements demanding a strong ability
to write a language in a script with which they are unfamiliar or less proficient, be it Arabic, Greek,
Chinese, or Gurmukhi, are as much at a disadvantage as if they were being requested to have
knowledge of a foreign language, even though phonetically there may be relatively insignificant
variations. As with any other type of differential treatment on the ground of language, it then becomes
a question of determining whether the state preference for one of the language's scripts is reasonable
given the demographic reality of the state population, etc.

Tension related to script differences has appeared in a number of countries in Eastern and
Central Europe, as well as in Asia. One example is the Croatian-Serbian conflict which was fanned
when the Croatian government decided in 1990 to replace signs in the Cyrillic script with the Latin-
character version in Krajina. Another conflict in Moldova"' arose because individuals felt that the
use of the Cyrillic script as medium of instruction for the Moldovan language in state schools is
differential treatment and that it is to their disadvantage, as they claim to be more familiar with the
Latin script

Although recognition of script differences is to be found in a number of state constitutions
(India, Kampuchea, Pakistan, Slovenia, Vietnam, amongst others), there has been scant legal discussion
or consideration of this issue. The Supreme Court of India has on at least one occasion indirectly
conceded the existence of a link between language and script, although great care should be taken in
assessing Indian case law and its relevance in establishing a relationship between non-discrimination
based upon language and script preference by the state, as a number of constitutional provisions in that
country also recognise a minority's right to conserve its distinct script

In D.A.V. College, Bhatinda v. State of Punjab /" the D.A.V. College Trust Society,
representing members of the Arya Samajis linguistic minority in Punjab, challenged the constitutional
validity of Article 4(2) of the Punjabi University Act, 1961 and subsequent regulations prescribing
Gurmukhi script as the only medium of instruction and examination. They submitted that this
amounted to a violation of Article 30(1) of the Constitution'" since it affected their right to
establish and administer their educational institutions in the language of their choice.

On 2 September 1991, six days after Moldova declared its independence, the Second Extraordinary Session
of the People's Deputies of the Dniestr Area declared a separate republic. Although many factors were obviously
involved in the events leading up to the declaration, there is no doubt that the reaction to the Moldovan language
policy which promoted the Latin alphabet over the Cyrillic and required Romanian in all schools played a role.

' " (1971) 2 S.C.R. 261 (India).

Article 30(1) of the Constitution of India states: "All minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall
have the right to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice."
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The Supreme Court concluded that whilst the state was entitled to choose Punjabi and the
Gurraukhi script as the exclusive medium of instruction in the university, it could not compel affiliated
colleges, established and administered by linguistic minorities, to teach in a particular language nor
to give examinations in that language. Although Article 30(1) does not specifically refer to script
differences, the Supreme Court did not hesitate to associate script as an element of language choice.

One Asian author has made the following observations on script differences:

"Language" cannot, therefore, be interpreted in a solely linguistic sense to exclude such aspects
as script, which may serve as symbols of group identity and form a heritage rooted in culture
or religion. The use of Arabic script by Urdu-speaking Muslims of India and Pakistan is
especially illustrative, as script makes a significant difference as a medium of communication
in a world of literacy. The imposition of one form of script on a society that has used a different
type for ages could be a form of domination encompassing language both as merely a means
of communication and as the medium of a particular tradition or religioa When language has
social, cultural, and political attributes apart from the mere communication value, it can ease any
scheme of domination. For example, to require a group that has for centuries used one script to
use another in all official matters could mean the exclusion of its members from public service,
even if the official language is intelligible to its members. Similarly, the exclusive promotion
of one language could mean the growth of a generation of the speakers of the other language
who are denied linguistic access to their religion or culture when they are transmitted through
a particular script Arguably, in this sense each of the language variants should be considered
autonomous to constitute "language" in minority protection.'*

4.6.2 /deo^rap/i/c Scnpr a/ui PAo/ien'ca/(y Dwri/icf Languages

Another problem sometimes overlooked when referring to language differences is that of ideographic
scripts, which present a situation quite distinct from that of phonetically-based alphabets. For example,
Chinese ideograms remain essentially the same whether used in Beijing, Xian, or Shanghai.'"
However, oral speech based on these ideograms is a completely different matter. These are
phonetically-distinct languages which, despite using the same alphabet, are mutually unintelligible.
When spoken, Cantonese or Mandarin are as "foreign" to each other as Spanish is to Ukrainian,
although in the ideographic script there are essentially no differences.'" ,

"* Ramga, Philip Vuciri (1992), "The Bases of Minority Identity", in //uww/i A/jAu ßua/-terty. Vol. 14,409-428,
at pp. 427-428.

'* Nevertheless, there are important differences between the ideographic script used in the People's Republic
of China and the script used by Chinese in other countries such as Taiwan and Singapore.

'* Supra, note 134. at pp. 42M27:
[The] common name "Chinese" represents related languages such as Cantonese, Hakka, and Mandarin,
which are as different from each other as the romance languages of French, Spanish, and Portuguese; the
sole reason for such reference is common script The fact of common script does not warrant the
designation of any two languages as one, while common speech patterns do. The legal issue then is
whether language should be determined with reference to speech or script or both.
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Whether it be for employment advancement within public authorities or entrance exams to
universities, any state preference for one of the spoken forms of Chinese to the exclusion of others will
disadvantage speakers of the other oral forms of the language. This type of differential treatment
should be considered as a distinction on the ground of language, albeit only when involving verbal
requirements. Thus, the approach in the case of phonetically-distinct languages sharing an identical
ideographic script is no different from the above model proposed for evaluating whether the state's
differential treatment is discrimination on the ground of language: is the differential treatment when
the state favours one spoken form reasonable, given the objectives and interests of the state, the
legitimacy of the goals sought in relation to the disadvantage or burden imposed on individuals, their
numbers, the proportionality of the measure and its effects, etc.?

4.7 THIRD WORLD STATES, DISCRIMINATION, AND WORLD (EUROPEAN)
LANGUAGES

4.7.1

Discrimination will occur when differential treatment on the ground of language is unfavourable for
some individuals or creates a preference for others, but an unusual problem exists when almost all
inhabitants of a state find themselves disadvantaged by the language selected for use by public
authorities. Can this be discrimination if everyone is denied equally the use of their primary language
by the state machinery?

In order to understand how such a consideration may validly be raised, the context in which it
occurs must be explained. A number of countries, all former colonies of European nations, face unique
problems and solutions which are quite different from the rest of the world. Many have chosen as the
main language for use by public authorities the tongue of their former colonial masters, despite the
fact that it is usually not the primary speech of the vast majority of their nationals. This policy rests
on two basic considerations, one being a valid point when applied in a reasonable and balanced
manner, whilst the other remains, to say the least, suspect. ...--•

4.7.2 iVe/ere/ice /or a "Neu/ra/" Li/igua Franca

Because newly-independent states, particularly in Africa, were artificial political constructs with little
relation to the actual composition or political aspirations of their inhabitants, many governments found
themselves facing deep-rooted tribal conflicts and divisions which could easily lead to wholesale
instability unless state borders, as imperfect as they were, were unhesitatingly defended at all costs.
Instead of being perceived as throwing the advantage decisively cne way or another in the rivalries
of the various domestic language communities, these states generally found it easier to simply maintain

'" de Nebrija, Antonio (1492), "Gramätica castellana", quoted in L« /a/i$u« autoc/i/on« </« ßu«*c (1992),
Jacques Maurais (ed.), Les Publications du Quebec, Quebec. , ,
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the primacy of a tribally "neutral" European language, most often French or English: .'

The aim of introducing English is to introduce an official language that will steer the people
away from lingo-tribal affiliations and differences and create conditions conductive to national
unity in the realm of language."* - - .̂.̂  __ _., _

This aim of national unity through a common language is not objectionable as such, and the highly
complex linguistic and ethnic mosaics in many former colonies would appear to support the argument
that in a number of states such a policy is not intrinsically unreasonable given the problems facing
these nations, even though a majority of individuals would have been better served in areas such as
education and job opportunities if their primary language were in official use by public authorities."*
The state interests in such an approach are strong. As political scientist Jean Laponce has pointed out,
use of a international /i'ngua /hznca like English and French avoids the domination of one linguistic
group (Tagalog in the Philippines, Hindi in India, Chinese in Singapore) on individuals belonging to
long established language communities which are numerically or politically weaker."" Other
advantages in adopting a language of wider communication (i.e. an international European language)
can be briefly summarised as follows: , . , • , ..- •

1. Educational material, television and radio programmes, are more readily available. ,-,
2. Its vocabulary is already developed to fulfil the exigencies of a modem society.
3. Knowledge of such a language will give all inhabitants of a developing country the ability
to access international information and interact with individuals worldwide.
4. It can easily serve as a "link language" between the linguistic communities of a state, since
it is "neutral" as far as advancing the interests of a particular ethno-linguistic group. . ,

Unfortunately, it is far from clear whether the above advantages can truly be found by adopting the
quasi-exclusive use of an international, European language. For one thing, the use of English or French
in these countries may be "ethnically" neutral; however, it favours a very small minority of people,
whilst further disadvantaging the majority of inhabitants:

We have to understand that unless the vast majority of the South African population are
organically motivated to learn and use English for the conduct of their affairs, English will
become or remain, as in so many African and Asian countries, the language of the privileged
neo-colonialist middle class. In India, according to the UNIN Study on Namibia: "... English,
the language of colonial dominance, was allowed to continue as the link language. But this was
fraught with dangerous socio-economic consequences. It perpetuated a small English-knowing
elite, largely urban, who clamoured for a policy of keeping education, as one commentator put

' " Alexander, Neville (1989), Language Po//cy a/id" Miriona/ 1/mfy in SÜU/A A/Wca/Aza/ua, Buchu Books, Cape
Town, at p. 44.

' " In reality, many developing countries which have adopted English or French as an official language also use
indigenous languages in state-funded educational institutions, at least at the primary level, as well as in regions
where speakers of indigenous languages are particularly numerous and concentrated. \ • ' • ' - ' •

'*• Laponce, Jean A. (1987), Lo/iguagtt and 77»e/r Tiwritori«, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, at p. 190.
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is, in a linguistic polythene bag". In sharp contrast, 80 % of the population living in rural areas
- continued to be a disadvantaged group further hampered by their ignorance of English...""'

Moreover, only a fraction of the population realistically needs to communicate with the "rest" of the
world, so that the need for an international language as the main medium of public and educational
authorities will only be felt by this elite.

The continued domination of a colonial language also strikes some emotional cords, although
the following comments probably reflect the realisation that it is somewhat illogical for public
authorities to use a little known language when people in large areas share an indigenous vernacular

I wonder why we should continue to make English the mode of expression in our courts...
I wonder how Nigeria can claim to have shed all vestiges of colonialism when her citizens
have to state their grievances in a foreign language...which has no equivalent for most of
them... It is my humble and respectful submission that Nigerian courts should endeavour
to encourage the conduct of proceedings in all courts in the language of the area of the
court. This has to begin sometime.'**

By using a language not widely spoken by the inhabitants of a country, a state may also be
concentrating its scarce resources in assisting a minute elite, since it is unlikely that most developing
countries in such a situation are able to obtain a sufficient supply of qualified teachers to teach English
or French properly in every region. As a result, well-off urban elites will continue to profit by the
maintenance of English and French as official languages, ensuring privileged access to job
opportunities within the state bureaucracy and legal and political machinery — a main source of
employment in many developing countries — since they can keep their children in schools for a longer
period of time and provide them with additional tutoring or overseas training. As observed one
commentator in Nigeria:

We would like to begin with the reservation that fewer Nigerians now master the basic language
skills in English than in any one of Hausa, Igbo, and Yoruba. Now, consider that, since the
economic debacle which has beset the nation since the second half of the 1970s has put an end
to the universal primary education scheme, an increasing proportion of Nigeria's school age
children no longer enrol for formal education, the only medium for the acquisition of English.
Add to that the galloping rate of school drop-outs and the rate of reversion to illiteracy among
both the drop-outs and those who complete the primary education... As argued above, the three
major indigenous languages of Nigeria count over 70 % of Nigeria's population among their
speakers. Ignoring for the moment multilingualism involving indigenous languages only, it is
clear that the first twelve Nigerian languages from the point of view of their mother-tongue

Supra, note 138, at p. 6O, see also ^/o/i/ung Language. y/an/u/j$ /ne^Ha//fy, Jupra, note 89, at p. 5: "The
disadvantage of the SWAPO policy is that only those few Namibians who speak English will be able to serve
in the government and other official positions. As a result, English-speakers will have significant advantages in
education and employment."

Adeyemi, O. A. (1972), "A Day in the Criminal Court", in T.O. Elias (ed.), 77i« Marian Afa$«/ra/e a/id* /A«
Ethiope, Benin City, Nigeria, at pp. 26-27.
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Speakers would account for at least 90 % of the country's population. This means that any
Government with serious considerations for participatory governance would reach a larger
number of Nigeria's citizenry at any one time through any one of the three majority indigenous
languages, namely Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba than it would through the English language. The
same government will touch at least 70 % of all Nigerians if it chooses to operate through
Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba combined; 80 % through these three and Fulani; and at least 90 %
through the first twelve most widely spoken indigenous languages. First, as it stands, the
Constitution guarantees fundamental rights to the individual, but takes away these same
fundamental rights from the vast majority of the Nigerian by imposing incapacities on those who
have no practical skills or any skill whatsoever in English. Thus, unless a Nigerian has practical
skills in the English language, certified by a secondary school leaving examination as shall be
approved from time to time by government, he or she must remain only a manipulable elector
at best. He may not seek any elective office even at the local government level and may not be
assigned executive responsibility in the public service at any level. Furthermore, he has no
access to be informed about the laws which order and circumscribe his very existence except
when he runs foul of them.'" J . „ -

Far from constituting an effective tool to assist the social and economic well-being of a country's
population, the use of European languages, because of the lack of resources for formal education in
some states, contributes to the exclusion of vast sections of the population in direct participation in
the higher echelons of government, and in having access and benefiting from many if not most state
services.

As for a perceived lack of sophistication and technical vocabulary of languages in developing
countries, it is not a water-tight argument. Just as technical subjects can be taught in Catalan,
Mandarin, and Hindi, and scientific research is done in these and many other "smaller" languages,
there is no absolute barrier in this respect for non- international, non-European languages.

Whilst a policy of favouring a European language in developing countries would appear to
constitute differential treatment which tends to advantage tiny urban elites,'** or a small percentage

"» Oyclaran, Olasope 0.(1991), "Language in Nigeria Towards the Year 2000", in J.-J. Symoens and J.
Vanderlinden (eds.), Symposium : L « tongue; en i4/n<7"' <* /'flörizon 2000, Institut Africain and Academie
Royale des Sciences d'Outre-Mer, Bruxelles, pp. 109-139, at pp. 135-137.

'** Huta-Mukana, Mutombo (1991), "Les langues au Zaire ä l'horizon 2000", in J.-J. Symoens and J.
Vanderlinden (eds.), tympanum : Lei /angue.? en ityhaue a /'forizon 2000, Institut Africain and Acaddmie
Royale des Sciences d'Outre-Mer, Bruxelles, pp. 84-107, at p. 104:

Le/ranfais zafrow es/ /a/igue a" unife* e/ de con&io/i. e/ encore, de /a /wnorj/e" m/e//ec/ue//e e//o« jem/-
/'n/e//ec/ue//e «fui ne repre".ren/e, comw i7 a e7e" d// p/uj nauf, <7ue p/uj ou /no/nj 2,77 % de /a po/>u/a//on.
C'«f done une /angue de div/s/on enfre cej i'n/e//ec/Me/.y ef /e rej/e de /a popu/a//on. L« /rancaw
demeurerai/ com/ne /angue d'ouvermre JUT /'espace/rancopnone. car /'ouver/ure du Zaire sur /'ejc/e>ieur
/ou/ cou/7 pourra// e/ devra/7 mime se/a/re par /e Wa« d*une ou de p/uj d'une /a/igue au/ocn/one,

f. C'ej/ d ce pna: oue i'acouerra /a vra/e/orme d"/nd^penda/ice to/a/e. Ce aue nous difo/u du
vau/ auxri de /ou/e au/re /a/igue ^/rangere, en /'occurence /'aflg/av.y <7u;' erf d/.rpenje' da/u /e

^duca//onne/ au Zafre. 7/ou/ en accep/an/ vo/on//eri /a pra/ioue dej /a/igu« Arang^rej, nouj ne
pouvonj pröner /eur juZ>j/i/unon aux /anguej /oca/ej. C'ei/ d»re <7ue cej dern/e>e$ devron/ ocewper /a
premiere p/ace da/u ce//e iifjwno/i de coej;/j/e/jce avec /ef /a/igues ^/rang^rej. e/ norammen/ /e/rancai5,
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of the population as in the case of South Africa, it remains that such differential treatment is not
automatically unreasonable even though it will disadvantage large segments of the state's population.
Developing countries present a particularly delicate balancing act, but the basic applicable principles
in determining whether unjustified discrimination on the ground of language is in issue remain the

same.
An interesting case of the use of a ///i£ua /ra/ica is presented by Indonesia. The state's only

official language, Bahasa Indonesia, is for all intent and purposes no one's mother tongue, since it is
in reality a simplified language borrowing heavily from Malay. Unlike English in South Africa, Bahasa
Indonesia is not the language of a former colonial power, nor is it the native tongue of a privileged
racial or ethnic segment of the population. It is, practically speaking, the second language for most
inhabitants of Indonesia, probably the closest thing to an actual "neutral" /mgKa/ranca in the world.

Because of the great language diversity on its territory and in order to avoid being accused of
favouring the domination of one linguistic group, such as the Javanese, who represent about half of
the population, the government has gone out of its way to promote as much as possible the exclusive
use of Bahasa Indonesia. In fact, the language has been central in the state's efforts to unify the whole
population of the country. • ;,• .v.

Since Bahasa Indonesia is not native to any major group, it could be claimed the state's policy
tends to be unfavourable to everyone in about the same proportion. In this way, the legislation J/J 5«
could be said to be non-discriminatory, although great care should be taken in this respect: in reality,
non-urban dwellers and individuals unable to attain higher levels of education will tend to have a less
developed knowledge of Bahasa Indonesia, so that in their case, strict enforcement of Bahasa
Indonesia-only rules could be claimed to be disproportionate requirements in areas with a high level
of non-speakers or poor speakers of the official language.

Moreover, the government's policy may be overzealous as in some areas there appears to be
interference with freedom of expression (advertisements are at times required to be exclusively in
Bahasa Indonesia) and interference with the use of a minority's language (popular publications and
all films, even for private viewing, are required to be in Bahasa Indonesia). '

4.7.3 Eco/wm/c Sacce.y.s a/id Srare Fre/e/-e/icej /or WorW La/i£Utf£e.r

Another factor raised in some non-Western countries in support of a policy favouring a so-called world
language is that a state is vindicated in adopting such differential treatment based upon language,
because it will assist the country in its efforts towards economic development, a consideration again
mostly prominent in African states.

The legal weight to attribute to this factor when determining the reasonability of differential
treatment based upon language should be minimal. It in fact appears to be unfounded. The poorest
countries in Africa are for the most part those which have chosen French or English as an official
language, whilst the vast majority of the new Asian economic success stories have opted for an
indigenous language as the official idiom. In other words, there simply is no correlation between
official language use and economic well-being. It would probably be surprising for the South Koreans
or Japanese to be told that their language is an obstacle to economic development, which must be cast

/7/<?ue, adta/ntora/;/. /urüütyue <?u£ da/15 / « mAflaj *n gl/ilraf.
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aside in favour of adopting English or French as an official language. According to one author

Many of the virtues and promises associated with advocacy for English have involved a large
measure of (self)-deception. English has not guaranteed "access to modem technology" and
"prosperity for all"...in any former colony. The language serves rather as a boundary-marker
between the haves and have-nots internally, and the link externally to market forces that keep
former colonies in a position of dependence. Western commercial interests may be very keen
to achieve the same in post-communist countries."* ''•- •• J-V_- - .^--K-:<^,;,-•••• ,-'. T -.- ••-. :••

Countries like South Africa, where English is often presented as a panacea for the economic and social
success of the Black population, should perhaps take heed of the US experience:

._;._• _ , . : , • - . • , - f c ; ; « . 1 0 • ; ; : ' • • • - • , •••: • . . ; ' ' > . . < •? . - :>• ~ ' - « ^ > •- • « * - ^ •

Though it has long been one of our most publicised national goals, fluency in English alone
does not produce success, even for majority-language speakers of Anglo-Saxon ancestry. The
language situation is even more frustrating for minority-language speakers. For them, language
— the most visible sign of their ethnicity — is often used as an excuse to hide deeper levels
of discrimination. As Joshua Fishman has put it, as bluntly as the idiom of the social scientist
will allow, "Mastery of English is almost as inoperative with respect to Hispanic social mobility
as it is with respect to Black social mobility.""*

' • . . - . . s , . - i • ' - , • - . . . ; > . : " ! • * " ' " ; ) " . . ' • > . . 1 ' . > • • > : c ! / « " " ! * : ; • - . ; * • - ? , : • > . • < . - . -.-• - • • --.

4.8 ETHNiaTY OR RACE AS PROXIES FOR LANGUAGE DISCRIMINATION /

• ;.-; 4.8.1 (7/ufer-//»c/us/ve/ie.s.s o/A^on-Dwcrim/narfo/i L^gis/a/io/i :< r , i

Some states, especially many which have a Common Law tradition, do not recognise language as a
prohibited ground of discrimination. This has resulted in efforts in such states to include language
implicitly, under another prohibited ground of discrimination such as race, and national or ethnic
origin. The results in such states have been at best mixed, and are often illogical.

Because differences in language and even accent are employed so frequently as a means of
denying access to a wide range of services, benefits and preferences on an equal basis, lawyers and
courts are sometimes tempted to circumvent the absence of language as a prohibited ground of
discrimination by Unking it to another personal characteristic: a proxy for language discrimination. The
problem with such an approach is fairly obvious: since language is not identical to race, national or
ethnic origin, some individuals will "fall in between the cracks" and not be able to avail themselves
of the right to non-discrimination. John MacDonald, a French-speaking Canadian of mainly Scottish
and Irish ancestry, would be unable to claim discrimination if he were refused employment because
someone dislikes his accent or the fact he is "one of them", a francophone, even though he is
eminently qualified for the position. Juanita Wong, who grew up in Amarillo, Texas, and whose

'** Phillipson, Robert and Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove (1994), "English, Panacea or Pandemic?", in
Vol. 8, 73-87, at p. 80.

'* Baron, Dennis E. (1990), 77* E/i^/w/i-On/y ßuesrion: A/i Otflc/a/ La/j^«a^e/or A/n*ric<wu?, Yale University
Press, New Haven, USA, at pp. 193-194. - . - ,. -.-.,.
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primary language is Spanish similarly does qualify within the appropriate pigeon-hole of language as
an ethnic or racial marker, and thus would be excluded from any of the remedies provided by non-
discrimination legislation. These examples are by no means exhaustive of the types of problem
legislative under-inclusiveness will cause when language is not an explicitly prohibited ground of
discrimination.

4.8.2 5/a/e /tejpo/u&s fo f/ie

Although language can be used as an indirect marker for race or other types of characteristics such
as national origin, ancestry or ethnicity, there is obviously an imperfect match and some individuals
will occasionally "escape" protection. Whilst the need has been argued eloquently in the United States
for a generous attitude,'" which includes language as an element of ethnic or national origin
discrimination so that an individual may be protected in any situation where he or she is the victim
of discrimination because of ancestry, physical, cultural, or linguistic characteristics, it must be frankly
admitted that a person's primary language and ethnic or national origin are simply not the same, even
though they can sometimes be closely linked.'**

Moreover, even though the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission in the United States
has adopted a definition reflecting a flexible approach in linking language to either national origin or
ethnic group,'*' the problem remains essentially unaffected as this definition is not binding upon

'" Supra, note 85, at p. 274:
Primary language should be protected as an aspect of "national origin" for several reasons. First, the
courts and the EEOC have interpreted the phrase "national origin" broadly and have extended the
protection of Title VII to bar discrimination against persons with characteristics closely correlated with
national origin. Second, the sociology of linguistics establishes the importance of primary language as a
fundamental aspect of ethnicity and national origin. Third, although primary language is not immutable
in the same sense as protected characteristics like race or sex, primary language is what this writer will
term "practically immutable," and thus entitled to statutory protection.

"* Piatt, Bill (1986), Toward Domestic Recognition of a Human Right to Language", in //OUAO/I LOH- Atvfov,
Vol. 23, 885-901, at p. 901:

[T]his writer would abandon the concept which forces protection of language rights into the "national
origin" pigeonhole. The real interest we seek to protect when we afford some language protection appear
to be the individual's rights to: 1) view the world through his or her own language and culture, and 2)
not be shut off from the exercise of some fundamental legal right or the satisfaction of some basic human
need because of a language barrier. Many of those individuals whose language rights we would protect
are native-born United States citizens. Using a "national origin" fiction is thus analytically unsound, and
may perpetuate the fear of some monolingual persons that the use of a language other than English is
"foreign". Also, this writer would urge abandonment of limiting language protection under the theory that
because language is "mutable", the right to its exercise should inherently be limited, at least as regards
bilinguals. The exercise of the choice of a "world view" through the eyes of a religion is protected,
although clearly such a choice is mutable.

"* Keotahian, Avak (1985-86), "National Origin Discrimination in Employment: Do Plaintiffs Ever Win?", in
£ffy/cryee fa/atio/u Law /OU/TW/. Vol. 25. 481-513. at p. 470:

The Commission defines national origin discrimination broadly as including, but not limited to, the denial
of equal employment opportunity because of an individual's, or his or her ancestor's, place or origin; or
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courts and has frequently been simply ignored by judges, including the United States Supreme
Court'"

Under-inclusiveness is also a problem in the case of the Fourteenth Amendment of the US
Constitution since, unless language differences can be included under a "suspect class" or associated
to a fundamental right, courts will not apply the strict scrutiny test, making it unlikely that language
differences created by the government can be deemed to be a violation:

Suspect classification under traditional indicia contains an element of political disparity. In
Rodriguez, the Supreme Court defined a suspect class as a group "saddled with such disabilities,
or subjected to such a history of purposeful unequal treatment, or relegated to such a position
of political powerlessness as to command extraordinary protection from the majoritarian political
process." Federal courts, however, have specifically rejected "suspect class" classifications based
solely on an individual's inability to speak English. The Second Circuit in Soberal-Perez v.
Heckler, for example, ruled that suspect class status must be made on the basis of race or
national origin. "Language, by itself, does not identify members of a suspect class." Similarly,
the Ninth Circuit in Olagues v. Russoniello refused to grant Chinese-speaking and Spanish-
speaking immigrants suspect class status purely on the basis of language.'*'

Whilst there is a great deal of validity to the claim that language is a central element in many cultures,
and can in this way be the most vital link to national origin or ethnicity, the court in Garcia v. Gloor
Lumber'" did not err when it adopted the position that national origin and the language one
chooses to speak are not identical. They are not the same, since not every individual of Chinese origin
speaks a Chinese language, nor do all people of Hispanic origin still speak Spanish. Professor Juan
Perea is correct in affirming that "[p]rimary language, like accent, is closely correlated...with national
origin", but wrong when he asserts that it is inextricably linked with it.'" What must be

because an individual has the physical, cultural or linguistic characteristics of a national origin group.

'" The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guidelines recognise that an individual's mother
tongue or primary language is an important characteristic of national origin. Although Title VTJ does not
explicitly authorise the EEOC to issue guidelines, the US Supreme Court has confirmed the EEOC's authority
to do so. EEOC guidelines were generally entitled to a large degree of deference as long as they were not
inconsistent with Congressional intent, at least until the US Supreme Court in June 1994 completely disregarded
the guidelines in the Garcia v. Spun Steak case without any other explanation.

"' SH/WO, note 79, at pp. 790-791; see also Frontera v. Sindell, 522 F2d 1215 (1975) (United States).

'* 618 F2d 264 (1980) (United States).

'" Perea, s«pra, note 85, at p. 276. Professor Perea subsequently revises his position and confirms that it may
be more appropriate to address directly the under-inclusiveness of US legislation. Perea, jupra, note 74, at pp.
830-831:

What the agency is actually protecting, however, is not national origin but rather the traits of ethnicity.
Its broad conception of "national origin" discrimination reads much like the broad understanding of
ethnicity: "the physical, cultural or linguistic characteristics of national origin group." The problem with
the EEOC's interpretation is the same as the problem with broad judicial interpretations of the statute:
the statutory language and legislative history simply do not support it. Given the current Supreme Court's
penchant for strict construction of civil rights statutes, these judicial and agency attempts to broaden the
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acknowledged is that language is different from national origin (or ethnicity, or ancestry), although
it can in many cases be used as indirect evidence of discrimination on the ground of national origin
because of the intimate relationship which often exists between the two.

Like racial minorities, linguistic minorities have frequently suffered throughout history
unfavourable treatment, discrimination, and economic and social disadvantage, but US courts have in
general rejected claims of violations of the Fourteenth Amendment unless the facts reveal a very
close relationship between language and national origin or unless rights considered fundamental are
involved.'** - , • . - • : • > :-^

Finally, failure to include language as an explicitly prohibited ground of discrimination may
result in courts simply refusing to consider the arguments of alleged victims of discriminatioa In
Garcia v. Spun Steak, the US Supreme Court seems to have approved the refusal of the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals to hear the arguments of the complainants to the effect that their employer was
adopting an unfavourable, differential treatment policy by only allowing them to privately speak to
one another in English during work hours. The Court of Appeals indicated that it would not even
examine what constituted the most important point raised by the Spanish-speaking workers; that is,
if some employees have the privilege of conversing with others on the job in their primary language
in non-work related contexts, they should not be denied the same privilege:

When the privilege is defined at its narrowest (as merely the ability to speak on the job), we
cannot conclude that those employees fluent in both English and Spanish are adversely impacted
by the policy. Because they are able to speak English, bilingual employees can engage in
conversation on the job... The bilingual employee can readily comply with the English-only rule
and still enjoy the privilege of speaking on the job. '"

Since language was not an explicitly prohibited ground of discrimination, in Garcia v. Spun Steak
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court simply chose to disregard the issue of law
as to whether denial of the privilege of Spanish-speaking workers to speak their mother tongue with
other Spanish-speaking workers, in a non-work related context, was reasonable. Instead, the judges in
fact avoided to deal with the actual claim: why only a few employees were allowed the privilege of
speaking their own language.

4.8.3 /s £//i<2er-//ic/ws/ve/ie.s.s Dwcrim/naroo'?

The difficulties these examples present could for the most part be eliminated by correcting their actual
cause: the under-inclusiveness of national legislation which fails to recognise language as a prohibited
ground of discrimination. Furthermore, it is doubtful that the non-inclusion of such a fundamental
human characteristic meets international human rights standards. A state not including in its legislation

scope of Title VII will likely prove futile when the Court decides to review them. The only safe course,
therefore, is to amend the statute in a manner that would support the efforts of the EEOC and some courts
to expand Title VII to bar discrimination on the basis of ethnic traits.

"* "Language Rights and the Legal Status of English-Only Laws in the Public and Private Sector" (1992), in
A Coro//na Cen/ra/Law/ourna/. Vol. 20, 65-91. at p. 74. • • . . , - . . •

'* 998 F2d 1480 (1993) (United States), at p. 1487.
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non-discrimination on the ground of sex or race would be hard pressed to claim that it is not violating
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and the multitude of other international instruments which for the most part are consistent in
respect to the minimal grounds which must be included in non-discrimination legislation. Language,
along with race, religion, and sex, is one of the mainstays of equality provisions.

That the under-inclusiveness of non-discrimination legislation could be a violation of
international standards appears to be supported by the Human Rights Committee, which has on
occasion questioned such a practice when considering state reports:

Le Com/fe" des dro/tt de /*/iom/ne des A/a/zo/u un/« a <f ai//eur,y/ajf re/eVe/ice d /'a/we/wre de
cerrai'/tf mon/s da/is /«texres /egw/att/y ca/wd/e/is, /lorammeflf <7ue SM /o/,y.../ie conn'e/i/ienrpas
u/ie toe de fftoft/r de dwcrim/nario/i pro/i/öes ^w so/f ÖUASJ vatfe ^ue ce//e co/i/e/iu« d /'arric/e
26 du Pacfe tn/erna/io/uz/ re/an/awx droitt c/v/fc ef po/to'^ues.'*

Moreover, some courts have acknowledged that the omission of certain grounds of discrimination can
in itself be discriminatory, since some individuals will have available to them the protection of non-
discrimination legislation but others will not.'" In other words, the exclusion of any major ground
of discrimination such as language will have the effect that not everyone has the benefit of the
complaint and enforcement procedures and the equal protection of the law. Unless a state can show
that language is included under another ground and that no individual will "fall in between the cracks",
under-inclusiveness in a state's explicitly prohibited grounds of discrimination should in every case
be deemed unreasonable and therefore discriminatory unless a state can guarantee that through other
mechanisms the right to equality and non-discrimination of every individual will be respected.
Amongst those sharing this point of view are Professor de Witte:

American court decisions, in particular, have not been wary of ordering the extension of under-
inclusive legislative classifications, even if this entailed increased governmental spending, and
even beyond what was authorised by the budget. The dominant attitude in legal writing seems
to be that "the courts act legitimately...when they employ common sense and sound judgment
to preserve a law by moderate extension where tearing it down would be far more destructive
of the legislature's will". In Italy too, there have been examples of the Constitutional Court
pronouncing a so-called accog/j/nen/o add/rivo, i.e. ordering the extension of an existing measure
to persons originally not covered by it"*

: : ; . ; . • • : > • " . :

'•'»fiC-''-.'r;i'---' •''--I

' * Supra, note 96, at p. 326. . " ' ' ' :- so

' " See for example Re Blainey and Ontario Hockey Association et aL (1986), 54 Ontario Reports (2d) 513
(Canada); the judgement of the Constitutional Court of 11 July 1975, in Foro Italiano, 1975, I 1882 (Italy);
Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618 (1969) (United States); and Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S. 636
(1975) (United States). The Italian and US decisions are quoted in de Witte, supra, note 2, at p. 62.

"• Supra, note 2, at p. 62.
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4.9 LANGUAGE RIGHTS, SPECIAL RIGHTS, OR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION?

This examination of what may constitute discriminatory behaviour by a state, when it prefers a
language or imposes language requirements, points to one principal conclusion: equality and non-
discrimination have the effect of requiring the use of the primary language(s) of inhabitants of a state
by public authorities when a sufficiently large number of people speak a non-official or non-majority
language. This means that the respect of the language preferences of individuals, where appropriate
and reasonable, flows from a fundamental human right and is not some special concession or
privileged treatment. Simply put, it is the right to be treated equally without discrimination, to which
everyone is entitled.

However, a large number of legal commentators seem to disagree with such a conclusion, or at
least tend to confuse different issues and terminology whenever addressing the place of language in
human rights. In one United Nations document on the protection of minority rights, the author states:

Special rights for minority groups can be defined as the requirement to ensure suitable means,
including differential treatment, for the preservation of minority characteristics and traditions
which distinguish them from the majority of the population. Among these means are the
implementation of special measures or positive action involving the rendering of concrete
services, such as schools providing education in the minority language...
Looking at minority rights from the perspective of "affirmative action" (i.e. positive state action
aimed at protecting the minority or at promoting the enjoyment of their rights), it is conceivable
that members of the majority could complain to the Committee that they are being discriminated
vis-ä-vis the minority members, e.g. concerning subsidies for cultural centres, financial aid for
textbooks, etc. It is interesting to note that thus far no such case has been submitted to the
Committee. Although it is impossible to predict exactly how the Human Rights Committee
would decide a concrete case, its established jurisprudence would give reason to believe that a
violation of Article 26 of the Covenant would not be found, provided that the distinctions in
question are based on reasonable and objective criteria. In this context it is worth noting that
social legislation, by its very nature, is intended to achieve social justice by making certain
distinctions. A scheme of progressive taxation, for instance, makes distinctions (in a sense,
discriminates) in favour of the poor at the expense of the wealthier. Such a scheme would not
be deemed to be in breach of Article 26, since it would be based on a reasonable objective, not
incompatible with the Covenant. Similarly, affirmative action aimed at ensuring the possibility
of minorities to maintain their identity and traditions and to enjoy their culture would not
constitute prohibited discrimination in the sense of Article 26 of the Covenant. In this sense, it
would also be conceivable that a member of a minority could submit a case demanding
affirmative action, if such action is necessary for him or her to exercise Covenant rights on a
basis of equality with members of the majority.'"

The author is clearly mistaken in apparently implying that Article 26 (non-discrimination) might be
invoked in order to favour differences of treatment as between majorities and minorities: the provision

Alfredssen, Gudmundur and de Zayas, Alfred (1993), "Minority Rights: Protection by the United Nations",
in //uffw/i /Jig/itt Law /our/io/. Vol. 14, 1-8, at pp. 6-7; see also Albanese, Ferdinando (1991), "Ethnic and
Linguistic Minorities in Europe", in year&oo/fc o/European LOW, Vol. 11, 313-337, at p. 321.
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is concerned with individual rights and is not dependent in any way on a majority-minority type of
relationship. The principle weakness with such commentary is the failure to recognise that language
is foremost an individual trait, as important in some cases as one's religion, and that the real victim
of language preference by a state is the individual not having the primary language so preferred by
the state. The state has chosen a course of action which creates a distinction favouring some, to the
exclusion or detriment of others.

The commentary also contains statements to the effect that state-funded education in any
language other than that of the majority is a special or positive measure which goes beyond what is
required by the right to equality. This is also an error. What non-discrimination requires from a
government is not special privileges for some because they are members of a minority group. Non-
discrimination calls instead for the following: if the state provides to some of its inhabitants a service
or benefit, such as education in their primary language, then it must do so in a non-discriminatory
way. It is not, strictly speaking, a "special right": the state or government has no obligation to do
anything, but if it chooses to provide any benefit or service, it must do so without discrimination. Of
course, this does not imply, as noted on a number of occasions, that everyone has the right to
instruction in his or her primary language, since a state may always be justified in limiting the number
of languages in which it can respond, as long as it is reasonable to do so.

Perhaps part of the confusion exists because in some cases non-discrimination will have the
added bonus of protecting linguistic minorities. If there are sufficiently large and concentrated numbers
of people to warrant state-funded schools using their primary language as medium of instruction, this
will quite obviously be of significant benefit to the community as a whole in its attempts to preserve
its language and culture. But of course, this side-effect of non-discrimination is not available to all,
since if the number of individuals is insufficient, non-discrimination will not require a state to provide
schooling facilities in a language used only by a handful.

This potential dual impact of non-discrimination is in fact mentioned in an early United Nations
study:

1. Prevention of discrimination is the prevention of any action which denies to individuals or
groups of people equality of treatment which they may wish.
2. Protection of minorities is the protection of non-dominant groups which, while wishing in
general for equality of treatment with the majority, wish for a measure of differential treatment
in order to preserve basic characteristics which they possess and which distinguish them from
the majority of the population. The protection applies equally to individuals belonging to such
groups and wishing the same protection. It follows that differential treatment of such groups or
of individuals belonging to such groups is justified when it is exercised in the interest of their
contentment and the welfare of the community as a whole. The characteristics meriting such
protection are race, religion and language. In order to qualify for protection a minority must owe
undivided allegiance to the Government of the state in which it lives. Its members must also be
nationals of that state...
7. The protection of minorities, on the other hand, although similarly inspired by the principle
of equality of treatment of all peoples, requires positive action : concrete service is rendered to
the minority group, such as the establishment of schools in which education is given in the
native tongue of the members of the group. Such measures are of course also inspired by the
principle of equality: for example, if a child receives its education in a language which is not
its mother tongue, this might imply that the child is not treated on an equal basis with those
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children who do receive their education in their mother tongue. The protection of minorities
therefore requires positive action to safeguard the rights of the minority group, provided of
course that the people concerned (or their parents in case of children) wish to maintain their
differences of language and culture.'* ... ,, ,.. ,«^,,;^ .,.._ ,, .., , ,.:

Because of the awkward phrasing employed, distinguished commentators have concluded that equality
and non-discrimination mandate "a negative, prohibitory mode through the suppression of
manifestations of unequal treatment" whereas special protective measures for minorities required
"positive measures" such as the establishment of public schools using the language of a minority.'"
These views depend upon a narrow interpretation of non-discrimination which now seems to have been
largely discarded. Although there are certainly measures in international law specially designed for the
protection of minorities, such as Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the obligation to set up public schools using a non-official language as the medium of
instruction, when a state has a sufficiently large number of speakers of such language, is not such a
measure. In such a situation, it would be unreasonable, and therefore discriminatory, for a state to deny
such individuals a benefit or advantage enjoyed by some others.

The error made by some scholars is to fail to consider closely what constitutes discrimination.
As demonstrated earlier, use of a single language in public schools can constitute an inequality, as not
everyone receives the same treatment: some receive instruction in their primary language, others do
not There is therefore differential treatment on the ground of language. Since a state is prohibited
from behaving in such a way when it amounts to discriminatory preferential treatment, the negative
prohibition mandates either a complete cessation of the unequal treatment by closing all public schools,
or by not perpetuating the discriminatory and unreasonable treatment and having an appropriate degree
of public schooling in another language of instruction.

"Special rights" are therefore clearly not the same as services provided in the language of a large
number of individuals — who may happen to be members of a minority — because of the application
of the right of non-discrimination where it is reasonable due to the number of speakers of the
language, their concentration, etc.:

The concept of special assistance or status should, therefore, refer only to measures made for
•••* -. minorities without the provision of corresponding measures for majorities. The only justification

for doing so would be to restore equality where, in the past, there had been inequality, or where
.,;& structural factors make equality difficult to preserve. The United Nations Human Rights

,- Committee, in its General Comment 18(37), states that the principle of equality sometimes
,, requires states to take affirmative action in order to diminish or eliminate conditions which cause

or help to perpetuate discrimination. Where the general conditions of some groups prevent or
, impair their enjoyment of human rights, the Committee points out that specific action should

be taken even if it might amount to preferential treatment "[A]s long as such action is needed

Supra note 94 at p 2 :i,--Supra, note 94, at p. 2 .

See in particular Thomberry, Patrick (1991), /n/e/via/iona/ Law and" /Aefl/$Att o/Aff/iorin«, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, United Kingdom, at pp. 126-127. ^ .y,n; -^ ^ u - ^ •..*•- - * ;> •;,. •; • '« , - ; - • ....— - —
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to correct discrimination in fact, it is a case of legitimate differentiation under the
Covenant"'"

4.10 STATE LANGUAGE PREFERENCE(S) AND POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
CONSIDERATIONS

[T]he importance of language as an element in nationality is difficult to over-estimate. Language
is the key to all intellectual and a great part of spiritual life. A common language alone makes
possible free and familiar intercourse between two human beings and creates of itself a bond
between them. More than this: each language, with its choice of words, its turn of phrase, its
every idiom and peculiarity, is a sort of philosophy which expresses the past history, the
character, the psychological identity of those accustomed to use it. It is an instrument which,
moulded by past generations, itself modifies the future. It is difficult for a foreigner to adopt the
language of a people, without in some ways also adopting their habit of mind, and a child sucks
in a sense of nationality with the very rhymes which it learns in the nursery. It is small wonder
that many nation have practically identified their nationality with their language, regarding as
lost to them those who have ceased to speak it. '"

The above examination of differential treatment based upon language, and how to determine whether
such treatment is discriminatory in light of the "reasonability" test, provide the legal considerations
for a balanced and objective assessment of the linguistic policy and practices of a state, but it is only
one element of a complex equation. Language preferences also have substantial political and economic
ramifications. Although beyond the scope of this study, these aspects will be mentioned briefly, in
order to shed some light upon the whole picture.

4.10.1 A ßuesrfo/i o/Power ,

By making language a predominant factor in access to employment and education opportunities, so
that native speakers of the official or preferred tongue are more likely to reach the higher echelons of
the state machinery, a government directly affects the political power structures of the state:

Outside education, national languages serve a similar purpose by rationing access to political
institutions of power. The adoption of a national language depoliticises one variety, which is
declared to be the symbol of all people (the nation). Resistance to the national language is
therefore seen as opposition to national unity. Voting, service on local boards and committees,
and other forms of political participation may be limited to individuals speaking the national
language. In such circumstances, it may seem absurd to have a leader who does not speak the
national language. Yet this means that only speakers of the national language can become
leaders or otherwise participate in official political activities. In this way, national languages,

'** Eide, Asbj0m (1991), "Minority Situations: In Search of Peaceful and Constructive Solutions", in Afowe Dam/
Law ÄewV?H\ Vol. 66, 1311-1346. at pp. 1341-1342. . . ..

' ° Macartney, C.A. (1968), Afariona/ S/af« and JVa/io/ia/ W/nonriej, Russell and Russell, New York, at pp. 7-8.



which restrict access to decision making in the name of nationhood, are inherently
i d e o l o g i c a l . ' " ^ , . • j r ^ . n ^ i ^ ' i • ? • • ' • - • - > ' • • ' • • . . • • • •••;"•••• - - - •;.•*•"'••• A . - ' ; ; : " • ••/-"•• ^ E - - • > • •

Whilst there is nothing intrinsically wrong if a state chooses to require everyone to learn a single
dominant language, the error is to make it the exclusive language for government and state education
when a substantial proportion of the population uses a different language. Having reached a mar.;«
crir/<7ui. these communities tend to be concentrated territorially and to use their language as the
ordinary medium for family and community activities. In such a context, a nationally dominant
language will normally play a secondary role in most aspects of daily life, so that many, if not most,
individuals in such communities will never reach the level of fluency of native speakers in the national
language. Even if members of linguistic minorities (or of the non-official language) learn the dominant
language, they will still suffer economic, political and social inequality because the state's language
policy is not a balanced response to the demographic and socio-cultural reality of the country. > -

State language preferences, and especially measures aimed at the prohibition of use of other
languages can, moreover, be perceived as an attempt to emphasise one group's dominance over
another. Whilst many measures in this area may be fairly reasonable and thus acceptable to most, as
for example not offering government services in a language only spoken by a few hundred individuals,
other measures, especially where it affects people in their private affairs, will almost always be deemed
unnecessary and a blatant attempt at suppressing the presence or manifestation of the "other"
group.'"

By limiting its operations to the use of only one or a few languages, a state may unwillingly,
or quite consciously, be signalling the dominance of those for whom the official or state-favoured
language is the mother tongue. Their language is dominant, all others are not They are therefore
privileged in that they do not have to worry about learning another language, be it to have access to
government employment or to public services. They are free to use their language at home, in
business, in schools, in their community, and with the public authorities without considering whether

'** ^/a/wing Language, /*/ann//ig //ie?ua//fy, jupra, note 89, at p. 9.

' " Religion and language are two human characteristics that can become highly politicised issues. See on this
point Horowitz, Donald L. (1985), £//w/c Group* in Co/i/7/cf, University of California Press, Cambridge, United
Kingdom, at p. 222:

Language is therefore a potent symbolic issue because it accomplishes a double linkage. It links political
claims to ownership with psychological demands for the affirmation of group worth, and it ties this
aggregate matter of group status to outright careerism, thereby binding elite material interests to mass
concerns. Needless to say, language is not the only issue that can do this. Official religion served the
same function in Burma. At first, the "special position of Buddhism" was "recognised", but in 1961 this
equivocal phrasing was repealed by a State Religion Act that made Buddhism the official religion. The
Act required the Public Service Commission, in recruiting candidates for government employment, to
accord the same weight to a knowledge of Pali, the liturgical language, as to other subjects, a provision
which reflected the careerist motivations of some proponents. But the main support for the state religion
movement came from the countryside, a fact which cannot be explained without reference to the
significance of the state religion as a symbol of Burman hegemony. This is precisely the way it was
interpreted by minorities, especially the Kachins and Chins. Religion, then, can sometimes link elite and
mass concerns. But clearly it is more plausible to think that fluency in the working language of a
bureaucracy will become an issue more often than will facility in scripture.
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it is a handicap not to be fluent in another language. Other people do not have the same privilege or
right. Particularly in African states, a tiny English-speaking or French-speaking elite often controls
state policy-making organs with a language policy which serves their interests whilst the masses
remain largely excluded."*

Generally speaking, the dynamics of ethnic tension involving language, leading in some cases
to political conflicts, occur not where language compromises are made or language rights are
recognised, but where they have been avoided, suppressed or ignored.'*' This may surprise some
who claim that language diversity in a state is risky, undesirable and should be discouraged (one could
just as easily claim that religious diversity is risky, undesirable and should be discouraged). In support
of such arguments, many will cite as examples the linguistic conflicts in Canada and Belgium:
undeniable evidence, according to them, of the potential instability of all multilingual states.

In fact, these examples prove quite the contrary: in both cases, the political instability arose from
a longstanding denial of rights relating to the use of the language of large segments of the population
rather than any inherent undesirable quality of a state with a diverse linguistic mosaic. Both Canada
and Belgium are cases of states which, until the last moment, consistently refused to recognise in fact
and in law that a large portion of their populations did not speak the language privileged by the
national government, or simply chose to ignore the demographic reality of their country, even in the
case of Belgium where Dutch-speaking people are the majority."*

Finally, it remains highly questionable whether the refusal to recognise a democratically elected
representative, because that person does not have a sufficient knowledge of the official language of
the state, could ever be deemed to be a proportional response to a state's vital interests. In a number
of Commonwealth countries, it is prohibited to be elected and sit as a member of the National
Assembly unless one can demonstrate sufficient proficiency in the English language, as require, for
example. Article 33 of the Constitution of Mauritius, and Article 38 of the Antigua and Barbuda
Constitution.'" Such measures appear to be aimed at excluding from political power whole
segments of the population, hardly a fitting measure in any democracy.

'** /»fa/i/u/ij La/i£uase. /'/anrnns //ie?Ma//"O', supra, note 89, at p. 201. ^ isafc-cj:*:.su£«.-yji^ &«••„

' " Baron, supra, note 146, at p. 180. See also the point of view that non-discrimination when properly
understood and applied may alleviate some of the causes of conflict, supra, note 162, at p. 1334:

The principle of non-discrimination, if properly applied to situations involving minorities, can go a long
way to preventing conflicts. Very often, the intensity of religious, national or ethnic conflicts can be traced
to the lack of respect for individual human rights. This has long been a primary concern for the Sub-
Commission, as evidenced by its numerous former studies. Time and again it has been emphasised that
non-discrimination is vital to ensure complete impartiality in the administration of justice, particularly in
regard to the conduct of law enforcement officials and security forces.

' " de Varennes, Fernand (1995), Language Con/ficte in Eastern European ana" Cenfra/ Asian 5tor«: /Ve/j/wnary
/?eporf on Ear/y Warning and /feso/urion A/ecnanis/ns, Foundation on Inter-Ethnic Relations, den Haag,
Netherlands, at pp. 6-7.

"* See Sections 3.83 and 3.5 in the Appendix. :. ^ •- v ; , - .
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4.10.2 Language and Eco/iom/c

[L]anguage is central to the whole communication network of any political system. Public
authorities, particularly in a modernizing situation, are inevitably and increasingly drawn into

, language questions through the spread of citizen participation in politics, the provision of more
administrative services, and perhaps most of all through the development of state-supported
education. This means that one of the most successful methods for pacifying religious
differences at an earlier date, namely, the withdrawal of the state from the arena of conflict, or

I? de-politicization, is not available for most linguistic conflicts, and other methods of conflict
resolution must be found. One can have separation of church and state, but in advanced societies
separation of language and state is simply not possible. A major consequence of this central role
of language in the communication network is that it is closely linked with most of the
professional and bureaucratic employment opportunities, with the result that conflicts over
language frequently involve high personal stakes in terms of career prospects for the groups
concerned, and most of all for their most articulate and well-educated elites. Language conflicts
therefore concern not simply languages as such, but tangible economic benefits as well.""

As political scientist Kenneth McRae succinctly demonstrates, language choices by a state are not only
politically charged, they also have dramatic economic consequences for individuals.

Particularly in countries where some are unable to spend many years in the formal education
system because of financial difficulties, as is often the case in developing countries, a policy favouring
a language that is not the primary language of a large segment of the population will eventually lead
to building unsurmountable barriers between the people and public authorities in terms of language.
Many individuals will not be able to afford schooling, will have to work at a very young age, or will
have to attend substandard programmes (as in the case of many rural African communities where
French or English are taught by minimally fluent teachers)."* This results in their inability to leam
French or English well enough to access many if not most of the state machinery jobs or to fully

"° McRae, Kenneth D. (1986), Co/i/7/cr anJ Compro/w« in A/uW/ingKa/ SOCJV/J«: Äe/g/um, Wilfrid Laurier
University Press, Waterloo, Canada, at pp. 3-4.

"' Language a/id Soriefy in A/rica (1992), Robert K. Herbert (ed.), Witwatersrand University Press,
Witwatersrand, South Africa, at p. 127:

There seems to be a problem with the statement that an alien language such as English in Namibia can
contribute to forming a national identity. The obvious problem with such a policy has been experienced
in many African countries: only a small percentage of the population learn the language sufficiently well
to be able to converse in it... English can only serve as a national communication vehicle if it is spread
efficiently. We know the official language has not been spread very widely in many African countries and
there are clear indications that this will be no easier in Namibia than in any other country... English is
spoken as a mother tongue by a very small section — perhaps 5 percent — of the Namibian population.
However, since so few Namibians know it, the selection of English could cause serious problems in
social, political, educational and economic terms. This statement is underlined by the experience in some
Ovamba schools where, for the last five years, English has been used as the language of instruction. Since
the teachers hardly know any English and the pupils do not have any opportunity for using it outside the
classroom, many pupils have not learned very much English.



benefit from state services mainly dispensed through the use of a former colonial language:

Those who support English are those who speak it, thereby, claiming for themselves significant
advantages in competition for education, employment, and political power. Thus, though the
rhetoric may vary, the effort to sustain a privileged position for English has a similar motivation
in the United States, Britain, and the Philippines, namely, the advantages that one gains when
one's language is used for official purposes.'" ^

Others have also pointed out that denying instruction in the mother tongue, at least in the first years
of formal education, unfavourably affects the competitive chances of the speakers of the non-favoured
languages. One of the major end results of state language preferences can thus be associated with
favouring the economic interests of one group of individuals, native-speakers of the dominant or
official language, to the detriment of those who have not succeeded in securing some type of use of
their own language by local or regional public authorities, with its consequent effects on employment
opportunities.'"

4.11 SUMMARY ^ ; ^ .

Despite sometimes confusing or even contradicting views on the actual content and effect of the right
to equality and the prohibition of discrimination, there appears to be in many states and at the
international level a sufficient common understanding of this right to suggest how it may have a
significant impact in language matters.

At its most essential level, non-discrimination constitutes a limit on the conduct of the state and
its agents. Whenever the state acts, offers services, intervenes or imposes conditions or requirements
on individuals in order to exercise rights or receive benefits, it must do so without taking into
consideration the personal characteristics of the individuals involved. Everyone should be subjected
to the same laws in the same way. This is the right to equality. Obviously, there comes a point where
some types of distinction may be appropriate. Although everyone may be required to submit to the
same law, legislation can for example impose certain conditions or requirements. The right to vote is
limited to individuals who have reached at least 18 years of age. There is therefore a distinction as to
age since only those who have reached the appropriate age have the right or privilege to vote, but non-
discrimination does not exclude every type of distinction which involves a fundamental human
characteristic. To argue otherwise would simply make the prohibition of discrimination unworkable.

The most prevalent understanding of the operation of non-discrimination, as contained in the
United Nations Human Rights Committee's Genera/ Co/wn^n/ on Afo/j-Dtscrj/ni/uzrion, takes into
account the need to balance a state's legitimate interests and goals in prescribing certain preferences
or making distinctions that involve fundamental human characteristics with the disadvantage, denial

/*/an/u/zg Language, P/anning //if ̂ Ma/Zfy, supra, note 89, at p. 152.

Deutsch, Karl (1979), 7ifl>j Amö/ig Afarionj, Free Press, New York, at p. 51:
Modem economic competition, with its heavy premium on social contacts and linguistic skills in many
middle-class occupations, automatically imposes heavy barriers on all those who do not share the
language, experience, and culture pattern of the locally dominant group...
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or burden this imposes on individuals, or the advantages, benefits and privileges such conduct entitles
some individuals and not others. Everything comes down to whether or not in the end one can describe
the measure or conduct as being "reasonable" or "fair", or more graphically whether the scale can be
said to tip more on the side of the state — in which case it can be said the state conduct is not
discriminatory — or whether it tips more on the side of the individual(s) affected — in which case
it would constitute a breach of the right.

Beyond theoretical musings, a very real difficulty in a number of states, and sometimes at the
international level, has been not what the right involves in a general sense, but how it translates into
practice in language matters.

On the one hand, it is clear that as with other fundamental human characteristics such as religion
and race, the prohibition of discrimination on the ground of language is not an absolute. A state is
never obligated to conduct all of its activities in every language which is spoken by the inhabitants
in its territory. Non-discrimination does not prohibit every distinction involving a language, only those
that are "unreasonable" when one considers all relevant factors: those that relate to the state's interests
and goals, and those that relate to the individual's interests, rights and how s/he is affected.

On the other hand, a government cannot simply assume that it has ca/t£ 6/a/ic/ie as to the
language it adopts for the conduct of the affairs of the state and the way it interacts with its
population. By the simple act of using one language exclusively in public schools, state services,
administrative activities, or even prescribing the language in which court trials are conducted, a state
is making a distinction based on language. It is showing a preference for this single, official or
national language which will benefit some individuals for whom it is a primary language, to the
detriment or disadvantage of others who either have no or lower proficiency in it or are denied the
benefit or privilege of using their own primary language. - r '

The selection of a language for the conduct of a state's affairs has very real advantages for some
and disadvantages for others. Any individual who is not fluent in the language preferred by the state
will have fewer employment opportunities in many areas, especially the public service which is
increasingly seen as a major employer in modem states. Studies in the field of state education are
almost universal in showing that instruction in the mother tongue is a more effective means of
ensuring a high level of academic success and retention than is education in a "foreign" language. The
ability to benefit from government services or programmes may be hampered by not being able to
understand completely the language used by the state, or it may be more expensive or onerous to have
to comply with the use of a language which is not one's own. Finally, in judicial matters an individual
would be at a disadvantage if he or she is forced to testify in a language in which he or she may be
more uncomfortable, leading to evidence which may not faithfully represent what he or she was trying
to convey.

Even though these disadvantages are real, the proper application of non-discrimination does not
guarantee that every individual's language of preference can or should be used by state authorities.
What is required instead is a balancing act, an attempt to reach a reasonable outcome in light of
legitimate state interests and goals, and the effect the state distinction between languages has on the
individual and the advantage or benefit which others are receiving and he or she is noL

Without submitting an exhaustive list, it is possible to suggest a number of relevant
considerations when attempting to determine whether a particular language distinction by a state's
machinery or agents is discriminatory: the number of individuals who are denied a benefit or
advantage enjoyed by others who may use their primary or preferred language; the territorial
concentration of the individuals that find themselves disadvantaged or denied the same benefit; whether
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they are citizens, permanent residents or aliens; individual preferences; the degree of disadvantage or
the burden a state's preference for a particular language causes to those who have a different primary
language; the desirability of a common national language in a state; available resources and
practicality, the state's goal(s) in favouring one language over others; whether a particular language
has developped a written form; the social, cultural or religious importance of a language; the type of
service or state conduct involved; the desirability of not discarding too quickly legal or traditional
linguistic concessions; and even the desire to correct past oppressive state practices. All these factors
and other relevant considerations must then enter into a balancing formula to determine whether the
state's language distinction is a proportional or reasonable measure. In other words, is the state's
preference in language matters appropriate when considering the aims sought, the means employed and
the effect on individuals who are denied a benefit or suffer a disadvantage?

In practice, this would generally mean that non-discrimination can only be invoked successfully
where there is a sufficiently large or concentrated number of individuals affected in relation to the type
of state service or activity. If a state has decreed Language A as the only language to be used in state
schools as medium of instruction, this would be advantageous to its inhabitants for whom Language
A is their primary speech. If half the population has Language B as their primary language, they are
at a disadvantage and do not enjoy the same benefit as speakers of Language A, namely the use of
their primary language as medium of instruction.

Script differences should also be considered as an integral part of language distinctions, since
individuals can be burdened or disadvantaged by a state's use of a script which affects their verbal or
reading abilities. Employment and economic opportunities, enjoyment or access to state services or
programmes can all be involved because of script differences.

Finally, the situation in a number of African and Asian states can be viewed as rather unique
in some respects. In these states a number of governments have opted for a "neutral" language, in the
sense of a language which is not the primary language of any substantial number of individuals. Since
the vast majority of individuals are in essence affected in the same way by having an European
language used by state authorities, it cannot be claimed anyone has a benefit or advantage that is
denied to others. Therefore, the language preference of these states cannot be described as
discriminatory since it must be shown that a state distinguishes on the basis of language, that it has
adopted a line of conduct that favours some individuals and not others because they have different
languages. It can be claimed that the requirement of establishing some type of unfavourable treatment
of some individuals because of their language cannot be made out if no one is in fact advantaged by
such a language practice.

One danger with this last approach which should not be overlooked is that certain elites may
actually be privileged by such a policy, especially in terms of economic, political and educational
opportunities, since they may have adopted the "neutral" European language as their primary tongue
or have more resources at their disposal to ensure their greater fluency in the language.



5. Linguistic Minorities and the Use of their Language y,,,. _,, ^

Freedom of expression and non-discrimination offer to individuals a form of basic protection against
the sometimes unreasonable or burdensome demands and impositions of the state in language matters,
but they are both strictly speaking individual rights, unconcerned with the fate of linguistic minorities
as a collectivity or community. Whilst it is true that both can have important consequences in ensuring
the continued existence of linguistic communities, they are not a panacea for every woe, and especially
would appear insufficient to guarantee that a minority will not be swamped by the power or influence
of a linguistic majority. The application of the right of non-discrimination, for example, requires
amongst others things an assessment of whether there is a sufficient number of speakers of a language
in order to impose any duties on a state. This would suggest that, for smaller minorities, the limited
number of individuals who share the same language makes non-discrimination of little or no relevance.
Yet, because of the importance of language for many minorities, and the sincere desire amongst
individuals and communities to maintain and use that which is central to their social and cultural
identity, it has long been recognised in international law and in a growing number of states that these
minorities should also have the right to freely use their language with other members of their
community. This chapter considers how and why this right offers another fundamental guarantee with
substantial impact in certain situations. Whilst this right may have a significant role to play in ensuring
the survival of minorities as communities, it is still not a solution to all of their demands as will be
shown.

5.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS

One constant to be found throughout much of modern history, with some notable exceptions,' is the
general recognition that minorities should be permitted to maintain activities and characteristics
peculiar to their group. The first systematic formulation dates back to the minorities treaties of the
interwar period, but the basic principle survived the demise of that system through provisions such as
Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (hereinafter the "Covenant").
Many international instruments, as well as many states in their national legislation, recognise that
members of linguistic and religious minorities are entitled to rights not necessarily explicitly
guaranteed to members of the majority,* namely the right to use their language and practice their
religion with other members of their group. Whilst this formulation appears straightforward enough,

. ] / - • • • • • ' - . - • • . . . • : . ' • • - :

' Whilst countries such as France, Greece and Turkey have tended to adopt policies aimed at creating a
centralised state united through national symbols such as the French, Greek and Turkish languages, in principle
these countries have not denied the existence of basic freedoms or rights for linguistic and religious minorities.
Their approach has been rather to adopt the position that some of these minorities do not exist on their territory.
For example, France has chosen to interpret "minority" in its political sense: since the Constitution recognises
everyone as equal, there can be no minority. Unfortunately, France's position is undefendable, as will be shown
later, since "minority" under Article 27 does not imply any political or legal categorisation, but is rather a
numerical description. This has also been confirmed by the United Nations Human Rights Committee's Gentra/
Corow/i/Afo. 25(50,), 6 April 1994, UN Document CCPR/C/2 I/Rev. l/Add.5, at paragraph 4.

Possibly for a perceived lack of necessity, since the potential today for breach of linguistic and religious rights
and freedoms of individuals belonging to the majority is, as a matter of fact, less evident ^. ... j _. .̂,
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there remains in practice many problems related to the identity of the individuals who may claim these
benefits, as well as uncertainty as to its exact content

5.2 PRECURSORS OF THE CONTEMPORARY RIGHTS OF MINORITIES

Whether it is within the DM 5/ system in China, the dA/m/na in Muslim countries, or the League of
Nations supervised minorities treaties system in the first half of this century, states which have not
been determined to exterminate or forcibly remove entire populations from their territory —
populations with members different from the majority or controlling population, generally in terms of
race, religion or language — have tended for practical reasons to allow such populations a measure
of autonomy in their internal relations.' At least until fairly recently, this was not due to any modem
type of commitment to human rights, but rather to a sense of what was practical or desirable: it is
usually simpler and easier to maintain control over such populations when a degree of freedom or
autonomy in those aspects of their lives deemed most vital is allowed.

This sense of what is practical has also permeated Western human rights philosophy from the very
beginning of this century.

5.2.1 7/ie Afj/ionri« 7razrfe.r

The minorities treaties under the League of Nations contained various provisions aimed at ensuring
the protection of a number of minorities/ but also contained specific provisions prohibiting
discrimination. In fact, to call them "minorities treaties" is something of a misnomer, human rights
treaties would be more appropriate since many provisions were not minority-specific but were for the
benefit of all individuals. For example, the Polish Minorities Treaty which served as a model for

3 Notable recent exceptions consist of Nazi Germany's attempts to exterminate Jews and the ethnic cleansing
tragedy in Bosnia.

* The system was put into place in order to address dramatic territorial changes following the First World War
and the resulting creation of large minorities in some countries.

' This is even acknowledged by the Permanent Court of International Justice in the Advisory Opinion on
Certain Questions, Arising Out of the Application of Article 4 of the Polish Minorities Treaty, also known
as the Polish Nationality Case, (1923) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series B, No. 7, at pp. 14-15:

It is to be observed that these two clauses which serve as a basis for the provisions embodied in the
Minorities Treaty do not speak restrictively of Polish nationals, that is to say of persons who in their capacity
as Polish nationals constitute minorities within the whole body of nationals of the country; these clauses
considerably extend the conceptions of minority and population, since they allude on the one hand to the
inhabitants of the territory over which Poland has assumed sovereignty and on the other hand to inhabitants
who differ from the majority of the population in race, language or religion. The expression "population"
seems thus to include all inhabitants of Polish origin in the territory incorporated in Poland. Again, the term
"minority" seems to include inhabitants who differ from the population in race, language or religion, that
is to say, amongst others, inhabitants of this territory of non-Polish origin, whether they are Polish nationals
or not This conclusion is confirmed by the terms of Article 2 of the Minorities Treaty, according to which
the Polish Government undertakes to assure full and complete protection of life and liberty to all inhabitants
without distinction of birth, nationality, language, race or religion, and declares that all inhabitants of Poland
shall enjoy certain rights which are therein enumerated.
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the other treaties of the period contains ten articles recognising some type of right or legal protection.
Three articles acknowledge Poland's obligation to grant automatic citizenship to members of certain
minorities; two guarantee rights and freedoms to all inhabitants, regardless of their citizenship; three
limit the benefit of rights to Polish nationals (citizens) and two give Jewish communities control of
and financial assistance for their own schools, but none of the above require proof of citizenship for
all members of the communities to exercise their rights.'

The requirement of citizenship should be understood in the context that most individuals bom or
residing in Poland at the time had an almost automatic right to Polish nationality. This meant that the
distinction between citizens and non-citizens became largely superfluous. Unfortunately, this point has
been ignored by commentators interpreting Article 27 of the Covenant and other minority provisions
by reference to the decisions and treaties of the League of Nations era, with particularly negative
results in countries grappling with the difficult legacy of Soviet population strategies.'

The objectives of the minorities treaties were enumerated by the Permanent Court of International
Justice in one decision as follows:

The idea underlying the treaties for the protection of minorities, is to secure for certain elements
incorporated in a state, the population of which differs form them in race, language or religion,
the possibility of living peacefully alongside that population and co-operating amicably with it,
while at the same time preserving the characteristics which distinguish them from the majority, and
satisfying the ensuing special needs.
In order to attain this object, two things were regarded as particularly necessary, and have formed
the subject of provisions in these treaties.
The first is to ensure that nationals belonging to racial, religious or linguistic minorities shall be
placed in every respect on a footing of perfect equality with the other nationals of the state.
The second is to ensure for the minority element suitable means for the preservation of their racial
peculiarities, their traditions and their national characteristics.
These two requirements are indeed closely interlocked, for there would be no true equality between
a majority and a minority if the latter were deprived of its own institutions, and were consequently
compelled to renounce that which constitutes the very essence of its being as a minority.*

One of the key issues under the treaties was who could claim membership in a minority, an issue
vigorously debated still today as it relates to Article 27 of the Covenant and other similar provisions.
The Permanent Court of International Justice's opted for a liberal approach in the Polish Nationality
Case. By taking into account the background to the creation of the treaty and the interest in avoiding
possible conflict and tension because of resentment by large groups of individuals finding themselves
in states where the majority spoke a different language or practised a different religion, the court
concluded that any inhabitant who differed from the majority of the population in race, language or
religion should be entitled to claim membership in the religious, racial or linguistic minority group

The treaty is reprinted in its entirety in Thornberry, Patrick (1991), /n/ernario/ui/ Law (vu/ /A«
tfüiorifi«. Clarendon Press, Oxford, United Kingdom, at pp. 399-403. ' *'•* ̂ ''•"••'"'• ' - "

Discrimination on the ground of language and naturalisation policies will be considered in detail in Section 6.4.

Advisory Opinion on Minority Schools in Albania, (1935) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series
AVB, No. 64, 3, at p. 17.
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sharing the same.' As a result any individual in Poland who spoke German as a primary language,
for example, regardless of his ethnic or national origin, could rightly demand recognition as a member
of the German linguistic community.

Furthermore, the status of minority was recognised as purely demographic in nature and not related
to political or economic considerations. A minority is constituted if it is not a majority in a given state,
that is if it constitutes less than 50 percent of the population of the country. There is therefore no need
for official state recognition of a minority situation, since it is a matter of fact and not a matter of
political or legal recognition."' ^

Individual freedom of choice as to membership in a minority seemed to permeate the treaties. In
the Rights of Minorities in Upper Silesia (Minority Schools) case, the court ruled that an individual
could freely declare whether or not his child belonged to a racial, linguistic or religious minority,
therefore entitling the latter to go to a minority school, although such declarations did not eliminate
the need for some requirement of factual backup:

[The] declarations must set out what their author regards as the true position in regard to the point
in question and that the right freely to declare what is the language of a pupil or child, though
comprising, when necessary, the exercise of some discretion in the appreciation of circumstances,
does not constitute an unrestricted right to choose the language in which instruction is to be
imparted or the corresponding school." .<

In addition to imposing on states certain positive obligations, such as providing public schools having
a minority language as the medium of instruction in cases where a considerable proportion of the
population in towns and districts spoke a non-official or majority language, the treaties usually
included the right for linguistic minorities to freely use their language in private institutions and
schools. The drafters of Article 27 of the Covenant and subsequent international instruments were in
all likelihood inspired by this latter provision in their efforts to provide specific guarantees for
minorities.

The need for such a provision in the minorities treaties was explained in the Minority Schools in
Albania case." The Permanent Court of International Justice examined the validity of an Albanian
law aimed at abolishing all private schools in the country. This, according to the Greek government,
was contrary to the Albanian Minorities Treaty which safeguarded in Article 5 the right of minorities
to establish and maintain their own schools. The Albanian government argued that the law treated both
the Albanian majority and the Greek-speaking minority in exactly the same way, since no private
Albanian-language schools would be allowed to operate, and that Article S only guaranteed that both
should "enjoy the same treatment and the same security, both in law and in fact".

Essentially, the Permanent Court of International Justice concluded that pursuant to Article 5,
Greek-speaking Albanians enjoyed special rights not available to other Albanians, and in particular the

' Polish Nationality Case, jupra, note S, at pp. 13-16.

'° See Interpretation of the Convention Between Greece and Bulgaria Respecting Reciprocal Emigration,
(1930) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series B, No. 17, at pp. 14-16, also known as the Greco-
Bulgarian Communities Case.

" Rights of Minorities in Upper Silesia (Minority Schools), (1928) Permanent Court of International Justice,
Series A, No. 12, at p. 46.

" 5upra, note 8, at p. 4.
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right to their own private schools where the language of instruction would be Greek. This was required
in order to ensure "suitable means for the preservation of their racial peculiarities, their traditions and
their national characteristics." In other words, members of minority groups should be permitted some
rights or freedoms not necessarily enjoyed by the majority, because their position as a minority renders
them particularly vulnerable to the whims and domination of the majority.

For example, although public schools using Greek as the medium of instruction could exist and
did in fact exist in Albania, because they were public schools they were subject to direct and extensive
control by the Albanian government and, for the most part, non-Greek-speaking officials, leaving
Greek-speakers with little influence on the quality and content of Greek-language instruction. In
acknowledgement of these and other difficulties facing linguistic minorities in the context of public
schooling, the court appears to have adopted the position that members of a minority should always
be entitled to their "own" institutions, signifying institutions set up and controlled by the members of
the minority community themselves, despite the fact that such a right may be denied to members of
the majority.

5.2.2 £a/7y i//i/red Afario/is £j9*brtt

A similar approach was taken by the United Nations immediately following World War II and prior
to the development of the two human rights covenants. In its 1947 partition plan for Palestine," one
of the main elements envisioned was to guarantee to members of the Jewish and Arab minorities of
each of the new states the right to open and operate their own private educational institutions.

Nevertheless, during the drafting of the United Nations Charter there was deep-rooted
ambivalence and conflicts between states as to whether or not a minorities provision should be
included. Whilst the experience of racist policies aimed at genocide of a religious minority in Nazi
Germany called for the recognition that states could not simply have carte fr/a/ic/ii on how it treated
minority citizens and aliens, countries such as the United States and Latin American states were
reluctant to adopt any measures that would inhibit the assimilation of newcomers. This is why the
Charter is restricted to the principle of non-discrimination, and lacks consideration of whether or not
individuals belonging to minorities should also be free to operate private educational institutions or
to otherwise be free to use their language (or practice their religion) in a private context

Efforts to include some special consideration for the protection of minorities were also unsuccessful
when time came for the adoption of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, but this was a brief

remise as a more extensive treatment of the issue was already being initiated:

The [United Nations Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of
Minorities'] efforts to include an article on minorities in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights were unavailing in the face of rejection by the Commission on Human Rights. Following
this, the General Assembly requested the Commission and Sub-Commission to make a thorough
study of the problem of minorities. The Sub-Commission prepared a draft resolution for the
Commission recommending that Member Governments provide minority groups with educational
and judicial institutions using the groups' languages. It also proposed that a provision on minority
rights be inserted into the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights — a successful proposal."

" General Assembly Resolution 181(2), UN GAOR Second Session, 131. UN Document A/519 (1947). *'

See Thornberry, jupra, note 6, at p. 129. Professor Thomberry's work also has a good description of the
debates and internal workings of the United Nations regarding minority rights.
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As regards the Universal Declaration, a number of draft provisions guaranteeing public funds for
schools and cultural institutions of linguistic minorities and the use of their language before public
authorities (in the case of a minority constituting a substantial portion of a state's population) were
prepared; however, they were unable to gamer sufficient backing in the General Assembly, the
contention mainly being (1) that minorities should not be protected but rather obliged to assimilate
with the majority; (2) and that states were reluctant to being obliged to provide special concessions
to groups which might imply financial and institutional obligations. The failure to include a
minorities provision in the Universal Declaration should not be considered a complete rejection of
the need to respond generously to the presence of linguistic, racial and religious minorities in a state,
as the General Assembly did in fact adopt a distinct resolution on minorities" and referred the whole
matter for study. In other words, it sought to defuse the debate and arrive at a proposal which might
be more acceptable to a majority of states. If anything, the debate proved that minority issues could
not simply be ignored in dealing with human rights principles.

5.2.3 Arrfc/e 27 o/ r/ie Cove/za/tf ana" Conse/tfuj on

As mentioned, drafts of a minority provision submitted by members of the UN Sub-Commission on
the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities were set aside, probably because they
obliged states to provide for and support financially the use of minority languages in courts and in
public educational institutions. The beginning of a consensus was to emerge once the wording of the
minorities provision in the draft International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights began to
reflect the recognition that states should refrain from intervening with minorities in the practice of their
religion and the use of their language, and that this did not entail a minority right to assistance from
the state. From an initial proposal that "...linguistic minorities shall not be denied the right to...use their
own language"," the provision began to take the form in force today. As explained by Professor
Thornberry:

The Sub-Commission preferred that "persons belonging to minorities" should replace "minorities"
because minorities were not subjects of law and "persons belonging to minorities" could easily be
defined in legal terms. On the other hand, it was decided to include "in community with the other
members of their group" after "shall not be denied" in order to recognise group identity in some
form." ...,,,.. ,

The text of what was to become Article 27 remained the object of various amendment proposals. Chile
proposed the addition of the following text "In those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities exist", which may seem rather superfluous: if there were no such minorities in a state,
Article 27 would be irrelevant However, the Chilean proposal must be read in light of the fact that

" Ibid., at pp. 136-137.

'* General Assembly Resolution 217c(III), 10 December 1948.

" U N Document E/CN.4/Sub.2/112. . . . - , .

" Supra, note 6, at p. 149.



some states feared that the provision might encourage segments of their inhabitants to isolate
themselves from the rest of the population."

Finally, something which was not included in the final version of Article 27 should be mentioned.
A number of states wished to limit as much as possible the categories of individuals who could claim
protection under Article 27. Those favouring rapid assimilation of minorities considered that only long-
established and clearly defined "national minorities" should be protected, whilst others advocated the
protection of anyone associated with an ethnic, religious or linguistic community. Article 27 as finally
adopted has no restriction as to a specific group of linguistic, religious or ethnic minorities. On the
contrary, the wording of the provision and its history support the conclusion that any individual who
is truly a member of such a community may seek the protection of Article 27.

In essence, the consensus reached reflected the refusal by most states to accept proposals which
would have obliged them to concede to every minority on its territory, regardless of its numbers,*"
the right to obtain public financial assistance to establish institutions, amongst other things. Since this
was clearly unacceptable to most governments, the final provision merely reflects a commitment to
refrain from interfering with individuals involved in language use, religious practices and cultural
expression of a minority community. Both the background leading up to the adoption of the provision
and its wording confirm that Article 27 is a non-interference clause for ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities:

In those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such
minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to
enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language.

Despite what should have been the obvious rawo/i <f 2fr* and its scope of application, subsequent
doctrine has to a large extent muddied the waters. The interpretation of Article 27 by many have
created a great deal of confusion, although to its credit the UN Human Rights Committee has for the
most part steered away from some of the mistaken views expressed by some scholars on this provision.

Unfortunately, this last modification has provided a convenient escape route for states which, for whatever
reason, prefer to disregard their guarantees. A state is free to deny the existence of a minority on its territory
in an attempt to escape obligations associated to the protection of minorities guaranteed in Article 27. For
example, a fascist regime such as that in Nazi Germany could deny the existence of a Jewish minority, or a state
could deny the presence of indigenous peoples on its territory, etc. In order not to be restrained by a state's
contention that it has no minorities, the Human Rights Committee has indicated that the existence of a minority
is a factual determination and not one based upon a political declaration or legal determination.

None of the initial proposals appeared to provide that the rights involved could be associated to any restriction.
In theory therefore, the right to receive a response from public authorities in one's language of choice would
nave had to be respected even if a linguistic minority only represented a few hundred, or dozen, individuals in
a state.
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5.3 THE SCOPE AND MEANING OF MINORITIES UNDER ARTICLE 27

5.3.1 De&afc over De/jn/rion$ V i ,' 'i^; : • >

The addition of the words "(i]n those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist"
in Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has led to some debate
as to what constitutes a minority. Some countries have persistently stated that the guarantee of equal
rights for all in their state renders the notion of minority, in its politico-legal sense, inapplicable to
them. For example, during the drafting of Article 27, the representative of Brazil expressed the view,
apparently shared by many Latin American states, that any minority classification was unapplicable
in their context for the following reasons:

[The] mere coexistence of different groups in a territory under the jurisdiction of a single state did
not make them minorities in the legal sense. A minority resulted from conflicts of some length
between nations, or from the transfer of a territory from the jurisdiction of one state to that of
another."

Latin American states in general thus considered that immigrants and indigenous peoples could not
be considered minorities.

In order to clarify the scope of Article 27, the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of
Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities appointed Professor Francesco Capotorti to carry out
a study which remains today an impressive document — going far beyond the narrow wording of
Article 27 — examining the status and treatment of minorities throughout the world and exploring
topics such as discrimination on the grounds of language and freedom of expression for minorities.
The report also contains a widely circulated definition of minority:

A group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a state, in a non-dominant position,
whose members — being nationals of the state — possess ethnic, religious or linguistic
characteristics differing from those of the rest of the population and show, if only implicitly, a
sense of solidarity, directed towards preserving their culture, traditions, religion or language.**

Unfortunately, many commentators have simply adopted this definition without considering whether
or not it conforms with the intent and wording of Article 27. In fact, the definition adopts certain

" GAOR, sixteenth session, third committee, paragraphs 8-12, quoted in Thomberry, jupra, note 6, at p. 154.

* Sfudy on
.Spicia/ /fapporfejir (1979), United Nations Publications, New York, at paragraph 568. A subsequent definition
was presented to the Sub-Commission by Judge Jules Deschenes, but adds little to the one advanced by
Capotorti. If anything, it is even more restrictive as it implies that a minority group can only claim the protection
of Article 27 if it collectively has the aim of achieving "equality with the majority in fact and in law", see
feop/« and A/inönfl« in /n/erna/jo/ia/ Law (1993), Catherine Brölmann, Rene" Lefeber, and Marjoleine Zieck
(eds.), Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands, at pp. 160-161. Capotorti's definition turned out to be
controversial in the Sub-Commission, some challenging the limitation to citizens, others pointing out that the
concept of "non-dominant" combined with "numerical minority" created problems in the case of a group being
a numerical majority in the state but non-dominant, or in the case of a group being regionally dominant while
numerically a minority in the state as a whole.
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concepts which were categorically rejected when the provision was adopted, and has accentuated
confusion amongst commentators. On the one hand, doctrine has chosen to consider "minority" as a
politico-legal status, resulting in the exclusion of certain categories of individuals from the scope of
Article 27 (non-citizens, dominant minorities, new or emerging minorities)." On the other hand, a
number of scholars have pointed out that neither the /ravaja pr^pararo/rej, nor the actual wording of
the provision supports such a conclusion."

5.3.2 Ofyec/ive or Sutyecrfve Afi/wrify?

The debate may be explained in part by the failure to distinguish between minority as a purely
numerical criterion, and minority as the expression of political power and attitude. The definitions
proposed by Capotorti and DeschSnes" attempted to combine elements of both, but in so doing may
have inadvertently led to a definition which is too restrictive, too difficult to apply, and essentially
inconsistent with the plain wording of Article 27.

Professor Thomberry, who also chose to consider "minority" as a politico-legal status, attempted
to support his albeit less than enthusiastic conclusion that non-citizens were excluded from the
protection of Article 27 by reference to a few inconclusive comments from the /ravauxpr^para/o/r«,
where some state representatives seemed to take it for granted that only citizens could be the object
of protection under Article 27:

The view of Iraq...was that the obligations of a state within its own territory could only be towards
its own citizens. It was in that sense that she understood the word persons in the Article... The
Representative of Pakistan...considered that members of minorities were as much loyal citizens as
members of the majority of the community. The need for minority members to be loyal citizens
was stressed by other delegations. Thus, the rarely explicit view emerging from the trovaux is that
foreigners are not minorities, or not minorities for the purposes of Article 27.*

With due respect to Professor Thomberry's impressive research, his conclusion is based, for the most
part, on the premise that Special Rapporteur Capotorti was correct in proposing that non-citizens be
excluded. However, Professor Thomberry and others who have adopted the same reasoning were led
into error because they never questioned how and why the Special Rapporteur proposed such a
definition, in apparent contradiction to the provision's wording, which does not explicitly exclude non-
citizens.

Amongst the scholars that appear to lean in this direction are Thornberry, jupra, note 6, at pp. 171-172;
Capotorti and Deschenes, ibid., in their definition of minorities under Article 27; and Modeen, T. (1969), Tn«
fafernariona/ /"rormion o/Afar/ona/ Af/nor/7/ej in Europe, Abo Akademi, Abo, Finland, at p. 108.

See in particular Wolfrum, Rüdiger (1993), "The Emergence of New Minorities as a Result of Migration", in
Catherine Brölmann, Ren6 Lefeber. and Manoleine Zieck (eds.), Peop/e* and A/inori/iej in //j/er/iafiona/ Law,
Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands, 153-166, at pp. 163-166; and Tomuschat, Christian (1983). "Protection
of Minorities under Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights", in VJMrerrecn/ afr
Äec/ittordnung /nfernariona/e Gencnwarfce/Y A/enscnenreen/e, Springer, Berlin, pp. 949-979, at p. 954.

As to the definition proposed by Deschenes see, supra, note 22. '.=•-•*

* -Supra, note 6, at p. 172. v
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Moreover, a number of scholars appear to ignore that during the drafting of Article 27, the majority
of state representatives generally did not demonstrate any support for the vague comments of a few
countries such as Iraq and Pakistan. Furthermore, a majority of representatives subsequently rejected
a limited application of Article 27 rather convincingly. One proposal by Uruguay would have
altogether excluded minority groups formed by immigrants." A small number of states would have
preferred inserting the words "national minorities" in order to emphasise the need for a group to be
long-established in a state. Neither prevailed in the end, which lends stronger credence to the
conclusion that minorities under Article 27 cannot be read as being limited to nationals."

In addition to limiting minorities to nationals of a state, Capotorti's definition would appear to limit
the guarantees of Article 27 only to ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities which are in a non-
dominant position. Once again, justification for such a restricted interpretation cannot clearly be found
in the wording of Article 27. Although it is a truism that a minority in a dominating position may well
not need the protection provided by this provision, since after all they have the benefit of controlling
public authorities, it does not thereby follow that such minorities are excluded from its scope."

As for the explanation for Capotorti's perhaps surprising restriction of minority protection under
Article 27 to citizens belonging to non-dominant minorities, such a restriction can be found in the
minorities treaties of the League of Nations era and in a few other documents, including a definition
proposed at one point by the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection
of Minorities. However, this is unconvincing because many of the various documents referred to by
Capotorti do not attempt to limit the definition of minorities as suggested.*" In the end, Capotorti
appears to have attempted to create a por-pourn containing many of the various suggestions of
objective and subjective elements advanced by state representatives, including for example the
requirement that a group, in order to be considered a minority under Article 27, must "show, if only
implicitly, a sense of solidarity, directed towards preserving their culture, traditions, religion or
language."

In essence, Capotorti defined the notion of minority as a sociological and political condition in
addition to a numerical one. Whilst there were certainly comments during the drafting of Article 27
consistent with the adoption of these criteria, the rravauxp/^parafojV« unambiguously show that there
was no prevailing consensus with respect to adding any sociological or political aspects to the concept

.".3

" See Wolfrum, supra, note 24, at p. 162.

* Unequivocally, Article 27 is aimed at ensuring the protection of all ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities,
and is not limited to ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities which are also national minorities, in the sense of
long-established groups of citizens. Capotorti failed to distinguish between the two, and his error would appear
to have been repeated by others subsequently. For a more detailed consideration of this point, see Sections 5.8.1
and 5.8.2, m/ra. .,- , - .. . v r ;

" In fact, it can be argued that a minority in a position of domination in all likelihood owes its control to
violation of other rights and freedoms, as was the case with the former racist regime in South Africa. In such
cases, the solution is not to restrict the scope of Article 27 but to correct the unacceptable infringement of other
rights. Moreover, in the case of apartheid, Article 27 would have been useless to the controlling White minority
since their control of the state machinery in South Africa would have guaranteed rights and privileges far
exceeding anything Article 27 entitles members of a minority. The debate on the fight against intolerable
violations of human rights through discriminatory practices belongs in another, proper forum.

" See Capotorti, supra, note 22, at paragraphs 2, 54, and footnote 15.
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of minority as Capotorti chose to do." Capotorti's final comments on why the application of the
provision should be limited to nationals, for example, is particularly weak:

The case of foreigners is different, however, from that of persons who possess the nationality of
the country in which they live. As long as a person retains his status as a foreigner, he has the
right to benefit from the protection granted by customary international law to persons who are in
countries other than their own, as well as from any other special rights which may be conferred
upon him by treaties or other special agreements. Article 27 of the Covenant should thus be
interpreted as relating solely to nationals of the state.**

Customary international law is of little or no assistance if an immigrant is prohibited from using his
language with other members of his community. Moreover, whilst non-citizens have a different status
than nationals of a state, Capotorti fails to explain why this has any relevance to language use or
religious practices."

The truth of the matter is that the Special Rapporteur may well have left himself little choice but
to restrict the definition of a minority, because the interpretation of Article 27 he advanced created
obligations on states to provide a number of services and financial assistance to minorities.* The

" Thomberry, although siding in the end with Capotorti, admits as much when he analyses the
/w^pararojr«, rapra, note 6, at pp. 169-171.

" Capotorti, supra, note 22, at paragraph 57. See also Alfredsson, Gudmundur (1990), /teporr on £<7«a/ify a/u/
No/i-Dttcrimtnario/i: M/noriO' /HjAtt, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, at p. 14:

Immigrants from many different ethnic, cultural and linguistic origins voluntarily moving to and settling in
one country, including migrant workers who chose not to return, are another category of people who may
not require minority protection. They may be compelled by economic and other conditions, but they are
nevertheless exercising a "free" choice and should accept the drawbacks and not only the benefits of that
selection. This view coincides with a requirement often suggested, namely that a minority be well-established
over a period of time before they are accorded special minority rights.

Alfredsson's explanation lacks strength in that an immigrant should not be required to forsake his language or
religion by being in another state, nor does international law support such a draconian view. A Muslim
Gar/arft«7cr in Germany is absolutely not required, nor has he "freely" accepted, to become a Christian, any
more than he is obliged to accept exclusive use of the German language in private and community activities with
others sharing his native language.

Modern Law o/ Se//-De/enn//iar/ort (1993), Christian Tomuschat (ed.), Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht,
Netherlands, at p. 159:

As to the limitation of citizens, the different kinds of non-citizens described above indicate that a much more
precise analysis has to be carried out. A general exclusion of non-citizens from minority protection is not
acceptable. There is, for instance, no inherent reason why settled groups of non-nationals should not have
the right of to practice their religion (e.g. Orthodox Russian-speaking groups in Protestant Estonia) or use
their own language between themselves. The limitation, by Capotorti, to nationals appears to be based on
the assumption that customary law regarding aliens, or special treaties, will provide the necessary protection;
it may, however, require further evidence to prove that this is always true.

Having essentially accepted Capotorti's point of view that Article 27 requires positive steps on the part of
states to provide the necessary resources in order for minorities to protect their essential characteristics,
Thomberry found himself in the same trap as he himself acknowledges, jupra, note 6, at p. 171:
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ensuing reluctance of some states to accept the application of Article 27 on their territory rests on the
erroneous view of the possible demands it makes on states. This point will be discussed shortly.

The final nail to the coffin in respect to a restrictive view of what constitutes a minority is to be
found in a series of decisions of the United Nations Human Rights Committee and its interpretation
of Article 27, followed by two General Comments that dispel any lingering doubt as to the definition
of a minority.

5.3.3 Con/irma/io/i o/A/Z/ior/fy ay a S/r/cf/y A^umenca/ Stafttf

The above stack of cards advanced by some commentators as to the inteipretation of Article 27 has
fallen under a series of decisions and of the United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRQ and
in two general comments. Almost every aspect of Capotorti's widely circulated definition has been set
aside, although this has been largely unnoticed. Despite some grumbling and strong dissent by some
Committee members, the UNHRC has clearly opted for a strictly numerical categorisation, consistently
disregarding the social and political aspects of the definition of a minority. In other words, it has now
become clear that the existence of a minority lies in the strictly objective criterion of whether or not
an ethnic, religious or linguistic group represents less than 50 percent of the state's population.

It must be remembered that during the drafting of Article 27, a small number of state
representatives would have excluded indigenous peoples, dominant minorities, non-citizens, and "new"
nationals from the definition of "minority", although they failed to garner a majority in order to do
so. All of these states relied upon a number of explanations which all point to two main concerns: (1)
the potential demands upon states by minorities, or (2) minorities as a social or political category.

As regards indigenous peoples as minorities, Deschgnes preferred to steer away from the debate
by stating that it is a "non-problem"," although Thomberry himself recognised that most indigenous
peoples can be considered minorities, in strictly numerical terms.'* It should be noted that indigenous
peoples themselves generally react negatively to any attempt to categorise them as minorities; however,
this is due to their perception of a minority as a political category, which is anathema to them since
they claim to have retained their political sovereignty, a fact increasingly acknowledged in international
law as will be discussed below.

In Lovelace v. Canada," the UNHRC began to set the record straight by adopting a logical no-
nonsense approach: Mrs. Lovelace was an indigenous person, a member of an ethnic and linguistic
community called Maliseets which are numerically a minority in Canada, ergo, Mrs. Lovelace was a
member of a minority.

The details of this matter are straightforward. Although Mrs. Lovelace was bom a Maliseet and
so registered by Canadian authorities, she lost her rights and status as an Indian in accordance with

Many states are unwilling to accept voluntary immigrants taking the state's nationality as being "minorities";
a /orn'ori they are even less well disposed to accept the notion that foreigners are recipients of "minority
rights". When coupled with the possible demands upon the state which may be made in consequence of an
invocation of Article 27, the etymological approach reduces to absurdity. States can hardly be expected to
promote foreign culture at their own expense; this obligation, if one exists in any legal sphere, would
naturally devolve upon the home state of the group.

" Capotorti avoided stating clearly in his report whether indigenous peoples can be minorities under Article 27,
although he does refer to indigenous groups on a few occasions.

* S u p r a , n o t e 6 , a t p . 3 3 1 . " . j . ' . . . . ' ..> y'fev..? --„^ •>.;.. '•.•:••••.;*',- i

" C o m m u n i c a t i o n 2 4 / 1 9 7 7 , U N D o c u m e n t A / 3 6 / 4 0 . ' • « » • ^ • ^ ^ ^ - ' - - ••: • ̂ • - ' **



Article 12(l)(b) of the Indian Act after having married a non-Indian. In pointing out that an Indian
man who marries a non-Indian woman does not lose his Indian status, Mrs. Lovelace claimed that the
Act was discriminatory on the grounds of sex and contrary to Articles 2(1), 3, 23(1) and (4), 26 and
27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

In its decision, the Human Rights Committee decided to concentrate on the loss of the cultural
benefits of living in an Indian community, the inability to use her language with other members of her
community, and the loss of identity.

The Human Rights Committee then proceeded on the basis of the natural meaning of the words
used in Article 27. It did not attempt to distinguish different social or political categories in order to
determine whether Maliseets are a minority. It addressed the issue of whether or not Maliseets can be
considered an ethnic or linguistic minority, and concluded that they are, being ethnically and
linguistically different from the majority, and being numerically less than SO percent of the population
in Canada. Following this determination, the Human Rights Committee addressed the issue of whether
or not Mrs. Lovelace was in fact a member of the Maliseet minority, and concluded in the affirmative.

Following these preliminary considerations, the Human Rights Committee concluded:

[I]n the opinion of the Committee the right of Sandra Lovelace to access to her native culture and
language "in community with the other members" of her group, has in fact been, and continues
to be interfered with, because there is no place outside the Tobique Reserve where such a
community exists.'* On the other hand, not every interference can be regarded as a denial of
rights within the meaning of Article 27. Restrictions on the right to residence, by way of national
legislation, cannot be ruled out under Article 27 of the Covenant.**

In Kitok v. Sweden*" and Ominayak v. Canada/ ' the UNHRC similarly decided that indigenous
peoples can be minorities pursuant to Article 27, and did not even consider the contrary option as a
serious issue.

In Ballantyne, Davidson and Mclntyre v. Canada,** a majority of members of the Human
Rights Committee also discounted the requirement that a minority be in a non-dominant position as
advanced by Capotorti and other scholars subsequently, in determining whether a group constitutes a
minority under Article 27. The Human Rights Committee rejected claims based on Article 27 for the
reason that "English-speaking citizens of Canada cannot be considered a linguistic minority", although
in a separate opinion, four members of the Committee expressed concern over the majority opinion.
In essence, the majority held that a language minority should be judged purely in terms of overall
n u m b e r s i n a s t a t e : j ; , . , . . .;. . - _ . . . ; ,. ^ , . ; ; » _ ••,- . - • . - » / , - v, r - - \ - - u - . . s / y . . ; : , i ; . .̂ •/,•-. -,

As to Article 27, the Committee observes that this provision refers to minorities in states; this
refers, as do all references to the "state" or to "states" in the provisions of the Covenant, to
ratifying states. Further, Article 50 of the Covenant provides that its provisions extend to all parts

This aspect of the Committee's decision is factually incorrect. There are other Maliseet communities near the
Tobique Reserve. ^ „ . ^ , ^ , , , , . .

'" Lovelace v. Canada, ju/va, note 37, at paragraph 15. , , ' , /

*" Communication 197/1985, UN Dococument A/43/40.

*' Communication 167/1984, UN Document A/42/40.

Communications Nos. 359/1989 and 385/1989, 31 March 1993. ^ • * . , - ,
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of federal states without any limitations or exceptions. Accordingly, the minorities referred to in
Article 27 are minorities within such a state, and not minorities within any province. A group may
constitute a majority in a province but still be a minority in a state and thus be entitled to the
benefits of Article 27. English-speaking citizens of Canada cannot be considered a linguistic
minority.** • ; ; ^ : - - , r - . < • ••> • - • . . , . • • . •

As for the authors of the separate opinion, they stressed that greater consideration should be given to
potential difficulties, especially in a federal state where individuals may be subjected to legislation that
is outside the reach of the federal (national) government:

My difficulty with the decision is that it interprets the term "minorities" in Article 27 solely on the
basis of the number of members of the group in question in the state party. The reasoning is that
because English-speaking Canadians are not a numerical minority in Canada they cannot be a
minority for the purposes of Article 27.
I do not agree, however, that persons are necessarily excluded from the protection of Article 27
where their group is an ethnic, linguistic or cultural minority in an autonomous province of a state,
but it is not clearly a numerical minority in the state itself, taken as a whole entity... The history
of the protection of minorities in international law shows that the question of definition has been
difficult and controversial and that many different criteria have been proposed. For example, it has
been argued that factors other than strictly numerical ones need to be taken into account
Alternatively, Article 50, which envisages the application of the Covenant to "parts of federal
states" could affect the interpretation of Article 27.
To take a narrow view of the meaning of minorities in Article 27 could have the result that a state
party would have no obligation under the Covenant to ensure that a minority in an autonomous
province had the protection of Article 27 where it was not clear that the group in question was a
minority in the state considered as a whole entity. These questions do not need to be finally
resolved in the present matter and are better deferred until the proper context arises.**

In this decision, there was no debate as to whether English-speaking individuals should also be
excluded because they are in a dominant position in Canada, which would have been a natural point
to consider if dominance had any relevance. The majority of members of the Committee stuck to
objective, numerical criteria.

The UNHRC cast aside any lingering doubt on whether non-citizens as a group are excluded from
the definition of a minority under Article 27, as proposed by Capotorti and others, by unequivocally

** Ibid, at paragraph 11.2. "'•'••

** Individual opinion by Mrs. Elizabeth Evatt, co-signed by Nisuke Ando, Marco Tulio Bruni Celli and Vojin
Dimitrijevic. While they have raised valid concerns, one has to remember on the one hand that the majority's
conclusion is consistent with the plain meaning and ra/jon J'e/re of Article 27: the only concession most states
were willing to make at the time of drafting was to recognise that in a country, minorities can be subjected to
serious mistreatment or disadvantages by being subjected to the whims of a majority, and that they should at
least be free to conduct without interference those activities that are most intimately tied with their distinctive
community. On the other hand, it could be validly maintained that the drafters of Article 27 simply overlooked
that in a federal state, even a national majority may find itself subjected to serious mistreatment if it is a
numerical minority in one of the federal units and outside the reach of federal (national) protection. The

are silent on this issue.
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stating in its Ge/iera/ Common/ on r/ic poarion 0/ a//e/w u/ufer rn« /nterna/iona/ Cov^na/i/ on Civ//
a/u/ />o//flca/ /?/gntt** that aliens who can demonstrate membership in a numerically inferior ethnic,
religious or linguistic community shall not de denied the rights provided in Article 27. This is
consistent with the general background to, and the wording of Article 27, as explains one leading
scholar: ...-. , . , , . = > . . . - • . , .

The United Nations General Assembly, when drafting and adopting Article 27 of the Political
Covenant, already opted for a broader definition. The Third Committee did not accept a proposed
Indian amendment aimed at replacing the word "persons" with "citizens". Both the fravaia
pr£pararoi>« and a systematic interpretation of the Political Covenant, which uses the term
"citizens" only in Article 25, clearly indicate that Article 27 also applies to aliens.**

To ensure no one misunderstands what should have been fairly clear from the very beginning, the
United Nations Human Rights Committee finally adopted in 1994 Ge/i«ra/ Commenf M>. 25(50) on
Article 27 which spells out the exact meaning of a minority under the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights:

i ? : ; t j t f i i ; . - " > • : . ; • : ! ; - u ] ' - . ' . • : • • ' • ' • - • • • "• •-'• ' " ' i ••• • ' ' • - • ••••• '• -• ••'• ' " ' ' • ' " ' '

The terms used in Article 27 indicate that the persons designed to be protected are those who
belong to a group and who share in common a culture, a religion and/or a language. Those terms
also indicate that the individuals designed to be protected need not be citizens of the state party...
A state party may not, therefore, restrict the rights under Article 27 to its citizens alone.
Article 27 confers rights on persons belonging to minorities which "exist" in a state party. Given
the nature and scope of the rights envisaged under that article, it is not relevant to determine the
degree of permanence that the term "exist" connotes. Those rights simply are that individuals
belonging to those minorities should not be denied the right, in community with members of their
group, to enjoy their own culture, to practice their religion and speak their language. Just as they
need not be nationals or citizens, they need not be permanent residents. Thus, migrant workers or
even visitors in a state party constituting such minorities are entitled not to be denied the exercise
of those rights... The existence of an ethnic, religious or linguistic minority in a given state party
does not depend upon a decision by that state party but requires to be established by objective
criteria.*'

This would appear to close the book on how to address the definition of minority under Article 27,
at least by signalling that in essence subjective criteria have no relevance, despite some lingering

* Genera/ Coffim«!/ 75(27), UN Document A/41/40, at p. 118.

Nowak, Manfred, "The Evolution of Minority Rights in International Law", in Catherine Brölmann, Rene"
Lefeber and Marjoleine Zieck (eds.), /'eop/es and Afinori/i« in //ucrna/iona/ Law, Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht,
PP. 103-118, at p. 116. See also Bossuyt, Marc (1990), "The United Nations and the Definition of Minorities",
in I»/wo/ Sorierto ftejearcA /»ape«. Vol. XXI, 129-136, at p. 131:

If Article 27 contains mainly a negative obligation in the sense that governments are obligated to refrain
from interfering with the culture, religion and language of minority groups, a definition becomes almost
superfluous. It is also because Article 27 contains essentially only negative obligations that Article 27 may
also be applied to aliens and to immigrants... * »''•'• ' " " - , . ^ ^ ---

" 6 April 1994, Document CCPR/C/2I/Rev.l/Add.5, at paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2. ' - / ^ •* ' ' " ' ' ' ^ '
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resistance.'** Minority is an objective, numerical status based upon ties with a language, religion or
ethnic group, and not any complicated formula excluding some groups because of subjective concepts,
such as sociological or political condition, nor any other complicated formula involving dominance,
need to show a sense of solidarity, length of residency in a state, nationality, etc.

From the above, a proper definition of minority for the purposes of Article 27 would be a group
of individuals sharing common ethnic, religious or linguistic characteristics, and which are numerically
inferior to the rest of the population of a state. As Capotorti correctly pointed out, this definition,
because it is objective, renders unnecessary any requirement of recognition of minorities in the legal
systems of states.*' , „

5.4 INDIVIDUALS CAPABLE OF CLAIMING MINORITY MEMBERSHIP
. .. • v: - •-; * J T

5.4.1 "ße/o/igiVig ro a Afmor/ry":• i4/i 06/ecrive Cn'terio/i K ;LJ

Although the Human Rights Committee did not dwell in its Ge/iera/ Co/wnm No. 23(50,) on which
individuals are to be protected under Article 27, it did suggest that not everyone can claim to be
entitled to the rights guaranteed to ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities, since "the terms
used...indicate that the persons designed to be protected are those who belong to a group and who
share in common a culture, a religion and/or a language."** Some real and tangible tie must exist
between an individual and one of these categories. In other words, a person must demonstrate that he
or she "belongs" to an ethnic, religious or linguistic group. Once again, the UNHRC appears to have
opted for a no-nonsense, objective approach. In Lovelace v. Canada, the Human Rights Committee
stated:

The rights under Article 27 of the Covenant have to be secured to "persons belonging" to the
minority. At present Sandra Lovelace does not qualify as an Indian under Canadian legislation.
However, the Indian Act deals primarily with a number of privileges which, as stated above, do
not as such come within the scope of the Covenant Protection under the Indian Act and protection
under Article 27 of the Covenant therefore have to be distinguished. Persons who are bom and

** No doubt because of the mistaken premise that the definitions put forward by Capotorti and DeschSnes
conformed with the roiion c/'efr? and wording of Article 27, a number of subsequent instruments and national
legislation were adopted limiting the exercise of certain rights to citizens (i.e. Article 1 of the European Charter
for Regional or Minority Languages). The drafters of these instruments were also probably uncomfortable with
the idea of having to recognise a state's obligation to provide assistance and services to non-citizens, especially
in language matters. However, their discomfort is based upon the erroneous approach adopted by Capotorti and
Thomberry to the effect that Article 27 mandates such obligations. It does not. Not all instruments followed this
route, as evidenced by the 1992 UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic,
Religious and Linguistic Minorities, which is not limited to citizens. The confusion created by attempting to
incorporate subjective criteria in determining what constitutes a minority is obvious in Ätporr on /for /Wg/iw 0/
Af j'nonVicj (1990), Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly Document 6294, Strasbourg, at p. 8.

** See Capotorti, jupra, note 22, at p. 97:
If the existence of a minority group within a state is objectively demonstrated, non-recognition of the
minority does not dispense the state from the duty to comply with the principles in Article 27...

" Supra, note 47, at paragraph 5.1. - • • . . . ; • ; • -
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brought up on a reserve, who keep ties with their community and wish to maintain these ties must
normally be considered as belonging to that minority within the meaning of the Covenant Since
Sandra Lovelace is ethnically a Maliseet Indian and has only been absent from her home reserve
for a few years during the existence of her marriage, she is, in the opinion of the Committee,
entitled to be regarded as "belonging" to this minority and to claim the benefits of Article 27 of
t h e C o v e n a n t . " .-, - , ; - : ; . ? . - , . • . - , • . ; . , . .;;•,....'. • , • „ ; . • , . . -, - . • ' - ' . . . - • • . • . * < - • , •• •

The issue was also raised in Kitok v. Sweden in a more direct manner. The author, Ivan Kitok, was
denied the right to become a member of a pastoral village and to exercise reindeer breeding, a
traditional economic activity for Sami people, because of a Swedish law prohibiting such an activity
by persons previously engaged in any other profession for more than three years. The measure was
adopted not against the wishes of the Sami people, but as a means of protecting their culture:

The rario / igü for this legislation is to improve the living conditions for the Sami who have
reindeer husbandry as their primary income, and to make the existence of reindeer husbandry safe
for the future... Reindeer husbandry was considered necessary to protect and preserve the whole
culture of the Sami."

Because of the cultural significance of reindeer breeding in Sami culture, the Human Rights Committee
was willing to recognise that such economic activity falls under the right to enjoy Sami culture as
guaranteed by Article 27; however, it also reached the conclusion that the Swedish legislation did not
contravene Mr. Kitok's rights.

Kitok was denied membership in a Sami pastoral village not because he was not a member of the
Sami ethnic minority, but rather because he was not entitled to pursue reindeer breeding." As
explained by the Human Rights Committee, it could not be denied that Ivan Kitok was objectively a
member of an ethnic minority:

It can...be seen that the Act provides certain criteria for participation in the life of an ethnic
minority whereby a person who is ethnically a Sami can be held not to be a Sami for the purposes
of the Act. The Committee has been concerned that the ignoring of objective ethnic criteria in
determining membership of a minority, and the application to Mr Kitok of the designated rule, may
have been disproportionate to the legitimate ends sought by the legislation. It was further noted
that Mr Kitok has always retained some links with the Sami community."

These comments from the Human Rights Committee are somewhat confusing since Mr. Kitok was not
in truth being denied membership as a member of the Sami people. Most Sami in Sweden and other
Nordic countries are not involved in reindeer husbandry, so mat although an important symbolic and
cultural activity for the community, any inability to participate in reindeer breeding or to live in one
of the pastoral Sami villages does not affect one's membership in the greater Sami community that

, note 37, at paragraph 14. . . .

" Supra, note 40, at paragraph 42.

Some scholars have claimed Kitok was being denied membership in the Sami community. See Thomberry,
*«/>ra, note 6, at pp. 211-212.

* %va, note 40, at paragraph 9.7.
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functions, for the most part, outside of these activities. Whereas in Lovelace v. Canada, the effect of
the Indian Act was that Mrs. Lovelace could no longer be considered an Indian and live amongst her
people, in Kitok v. Sweden, Kitok did not lose his status nor membership in the Sami people, though
he was not permitted to live in a certain village dedicated to a type of activity from which he was
excluded — like most Sami people.

Despite some misgivings, the Human Rights Committee finally concluded that since the measure
appeared in any event to be justified, it did not constitute a violation of Article 27." The possibility
of interfering in certain minority activities under Article 27 at first appears surprising since nothing
in the wording of the provision suggests that such an interference is permitted, but as will be shown
below the Human Rights Committee's conclusion is well-founded, although its explanations could have
been more detailed and straightforward.

5.4.2 Ateed to ErtaWis/i an Objective L//u(: w//A a Li/i£uänc Afi/zorify
•..'.,?•• : o - 1 * ; u ••••'•• ' '

The reliance upon objective criteria of membership in both Lovelace v. Canada and Kitok v. Sweden
implies, in the case of linguistic minorities, the need for an individual to demonstrate he or she is a
member of such a minority. For example, more would be required than a mere declaration that one
is a member of the French-speaking minority in Canada; one would probably also have to show at the
very least that French is one's mother tongue or primary language.

By analogy, in Kitok v. Sweden, the author had always maintained "some link" with his ethnic
group; in Lovelace v. Canada, the author could still speak Maliseet and attached value to the cultural
practices of her people, even though she had not lived in her community for a number of years:

[P]ersons who are born and brought up on a reserve, who have kept ties with their community and
wish to maintain those ties must normally be considered as belonging to that minority.*

From these comments, it is clear that the establishment of the necessary ties between an individual and
a minority community is not particularly onerous, although the ties still must be shown to exist
objectively.

The Human Rights Committee's decision in Lovelace v. Canada does not appear to address what
would specifically constitute satisfactory ties between an individual and a minority. Although the
Maliseet people are identified throughout its decision as an ethnic minority, the Committee's decision

" This decision has been criticised by some scholars, notably Thomberry, jupra, note 6, at p. 213. The unspoken
difficulty facing the UNHRC was how to deal with legislation which is in fact favourable to the continued
existence of a minority and supported by it. The Kitok v. Sweden case was in reality a confrontation between
the author and the Sami community. The latter had been able to obtain legislation from the government with
some measure of order and control over reindeer husbandry in order to ensure that the activity could be
economically maintained for future generations. Article 27 is formulated as a right of non-interference from state
authorities in certain activities involving minority groups, but cannot guarantee that a community will respect
an individual's choice. A religious minority may, for example, choose to reject from their community certain
individuals, and may even call upon a state to help implement its rejection. In such circumstances, it is not so
much a case of the state intervening against a minority than one of the minority itself choosing a course of action
which it deems necessary for its survival or well-being. See on this point Nowak, jupra, note 46, at p. 109.

* Supra, note 37, at paragraph 16. . , .. ,
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relies heavily on the restriction imposed on Mrs. Lovelace in use of the Maliseet language with other
members of her group, without addressing language as a "tie" to a linguistic community.

Ethnicity, ancestry, ethnic origin or national origin all tend to correspond roughly to the same
general concept: people tied together by common origins. Language can of course figure prominently
as a marker of a group's common origin, but it is not an exact match: many people who are ethnically
Chinese living in Canada, the United States or Thailand have in large numbers adopted the principal
languages used in these countries and no longer speak Mandarin, Cantonese or Hakka with any
fluency." Membership in an ethnic community does not automatically mean that an individual has
any real and objective tie with the language normally associated with his ethnic group, and thus such
an individual could not claim a violation under Article 27 as a member of a linguistic minority.

In the breakaway region of Transdniestr, in Moldova, many individuals who are ethnically
Ukrainians are now native speakers of Russian with little or no knowledge of Ukrainian, the language
automatically associated with their ethnic group. Although an ethnic minority in Transdniestr, these
individuals are linguistically Russian-speakers and a majority. Most indigenous peoples in Canada,
with the exception of the Innu, are not members of a linguistic minority, because most of them speak
almost exclusively English," although they are obviously members of an ethnic minority. In Quebec,
many people who are ethnically Irish are now francophones. This means that though no one will
dispute their identification with a particular ethnic group, "their" language is not consistent with such
ethnic identification.

Moreover, it should not be forgotten that more than one ethnic group can be united together in a
single linguistic community. The Spanish-speaking minority in the United States, for example, is
composed of European Spaniards, immigrants and migrants, refugees from Latin America, and
"Americans" whose ancestors have lived in the country for hundreds of years. Because ethnic
communities do not correspond exactly with linguistic communities (although there will in some cases
be extensive overlapping) great care must be shown in determining who can claim membership in the
latter.

As concerns the association to a linguistic minority, a person would naturally "belong" if he speaks
the same language. But this still lacks precision. Many individuals can speak more than one language,
yet it would seem preposterous that an individual could claim membership in more than one linguistic
minority.

Amongst the useful sources of guidance are the minorities treaties of the League of Nations era,
which recognised the importance of individual freedom of choice as to membership in a minority. In
the Rights of Minorities in Upper Silesia (Minority Schools) case," the Permanent Court of
International Justice ruled that an individual could freely declare whether or not his child belonged to
a linguistic minority "according to his conscience and on his personal responsibility", but hastened to
add that such declarations did have to be supported by some factual backup.

In more recent international instruments and national legislation, the trend has been to recognise
an individual's freedom to declare whether or not he belongs to a minority, since it is unavoidable that
some may prefer participation in the majority cultural, religious or linguistic community and no longer

Although one can speak of people of Chinese ancestry, there is no single Chinese language, but a number of
different speeches sharing almost identical ideograms.

de Varennes, Fernand (1994), "L'article 35 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 1982 et la protection des droiü
linguistiques des peuples autochtones". in Mw/o/ia/ /our/ia/ o/Co/uri/urio/za/ Law, Vol. 4, N° 3.265-303, at pp.
277-278.

, note 11.
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identify with their minority background community in some respects. However, given the Human
Rights Committee's reliance upon the necessity of objective ties, and on similar requirements going
back to the minorities treaties, it would seem consistent with both the intent and the wording of Article
27 for an individual to be required to demonstrate objectively his/her ties to a linguistic minority and
its language. This author would propose that it implies that: (1) the minority language is his/her mother
tongue; (2) the minority language is a major component of his/her personal or family life; (3) the
minority language is an important medium used for community ties, or (4) through any of these or
other factors he/she identifies closely with the minority language and uses it.

The need for such a wide approach can be explained in the diversity of situations which can arise
when dealing with individuals belonging to a linguistic minority, as opposed to an ethnic community.
For example, a native speaker of Arabic emigrating to a country such as Canada may prefer in some
cases to participate in the activities and life of the French-speaking minority because it is a language
with which he is familiar, having studied it in school, or simply because the part of the country in
which he lives is principally French-speaking. Although ethnically he is an Arab and Arabic is his
mother tongue, he has chosen freely to "belong" to a community constituting a linguistic minority and
has established ties consistent with such participation: his children may go to French language schools,
French may be commonly used in the home, the family may attend community activities or associate
with people using the language of Moliere, etc.

Thus, determining that an individual belongs to a linguistic minority is not an issue of establishing
some type of legal or political category, excluding for example people who are of different ethnic
background or who are not native-born speakers of a minority language: it is purely a factual,
objective determination based upon some concrete tie between an individual and a linguistic
community. Knowledge of the official or majority language in a state, a common occurrence in respect
to many members of linguistic minorities, should not in itself affect the legitimacy of a claim of
belonging to a minority as the phrasing of Article 27 does not restrict its application to individuals
with exclusive ties to a minority community. In the end at essence is whether an individual maintains
some objective connection with a minority community through the use of its language.

5.4.3

Some of the Human Rights Committee's comments do raise another problem. In Lovelace v. Canada,
the UNHRC recognised that Mrs. Lovelace's origins were Maliseet and went on to emphasise that she
had also maintained her ties with the Tobique (Maliseet) community despite a hiatus of a few years.
The Committee's reliance on such maintenance of ties with a minority might for some be interpreted
to mean that some kind of continuous interaction must exist between a minority and an individual for
that person to "belong" to that particular group.

Such a conclusion should be avoided. Whilst the maintenance of ties may be useful in order to
objectively demonstrate whether an individual can be considered a member of an ethnic, linguistic,
or religious minority, it is not determinative.

5.5 DEFINING THE RIGHTS TO USE A MINORITY LANGUAGE

5.5.1 7/ie Scope o/fl/g/itt j^u/^r/irric/e 27

One of the most controversial aspects of Article 27 is also probably the most important: its exact
impact What does the phrase "shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members



of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their
own language" actually guarantee?

There are essentially two distinct, diametrically opposed schools of thought as to the extent of the
guarantees offered by Article 27. On the one hand, scholars such as Capotorti and Thomberry have
concluded that the provision necessarily obligates states to provide what is sometimes called "positive
action" for linguistic and other protected minorities: states must provide the means to ensure the actual
survival and maintenance of their characteristics through appropriate financial assistance and a legal
framework for institutions and activities vital to the minorities' interests. On the other hand, many
others reject this interpretation, pointing out that the wording of Article 27 and its genesis are
consistent with a much more restricted goal: non-interference of the state in private community
activities tied in with language, religious or cultural usage. It is the latter point of view which now
appears to have largely prevailed, at least within the United Nations system.

5.52 77ie Origins qf rAe DeZrate

Although comments made by state representatives during the drafting of Article 27 offer mixed signals
as to the scope of the rights being considered, it is safe to state that they generally confirm the view
that "shall not be denied the right" is essentially a right of non-intervention for ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities. In his extensive review of the rravoux /?r£pararojre,s, Thomberry concedes that
this is a legitimate conclusion, although he later sides with Professor Capotorti in rejecting the
approach obviously chosen by the drafters of Article 27:

The feeling among the majority of delegates to the Third Committee was that the draft Article
provided represented a minimum rather than a maximum of rights for minorities, a situation which
a number of states apparently found acceptable.
[T]he only new duty represented by Article 27 was that of tolerance. It was widely assumed that
the text submitted by the Sub-Commission would not place states and Governments under the
obligation, for example, of providing special schools for persons belonging to linguistic
minorities.™

Having rejected a Soviet proposal to include what would be considered as positive obligations to
provide resources in order for minority communities to conduct their own cultural, religious or
linguistic activities they deemed important, the goal and intent in adopting Article 27 was much more
modest: to ensure a minimum level of rights, not necessarily available to other individuals, which
would not restrict the ability of minorities to freely use their own language, practice their religion, or
enjoy their own culture, whilst not imposing any obligations upon the states to intervene actively in
assisting the minorities in their private affairs.

This was subsequently confirmed by the UN Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination
and the Protection of Minorities where it was stated that Article 27 reflected the prevailing attitude of
the international community: states were required to permit individuals who belonged to minorities to
use their own language, practice their religion, and enjoy their culture, but this did not imply that they
had the right to demand the adoption of positive measures or assistance from the state."

" -Supra, note 6, at p. 179.

" UN Document E/CN.4/Sub.2/286, at paragraphs 155-157.
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The contemporary debate over the scope of rights guaranteed under Article 27 emanates principally
from Capotorti's influential study. Whilst acknowledging the above events, Capotorti candidly admits
he is setting aside what the drafters obviously meant, to adopt what he believed should preferably be
in place;

Nevertheless, there is the reason to question whether the implementation of article 27 of the
Covenant does not, in fact, call for active intervention by the state. At the cultural level in
particular, it is generally agreed that, because of the enormous human and financial resources
which would be needed for a full cultural development, the right granted to members of minority
groups to enjoy their own culture would lose much of its meaning if no assistance from the
Governments concerned was forthcoming. Neither the non-prohibition of the exercise of such a
right by persons belonging to minority groups nor the constitutional guarantees of freedom of
expression and association are sufficient for the effective implementation of the right of members
of minority groups to preserve and develop their own culture."

In other words, Capotorti was ready to cast aside the clearly expressed intention of the drafters of an
international treaty, not because of any dispute as to its wording or meaning, but because he believed
more is required for the effective protection and developement of minorities. Whereas the purpose of
Article 27 as expressed by the drafters had been to protect minorities by prohibiting states from
interfering in the affairs of minority communities in respect to their language, religion or culture,
Capotorti substituted his own: the objective of Article 27 should be to guarantee the preservation and
development of the language, religion and culture of minorities, including if necessary the active and
sustained intervention of the state. As for the objective sought by the drafters of Article 27, it appears
to have been one of /aisser v/vre, of allowing members of these minorities the right to maintain their
language or religion freely without any assistance from the state, but also without any hindrance or
oppression that has been the all too frequent burden of minorities throughout human history.

Unfortunately, many commentators have simply taken for granted that Capotorti's position either
represented the actual meaning and scope of Article 27, or that it was essential to so interpret it, as
they assumed no other rights offered sufficient guarantees to ensure the adequate protection of
minorities. Those who have rallied to Capotorti's cause have done so for essentially the same reasons:

Ceffe //»/erpreVario/i dy/uim/^ue, oue /es organes des Nano/is u/i/es o/ui s'occupe/t/ des dro/w de
' /o/tf de Tarr/c/e 27, suggeVe aue ce/ui-ri //npose aux £rars zwe oMgar/o/t de resu/taf

du /noye/i a ur///ser pour y parve/ur. /»our ^ue so// a/re/n/ /e re"su/rar poursu/v/
fprlservar/on de /a cu/rure, ur/Z/sai/o/t de /a /a/igue, prar/aue de /a re/ig/onj, une am'fude pass/ve
des £&z<s /ie sujQ7f pas, /eur /nfervenrio/i acrive er sou/enue esr //tdüpe/isa^/e, nofam/ne/i/ par
/'ocrro/ des suAvenn'o/is puMaues."

Opponents of this point of view were quick to point out the inherent weakness of Capotorti's
suggestions in this respect Starkly put, neither the expressed raiso/i d*e"rre, as shown earlier, nor the

** Sec Capotorti, swpra, note 22, at paragraph 213.

" Bokatola, Isse Omanga (1992), L' Ogamjation <fej Nafio/u u/ue; er /a pro/ecn'on rf» mi/ion'r^, Etablissements
Emile Bruylant, Bruxelles, at pp. 212-213; see also Thomberry, iupra, note 6, at p. 180.
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phrasing of Article 27 support Capotorti's conclusion: . . . .

Since Article 27 of the Political Covenant is phrased with the typically negative formulation that
members of minorities "shall not be denied" certain rights, positive state obligations to affirmative
action — i.e. by recognising minority languages before public authorities, by establishing reserves
or by providing financial support for minority schools or cultural associations — cannot be inferred
from this provision." . ,

" 5.5.3 A/wrajfce/i Premw« .. . , ,

To be fair, Capotorti's approach was not entirely wishful thinking. His submissions on the necessity
to secure some measure of state involvement in order to ensure the continued use of languages or
continuing cultural practices were in fact quite valid. Yet, because of the limited scope of his mandate
from the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities,
Capotorti could not explore how fundamental human rights such as freedom of expression and non-
discrimination on the ground of language could assist linguistic and other minorities. Thus, he was
precluded from conducting an in-depth analysis of such issues and proceeded in his work on the basis
of two mistaken premises: that other rights guaranteed in the Covenant such as non-discrimination
and freedom of expression are of little or no assistance to members of minorities, and that Article 27
has to involve positive action on the part of states if it is to ensure the protection of minorities.
Capotorti may well have agreed with French Revolutionary Lacordaire that in the absence of concrete
legal measures imposed by the state, £/ifre /e/orf er /e/a/We, /a /o/ a/fra/ic/iu er /a / i ^ml opprj'me.

Since freedom of expression and non-discrimination were, strictly speaking, outside Capotorti's
mandate, he had no opportunity to conduct an extensive review of what constitutes discrimination and
its considerable potential in state language policies, among other areas affecting minorities, nor was
he able to appreciate that freedom of expression could have extensive consequences for minorities in
language affairs.

As to his belief that Article 27 would be an empty shell if it were limited to a mere right of non-
interference in a minority's use of its language, etc., Capotorti omitted to consider well known matters
conclusively proving the contrary, such as the case of the Minority Schools in Albania.

Under the minorities treaties, including that concerning Albania, two basic types of protection were
guaranteed to minorities. When their numbers were sufficiently important, they were entitled to what
Capotorti calls positive action and support from the state such as public education in the language of
the minority. The second type of basic entitlement had no relationship with the numerical strength of
minorities: they were freely entitled to establish and operate their own institutions appropriate to their
needs, but the state was under no legal obligation to provide assistance for their maintenance."

In the Minority Schools in Albania case, the Greek minority claimed that an amendment to the
Albanian Constitution, abolishing all private schools, violated its rights under the latter type of
provision in the Albanian minorities treaty, whilst Albania, on the other hand, argued that the

" Nowak, supra, note 46, at p. 109; Wolfram, supra, note 24, at p. 164; Dinstein, Yoram (1993), "The Degree
of Self-Rule of Minorities in Unitarian and Federal States", in Catherine Brölmann, Rend Lefeber and Marjoleine
Zieck (eds.), /><?op/« a/u/ Af/nori//« in /nternaftona/ Law, pp. 221-235, at pp. 228-230, Bossuyt, jupra, note 46,
*P- 131.

See for example Article 8 of the Polish Minorities Treaty in Thomberry, mpra, note 6, at p. 401.
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amendment was not in breach of the rights of the Greek minority since it applied equally to the
Albanian majority."

The Permanent Court of International Justice felt it was necessary and appropriate to interpret the
treaty provision as an attempt to ensure for minorities "suitable means for the preservation of their...
peculiarities" and therefore concluded:

[Private educational institutions] are indispensable to enable the minority to enjoy the same
treatment as the majority, not only in law but also in fact. The abolition of these institutions, which
alone can satisfy the special requirements of the minority groups, and their replacement by
government institutions, would destroy this equality of treatment, for its effects would be to
deprive the minority of the institutions appropriate to its needs, whereas the majority would
continue to have them supplied in the institutions created by the state."

Although couched in terms of equality, these comments are not, strictly speaking, the application of
a non-discrimination policy. Indeed, in Minority Schools in Albania, the Permanent Court of
International Justice recognised that non-discrimination and the equal right to establish institutions in
the minorities treaty provision, though closely related, are nevertheless distinct: whilst non-
discrimination ensures that nationals belonging to racial, religious or linguistic minorities shall be
placed in every respect on a footing of perfect equality with the other nationals of the state, the second
category is to ensure for members of a minority suitable means for the preservation of their
peculiarities, their traditions and their national characteristics. The two categories of rights arc
necessary in order to ensure social and political peace, by securing for linguistic, religious and racial
minorities "the possibility of living peacefully alongside that [majority] population and co-operating
amicably with it, whilst at the same time preserving the characteristics which distinguish them from
the majority, and satisfying the ensuing special needs."**

Thus, whilst the majority is not entitled to private schools under the second type of minorities
treaty provision, linguistic minorities are so entitled as a minimum guarantee against the tyranny of
the majority, a special consideration due to the potential for disadvantageous or oppressive and
unfavourable measures being exercised by the state or imposed by the behaviour of the majority.
Similarly, pursuant to Article 27, because ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities are so susceptible
to the whims of the majority, they are entitled to special protection as a kind of guarantee for their
cultural, religious or linguistic survival.

This is an example demonstrating how Capotorti may have been wrong in believing that Article
27 would be of little or no assistance if interpreted as a right of non-interference. The freedom to
conduct private community educational activities for minorities, without any hindrance from the state,
goes a long way towards attaining a minority's desire of being able to preserve its peculiarities (be
they linguistic, religious, etc.). That this is the proper interpretation of Article 27 appears to be shared

** The minorities treaty provision essentially provided that nationals belonging to racial, religious or linguistic
minorities shall enjoy the same treatment and security in law and in fact as other nationals, and in particular that
they shall have an equal right to establish, manage and control at their own expense, charitable, religious and
social institutions, schools and other educational establishments, with the right to use their own language and
to exercise their religion freely therein.

" Supra, note 8, at pp. 19-20.

" Ibid., at p. 17.
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by a growing number of scholars and commentators: ^ «^ >:; .-; v ; v;:^

The obligations imposed upon the state by Article 27 were initially the subject of some
uncertainty. It is now established that Article 27 only requires the state to desist from interfering
with minorities wishing to practice their own culture. The state is not legally obliged to actively
support minority cultures."

• • . - . , • • .• ^ - - , - . : . . « ' • : > • • • ? , • # , • • , • - - K W - : < ; v : - " • ' = - ' ' • '

It has finally been pointed out that Capotorti's approach would impose demands which would be
impossible to fulfil upon state signatories of the Covenant:

£/i /a/r, pare///e //irerpr^rar/on merrra/r a /a cnarge des £/a/s .rig/sata/re? des
/j/ia/jcrtres aue meW /esp/us r/c/ies d'enrre eux aura/enr de /a d/j^cu/fe" d assurer, s/ /'on songe
au /nu/r///'nguunje crou^a/if (yai' ejc/s/e au/'ourd'/i«/ dans /a /j/uparr des pays du monde d /a suite
des m/grarions e*conom/oues er de /a /nu/ftp/jcarion des re/ug/es.™ >•••.• u : • ' , »' •

5.5.4 i4rnc/e 27 as Ä/gAr/o fos/r/ve Pro/ecrion and nor Ac/ion •- •• ^ : -r ^
r T / y , , - ? : > < : . . • . • ' • ' • • . . . ' , ' « ) • • • • • * . • " * ' . • • • . . > ' - ^ v " " • ; : • ' " ' - . . ' • . ' • I > Ä - . - i . - • • / •' ' ' • -

Although the Human Rights Committee has never had to explicitly address the actual extent of the
rights guaranteed in Article 27, its decisions in respect to Article 27 all confirm indirectly the non-
interference nature of the provision as a minimal measure of protection of minorities, and all
essentially contradict Capotorti's position.

In three decisions in which the Committee agreed to consider Article 27 submissions,™ Kitok
v. Sweden, Lovelace v. Canada and Ominayak v. Canada,™ it concluded that by their legislation
or actions, governments were interfering in the cultural life or language use of indigenous peoples
constituting linguistic or ethnic minorities. All three matters confirm the "negative" nature of Article
27, namely that the state ought not to interfere with the enjoyment by members of a minority of
certain private community activities. In Kitok v. Sweden, reindeer herding and the decision regarding
who could reside within a minority community both came within the purview of Article 27 not as
rights granted by the Swedish state but because they were examples of state intervention in a minority
member's cultural life. In Lovelace v. Canada, the Canadian government was similarly involved in
restricting a person from contacts and ties with her community. And in Ominayak v. Canada,
government legislation and policies interfered with traditional community economic and social
activities so intimately tied to culture that they amounted to a denial of the right to enjoy one's culture.

" Anghie, Antony (1992) "Human Rights and Cultural Identity: New Hope for Ethnic Peace?", in
/n/ernario/ia/ Law /our/ia/. Vol. 33, N° 2, 341-352, at p. 344; see also Dinstein, jupra, note 64, at pp. 229-230;
Tabory, Mala (1980), "Language Rights as Human Rights", in /woe/ y^arioö* on //«man Ä/$A/J, Vol. 10,167-
223, at p. 182; and Modeen, jupra, note 23, at p. 108. • , . i; : i : > >; : : < „, «,-

Woehrling, Jose" (1992), "Les droits des minoritds : La question linguistique et Töventuelle accession du
Quebec ä la souverainete"", in Äevüra de L/e/»s«a i Dm, Vol. 18, 95-153, at p. 143.

In the Breton cases, the Committee did not proceed with the Article 27 aspect of the claims because of its
decision that France had entered a reservation as to the application of this provision under Article 40 of the
Covenant ,*jCi.>-..--.. .* -

™ Communication 167/1984, UN Document A/42/40. • > "
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Admittedly, this does not necessarily exclude the possibility that Article 27 simultaneously
guarantees non-intervention as well as active participation and support on the part of the state in
appropriate cases, were it not for one almost unnoticed portion of the Lovelace v. Canada decisioa

Mrs. Lovelace's claim included the submission that she had lost access to federal government
programmes for indigenous peoples in terms of education, housing and social assistance because the
Indian Act no longer recognised her as an Indian. These rights and privileges recognised by Canadian
law are of the type constituting "positive and concrete assistance" for ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities. If the above-mentioned benefits were in any way connected, as suggested by Capotorti, to
the right of a minority member not to be denied the enjoyment of his or her culture or the use of his
or her own language in community with other members of the minority community, it would naturally
follow that the Human Rights Committee would have responded to this line of reasoning.

The Committee did the exact opposite, in stating that the Indian Act deals primarily with a
number of privileges which are outside the scope of the Covenant. In other words, even educational
benefits provided by the state for an ethnic and linguistic minority are not within the scope of the
rights guaranteed by Article 27, since the provision is basically one of non-interference by the state
and not one requiring its active support for minorities.

This clearly contradicts the approach proposed by Capotorti and Thornberry, amongst others, and
lends final confirmation to the contemporary point of view which is prevalent. Moreover, it is
consistent with the intended meaning of the drafters and the adopted phrasing of the provision.

However, it must be said that the Human Rights Committee's recent Gtf/t«ra/ Common/ M>. 23(50)
sheds very little light on this issue. At one point, it seems to confirm that the rights Article 27 confers
on persons belonging to minorities is essentially one of non-intervention of the state: -•-<••

Those rights simply are that individuals belonging to those minorities should not be denied the
right, in community with members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to practice their
religion and speak their language." ,. . • -»• •

The above does not seem to suggest that the rights conferred by Article 27 require a state to provide
any type of concessions in terms of language such as public schooling or the right to use or speak the
language of choice in court proceedings. The Committee then comments that Article
27 has an important role to play to protect minorities: ' -'

Although Article 27 is expressed in negative terms, that article, nevertheless, does recognize the
existence of a "right" and requires that it shall not be denied. Consequently, a state party is under
an obligation to ensure that the existence and the exercise of this right are protected against their
denial or violation. Positive measures of protection are, therefore, required not only against the acts
of the state party itself, whether through its legislative, judicial or administrative authorities, but
also against the acts of other persons within the state party."

By emphasising that the protection conferred by Article 27 is against acts of the state or outside
sources, these comments tend to confirm the view that this provision is essentially a shield against any
measure that could interfere or pose a threat to an individual's right in community with members of
his minority group to speak his language. But at the same time, it could certainly be argued that the

Supra, note 47, at paragraph 5.2.

Ibid., at paragraph 6.1.



use of the terms "positive measures" could also imply direct support from the state such as public
education in a minority language, or even financial assistance for private minority schools, especially
since the Human Rights Committee acknowledges in its Genera/ Comme/i/ that "Article 27 relates to
rights whose protection imposes specific obligations on state parties" and that the "protection of these
rights is directed to ensure the survival and continued development of the...identity of the minorities
concerned".

In fact, the above reference to "positive measures" and "specific obligations" means that a state
must always take appropriate steps to protect a minority's right to use its language, etc. when the
state's actions or some other outside intervention poses a threat Once again, this is exactly the
scenario in all of the cases considered by the Human Rights Committee until now: in Kitok v.
Sweden, Lovelace v. Canada and Ominayak v. Canada, it concluded that by their legislation or
actions, governments did not protect the cultural life or language use of indigenous peoples
constituting linguistic or ethnic minorities. Ominayak v. Canada is also an example of why the
Human Rights Committee mentions the obligation of a state to protect minorities from the acts of non-
state parties. In that case, government legislation and policies permitted activities by large companies
that would have interfered with traditional indigenous cultural and economic activities. In other words,
government legislation and policies permitted interference from the outside that constituted a violation
of Article 27, since they affected a minority's right to be protected in its use of language, practice of
religion or enjoyment of culture.

Finally, the Human Rights Committee suggested that it was quite appropriate for a state to adopt
measures that go beyond protection and which actually assist a minority's ability to maintain its
language, and that if a state adopts such special measures it should not necessarily be deemed to be
unacceptable discrimination:

Although the rights protected under Article 27 are individual rights, they depend in turn on the
ability of the minority group to maintain its culture, language or religion. Accordingly, positive
measures by states may also be necessary to protect the identity of a minority and the rights of its
members to enjoy and develop their culture and language and to practice their religion, in
community with the other members of their group. In this connection, it has to be observed that
such positive measures must respect the provisions of Article 2(1) and 26 of the Covenant both
as regards the treatment between different minorities and the treatment between persons belonging
to them and the remaining population. However, as long as those measures are aimed at correcting
conditions which prevent or impair the enjoyment of the rights guaranteed under Article 27, they
may constitute a legitimate differentiation under the Covenant, provided that they are based on
reasonable and objective criteria."

In essence, the Human Rights Committee appears to be signalling that it will be quite receptive to any
measure by a state that favours the maintenance of a minority's language, religion or culture, as long
as it is reasonable in accordance with the principle of non-discrimination contained in Articles 2(1)
and 26 of the Covenant, as has likewise been suggested previously in Kitok v. Sweden.

Ibid-, at paragraph 6J2.
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5.6 THE EXTENT OF PROTECTION FOR THE USE OF A MINORITY LANGUAGE

It is one thing to agree that linguistic minorities are free to use their language, but the question then
becomes free to do what exactly. Surprisingly little has been written on the extent of the right of non-
interference, although the following do point out the most relevant areas of the possible application
of Article 27.

5.6.1 t/iitf o /La«gua^ «n Educanon ,;

Until fairly recently in human history, education was an informal activity conducted within the family,
by religious congregations or spiritual guides, or through exposure of young individuals to the tasks
and demands of daily life which would fall upon them as adults. Language acquisition also was part
and parcel of this continual process of integration into the society formed by various communities.

The advent of the nation-state, coupled with the development of writing and then printing as well
as of modem economies requiring a flexible and highly mobile labour force, meant that informal
education had to be replaced, at least in most countries and communities, by state efforts to mould the
citizens and workers of the future according to its needs. In most countries as of the second half of
the nineteenth century, governments began to install mandatory public education systems and often
chose to close private schools and instruction. In other words, the state removed from most families
and communities the option of complete control over the education of their members and replaced it
with its own model.

Whilst there may arguably be nothing intrinsically wrong with this, it has created for linguistic
minorities a particularly onerous burden. For one thing, to remove children from the home for long
periods of time and teach them in a language with which they are less familiar is more likely to
disadvantage them in their academic performance and adaptation, which can in some cases be
discriminatory. For linguistic minorities, state education also represents a more subtle menace: for
much of their formative years, their youth would not or hardly be exposed to their language and, even
in the case of public schooling in the minority language, their children would nonetheless still be under
the tutelage of the interests, views, and more or less tolerant benevolence of the linguistic majority.

These factors seem to confirm that not permitting a linguistic minority to carry on its own
educational activities in its language has great potential for destabilisation. In any event, as the
Permanent Court of International Justice suggested in the Minority Schools in Albania case, the right
of minorities to operate private schools is more consistent with the principle of assisting minorities
who may suffer some disadvantage because of their status. This is also reflected in many bilateral
treaties between states'* as well as in other international instruments."

" Among the relevant provisions of treaties reprinted in the Appendix are Article 8 of the Agreement between
the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic on Cooperation and Good Neighbourly Relations, Article 1
of the Agreement between the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Poland and the Ministry of
Culture and Education of the Republic of Lithuania Regarding the Educational System and University
Education, Article 4 of the German-Russian Federation Protocol of Collaboration on the Gradual
Restoration of Citizenship to Russian Germans, Article 8 of the Treaty Concerning the Protection of
Minorities in Greece, Article 6 of the Treaty on Friendship and Cooperation between the Lithuanian
Republic and Ukraine, Article 67 of the Treaty of Peace with Austria, Article 40 of the Treaty of Peace with
Turkey, and Article 14 of the Treaty between the Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of Poland on
Friendly Relations and Good Neighbourly Cooperation.
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Article 27 thus appears to be part of a long-established and continuous legal continuum that the
right for linguistic minorities to use their language amongst themselves must necessarily include the
right to establish, manage and operate their own educational institutions where their language is used
as the medium of instruction to the extent deemed to be appropriate by the minority itself.™

: 5 . 6 . 2 0 r 7 » e r / / u r i r u f i o / t s •...,.;' ^ * - u > < • . . > . . . ; - . ; ^ v = ••

Another possible area of application of Article 27 concerns the right of linguistic minorities to use
their language within various cultural, social or even political organisations. Whilst a state may permit
the creation of minority organisations and thus not interfere with the right of association, members
belonging to linguistic minorities may nonetheless be excluded from using their language as part of
the activities of such organisations. For example, a draft language law of December 1993 recently
considered by the Estonian Parliament includes a provision (Article 16) by which cultural institutions
appear to be prohibited from using signs, announcements or notices in a minority language unless it
is "necessary", with that determination apparently being in the hands of public authorities. Such a
requirement does not conform to the letter nor to the spirit of Article 27, and other similar provisions,
because it in effect denies to persons belonging to a linguistic minority the right to use, in community
with the other members of their group, their own language when promoting or announcing publicly
the activities of their institutions. Nowhere does Article 27 contain any allusion to such a restriction,
which may moreover be a violation of freedom of expression. Turkey also has similar legislative
prohibitions affecting the use of Kurdish by private institutions and organisations." A more

™ See for example Article IS of the Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 16 of the
Central European Initiative for the Protection of Minority Rights (limited to national minorities). Paragraph
322 of the Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension (national
minorities), Article 11 of the Parliamentary Recommendation 1134 (1990) on the Rights of Minorities
(Council of Europe), Article 5(l)(c) of the United Nations Convention against Discrimination in Education,
Article 30 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 27(3) of the International
Labour Organisation Convention (No. 169) Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent
Countries, and Article 13 of the Convention-cadre sur la protection des minorites nationales, all quoted in
the Appendix.

™ See Bossuyt, jupra, note 46, at p. 132. Not every country is convinced of the validity of these principles.
France denies the existence of minorities in its territory and has entered a reservation to this effect as regards
the application of Article 27. As regards state legislation which appears to conform to Article 27, see Article 25
of the Estonian Language Act and Article 10 of the Chinese Autonomy Law, /?ecu ;̂7 a"«
//«guwrio«« daar /e /rand« - Tom* V : L'A/^^rie, /'A«/ric/if, Ja CTu/i«, /« Da/iewjarJt, Ja /w/i/a/ide. /a
''f/e de A/a//«. /> Afaroc, /a M>rve*ge, /a AfoHve//e-Ze7ande, / « /*ayj-ßaj, fe ÄoyaMW-C/w, /a 7U/I«J>, Ja
''ex-C/ÄSS (1994), Jacques Leclerc and Jacques Maurais (eds.). International Centre for Research on Language
Planning, Qudbec, at pp. 149 and 58. Article 10.3 of the 19 March 1991 Latvian Act on Free Development
and the Right to Cultural Autonomy of Nationalities and Ethnic Groups provides the right of permanent
residents to develop their own educational establishments by their own means.

On the other hand. Article 26 of the 1989 Kazakhstan Languages Act is a prime example of a flexible
measure, recognising that linguistic minorities are free to use their language in public and in private whether for
cultural, social or political purposes. See /?ecu£/7 aVj i^/j/ario/u /7/iguüritfw«, ibid., at p. 165. A similar piece
of legislation is the 19 March 1991 Latvian Act on Free Development and the Right to Cultural Autonomy
of Nationalities and Ethnic Groups which guarantees to all permanent residents of Latvia freedom to decide
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appropriate approach would be for a state to not legislate or otherwise not intrude upon the right of
a private group or institution to use the language of its choice, in private and in public.

Furthermore, nothing in Article 27 would exclude, for example, political associations or pressure
groups representing the interests of a particular linguistic minority from being allowed to use a
minority language. For example, political associations may not be "persons" in the sense envisioned
by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, but it would likely be sufficient for
the purposes of Article 27 and similar provisions to demonstrate that individual members of the
political or pressure groups, who belong to linguistic minorities, were prohibited in using their
language when attempting to communicate with other members of their group.*"

5 . 6 . 3 M w i e s a n d T o p o / i o / n y : *:•;:• •-•̂ ? ,••">•-•, .-• . ' • ^

Another application of Article 27 which Capotorti and others failed to appreciate in discarding the
interpretation of this provision as a non-intervention clause, relates to the issue of names.

A person's name, as pointed out by philosopher Charles Taylor, does not simply involve an
administrative or bureaucratic task. It also signals that "we are made into beings that one addresses,
and we are inducted into the community whose speaking continually remakes the language."" A
name therefore is an important marker that a person belongs to a community, and any state restriction
on the use of a person's name in a minority language would be particularly offensive for many, and
a direct intervention in what is by its very nature an extremely private affair.

Unfortunately, such practices are not unheard of in Western and other countries, although i
democracies in general have tended to recognise that they are no longer an acceptable interference,
if they ever were. In the case of Spain, the evolution towards a full-fledged democracy, committed to .
a greater respect for human rights, following the Franco regime also entailed abolishing legislation
which at origin only permitted Castilian names. After allowing the use of names in any of the Spanish
languages, Spain finally removed any limitation as to the language from which a name could be »
chosen: • • ^ _ . . , „ — . , . . , . .. , ^ .,, , _ - , ^

E/i Espagne, /a /o» 77/7977 du 4 ./a/zv«er 7977, po/ta/if w /a re/o/wie de /"arttc/e 54 de /a /o» du ^
regwrre civ//, dfrporc <yue to £spa£«o£s do/venr //ucrire /eur nom « danj /*u/ze de$ /angne* t
«pagnoto », ce ?ui .s»g/«yje <7ue /' msc/ipr/on du /iom da/ts /'u/ie d « /angu« «pagnoto aurre (?«« >
/e amtV/a/i err perniwe. Cerre /o/, an/^ne«re a /a Co/trr/fur/on, n u u promu/gue'e pe/ida/t/ /a

de rra/w/rfon de /a d/cfarure d /a d^mocrarie, a mu /z/i d /a dep/oraö/e

. . . , : • $ , , • • : : ; : " : - ( . , .-. .•:"•.:••; ; . - 5

their nationality, to observe their national traditions, to use their national symbols and celebrate their national
festivals, to maintain relations with their compatriots abroad, to leave and return to Latvia, to set up their own
national societies, associations and organisations.

*° The July 1989 Algerian law on political parties prohibits the registration of groups "based exclusively on a
particular religion, language, region, sex or race" and states that parties must use only the Arabic language in
their public communiques. ,. i .. .

*' Taylor, Charles (1985), //u/nan A^enry and Ld/i£ua£e—/Vu/ojop/uca/ /*apen A, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, at p. 237.
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/aycwre, ^u/, depuw /'arrer£ mi/iurlne/ rf« 75 /narj 7935,
<fcspreVwwtr da/is / « / a n j u « «pag / io /« aurr« ^ue /e cartz'/Ja/t.**

These types of prohibitions are not limited to historical oddities. Slovakia modified on 3 May 1994
legislation which until then did not allow the country's linguistic minorities to use traditional, non-
Slovakian forms of their first names and prohibited, for example, women from dropping the "-ova"
ending from their surnames. In Argentina, members of the Welsh-speaking minority (as well as
indigenous peoples) are apparently still not allowed to give their children names in Welsh (and
indigenous languages), being obliged instead to choose from an official list of "Christian" names."
Iceland still requires all individuals to have an Icelandic name." In Bulgaria, it was not until 10
November 1989 that members of the Turkish minority were permitted the possibility of restoring their
names on 10 November 1989." Only recently, with the return of democracy in Poland, where names
had been "Polonized" under the unpublished Prime Minister Act of 1952, were members of certain
linguistic minorities allowed to return to the original spelling of their first names and surnames
consistent with their language.

Latvia provides perhaps the most recent and unfortunate example of a violation of Article 27,
having recently adopted a language law which follows the same type of measures popular in
oppressive regimes such as that of Franco's:

Foreign given names and surnames shall be written and used in Latvian in conformity with rules
of transforming given names and surnames of other languages into Latvian.**

" Milian i Massana, Antoni (1992), "Droits linguistiques et droits fondamentaux en Espagne", in Aevue GeVie>a/e
du Droi/, Vol. 23, 561-581, at p. 567. See also similar provisions aimed at forcing the exclusive use of Italian
names during the fascist regime under Mussolini in Klein, G. (1986), La po/itica tin£UMft'ai {feZ/ammo, II
Mulino, Bologna, at pp. 105-110.

" Wor/d Directory O/Af/norifto (1990), Minority Rights Group (ed), Longman, Harlow, United Kingdom, at
p. 63.

" See UN Document CCPR/C/46/Add.5.

" 77ie rVo/ee/io/i qf E/A/uc and Lin^wiric A/znorifl« in Europe (1993), John Packer and Kristian Myntti (eds.).
Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University, Abo, Finland, at pp. 71-72:

On 8 May 1984, the decision was taken to begin a campaign they called "Process of Renaissance". The
policy (which the authorities insisted was "voluntarily" complied with by the Turks) dictated that all Turkish
names had to be changed, and the use of the Turkish language in public was to be banned. Those who
refused were denied their salaries, travel within the country, and administrative and judicial services.
Uncooperative imams had their mosques denied official recognition. In some places, even traditional Turkish
clothing was forbidden. Passports with Turkish names were all declared invalid.

Article 18, Language Law of the Republic of Latvia, 31 March 1992. This may be contrasted with the
Hungarian legislation, 1993 Act No. LXXV1I on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities which provides
in Article 12(1):

Tou/c perjonne opparfena/i/ d u/ie mi/iorirl a /e dro/7 aw ///?re c/uu d« JO/I preViom e/ de ce/ui de Jon en/an/,
d ''i/ucnprion de ron nam de/a/ru7/e er de Jon preVio/n au /-e^/j/re m<2/nmo/ua/ aüui ^u'd /eur U/JV/AJOO/J

da/u /ej pi&rej o#irie//e.s je/o« /ej r^/e^ de M /an^ue wiarerneWe e/ ce da/u /ex cadrej ef /e* /wmVej de /a
en
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The above restrictions would appear to be a prime example of the state stomping upon what is by its
very nature an important minority use of language, and violate the spirit and explicit wording of
Article 27.

However, an increasing number of treaties and international instruments inspired by Article 27
have recognised the legitimacy of this type of right relating to the use of a minority's language,
including Article 7(2) of the Convention-cadre sur la protection des minority nationales:

Les par«"« .s'e/igagenr a reco/i/iafrre a route pmo/z/ie apparrenan/ a u/ie mi/ior/r^ nariona/c /
aro/f <f u/i/üer son nom faon parronyme) er JM preVio/rts da/is /a /angue nu/ionrairf a//ui" owe /
aro/r a teur recon/iawsa/zce o#Icje//e, JC/O/I / « mofla//r« prevwej par /ear j>\sre*me ;urjd/aa«."

A word of caution should be raised as regards the above-mentioned Convention-cadre and other
instruments such as the European Charter for Minority or Regional Languages. The rights
enshrined therein are restrictive in the sense that such instruments are not, strictly speaking, aimed at
minorities generally. They are limited — for political reasons — to guaranteeing certain rights to long-
established groups of citizens living within state borders, sometimes referred to as "national minorities"
or, in the case of Austria as öe/ie/marer, minorities which are living and traditionally rooted in the
country.

The exclusion of non-nationals or more recently established minorities from such provisions does
not mean they can simply be forced to forsake their names and surnames. States which have ratified
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and which have not entered into a
reservation regarding the application of Article 27, would be expected to permit individuals the
continued use of their names in the language of their community. For example, an Arabic-speaking
worker in Latvia could not validly be forced to change his name to an appropriate Latvian language
name under Article 27 of the Covenant, regardless of other treaties or instruments and not a member
of a "national" minority. . • = "*

Instead of naming a person, toponomy involves the naming of places, and may also be a source
of conflict Toponomy is dealt with somewhat differently than the former in that a distinction must
constantly be respected between the private use of place-names in a minority language, and official
toponomy in state areas and activities. Whilst the former, in conformity with Article 27, would prohibit

" Among other treaties and instruments with similar provisions are Article 14 of the Draft United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 11 of the Central European Initiative Instrument
for the Protection of Minority Rights, Paragraph 6 of the Resolution on the Languages and Cultures of
Regional and Ethnic Minorities, Article 10(5) of the European Charter for Regional or Minority
Languages, Article 4 of the Convention on Providing Special Rights for the Slovenian Minority Living in
the Republic of Hungary and for the Hungarian Minority Living in the Republic of Slovenia, Article 9 of
the Declaration on the Principles of Cooperation Between the Republic of Hungary and the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic in Guaranteeing the Rights of National Minorities, Article 10(l)(c) of the Treaty
of Peace with Italy, Article 14(1) of the Treaty Between the Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of
Poland on Friendly Relations and Good Neighbourly Cooperation, Article IS of the Treaty Between the
Republic of Poland and the Republic of Belarus on Good Neighbourliness and Friendly Cooperation,
Article 15(2) of the Treaty Between the Republic of Poland and the Republic of Latvia on Friendship and
Cooperation, Article 11 of the Treaty Between the Republic of Poland and Ukraine on Good
Neighbourliness, Friendly Relations and Cooperation, and Article 20(3) of the Vertrag zwischen der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland und der Republik Polen über gute Nachbarschaft und freundschaftliche
Zusammenarbeit All can be found in the Appendix.
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the state from interfering in the individual use of toponomy in a minority language for non-state
functions, this would have no relevance in respect to the state's use of place-names. It would be
entitled to require the use of the place-names it has chosen in respect to official activities or areas."
But if a state tried to forbid individuals from using a place-name in their minority language on their
own signs or posters, etc., this would likely entail a violation of Article 27.

* 5.6.4 77»£ /&?K£ o/Scnpf

Despite the paucity of discussion on the issue of script as it relates to Article 27, it would seem safe
to say that any prohibition of the private use of a particular script by a linguistic minority is a denial
of the right of individuals to use their language in community with other members of their group. As
pointed out in the chapter on the prohibition of discrimination, script is intimately related to the
concept of language, so that a difference in script can render a language unintelligible or difficult to
understand, just as would any other type of language differentiation.

Moreover, the recognition of the intimate link between language and script and of its importance
for linguistic minorities exists in a number of constitutions, which acknowledge amongst other things
the right of a minority to conserve its distinct script.*' Very few states expressly prohibit the private
use of distinct scripts, the most notable which do so being Indonesia, Turkey and Algeria.*'

5.6.5 Afedwt a/id PuMcarfo/ts

Another possible situation in which Article 27 could be raised is where public authorities prohibit
private media or publications in a minority language, notwithstanding that such a practice would likely
also constitute a violation of the freedom of expression. Examples of this type of restriction are not
as uncommon as one might believe. In 1985, a project related to a German language periodical was
not approved by authorities in Poland, although this restriction has since been lifted. In Kirgizstan,
official registration and thus the right to publish, has recently been denied to an Uzbek language
Islamic journal. In early 1993, the mayor of Cluj, in Romania, banned certain Hungarian publications.
A draft language law" considered in 1994 by the Estonian Parliament provides the legal basis for
a government to control the language used in journalism, without distinguishing between private media

" A state perhaps may not have total, unfettered discretion in such matters. There is at least an argument which
can be made that where a linguistic minority is highly concentrated and long-established, it would be
discriminatory to completely disregard the use, in conjunction with the place-name in the official languages),
of traditional and correct forms of place-names in minority languages because of the close identification to and
historical significance of the land and communities minorities inhabit Along these lines, an appropriate model
would be the 10 May 1994 approval by the Slovak cabinet of an amendment to the law on the state's official
language allowing towns and villages with a minority population reaching 20 percent or more to post bilingual
signs.

" In D.A.V. College, Bhatinda v. State of Punjab, (1971) 2 S.C.R. 261 (India), the Supreme Court of India
confirmed the nature of script as an element of language choice.

* For example. Article 2 of the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant generalisation de 1'utilisation de la langue
arabe states: "// «f in/erd/f de /ra/ucrire /a /a/igue ara/?c en caracfeV« au/re; ^a« / « carac/^r« araA«."

Article 21 of the December 1993 draft language law of Estonia states: "In the fields of economy, including
commerce, communication, dissemination of information, transport, medicine and social security, rules governing
the use of language shall be prescribed by the Government of the Republic."
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and state agents or public media. This draft law opens the door to a possible restriction by Estonia of
the language used by individuals "in community with other members" of linguistic minorities,
especially the Russian-speaking minority, and could well constitute a violation of Article 27."

Whilst the above more obviously signal a state's interference with the use of a minority language
by individuals, a much more complicated problem occurs when one considers the issue of government
control and allocation of radio and television frequencies. Basically, if a state is prohibited under
Article 27 from interfering in the use of language by members of a linguistic minority, does this not
imply that linguistic minorities have an unfettered freedom to use any frequency they please, without
being subjected to the regulatory supervision of the state? •- **"•'

The answer to this question is likely not. It is essential to keep in mind the nature of Article 27
in order to appreciate the distinction between non-interference of the state and allocation of resources
by the state. Pursuant to Article 27, a state should not be entitled to control in any way a linguistic
minority's efforts to establish a private radio or television station using the minority language and
aimed at a minority audience. This would appear to be a clear example of the use of language by
members of a linguistic minority.

However, in order to be on the airwaves, members of a linguistic minority must also have access
to broadcasting frequencies. In most states these frequencies are considered as public goods," and
countries which permit private broadcasting require that a licence to broadcast be obtained from an
administrative authority. Thus, though it would appear that Article 27 guarantees to linguistic
minorities the right to set up their own private media, it cannot be invoked in order to oblige a state
to provide certain resources, such as airwave frequencies, which are public goods.

Nonetheless, the matter does not entirely end here because, as with any other state activity, public
authorities are required to act in a non-discriminatory fashion,** and the refusal to grant broadcasting

" Lithuanian legislation is also problematic because of a failure to distinguish between private media and media
controlled by public authorities. The Lithuanian law of 1990 on the press and other mass media provides that
information shall be in the Lithuanian language, except in cases of sufficient demand when it may also be
distributed in other languages. Implicitly, such legislation allows public authorities to decide whether private
newspapers and other media may appear in minority languages, in which case there would clearly be a violation
of Article 27.

" Barendt, Eric (1993), ßroadcasring Law — A Cowi/?a/-ar/ve 5/«ay, Clarendon Press, Oxford, United Kingdom,
at pp. 79-81. See also a recent Italian case confirming this interpretation. Decision 102/1990, (1990) Giur. cost
6 1 0 ( H a l y ) . ,:• ^ i u i . i * ? , < > - * :~' ••• -• v ; = * ^ i - > ~ < ; - • •

** Piatt, Bill (1984), "Linguistic Diversity on the Airwaves: Spanish-Language Broadcasting and the FFC", in
La Ä02Ö Law Awna/ , Vol. 1, N° 2, 101-119. at pp. 112-113:

1. Broadcasters have the obligation to meet the needs and interests of the minority groups in the communities
in which they are licensed to serve. Where the minority community speaks only Spanish, failure of
broadcasters to provide Spanish broadcasting constitutes a complete failure to serve that group.
2. Even if they also understand English, Hispanic-Americans may have an important interest in receiving
Spanish broadcasting to maintain contact with and improve upon their Spanish-language ability. Failure of
broadcasters to make Spanish-language broadcasting available to bilingual Hispanics creates an insensitive
and hostile broadcast climate which has a particularly strong potential negative impact upon Hispanic
children.
3. Non-Spanish-speaking individuals, Hispanics and non-Hispanics alike, may have an interest in acquiring
language skills and greater cultural diversity by having access to Spanish-language broadcasting.
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licences for private radio and television stations using a minority language could constitute
discrimination on the basis of language. This issue is examined more closely in Chapter 6.

5.6.6 £/rc o / a Af/non/y La/iguage a///ome or i/t

In some cases a state or its agents will prohibit the use of a minority language in public places, whilst
permitting or tolerating it in private settings. The Turkish Anti-Terrorist Act No. 3713 of 12 April
1991 apparently still prohibits the use of the Kurdish language in public, although the private use in
the home is no longer an offence.

Algerian legislation makes it an offence to hold public meetings or conferences in which any
language other than Arabic is used, with the exception of international conferences using foreign
languages.'* However, the legislation goes so far as to ban any sign or poster in public view in a
language other than Arabic, with the only exception being foreign languages in designated tourist
areas.** As a result, the important Berber minority finds itself prohibited from using its language in
the above described public situations, constituting a fairly obvious infringement of Article 27 — and
probably of freedom of expression as well.

One problem which occurs in states having large populations of immigrants is the imposition upon
pupils in state schools to speak only the official language of instruction whilst on school grounds. It
may well be acceptable to require children to use the official or majority language when they are
participating in activities associated with the school's public mandate; however, does the same
policy not constitute a violation of Article 27 if pupils are prohibited from speaking their language on
school grounds in their leisure time? Although still under the care of public agents whilst playing in
the school yard or being driven in a school bus, it is certainly debatable whether forbidding children
from speaking amongst themselves in private, as they are entitled to do, is not an infringement of the
right of individuals to use a minority language in community with other members of their group.

Similarly, any public institution which allows its employees some time to interact with others in
private, during lunch or coffee breaks for example, would also likely violate Article 27 of the
Covenant if such private activities were restricted to the majority language. Such a case occurred in
a public hospital in Vancouver, Canada, where employees were forbidden from carrying on private
conversations in Cantonese whilst on break from work.

M-.v. '*•? - ^ •

" Article 9 of the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant generalisation de l'utilisation de la langue arabe:
Le$ jearionj er jemi/ia/re; naft'o/iaujc a/n» cue /ej rta#e£ pro/e^ria/i/ieb er de/onnar/o/i er /CJ /rujni/ej/a/ionj
puW/jues je rfeVou/enr en /a/i£ue ara^e. // peur/a/re uja#e de /an#ue£ ^/ran^rej, de/acon exeepr/on/ieWe
er para//e7e/nenf d /a /an£ue araAe, /ory de.r co/z/eVencej, re/ico/irres er /nan//ejrari0nr d caracreVe
i/i/ernario/uj/.

Article 19 of the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant generalisation de l'utilisation de la langue arabe:
La pu6ßcirl ÄJKJ ^«e/^Me/o/Tne ?u'e//e jo/r. je /air en /angue twaAe. // peitf Are/a/r d «Vre exceprrön/ie/,
/ de /a/i£uej ^frang^rej para/W/e/ne/tf d /a /a/jgue araAe, apr^j auroman'on

State education being a "public service", the state is under no obligation to respect a student's language
preference under Article 27, since the provision is one of non-intervention only. Students in class or other official
activities are thus receiving a service from the state, and not using their language in community with other
members of their linguistic minority. Of course, a linguistic minority may be entitled to instruction and use of
its language in state-provided education, where appropriate under the application of the right to non-
discrimination. " " , ; ' ; " ; , , ,H*J ./;. & ,<*&! cei .?**
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No state currently prohibits the use of a minority by private individuals in their own home.
However, there is one recent case in the United States where a judge has ordered a mother not to
speak Spanish to her child at home in Amarillo, Texas. State District Judge Samuel Kiser equated the
use of a minority language at home as a form of "child abuse":

< If she starts first grade with the other children and cannot even speak the language that the teachers
and others speak, and she's a full-blooded American citizen, you're abusing that child... Now get
this straight; you start speaking English to that child, because if she doesn't do good in school,
then I can remove her because it's not in her best interest to be ignorant"

Judge Kiser's reasoning is bizarre, to say the least It never occured to him that it may have been the
state school system which is "abusive" by not taking into account the linguistic and educational needs
of a very large segment of the population in Amarillo, Texas. For state authorities to force individuals
to speak a "foreign" language in their own home is not only in breach of freedom of expression and
non-discrimination, but also a violation of the US's international obligations under Article 27 of the
International Covenant on Civil land Political Rights. ^. ,

5.6.7 Ifae o/La/igwflgeH'/r/j Afembers 0/7ra/w&order

The phrasing of Article 27 does not seem to permit members of a linguistic minority the unfettered
right to maintain contacts and use their language with individuals who do not reside within the borders
of a state. Whilst an increasing number of treaties" have begun to include provisions guaranteeing
a large degree of freedom in respect to contacts across state frontiers amongst persons belntvgj.r\£ to
a linguistic minority, Article 27 itself does not appear to so extend. As explained by one commentator,
such an entitlement can be of great importance for minorities separated by a border in that it is a
potential source of support and inspiration for its cultural and linguistic activities: -

/ / .^flg/r /d d* w/j dro/7 pa/TJCM/jere/ne/tf tmporra/ir pour / « mi/iori/lf, « e//es
ef ren/orcer /eu/s caracr^/isri^«« com/muier. Le dro/f co/tfacre" par cer e'en'/ co/icer/ze fouf
d*a6ord /es m/ziori/ej dwper.se'e.y JMT /e /emf0j>e d"«/i ou de p/urieurj /statt. / / « / en ou/re derf/ne*
d .s'app/j<7uer aux /iom£reurcr nu/ior/fe; lAzö/t&r pre\y der/ro/ui lr« er 414/ pr&en/e/i/ /es mimes
caracfe>üri<7ue.? ef/i/i/<7ue.?, re/Zg/eu?e£ ou //ngu/^n'^ue^ <?ue /a popu/aft'o/t des £fatt VOWJVLT. Pour
e//ej, /e dro/r tfe/zrre/en/r dej co/ifactt avec /e5pop«/ario/w //mi/ropA«, y co/nprir en je
dans cej ^ratt, rev^r one /mpor/ance ""

** Reprinted from MacLean's Magazine, 11 September 1995, at p. 13. ^ .,; , '.'^ ' !

** See Article 2(5) of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, Article 23 of the Central European Initiative Instrument for
the Protection of Minorities, Article 14 of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages,
Article 17 of the Convention-cadre sur la protection des minority's nationales. Article 14 of the Treaty
Between the Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of Poland on Friendly Relations and Good
Neighbourly Cooperation and Article 15(2) of the Treaty Between the Republic of Poland and the Republic
of Latvia on Friendship and Cooperation, reprinted in the Appendix. VnftivKs;-;i's»it' '--

"" Malinvemi, Giorgio (1991), "Le projet de Convention pour la protection des minorites glabore* par la
Commission europeenne pour la democratic par le droit", in /?evue u/iive/-re//e <ta dro/tr de /*//o/wne, VoL 3,
N° 5, 157-165, at p, 161.
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Perhaps by oversight, or possibly because it is a product of the Cold War era, the construction of
Article 27 is more restrictive in scope, guaranteeing that individuals are not denied the right to use a
minority language in community with "other members of their group", with "group" signifying a
linguistic minority within the borders of a state. All other individuals outside the group, that is, those
who do not belong to a linguistic minority in existence in a state, would thus appear to be excluded.

Unfortunately, neither the rravauxpr^pararo/r« nor the research of scholars like Capotorti provide
any assistance in shedding some light on this point.

5.7 LIMITATIONS TO THE RIGHTS

5.7.1 Co/i/ky/on j4rw//ig /hwj //uma/i /?/g/iW Comm/rtee Decw/o/tf -,

The United Nations Human Rights Committee in two of its decisions involving Article 27 emphasised
that not every interference by public authorities can be regarded as a denial of rights within the
meaning of the provision. In Lovelace v. Canada, the Human Rights Committee admitted that the
objectives of the Canadian legislation were in place to preserve the identity of the Maliseets from
being overwhelmed by individuals not belonging to their ethnic and linguistic group. The reasoning
of the Human Rights Committee begins to get murky when it is affirmed that any legal restriction
affecting the right of a person belonging to an indigenous minority to reside on a reserve, must have
both a reasonable and objective justification and be consistent with the other provisions of the
Covenant, read as a whole; in particular, any state interference must be made in light of the general
content of principles embodied in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,
including Articles 12, 17 and 23 in so far as they may be relevant, and particularly the provisions
against discrimination, such as Articles 2, 3 and 26. The Human Rights Committee concluded that the
government restriction was unjustifiable:

The case of Sandra Lovelace should be considered in the light of the fact that her marriage to a
non-Indian has broken up. It is natural that in such a situation she wishes to return to the
environment in which she was bom, particularly as after the dissolution of her marriage her main
cultural attachment again was to the Maliseet band. Whatever may be the merits of the Indian Act
in other respects, it does not seem to the Committee that to deny Sandra Lovelace the right to
reside on the reserve is reasonable, or necessary to preserve the identity of the tribe. The
Committee therefore concludes that to prevent her recognition as belonging to the band is an
unjustifiable denial of her rights under Article 27 of the Covenant, read in the context of the other
provisions referred to."" ^ ; ; : i ; ; > . v ^ ;

In Kitok v. Sweden, the Human Rights Committee reiterated its view concerning the consideration
of other provisions of the Covenant and the need for some sort of balancing of interests between an
individual's desire to participate in activities related to the culture of his or her ethnic group and the
interests of the minority community as a whole. As in Lovelace v. Canada, the measures adopted by
Sweden were designed to protect Sami culture from being overrun in traditional areas such as reindeer
breeding. In this case, however, the Human Rights Committee decided that there was no violation of

°' Supra, note 37, at paragraph 17.
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Article 27:

[In] this problem, in which there is an apparent conflict between the legislation, which seems to
protect the rights of the minority as a whole, and its application to a single member of that
minority, the Committee has been guided by the rario decüfoutf in the Lovelace case...namely, that
a restriction upon the right of an individual member of a minority must be shown to have a
reasonable and objective justification and to be necessary for the continued viability and welfare
of the minority as a whole...""

The main difficulty with such reasoning is that it seems to imply that "the right not to be denied"
guaranteed under Article 27 is qualified: a state may interfere and restrict a minority member's right
to practice his or her religion, use his or her language or enjoy his or her culture if it has a reasonable
and objective justification and if it is necessary for the continued viability and welfare of the minority
as a whole. In other words, reasonable restrictions are permissible when they are in place for the
minority's own protection.

The Committee's reasoning has been criticised on occasion as being too favourable towards
states."" It's approach is also tenuous as nothing in the rravaux /veparafojVej, or in the phrasing of
Article 27, indicates that such a restriction was ever contemplated. That the Human Rights Committee
was strained in its approach is apparent moreover in its recognition that it could not and did not rely
exclusively on Article 27, but rather that it read the provision in the context of the principles embodied
in other provisions of the Covenant such as non-discrimination. In any case, the Committee's
reasoning in Kitok v. Sweden and Lovelace v. Canada can be understood in two distinct manners:
(1) the right of non-interference under Article 27 is not absolute, or (2) the Human Rights Committee's
comments actually relate not to Article 27, but to other provisions. The latter appears to be more
logical and consistent with the background and wording of Article 27.

5.7.2 Con/J/cf ftefwee/i Protection o/Af/nor/ries a/uf //uflvüfua/ ßig/ttt a/ui //»/er«tf

In order to better apprehend the reasoning in both Kitok v. Sweden and Lovelace v. Canada, it is
essential to understand the factual background of the two cases, such background not being clearly
evident in the decisions released by the Human Rights Committee. The respective legislation restricting
the rights of the two persons involved were not simply interferences by the states in the individual
right of such persons to enjoy their culture or use their language with other members of their
communities; the legislation constituted in reality measures to ensure the protection of culture and way
of life under attack by the overwhelming attraction or presence of the majority society. In both cases,
the measures were adopted with the approval of the leaders of the minorities involved.

Moreover, in both Kitok v. Sweden and Lovelace v. Canada, an important segment of the
respective minority communities were either severely divided or strongly opposed to modifying the
legislation. In fact, in the case of Mrs. Lovelace, her presence on the Tobique Reserve led to violent
incidents, not because public authorities attempted to evict her from the reserve, but because some
Maliseets were ready to take the law into their own hands in order to avoid an influx of people and
children imbued with Western values and culture, which would further endanger the "weaker" culture's
desperate attempts to save what it could of its values and traditions.

5«pra, note 40, at paragraph 9.8.

Supra, note 6, at p. 213.
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The dilemma posed by the fact that the legislative measures were aimed at the protection of the
minorities involved and had the support of a substantial segment of these groups, put the Human
Rights Committee in a rather uncomfortable position. It could see the value of not closing the door
completely on other measures which might in the future be adopted to assist threatened minorities, but
at the same time it had difficulty reconciling the wording of Article 27 with what, in practice,
constituted a denial of the right of certain individuals to participate in some aspects of the life of their
community.

Such a dilemma may occur in many other cases, which also provide an idea of the scope of the
difficulties at issue. For example, a state may adopt legislation which recognises the authority of a
linguistic minority to select the children entitled to attend its private schools. In order to protect the
culture of the linguistic minority's main ethnic group, the people exercising such authority may prefer
to exclude children who are the product of mixed marriages, or children of recent immigrants.
Linguistically speaking, such children are members of the same minority, yet they are excluded from
using their language in community with other members of their linguistic group. The Human Rights
Committee seems to have sensed such potential difficulties in attempting to provide a flexible approach
in the case of state actions which are adopted for the good of a minority but which nonetheless have
the effect of excluding some individuals from minority activities.

If a state is precluded from interfering in the use of a minority's language, what happens when a
minority, as a community, convinces the state to help it exclude some of its own members from certain
activities for the collective good? In essence, the Human Rights Committee recognised that whilst an
individual under Article 27 has the right to use his language, enjoy his culture, or practice his religion
in community with other members of his group, free from state interference, the group itself is under
no obligation to accept such individual. At the same time, if a measure was adopted for the protection
of a minority and approved by the latter as such, it still had to be non-discriminatory, i.e. have a
reasonable and objective justification and be necessary for the continued viability and welfare of a
minority.

5.7.3 Co/iswte/jcy WJY/J or/icr TVovis/o/tr

The truth of the matter is that the Human Rights Committee was emphasising that Article 27 could
not simply be applied in a vacuum. Whilst a policy of non-interference by a state is appropriate for
ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities, this in no way gives governments a carte Wanc/ie when acting
with the blessing and in the name of protection of a minority. In other words, protection of a minority
does not detract from a state's commitment towards other human rights guaranteed under the
Covenant. If a state adopts protective measures in compliance with the "positive duty" under Article
27, these measures must still be consistant with other human rights.

When read in this light, the reasoning in Lovelace v. Canada and Kitok v. Sweden makes sense,
since it is not only Article 27 which is at issue, but additionally whether the government measures are
consistent with Article 26, the non-discrimination clause.

Indirectly, the Human Rights Committee indicates that is what it is doing in applying Article 26
by adopting the terminology appropriate when balancing the interests of the state (taking the form of
the protection of a minority) with the interests of the individuals (Lovelace and Kitok) in order to
determine whether the law has a reasonable and objective justification and is necessary. In other words,
it is not Article 27 itself that is qualified, but any legislation or state action that affects other rights
protected under the Covenant, even if they are in place to protect a minority's rights under Article
27. Final confirmation of this interpretation seems to exist in the Human Rights Committee recent
Genera/ Comme/ir Afo. 23(50,) where it simply states that "none of the rights protected under Article
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27 of the Covenant may be legitimately exercised in a manner or to an extent inconsistent with the
other provisions of the Covenant."'" j .

5.8 OTHER INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROVERSY OVER THE PROTECTION OF
MINORITIES

5.8.1 77»e DwflVicrio/i tefwee/i A/Z/iom/w a/ui Mzrio/ta/ Afj/ior/rt'es '

Article 27 represents an important marker in a continuum throughout much of history: it is appropriate
and even mandatory to recognise the fundamental nature of language, religion and culture for
minorities. It also signals a significant, yet almost unnoticed shift from previous practices: instead of
applying mainly to well-established groups composed of citizens of a state, Article 27 is truly universal
as it applies to everyone in a state belonging to an ethnic, religious or linguistic minority.

A number of scholars, including Capotorti and Thomberry, failed to appreciate that Article 27 was
not simply a reproduction of the minorities treaties provisions of the League of Nations era, but that
it sought to correct one of their major flaws by providing protection not to a few privileged ethnic,
religious or linguistic minority groups (national minorities), but to all individuals who might be the
object of repression because of their minority membership and desire to celebrate with their own
people the beauty and joy of their religion, language or culture.

This distinction between two different type of minorities — national minorities being a smaller
category than minorities generally — must not be ignored because it is not uncommon for a state to
provide to communities which have formed a constant feature of the country's character a greater
degree of autonomy or entitlement to certain rights and privileges. In some cases, it is recognised that
certain communities are intimately linked to the history or culture of a society, and thus deserving of
special consideration. Some languages become important historical, cultural or religious symbols for
a nation, even though they have been largely abandoned in daily life (Sanskrit in India) or they are
spoken as a primary language by only a small proportion of the state population (Irish in Ireland).

In practice, states have shown a greater sensibility towards "indigenous" minorities than towards
more recent arrivals. For example, the Government of Germany acknowledges that its Danish minority
forms a national minority which possesses an historical area of settlement, just as the Sorbian minority
has a hereditary area of settlement in Saxony and Brandenburg. According to the Federal Government,
national minorities are ethnic groups whose members are German nationals living in well-defined areas
of settlement for a long period of time.'"

Hungary has also chosen to grant far-ranging and generous rights to various minorities in its 1993
Act No. LXXVII on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities. Despite its title, the act restricts
its generous provisions to national minorities,""* i.e. citizens who belong to communities which have
existed in Hungary for a long period of time (at least 100 years) and demonstrate a spirit of solidarity
in preserving their culture, language or religion. Although this appears to have been inspired by the

"°* Supra, note 47, at paragraph 8. • v -v-fe ' ^

"*Minis te rof Foreign Affairs, BTag-Ds. 12/585, 15 May 1991. i r • • >>^ ' ; • ' : ; ? • : ; •••••>*'

"* Article 61(1) of the Act identifies the ethnic and linguistic minorities which fulfil these requirements: ~<*
So/if conj /d^r^, en ver»n ae /a pr&en/e to», comme au/oc/i /on« e/i //o/igrie : / « g r o u p «
a/7n^/uenj, liu/gare;, c roa f« . grecr, po/onaij, rou/nai/ij. ru//i^n/e/jj, j e r d « , .fftova^ufj, j / o v ^ n « ,
er ^
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Capotorti definition of a minority, it must be emphasised that the former made a mistake, and that a
minority under Article 27 is not identical to what was considered a national minority during the
League of Nations period and in most other national and international instruments.

More recent international instruments confirm a trend towards more generous, flexible treatment
of national minorities, some of which are wider in scope than Article 27, and others which are quite
similar. The CSCE Document of the Copenhagen Meeting on the Human Dimension contains a
number of specific rights of persons belonging to national minorities. For example, Article 32 of the
document is certainly inspired by the Covenant: ; . ; ; » . ,>,<

Persons belonging to national minorities have the right freely to express, preserve and develop their
ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity and to maintain and develop their culture in all its
aspects, free of any attempts at assimilation against their will. In particular, they have the right:

- to use freely their mother tongue in private as well as in public;
- to establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and religious institutions,
organisations or associations, which can seek voluntary financial and other contributions as well
as public assistance, in conformity with national legislation;
- to profess and practise their religion, including the acquisition, possession and use of religious
materials, and to conduct religious educational activities in their mother tongue;...

Persons belonging to national minorities can exercise and enjoy their rights individually as well
as in community with other members of their group. No disadvantage may arise for a person
belonging to a national minority on account of the exercise or non-exercise of any such rights.

In other ways, the above document clearly goes beyond Article 27, containing provisions prohibiting
discrimination, guaranteeing freedom of expression, etc, specifically as it relates to national minorities.

Instruments such as the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (Article 1), the
Convention-cadre sur la protection des minoritls nationales (Article 1), and the Central European
Initiative Instrument for the Protection of Minority Rights (Article 1), do not purport to address
the rights of every ethnic, religious or linguistic minority. These are more limited in scope because
they are restricted to national minorities, whilst United Nations's instruments such as the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons
Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities are not limited to national
minorities, but address themselves to minorities in general.

5.8.2 Fu/uftz/nenfa/ Guara/tfees under i4rric/e 27/or /Von-Mzn'ono/ A/wor/ft'«

It is not illegitimate per se for a state to provide some type of preference or additional rights and
privileges for national minorities, but it is essential to keep in mind that non-national minorities are
still entitled to the fundamental protection guaranteed by Article 27 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights, even if they are excluded from a state's legislation related to national
Minorities.

The error which must be avoided at all cost is to equate the measures aimed at national minorities
as representing faithfully the extent of a state's obligations under Article 27. As shown previously, the
drafters of this provision clearly rejected attempts to limit Article 27 to the protection of "older"
minorities, thus distancing themselves from the approach of the League of Nations era. Furthermore,
>t appears to have been their intention to truly make the provision "universal". They carefully chose
tte phrasing in order to make it clear that all persons within a state belonging to an ethnic, religious
or linguistic minority are the subjects of Article 27, not just citizens of the state belonging to national
minorities. Finally, the rawo/i <f erre of Article 27 was clearly to provide what was considered a
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minimum form of protection fundamental for minorities: the right to use their language, enjoy their
culture, and practice their religion with other members of their group, no more, no less.

Recent instruments like the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages and the
Convention-cadre sur la protection des minorites nationales must be applauded for demonstrating
how various rights such as freedom of expression and non-discrimination based upon language, along
with the right of non-interference for minorities, can be crafted together to ensure appropriate and
balanced responses to the legitimate needs and interests of minorities, but they only provide a
framework for national minorities. They do not attempt to consider what would be an appropriate and
balanced response to the legitimate needs and interests of non-national minorities.

Thus, Article 27 remains of prime importance since it is relevant to all individuals belonging to
linguistic minorities, be they nationals or non-nationals.

- , - . • " . . . • •• ' . ' . ' • . * • ' - . • ' • « • , ' • ' . * - £ • - * • * •'." ^ T " '

5.9 SUMMARY " ^ - ••

The right of individuals belonging to a linguistic minority to use their language with other members
of their group has been part of international law since the time of the minorities treaties under League
of Nations supervision. More recently, the right has re-appeared in a number of treaties, including
Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

What the right entails in practice, and who its beneficiaries are, has been the object of some debate,
but it would appear fairly clear now that any individual who can claim membership of a linguistic
minority is entitled to the protection offered by this right. Attempts to restrict the category of
beneficiaries to citizens, well-established minority groups (or national minorities), non-dominant i
minorities, or even non-indigenous groups have all been proven to be wrong because they were ;
founded on the mistaken belief that the state would have to provide resources to assist in the
development of minorities, such as the creation of public schools using a minority language as medium >
of instruction, etc. A minority is to be understood as an objective, numerical minority in a state: less !
than 50 percent of its entire population. > . J , viU"* ^ r "^

As for the actual content of the right, it has a "wide" coverage, in the sense that it can affect any •
individual who is a member of a linguistic minority, but it is also "shallow", in the sense of only >
requiring from the state positive measures needed to ensure there is no interference in the use of a •-
language by a minority community and its members. Instead of imposing the creation of state '<
institutions and programmes specifically tailored for a minority's survival and development, a state
must instead neither inhibit the private and community use of a language, nor permit others to do so.
The latter facet of the right is perhaps an example of what may be described as "positive measures"
from state authorities: they must not stand by and assist or permit other parties to intervene in the use ••
of a minority's language by members of the group. 1

This right therefore offers an additional degree of protection in areas where the traditional human '
rights of freedom of expression and non-discrimination may not be available. The ability for a minority >
to create and operate private schools where the medium of instruction is their language is one such
important area where, strictly speaking, neither freedom of expression nor non-discrimination would
be of much assistance, especially if such private schools were forbidden generally. The right to operate ;
private media, to establish organisations and institutions where members of the minority can use their ^
language, to freely use names, surnames and topographical names in their language amongst <>
themselves, all of these can be seen as being protected by the right of individuals to freely use their .'<
language with other members of their minority group, although in some of these activities freedom '->
of expression or non-discrimination may also be relevant
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Finally, this guarantee for linguistic minorities should not be confused with the rights which many
states additionally consider appropriate for long-established "national minorities". The latter are citizens
of a state which can be considered as "minorities plus": their long-standing presence in a country make
them a recognised constituent of the national culture and society, and they are deemed to be entitled
to rights and privileges which other minorities may not be able to claim, such as the right to language
promotion programmes using state resources, or even state schools using the minority language as
language of instruction. Linguistic minorities rimp/iciter would not be entitled to the same state
largesse, but would nevertheless still be eligible for the fundamental guarantees offered by human
rights provisions such as Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
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6. State Language Preferences, Practices or Restrictions and Human Rights

In the previous chapters, it has been demonstrated that language preferences or restrictions by a state
may breach fundamental human rights such as freedom of expression, non-discrimination, and the right
of members of linguistic minorities to freely use their language in community with other members of
their group. In practice, specific situations may involve a combination of these rights, as in the case
where public authorities adopt measures which restrict an individual's use of his or her minority
language with other members of his group and, at the same time, conflict with that person's freedom
of expressioa Despite some overlapping, the various human rights do provide a degree of protection
in respect to language matters in distinct areas of activities. How these human rights may interact in
various domains will be examined in this chapter.

6.1 THE LANGUAGE OF ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITIES AND PUBLIC SERVICES

[T]he effort by one language group to seek hegemony may contain within it the seeds of a cycle
of resistance and repression. Hegemonic policies make compromises increasingly difficult and
polarisation increasingly extreme. The resulting struggle is not "ethnic conflict" grounded in
linguistic or cultural differences, but rather a conflict over power and policy resulting from the
effort of one group to establish hegemony over others.'

6.1.1 / J QÖ7c/a/ Language Cfae Exc/itf/vf?

In most states, the existence of a declaration in respect to an official language or languages does not
signify that public authorities are prohibited from utilising other languages when appropriate. In fact,
equating the adoption of a single official with the exclusion of all other languages in every type of
situation is inconsistent with generally recognised human rights such as the right to an interpreter in
legal proceedings, amongst others.

Official language status does signal that the use of such language in a state is provided by law;
however, the exact scope of a right to use an official language can always be subjected to various
limitations and considerations. Under the Canadian Constitution, the recognition of two official
languages pursuant to Article 16 did not J/I se guarantee a right to any type of service in either official
languages. Such an interpretation was handed down in a rather surprising decision of the Supreme
Court of Canada.* Official language status, in the highest law of the land, was merely a "political"
declaration which had to be further developed in other constitutional or legal provisions. Contrary to
popular belief, even when the use of the English and French languages in Canada is guaranteed by a
statute (and not by the Constitution), it is still generally limited to certain categories of public services
emanating from the federal government in a few parts of the country, mostly in the provinces of
Ontario, Quebec and New Brunswick. At the level of the provincial governments, some services may

' Tollefson, James W. (1991), f/a/uu/tg Language, /Van/ung /ne^ua/jry, Longman Inc., New York, at pp. 197-
198.

' Socilte* des Acadiens du Nouveau-Brunswick v. Association of Parents for Fairness in Education, (1986)
1 S.C.R. 549 (Canada).
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also be provided in both languages in the latter three provinces. Only a few specific federal services
are, in theory, available in both languages in the whole of the country.' ,, ; . a? n. . x t P ^

The new South African Constitution, which recognises eleven official languages* — from
isiZulu, which is the primary language of almost 30 percent of the country's population, to Tshivenda,
which is the primary language of less than 2 percent of the population — is misleading, because
official status does not actually imply guaranteed access to administrative or public services in all of
these languages. In fact, the Constitution itself prepares the ground for dilution of the impact of
official status, as "the use of official languages for the purposes of the functioning of government"
must take into account issues of usage, practicality and expense.* In the case of Tshivenda, this will
probably mean that it will be considered too expensive for most uses, so that official status will
basically be an empty promise for speakers of Tshivenda. To borrow, and adapt to the context, a
famous quote from British writer George Orwell, all languages are equal, but some languages are more
equal than others.

In some cases, a state may attempt to combine the recognition of an official language, which
in itself is quite legitimate, with a prohibition of the use of any other language in all contacts between
public authorities and the population. This can in some cases amount to a violation of human rights.

A fear has been acknowledged, for example, in the United States that any declaration of English
as the official language will lead to repressive or discriminatory measures. Following the adoption of
a series of laws in Arizona, Colorado, Florida and North Carolina recognising English as the only
official language, there were several instances of unfortunate events triggered by public authorities,
and even by private citizens." Non-English-speaking prisoners in Arizona were denied parole, public
school-bus drivers in Colorado reprimanded children for speaking Spanish on the bus, driver's licence
examinations in languages other than English were initially abolished,' and even the scientific (Latin)
names of animals in public zoos were at one point considered to constitute a violation of English-only
l e g i s l a t i o n . ^ ' i ' M ^ -.?*'•*;••••••'.• *~* ^ - i ;; •• "

The above examples suggest a profound misunderstanding of what official language status
entails. Whilst a state is free to designate whatever language it prefers as official, and thus recognise
its legal obligation to respond in the official language (or languages) — subject to appropriate
limitations — such a designation can never entitle public authorities to violate the fundamental human
rights of individuals. Judicial interpretation, legal provisions or administrative practices which view
official language status as a green light for any type of conduct favouring the official language(s) are
unacceptable if the result is an infringement of human rights. Declaring English, French or Spanish

* Despite claims from Canadian authorities that official bilingualism in the country is based upon an approach
diametrically different from the territorially-based language models of Belgium and Switzerland, this is not quite
the case. Most of the public services in both languages are only guaranteed in regions where a sufficiently high
percentage of the population uses the second official language, or if there is a sufficiently high demand for
services in both official languages in a region.

* See Article 3(1) of the Constitution of South Africa, reprinted in the Appendix. < w% -•
' I b i d . , A r t i c l e 3 ( 8 ) . ' " ' " * * ' " " "' * "'' < •••,....•:,./ .-..\.. . • : . • « • . V , - ; . ; ( : • ? ;

One supermarket clerk was suspended for responding to a co-worker in Spanish because of the mistaken belief
by their employer that the new legislation recognising English as the official language meant that every US
resident should henceforth only speak English at all times.

' Language Rights and the Legal Status of English-Only Laws in the Public and Private Sector (1992), in Mvf/i
Caro///aa Cemra/ Law /ow/via/. Vol. 20, 65-91, at p. 66.
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as an exclusive official language cannot be used as an excuse to violate a person's freedom of
expression, nor to permit discriminatory practices on the ground of language.

6.1.2 La/igutfge D/scrtm/nar/on

Whenever the number of individuals speaking a minority or non-official language in a state is
substantial, especially if they are mainly citizens, public authorities in regions where these individuals
are mostly concentrated should be able to respond to their requests as well as offer public services in
their primary language. Failure to do so could constitute a violation of the right to non-
discrimination.' A state's preference in respect to a particular language disadvantages speakers of
different languages, because the state thereby creates a linguistic criterion in terms of the level of
enjoyment of services and opportunities for employment In addition to the fewer opportunities for
employment in the state bureaucracy, non-native speakers with a lower proficiency in the official or
majority language as compared to native speakers may experience disadvantages in the area of public
services such as delays in obtaining appointments and interviews with bilingual public servants, the
cost of paying another person to act as an interpreter during interviews and to assist with the
completion of forms and consequent delays, the inability or varying level of difficulty to accurately
communicate information in order to be eligible for public benefits, decisions or privileges involving
public authorities, the unintentional communication of incorrect information by untrained family
members and friends acting as interpreters, the inability to accurately communicate medical
information to public health authorities and employees, additional costs such as family members' travel
expenses and absences from work in order to interpret.'

Particularly when speakers of a non-official language are numerous and reside in a compact
region, it is likely that many have a limited proficiency in the majority or official language because
in most aspects of their daily lives these people are in contact with other members of their community
and have relatively few occasions or little need to use another language. A particularly large linguistic
community is more likely to strongly reject a monolingual government policy if many of its members
are disadvantaged.

Use of a single language by state officials in state functions and documentation also has a highly
visible impact on employment opportunities with public authorities, as it signals to those who do not
master the official language as well as a native speaker that they will find government jobs largely
unaccessible."* This is increasingly coming to light as a major cause of tension in places such as

' In Groener v. Minister for Education, Case 379-87, [1990] 1 Common Market Law Review 401, the
European Court of Justice rejected the submissions of the French government that a state's linguistic policy is
somehow beyond the scope of Community law. The court stated that a linguistic policy cannot encroach upon
a fundamental freedom in a discriminatory fashion. In other words, any language preference or related criterion,
and the manner in which it is applied, must be proportionate to the objective sought

(1991), Wilson & Lafleur, Montreal, at p. 146.

'° Alexander, Neville (1989), "The Language Question", in Cnrica/ CAoj«/or 5ou/Ä ityncö/i Soriefy, Institute
for the Study of Public Policy, Johannesburg, pp. 3-9, at pp. 6-7;

In South African society as constituted at present the official language policy sustains and reinforces
inherited social inequalities and racial divisions. For instance, to obtain well-paid employment in virtually
any sphere, the prospective employee must be fluent in English and/or Afrikaans... This means that for
most black people, such employment is unattainable simply because their home language is neither
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Estonia, Kazakhstan, Macedonia and Kirgizstaa Many states of the former Soviet Union are
emphasising the priority of the new official state language, and Russian-speaking inhabitants who were
formerly in a position of domination, or at least of advantage, are increasingly facing a language
barrier to which they are unaccustomed, because of language requirements in employment.

Recognition of the important economic opportunity aspect associated to the use of a single
language can be found in the 7994 //«ma/i Deve/opme/ir /tepo/t of the United Nations Development
Programme where the following warning is given: "In several nations, ethnic tensions are on the rise,
often over limited access to opportunities — whether to social services from the state or to jobs from
the market Individual communities lose out, or believe [they] lose out, in the struggle for such
opportunities"."

Whilst the percentage and geographical concentration of individuals using a primary language
distinct from the official language or that of the majority is perhaps the single most important factor
to consider when determining whether state language preferences and requirements are discriminatory,
there is no simple model which would be appropriate for all situations in every state. There is
nevertheless a basic principle which would seem sufficiently adaptable to be applied in most countries.
It would appear that to arrive at a reasonable equilibrium, between the interests of the state and the
rights, interests and obligations of affected individuals in matters relating to language use by public
authorities, a "sliding-scale" approach would be appropriate in order to arrive at a linguistic policy
which does not discriminate on the basis on language.

A sliding-scale model can provide a balanced and reasonable response to the presence of various
numbers of speakers of non-official or minority languages, either at the national, regional or local
leveL When authorities at any one of these levels face a sufficiently high number of individuals whose
primary language is not the official or preferred state language, it would be discriminatory not to
provide a level of service appropriate to the relative number of individuals involved.

In the case of local districts and their administration, where the speakers of non-official or
minority languages are concentrated, local authorities should provide for an increasing level of services
in the non-official or minority languages as the number of speakers of those languages increase.
Beginning at the lower end of the sliding-scale model and moving to a progressively higher end, this
would imply, for example:

1. making available widely used official documents and forms for the population in the non-
official or minority language or in bilingual versions;
2. the acceptance by authorities of oral or written applications in the non-official or minority
language;
3. the acceptance by authorities of oral or written applications in the non-official or minority
language, and response thereto in that language;
4. having a sufficient number of officers, who are in contact with the public, in place to respond
to the use of the non-official or minority language;
5. being able to use the non-official or minority language as an internal and daily language of
work within public authorities.
This is a very general scheme and does not take into account other factors identified as relevant

in Chapter 4 (section 4.5) in determining the reasonability of state language preferences and the

English nor Afrikaans and, in most cases, their schooling does not help them to acquire the necessary
proficiency. Conversely, the present policy favours those of the white, coloured and Indian population
registration groups because their home language is either English or Afrikaans or, in many cases, both.

" Globe and Mail, Toronto, 3 July 1994, at p. A8.
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disadvantages that these create for individuals, but it does provide some general guidance as to the
minimal requirements which public authorities must respect in application of the right to non-
discrimination when there is a demographically significant number of individuals disadvantaged by
a state's language preferences or requirements.

It should be pointed out that many recent treaties and international instruments actually embody
the concept of a sliding-scale. The Central European Initiative Instrument for the Protection of
Minority Rights (Article 13: "whenever in an area the number of persons...reaches...a significant
level")," the Convention-cadre pour la protection des minoritäs nationales (Article 10: "Da/u /«

gra/?/n<7M« <f tmp/anrano/z su/w/a/mW/e ou /r<u#ri0/i/i£//e.../0rs<7U« c « pe/ro/wer e/i/o/ii /a
er <7«« c£//e-ci rlpo/u/ d u« ITCAH/I r<te/"),'* and the European Charter for Minority or

Regional Languages (Article 10: "within the administrative districts...in which the number of
residents., justifies the measures specified below and according to the situation of each language"),'*
to name but a few, all embody the implicit recognition that the appropriate treatment of individuals
by public authorities must take into account the reasonability of state actions in language matters, in
order to fulfil the requirements of non-discrimination. As has already been mentioned, the European
Charter for Minority or Regional Languages is more a political document than a rights treaty, as
it leaves to each state the option to "opt-out" of most of the treaty provisions in a manner which may
disregard the human rights of affected individuals, as if it were possible to set aside certain basic
principles such as freedom of expression through such an instrument This unfortunate flaw has
thankfully not been repeated in the Convention-cadre pour la protection des minorites nationales.

6.1.3 Atamer/ca/

As primordial as the numerical threshold appears to be in determining an appropriate and reasonable
linguistic policy which satisfies the requirements of non-discrimination, the previously mentioned
instruments do not give very precise guidelines as to when a state is mandated to take measures in
order to avoid imposing an unreasonable burden or disadvantage upon too many people. Of course,
the reason for this is that each country's situation is so different, and the number of variables so
numerous, that each government must have a margin of appreciation in order to adapt the most proper
mechanism to the unique situation of the state and of its speakers of various languages. Nevertheless,
it is possible to cite a few examples in order to give a sense of what appears to be proportionally
sound.

In India, the basic numerical thresholds were adopted in 1956 in a memorandum negotiated
between the federal government and individual states: whenever any language is spoken by 30 percent
or more of the population in any state or district, the state or district is recognised as bilingual and the
relevant minority language is placed on the same footing as the regional language for use by public
authorities; whenever the linguistic minority constitutes IS to 20 per cent of the population in an area,

'* See Section 1.2.2 in the Appendix.

" See Section 2.2.4 in the Appendix.

'* See Section 2.16 in the Appendix.
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government notices, rules, laws, etc. are reproduced in the language of the minority in that particular
area." . ^

Article 8 of the December 1993 draft Language Law of Estonia provides that in municipalities
where at least one-half of the permanent residents belong to a national minority, every person has the
right to receive a response from the state and the municipal institutions of the administrative district
and their officials in the language of the national minority as well as in Estonian. It should be pointed
out that this requirement that at least half of the population belong to a national minority appears
somewhat steep, certainly when compared to the practices in many other countries.

Canada has adopted regulations'* providing for a rather complicated sliding-scale approach
which depends not only upon the total number and/or percentage of speakers of the two official
languages, but also upon the type of service provided by public authorities. Other than in a few key
areas, where minimal services are to be available in both French and English, most bilingual federal
government services are only available when the population in a census subdivision includes at least
5 percent of speakers of the official language minority (or at least 5,000 individuals in major cities
having a population of more than 100,000). In some of the lesser populated census subdivisions, a few
services can be obtained in both languages, even if there are as few as 500 speakers of the official
minority language.

Within the public administration of the Basque Autonomous Community in Spain, Euskara and
Castilian are to be used by administrative units in areas where the percentage of Euskara-speakers
reaches 20 percent of the population.

The Furnish approach towards the presence of Swedish speakers is even more flexible:

In a bilingual municipality (commune) citizens have the right to be administered in Finnish or
Swedish by both local and state authorities. The authorities are required to publish documents
and announcements that affect the general public in both languages. The internal administrative
language of a municipality is the language of the majority. In principle, state authorities should
communicate with the municipalities in the principal language of the municipality. A
municipality is considered unilingual — Finnish or Swedish — when the entire population
speaks the same language or when the number of inhabitants who speak the minority language
is less than eight percent If the minority exceeds eight percent or numbers 3000 persons, the
municipality is bilingual. A bilingual commune is not declared unilingual until the minority falls
below six percent."

Despite misgivings expressed by some political leaders and courts in the United States," there does

Dhar, T.N. (1987), "Language Planning and Development Problems of Legislation amidst Diversity", in Lome
Laforge (ed.), /»rocecdi/i^i o/r/»e //i/ernario/ia/ Co//ogu/u/n on La/iguage /*/a/i/u/i£, Les Presses de l'Universite"
Laval, Qudbec, pp. 238-254, at p. 246.

" Official Languages (Communications with and Services to the Public) Regulations, SOR/92-48, 16
December 1991.

" Afinoriry Language* Today (1981), Einar Haugen, J. Derrick McClure and Derick Thomson (eds.), Edinburgh
University Press, Edinburgh, at p. 133.

In Guerrero v. Carleson, 109 Cal.Rep. 201 (1973) (United States), Spanish-speaking welfare recipients with
limited proficiency in English lost their benefits due to a failure to respond to the welfare department's notice
of an impending change in their status. The notice had been sent in English despite the department's knowledge
that the recipients did not speak that language. The majority of the court rejected the argument that the public
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exist at the legislative level recognition of the need to provide public services in languages other than
English when there exists a sufficiently large number of individuals who speak a particular minority
language. Under US federal law, state agencies which administer "food stamp" programmes must have
bilingual staff and translated written materials in areas where there are a substantial number of low-
income, non-English-speaking families. Five percent of the low-income households in an area is
deemed to constitute a substantial number. Thus, in California, for example, people applying for and
receiving public benefits are entitled to receive application forms and information materials in
Spanish."

In the Slovak Republic, the 1990 Official Language Act recognises that public authorities have
the obligation to provide services and respond in a non-official language in any region where at least
20 percent of the population consists of a national minority:

If the members of a national minority form in a city or village 20 percent of the population at
least, they may in such cities and villages use their language in official contact. If in these cities
or villages a citizen who is not a member of the national minority comes into official contact,
the procedure is carried on in the official language. The employees of state authorities and local
self-government bodies are not obliged to know and use the language of the national minority.
Public documents and the official agenda are made up in the official language.*"

Although it appears that no international instrument attempts to provide a precise demographical
standard for assessing when exactly the use of a non-official or minority language by public authorities
is an appropriate and reasonable response to the principle of non-discrimination, at least one non-
governmental organisation has attempted to do so in i Draft Protocol to the International
Convention on the Protection of National or Ethnic Minorities or Groups, Applicable to the
States Members of the Council of Europe:

The ethnic group's language shall be the official language if in an autonomous corporate entity
within a commune (including parts of the commune or factions of a commune equipped with
independent sub-organs of the commune) at least 20 percent, in administrative and judicial
districts at least six percent, or in larger administrative entities at least five percent of the
residing population use the language of the ethnic group."

Whilst the above only provide a very general idea of the many types of possible arrangements which
exist in relation to state language practices, it is evident that a number of states accept to a greater or
lesser extent the desirability of adopting a balanced response to the demographical reality within their

authorities were under an obligation to provide the notice in Spanish, in part because it felt that this would
impose an impossible burden upon the state, as there is no way to distinguish amongst language groups and types
of notice that ought to be provided. Moreover, every official communication or public service would have to be
offered in every language spoken in the United States. In a strong dissent, one judge pointed out that the
majority's basic assumption was wrong, as in reality the need to use different languages could easily and
reasonably be distinguished according to the relative importance of their use and concentration of speakers. ,,

" See California Government Code, Articles 7292, 7295 « «<?. (West 1980). ., «

" Article 6(2), Slovak National Council Act No. 428/1990.25 October 1990. The legislation mainly affects 500
communities where Hungarian is widely spoken.

" Article 16, reprinted in Section 1.3.8 of the Appendix. •'
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territory as a means of maintaining social peace. This, in turn, may be an acknowledgment that any
state language preference will have a negative impact upon some segments of the population, and if
the percentage of those affected is sufficiently high, some type of accommodation must be reached.
In determining the proper policy, each public authority must attempt to strike a balance by taking into
account, amongst other things, the nature of the service offered, the frequency of contacts with the
public, the linguistic composition of the region to be served and the importance of the services
involved and their effect upon individuals. In essence, it must adopt a non-discriminatory conduct in
relation to its language use.

Certain states have chosen a path which is somewhat different from that described above by
opting for various degrees of regional autonomy. When provinces, oWasw, cantons or states are
granted an extensive array of legal, judicial and administrative powers and corresponding financial
resources, it becomes possible for a linguistic minority to acquire control over many facets of the
public authority and the corresponding control over public language use. The Swiss cantons, the Aland
Islands in Finland, and the Belgian cultural communities are all examples of the so-called principle
of linguistic territoriality or 7emrona//tattpn7zzzp. In the case of Switzerland, for example, mis
principle signifies that even the relatively small population of Italian-speakers are able to constitute
a majority in the canton of Ticino and have an extensive array of public services in their language,
in addition to a great deal of local political power.

6.1.4 Cow/T a/id /4d>w//H.s/rarive />roce«#n£.s . • '; ,,

Even in circumstances where the number of speakers is so low as to make it non-discriminatory to
operate exclusively in one language in court or before administrative tribunals," there may be
situations where a state must take other steps to compensate the highly prejudicial effects of the state's
linguistic preference upon some individuals." Even in the case of a person having little or no
knowledge of the language used in court proceedings, it is obviously not unreasonable, for practical
and financial reasons for a state not to conduct its court proceedings in a language which is not widely
used or known in the state. At the same time, there is no denying that the burden or disadvantage for
a person in such a situation is exceptionally high. As with any other balancing of interests between

° In the Brunner case, Antts du Tribunal federal 106 la 299 (Switzerland), the Court felt that at approximately
25 percent of the population, the German-speaking community in one of the districts of Fribourg constituted a
"borderline" case where judicial bilingualism ought to be considered.

" As already noted in Chapter 4, international courts have admitted explicitly or implicitly that the use of one's
language in court is an advantage, and the inability to use it is consequently a disadvantage. See Ministire
Public v. Mutsch, Case 137-84, (1985) European Court Reports 2681; de Witte, Bruno (1991), "The Impact of
European Community Rules on Linguistic Policies of the Member States", in Florian Coulmas (ed.), A Lan^ttaf*
f o/icy/or fne European Commu/ufy: /Vojpectt and ö ' " " " ^ ' « . Mouton de Gniyter, Berlin, New York, pp. 163-
177, at pp. 170-171; and, Rannat, Mohammed Ahmed Abu (1972), Smdy o/£oua//ry in /ne Adm/ntorarion o/

e, United Nations Publications, New York, at paragraph 432:
..aliens and members of linguistic minorities within a given country, if they do not command a
knowledge of the language of the court, suffer difficulties in judicial proceedings unless proper provisions
are made on their behalf. As has been seen in paragraphs 411-418, such arrangements are made free of
charge for accused persons in the great majority of countries, and are also made or may be made free of
charge to parties in non-criminal proceedings in some countries. But official provision of interpretation
in return for payment by the person aided goes some way towards reducing discrimination on linguistic
grounds in judicial proceedings.
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the individual and the state, in assessing what is reasonable, one must ask whether there may not be
a less onerous measure capable of being adopted by the state which will lessen the individual's burden
or disadvantage."

Most international treaties dealing with civil and political rights," as well as most states*

* Interpretation is not an ideal solution, as it only alleviates without eliminating some of the disadvantages of
proceedings in an unfamiliar language. See Schulman, Michael B. (1993), "No Hablo Inglds: Court Interpretation
as a Major Obstacle to Fairness for Non-English-Speaking Defendants", in V<wuf«-W// L w Ä t v / w , Vol. 46,176-
196, at p. 178:

When a defendant testifies in a criminal case his testimony is critically important to the jury's
determination of his guilt or innocence. The first noticeable difficulty in the present system of court
interpretation is that non-English-speaking defendants are not judged on their own words. The words
attributed to the defendant are those of the interpreter. No matter how accurate the interpretation is, the
words are not the defendant's, nor is the style, the syntax, or the emotion. Furthermore, some words are
culturally specific and therefore, are incapable of being translated. Perfect interpretations do not exist, as
no interpretation will convey precisely the same meaning as the original testimony. While juries should

*** not attribute to the defendant the exact wording of the interpretation and the emotion expressed by the
interpreter, they typically do just that. In addition, American juries often are biased against non-English-
speaking defendants; therefore, these defendants are disadvantaged from the outset of the case. Given that
juries often determine the defendant's guilt or innocence based on small nuances of language or slight
variations in emotion, how can it be fair for the defendant to be judged on the words chosen and the
emotion expressed by the interpreter?

** Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Article 5 of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, and Article 8 of the American
Convention on Human Rights, all reprinted in the Appendix.

* de Witte, Bruno (1985), "Linguistic Equality: A Study in Comparative Constitutional Law", in
L/e/i£i«i i D m , Vol. 3,43-126, at p. 105:

[P]ractically all countries provide for the assistance of an interpreter to the persons who do not have a
sufficient knowledge of the language used by the [criminal] court; such aid is usually provided without
cost for the accused, except, in some cases, for a reimbursement which can be claimed if the person is
found guilty. Yet, this guarantee is only indirectly linked to the general principle of equality, and more

•• closely to the more specific constitutional principles of "fair trial", "equality of arms", or, in the United
States, "due process". Furthermore, recent improvements in this sector have been influenced, in many
European countries, not so much by their own constitutional provisions as by the fair trial guarantees of
the European Human Rights Convention; indeed, this is one of the areas in which this Convention most
clearly went beyond the existing "minimum standard" of its contracting states.

Amongst the legislative measures enshrining this right are Article 18(3) of the 1991 Languages Act of the
Soviet Socialist Republic of Russia, /?ecui/7 <f« /li/f/a/io/u /ingjüjo^u« da/u fe /nö/uie - Tom« V:

«, Ja C/»/i«, /« Da/ie/na/*, /a Fin/amfe, /a //o/jgnV, /'W« d« A/a//*, /< Afaz-oc, /a Mvvlge, /a
, / « /»ayj-Bai. /« /toyauw-t/n/, /a runiäe, to 7"ur?ui>. r«-f7ÄSS (1994), Jacques Leclerc and Jacques

Maurais (eds.). International Centre for Research on Language Planning, Quebec, at p. 213; Article 13 of the
1989 Languages Act of the SSR of Kazakhstan, ibid., at p. 162; and Section 753 of the Evidence Code, 1965
(California). Many constitutions actually include the right to an interpreter in criminal proceedings: Malta
(Article 35(2)); Mauritius (Articles 5 and 10); Nigeria (Article 6); Papua New Guinea (Article 37); and generally
see Rannat, jupra, note 23, at paragraph 432. One notable exception can be found in Japan, where the Court
Procedures Act provides that a charge must describe the names and address of a suspect, the charges against
him and other necessary information. However, there is nothing in the Act relating to the translation of the writ.
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have provisions recognising that when an accused faces proceedings in a language which he does not
understand, he shall have the right to the assistance of an interpreter, most often free of charge. If a
person is being charged with a criminal offence, he must also be informed of the nature of the charge
in a language which he understands. This international standard may be considered as just another
example of the possible application of equality and non-discrimination on the ground of language: that
a person be subjected to a trial or proceeding in an unknown language is unquestionably a "distinction,
exclusion, restriction or preference which...has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the
recognition, enjoyment or exercise" of a trial or proceeding when compared to an individual who has
the benefit of proceedings in his or her primary language, although in most states such an association
is not acknowledged. In some states it is linked with the principle of a "fair trial", of "due process",
or of "fundamental" or "natural justice", or even to the right to confront witnesses and to be present
at trial." Even in states where the legal system has traditionally not recognised the principle of non-
discrimination (particularly Common Law states, until recently), the right to an interpreter has
consistently been widely acknowledged.

For example, US courts have found that the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
may require the appointment of an interpreter for a non-English-speaking accused. Over time, the due
process clause has been the vehicle for multiple, and occasionally complex, judicial doctrines. In the
setting of a criminal proceeding, the denial of due process has been defined as the failure to observe
that fundamental fairness essential to the very concept of justice:

In order to declare a denial of it we must find that the absence of that fairness fatally infected
the trial; the acts complained of must be of such quality as necessarily prevents a fair trial."

US courts have also combined the Fourteenth Amendment with other constitutional clauses in order
to acknowledge the need for non-English-speaking defendants to be informed of their right to

Therefore, an arrest can be made simply by presenting a writ in Japanese, even though the person arrested does
not understand the nature or content of the charges against him. Another legislative measure of doubtful
conformity is the Spanish Organic Law 14/1983, of 12 December 1983, which makes available the right to an
interpreter, free of charge, in criminal proceedings only to non-citizens. A court decision has concluded, however,
that the Act is only valid if it is also available to Spanish citizens: see Milian i Massana, Antoni (1992), "Droits
Unguistiques et droits fondamentaux en Espagne", in Äevue GeVẑ ra/e du Droj/, Vol. 23,561-581, at pp. 579-580.

" In Commonwealth v. Garcia, 379 Mass. 422 (1980) (United States), at pp. 437-438, the Supreme Judicial
Court of Massachusetts held that a language barrier could, during a criminal trial, affect an individual's right to
a fair trial by effectively denying him the right to be "present" at his trial (in the sense of understanding what
is occurring) and the right to confront adverse witnesses. See also The State (Buchan) v. Coyne 70 ILTR 185
(1936) (Ireland) regarding the right to an interpreter as it relates to natural justice. Because there is no
constitutional right to an interpreter in the US, courts have been at pains to ensure such a right indirectly, through
the use of the Sixth and/or Fourteenth Amendments. For an excellent summary of the various US constitutional
provisions which are invoked in respect to the right to an interpreter, see Cronheim, Alan J. and Schwartz,
Andrew H. (1976), "Non-English-speaking Persons in the Criminal Justice System: Current State of the Law",
in Come// Law Äeviw, Vol. 61, 289-311, at pp. 289-297.

Lisenba v. California, 314 U.S. 219 (1941) (United States), at p. 236. j.,*s?^ wrwvi :; •>;:.n.
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simultaneous interpretation of criminal proceedings, at the government's expense:

Not only for the sake of effective cross-examination, however, but as a matter of simple
humaneness, Negron deserved more than to sit in total incomprehension as the trial proceeded.
Particularly inappropriate in this nation where many languages are spoken is a callousness to
the crippling language handicap of a newcomer to its shores, whose life and freedom the state
by its criminal processes chooses to put in jeopardy.*'

Despite the diversity of approaches in different states, the basic principles at issue all appear to have
the same concerns: (1) the prejudice caused to an individual having little or no proficiency in the
language of proceedings and the grave potential consequences in respect to his interests and his
freedom cannot be cast aside for the sake of the state's convenience or interests, and (2) as judicial
systems strive for fairness and just results, the inherent risks in proceedings where a defendant is
unable to understand or properly defend himself because of a language barrier or handicap must be
avoided whenever possible.

For example, Article 14(3) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
provides as follows:

In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the
following minimum guarantees, in full equality:

(a) to be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the
., nature and cause of the charge against him;...

(f) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the
language used in court;

Because of the highly prejudicial consequences of a criminal offence and the importance of court
proceedings involved, a state is never entitled to set aside such minimal guarantees, which are in no
way related to the number of people speaking a particular non-official or minority language in a state.
As the fairness and legitimacy of the legal system are at stake, as well as the defendant's interests, the
state must adopt what is perceived to be a reasonable measure in the circumstances: at minimum, it
must provide free interpretation of court proceedings, as well as inform any individual being charged
of the nature and cause of his offence, in a language which he understands.

" United States ex reL Negron v. New York, 434 F.2d 386 (1970) (United States), at p. 389; see also
MacDonald v. City of Montreal, (1986) 1 S.C.R. 460 (Canada), at p. 499, and Ngatayt v. The Queen, (1980)
147 C.L.R. 1 (Australia), at p. 20:

[When the incapacity to understand the proceedings is due to an inability to understand the language in
which the proceedings are conducted]...if an interpreter is available the capacity is removed. Similarly,
in deciding whether an accused is capable of understanding the proceedings so as to be able to make a
proper defence it is relevant that he is defended by counsel. If the accused is able to understand the
evidence, and to instruct his counsel as to the facts of the case, no unfairness or injustice will generally
be occasioned by the fact that the accused does not know, and cannot understand, the law. With the
assistance of counsel he will usually be able to make a proper defence. That of course is the test which
s. 631 provides: is the accused capable of understanding the proceedings at the trial, so as to be able to
make a proper defence? „. . „_ .... . . .
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In Isop v. Austria,** an applicant sought the right to use Slovene in civil court proceedings
by invoking Article 6 (right to a fair hearing) and Article 14 (non-discrimination on the basis of
language or national association) of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms. The European Commission of Human Rights concluded that these
provisions, used in conjunction, do not guarantee linguistic freedom of individuals in their relations
with public authorities such as courts. Important points raised throughout this study on language and
human rights can be seen to apply to the case: on the one hand, the relatively small number of
speakers of Slovene in Austria did not make the exclusive use of German in the Austrian court system
discriminatory," and on the other hand, the applicant's own knowledge of the German language
made the use of an interpreter unnecessary. There existed no unacceptably harsh burden related to lack
of proficiency in the language of proceedings.

When a sufficiently high numerical threshold of speakers of a language has been reached, states
should provide for an appropriate level of use of this language in its institutions. Even when such a
threshold has not been reached, interpreters must be provided to inform individuals of charges laid
against them and for criminal court proceedings. Non-discrimination still demands a concession on the
language front because of the severe disadvantages caused by a state's language preference in
proceedings involving individuals with too little proficiency in the chosen language."

Other international decisions confirm this view, and even offer tantalising hints regarding links
between the right to an interpreter and equality. In Dominique Guesdon v. France," the author of
the complaint faced charges of having damaged public property by defacing road signs in French. He
indicated that 12 witnesses appearing on his behalf and he himself wished to give testimony in Breton
and requested that their testimony be heard through the assistance of an interpreter. His request was
denied by the 7/-(&wta/ correcr/o/i/ze/. As the court refused to hear him and his witnesses in their

" Application 808/60, 5 Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights 108.

" It should be remarked that the European Commission did not deal specifically with this issue, and that in some
parts of Austria there may be grounds for greater use of the Slovene language. This may have been
acknowledged in Austrian legislation, adopted after the Isop v. Austria case, ibid., which permits a greater use
of Slovene in court proceedings. See Article 14 of Federal Act of 7 July 1976 on the Legal Position of
Minorities in Austria, Äecue/7 des /egü/a/toru /inguü/ifutt, supra, note 26, at p. 27. .̂  ^ , V^WKIÄ «I **

" See for example Articles 1 and 2 of Act No. 1 of 28 January 1993 (Puerto Rico) in Ä*cu«7 rf«
/mguwrianej da/u /e mo/ide - 7/ome V7: La Co/omi/e, / « /s/ate-C/nü, /e Afeaaue. forto Äico ef / «
j/tfernationaiu (1994), Jacques Leclerc and Jacques Maurais (eds.), International Centre for Research on
Language Planning, Quebec, at p. 148; and Article 14 of the 1989 Languages Act of the SSR of Kazakhstan,
ibid., at p. 162:

La procedure de* (riöiMaux aa»u/u,«ratt/r je deVou/e en itazaiUi on en ritree ou da/u <a ian^«f de /a
popu/arion d"u/ie /oca/irl don/ile. L'amtfa/ice a"u/i i/j/erpre/e aiu personnes aui ne poM&fe/if par /a
/angue ae /a procedure erf garanrie.

In both cases, two languages (English and Spanish; Kazakh and Russian) have attained a sufficient numerical
threshold to warrant their use in court proceedings; for all other languages, individuals have the right to an
interpreter when their fluency in the languages of proceedings is too low. The same type of arrangement can be
found pursuant to Article 47 of the Act on the Regional Autonomy of National Minorities of the Peoples
Republic of China, rtecue// des /e£ü/arions //n^««//^««, supra, note 26, at p. 68, where, beyond the use of
local languages in court proceedings, there is also an individual entitlement to an interpreter where one does not
understand the language of proceedings.

"Communication No. 219/1986. , > ;^ . ^ . - ' ^ • -----
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language, and as they were unwilling to express themselves in French, the author was given a four
months' suspended sentence and ordered to pay a fine of 2,000 francs. Guesdon claimed that the
French courts had violated, amongst other things, his rights to a fair hearing, his right to have
witnesses heard on his behalf and his right to have the assistance of an interpreter.

The Human Rights Committee correctly noted that the notion of a fair trial, within the meaning
of Article 14 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, does not have the effect
of entitling an accused in criminal proceedings to express himself in his language of preference:

The Committee observes, as it has done on a previous occasion, that Article 14 is concerned
with procedural equality; it enshrines, infer a/ia, the principle of equality of arms in criminal
proceedings. The provision for the use of one official court language by states parties to the
Covenant does not, in the Committee's opinion, violate Article 14. Nor does the requirement
of a fair hearing mandate states parties to make available to a citizen whose mother tongue
differs from the official court language, the services of an interpreter, if this citizen is capable
of expressing himself adequately in the official language. Only if the accused or the defence
witnesses have difficulties in understanding, or in expressing themselves in the court language,
must the services of an interpreter be made available.* .

These comments signal quite clearly that the language of proceedings — when it is not an accused's
primary tongue — causes an inequality. In the case of individuals having pronounced difficulty with
the language, this may be so detrimental that a state must always rectify such inequality to some
extent: whilst not requiring modification of the language of proceedings to that of the accused, it does
at minimum render obligatory the free use of an interpreter."

The European Court of Human Rights arrived at a similar conclusion in Kamasinski v.
Austria.* A US citizen, Theodor Kamasinski, was imprisoned in Austria for fraud and

v-V

* Ibid, at paragraph 102. See also similar conclusions reached by the European Commission on Human Rights
in K. v. France, (1984) 35 Decisions and Reports 203, and Bideault v. France, (1986) 48 Decisions and
Reports 232.

" In another case, the Human Rights Committee declared a communication inadmissible because the author had
refused to exhaust local remedies in the language of administrative proceedings, claiming that he should be
entitled to proceed with the assistance of an interpreter. In M.K. v. France, Communication No. 222/1987, UN
Document A/45/40, the 7>i£una/ admi/1/.wan/ of Rennes had refused to consider a complaint which the author
had submitted in Breton after French tax authorities had refused to indicate his address in Breton. The Tnftww/
subsequently ruled that the document had to be submitted in French if it were to be considered by the court The
author contended that the right to the assistance of an interpreter pursuant to Article 14(3)(f) of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights was being continuously violated in France. The Human Rights
Committee declared the communication inadmissible as the author had not exhausted all domestic remedies. It
also noted that tie author was not being criminally prosecuted — under Article 14, the right to an interpreter
only applies in criminal proceedings — but rather was seeking to initiate proceedings before an administrative
court in order to establish that he had been denied rights protected by the Covenant. The Human Rights
Committee concluded that even if the matter of the exclusive use of French in court proceedings was the issue
complained of by the author, and that it would be examined in first instance by French judicial organs using
French, this was not an unreasonable route, as the author was proficient in French and no irreparable harm would
be done to his substantive case by using the French language to pursue his remedy. ,

* Judgment of 19 December 1989, European Court of Human Rights.
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misrepresentation. As he had very little knowledge of the German language, he was given the
assistance of an interpreter, but was unhappy with the quality of the translation. Moreover, following
his conviction he did not receive a translation of court documents which he intended to use on appeal.
He alleged that these incidents violated his rights under Article 6(3)(e) of the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.

The European Court stated that the Article 6 guarantees should be interpreted generously:

The right to the free assistance of an interpreter applies not only to oral statements made at the
trial hearing but also to documentary material and the pre-trial proceedings. Paragraph 3(e)
signifies that a person "charged with a criminal offence" who cannot understand or speak the
language used in court has the right to free assistance of an interpreter for the translation or

,_. interpretation of all those documents or statements in the proceedings instituted against him
which is necessary for him to understand or to have rendered into the court's language in order
to have the benefit of a fair trial."

However, the court emphasised that the provision does not go so far as to require a written translation
of all of the items of evidence and official documents in a procedure, but rather a translation such that
the defendant has knowledge of the case against him and is able to defend himself. Moreover, "the
obligation of the competent authorities is not limited to the appointment of an interpreter but, if they
are put on notice in the particular circumstances, may also extend to a degree of subsequent control
over the adequacy of the interpretation provided."" In essence, there would be a violation of Article
6 if a translation were inadequate or otherwise affected the defendant's ability to defend himself or
his right to a fair trial.

Some commentators have noted that the underlying concern in Kamasinski v. Austria is to
avoid an inequality resulting from the language preference of the state which is too disadvantageous
for a defendant

L'o/i refrouve do/ic /«', co/nme po//ir de deparr de /a reyZex/o/i, /e soud des pe>e,y de /a
^ Co/ive/irfo/j de remÄ#er d /'mega/Zre" enfre accuses, e/i /'occwre/ice ce//e qrui extoe en/re /'accuj^

/eyuge ef ce/u/ we /e co/npre/uwif pas. To«/e id <7«esrio/i co/isisfe cepe/uia/»/ d .ravo/r
/e respecf de /a Conve/ifJO/J er de sa rario /e#« com/nande de/a/re re'g/ter ce

" Ibid., at paragraph 74.

"Ibid

"Kamasinski c. l'Autriche — Article 6 de la Convention pris isoldment ou combing avec Particle 14" (1991),
inÄevue fri/n£.y/r/e//e d « droi'w de /'//o/nme, N° 6, 217-240, at p. 223. In another case, Luedicke, Belkacem
and Koc., (1978) European Convention on Human Rights, Series A, No. 126, the applicants, who did not
understand German, were brought to trial for criminal offences in Germany. The European Court of Human
Rights commented that Article 6 was inspired by the need to treat more equally individuals who know the
language of criminal court proceedings and those who do not, and to compensate for the disadvantage this causes
to the latter. On the issue of the free assistance of interpreters, the German government argued that this right
under Article 6(3) was only in respect to a person "charged with a criminal offence". After conviction, such a
person was no longer charged with a criminal offence, and under German legislation became liable for costs.
The European Court disagreed, holding that Article 6(3)(e) guarantees the right to free translation without having
to repay costs, and that this extends to all documentation or statements necessary for the accused to understand
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Obviously, it is impossible to attain absolute equality between a defendant who understands the
language of the court and one who does not, as this would be a particularly burdensome requirement:
it would be an extremely long and costly process to translate every single document and to have on
every occasion simultaneous translation. This is why the European Court held that the requirements
of Article 6 only go so far as to ensure what is required for an accused's defense, in order for him to
understand the nature of the charges being brought against him, and in order for him to be able to
property appreciate the evidence being presented and the testimony of witnesses during the
proceedings, and finally in order for him to effectively present his own evidence and testimony.*'

The appropriate degree of interpretation will vary according to the complexity and seriousness
of the case:

Ce our determine /'amp/eur de /'a/de d /aoue//e /'accuse" peurpreVe/idre, c'esr /e aeso/n concr«
erpreas auaue/ e//e correspond, ce/ui-ci /ie pouva/ir Irre correcremenr eva/ue" ou'e/t rena/u
compre des c/rconsrances parr/cu//eres — ra/ir oö/ecrives oue suö/ecrives — de la procedure
//ngieuse, re//es /a narure er /a comp/ex/re" des cne/s d"accusarjon, /'amrude des aurorires, to
apn'rudes du preVenu. Pour yuger de /a pe/tj/ie/ice de ces cr/reres da/ts un cas do««^, /a Cour
se reserve de renzr compre aus.?/ du comporremenr, des dec/ararions er r^acftons, vo/r d«
si/ences de /'accuse", prem/er concerne" par /e proce'.r/'

The European Court also had the opportunity to address the extent of the right to be informed
promptly of the nature and cause of a criminal accusation in Brozicek v. Italy. The applicant was
charged with the offences of resisting the police, assault and wounding. The notification of the
accusation against Brozicek was in Italian, which he did not understand. He was tried, j'n a&senna, and
convicted. Brozicek invoked Article 6(1) (right to a fair hearing) and Article 6(3)(a) (right to be
informed of the nature and cause of an accusation in a language understood) of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The majority of
judges of the European Court of Human Rights concluded, on both counts, that there had been a
violation of the Convention. Specifically on the subject of Article 6(3)(a), the European Court stated
that any document constituting an "accusation" within the meaning of Article 6 should be provided
to the applicant in a language which he understands. Since the competent judicial authorities had been
informed by Brozicek of his lack of knowledge of Italian, it was their duty to ensure the observance
of the requirements of Article 6(3)(a) unless they could in fact establish that the applicant had
sufficient knowledge of Italian to understand the purport of the communication/'

The notion that equality amongst individuals might require providing interpretation for those at
a disadvantage because they do not understand the language of proceedings is only one theoretical
explanation of this right and may not be the most prevalent at thaL In most countries, it is probably
safe to say that the main motivation for recognition of the right to an interpreter is not a concem for
the inequities as between individuals, but rather a desire that safeguards be in place to secure the
fairness of the trial in practice. The crucial matter is to ensure that all parties are heard in a fair

in order to have a fair trial. *, . . .» «,

*® 5«pra, note 36, at paragraph 79. * r - '

*' Supra, note 39, at p. 237. ' ' '

** (1989) European Convention on Human Rights, Series A, No. 167. '

" Ibid., at paragraphs 38-41.
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manner and that justice be done in the end. In this sense, the main concern is to arrive at a just and
fair outcome, and not to counter any detriment or undue burden placed upon individuals because of
the state's language preference.**

Although most international treaties limit the right to an interpreter to the more serious cases
of criminal proceedings, many states have extended some aspects of the same principle to proceedings
of administrative tribunals or to civil cases." In Sweden, the Förva/r/w/i&s/age/i (Administrative
Procedure Act) and the Forva/m/rtg.yproce.w/age/j (Code of Procedure for the Administrative Courts)
both require the presence of an interpreter when an authority is dealing with someone who is not in
command of the Swedish language. In these and in criminal and civil court proceedings, according to
the Code of Procedure (Ääf/ega/tröa/te/i). Sweden provides for the use of an interpreter free of charge.
One can see in these provisions a balancing of interests which is appropriate when considering what
a reasonable, non-discriminatory language requirement is, as the public authority is required to
consider the character of the matter, the language in question and if the matter is of great importance
to the party.

In general, there would appear to be a greater tendency in most states to recognise in quasi-
judicial, civil or administrative proceedings, a right to an interpreter as the importance of the issues
involved are greater and the seriousness of the consequences for the individual higher. In immigration
proceedings, particularly those which may result in deportation or exclusion, many states acknowledge
in essence the same type of right to an interpreter as in criminal proceedings.**

Although most provisions indicate that an individual is entitled to the free assistance of an
interpreter when he or she does not understand the language of proceedings, there is little indication
of what precisely is meant by "understanding". As has been remarked in discussing the various degrees
of disadvantage linked to variable proficiency in a language, "understanding" a language is not simply
a black or white matter. For example, in In re Muraviov,*' the Court of Appeals for California
reversed a criminal conviction because it found that the defendant had not knowingly waived his right

" The number of horror stories tied to not being able to understand the language of proceedings, even in states
which recognise the right to interpretation, abound. In R. v. Iqbal Begum, Court of Appeal (Criminal Division)
22 April 1985, Appeal No. 6187/8/84 (United Kingdom), a female defendant was sentenced to imprisonment for
life following her plea of guilty to murder. After she had been in prison for some years, it was discovered that
she had not understood nor had any input in the criminal proceedings despite having had the services of an
interpreter and a lawyer. It transpired that the interpreter did not even speak the same language as the defendant,
an unbelievable mistake for which the latter payed dearly.

Rannat, supra, note 23, at paragraph 434:
In civil cases, in the great majority of countries studied, a litigant without knowledge of the language of

, the court is provided by the authorities with interpretation. The cost is often borne, however, either by
the assisted party or by the unsuccessful party or by the party required by the court to meet the expense.

" See Leiba v. Minister of Employment and Immigration, [1972] S.C.R. 660 (Canada); Weber v. Minister
of Employment and Immigration, [1977] 1 F.C. 750 (Canada); and El Rescate Legal Services v. Executive
Review, 941 F.2d 950 (1991) (United States). For a comprehensive review of US decisions confirming that
because of the serious penalties which can result, deportation or exclusion proceedings warrant a right to an
interpreter where appropriate to guarantee an individual's ability to present his case, see Mallya, Lynne (1992),
"Deportation and Due Process: Does the Immigration and Naturalisation Act or the Fifth Amendment Provide
for Full Interpretation of Deportation and Exclusion Hearings?", in Law and" //ieaua//ry. Vol. 11, 181-208, at pp.
181-208.

" 13 CaLRep. 466 (1961) (United States).
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to counsel. The trial court had asked Muraviov four simple questions which could all be answered by
"yes" or "no". The trial judge concluded that his answers indicated that he understood English and
therefore proceeded without an interpreter. It turned out that the defendant had so little knowledge of
English that he was largely unsure of what was being asked. After conducting its own hearing on the
accused's ability to speak English, the Court of Appeals held that:

[I]t should be obvious that if petitioner was unable to understand or speak English, his
monosyllabic "yes" and "no" answers had no meaning.

Similarly, in Dominique Guesdon v. France, the Human Rights Committee clearly indicated that the
right to an interpreter is not limited to situations where an individual has absolutely no knowledge of
the language of proceedings, but arises whenever an "accused or the defence witnesses have difficulties
in understanding, or in expressing themselves in the court language".**

In order to avoid this type of problem, some states have adopted legislation to give some
direction on when an individual should be guaranteed access to an interpreter. In the United States,
the Court Interpreters Act of 1978*' requires the services of an interpreter in any criminal or civil
action initiated by the United States government in a US district court where a party or witness
"speaks only or primarily a language other than the English language...so as to inhibit such party's
comprehension of the proceedings or communication with counsel or the presiding judicial officer or
so as to inhibit such witness' comprehension of questions and the presentation of such testimony."

In United States v. Carrion," the First Circuit Court of Appeals recognised that protection
of a defendant's constitutional rights to a fair trial and to confront witnesses means having recourse
to an interpreter, even if the defendant has some ability to understand and communicate in English:

The right to an interpreter rests most fundamentally...on the notion that no defendant should face
the Kafkaesque spectre of an incomprehensible ritual which may terminate in punishment,.. Yet
how high must the language barrier rise before a defendant has a right to an interpreter?...
Because the determination is likely to hinge upon various factors... considerations of judicial
economy would dictate that the trial court, coming into direct contact with the defendant, be
granted wide discretion in determining whether an interpreter is necessary... But precisely
because the trial court is entrusted with discretion, it should make unmistakably clear to the
defendant who may have a language difficulty that he has the right to a court-appointed
interpreter if the court determines one is needed, and, whenever put on notice that there may be
some significant language difficulty, the court should make such a determination of need."

a

Finally, the court in State v. Vasquez observed the following: ^ . ^ 5

Degrees of understanding may present themselves between that of complete comprehension of
the language to that of minor matters. The question, not properly heard or understood, may bring

** Supra, note 33. . ; • : ! , . . » : , - . • .

*' Public Law 95-539; 92 Stat. 2040.28 U.S.C.A. 1827. , ui .

" 488 F.2d 12 (1973) (United States). • *

" Ibid., at pp. 14-15. See also Safford, Joan Bainbridge (1977), "No Comprendo: The Non-English-speaking
Defendant and the Criminal Process", in /ourna/ o/Crimina/ Law a/u/ Cnjnwio/ogy, Vol. 68,15-30, at pp. 20-25.
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forth an answer that might turn the scales from innocence to guilt or from guilt to innocence.
Then, too, the answer given might be made in words not entirely familiar or understood by the
defendant..." ^ , ^ ..., , „ .. . , , , .,, ^ . , , .,., , . . , , ,

Nor should concerns over the right to an interpreter be perceived as a uniquely Western phenomenon.
In fact, they may be particularly acute in other countries: , • • .

^ ' In matters of law it is of course of extreme importance that all concerned should understand the
implications of the process, and the questions and statements made. Thus while witnesses or
accused may understand questions in, say, Swahili or English, they may not feel able to reply
well enough in those languages. Consequently, there is a great need for and use of interpretation
throughout the system, and there may sometimes be doubts as to the accuracy of this (since
professional interpreters are not employed), such that, for example, interventions from the bench
may be required.

As a final remark, it should be obvious that the right to an interpreter requires that an adequately
competent interpreter be available for use. Moreover, interpreters having an interest in the proceedings
must be avoided. Decisions such as Brown v. State,** where it is claimed that it is unnecessary to
have an interpreter who is unbiased towards the defendant, are clearly inappropriate. A more consistent
attitude in light of the need to have a fair trial and to compensate for the defendant's disadvantage
caused by a state's linguistic preference in proceedings would seem to require a completely
disinterested interpreter."

6.2 EDUCATION

Therefore it seems better to me, if it seems likewise to you, that we turn some books which are
most needful for all persons into the tongue which we can all understand; and that you act..to

^ the end that all the youth now in England of free men who have the wealth to be able to apply
themselves to it, be set to learning so long as they are no use for anything else, until the time
when they can read English writing well: let those afterwards be instructed further in the Latin
language.

, Alfred the Great*

* 121 P.2d 903 (1942) (United States), at pp. 905-06.

" Maw, Joan (1991), "Multilingualism in Tanzania", in J.-J. Symoens and J. Vanderlinden (eds.), S>wpo.riu/n:
£*5 fa/t£ue5 en /l/n^Ke d r/wnzon 2000, Institut Africain and Acaddmie Royale des Sciences d'Outre-Mer,
Bruxelles, pp. 165-179, at p. 171.

"59 S.W. 1118 (1900) (United States). , < > ;, ,

" Lujan v. United States, 209 F.2d 190 (1953) (United States), at p. 194:
While in the nature of things, a disinterested interpreter is essential to an impartial interpretation of a
witness' testimony, at the same time the trial court is necessarily accorded a wide discretion in
determining the Fitness of the person called, and the exercise of that discretion will not be disturbed on
review in the absence of some evidence from which prejudice can be inferred.

Innis, Harold A. (1986), £mp/>e a/id Commj</uai//0n.y, Press Porcdpic, Victoria, Canada, at p. 130.
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6.2.1 Co/tretfue/tcw JVJ Se/ecri/ig a Language as Medium o/7/is/rucrio/j

It is undoubtedly true that a mother tongue is not merely a linguistic system which can, with
impunity, be replaced by another language. A child's mother tongue is the language which
allows him to impose a structure on the universe. It is associated with his thought processes, his
sense of identity and his solidarity with his family and environment. As he matures, his mother
tongue may become a symbol of regional or national pride, a means of gaining access to
knowledge and wisdom. And it will usually be associated with feelings of warmth, intimacy,

. spontaneity." :•;« » i a » ' ^ . - - . * * r<*- » ^ ^ *'- ""'< •- '-~'"-' •"" '"•' "'"

Children are not simply linguistic blank slates when they enter a school. In probably the closest thing
possible to world-wide unanimity," it is recognised that instruction in the mother tongue is, at least
at the initial levels of education, the most effective way to instruct pupils. In other words, to educate
children in a language with which they are less familiar is unfavourable to them. Such disadvantage
can, as has been shown in a number of occasions, be discriminatory when it affects a sufficiently large
group of people. ** *'

Perhaps the most comprehensive study in this field is found in a UNESCO document which
examines closely the numerous factors that make instruction in a child's primary language the most
desirable approach, whenever possible: ^ ^

In learning any foreign language a child may find difficulty in mastering the alien vocabulary
and syntax sufficiently to express his ideas in i t Where the foreign language belongs to a
wholly alien culture he is faced with the added and much greater difficulties: to interpret to
himself the new ideas in terms of his own medium of thought — his mother tongue — and to
express his own ideas and thoughts through the new modes of the alien tongue. Ideas which
have been formulated in one language are so difficult to express through the modes of another,
that a person habitually faced with this task can readily lose his facility to express himself. A
child, faced with this task at a age when his powers of self-expression even in his mother tongue
are but incompletely developed, may possibly never achieve adequate self-expression.*'

The UNESCO experts concluded that every effort should be made to provide education in the mother
tongue as late as possible, since the mother tongue as their primary language is the one these children
understand best Finally, they are more likely to find lessons in most subjects easier if they are taught

" Ltf/iguage P/a/i/u/ag a/id Language Ec/mra/zon (1983), Chris Kennedy (ed.), Unwin Publishers, London, at p.
165.

* Of course, there are always some exceptions, not to say abberations. A Hawaiian statute was adopted during
the Second World War which prohibited teaching of any foreign languages to children who had not passed the
first four grades, even in private after-school programmes. The statute was based on an educational theory that
the study of foreign languages (including Latin and Greek) in early years caused serious emotional disturbances,
conflicts and maladjustment. The court accepted in Mo Hoch Ke Lock Po v. Steinback, 74 F.Supp. 852 (1947)
(United States) the premise that "below average" students (i.e. children exposed to a native language other than
English at home) would be detrimentally affected by foreign language study at an early age.

" 77ie t/rc o/ Vernacu/ar La/iguag« I/I £</uca//o/i (1953), UNESCO, Paris, at p. 690.
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it in their language: :̂  c ; i - '•' r / f • ; ; ; r ^

To expect him to deal with new information or ideas presented to him in an unfamiliar language
is to impose on him a double burden, and he will make slower progress. Moreover, the parents
will be in a better position to understand the problems of the school and in some measure to
help the school in the education of the child. «a w3»•ia-.&

The view on these conclusions is almost universal." Deprivation of an education in one's mother
tongue has been convincingly linked to poor educational results" and the creation of a sense of
psychological inferiority," and even as a major source of potential ethnic conflict." This is
especially true when the number of speakers is so high in an area that children are continuously
exposed to and usually use their home language. It then becomes difficult for a child to comprehend

-Vf >

" Ibid., at p. 691. .,.,.... ^ ^ i - 4 - ,^- •, •.•-'-v, ••"> , - v - ^ ••.* j«mv.

" See Weinstein, Brian (1987), "Language Planning and Interests", in Lome Laforge (ed.), ProceeaV/igj.
/nfer/iariona/ Co/foouiu/n 0« La/iguage P/a/imVig, Les Presses de rUniversite" Laval, Quebec, 34-57, at p. 40, for
a contrary point of view. One country where disturbing beliefs were widespread, although more as a temporary
aberration according to some scholars, is the United States. Baron, Dennis E. (1990), 77ie £/ig//.rn-0n/y Qutt/t0/i.°
An OjJ7cia/ Language/or America«?, Yale University Press, New Haven, USA, at pp. 174-175 explains:

Moreover, [US] psychologists until recently believed that immigrant and other non-English-speakers were
mentally inferior to homegrown, anglophone Americans, and that bilinguals — in particular, first-
generation Americans speaking a native language and learning English as well — suffered intellectual
handicaps from having to think in two languages.

" See Baron, ibid, at p. 163; Lan£Ma#e o/7ne<7ua/;fy (1985), N. Wolfson and J. Manes (eds.), Mouton Publishers,
Berlin, at p. 247; McDougal, Myres et al. (1976), "Freedom from Discrimination in Choice of Language and
International Human Rights", in SoH/Aer/i ////now £//H'ver«ry Law /ou/7ia/. Vol. 1, 151-174, at p. 159; South
West Africa Case (Second Phase), [1966] International Court of Justice 284, where Judge Tanaka observed that
"if we consider education...we cannot deny the value of vernacular as the medium of instruction..."; and, Annis,
Melissa (1982), "Indian Education: Bilingual Education — A Legal Right for Native Americans", in American
/ndian Law /?ewew. Vol. 10, 333-360, at p. 339.

" Rosenbaum, Stephen (1981), "Educating Children of Immigrant Workers: Language Policies in France and
the USA", in American /ow/ia/ 0/ Comparative Law, Vol. 29,429-465, at p. 455; Education Code, Annotated
California Codes, 1977, Section 52161.

" See Deutsch, Karl A. (1975), "The Political Significance of Linguistic Conflicts", in Savard & Vigneault (eds.),
£ « £ra« mu/ri/f'/tjutt. Presses de l'Universite' Laval, Qudbec, at p. 14; and, Ammoun, Charles D. (1957), 5riufy
o/D/jcrmuna/jo/» in £d«cao'on, United Nations Publications, New York, at p. 90; MentzelL Peter (1993), "The
German Minority in Inter-War Yugoslavia", in Mz/i'0/ia/iriu Papers, Vol. XXI, No. 2, 129-143, at p. 132; and
Wor/d Directory O/Minoriri« (1990), Minority Rights Group (ed.), Longman, Harlow, United Kingdom, at p.
249:

[In Mauritania], a resurgence of ethnic unrest began in early 1979, again centring on the Arabization
issue... The immediate issue was the poor examination results of black students in their 1979 end of year
exams: the introduction of Arabic into the curriculum in the 60's and the subsequent weighting of marks
in favour of Arabic subjects were blamed. Black teachers and pupils demonstrated and the police
intervened. Senegal threw its weight behind demands for autonomy for Mauritania's blacks.
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why his primary language suddenly is frowned upon or even forbidden when he enters a classroom,
whilst outside the school grounds he is almost completely surrounded by his primary tongue.

A state's decision to adopt an exclusive language as medium of instruction virtually guarantees
that children with limited or no proficiency in the chosen language will endure serious disadvantages
and fall behind as they either struggle to keep up with what is said in a language which is less familiar
or simply withdraw into a world of their own:

La p.ryc/i0-pl<ftz£0£(£ app/iaue** a /'Irfuca/zo/i <z en ejfer £ou7/gnl /'ünporfa/ice de /a
/narerne/te pour /e d^ve/oppemenr jenjori-moreur, oj^ecn/er cogm/i/*fe /'en/a/ir.
5/ /'e/i/ä/i/ rejre injure' danj jon miVieu, J ' J / ejr en jy/n/MOje avec jon c/iv/ro/mcm^n/, on /w
assure /ej co/uftfio/u opflma/ej d* u/ie ajj//m7arion narure/7e dej opeVarionj cogn/riv«, o« permef
/'e"c/oj/on, /Vpa/iou/weme/ir narmon/eia dej/acu/rej j/tre//ecr«e/7ej. La /angue marerne/Ze o^e
en e/fer /a jeu/e pojj/6///re' de veröa/wario/j active, ind/jpenjal7/e pojtf*
op^rafe«/"J de öaye, e/ co«d/n'o« de toufe co/urrucr/o« aöj/ra/fe, opeVa/o/re OM
5/, aw co«rra/re, o/i ne rejpecre pa^ /e dro/r ^/^me/jra/re de ro«/ enfa/if de je d^ve/opper da/iy
/a ia/i#ue de ja m^re, de sa/am/Z/e, de JO« mi'/ieu, « /'o/i re/«je d*aa>neffre a«e /"e/i/a/ir e«
/jeureux da/w ja /a/igwe /narer/ie//e comme da/w /ej öras de ja m^re, JJ O/I /e ma/«rie/i/ da/w IÜI
e"/af cAro/waue de /rujrrario/i aj^ecrive e/» /e p/afan/ * danj /'impojj<6i7//e' ma/^rje//e
a"e^r/o/-iser je j jenrime/i/J er jej mr^rets », o« M /mpoje un cAoix dou/oureux en/re dej«
mo/idej ja/u cowynurt/can'o/j er o/t /e co/ida/n/te d /t'lrre ja vie dura/tr ^u'w« j/uzdapre* JOC/O-

ca/rure/."

Especially when they tend not to reflect the actual language of the surrounding community,
inappropriate language practices or restrictions by the state tend to be rejected and sometimes enforced
through oppressive and even violent measures."

" Renard, R. (1991), "£l6ments d'une probldmatique de l'amdnagement linguistiquc en Afriquc", in J.-J.
Symoens and J. Vanderlinden (eds.), 5>mpof/um : L « /a/i£ue.r en A/n'^u« d /'Aön'zo/i 2000, Institut Afxicain and
Acaddmie Royale des Sciences d'Outre-Mer, Bruxelles, pp. 43-49, at p. 45.

** Skutnabb-Kangas, Tove (1990), ß///n^Ma/ij/n or A/o/: T/ie £d«ca//on o/ M/iorir/«, Clevedon, Avon, United
Kingdom, at p. 309:

In the second place, minority children were often punished for speaking their own language, even outside
the classroom. Many were made to go hungry, or physically punished in a variety of ways for speaking
their own language. I have spoken to Tomeä Valley Finns who were made to carry heavy logs on their
shoulders or wear a stiff collar which prevented them from turning their heads or looking down, all
because they had spoken Finnish. I have Same friends who were beaten or kicked as children for
answering questions in Same.... He describes how the children were lined up in the school playground
when one of them had spoken a word or two in Finnish to have their ears boxed one by one. Many
schools also organised the children to spy on one another, rewarding the child who reported another for
speaking the forbidden language, often by giving her extra food. This whole system was such as to lead
the children to believe not only that heir own language and culture were worthless, since they formed no
part of the curriculum, but also that to speak the minority language (and to be part of the minority group)
was a shameful thing that they had to get away from as soon as possible.
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Amongst the most dramatic consequences is the high level of pupils who tend to drop-out of
school earlier because of burdensome and inappropriate educational language practices." In countries
such as Bolivia and Peru, it has been observed that the absence of any instruction in the language of
children whose native language is not Spanish results in high illiteracy and drop-out rates. Even after
a number of years of schooling, the type of bilingualism obtained is weak and fades once the student
leaves the school and returns to a largely monolingual, non-Spanish-speaking community."

The same phenomenon has been observed in different parts of the United States, and predictably
becomes more marked as the size of the linguistic community increases, signalling a more frequent
and comprehensive use of a minority language in various facets of every day life. In the case of the
numerically important Spanish-speakers, the effects of English-only instruction are nothing short of
shocking:

. * . - •. . - - . * . . . . ' . . , . . . . : . . . . : . . . i . , . . . . . < , — . . . * • . , . ' • - - . , , , . • • • - • . • ; - . . - . . . ' r \ : • - v - « t f - . ' • . -• n '

>: A 1967 study revealed that the longer a Puerto Rican child remained in New York schools, the
more he fell behind his peers, and that nearly two-thirds of Puerto Rican eighth graders were
more than three years behind in reading development The drop-out rate of Mexican-American
children in New Mexico was dramatised by the fact that in the late sixties over one-third of all
Spanish-speaking children in that state were in the first grade, and that fifty-five percent of those
above the first grade were more than two years over age for their grade. In Texas during the
same period, eighty percent of all Mexican-American children who entered the first grade were
not promoted. In California in 1970, fifteen per cent of the school population was Hispanic, yet

, almost thirty percent of educable mentally retarded (EMR) classes consisted of Spanish-
sumamed children. Significantly, intelligence tests to determine EMR placement were
administered in English only.* ^ , , , , , ,

" As recognised in the following statute in the United States, Education Code, Annotated California Codes,
1977, Section 52161:

The Legislature finds that there are more than 288 000 school age children who are limited English
proficient and who do not have the English language skills necessary to benefit from instruction only in
English at a level substantially equivalent to pupils whose primary language is English. Their lack of
English language communication skills presents an obstacle to such pupils' right to an equal educational
opportunity which can be removed by instruction and training in the pupils' primary languages while such
pupils are learning English. The Legislature recognises that the school dropout rate is excessive among
pupils of limited English proficiency. This represents a tremendous loss in human resources and in
potential personal income and tax revenues. Furthermore, high rates of joblessness among the dropouts
contribute to the unemployment burden of the state.

" See also the conclusions of a Swedish educational report quoted in Language />/a/vu/ij am/ Language
Wucarion, supra, note 57, at p. 180:

Recent research has demonstrated, and strongly emphasised, the importance of the first (home) language
- '• for a child's emotional and intellectual development If the home language is allowed to stagnate when

a child begins school, and another language is introduced as the sole school language, there is a great risk
of incomplete development of both languages. Experience has shown that the facility with which many
immigrant pupils speak idiomatic Swedish can represent a superficial knowledge of the language, a facade

s which hides great deficiencies of vocabulary, reading comprehension and concept formation, while the
home language is also characterised by the same deficiencies. - ~ .-

* McFadden, Bernard (1983), "Bilingual Education and The Law", in /on/via/ o/Law antf* Education, VoL 12,
1-27, at p. 14.
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Especially in the context of a large area where the official or state preferred language is in little use,
an exclusive language policy in education can be disastrous. When the United States invaded Puerto
Rico on 25 July 1898, public authorities began to forbid the use of Spanish in classes, and teachers
could not be certified if they did not pass English exams. After three decades of this policy, 80 percent
of the students in Puerto Rico had failed both Spanish and English and had dropped out of school."
The same results of high drop-out and illiteracy rates appear where the language of a former colonial
power is used in African countries, and with indigenous peoples of South America when the exclusive
language of instruction is a language largely unknown or unused by the majority of inhabitants."

Of course, the degree of disadvantage suffered by students will depend on their level of
proficiency in the state-sanctioned medium of instruction, but in the case of children with absolutely
no knowledge of the language of instruction it may be more appropriate to speak of a state preference
that results in an actual discriminatory exclusion from education rather than simply a case of a
disadvantageous policy on the basis of language.

The US Supreme Court recognised this in Lau v. Nichols" when it indicated that English
language requirements were a violation of equality since they shut out students with no knowledge of
the language. English-only education for these children meant no education:

Under these state-imposed standards there is no equality of treatment merely by providing
students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do not
understand English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful education.
Basic English skills are at the very core of what these public schools teach. Imposition of a
requirement that, before a child can effectively participate in the educational program, he must
already have acquired those basic skills is to make a mockery of public education. We know
that those who do not understand English are certain to find their classroom experiences wholly
incomprehensible and in no way meaningful."

Since it was obvious that the Chinese-speaking minority received fewer benefits than the English-
speaking majority from a school system using a language they do not understand as the medium of
instruction, the US Supreme Court agreed they were denied the opportunity to participate in the
educational programme, in other words excluded, and that this constituted a form of discrimination.

. - I« . .

, supra, note 62, at p. 43. • - ' ' < ' • "Ji. •=.

" Renaud, P. (1991), "Essai d'interpre'tation des pratiques linguistiques au Cameroun : Les donnees, les choix
et leur signification", in J.-J. Symoens and J. Vanderlinden (eds.), .Symposium : L « /angu« en i4/"<?^ ^
/"norizon 2000, Institut Africain and Acaddmie Royale des Sciences d'Outre-Mer, Bruxelles, pp. 51-83, at p. 64.
In Paraguay, educational policies used to require that all children be educated in Spanish. This was the only
exposure to Spanish for children living in rural areas predominated by monolingual Guaranf-speakers. Under
these conditions, the number of grades completed in school would directly reflect a child's ability to speak
Spanish. Faced with the sense of frustration common to students educated in a non-native language, these
children were practically forced to drop out of school; see on this point Rubin, J. (1968), Afario/ui/ Bi/in jua/üm
in /\jraguoy, Mouton, den Haag, Netherlands, at p. 77. , . . . . . _

" 414 U.S. 563 (1974) (United States). . . - . • - , ; , > • „ : : ' M U ^ ' •;"

" Ibid., at p. 566.
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6.2.2 />u6//c Erfwcar/ort a/ui Srare

It cannot be denied that the business of government is easier in a monolingual than multilingual
nation. However, it does not follow that legislation or school policy requiring the use of the
official language at all times will give the same results as actual monolingualism. On the
contrary, it is fairly likely that absolute insistence on the use of the national language by people
of another mother tongue may have a negative effect, leading the local groups to withdraw in
some measure from the national life. In any event, it seems clear that the national interests are
best served by optimum advancement of education, and this in turn can be promoted by the use
of the local language as a medium of instruction, at least at the beginning of the school
programme.'*

Since children will either be excluded or at least disadvantaged by a state's decision to impose a
language of instruction that is not their primary tongue, there has to be a balancing of interests to
determine whether the burden imposed on them because of their language is reasonable and non-
discriminatory. As with other types of state intervention by public authorities, there is no simple model
that can be advanced that would be appropriate for all situations. Yet the basic principle applied when
dealing with the actions of the state and public authorities is also applicable to public educational
activities, and this implies a reasonable equilibrium between the interests of the state and the rights,
interests and duties of affected individuals. This would mandate a "sliding-scale" approach mentioned
earlier in order to arrive at a non-discriminatory educational policy.

It should be pointed out that, in general, international instruments recognising a right to
education have consistently excluded a parent's automatic right to choose the language in which his
child would receive a state's educational services." It appears clear that the right to education was
never intended to include the right to education in one's own language.™

The European Court of Human Rights came to the same conclusion in a highly influential
judgement where it addressed itself directly to the fravaux pr^pararo/rey and the context of Article 2
of the First Protocol of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms dealing with the right to education:

...the first sentence of Article 2 does not specify the language in which education must be
conducted in order that the right to education should be respected. It does not contain precise
provisions similar to those which appear in Articles 5(2) and 6(3)(a) and (e). However, the right
to education would be meaningless if it did not imply in favour of its beneficiaries, the right to
be educated in the national language or in one of the national languages, as the case may be."

'* 5«pra, note 59. at p. 693.

" Article 13 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Article 2 of Protocol
No. 1 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms; Article 13 of
the Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights; Article 5(e)(v) of the Racial Discrimination Convention. Article 28(1) of the Convention
on the Rights of the Child.

Sec on this point Lebel, Michel (1974), "Le choix de la langue d'enseignement et le droit international", in
Äevue /urtffyiie 7A6nfr, Vol. 9, No. 2. 221-248, at pp. 231 and 232.

Belgian Linguistic Case, [1968] 1 Yearbook of the European Convention on Human Rights 832, at p. 858.
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Although Article 2 is, a pr/ori, "language neutral", it must of necessity include the right to learn at
least one national language. The court further adds, on dealing with the second sentence of this
provision on the religious and philosophical preferences of parents: - -

This provision does not require of states that they should, in the sphere of education or teaching,
respect parents' linguistic preferences, but only their religious and philosophical convictions...
Moreover the "preparatory work" confirms that the object of the second sentence of Article 2
was in no way to secure respect by the state of a right for parents to have education conducted
in a language other than that of the country in question: indeed in June 1951 the Committee of
Experts which had the task of drafting the Protocol set aside a proposal put forward in this
sense. Several members of the Committee believed that it concerned an aspect of the problem
of ethnic minorities and that it consequently fell outside the scope of the Convention.

Nor does the non-discrimination provision in combination with the right to education guarantee an
individual's unrestricted freedom of choice as to the language of instruction to be used in state-
provided education:

Article 14, even when read in conjunction with Article 2 of the Protocol, does not have the
effect of guaranteeing to a child or to his parents the right to obtain instruction in a language
of his choice. The object of these two Articles, read in conjunction, is more limited: it is to
ensure that the right to education shall be secured by each contracting party to everyone within
its jurisdiction without discrimination on the ground, for instance, of language. This is the
natural and ordinary meaning of Article 14 read in conjunction with Article 2. Furthermore, to
interpret the two provisions as conferring on everyone within the jurisdiction of a state a right
to obtain education in the language of his own choice would lead to absurd results, for it would
be open to anyone to claim any language of instruction in any of the territories of the
contracting parties... The Court notes that, where the contracting parties intended to confer upon
everyone within their jurisdiction specific rights with respect to the use or understanding of a
language, as in Article 5(2) and Article 6(3)(a)(e) of the Convention, they did so in clear terms.
It must be concluded that if they had intended to create for everyone within their jurisdiction
a specific right with respect to the language of instruction, they would have done so in express
terms in Article 2 of the Protocol. For this reason also, the Court cannot attribute to Article 14,
when read in conjunction with Article 2 of the Protocol, a meaning which would secure to
everyone within the jurisdiction of a contracting party a right to education conducted in a
language of his own choice."

Thus, the court's heavy reliance in its comments on the unrealistic expectation that both provisions
should guarantee to everyone the right to state education in any language is consistent with the point
of view that it is not discriminatory per je to limit the number of languages used as medium of
instruction in state schools. By referring to the need of a proportionality test involving questions of
administrative and financial reasons, the means employed and the aim sought, the court is indicating
that it would not be discriminatory not to provide state schooling for everyone in any language.

™ Ibid., at pp. 861 and 862.

™ Ibid.. at pp. 866-868.
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Courts in a large number of states have also held that there does not exist, as far as state-funded
education is concerned, an unqualified right to obtain an education in one's preferred language."
Obviously, to conclude otherwise would require for a state to provide public education in every child's
primary language, even if there are 100 or more languages spoken in the country. Recognition of such
a right would clearly be too onerous and unrealistic.

However, a more practical arrangement in the field of education, taking into account the number
of speakers of a language, has been recognised and in place in many countries throughout history.
During the League of Nations era, the minorities treaties contained provisions specifically involving
the use of a minority language as medium of instruction in the state school system when appropriate:

Provisions will be made in the public educational system in towns and districts in which are
resident a considerable proportion of Albanian nationals whose mother-tongue is not the official
language, for adequate facilities for ensuring that in the primary schools instruction shall be
given to the children of such nationals, through the medium of their own language, it being
understood that this provision does not prevent teaching of the official language being made
obligatory in the said schools."

Another Permanent Court of International Justice decision even more clearly demonstrated the link
between equality and public schooling in a minority's language when appropriate because of their
numerical importance. It stated that Article 9 of the Polish Minorities Treaty which called for
adequate public facilities for ensuring to the children of Polish nationals of other than Polish speech
primary instruction through the medium of their own language, represented the right of "minorities the
members of which are citizens of the state to enjoy...amongst other rights, equality of rights...in
matters relating to primary instruction".**

As indicated earlier, the first draft of what was to become the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights also established a link between discrimination and the lack of public schooling and other
government services in a minority's language when appropriate due mainly to the numbers of

" In Canada, see Ottawa Separate Schools v. Mackell, (1917) 32 D.L.R. 1 (Canada) and Quebec (A.G.) v.
Blaikie, (1981) 1 S.C.R. 312 (Canada); in the United States, see Schmid, Carol (1987), "Language and Education
Rights in the United States and Canada", in //j/erna//ona/ a/id Co/npai-arive Low ß«ar/er(y. Vol. 36, 903-908,
at p. 903, and Piatt, Bill (1990), jOn/y E/ig/w/i? LOW and Languagf /*o//cy in f/i* C//u7ed 5fafei, University of
New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, USA, at pp. 41-52; in Spain, see Milian i Massana, Antoni (1989), "Legal
Considerations on the Linguistic Rights Recognized in the Education System in Catalonia", in L<jngu<j££ o/u/
£OH\- /Voc«dmgj o/r/ie Firtf Con/erence o/r/ie /nrerna«ona/ /njrt/Kfe o/Co/nparaftv« Zin ju/jn'c Law, P. Pupier
and J. Woehrling (eds.), Wilson & Lafleur, Montreal, at p. 439. Even in the former Soviet Union, there was not
a right to education in any language, but a more limited right to education in a "national language" within the
relevant autonomous republic or province. See on this point Hannum, Hurst (1990), Au/o/iomy, Soverag/iry, and
&'/-Der<v7ra/zarion, University of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, at pp. 363-365. and Weiner, Richard (1989),
"70 Languages Equal and Free? The Legal Status of Minority Languages in the Soviet Union", in Arizona
^na/o/Z/i^rna/jona/and Comparar/ve Law, Vol. 6, 73-96, at p. 73.

Advisory Opinion on Minority Schools in Albania, (1935) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series
A/B, No. 64, 3. at p. 21, also known as the Minority Schools in Albania case.

Treatment of Polish Nationals in Danzig (1932), Permanent Court of International Justice, Series A/B, No.
44.1. at p. 9.
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individuals involved: - ^ ''"'• ' ^ " '

In the initial draft outline of the International Bill of Human Rights prepared by the Secretariat,
it was proposed that "no one should suffer any discrimination whatsoever because of race, sex,
language, or religion or political creed. There should be full equality before the law in the
enjoyment of rights enunciated in the bill of rights." Moreover, states possessing "substantial
numbers of persons differing in race, language, or religion from the majority of the population,
should give such persons the right to establish and maintain out of an equitable proportion of
public funds, schools, cultural and religious institutions, and they should be entitled to use their
own language before the courts and other authorities and organs of state and in the press and
in public assembly.""

To this day, perhaps unconsciously, many if not most states have policies that reflect more or less
faithfully what is but a manifestation of the prohibition of discrimination in state-provided education.
In Canada, the Constitution enshrines the right of members of the two linguistic groups representing
about 90 percent of the country's population the right to education in the mother tongue, "where
numbers warrant".** In Austria, the most numerous and concentrated minorities are the Slovenians,
Hungarians and Croatians." Depending on the percentage of each minority in a given territory, they
are entitled to a greater proportion of public education in their language in conformity with the sliding-
scale model.**

India's Constitution similarly contains a provision which directs every state, and every local
authority within a state, to endeavour to provide "adequate" public facilities for instruction in the
mother-tongue at the primary stage of education to the children of linguistic minorities," adequacy

" McKean, Warwick (1983), Etfua/j'fy a/u/ Dücrimma/io/i um/er /n/er/uirio/ia/ Law, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
United Kingdom, at p. 63.

" Article 23 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, in Section 3.23 of the Appendix. It should be
emphasised that this provision contains a number of suspect qualifications on the exercise of the right While
the Supreme Court of Canada has recognised the validity of the sliding-scale approach in the field of education
in Mahe v. Alberta, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 342 (Canada), it has failed to appreciate that it is in fact essentially
applying the principle of non-discrimination. Canadian legal scholars and legislation have generally failed to
realise that language policies are not simply a matter of a state's political prerogative, but can be subject to
restrictions due to individual rights such as equality and freedom of expression. It then comes as no surprise that
Canada has been "reprimanded" twice by the United Nations Human Rights Committee for measures affecting
language in Lovelace v. Canada, Communication 24/1977, UN Document A/36740, and Ballantyne, Davidson
and Mclnryre v. Canada, Communications 339/1989 and 385/1989.

" These minorities are also "national minorities" since they are living and traditionally rooted in Austria

* For example, in Burgenland a minority language has to be used as the medium of instruction in areas where
more than 70 percent of the population belong to the relevant minority. In areas where this percentage lies
between 30 and 70, both German and the relevant minority language have to be used, whereas in areas with a
lower percentage of speakers the minority language may be taught as a school subject. See öhlinger, Theo
(1993), Af/noriry Languages i/i Aitsfria in rte L/g/if o/f/ie Eu/-<?pea/i CTrarter/
EURORegion National Report, Fribourg, Switzerland (unpublished), at pp. 5 and 7.

" Article 3S0A, Constitution of India, Section 3.S2 of Appendix.
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resting mainly on the numerical importance of a minority. This is in addition to the division of India's
states along essentially linguistic lines. These political divisions ensure that the larger linguistic
communities have control over public schools and other institutions of learning, and thus ultimately
they arc in a position to ensure that most inhabitants can have their primary language used as medium
of instruction in state schools. In the same way Switzerland's regime of cantonal autonomy ensures
that most members of the country's four main linguistic groups have control over the public schools
and educational activities in their cantons with corresponding use of their language as medium of
instruction. This arrangement on a territorial basis is due to an assessment of the country's public
interest against an individual's interest in instruction in her or his own language. In other words, the
language of instruction is territorially determined and relatively few exceptions are permitted because
the whole scheme is deemed necessary and reasonable in the Swiss context since it adequately ensures
most speakers of the main languages in the country have access to state schooling in their language."

The European Court of Human Rights also concluded, in the case of Belgium, that a territorial
division of the country along mainly unilingual regions that ensured access to public schooling in their
language to most members of the three main linguistic communities was not discriminatory even if
this prevented the establishment or the subsidisation by the state of French language schools in the
unilingual Dutch part of the country because, in the Belgian context, the nation-wide scheme was
deemed a justified and proportional measure. In Nigeria, each state adopts its own policy on the
language of instruction in state schools. This normally results in the adoption of the primary language
of the principal ethnic group of the region as the language of instruction. In areas where there is a
great diversity of languages used but no common major language, English is often used in conjunction
with teaching in the vernacular. The trend in Nigeria would appear to provide state education in the
primary language whenever possible.

The Chinese government has also opted for the sliding-scale approach under Article 37 of the
Act for the Implementation of Regional Autonomy for Ethnic Minorities, once again depending
on population numbers and territorial concentration:

1. The ethnic language is the major language from primary school to high school. Chinese is
taught from the third or fifth grade of primary school until the end of high school. Students are

*" required to study one or two years of Chinese (Mandarin) before entering college. A special
ethnic-language program is offered at college, where only science and technology are taught in
Chinese; for all other courses such as language, literature, history, law, and economics the
language of instruction is the ethnic language. This type of bilingual education is used by the
Uygur in Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region.

c 2. In primary school and middle school the ethnic language is the major language while Chinese
is < is taught as a subject from the second or third grade of primary school to the end of middle
•'•- school. High schools in some areas continue to use this method, but others will adopt Chinese

as the major language. In college the ethnic language is used only in language, literature, and

French translation of judgement in German reprinted from Lebel, supra, note 76, at p. 246: - n- > <•-
% La ga/wiße de /a iwrvj'c des (futf/rej /a/i#ue.? /iari<?na/e£, confcnui da/ts /'a/7ic/e 776, p/v/wVr a///iAj, de

/a Conjrtfu/io/i/&#ra/e, rerair j'mpe/uaA/e ja/u /a gara/tf/e de tear e/np/oi <&"»•* '«"* cadlr« /i nguirffyuer
/•especfi/y. Ce/fe prejcriprio/i gara/irif /a compojU/ö/i ///iguirfigue /radirt0/i/ie//e Ju pay*. // //»co/wie atu
can/o/u de vei//er, danj /e cad/'« de /eur yuridic/io/i, JUT /e /nai/if/en ef /'Ao/noge/iAfe' d « region*

j . Ce; m««/-e.y...d0Jve/zf $erv/> d /a rea/ifttfion du tu/ dW/tf^/pu6//c gu'erf /e mai/i/i>/> de*
e/, a"aufre pa/7, pro/eger /a ditf/ufe" er /a /iderfe" de /'i/uft'vidu.
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'^ ^ history departments, while the other subjects are taught in Chinese. This system is used by the
Mongolians in pastoral areas in the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Region and the Koreans in

«5 Yanbian Prefecture in Jilin Province. The Zhuang people in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous
r Region are also experimenting with this method. Some primary schools in compact communities
t of the Zhuang people in Guangxi use Zhuang as the major language from the first to the sixth
r grade. AU textbooks are translated from the standard primary-school textbooks in Chinese.
V Chinese classes are offered from the third grade until graduation. Where there is preschool

education, Chinese language teaching starts from the last term of the second grade...*'

Although not all countries consistently follow in every respect a sliding-scale model or even pretend
there may be some type of legal obligation to do so, there are sufficient commonalities to suggest
many states are implicitly following the same principles* despite Turkey with its Kurdish-speaking
citizens and the United States with its Spanish-speaking inhabitants being two prominent exceptions."

In acknowledgement that some type of balance should be reached, more recent treaties and
international instruments have begun to recognise a link in public education between overall numbers
of individuals sharing a same language, and a state's corresponding obligation to provide schooling
for them in their language when this is practical and reasonable, including the Declaration on the
Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities," the
Central European Initiative Instrument for the Protection of Minority Rights," the Document

" Yaown, Zhou (1992), "Bilingualism and Bilingual Education in China", in /nte/Tuzrio/uz/ /OU/TJÖ/ of rt«
Soriotoiy qf La/i£ua£e, Vol. 97, 37-45, at pp. 4CM1.

" See for example Articles 18 and 19 of the 1989 Act on the Use of Languages in Moldova, JteciutV <fo
Wfw/a//onj /iniutofyuM. supra, note 26, at p. 197; Article 19 of the Estonian Language Act of 1989, ibid,
at p. 147; Article 18 of the Act on Languages in the SSR of Kazakhstan, 1989, ibid., at p. 163; and Article
2B of the 1988 Education Act of Malta, ibid., at p. 108.

" The US situation after Lau v. Nichols, jupra, note 72, seemed promising for those arguing that state education
limited to the national language may be discriminatory in certain cases, but this opening appears to have been
largely closed by some decisions requiring a showing of intent to discriminate: see "Official English: Federal
Limits on Efforts to Curtail Bilingual Services in the States" (1987), in //arvard Law /?evi«H', VoL 100, 1345-
1362, at pp. 1356 and 1357. A discriminatory effect for non-English-speaking students would in all likelihood
in itself be insufficient in the US context, although it should be remembered US practice is inconsistent with
international human rights standards in this regard.

" Article 4(3) indicates that where possible, persons belonging to minorities are entitled to appropriate state
measures so that tiey may learn their mother tongue or be taught in their language. This provision is surprisingly
timid in its wording since, regardless of a minority's numerical importance, a state could possibly claim that it
is conforming to the Declaration by simply permitting teaching of the language, and not its use as medium of
instruction. Another, perhaps more consistent interpretation would be that the use of terms such as "appropriate
measures" in the provision signals the need to assess each case according to criteria such as the minority's
rebtive size. Most other instruments spell out more precisely the need to take into account the demographic
realities of the populations involved when determining the appropriate state measures in education.

" Article 17, reprinted in the Appendix, Section 1.22.
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of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension,** and the Convention-
cadre pour la protection des minority nationales."

Article 8 of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages'* also reflects the
sliding-scale formula that must be considered in public education in order to conform to the right of
non-discrimination on the ground of language: the bottom end of the scale represents the minimal
entitlement which members of a smaller, though sufficiently numerous, linguistic minority could
expect, whereas at the higher end of the scale are to be found much more generous rights, in
recognition of the much larger number of individuals involved. A state would normally be unjustified
in not granting more generous rights as to the language of education as the number of beneficiaries
gradually increases.

At the bottom end of the scale, a state could limit itself to teaching the language of a national
minority at preschool, or if the number of pupils whose families so request is considered sufficient,
go up the scale to a substantial part of the education; if the numbers are even higher, up to a complete
preschool programme in the language of the minority, and so on with the higher levels of education,
always the more generous where the number of pupils is sufficiently large and concentrated. States
should seek a level of use of a minority language which best fits their demographic reality since
Article 8 is applicable "according to the situation of each language". This would imply that the larger
the number of speakers of a regional or minority language and the more linguistically homogeneous
the population in a region, the "stronger" the option which should be adopted. When speaking of the
sufficiency of numbers in a territory, the geographical location, the availability of transportation and
the age of the children are examples of various factors that might be considered. Rigid approaches in
the determination of the sufficiency are to be avoided.

Beyond the purely demographic factor, there may be valid reasons to be more flexible and
generous towards a particular minority, such as for example the proximity of a kin-state and the
political tensions in the region. Furthermore, some states have adopted a policy that tends to be fairly
generous towards long established linguistic minorities in their territories. Certainly in the case of

** Paragraph 34. The wording is quite similar to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to
National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities and should probably be interpreted in the same way.

" A r t i c l e 1 4 ( 2 ) p r o v i d e s : .... .•.;• :• . • ; ' > : . : , \ . : ' . > - - • '• >:•- •• •-' M . : , - / . ^ ; f t K ^ ' . ' ^ ' y U - ^ " ' ^
Da/u for <u>tf geograptofltte.! d'j'mp/a/irario/i fuitf/a/irie/fe ou /rad/fzo/ine/Ze a « person/ie* appa/te/ian/
a dej mi/u>ri/l.r naäo/ia/ej, J'JV exirte u/»e de/7M/ide raß'/.sa/i/e, / « p a r / / « ^'e^orce/if <fa»urrr, da/u /a
m«ure a"« posj/A/e e/ da/u /e cadre de /ear yyj^/w« e*duca///, a«e /ej periowi« appar/e/uj/j/ a c «
ra'/iorif« aie/if /aparoM/fe' d'apprendre /a /a/i^ue m//ion7a(>e OH de r«revo/r un e/ue/gneme/if daw ce/te

The European Charter 's main weakness is that states are generally free to pick and choose from a number
of "options" for each language used by a national minority in its territory, although they are supposed to choose
what is appropriate. While in theory this is sound since one cannot expect that identical government services will
be made available to one group composed only of a few hundred speakers as well as to a second linguistic
minority of more than a million people, in practice it gives every state the freedom to seek the minimum level
of rights possible. In other words, it gives the impression that any concession in relation to language is a political
decision outside of any possible violation of basic human rights. In conformity with the European Charter, a
state could select extremely limited rights to public use of a language that may involve millions of speakers in
its territory. It never seemed to occur to the drafters of the European Charter, or perhaps they had to cast aside
any such considerations, that issues such as freedom of expression and non-discrimination could be raised. See
Section 2.2.6 of the Appendix for the relevant provision.
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indigenous peoples, international law and the practice of many countries would tend to confirm this,
as will be shown in the next chapter.

There can also be valid reasons not to provide for extensive use of a language as medium of
instruction at higher levels of instruction despite the relative high number of its users. Some languages
may lack a sufficiently developed vocabulary for the needs of the modem school curriculum. In such
a situation, the most effective course would seem to be the following:

[A] second language will have to be introduced at an early stage, and as soon as the pupils have
learnt enough of it the second language can become the medium of instruction. The transition
to a second language should normally take place gradually and should be made as smooth and
as psychologically harmless as possible. Thus, if the second language is completely different
from the mother tongue it should be taught as a subject for some years, and until such a time
as the child has an adequate working knowledge of it, before it is brought into use as a full
teaching medium."

Despite being a less generous arrangement in light of the relative numerical importance of the speakers
of a language, such an option would appear to be a balanced and reasonable response in such a
context, and thus not constitute a discriminatory educational policy.

Other valid considerations that may be used in assessing the reasonability of a state decision to
offer lesser levels or lowering the degree of use of a particular language as medium of instruction are
the shortage of educational materials in a language, the shortage of suitably trained teachers, the state's
financial resources and economic conditions, the prevalence in a region of a widely known ///igua
/ranca, and popular opposition to the use of the mother tongue as medium of instruction by the
speakers of the language themselves.'*

Even when the numbers of speakers of a language are large enough to warrant complete
instruction in public schools in their language, a state would still be under the obligation to provide
some instruction of the official or majority language to ensure these individuals are not excluded from
participating in the larger society, and to avoid creating inequality by prohibiting them from having
access to the activities and benefits tied in to this knowledge. Furthermore, "denial of such access may
generate a self-perpetuating caste-like society, with benefits for a chosen few"." In other words, the
adoption of educational policies consistent with the prohibition of discrimination in language matters
should not result in the isolation of minorities in linguistic ghettos that excludes them from other
benefits. Acquisition of the official language can occur through teaching it as a second language, and
need not detract from the right, in appropriate cases, to use the minority language as the ordinary
language of instruction.

The question of "linguistic ghettos" has to some extent been considered in international law. As
noted by the Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities, Charles D. Ammoun in his Statfy o/Dücr/mi/uzrio/i I/I

In the first place, compulsory teaching in a single language, and a/ortiori, prohibition of the
teaching of the language and cultural heritage of a distinct group, have in some cases constituted
a formidable instrument of oppression and discrimination, especially where the schools

I/se qf Vernacu/ar Language* in Erfuca/i'on, jwpra, note 59, at p. 693.

For an examination of most of these factors, see ibid., at pp. 693-697.

o/7/ie<7ua//ry, *upra, note 62, at p. 159.
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^ possessed by the group are closed, or transferred to the dominant group against the will of the
' 0 members of the distinct group... In the second place, and, it might be said, conversely, it is also

discriminatory to prevent children belonging to a distinct group from learning the majority
i" language, knowledge of which is necessary for access to higher educatioa Discrimination would
'•v also exist if the level of education in the schools of the distinct group was not equivalent to that

in ordinary schools.""

Most of the international instruments and treaties mentioned earlier"" that contain provisions
concerning the entitlement to education in a non-official or minority language, where warranted by the
number of speakers, nevertheless add that acquisition of the majority or official language must also
be possible as part of a state's non-discriminatory education policy.'" Especially when a language
has relatively few speakers, or when the formal education received by most children is only a few
years, they should be taught quite early the rudiments of the national language. A leader of the Miskito
people in Nicaragua commented that although public instruction in their indigenous language was
considered an important gain, most students would leave schools after three or four years of education.
He felt that since they were for the most part being educated only in Miskito, they would not be
exposed to any Spanish and thus be isolated from the larger society and its benefits, or at least suffer
from a low fluency in the majority language. The dilemma faced by his people and others is that
exclusive instruction in a minority or non-official language can also be discriminatory since it can have
the effect of preventing "children belonging to a distinct group from learning the majority language,
knowledge of which is necessary for access to higher education" or other opportunities. In the case
of the Miskitos, their small number and short attendance in the formal public school system suggest
it would be appropriate to provide for some teaching of the Spanish language at the very first years
of educatioa

One attitude that should be dispelled is that linguistically-based schools are a form of
segregation. On the contrary, it is long recognised in international law that this point of view is wrong.
For example. Article 2(b) of the UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education
provides that:

The establishment or maintenance, for religious or linguistic reasons, of separate educational
systems or institutions offering an education which is in keeping with the wishes of the pupils'
parents or legal guardians, if participation in such systems or attendance at such institutions is
optional and if the education provided conforms to such standards as may be laid down or

... approved by the competent authorities, in particular for education of the same level.""

Unfortunately, the drafting of the above provision leaves something to be desired since it is unclear
whether it applies to private educational activities, public schools, or both.

'"Supra, note 64, at p. 90.

"" Supra, notes 92-96.

'" Legislation such as Article 4 of the Slovak National Council Act No. 428/1990 of 25 October 1990 which
requires in the schooling and education system that all citizens master the Slovak language to the extent required
for the official and everyday use is therefore not objectionable in j * .

(i960) United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 165, at p. 93. ,,, .. .,-;:'••?;• > ,? »4;..•-•: .'>->• -:•-•=?
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In South West Africa Cases (Second Phase), Judge Tanaka also indicated that the existence
of separate public schools operating along linguistic lines was not objectionable at all, but rather would
be required in some situations in order to truly conform with the requirements of equality:

For instance, if we consider education...we cannot deny the value of vernacular as the medium
of instruction and the result thereof would be separate schooling as between children of diverse
population groups... In this case separate education and schooling may be recognised as
reasonable. This is justified by the nature of the matter in question."**

The unease felt in certain milieux with language-based schools may be due to the false perception that
language divisions match racial divisions, and that separate schools on the basis of language would
result in de /aero racial segregation. Experiences in South Africa and the United States tend to
reinforce this perception.

Two observations should be made concerning these fears. First, whilst it is true that a language
can often correspond to a greater or lesser extent to a particular racial or ethnic group, it is not an
exact match. Spanish in the United States is not spoken by a single racial group, but is shared by some
Blacks, people of indigenous descent, individuals of European ancestry, Puerto Ricans, and other
"Latinos", etc. Afrikaans and English in South Africa are not exclusively spoken as a primary language
by Whites, but are also the home languages of many Blacks, Asians, "Coloureds", etc. The obsession
with race and colour in the United States and South Africa leads some to assume that only people of
a certain shade would frequent public schools using a minority or non-official language. This fails to
concede, to put it bluntly, that the world is not simply divided into black or white: there are large
numbers of children of mixed linguistic or ethnic background that do not fit the mould of mother
tongue being equivalent to racial or ethnic group. Furthermore, there are children who, although they
may belong to the majority ethnic or linguistic group, may prefer to attend the school where the
language of instruction is the language of the community in which they live, even if it is not their own
native tongue, and vice versa.

This brings up a second vital point: even if a state recognises it is obligated to act in a non-
discriminatory way and must therefore provide public education where a non-official or minority
language is the main or exclusive medium of instruction, can it restrict admission to these or force
individuals against their will to send their children to such schools?

The topic is an extremely sensitive matter and is characterised by an extreme variety of
approaches. The simplest one is to use the so-called territorial approach: a state's territory is divided
in its entirety along linguistic lines that correspond roughly with the geographic distribution of its main
language populations. In its purest form, this is what exists in Belgium, Switzerland (in most
cantons),"" the Aland Islands of Finland, and in parts of Denmark (Greenland and the Faroe

"* 5«pra, note 62. _ _ ; , _ _ ...

"* 77ie S/rutfrion o//?eg/o/ia/ or Af/non'ry La/igwag« »n Europe (1994), Council of Europe, Strasbourg, at p. 135:
Because of our federal structure, in which the cantons have complete autonomy in the educational field
(except as regards the federal polytechnics, vocational training, the recognition of secondary school-
leaving certificates, and certain other aspects of education), there is a great diversity of approaches to
language teaching in Switzerland. However, one universal rule has gained acceptance: in all cantons, the
fust foreign language taught to schoolchildren is always one of the national languages... As a rule, the
language of education at all levels is determined by the principle of territoriality, which is applied very
strictly, except in the canton of Graubünden and in some districts situated on a linguistic boundary.
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Islands)."* There is no free choice for individuals: everyone attending public schools will receive
instruction in the language of the territory, regardless of their own primary tongue.

As explained earlier in the Belgian Linguistic Case, such an arrangement is not objectionable
in tf if it reflects fairly faithfully the actual demographics of the country; even if it is unavoidable that
some individuals will find themselves on the "wrong side" of the linguistic divide and will thus be
disadvantaged because they are unable to attend public institutions using their language as medium
of instruction, the overall scheme may still be sufficiently reasonable, given the factors involved, as
to be non-discriminatory."" However, a language-based territorial policy in public education can still
be discriminatory if it excludes sufficient numbers of speakers from the benefit of instruction in their
primary language or is too inflexible to take into account some appropriate exceptions.

For most countries, territorial division along linguistic lines may be in general unsuitable because
of the intermixing of various language communities, the non-existence of any clear territory where one
group dominates, or simply a government's unwillingness to follow such a route for fear of
encouraging a sense of political disunity between its inhabitants. The second major approach to non-
discriminatory practices in public education involves an assessment of whether the number of speakers
of any language is "sufficient", "substantial" or "warrants" use of their language as medium of
instruction in a given area. In a way, this still implicates an issue of territory, but it is not exclusive
in the same manner as are the Swiss and Belgian examples since public schools using any number of
languages can co-exist in the same region. This is the method favoured in states such as India and its
multitude of languages, Canada (French and English),"* Hungary (Hungarian and a number of
"national minority languages"),"* New Zealand (English and Maori), Finland (Swedish and Finnish),

"* Hetmar, Tytte and Jorgensen, J. Normann (1993), "Multilingual Concepts in the Schools of Europe —
Denmark", in frcioß/i juirtica. Vol. 7, 79-89, at p. 83.

' " In addition, it would seem appropriate for a state to adopt a flexible attitude in "borderline" cases. For
example, if individuals speaking language A find themselves in linguistic territory B, yet are only a few
kilometres or even metres from linguistic territory A and a public school that uses their mother tongue as
medium of instruction, it is debatable whether a state's refusal to permit them to send their children to such a
school or ensure their transportation there is reasonable and non-discriminatory. Whilst countries such as Canada
tend to make concessions in such a situation, others such as Switzerland and Belgium do not See Lildi, Georges
(1993), "Conceptions plurilingues dans l'enseignement europden — Suisse", in 5ori0//n£Ui.rtica, Vol. 7, 32-48,
at pp. 34-35. See also the possibility of transportation or subsidised lodging as reasonable arrangements in
LeBouthillier, Yves (1990), "L'affaire Mahd et les droits scolaires", in Ottawa Law Äev/ew, VoL 22, No. 1,77-
137, at p. 131.

"* Article 23(3) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms reads:
The right of citizens of Canada under subsections (1) and (2) to have their children receive primary and
secondary school instruction in the language of the English or French linguistic minority population of
a province: - , « , / •-:.-; j .

(a) applies wherever in the province the number of children of citizens who have such a right is
& '« sufficient to warrant the provision to them out of public funds of minority language instruction;
ä M i C f < ; a n d :••«•-;>"

; (b) includes, where the number of those children so warrants, the right to have them receive that
instruction in minority language educational facilities provided out of public funds.

"* Article 43 of Act No. LXXVII of 1993 on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities. ;*„ -
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Poland (Polish and Lithuanian),"" the United Kingdom (Welsh and English)/" etc. Once again,
such an approach is quite legitimate, as long as due consideration is given to all the relevant factors
discussed earlier in section 4.S and does not result in the unreasonable exclusion of too many
individuals from the benefit of instruction in their primary language.

It should be pointed out that in some cases it would appear appropriate to offer partial
instruction in the non-official or minority language when this is what is preferred by the concerned
individuals themselves or when the number of speakers of a language is particularly small.'"

An interesting situation presented itself in Catalonia, Spain, where the 7r»ou/w/ Supremo had
arrived at the conclusion that the establishment of bilingual public schools in the Genera/jfaf was a
violation of international and constitutional law because it prevented parents from having their children
educated exclusively in Castilian. The TWou/uz/ Supremo defended its conclusion partly on the basis
that there exists in international law an unfettered right to education in one's language since, under
Article 26(3) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, parents "fe/HÜro"« derecAo pre/ere«re
a escoger e/ ripo de educactön aue AaDrd" de darse a my Ayo-y"."* The court also invoked individual
freedom, moral integrity, and human dignity amongst constitutional rights in support of its thesis that
an absolute right to education in one's primary language exists, although it then backtracked somewhat
in trying to make it appear that the unfettered right to complete public instruction in one's language
should be limited to an official language:

Wen, ya nemos razo/iodo a/ireriormenfe cue de /as arrfcu/oj 7.7 y 9.2 de /a Co/tsrifud<5/i
fva/or superior a /a /joerrad), de my arrfcu/os 70 y 75 (d/gn/dad y //ore desarro//o de /a
peryo/ia//dad) y de /os apa/tadas 2 y 5 de m arricu/o 27 (7a educarirfn como p/e/io desarro//o
de /a per.y0/iö//dad Auma/uz y /a parriapac/dn e/ecrtva de foaas /os .secrore-s a/ectodas en /a
programac/dn genera/ de /a e/iyenanza), se der/va u/i aur<?/jrfco derecAo de /os padrej (y de /OJ
Az/arJ a e/eg/r /a /engua o/Iria/ en aue es/os nan de ser enyena/tdos en cua/au/er efapa
educariva."* ,

"° Tne rVo/ecrion o/£innic and /jngwjftc A/inoririej m Europe (1993), John Packer and Kristian Myntti (eds.),
Institute for Human Rights, Abo Akademi University, Abo, Finland, at p. 110:

There are about 20,000 Lithuanians in Poland, living predominantly in the north-eastern part of Suwalki
province, specifically around Sejny. Quite numerous Lithuanian communities have also been recorded in
Silesia (Wroclaw), Pomerania (Szeczcin, Slupsk) and in Gdarfsk, Olsztyn and Bialystok... It is of
particular note that Lithuanian language education in Suwalki province is very well organised in 11
primary schools and one secondary school. Unlike the cases of Ukrainian and Byelorussian language
education, Lithuanian language education meets almost in full the needs of the community.

' " Ibid., at p. 134. Great care should be used when speaking of Welsh language schools in the United Kingdom;
in fact, these schools would be more adequately described as bilingual schools, Welsh generally not being the
exclusive medium of instruction.

' " See ibid., at p. 25, for the extent of the use of Sorbian in German public schools; ibid., at p. 117 for bilingual
Slovene-Hungarian schools in Slovenia; and ibid., at p. 73, concerning Article 39 of the Constitutional Law
No. 4 of 26 February 1948 and the degree of use of the French language in Valle d'Aosta, Italy: "In all
regionally administered schools, an equal number of hours per week will be allocated to the teaching of French
and Italian. Certain subjects may be taught in French."

' " Sentencia del Tribunal Supremo 303/93, Madrid (Spain), 15 February 1994, at p. 10.

'"Ibid., at p. 16.
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The 7Wöu/w/ Supremo on this point is clearly wrong. International decisions and case law in many
countries"* consistently indicate that there is no such thing as an inherent freedom of choice in
relation to the language of public services or state schools. In theory, the Tri&u/uj/ St^premo's
reasoning could mean that a single individual would be entitled to all public schooling, or any public
service, in his mother tongue, even if he is the only speaker of the language in Spain.

What the 7>töu/uz/ Suprano failed to consider is whether it is a discriminatory policy to require
all students be educated, regardless of their home language, in bilingual public schools where teaching
is approximately half in Castilian and half in Catalan.

Since Catalan and Castilian are both official languages in the Ge/iera/frar, and since knowledge
of Castilian and Catalan is helpful, even highly desirable for employment purposes within the Catalan
public authorities and many other aspects of activities, it does not seem unreasonable, pr/ma/ad«, to
have a truly bilingual policy where both languages are used equally within public schools,"*
although admittedly Castilian-speakers may assume a heavier burden of disadvantage because more
of them may be monolingual.'" Bilingual schools may be less of a burden for native Catalan-

' " See jupra, notes 75-77, and de Zayas, Alfred-Maurice (1993), "The International Judicial Protection of
Peoples and Minorities", in 7*eop/ej and A//nori//ej in /ntermz/tona/ Law, Catherine Brölmann, Reno Lefeber,
and Marjoleine Zieck (eds.), Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands, pp. 253-287, at p. 276. It was recognised
in another Spanish decision, Sentencia del Tribunal Superior 135/94, 24 February 1994, Barcelona (Spain):

y «fa dec/f/dn de/ f ar/a/n^nto de Cafa/u/ia re/7e/ada en /a Lev de /Vorma/xzac/o'n Zingufrica je reve/a
no aro/fraria, ya <?ue e/ /egis/ador Aa ado/tfado JUJ prejcr/pc/o/iej edMcarivai en ju d/menjidn //nguTrica
procurando to m^d/daj adecuaday fe/ue/ia/iza de/ ca»e//a/io y de/ ca/a/d/i y e/uena/ua en c<u/e//ano y
en cara/dn). y de modo e^w/törado, para a/canza/- e//Jn ru/e/ado por /a Co/uri/uc/dn (conorimien/o p/eno
y de modo pro$re.rivo de amoaj /en^iuu a//?na//zar /a e/ue/ienza jecundarza), no revuriendoyMj///icacj<5n
cue etfe jü/ema a/en/e a /OJ dercc/joi de/ ni/io, .n^we/ufo de modo /?e/ /a yumprudena'a de/ Tnoumi/
Co/uti/uc/ona/ C5enrenc/a de 6 de novz'emore de 79<Söj y de/ rn'iurui/ Europeo de /OJ Derecnoj //u/nanoj
f5en/encw de 23 J«yuüo de 7965).

' " It should be emphasised that in some countries claims of bilingual education or schools are misleading. A
truly bilingual school exists when two languages are used as medium of instruction. In the US, it is sometimes
stated that simply teaching a foreign language corresponds to bilingual education. It does not

'" A more convincing interpretation in line with international standards can be found in Sentencia del Tribunal
Superior 135/94, 24 February 1994, Barcelona (Spain):

£rfa pcndo"« de pan'dad au« ajume /a /engutf ca/a/ana con /a /engua cajre//a/ia en /a e/uenanza en /a
Co/winidad Au/Jnoma de Ca/a/u/ia no e; <>razonao/e, deide una v/jidn ao/er/a, dinamica y no pefn/Icada
de/ /ea^eo con£/i/uc/ona/...poraue Jena prerijawrire con/rano a /a Conjri/uc/^n infe^rada en iu
con e/ £JW/M/O de Au/o/io/rua de Cafa/u/ia, como norma per/enec/'e/i/e a/ 6/oaue de
una co/u/derac/dn de^rada de /a /en^ua cara/ana como /e/igua m/nori7ana o j/ngu/a/- o como
exrra/17'era, a/dy'ada de JU a/irmacidn como /e/i^ua o^c/a/ y propn'a, en e/ ^en/ido de orjj/na/, de
perfenenria de Ca/a/a>ia... /fwu/fa, con/orme con e/ /'aero /nrernac/ona/ de Derecno* £conom/co*,
5ocia/ej y Cu//iwa/e5 de 76 de dec/emore de 7986 one conjagra a/ derecno a /a educac/dn, a«e deoe
caparifar a /odai /aj perjonaj para parric/par e/ecrivamen/e en una .soriedad //ore; y con e/ Conven/o
Europeo para /a profecc/dn de /OJ Derecno; //umanoi y Lioer/ade5 Fundamen/a/ej de 4 de nov/'emore
de 7950, aue, en JU ar/fcu/o 2 de/ /*ro/oco/o ad/ciona/ pr/mero, reconoce oue a /lad/e « puede negar e/
derecAo a /a inj/rucc/dn. oojervando, en su ar/fcu/o 74 /a pro/uo/c/dn de d«cnm/nac/dn en e/ #oce de
/05 derec/ioi y //fterra^oj por razd/i de /en^ua, como na enrenaido e/ Tnouna/ Europeo de Derecnoj
//umanoj a/ e/irenar oue no je vu/nera e/ derecno a /a /^ua/dadpor /a wnpoc/.riö'n de d//erenc/aj de frafo
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speakers because many of them already have some degree of bilingualism when they enter the school
system.

The Spanish 7>i&u/uj/ Co/itf/mc/ona/ subsequently confirmed that there is no absolute freedom
of choice in relation to the language of instruction in state schools."* It pointed out the legislation
implementing a form of gradual bilingualism in Catalan state schools did not contravene the
constitutional duty of all citizens to learn the national language since all Catalan students would still
be learning Castilian.

The rnftwno/ Co/wrimrio/uz/ also made comments on the question of the disadvantage of not
being educated through the medium of one's primary, or habitual, language as an issue involving the
right to equality protected under Article 14 of the Spanish Constitution:

£/» parricu/ar y de.s<fc fa perspecrfva de/ arr. 27 C£. , pero ramMl/i desa> /a retaiva a/ arr.
re.ru/ra ebenda/ aui /a mco/porac/d/i a /a e/tye/zanza e/i u/uz /e/igua aui no sea /a /laZwtaa
produzca oa/o e/pr«wpuej/o de cue /as riudada/ias /urya/i //^aaV) a domi/iar/a, cuanao
«/1 /a metftda .su^ae/ifo para aue $u re/idtm/enro educar/vo no rM«7« aprecüza/eme/ire //i/erior
a/ aue Auöiera/i a/ca/izado de Ziaöer redö/do /a e/we/ia/iza «/i J " '

Essentially, the 7>/6una/ Co/wn/wc/o/ia/ felt overall that the Catalan educational regime of gradually
merging Catalan- and Castilian-speakers into a common bilingual programme of instruction at the
higher levels of state education was reasonable and not unduly burdensome to Castilian-speaking
students:

La L<y cara/a/ta 7//9SJ...re.sponde p/ename/Jte a « r a j ex/genc/ar por cuanro J « arr.
garanriza c/ derec/zo a t/t/ciar /a mcorporadd/i a/ jwrema edwcaftvo e/t /a /e/igua /w^//ua/; a
/a vez auf prwcnöe med/day para oue /a /eng«a cara/a/ia "sea unV/zaaVz progrej/vamenrt a
medtda aue rodoi /o^ a/um/105 /a vaya/j do/n/na/ido".
Por e//o, a/ derer/n/nar /a un'/izac/^n de /a /e/igua prop/a de /a Comu/iiaad como
docenre, /OJ poderes auro/tdm/coj deoen po/uierar adecuadam^nre /a co/uecwc/d/i de
/ina/jdad arend/enro ranro a/proce^o de/ormac/d/i de /a persona/idaa* de /OJ e^mdian/ej en /OJ
sucewvos n/ve/ej de/ 5wrema educarivo como a /a progres/v/dad i/i/ierenfe a /a ap/icac«J/i de
d/c/ui /nedida.'^° ^

On another point, the reasoning of the TWöu/ia/ 5i^>re/no is stronger when it considered whether
legislation apparently making Catalan the only mandatory language for use in administrative and
outside contact by public school authorities was legitimate. The court held that this may constitute a

' fcuan en una aprec/acio'n oty'ecriva de c/'rcu/u/a/icioj de nec/io ejencia/menre
a /a educac/dn no Rene por e/ecfo garanrizar a /OJ n//oi o a my padres e/ derecno a >

i/u/ritfre/ö'n imparrida en /a /en^ua de JM e/eccidn, cua/ido ie ooserva ^ue en ap/icaci<jn eaui/i^rada
/a Ley ae Aor7na/izaci<5n Zin^ü7//ca (?ue perdue no /a /ncompre/i^nji^n e »ndT/erencja de /a
ccw/e//a/ia y cara/ana en e/ si'jrema de enje/ia/iza jino /a conwn/caddn y no/no^eniaad /in^äAica de

o/Ic/'a/ej de /a Comumdad, de modo <yue /0J05 /OJ a/umnöJ, cua/i^uiera <yue jea
' de or/^en, ^/.j/ru/a/i en e/ m/smo ^rado e /n/enj/dad de/ i/5/e/na eauca/ivo

"• Sentencia del Tribunal Constitucional 710/94, 23 December 1994.

'" Ibid., at paragraph 11.

'" Ibid., at paragraph 11.
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discriminatory measure since it was bound to affect unfavourably a large number of Castilian speakers.
The court assumed the Catalan legislation would have the effect of excluding the use of Castilian:

* £/ precepfo e/i cuert/oVi no prescri&e <y«e /ay Aorarias, y /OJ comu/ucadas, y /o,s rdm/as de
depe/tde/ic/aj y /ay av/jay e/i /as raö/o/ie.s de a/iu/ic/o.s, e/c, .se redacte/» e/i ca/a/<in y e/i
cayre/Za/io, «'/io aue .ye de/t eax/Ms/vame/ire en cara/4rt, a^u/ «/« pay/ö///dad de cue /as
jn/ere.sado.s pida/i o/ra coja, pwewo owe e/ precepfo no /o prev^, y, en e/ecro, /OJ nü/neras 2 y

. 5 (if/ a/t/c«/o 75 de/ Decre/o 5Ö2/55 fa dj/ere/zcia dg /o ^«e ocurre can /aj acrwac/onej
", _̂  od>n//H.srrarivaj "jnrerwadaj por e/pM^//co", <7«cpwede/i /jacersc e« ca^re/Zano, « asf 5« p/de,

*;•' " w^dn c/ Afo. 4 de/ arrfc«/o 75J, /JO pmm/e/i ^ue /OJ j/ircrejadöJ ra/Zc/te/t ö«e
e/i " '

On this issue the Triöu/ia/ Co/isn/wc/o/ia/ disagreed with the 7n&u/ia/ Supremo's reading of the
legislation. It pointed out that it was an error to conclude the relevant provision excluded the use of
Castilian since it simply made Catalan the normal or privileged language of business by the school
authorities.

The 7W6u/ia/ Co/tsftYuc/o/za/ reasoned the legislative measures were not discriminatory since they
were based on legitimate objectives and did not mandate the exclusive use of Catalan by school
authorities when in contact with Castilian-speakers: ..jrr.- ;: ^ r «< ,

i4u/i re/i/e/zdo /a Ley aau/ co/u/derada como o£»/e//vo pri/icipa/ /a /w/7mi//zac/f5/j de/ u^o de /a
/e/i^ua cara/a/ta e/t fodas /OJ dVnö/roj', no caoe o/v/dar aue famZjiVn e r̂d d/n^/da a "garanrizar
e/ JASO norwia/ y o/icta/ de/ cato/4/i y de/ catfe/Za/w"...; y /OJ parric«/arej, como je acaZw de
i/id/car, puede/t u////zar /a /en^ua de .SM e/eccid/j e/i JUS re/ac/o/iej co/i /OJ Ce/i/roj educanvas.
7*or /o owe /io ja^e e/tfe/zder o«e e/ precepro c«ejr/o/iado jea comrar/o a/ derec/io de /jua/dad
jera e/ecriva... Puej öa^ra oaservar ö«e « e/ ca/a/d/i coo/5cid/ e/i Cara/una y /e/j^ua usua/ e/i
/a jodedad cara/a/ia, d/y7c//me/ire caöe /mp«/ar a/ Ce/i/ro doce/ire, e/i afe/tc/d/i a/ «tso ziorma/

". y Aaöjrua/ de/ ca/a/d/i, /a creac/ö'/i de U/J e/iror/io aue no e^ dwß/iro a/ de /a propn'a soc/edad
a /a flu« ijrve.'" , . .... , . , . . , . . .

There is a final issue that may also be the most complicated to address. When a state is required to
offer public education in more than one language under the right of non-discrimination because of the
large number of native speakers of more than one language, etc., who is entitled to attend these
activities? Only people of a certain ethnic background, or only those for whom the language of
instruction is the home language? Only citizens?

The issue becomes one of access, and some states have adopted convoluted criteria to determine
if an individual may attend public schooling in certain languages. In Canada, for example, Article 23
of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms'" only guarantees access to minority language
public schools"* to individuals who qualify. Although in some cases a more generous attitude
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Ibid., at p. 19.

Ibid., at paragraph 21. ' -
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See Section 3.25 of the Appendix.

English is considered, for educational purposes in Canada, a minority language in Qudbec, whereas French
>s the minority language in all other parts of the country.
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prevails in some provinces of Canada, not everyone is permitted under the Constitution to receive
instruction in the official language in a minority position (French outside Quebec, English in Qu6bec).
Article 23 limits admission to schools of an official linguistic minority to two general categories (a)
citizens for whom the official minority language is a mother tongue which they still understand; or
(b) citizens (or their children) who have received their primary education in the official minority
language in Canada.

There is thus no true individual freedom of choice in Canada's public schools under the
Constitution: non-citizens who are entitled to public instruction under Canadian legislation are still
denied access to certain schools because they are non-citizens. Furthermore, even citizens cannot freely
decide which public school their children can attend. A Canadian citizen whose mother tongue is
Arabic, living in a community where French is the main language could be prohibited by the
government from sending his children to the local French language public school if he lives outside
Qudbec. Even if French is the home language for this family, and even though his children may now
be monolingual French and have received their education in French (outside Canada), Article 23
excludes them, unless the provincial government decides to open up the categories of individuals
admissible to these schools.'"

Generally speaking, there has never been, under international law or in most countries, such a
thing as complete freedom of choice as to the medium of instruction in public schools, nor an
unrestricted right of access to a particular type of public education.'" With the above example of
Article 23 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, what must be considered on the point
of exclusion or denial of access to certain types of public schools is whether such restrictions are
themselves reasonable and balanced, since it could be claimed that non-citizens and certain categories
of citizens are being denied a benefit enjoyed by others. If overall the need to deny access to these
particular public schools appears to be unnecessary given the competing interests involved and the
possible effects on the concerned individuals, it would be a discriminatory practice that violates the
right to equality.'"

Finally, the qualifications under Article 23 do not involve possible discrimination on the ground
of language, but rather discrimination based either on status (citizenship) or national origin. Whilst
states undeniably have a large margin of operation in deciding what preferences and benefits it may
accord to its nationals as compared to non-nationals, it still does not have unfettered discretion in these
matters. The human rights of equality and non-discrimination are especially relevant in a case such
as this. . « - . . . - . . . -

"* The wording of Article 23 rests in part on the unwillingness of certain provincial governments, in particular
Quebec, to create a constitutional right for immigrants to be admitted to the public school of their choice. In
Quebec during the late 1970s and early 1980s, it was seen as essential for the survival of the French language
and culture in the province that immigrants should be absorbed, through public schooling in the French language,
into the majority linguistic community of the province.

'* See Belgian Linguistic Case, jupra, note 77. ...

' " The Canadian conditions should be contrasted with the practice in Sweden, where there is, in theory, a right
under the 1977 Home Language Reform Act to instruction in the mother tongue for immigrant and indigenous
minority pupils. See Tingbjöm, Gunnar (1993), "Multilingual Concepts in the Schools of Europe-Sweden", in
Sorio/Z/isuur/ca. Vol. 7, 207-217. at p. 208. See also Article 48(1) of Hungarian Act No. LXXVH of 1993 on
the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities which recognises that individuals who do not belong to a
linguistic minority may prefer, and be permitted, to have their children instructed in minority language public
schools.
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At least one of the restrictions in Article 23 appears suspect In a family which has had their
children educated in another country it remains possible they will be unacceptable to public school
authorities for admission to the public school that uses their preferred language, even if they are
citizens, if their first (home) language learned and still understood is not French or English and
because they were not initially educated in Canada. Whilst in general Article 23 appears valid under
the enunciated principles of equality and non-discrimination, there is an argument that can be made
that the above limitation is perhaps excessive.

A different but connected problem occurs when a state directs that individuals must attend a
public school where the medium of instruction used is primarily or completely the mother tongue. As
indicated earlier, there has never been in international law an unrestricted freedom of choice for
parents or children as far as to access to a specific type of public instruction. Each educational policy
has to be assessed as to its reasonability, given the context and measures involved.

At one level, a state policy that every child must be instructed in public schools in his primary
language is hardly objectionable or discriminatory in itself,"* since it recognises that one's primary
language is the best medium of instruction, at least in the first years of schooling. To this must be
added the condition that students must still be given the opportunity to acquire an adequate knowledge
of the official or majority language. Yet, even this policy should reflect the actual demographic and
linguistic reality of the country. If a minority language is used by a tiny number of people, and that
furthermore it is practically non-existent as far as language of services and employment by public
authorities, a complete instruction in one's primary language would be rather disadvantageous in the
long term. The wishes of the parents in such a case should be influential in designing the appropriate
degree of use in instruction of the mother tongue and of the official or majority language.

At another level in Third World countries, especially in Africa, many parents may resist such
a policy of primary language instruction, even when their language is the vernacular of a very large
number of people, because they see mother tongue education as detrimental to the economic or
employment opportunities of their children. In South Africa for example, there is a feeling apparently
shared by many parents that public instruction in English is essential for the future of their
childrea"'

They are at the same time both right and wrong. They are right in the sense that many more
opportunities may be available to those with a higher fluency in English and Afrikaans because
governments have traditionally favoured the use of these two languages by public authorities, the
judiciary, etc. to the detriment of people with greater fluency in other, more widely known, languages.
Such a policy, as has been shown in section 4.7, has the consequence that many job opportunities with
public authorities, a highly attractive source of employment in many developing countries, is directly
proportional to one's proficiency in the official language: the higher profile and best paid positions
normally would require greater linguistic abilities in the official language.

In another way they are wrong, because it is not the education policy that should be considered
more closely, but rather the language preferences of the state in public services and employment
Native speakers of English and Afrikaans, or those wealthy enough to be able to ensure longer years

'* Article 2(b) of the UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education discussed earlier does
suggest that attendance at separate schooling designed for linguistic reasons should always be optional. However,
it is unclear if this provision of the Convention addresses itself to minority schools of a private nature or public
schools. , _ .

See the unpublished paper by de V. Cluver, A. D. (undated), Language /*/an/u/»g A/odWj/or a /*o.rM/>a/-/A«</
•Sou/A itynca, Pretoria, South Africa.
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of formal education for their children, private tutoring, or even overseas university education, will
always be at an advantage unless government favouritism is shifted towards the main languages used
by its inhabitants — which may eventually become possible in a democratic South Africa.
Furthermore, most studies and experiences show that instruction in a language not in line with the
languages used by most people in larger communities means lower degrees of literacy, poor knowledge
of both primary and official or majority languages and academic results, etc. In other words, the
problem experienced in South Africa and other countries is not so much the use of African languages
as the main language of instruction in public schools, but government policies in other areas that do
not reflect the actual linguistic demographics of the country and which are probably discriminatory.
It would be a better strategy to attack the real obstacle to upward economic and social mobility and
source of disadvantage, namely the prominence of languages that are native to a small privileged
minority in these countries. *

6.2.3 /*nvfl» £ducö/ion Acr/vif/« öy Li/tgu/rtic Afj/ior/n« ; >

A man's proper vernacular is nearest unto him in as much as it is more closely united to him,
for it is singly and alone in his mind before any other. -'

Dante"' ' '*

Whilst a state only has an obligation to act in a non-discriminatory way in the provision of public
schooling when there is a sufficiently large number of students that are affected by the language
choices of the state, the situation of linguistic minorities and private education"* presents a different

"° For a more detailed consideration of the special problems facing Third World countries, see Dua, Hans R.
(1987), "Comments on Brian Weinstein's Paper: Language Planning and Interests", in Lome Laforge (ed.),
/Voceed/ngj o//te //tfernario/za/ Co//o<?ui'um o/i Lö/igiwge /'/an/iing, Les Presses de l'Universitf Laval, Quebec,
pp. 60-67, at p. 66, and Language 0//ne<7ua//0\ jupra, note 62, at pp. 245-251. A vivid example of the possible
consequences of inappropriate state policies favouring a language not widely understood by students is given in
Ltf/igudg<r andSoriery in /l/hca (1992), Robert K. Herbert (ed.), Witwatersrand University Press, Witwatersrand,
South Africa, at p. 64:

These campaigns, after almost ten years (1989), produced mixed results. They successfully popularised
the idea of English as the Namibian national and official language. The introduction of English, however,
as the sole medium of instruction by the Owambo administration, with the help of poorly qualified Asian
expatriates, was a disaster. The failure rate in matric examinations increased by almost 50 percent. The
boycott of lectures by students at the University of Namibia in order to enforce English as the sole
medium of instruction ended in discredit. Lecturers who began to teach in English-only were in many
cases asked by the students to revert to Afrikaans. Students, even those from Owamboland, could not
follow the lectures well.

" ' Quoted in Empire fl"^ Commu/ucarioor, supra, note 56, at p. 133. •

"* It is noteworthy that the Supreme Court of India had the opportunity to answer the question of what is a
minority in In re Kerala Education Bill, (1959) S.C.R. 995 (India). The majority opined that it was easy to say
that a linguistic minority meant a community which was numerically less than 50 percent. The important question
was, 50 percent of what? It is possible that a minority may be concentrated in a part of a state, so that it is in
majority there though it may be in minority in the context of the whole of the state population. In the context
of an act of a state legislature the Supreme Court held that minority must be determined by reference to the
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approach altogether. As shown in the historical overview and in the discussion on Article 27 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, it now appears to be a generally accepted
standard to allow members of a linguistic minority to freely carry on activities in their own language.
There also appears to be a growing consensus that this includes the right to instruct privately their
children in their language, free from state restrictions, save general educational standards and the
government's legitimate interest in requiring from all citizens some knowledge of the majority or
official language, but also without any obligation on the state to provide financial support Whilst some
experts feel that the freedom to conduct educational activities in a minority language is almost a trivial
right if it is not backed by a state's financial resources,'" it should be remembered that it was never
the intent of the drafters of Article 27 to provide too many concessions to linguistic minorities. For
better or for worse. Article 27 only affords a minimal guarantee of non-interference in certain areas,
though in a number of countries even this small concession is difficult to accept in practice.

It must be emphasised that before the wholesale involvement of states in education which began
in the second half of the nineteenth century in many countries, most educational activities were carried
out by religious groups and private parties. This also meant that minorities with sufficient resources
were able to ensure educational activities in their own language. State interference and ultimate control
over education for many the end of these activities and the replacement of private minority schools
by public schools using, for the most part, the language of the majority.'**

entire state, and any minority which is numerically less than fifty percent of the entire state population would
be regarded as a minority for the purposes of Article 30(1)- This is the same objective approach as has been
suggested as appropriate for interpreting Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and similar provisions throughout this study.

' " As eloquently summarised in Heraud, Guy (1966), feup to ef /a/igue; <f Europe, Editions Denoel, Paris, at
p . 7 1 : ".' •'-- ' x . u s - . . - . ^ . ••• ' .

< £/ne /a/igue fu'on n'e/ue/gne par erf u/ie /a/igue ^M'O/J /ue >, co/ufa/aft Cami7/e /u///an. Or /"ini/ia/ive
pnv^« ne pen/ re/np/acer /'£/a/. Commen/ //-cuver, en ejQ%f, en fou/e region a//oge7ie, de* gera awez
averf«, courageta. devouej. pour creer /ei aworiario/« jco/airej nece.waire.r. awez perreWran/j pour

. /es/aire/oncrionner de frranie>e con//nue? ///audraif encore assurer /e/inancemenf de/aeon r/gu/iVre
... e/ rtao/e. Or, en /'aosence de juos/dej puo/icy, i7 ne jauraif j'agi'r cue de con/nourio/u vo/onfairej des

/a/ruV/ef,- vo/W done une ca/egorie de c/roye/w oui jeraif ain« faxe> deux/bis ; une/o» pour procurer
une ^co/e a /eurj en/an«, une seconde/ow pour payer /Vco/e dej aufres/ ///audrai/ en/in aue rou/ej /e*
/a/w//ej envoienr /ej en/an« a /' ^co/e m/norila/re. Cowunenf renv'/"' W " ^ ' cond/I/onj d to /oü?

'" Countries where freedom of individuals are highly valued or constitutionally protected offered a greater degree
of protection, at least on occasion, for the private educational activities of minorities. Two US Supreme Court
decisions confirm the tie between freedom and private schools and instruction in the language of a minority. In
Farrington v. Tokushige, 273 U.S. 284 (1927) (United States), at p. 298. Hawaii's attempt to restrict private
foreign-language schools was seen as going beyond mere regulation and as an attempt to eliminate them
completely, thus affecting the parents' liberties:

The School Act and the measures adopted there under go far beyond mere regulation of privately-
supported schools... They give affirmative direction... Enforcement of the Act probably would destroy
most, if not all, of them... The Japanese parent has the right to direct the education of his own child
without unreasonable restriction; the Constitution protects him as well as those who speak another tongue.

In Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923) (United States), the Supreme Court also confirmed the tie between
individual liberty as recognised in the Fourteenth Amendment and private teaching in a minority language. The
court clearly stated that individuals are entitled to freely conduct private instruction not in English, at pp. 399-
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A key decision based on the minorities treaties during the League of Nations mandate explains
why such schools arc not only critical for the survival of linguistic minorities, but also essential if
ethnic conflicts are to be avoided. In fact, such was the importance of such a right that the Permanent
Court of International Justice went out of its way to recognise a linguistic minority's right to establish
its own schools even if the minority treaty at issue did not actually guarantee it specifically.

As mentioned on previous occasions, the Permanent Court of International Justice in Minority
Schools in Albania'" examined the validity of an Albanian law aimed at abolishing all private
schools in the country. This, according to the Greek government, was contrary to the Albanian
Minorities Treaty which safeguarded in Article 5 the right of minorities to establish and maintain
their own private schools. The Albanian government for its part argued that the law treated both the
Albanian majority and the Greek-speaking minority in exactly the same way, since no private
Albanian-language schools would be allowed to operate, and that Article S only guaranteed that both
should "enjoy the same treatment and the same security, both in law and in fact".

The Permanent Court of International Justice concluded that Greek-speaking Albanians enjoyed,
thanks to Article 5, rights not available to other Albanians, and in particular the right to their own
private schools where the language of instruction would be Greek.

Contemporary international law on this point is somewhat murky, at least at the initial stages
of development after the Second World War. For example, the Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of Minorities presented to the Human Rights Commission a "minorities
article" which at one point provided, amongst other things, that

In states inhabited by well defined ethnic, linguistic or rehgious groups which are clearly
distinguished from the rest of the population and which want to be accorded differential
treatment, persons belonging to such groups shall have the right as far as is compatible with
public order and security to establish and maintain their schools... if they so choose.'*

This and a number of subsequent drafts were not adopted because of a rejection of the principle of
educational institutions established by and for linguistic minorities </i re, but as a refusal to guarantee
public funds for these institutions. States were reluctant to being forced to provide any rights to
minorities as a group that might imply financial and institutional obligations.

Perhaps surprisingly, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities does not attempt to clarify this point, although taken as
a whole there would appear to be little doubt that linguistic minorities are, at a minimum, entitled to
establish and administer their own schools using their own language as the medium of instruction.

400:
[The Fourteenth Amendment] denotes not merely freedom from bodily restraint but also the right of the
individual to contract, to engage in any of the common occupations of life, to acquire useful knowledge,
to marry, establish a home and bring up children, to worship God according to the dictates of his own
conscience, and generally to enjoy those privileges long recognised at common law as essential to the
orderly pursuit of happiness by free men.
The established doctrine is that this liberty may not be interfered with, under the guise of protecting the
public interest, by legislative action which is arbitrary or without reasonable relation to some purpose
within the competency of the state to effect.

'"Supra, note 81, at p. 4. , , -

'* UN Document E/CN.4/SR.52. 9. -
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Article 1(1) of the Declaration indicates states are required to "protect the existence and...linguistic
identity of minorities...and shall encourage conditions for the promotion of that identity." Short of
actually financially supporting a minority's schools, it would appear states would at the very least be
obliged to not prohibit private educational activities in a minority's language. The widespread
recognition in international law of a linguistic minority's right to create and operate its own
educational activities and institutions, as reflected in previously mentioned bilateral treaties'" and
international instruments,"' lends support to the argument that this has now become a generally
recognised international standard. For example, paragraph 32.2 of the OSCE Document of the
Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension, although limited to national
minorities, acknowledges explicitly their right: >

...to establish and maintain their own educational...institutions, organisations or associations,
i which can seek voluntary financial and other contributions as well as public assistance, in
• conformity with national legislation;

Furthermore, this provision also clearly demonstrates that the right to create and operate minority
schools does not include a state's obligation to provide financial resources for these activities, although
a state is free to do so "in conformity with national legislation."

Even countries not generally regarded as having a great sensitivity to linguistic minorities have
started to recognise and follow this trend. France has recently adopted legislation that not only
acknowledges the German-speaking minority's right to create private schools, but goes even further
than is probably required by Article 27 and provides for public financial assistance for these

'" Among the relevant provisions of treaties reprinted in the Appendix are Article 8 of the Agreement between
the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic on Cooperation and Good Neighbourly Relations, Article 1
of the Agreement between the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Poland and the Ministry of
Culture and Education of the Republic of Lithuania Regarding the Educational System and University
Education, Article 4 of the German-Russian Federation Protocol of Collaboration on the Gradual
Restoration of Citizenship to Russian Germans, Article 8 of the Treaty Concerning the Protection of
Minorities in Greece, Article 6 of the Treaty on Friendship and Cooperation between the Lithuanian
Republic and Ukraine, Article 67 of the Treaty of Peace with Austria, Article 40 of the Treaty of Peace with
Turkey, Article 14 of the Treaty between the Republic of Lithuania and the Republic of Poland on
Friendly Relations and Good Neighbourly Cooperation, Article 8 of the Treaty between the Republic of
Poland and the Czech and Slovak Republic on Good Neighbourliness, Solidarity and Friendly Cooperation,
Article 15 of the Treaty between the Republic of Poland and the Republic of Belarus on Good
Neighbourliness and Friendly Cooperation, Article IS of the Treaty between the Republic of Poland and
the Republic of Latvia on Friendship and Cooperation, and Article 11 of the Treaty between the Republic
of Poland and Ukraine on Good Neighbourliness, Friendly Relations and Cooperation.

'" See for example Article 14 of the Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, Article 16 of
the Central European Initiative for the Protection of Minority Rights (limited to national minorities),
Paragraph 322 of the Document of the Copenhagen Meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension
(national minorities). Article 11 of Parliamentary Recommendation 1134 (1990) on the Rights of Minorities
(Council of Europe), Article 5(1 )(c) of the United Nations Convention against Discrimination in Education,
Article 30 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 27(3) of the International
Labour Organisation Convention (No. 169) Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent
Countries, and Article 13 of the Convention-cadre pour la protection des minority nationales, all found in
the Appendix.
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institutions in the regions of Alsace and Moselle, as has Estonia with its 1993 Law on Cultural
Autonomy for Ethnic Minorities.'" Minority schools in Australia also receive a subsidy of $30
(Australian) per pupil, provided they are open to students from any ethnic background, and operate
on a non-profit basis.

Funding to private minority schools raises a number of additional issues where the right to
equality and non-discrimination may also enter into play. Whilst Article 27 in itself does not mandate
state financial support for such schools, the right of non-discrimination would require, if a state
provides financial assistance to any private school, that it do so in a reasonable and balanced way. This
means that in general private educational activities in a minority language should also be eligible to
any type of financial assistance provided to others by the government It should be remarked that non-
discrimination does not correspond to identical treatment: a state may quite reasonably allocate a
higher proportion of funds to private schools using a minority language of instruction in consideration
of the higher costs of educational materials in a lesser used language, or as an acknowledgement that
certain minorities were the object of past discrimination or repression which has made it necessary to
offer some type of compensation or special entitlements.

Obviously, there are also some states which have adopted policies in complete disregard of these
standards. Since 1967, it has been against the law in Tanzania for a citizen to attend any elementary
school where the medium is not Swahili. Turkey does not tolerate any use of Kurdish as a language
of instruction, either in private or public institutions. The Japanese government apparently also
prohibits private schools which use the Korean language, though there is one exception: some local
governments maintain a power to authorise the establishment of private schools and have allowed
private schools for Korean-speakers. The difficulty with this option is that these schools are not treated
as official schools by the Japanese government under the Education Act, and the education provided
is therefore not accredited by the national education authorities. Finally, legislation in Algeria appears
to exclude any use of the Berber language.'*"

Even countries not generally thought as having a negative attitude towards minorities have
practices that may violate Article 27:

Swiss cantons have the right to pass laws either for unilingualism or for bilingualism, in all
spheres under their jurisdiction, particularly in education, culture, work, and public
administration. In Belgium (with the exception of Brussels) the two major linguistic
communities each have their own particular territorial institutions which govern unilingualism
in education, culture, and the workplace. Most Swiss and Belgians are thus deprived of the
choice of language in which their children will be educated, since the local authorities determine
in fact the language of education in private as well as public schools.'*'

' " Article 8 of the Loi relatif au Statut et ä la promotion de la langue en Alsace et en Moselle, January 1993.
This right has been confirmed in more recent French legislation. Article 11 of the Loi 94-665 du 4 aout relative
ä l'emploi de la langue franchise. - •••• --....;...

"° Article 15 of the Loi du 16 Janvier 1991 portant generalisation de I'utilisation de la langue arabe
stipulates that all educational activities must be in Arabic only, except when involving the teaching of foreign
languages.

'*' Laponce, Jean A. (1987), Language; and Their Tierrifori«, University of Toronto Press, Toronto, at p. 162.
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In both Belgium and Switzerland,'** the policy of territorial monolingualism, when applied to private
minority educational activities, appears to be highly suspect Although drafted in both cases as part
of a nation-wide arrangement seen as essential to safeguard the political and social stability of the
state, indiscriminate application of linguistic monolingualism to the private activities of minorities may
have been an unnecessary overreaction. There are, at least in Switzerland, misgivings as to the actual
need for such a restrictive approach in the case of linguistic minorities."'

Two countries, Turkey and Greece, have in some respects gone beyond the requirements of
Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and similar provisions in their
treatment of linguistic minorities'** because of obligations that have been recognised under the terms
of treaties concluded in 1920.'** The Greek Orthodox minority of Istanbul and the Muslim minority
of Western Thrace are entitled "to establish, manage and control at their own expense, any charitable,
religious and social institutions, any schools and other establishments for instruction and education
with the right to use their own language and to exercise their own religion freely therein". The Turkish
and Greek governments have in some regards gone beyond these provisions and provide the financial
resources for the operation of private minority schools. For example, the Turkish-speaking minority
in Greece runs its own schools (with about 11,000 pupils and 770 teachers) at the expense of the
Greek state, although only half of the syllabus is taught in Turkish. The administration of minority
schools can choose to use either the Arabic or Roman script

However, it seems both countries have started to reduce the number of hours of instruction in
the minority language and interfere in ways that are causing hardship to both the Turkish- and Greek-
speaking minorities: v

In the vital field of education the Greek authorities have steadily increased teaching in Greek
at the expense of Turkish. From the 1960's onwards religious teachers from the Arab world
have progressively been reduced while the employment of teachers from Turkey to Turkish
schools in Western Thrace has been stopped. Since 1968 only graduates from a special academy

"* See the discussion in Dessemontet, Francois (1984), Le dro/7 dej {a/i£uej en .Su/roe, £diteur officiel du
Quebec, Quebec, at p. 125, on a decision of the 7nftu/ia/ ad/wm'.rtra«/ de ßwne of 10 November 1975
confirming the complete prohibition of private schooling in French in the Canton of Bern with a German-
speaking majority.

'** Steiert, Thierry (1993), La Sume ef /a CAarfe europe"e/i/ze dej /a/iguej re^/ona/ej ou m/nonta/rM,
EURORegion National Report, Fribourg, Switzerland, at pp. 8-9:

Dazu une deVwion concerna/i/ /Vco/e /ra/ica/je fun« Ico/e privlej de /a W//e de ZuncA, /e 7W6U/UJ/

/e"dera/ a i/afui oue / « can/oar poKva/en/ je/onder «w /'orric/e 776 de /a Co/irf/fu//on pour de7erm//ier
/a /an£«e da/u /ao«e//c /'enje/gnemenf ej/ donne", mime dan* /ej £CO/M privacy, ef ou'i/ /eur eVaif /o/'rio/e
de prejcrire au'apre* u/i cerra/n aV/ai, /ej e7ev« do/venf ftre epf« a jaivre / « court flaw /a /a/igue
nan'o/ui/e du ca/i/on e/ parier donj une ^co/e o« /'en^e/^/iemen/ «r di\rpe/is/ da/u ce//e /an^ue. Ce«e

a Jöu/eve' unf va^ue de co/i/ejra//onj, car u^e app/ican'on au»i jrn'cre du principe de
ne 5aura/7 je ;'ujft/Jer aue i'/V .r'ag/V de proffer une /a/ijue me/iac^e, ce aw /t'ejf

cerrai/iemen/ paj /e caj de /a /a/i£«<r a//emande en vi//e de Zurjc/i. •

'** It should be emphasised that both states, for political reasons, are particularly sensitive towards certain
minorities. The Kurdish-speaking minority in Turkey has been subjected to repressive measures as to the use,
>n public and in private, of their language, whilst Greece to this day even denies the existence of an Albanian-
speaking (Arvanite) minority in its territory.

'** See Sections 2.3.19 and 2.3.33 of the Appendix for the relevant articles.
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in Thessaloniki can be qualified to teach in Turkish schools... The situation has deteriorated with
the authorities introducing an entrance exam for the two Turkish minority schools in Komotini
and Xanthi — there are some 300 Turkish primary schools — and a directorate from the
government in March 1981 stipulating that graduate examinations from Turkish secondary and
high schools have to be in Greek. The implementation of this law in 1985 with in some cases
merely a few months' notice was extremely hard on the students. The result of these measures
has been a dramatic decline in secondary school students in Turkish schools from 227 in Xanthi
and 305 in Komotini in 1983-84, to 85 and 42 respectively in 1986-87...'"

• /?•.•- .35!•:'*• - ^ .• -?: • -.- j q ' . . "

Many aspects of these interventions appear objectionable since they actively discourage or restrict the
minority's free use of their language in their own schools. The decision by Greek public authorities
to decrease the use of the Turkish language as medium of instruction in private minority schools would
appear to be a violation of Article 27 of the Covenant, as is probably the imposition by the same
authorities of an entrance exam for the two Turkish minority schools. The use of Greek as the
language of graduate examinations for students from private Turkish secondary and high schools is
a more complex matter. On the one hand, Greek authorities could claim that the examination is not
direct intervention with any individual's right to use his or her language in private minority schools.
On the other hand, it could be maintained that the measure is actually an indirect interference, since
its effect is to discourage members of a linguistic minority to exercise their legitimate and recognised
right as understood in international law.

There is additionally the need to remember that other rights can sometimes be relevant in a
minority's use of its language. Even if it cannot be established convincingly that the above language
examination requirement is a violation of Article 27, the measure is probably discrimination on the
ground of language. By adopting a policy of Greek-only graduate examinations, public authorities are
imposing on Turkish-speaking students from private minority schools a highly unfavourable criterion.
The burden imposed on these students is unlikely to be considered as a reasonable or balanced
response to any vital state interest, and would therefore constitute an unacceptable language distinction
unless the number of minority students affected is so low as to make the requirement a proportionate
and reasonable measure.

The Greek situation also raises a number of important aspects that have not yet been clearly
considered, namely the scope of a minority's right to establish and control the content and format of
private educational activities in their language, as well as a state's own interests and obligations in
these matters.

India is perhaps best able to provide some insight on these issues because of the many Indian
court decisions and constitutional and legal provisions that reflect a vast experience in relation to the
right of linguistic minorities to use their language in private educational activities. It also provides
some guidance on how the right of non-discrimination can interact with this right. An important
aspect of the right of members of a linguistic minority to use their language in the private education
field appears to be that educational activities must really be "their own", in other words that they have

'** Wor/d" D/rectory O/A/i/iori/i«, supra, note 64, at p. 129. Nor has Turkey been a model in its own treatment
of the Greek-speaking minority's right to use their language in community with other members of their group,
as shown by the following comments in the same report at pp. 192-193:

In 1964 Greek Orthodox priests were forbidden to teach religion or conduct morning prayers in minority
schools and Turks have since been appointed as teachers in all minority schools. Students were obliged
to enrol in their nearest school rather than in a school of their choice and the teaching of the Greek
language has been severely reduced.
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actual control over the creation and operation of these activities. The recognition of this aspect of a
minority's right can be found in Article 30(1) of the Constitution of India'*' which guarantees to
all religious or linguistic minorities "the right to establish and administer educational institutions of
their choice." Furthermore, if public authorities do grant assistance to private educational institutions,
Article 30(2) requires that the aid be provided without discrimination. In other words, whilst a
linguistic minority is free to establish its own private educational institutions, this does not impose any
positive obligation on a state to provide facilities or resources for private education in a minority
language.'**

The Indian Supreme Court indicated in State of Bombay v. Bombay Education Society that
a linguistic minority's right to carry on its own educational activities is not limited to acquisition of
the minority language. It necessarily includes imparting general education in the
minority language: ;i , v/ ;*ir

., There is no limitation placed on the subjects to be taught in such educational institutions. As
such minorities will ordinarily desire that their children should be brought up property and

; efficiently and be eligible for higher university education and go out in the world fully equipped
; with such intellectual attainments as will make them fit for entering the public services,

• educational institutions of their choice will necessarily include institutions imparting general
, secular education also. In other words, the article leaves it to their choice to establish such

... educational institutions as will serve both purposes, namely the purpose of conserving their
religion, language or culture, and also the purpose of giving a thorough good general education
to their children."'

But a state's obligation not to interfere with a linguistic minority's right to open, operate and manage
its own educational activities does not mean that the state cannot adopt appropriate regulations and
standards. It has been deemed appropriate for the government in India to impose conditions on
minority institutions in return for state recognition. The standards of education in private schools are
not a part of management, nor are they directly at issue in choosing the language to be used as
medium of instruction. This signifies that state recognition of the education received by children in
a private minority school can validly be contingent on satisfying appropriate standards as to the quality
and content of instruction:

The right of a minority to "administer" obviously cannot include the right to "mal-administer".
A minority cannot ask for an educational institution run by it in unhealthy surroundings, or
without any competent and qualified teachers, or which does not maintain any fair standard of
teaching. The right of the state to impose reasonable regulations as a condition for aid or
recognition does not authorise it to take away minority's right to administer educational
institutions of their choice. Regulations which may be imposed lawfully as a condition of
receiving grant or recognition must be directed to making the institution effective as an
educational institution, while retaining its character as a minority institution. Regulations may

" Section 3.53 in the Appendix.

"* Afifion'/i« a/uf f/i* Law (1972), Mohammed Imam (ed.), Indian Law Institute, New Delhi, at p. 45.

'* (1954) A.LR. 560 (India), at p. 569.
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be imposed in the true interests of efficiency of instruction, discipline, health, sanitation,
morality, public order and the like.'" 7^ - > ;- ^ - •- ; -•> "• ,;

The UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education also recognises that a state may
require from private minority institutions that their standard of education not be lower than the general
standard laid down or approved by the competent authorities.'"

Another interesting problem tackled by Indian courts has been the question of admission policies
adopted by linguistic minorities in the management of their own educational activities. Article 30(1)
of the Constitution (and presumably similar provisions such as Article 27 of the Covenant) only
guarantees access to these educational activities or institutions to members of a linguistic minority.
Unless a person is a member of such a minority, he or she is not free to participate in them.

However, members of a linguistic minority may decide that it is desirable to open the doors of
their educational institutions to other individuals, whilst a government may object to such an
arrangement'" In State of Bombay v. Bombay Education Society, state authorities had issued an
order prohibiting the admission of children whose mother tongue was not English in English-language
minority schools in order to encourage the use of Hindi as the language of instruction. The order had
the effect that many Anglo-Indian schools in Bombay saw their number of students fall drastically.
In its decision, the Supreme Court concluded that non-English-speaking students were not entitled to
admittance to minority schools because they were not members of the minority. Nevertheless, they still
had the benefit of constitutional provisions guaranteeing to everyone the right to non-discrimination.
The Supreme Court thus felt that the state order was an unreasonable restriction which amounted to
unwarranted discrimination, contrary to the Constitution of India.'" In re Kerala Education
Bill,'** the Supreme Court also held that the admission of a non-member in a minority institution
does not take away its minority character.

Finally, a state may legitimately require that all children in private minority educational activities
also learn the majority or official language without this being perceived as an interference with the
minority's right, as long as the minority can continue to use its language as medium of instruction to
the extent it feels is appropriate. In fact, it could even be claimed that it is essential for linguistic
minorities to teach the majority or official language whilst retaining the minority language as medium
of instruction in order to avoid the creation of linguistic ghettos that would result in the possible
exclusion of members of these minorities from participation in the wider society. This is acknowledged
in instruments such as the UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education where it is
stated that linguistic educational activities must not prevent "members of these minorities from

. . • ; . • - . . . . , . - , - . ; • . - • . . ' • ' ; • • - " ' " > . . " • • ; " • • - • - - • ? . - ' ! : • - - • . • ; : > • "

• • • • . • • j r . _ a > M - , , - . .- * • : » • ; : ? • < ^ - ^ - • # * • • * : • • ' - • .

• • , • • • . . - , ; V : - ; . ; , . , ; < • ; • « • . , v - ' . - • > • . : ? « ; ; ' . ! ' • ; • . - . < ; > • • ; • • - ' •

' " Supra, note 148, at p. 16.

'" See Article 5(l)(c)(ii) in Section 2.1.1 of Appendix.

'* It should be pointed out that the final decision on admission policies should rest on members of the concerned
minority. However, because governments do recognise these schools or provide aid to them, there is probably
a state obligation to ensure that non-discriminatory admission practices are in place in these institutions.

' " Supra, note 148, at pp. 85-86.

'** (1959) S.GR. 995 (India). ; :
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understanding the culture and language of the community as a whole and from participating in its
activities...'"*

6.3 MEDIA

;jjf \ 6.3.1 " '

Many international instruments confirm that media (television, radio, publications) and language
concerns should be divided into two broad categories: state-controlled media and privately-run
operations.** The latter would normally require non-intervention by the state in decisions concerning
language use or preference. Thus a law which would prohibit private newspapers from appearing in
a given language would clearly be a violation of freedom of expression and possibly Article 27 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and other similar provisions. It would also be
a rather obvious source of tension between the state — generally representing the interests of the
majority population — and linguistic minorities.

The line between private and public media can sometimes be blurred, especially in countries
with little tradition of a free press. Furthermore, there may be indirect ways for a state to control the
media, such as when a state restricts access to paper supply, which indirectly could prohibit the
publication of newspapers in a minority or non-official language. There could also be state
involvement and control through the refusal of a transmission permit for privately-operated radio or
television stations attempting to broadcast in a minority or non-official language.

As for the situations where states exercise direct or indirect control of certain media, it can
become a source of conflict since excluded linguistic communities may be antagonised if there is an
absence or claimed deficiency as to the use of their language in broadcasting or written print by the
state.'" As has been demonstrated on a number of occasions, state activities in the realm of the
public media, and the language choices the state necessarily has to make in this area, raises the matter
of allocation of public resources and of employment opportunities for all of its inhabitants. A one
language policy within the state media disadvantages members of a non-majority or non-official
language groups in career options, which in newer or Third World states with weak economies is no
minor concern.

'* Article 5(l)(c)(i) can be found in the Appendix. The UNESCO Convention has been described as out of date
because of its timidity and numerous qualifications in addressing the educational rights of linguistic minorities.
On this point see Hastings, William K. (1988), 77»e Ä/g«/ /o an Education in Maori: TAe Caw/rom /nferna/iona/
kw, Victoria University Press, Wellington, New Zealand, at p. 21.

'* See for example Article 18 of the Central European Initiative Instrument for the Protection of
Minorities, Article 11 of the Convention on the Fundamental Rights of Ethnic Groups in Europe, Article
17 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, and Article 11 of the European Charter for Regional or
M i n o r i t y L a n g u a g e s . ••:• • -..v- • - •

'" For example, Albanian-speakers in Macedonia raise the one-hour daily television broadcast allocated in their
language as proof of their unjust treatment at the hands of the government.
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Even democracies traditionally respectful of human rights have periodically behaved in intolerant, even
xenophobic ways to the presence of speakers of other languages in their midst, and most states have
almost invariably at one point or another violated the freedom of expression of individuals in the
process. For example, in Australia until 1956 there were regulations preventing private radio stations
from transmitting in "foreign languages" for more than 2.5 percent of their total broadcasting time, and
requiring that all messages in languages other than English be translated.'** The use of Kurdish on
the airwaves is still prohibited in Turkey,'*' as are private broadcasts in Berber in Algeria.'"

As a general proposition, states should not attempt to limit in any way the private use of
language in the media. For private newspapers, this implies no legislation or other measures restricting
the use of any language, nor any indirect attempt to restrict freedom of expression through, for
example, control of newsprint availability.'" Any attempt to interrupt direct reception of radio and
television broadcasts from neighbouring countries because of the language of these transmissions could
also be a violation of freedom of expression. As for private radio or television stations broadcasting

' " The word "foreign" has often been used in countries like Australia, the United States and Canada in the sense
of "non-English", thus including the languages of indigenous peoples and other groups (French and Spanish)
which have as great a claim as English, or better in the case of indigenous languages, to being "native". In the
US, private media in these languages have been attacked or closed down by governments during periods of
intolerance despite US claims of respect of the freedom of the press. See Perea, Juan F. (1992), "Demography
and Distrust An Essay on American Languages, Cultural Pluralism, and Official English", AfinsiMOJa Law
ÄeviVw, Vol. 77, 269-373, at p. 330. Even in the country of Igaafl. /rarwnitf. 2i6ml, it was only in October
1984 that the French government repealed a 1945 law regulating the language of publication of the press in
Alsace. The original provision provided that no more than 75 percent of all articles in the media on sport or
addressed to youth could be in a language other than French (i.e. German in this case).

' " The Globe and Mail, Toronto, 19 August 1994, and paragraph 13(iii) of the Resolution 985 (1992) on the
Situation of Human Rights in Turkey, reprinted in "The Situation of Human Rights in Turkey" (1992), in
//wna/i J?i$Att Law /our/ia/. Vol. 13, N° 11-12, 464-480.

"° Other concerns have been expressed on the effect of the Estonian Language Law on journalists working for
private media in "Human Rights in the Republic of Estonia, Raimo Pakkanen and Hans Danelius, Special
Rapporteurs" (1991), in //u/mwi /?/«/>» Law /our/ia/. Vol. 13, No. 5-6. 236-256, at p. 241.

' " The only limitations that should be permissible are those generally recognised in application of the freedom
of expression. See on this point Article 11(2) of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages:

The parties undertake to guarantee freedom of direct reception of radio and television broadcasts from
neighbouring countries in a language used in identical or similar to a regional or minority language, and
not to oppose the retransmissions of radio and television broadcasts from neighbouring countries in such
a language. They further undertake to ensure that no restrictions will be placed on the freedom of
expression and free circulation of information in the written press in a language used in identical or
similar form to a regional or minority language. The exercise of the above mentioned freedoms, since it
carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, restrictions or
penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the interest of national
security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the prevention of disorder of crime, for the protection
of health or morals, for the protection of reputation or rights of others, for preventing disclosure of
information received in confidence, or for maintaining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.
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in part or completely in a minority or non-official language, a state does not have an obligation, at
least under international law, to provide them funding or a broadcasting permit

There are three matters that require closer scrutiny when speaking of language use and the
private media. Although not directly an issue of freedom of expression, the distribution of radio and
television frequencies by the state, decisions affecting the programming content and its language linked
to broadcasting licensing, and the allocation of financial assistance to private media may raise issues
involving non-discrimination. ^

On the one hand, many states now permit private radio and television broadcasting.'" The
European Court of Human Rights has also confirmed on a number of occasions that broadcasting, like
the press, is covered by Article 10 of the European human rights convention guaranteeing freedom of
expression.'" Yet on the other hand, broadcasting frequencies are generally considered to be public
goods, and their regulation for the public good by the state is therefore considered as appropriate and
not to constitute a violation of freedom of expression.'" >^o& S « I Ä Sfa WE

Difficulties occur when the state, through its regulatory agent, decides who will be permitted
to have access to these "public" airwaves. The right of non-intervention guaranteed to linguistic
minorities by Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and similar
provisions are of no assistance in such a situation since airwave frequencies are not part of the private
realm. In other words, states are probably not obliged to grant a private broadcasting frequency every
time it is demanded by a linguistic minority under international legal standards such as Article 27.
Whilst this may appear initially to be a Catch-22 situation, it is not in practice. The solution has been
indirectly identified by the European Court of Human Rights in the recent case of Informationverein
Lentia and Others v. Austria, where it indicated that in exercising its general regulatory powers
when allocating airwave frequencies, a state must observe its obligations under international legal
instruments, which include Article 27 or similar provisions. Thus, this means that a state must consider
a linguistic minority's right to communicate with its members in its language, v/a the airwaves. It
could be argued however that in cases where there is already in the same area a large number of
private radio or television stations (for the size of the concerned group) broadcasting in the language
of the minority, sufficient weight is given to the non-intervention guaranteed under Article 27, and the

'" Barendt, Eric (1993), ßroadcatfi/ig Law—i4 Comparative Smdy, Clarendon Press, Oxford, United Kingdom,
at p. 54.

'" Groppera v. Switzerland (1990) 12 European Human Rights Reports 321 and Autronic v. Switzerland
(1990) 12 European Human Rights Reports 485. The European Court of Human Rights had earlier ruled that
newspapers enjoyed the protection of Article 10 in Sunday Times v. UK (1979) 2 European Human Rights
Reports 245.

"* Supra, note 162, at pp. 77-79. See the conclusion along similar lines of the Italian Constitutional Court in
Decision 102/1990 [1990] Giur. cosL 610 (Italy). See also Trudel, Pierre and Abran, France (1991), £>r«/ de
'a radio er de /a /l/lvta'a/i. Editions Themis, Montreal, at pp. 135-13&^r'i;> :: : ̂  _v#s^:t.: W

fejcto /n/trnor/o/iaux proc/amanf /a /tome" a"«p/-exriofl reco/ina/JAn/ {a pcwJWfffe" d* «fl
^re/if poiw to m âVaj e7ec/ron/<7«es ef /e dro<V d« £tott a aMU/e//ir /'accej a /'mage dej./re'awencej

de radiod/^fkrion a M/I r^/me d'aw/orwarion prea/aWe. Airtfl, /'aroc/e iO de /a Conven/io/i europlen/ie
d « dro/tt /nonce cue /'q#irmarion de /a //*e/7e" d'ex/ve^/on n'e/npecrte pa* /ej £/a/j de «j«mewre to
en/reprwej de rad/od/j^iu/on d «n regime d*aH/omarion... L'on a # e"ne>a/emenf «wideVe* aue to acf/viVê
de rad/od/^itrion juppojenf, d /a d/#erence dej m&fiay Arritt, /'usage d'une resource >«g/e rare, to

radioeVecfriouej, gui Jon/ repidto/aireparrie da doma/nepuA/ic. i'^aj^vi ,^ - r /• •*,

'" Case 36/1992/381/455^59.
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public regulatory agency would be entitled to deny licences for additional frequencies in such a *
situation.

In Informationverein Lentia and Others v. Austria, the European Court of Human Rights
explained that the nature of broadcasting required that the state conduct regulatory decisions
concerning the utilisation of broadcast power and frequencies. It also gave some important guidelines
on how the state, in determining licensing requirements, should evaluate private broadcasting
applications: „.,.„-, ..,-... .-;-,< -p;

As the Court has already held, the purpose of that provision is to make it clear that states are
permitted to regulate by a licensing system the way in which broadcasting is organised in their
territories, particularly in its technical aspects... Technical aspects are undeniably important, but
the grant or refusal of a licence may also be made conditional on other considerations, including
such matters as the nature and objectives of a proposed station, its potential audience at national,
regional or local level, the rights and needs of a specific audience and the obligations deriving
from international legal instruments.'"

Criteria such as the rights and the needs of audiences at various levels and international law
obligations, including those of linguistic minorities, would thus appear to be key factors to consider.

As with any other type of activity by public authorities, state allocation of airwave frequencies
to radio or television stations that use exclusively a majority or official language will tend to be more
favourable towards individuals with greater fluency in this language, and correspond more closely to
their linguistic needs. In a country where public authorities favour exclusively the majority or official
language, it means that the linguistic and cultural needs of speakers of non-official or minority
language are qualitatively and quantitatively disregarded. Such a policy could be discriminatory, and
probably a violation of Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, if
linguistic minorities found themselves completely excluded from operating private stations in their
language.

Especially when the number of speakers of a language is fairly large in an area, to refuse a
private radio or television licence for broadcasting services in their language would appear
unreasonable, since it denies them a benefit or advantage that is available to others, namely the benefit
of radio or television programmes in their own language. At the very least such a refusal disregards
their needs and preferences. Once again, the many factors such as geographic distribution and
concentration of the speakers and others must be examined in order to determine whether a public
authority's refusal to grant a licence is discriminatory or not Another relevant consideration in this
area would be the number of other private stations broadcasting stations in the same coverage area,
and whether these sufficiently respond to the needs and preferences of the population. -.

One problem in licensing decisions experienced in the United States is the determination of the
needs and interests of affected individuals. In determining these needs and interests the US regulatory
agency, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), has sometimes tended to consider
exclusively the linguistic needs of individuals who had absolutely no knowledge of English.'" This

"* Ibid.. at paragraph 32.

'" There appears to be a great deal of confusion on how to address the language needs of the US population in
private broadcasting. Relevant decisions include Tampa Times Co. v. FCC, 230 FJ2d 224 (1956) (United
States), In re Great Lakes Television, Inc., 25 F.C.C. 470 (1958) (United States), and In re La Fiesta
Broadcasting Co., 6 F.C.C. 2d 65 (1966) (United States). All are closely considered in Piatt, Bill (1984)
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means that when large numbers of individuals are bilingual, even if their primary language is not
English, the FCC has often adopted the position that it is not necessary to licence private radio or
television stations broadcasting in their language,'** although where there is a sufficiently large
ethnic population, the FCC sometimes presumes that non-English programming is desirable without
enquiring as to the percentage of people who do not speak English on the assumption that a large
number of them probably do not.

It would appear the Federal Communications Commission's general policy is potentially
discriminatory if one considers the standard of non-discrimination at the international level. As defined
by most international instruments and the UN Human Rights Committee in its Genera/ Comme/tf o«
Mj/i-Dwc/wHrtorio/i, discrimination does not only occur when an individual is "excluded" by the
language preference(s) of the state, but can also be said to exist whenever he or she is disadvantaged
or subjected to unfavourable treatment if the state's conduct is deemed unreasonable. Even if an
individual understands English, he or she is still not receiving the same privilege or service as a native
speaker of English when private broadcasting is not provided in his or her primary language. He or
she is denied the same advantage enjoyed by others, because of a public authority's predilection for
the majority language.'" Furthermore, the state would in effect ignoring the cultural and linguistic
needs and preferences of individuals for whom English is not a mother tongue.

An approach more closely consistent with the prohibition of discrimination would be more like
the following suggestion:

The FCC could require that the ascertainment surveys be expanded to include a determination
: of whether Spanish-language broadcasting is desired by the public in the area the broadcaster

"Linguistic Diversity on the Airwaves: Spanish-Language Broadcasting and the FCC", in La /?aza
Vol. 1, No. 2, 101-119, at pp. 103-115. The same author summarises the US situation in the following words,
ibid., at p. 104:

[FCC] cases contain varying discussions and analyses of the "need" for such broadcasting, its "suitability",
the "obligation" to provide it, and the level of "control" that should be exercised over it. Some cases place
importance on the number of ethnic persons in the broadcast audience who speak only the foreign
language. Others ignore the "linguistic exclusivity" requirement. Later cases confuse minority ownership
of broadcast facilities with the language issue. The result is an absence of an adequate standard for
measuring the parameters of the foreign-language broadcasting requirement.

'" See Tucson Radio, Inc. v. FCC, 35 F.C.C. 2d 584 (1972) (United States):
Broadcast stations are trustees of the public airwaves and must design their programming to meet the

.,.• needs and interests of their communities. If a substantial segment of the community thinks and speaks
in the Spanish language only, and cannot understand the English language, the broadcast stations in that
area must be responsive to this fact. Accordingly, if a petitioner can show i) that a substantial segment
of the community speaks exclusively a language other than English; ii) that a need exists for aural
broadcast service in that language; iii) that none of the existing stations would serve this need; and iv)
that the prospects for obtaining such service by resort to existing Commission remedies are poor, the
Commission would then entertain a petition for waiver of its primary service rule.

Whilst there are undoubtedly many private Spanish language radio and television stations in the United States,
in practice, the demographic and economic clout of this linguistic group has made it impossible to ignore their
broadcasting needs in many, but not all, parts of the country.

For an excellent exploration and analysis of the issue of language and broadcasting policies in the US, see
Piatt, «pro, note 167, at pp. 112-115.
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is to serve, and if so, what percentage of the broadcaster's programming the public would like
to see presented in Spanish. The FCC would then require, as a condition of licensing, that the
broadcaster provide a portion of its programming in Spanish equal to the survey results. The
survey would be redone every three years in conjunction with licence renewal and the figure for
Spanish-speaking broadcasting would be adjusted accordingly. Broadcasting content would still
be left to the broadcaster's discretion subject to existing requirements that broadcasting be in
the public interest. The only change would be in the language in which a portion of the
programming would be presented.""

The policies favoured in a number of other countries and at the international level would appear to
be generally closer to a non-discriminatory approach than US attitude in broadcasting licensing and
linguistic content Article 11 of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages
provides that when the number of speakers of a minority or regional language reaches a certain level
("according to the situation of each language"), public authorities should adopt measures aimed at
ensuring that they are property served in their language by private media when these authorities are
active in this field (through licensing, programme content requirements, etc.). In other words, as the
number of speakers of a language increases in a region, the media, and especially the broadcasting
media, should respond to the proportionate needs and interests of this population. Public authorities
must to the extent of their involvement in the field of private media adopt a policy that reflects these
needs and interests with appropriate measures:

b) I. to encourage and/or facilitate the creation of at least one radio station in the regional
or minority languages, or
II. to encourage and/or facilitate the broadcasting of radio programmes in the regional
or minority languages on a regular basis;

c) I. to encourage and/or facilitate the creation of at least one television channel in the
regional or minority languages, or
II. to encourage and/or facilitate the broadcasting of television programmes in the
regional or minority languages on a regular basis;

d) to encourage and/or facilitate the production and distribution of audio and audio-visual works
in regional or minority languages;
e) I. to encourage and/or facilitate the creation and/or maintenance of at least one

newspaper in the regional or minority languages; or
II. to encourage and/or facilitate the publication of newspaper articles in the regional or
minority languages on a regular basis;"'

Another example of a response consistent with the prohibition of discrimination can be found in
Canadian broadcasting, where the need to address the specific cultural and linguistic needs of
audiences has been recognised, and includes, in the case of indigenous peoples, the obligation "to play
a distinct role in fostering the development of aboriginal cultures and/or, possibly, the preservation of
ancestral languages."'" Moreover, the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications

""Ibid., at p. 115.

" ' Article 11(1) of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages.

"* Native Broadcasting Policy, 20 September 1990, Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications
Commission, Ottawa.
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Commission (CRTQ adopted in July 1985 a comprehensive policy paper on cultural and linguistic
plurality in broadcasting in Canada.* * Whilst solemnly affirming the high value placed on linguistic
diversity and how each language is as important as any other, it also recognises thai, practically
speaking, every demand for a private broadcasting permit cannot be granted;

, Le CG/W«7 ce&sMeVe <?i4*en rairo« des /öm/aridn? da .specfre der/re^aeuees, 1/ sepeitf aecörifer
t- de /icesce poar art j e m c e en a«e sea/e fongwe a cAac«s des groapes ef/yj%«es d*«s «are&e*
^ dö«n£ // encourage done /a co/ladoraft'on enrre deVen/ea/s de /icenee de manure £ ce ^«e ce$
„, dem/ers/oarm.$sem des services eVargis aax g ropes e/Asä?aes au* resäfen* daay &? iö«e de
= de,sse?Te de fear eß/repme, fo«/ en fena/tf cowrie rfes deso/ns varied rfe leara ceÄecövöe*^,, De

p/as, tors^ae la /?o/?a/afion e/Äßi^ae ff a/ie r^jö/i aagsjen/e er ^a'e/ie re^aie/t slej j emces
, e"iorgis de raifto^us/ofl, /e C/fTC adme/ /a po^i&i/ff^ de modeler use /aresce de risfiodi^si
, e« vae de j?e/3neffre a /' eop/ofianf de d/gtoer as poarce/tfoge p/ar ^fev/ d*e*myÄ«öÄr 4

e, voir m^R« devemr «/te ^larfo/i c caracf^re "*

What the CRTC is admitting is that, in addition to responding to the linguistic needs and preferences
of all Canadians, a major factor in determining the language to be used in broadcasting will be the
relative demographic importance of the speakers of a language. In other words» the Canadian approach
is a reflection of the principle of non-discrimination on the ground of language in the field of
broadcast licensing and linguistic content

The appropriateness of responding to the linguistic interests and needs of all inhabitants when
allocating broadcasting licences and determining the language(s) of private media is further confirmed
in a number of court decisions in different countries. Article 20 of the Spanish Constitution recognises
multilingualism in Spain and states that it will guarantee access to the state media of important social
and political groups, with due respect to the existing social and linguistic pluralism. In The Minister
for Posts and Telegraph v. Cäit Bean Ui Chadhain, the Irish Supreme Court held:

In performing its functions the [Broadcasting] Authority shall in its programming — (a) be
responsive to the interests and concerns of the whole community, be mindful of the need for
understanding and peace within the whole island of Ireland, ensure that the programmes reflect
the varied elements which make up the culture of the people of the whole island of Ireland and
have special regard for the elements which distinguish that culture and in particular for the Irish
language."*

The above also suggest that in addition to distributing broadcasting licences, a public authority can
impose linguistic content conditions when it decides a private broadcaster will be granted a
broadcasting licence. Once again, such a requirement will have to be a reasonable and proportional
response to the needs, rights and interests of individuals concerned and the state's own interests since
it involves the right to use a public good (frequencies). Failure to reach a proper balance could be
discriminatory, especially when speakers of a non-official or non-majority language are numerous in

Public Notice 85-139,4 July 1985, Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission, Ottawa.

Ibid.. quoted in Dro/7 de /a rad/o er de /a /̂ /̂ vw/on, j«pra, note 164. at pp. 928-929.

'" 16 July 1982, quoted in O Maille, Tomas (1990), 77ie 5/a/iu o//Ae /räA Language —A Le#a/ /»erspective.
Bord na Gaeilge, Dublin, at p. 12.
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a region or locality or incompletely served in their language by existing private broadcasters."' >
International courts have also recognised in this regard that television (and by extension, radio) signals I
constitute a type of service.'" Thus, it appears acknowledged, at least at the European Union level,
that whilst a state is entitled to fix quotas as to the linguistic content of these broadcasts, it must still
do so in a non-discriminatory way."*

The third matter to consider arises when a state intervenes with the private media by providing
some type of assistance to private newspapers, radio or television stations, either because they are in
the official or majority language, or on the contrary because they arc in other languages. Examples
of the former can be found in Catalonia and the Netherlands, where governments actively provide
grants in support of private initiatives that respectively promote the use of Catalan in all types of
media activities or Dutch in publishing. Clearly, as has been previously shown, measures that promote
and encourage the use of the official or majority language are not objectionable I/I rc. Amongst various
factors in support of such a policy can be the desire of national unity through the bond of a common,
though not necessarily exclusive, language. Here again, what must always be kept in mind is that this
type of practice is obviously more favourable to those who enjoy a greater benefit from such efforts,
namely people for whom the official or majority language is their primary language. However, the *'
exclusion of some media from this type of financial assistance because they function in other '">
languages would only be discriminatory if the measures are deemed unreasonable given the various •
rights, goals and interests involved. In the case of the promotion of the Catalan language through
private media, the Ge/zera/Zrar may be able to argue that its "normalisation" efforts are reasonable in
light of the harsh consequences of previous restrictions and history of repressive linguistic restrictions
of the Franco regime and Spanish governments, and that Castilian-language private media are already -•
sufficiently vibrant, and Castilian-speakers sufficiently well-served in their language, that similar
assistance is unnecessary.

"* Some concern exists that linguistic requirements by public authorities can have restrictive effects on trade
between countries. The answer to this is essentially the same one proposed throughout much of this study: while
any linguistic preference by a state does in fact create a distinction based upon language and will unavoidably
favour some to the detriment of others, it has to be determined whether the language favouritism is a haia»™^
and reasonable response after assessing the various interests involved. In short, such a distinction is not
necessarily discriminatory, but could be if it is not reasonable. See generally de Witte, Bruno (1991), "The
Impact of European Community Rules on Linguistic Policies of the Member States" in Florian Coulmas (ed.),
A Language /*o/iry/or /A« European Co/wnu/ury: /Ycspectt anJ Quanaan», Mouton de Gniyter, Berlin, New
York, pp. 163-177, at p. 167:

Can Member States justifiably impose requirements as to the linguistic origin of programmes, or as to
the language in which the programmes should be transmitted? What is certainly not allowed is a
discriminatory treatment; in a fairly recent case of the Bond van Nederlandse Adverteerders v. The
Netherlands, a Dutch regulation which prohibited advertisements on foreign channels using the Dutch
language were found to be incompatible with the EEC Treaty. The reverse of this, namely the imposition
on national broadcasters of a duty to use the national language or (more commonly) to broadcast a certain
amount of programmes produced in that language, has also restrictive effects on the trade in broadcasting
services. But this restriction was, after some discussion, accepted in the recently adopted EEC Directive
on transfrontier television. ^ A • - - • • _ • •- i

' " Sacchi Case, [1974] European Court Reports 409. at p. 427. ' ,, > .

"• Salvatore, Vincenzo (1992), "Quotas on TV Programmes and EEC Law", in Cowunon A/artef Law /?ev«H\
Vol. 29, No. 5, 967-990, at pp. 968-971, 981-984, and 986.
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In some cases, a state may provide financial assistance to private media using a non-official or
minority language that is unavailable to the media operating in the official or majority language, la
Canada, the federal government provided, until recently under the Natives Communications
Programme, financial assistance to fifteen private aboriginal language newspapers across OK country»
It still provides funds under the Northern Native Broadcast Access Programme to television and radio
broadcasting in indigenous languages, many of them by private, non-profit, entities. In Hungary,
newspapers publishing in the languages of national minorities are guaranteed a financial contribution
under the state budget '" Under Act No. 416 of 5 August 1981 on the regulations governing
publishing houses and measures to promote publishing in Italy, daily newspapers published entirely
in French, Ladin, Slovene or German in the autonomous regions of Valle d'Aosta, Frieii-Yenezia
Giulia and Trentino-Alto Adige, have also received increased grants from the state,***

Once again, these policies are not objectionable in themselves, because non-discrimination does
not require identical treatment in every situation. If such a policy does not unduly favour the speakers
of a language, then it may be a reasonable arrangement given the interests and goals being addressed.
Even if the private media operating in the majority or official language are excluded from these
"special assistance programmes", it could be claimed validly that a particular scheme is a proportional
response to the needs and preferences of some individuals not being properly served by other media
in their language, due to their small number, geographic dispersion, or as a result of past state practices
aimed at discouraging the use of their language. Such a state initiative to remedy the imbalance would
thus possibly be held reasonable and non-discriminatory.

6.3.3 S/afe M«fia a/u/ Lasg«age D&criminaiion

As with any other type of state service, benefit or activity, the involvement of the state in public media
must conform to the requirements of non-discrimination on the ground of language. Once more, this
means that state authorities must adopt a sliding-scale model: if the state controls, operates or finances
any media, it should do so in a non-discriminatory fashion and reflect in the time and resources
allocated the linguistic composition of its population. Furthermore, it should not be forgotten that the
linguistic policies of public authorities will affect considerably the employment opportunities in the
state media of non-native speakers of the official or majority language preferred.

When considering what would be an appropriate and reasonable linguistic balance, one would
have to consider once again the myriad of factors identified earlier such as the numerical importance
of the speakers of the language, their location and geographic concentration, etc. Starting at the lower
end of the scale, state practices should generally reflect the actual number of speakers of a non-official
or minority language in the following way: „ ..-,,. .,

jjr» (1) the regular broadcasting of radio programme(s) in the minority or non-official language
'... (these could take diverse forms, from one hour or less a week to many hours every day,

according once again to a minority's growing strength);
(2) the regular broadcasting of television programme(s) in the minority or non-official language
(at increasing levels);
(3) the creation of one or more radio stations operating in the minority or non-official language;
(4) the creation of one or more television channels) in the minority or non-official language;

'" 77ie Si/uo/ion o/Äegio/uj/ or A/inon'/y Languages m Europe (1994), Council of Europe, Strasbourg, at p. 46.

"° Ibid., at p. 71. ,, , . > ;•: v
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If the state is actively involved in newspaper publication, it should likewise devote a fair proportion
of resources and/or space for the use of minority languages when parts of its population involve
sufficiently large linguistic minorities.'" <

In practice, many states already respect the overall scheme of a balanced and reasonable
response to the presence of large numbers of individuals with a different primary language than the
official or majority tongue. They recognise more or less explicitly that the needs of these individuals
would not be satisfied by the exclusive use in the public media of the official/majority language and
that these individuals would not be receiving the same benefit if their language was not being used.

Switzerland offers an interesting model in this field. The objective of language policy in public
broadcasting has been to serve the population of each linguistic area in its own language to an
appropriate degree. This means that most individuals speaking one of the main languages in use in the
country (German, French, and Italian, as well as Romansh to a lesser extent) will have access to public
television or radio in their language. The Swiss have additionally considered that the public
broadcasting programming budgets should be divided amongst the three public broadcasting services
(German, French, Italian) according to a fixed formula that favours the smaller linguistic populations.
Although more generous to the Italian and French populations, the ratio being 42:34:24 for the
German, French, and Italian regional television (in radio, the budgetary ratio is 45:33:22), the more
favourable treatment of these individuals is probably not discriminatory, since it can be argued that
Swiss citizens, regardless of their language, should have access as far as possible to equivalent public
broadcasting services in all three main, territorially-based, languages.'"

Public media in Australia,'" Hungary,'" Italy (especially German, French, Ladin and

'*' See also Article ll(lXa) of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, and Barendt,
jupra, note 162, at p. 54:

The idea that public service broadcasting should reflect that country's culture to itself is acceptable. This
broad policy constitutes a justification for the requirements that a certain proportion of programmes should
be made in the country's language, a common rule in France.

'" See also Steiert, jupra, note 143, at p. 31, and 77HT S/fiwrion o/fog/o/ia/ or A/j/ion'ry La/i;ua;tt in Europe,
.supra, note 179, at pp. 135-136:

Article 2 of the Federal Broadcasting Act stipulates that radio and television should, broadly speaking,
"help listeners and viewers to form their opinions freely, provide them with varied and accurate
information, see to their general education and their entertainment, and extend their civic knowledge".
They should also "make the public aware of the country's diversity and its population, promote Swiss
artistic creation and make it easier for listeners and viewers to participate in cultural life by conveying
knowledge and ideas". This extract setting out the aims of the Act, formulated in general terms, covers
all aspects of language promotion (duties of information, education, variety, cultural promotion and
stimulation of the public). In a wider framework, one can say that yet another of the Act's provisions is
concerned with language promotion: "The various regions of the country must be adequately served by
radio and television"... The Federal Broadcasting Act (Article 26 et seq.) also stipulates clearly that the
Swiss Broadcasting Company (SSR) is primarily responsible for attaining the general aims and carrying
out the functions assigned to it — in the interests of linguistic diversity and national understanding. With
regard to languages, an important provision requires the SSR to broadcast specific radio programmes in
each region in which a national language is spoken (Article 27, paragraph 1).

'" Zolf, Dorothy (1989), "Comparisons of Multicultural Broadcasting in Canada and Four Other Countries", in
Canadian £fA/uc Sruaj«, Vol. XXI, No. 2, 13-26, at pp. 18-20.
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Slovene},^ Great Britain,** aad a multitude of other states sifailsfiy include minority or nos-
offkM language broadcasting to a degree that store or less adequately reflects tise
weight, needs and inteiests of their respective linguistic populations,

•;; 6,4 OF CITIZENS AND OTHERS

6A1

, Sealers am arriving here from different regions and provinces. They aie attracted by the
j. splendour of your court Those countries which have only one language and one castes are
* weak and fragile. This is what I order you to do, my sen; Take care of year:

••••••-;, esteem and support them. They should favour your country to others. Keep ia mind,
, has been bora as a free human being. Do not keep anyone as a bond.

""• Sato Stephan*"

One matter of intense debate, especially in newly independent states formerly part of Öse Soviet tAwn*
is who wil be granted citizenship. Part the legacy of the Soviet period has been fte presence of a fcigli
percentage of Russian-speakers now inhabiting some of these states, A number of theta;
language requirements $Q qualify for citizenship, a practice which is relatively common,^

Qtizenship matters tend to raise highly sensitive issues, in the Unite! States, courts have
arrived at the conclusion that citizenship decisions are completely outside the powers of the judiciary
but that reasoning appears erroneous. The crux of the problem in the US and in some other states may
be one of perception: it is sometimes believed that because citizenship goes to the very political core
of a state, it should somehow be outside the scope of judicial review and left to the discretion of the

"* See 77i£ 5i'ma/i0/i o/Äeg/ona/ or Af//iorjfy Langua£ej j'/i £«rope, jupra, note 179, at p. 46, and Article 18
of the Act No. LXXVH of 1993 on the Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities.

77ie 5/fuä/io/i o/Äeg/ona/ or A//non'fy Z^nguag« w Europe, ibid., at p. 71.

'" Ibid., at pp. 141-142.

Scrip/or« rerum //«/igaricu/n 7Vmore durum re^uffî ue 5/np/j A/pad/a/iaf ge5/aru#j, translation quoted in^ ^ p q
Von Komlossy, Joseph (1994), /?e^/o/ui/«m J/J f/ie CarpafWan Aaj/n — /* if a Vw/on or a /JeaZ/ry?, paper
presented at the Conference of Europe of Regions "Regionalism and the Europe of the Future", 19-22 August
1994, Copenhagen, Denmark, at p. 1.

'" de Witte, j«/wa, note 26, at pp. 86-87:
A similar link between language skills and the granting of a certain franchise or benefit is made in some
countries, who make the knowledge of the national language a prerequisite for naturalisation. Such
conditions exist in many Third World, but also in some Western countries. In the United States, section
304 of the Nationality Act holds that: "No person...shall be naturalised as a citizen of the United States
upon his own petition who cannot demonstrate: (1) an understanding of the English language, including
an ability to read, write and speak words in ordinary usage in the English language..." Article 69 of the
Code de la Nationality franc.aise also holds that "no one can be naturalised if he does not justify his
assimilation to the French community, notably by a sufficient knowledge, depending on his condition, of
the French language."
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political leadership. Yet, although not a "right" in the technical sense, the citizenship process still
involves government action and legislation. Furthermore, individuals who gain citizenship obtain a
"benefit", "franchise" or "privilege" from the state that is being denied to others because of
governmental linguistic policies and preferences. In this sense the citizenship process involves an
activity by public authorities within the purview of the principles of equality and non-discrimination,
as is any other type of state action, though the margin of manoeuvre for a government in this area
would probably be greater than in others.

The mistake committed in the US and repeated by some scholars is to assume that the non-
existence of a "right to citizenship" means that human rights are of no relevance to naturalisation
except to avoid situations of statelessness.'*' In reality, as with any other state activity, once a
government decides to "act" it must do so in a non-discriminatory way. In other words, once a
government decides to grant citizenship to individuals, it must abide by human rights principles: a
"White-only" citizenship policy would clearly be in breach of the prohibition of discrimination.
Though citizenship is clearly a prerogative of the state in the sense that the state is not obligated to
grant it to anyone, once it has initiated a naturalisation process it must respect the human right to
equality and non-discrimination in its policies.

This point has been a major source of confusion, particularly in Baltic states, and the issues it
raises arc likely to be unsettled for a number of years. Two Council of Europe experts in 1991 had
this to say concerning Estonia's then proposed citizenship legislation and its language requirements:

As regards the human rights aspect of this problem, it should first be noted that neither the
European Convention on Human Rights nor any other international human rights convention
recognises the right to a certain citizenship as a human right Consequently, it must in principle
be left to each state to determine the conditions for acquiring its citizenship... However, if
substantial parts of the population of a country are denied the right to become citizens, and
thereby are also denied for instance the right to vote in parliamentary elections, this could affect
the character of the democratic system in that country. As regards the European Convention on
Human Rights, the question could be raised whether in such a situation the elections to the
legislature would sufficiently ensure the free expression of the opinion of the people, as required
by Article 3 of the First Protocol to the Convention.""

These comments are unfortunate because they seem to imply that governments have no legal obligation
to apply principles of non-discrimination in matters relating to citizenship. Somehow, the experts
appear to ignore how many states have interpreted their human rights obligations involving
naturalisation policies, and especially seem to be unaware of an important international decision
dealing precisely with language and citizenship that clearly contradicts their conclusion.

6.4.2 Dücr/mZ/iafto/i and Citt're/u A/p

America is a political union — not a cultural, linguistic, religious, or racial union.... Of course,
we as individuals would urge all to learn English for that is the language used by most

' " See Turk, Danilo (1993), "Some Elements for Consideration on Policies concerning National Minorities", in
on an Expert Co/uu/fatt'on j'n Con/iecrion vWtfi fte Acävif/H o/fte CSCE //jgA Com/w.wJoner on Afatfona/

, Foundation on Inter-Ethnic Relation, den Haag, Netherlands.

"° Supra, note 160. at paragraphs 35 and 36.
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Americans as well as the language of the marketplace. But, we should no more demand English
language skills for citizenship than we should demand uniformity of religion. That a person
wants to become a citizen and will make a good citizen is more than enough."'

This quote perhaps illustrates a recurrent difficulty in a number of states worldwide: whilst most
recognise that it is a desirable characteristic for all citizens to share a common language — though
some like Switzerland have done very well without one — the requirement that all citizens be fluent
in the official or majority language may sometimes be raised because of the narrow and mistaken view
that the state is some kind of religious, racial or linguistic union.

By denying them citizenship, some states have been able to deny to large segments of their
inhabitants many rights and privileges."" But instead of criticising the fact that some other political
or social rights are being denied to large groups of non-citizens, the Council of Europe experts quoted
earlie should have looked at the root cause of the problem, namely the criteria being used to determine
who receives citizenship in the first place. To treat citizens and non-citizens differently is not in itself
inherently objectionable, although once again there are limits to the extent a state can disadvantage
individuals because of their political status which derive from the prohibition of discrimination.

One United Nations document confirms that a state is not free to discriminate as it pleases when
deciding who can become a citizen, indicating that the following situations constitute unacceptable
inequality:

(a) Establishment or enforcement of specific legal barriers or restrictions implying the denial to
individuals of a particular social group of the right to a nationality, or of the right to change
their nationality;
(b) Any arbitrary administrative act or omission denying or restricting the rights mentioned in
the preceding paragraph to individuals belonging to a particular social group.'"

Contrary to the assertions of some experts, the determination of citizenship is subject to the prohibition
of discrimination. Any restriction or requirement adopted by public authorities must be examined in
order to establish whether it is a reasonable and proportional measure in light of the numerous factors
and interests involved. As the UN Human Rights Committee suggested in its G«n«ra/ Commi/t/ on
Afo/i-Dwcrimj/iario/t, "any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference" which is based on language
and "has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by all
persons, on an equal footing", of the privilege, right, benefit or franchise that citizenship represents,
must be carefully assessed as to whether it is reasonable and therefore non-discriminatory. In other

'" Honourable Cruz Reynoso, quoted in Ong Hing, Bill (1993), "Beyond the Rhetoric of Assimilation and
Cultural Pluralism: Addressing the Tension of Separatism and Conflict in an Immigration-Driven Multiracial
Society", in Ca/j/orma Law flev/ew. Vol. 81, 863-925, at p. 864.

' " See Mullerson, Rein (1993). "Minorities in Eastern Europe and the Former USSR: Problems, Tendencies and
Protection", in A/oder/i Law /teview, Vol. 56,793-811, at p. 808; Article 1 of die Federal Government of Austria
Decree of 31 May 1977, in /?ec««7 des /^w/a/io/u ///iguisr/oues danj /e mtf/ide, supra, note 26, at p. 35: "Seu/s

d/oye/i5 de na/iona/Z/l au/rictoen/ie poiwro/if se re"damer du dVo/f <f urt/wer /a /a/i#ue s/ove^ie en /an/ aue
o#jde//e au meW rirre cue /a /angue a//ema/ide"; and Article 1 of Act No. LXXVII of 1993 on the

Rights of National and Ethnic Minorities of Hungary.

' " 7"ne A/ai/i Typ« a/id Causes o/D/scrmu/iar/o/i, A/e/rara/idu/n suA/nir/ed fry fAe Secretory Genera/ (1949),
United Nations Publications, New York, at pp. 35-36.
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words, the requirement of a degree of fluency in an official or majority language constitutes a
distinction or preference that will have the effect of not allowing all people to enjoy, on an equal
footing, the benefits or acquisition of citizenship. Since not everyone speaks the official or majority
language fluently, in the same way as not everyone shares the same religion or is of the same colour,
some people are not being treated on an equal footing when the law favours a specific race, religion
or language. Any "White-only", "Christian-only", or "English-only" state policy, be it in public
education, employment practices or naturalisation decisions, must be assessed as to its reasonability
and proportionality in the balancing act of individual and societal rights, obligations and interests.

A highly significant decision in this regard is the Inter-American Court of Human Rights'
Advisory Opinion of 19 January 1984 (Costa Rican Naturalisation Case)'** which was
considered earlier in Chapter 4. One of the amendments examined by the court required that an
applicant had the ability to speak, write and read Spanish in order to acquire citizenship.

The Inter-American Court began by holding that nationality is an inherent right of all human
beings, and that despite the fact that the conferral and regulation of nationality are matters for each
state to decide, contemporary developments in international law now impose certain limits on the
broad powers enjoyed by the states in that area: '•" ' -

[The] manner in which states regulate matters bearing on nationality cannot today be deemed
within their sole jurisdiction; those powers of the state are also circumscribed by their
obligations to ensure the full protection of human rights."*

The Inter-American Court, whilst admitting that states have a wide margin of appreciation in
determining the naturalisation policy appropriate for their specific cultural, social and political
context,'" proceeded to indicate that the imposition of a language requirement was a difference of
treatment of individuals that could in some circumstances be considered discriminatory. The majority
of judges did not feel that the Spanish language requirements in the proposed amendment were too
unreasonable, in the context of that country, and concluded that they fell within the state's margin of
appreciation:

Consistent with its clearly restrictive approach, the proposed amendment also provides for new
conditions which must be complied with by those applying for naturalisation. Draft Article 15
requires, among other things, proof of the ability to "speak, write and read" the Spanish

"* Case No. OC-4/84.

"* Ibid., at paragraph 32.

'* Ibid., at paragraph 36:
Since it is the state that offers the possibility of acquiring its nationality to persons who were originally
aliens, it is natural that the conditions and procedures for its acquisition should be governed primarily by
the domestic law of the state. As long as such rules do not conflict with superior norms, it is the state
conferring nationality which is best able to judge what conditions to impose to ensure that an effective
link exists between the applicant for naturalisation and the systems of values and interests of the society
with which he seeks to fully associate himself. That state is also able to decide whether these conditions
have been complied with. Within these same limits, it is equally logical that the perceived needs of each
state should determine the decision whether to facilitate naturalisation to a greater or less degree; and
since a state's perceived needs do not remain static, it is quite natural that the conditions for naturalisation
might be liberalised or restricted with the changed circumstances.
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language; it also prescribes a "comprehensive examination on the history of the country and its
values". These conditions can be deemed, pri/na/ac/e, to fall within the margin of appreciation
reserved to the state as far as concerns the enactment and assessment of the requirements
designed to ensure the existence of real and effective links upon which to base the acquisition
of the new nationality. So viewed, it cannot be said to be unreasonable and unjustified to require
proof of the ability to communicate in the language of the country or, although this is less clear,
to require the applicant to "speak, write and read" the language.'"

The majority thus felt that the requirement included in the draft amendment did not constitute
discrimination for reasons of language because it was not unreasonable and disproportionate. One
judge dissented to some extent in the final result, though for the most part he shared the majority's
basic approach to the issue of citizenship and non-discrimination. His analysis provides further
guidance on the various factors to consider when attempting to draw a fair balance between state
interests and the individual right of non-discrimination.

Acknowledging the desirability that all Costa Ricans know and be able to communicate in
Spanish, he noted that this did not mean that a state could simply use a language in complete disregard
of other languages used by a large number of individuals in the country:

[E]quality and non-discrimination cannot function in a vacuum nor, therefore, without the
specific conditions of the society in which the people live. In this regard, my concern comes
from the fact that there are among the country's own native-bom people persons and substantial
communities that do not know the Spanish language or that do not know it well, and that do not
even speak that language as their native language: Indian communities that, although they are
small and isolated, retain their ancestral languages and even resist learning or having to use the
official language; and there is an important Costa Rican community of Jamaican origin that
retains its language and many of whose members at least have problems in expressing
themselves correctly in Spanish. Of course, the Costa Rican state, aware of the desirability and
even the duty of preserving the native cultures and the rights of minorities in the country, is
conducting programs of instruction and for promoting of the culture in the Indian languages and,
recognising its cultural situation, has provided courts and public bureaus with official interpreters
of those native or minority languages."*

These comments suggest that a reasonable and non-discriminatory naturalisation policy must reflect
in a balanced way the population of a state: it cannot simply operate in a vacuum in complete
disregard of the languages in actual use in the country. A direct corollary of this is that the presence
of substantial speakers of a minority or non-official language must be acknowledged, especially if
many of them are not fluent in the official/majority language.

The general reasoning in this case implies that it could very well be discriminatory to impose
a language requirement in order to be entitled to citizenship, if for example a substantial percentage
of the state's own inhabitants do not speak the required language. This would seem to indicate that
to demand knowledge of the official or majority language for the acquisition of citizenship could well
be discriminatory if 50,40 or even 30 percent of a state's inhabitants primarily use another language.

'" Ibid., at paragraph 63.

Ibid., at paragraph 23.
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Confirmation of the soundness of this view can be found in the practices of many states with
substantial speakers of other languages. In Canada, knowledge of French or English is usually deemed
necessary for naturalisation, even though French is the primary language of only 25 percent of the
country's population.'" In Switzerland, knowledge of Italian can be sufficient, even if the number
of citizens who speak Italian is around three percent And even more flexible is Great Britain, where
the British Nationality Act*" acknowledges that citizenship can be acquired by those with a
knowledge of either English, Gaelic or Welsh, a clear indication of the historical and traditional role
of these linguistic minorities in British society as Gaelic is the primary language of probably less than
one percent of the population.

As for judicial attitude in the United States, it is of little assistance in clarifying these issues for
two main reasons: (1) the absence of language as a prohibited ground of discrimination in US law and
the requirement of proof of discriminatory intent in many situations; (2) the refusal of some courts to
examine whether government naturalisation policies are consistent with human rights standards.

US immigration and naturalisation laws contain a requirement of literacy in English for
naturalised citizenship,*" and a literacy requirement for admission to the United States.*" The
background of these provisions also reveal an unfortunate and dark side to US linguistic policies in
the field of citizenship:

Scholars began to conclude that supposed biological and cultural inferiorities, including
linguistic differences, would preclude representatives of various nationalities or religious groups
from ever being able to become what was called 100 percent Americans. These new immigrants
were characterised, for example, by Edward Ross, a prominent academician and nativist, as
"beaten men from beaten races representing the worst failures in the struggle for existence". The
Yiddish, Italian, Serbo-Croatian and other tongues they brought with them confirmed their
inability to assimilate in the eyes of nativists.*"

US courts, including the US Supreme Court, have on occasion turned a blind eye to the human rights
arguments, even when federal legislation was clearly motivated by racist concerns, as with a law that
excluded Chinese immigrants from entering the country:

If therefore, the government of the United States, through its legislative department considers
the presence of foreigners of a different race in this country, who will not assimilate with us,
to be dangerous to its peace and security, their exclusion is not to be stayed...***

Surprisingly, even contemporary US decisions reflect an unwillingness of judges to question whether
government actions are subject to human rights considerations when involving citizenship matters.
There are cases that take the view that citizenship is a privilege granted only when governmental

'" Article 5(l)(c) of the Citizenship Act.

*" Article 1, British Nationality Act, 1981, /JecueiV d « /^/j/af/o/tf //ngjutf/gu«, jupra, note 26, at pp. 133-132.

"* See 8 U.S.C. 1423 (1988).

** See 8 U.S.C. 1182(25) (1988).

*° Piatt, jupra, note 80, at p. 12.

** Chae Chan Ping v. United States, 130 U.S. 581 (1889) (United States), at p. 606, quoted in Piatt, ibid, at
p. 13.
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interests are met, and that the government is free to attach any precondition it deems appropriate,*"
or that it may withhold naturalisation upon any ground or without any reason.** In theory, even a
"White-only" immigration policy would not be objectionable in the US unless courts adopt a different
approach closer to international standards.

Nevertheless, there are perhaps indications of a growing realisation that the current US approach
to citizenship matters should be reconsidered. For example, it has been observed that English language
requirements are not a neutral requirement and that they will particularly disadvantage certain
individuals to an extent that could be discriminatory:

The requirement favours permanent resident aliens from national origins and ethnic groups that
speak the English language. It is assumed than the immigrant from England or Scotland finds this
requirement less burdensome than the immigrant from Eastern Europe, Japan, or Mexico. True
enough, the requirement nonetheless applies to the Scot and Englishman, but the advantage of
being able to speak the language is itself significant. This disproportionate impact feature is in line
with what is argued here to be a stigmatizing intent and impact in the law. This view is developed
further in subsequent discussion.*"

The above quoted scholar further suggests that in the case of Spanish-speaking individuals, an English
literacy requirement in particular is an unreasonable demand:

The assumption is that in enacting the English literacy requirement of the naturalisation process,
Congress intended to disadvantage persons of non-English speaking national origins or ethnic
groups and that this fixes a "badge of opprobrium on citizens of the same ancestry." For example,
in the view of this writer an obstacle to citizenship that affects resident aliens of Mexican ancestry
because of their mother tongue is necessarily a reflection on the value the government places on
Chicano citizens with the identical mother tongue. The English literacy requirement is an
embodiment of a governmental attitude that Chicano citizens, because Spanish is their primary
language, are less worthy citizens than those whose native tongue is English.**

The weakness in the traditional US position, in light of the reasoning adopted by the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights in the Costa Rican Naturalisation Case, is that it is probably not
objectionable <n .se for a state to impose a language requirement which reflects the actual composition
of its inhabitants. In the United States, where the vast majority of people either have Enghsh as a
primary language or at least know the language, the English language requirement would seem to be
similar to the Costa Rican context, and it would seem difficult to argue that the US policy is so
unreasonable as to be discriminatory, especially since a government's margin of appreciation in
naturalisation matters is probably very wide.

^ In re Tbanner, 253 F.Supp. 283 (1966) (United States), at pp. 285-86.

** See In re Quintana, 203 F.Supp. 376 (1962) (United States), at p. 378.

*" Gonzalez Cedillo, Ricardo (1983), "A Constitutional Analysis of the English Literacy Requirement of the
Naturalization Act", in 5/. Afary'* Law /o«r/ia/. Vol. 14, 899-936, at pp. 919-920.

* Ibid., at p. 922.
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There is however one deficiency in the US regulations that is possibly unreasonable and therefore
discriminatory. As indicated in the Costa Rican Naturalisation Case, naturalisation policies must not
be adopted in a vacuum: they must reflect the true conditions of the society in which people live. In
the United States, Spanish is the most widely used language in the country after English. It is long-
established in the country, predating even English, and its use in the media, government and
communities is substantial. Arguably, one could contend that US legislation is inadequate by not
considering the fact that millions of its own citizens speak mainly Spanish and not English. A more
balanced response for US naturalisation policy would thus appear to require either Spanish or English
fluency, just as have done many countries mentioned earlier with substantial populations of non-
official or non-majority language speakers. . r , . , . . .

6.4.3 Mzfwra/wation ay a Corrective Process? •-..'••-

An extremely sensitive situation involving language and citizenship considerations has arisen in a
number of countries formerly part of the Soviet Union. Especially in the Baltic states of Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia, governments have had to decide how to deal with the demographic changes
brought about during the Soviet era and how to redress the consequences of Soviet migration and
linguistic policies when looking at their naturalisation policies. In the process, some states appear to
have gone to extremes that may prove to be a source of tension and continuing conflict, partly because
they are contentious in light of human rights standards.

In many of the newly independent states of the former Soviet Union, large numbers of Russian-
and Ukrainian-speakers were ordered to move to the Baltic, Siberian and Central Asian regions of the
empire in order to build and operate industries, or were stationed there as soldiers. Furthermore, it was
undoubtedly a strategy of Josef Stalin to dilute the ethnic composition of parts of the Soviet Union
and to punish some groups — such as the Chechens — by forcibly removing them from what had
been their traditional homelands.

As a consequence of these policies, large numbers of Russian-speaking individuals were born and
now live in countries where they are now seen as "occupiers" or "foreigners" because they are not
descendants of the original inhabitants of the state, although most of them were given no choice during
the Soviet era.

Essentially, two types of naturalisation approaches were followed: the "zero option" which
permitted all individuals normally resident in the new country the option to acquire citizenship
(Lithuania, Moldova, Kazakhstan); and the "indigenous option" which granted quasi-automatic
citizenship to the original inhabitants of the country before Soviet rule (Estonia, Latvia*") and their
descendants, whilst subjecting anyone else to a series of linguistic and residency requirements. It is
also the latter approach that has proved to be particularly offensive for some and a source of friction
between Russia and a few of her neighbours. States which have chosen the zero option appear to have
largely avoided these problems.

On the one hand, it is maintained on occasion that the measures adopted by authorities having

** Latvia has also set quotas on the number of new citizens to be accepted each year.
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chosen the "indigenous option" are necessary: < ; ; .. '

Since the national identity of Estonians is intimately linked to their language, which is not spoken
anywhere else in the world, it is important and legitimate for Estonians to give a high priority to

v the active use of the Estonian language in all spheres of activity in Estonia.""

According to this point of view, steps must be taken to correct the legacy of the Soviet era and to
preserve and strengthen Latvian and Estonian identity, especially its linguistic aspect Therefore,
individuals seeking citizenship must show an interest in becoming integrated into Latvian or Estonian
society by acquiring a basic knowledge of the language of the original majority. For example, Article
2 of the 10 February 1993 Law on Estonian Language Requirements for Applicants for
Citizenship adopted by the Äügjfcogu (the Estonian Parliament) stipulates that applicants for
citizenship must: (a) have a listening comprehension of general information and official statements;
(b) be able to hold a conversation; (c) be able to read and comprehend texts written in everyday
language; (d) be able to compose standard applications in writing, be able to fill out applications and
other forms, and be able to compose a curriculum vitae. Article 3 excludes certain categories of people
from completing an examination on their level of language fluency.

On the other hand, it is questionable whether some aspects of these language requirements are
appropriate given the demographic realities of Latvia and Estonia. As objectionable as may have been
Soviet practices, most of the Russian-, Ukrainian- or Belarussian- speakers now living in Estonia and
Latvia were mere pawns in the process, and most of them were born there or have no families, jobs
or homes elsewhere. It also appears that the linguistic requirements for citizenship will exclude the
majority of the population of non-Estonian or non-Latvian origin from becoming citizens in the near
future since it would likely be a matter of years until mot of the population of non-Estonian or non-
Latvian origin would reach the required level of proficiency, even after intensive language training.

Indeed, it is rather naive to believe that it is a simple matter to acquire any type of proficiency in
a few years when many Russian-speakers in these countries live in communities where there is very
little opportunity to practice extensively the Estonian or Latvian language on a regular and consistent
basis. In Latvia, the proportion of native speakers of the language has gone from about 75 percent in
1935 to just under 52 percent in 1989. This means that speakers of Russian as a primary language are
probably close to half of the total population of the country. Much of the north-east of Estonia is
largely Russian-speaking, and few of them presently qualify for citizenship?" In these two countries,
the reality is that it is highly unlikely for a non-native speaker of Latvian or Estonian to acquire more
than a minimal knowledge of either language within a few short years unless he or she has the time
and resources to dedicate himself or herself intensively to the task This is however unlikely scenario
for a labourer or factory worker living in predominantly Russian-speaking regions.*"

o///uma/i /?/'gAw in Erfonia a/id Larv/a — Äepor/ o/rAe Sccrc/a/7 Genera/ (1993), United Nations
Publications, New York, at p. 10.

*" Ibid., at p. 10: "In Narva only approximately 7,000 of the 85,000 population are Estonian citizens; in Sillamäe
only 600 of the 21,000 population are Estonian citizens."

'" There is a growing realisation of the unrealistic expectations. See ibid., at p. 10:
Although four years have elapsed since the adoption of the language law, only a relatively small percentage
of ethnic Russians, Belarussians and Ukrainians living in Estonia have learned the Estonian language during
this period. It appears that the former Estonian SSR did not adequately implement the law and that
conditions for effective bilingualism were not created. In this connection the Mission also observes that some
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Thus, despite the pronouncements of some legal scholars, it is incorrect to maintain that each state
is completely free to determine the conditions for acquiring citizenship."' The Inter-American Court
of Human Rights was unambiguous in holding that the naturalisation process was still subject to basic
human rights such as non-discrimination on the ground of language, and that due regard had to be
given to the situation existing in every state in deciding whether linguistic citizenship requirements
are reasonable.

In the case of the language requirements in Estonia and Latvia, it is probably not unreasonable or
disproportionate to recognise automatically Latvian or Estonian citizenship for those who possessed
it prior to Soviet annexation in 1940 and their descendants, even if they do not have to demonstrate
proficiency in Estonian or Latvian. It has been shown in section 4.5 that a state preference or
distinction that favours some individuals and not others can still be deemed reasonable in light of the
need of a ///tgua/ra/ica, to compensate for or correct past injustices, or in recognition of the cultural
or historical importance of a language.

However, there is room for misgivings about the provisions which require sufficient knowledge
of the Latvian or Estonian language. The exclusive preference given to Latvian and Estonian seems
a perhaps disproportionate and unreasonable means in an attempt to rectify past Soviet practices,
bearing in mind the number of permanent residents who are not of Estonian or Latvian "ethnic origin"
but who were born in Estonia or Latvia. The consequences of the denial of citizenship appears
particularly onerous because it affects very large groups of individuals who really have no other home.

Furthermore, it is a mistake to disregard the historical reality of the position of the Russian
language in both countries. Before the Soviet invasion, Russian speakers constituted about eight
percent of the total population of Latvia, and 10.5 percent in Estonia. Whether one looks at the
situation in 1940, or at the situation as it is today, the Estonian- and Latvian-only language
requirements appear disproportionate since they do not take into account "the specific conditions of
the society in which the people live" or the presence "among the country's own native-bom people
persons and substantial communities that do not know the...language or that do not know it well" as
was suggested necessary in order to avoid a discriminatory naturalisation policy in the Costa Rican
Naturalisation Case.

There is finally some historical support for the argument that Estonian and Latvian naturalisation
processes are too rigid. In one case, the Permanent Court of International Justice observed that the
acquisition of citizenship was of supreme importance under the system of human rights guarantees
affecting minorities: v • „• - ;•'•,

In Article 3, which supplements Article 91 of the Peace Treaty of Versailles, it declares in the first
place to be Polish nationals, subject to a right of individual option, all German nationals habitually
resident in the territories incorporated in Poland... In the second place, under Article 4, it grants
the same nationality to persons bom in the above-mentioned territories, that is to say, originating
from these territories, provided they are bom of parents habitually resident there, and that they do
not renounce, within a period of two years, the nationality which they have acquired. In laying
down the condition with regard to the residence of the parents the authors of the Treaty desired
to reduce a* far as possible the element of chance. A birth occurring in a

:i(T0

, • its
to

Russian-speaking local authorities apparently did not take the necessary steps to give priority to the learning
of the Estonian language in their communities in preparation for Estonian citizenship.

Supra, note 160, at p. 239. -•.,,:..
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family established in the territory, on the regular and permanent footing presupposed by habitual
residence, would not be an accidental circumstance taking place during a temporary sojourn or visit
The establishment of his parents in the territory on this basis creates between the child and his place
of birth a moral link which justifies the grant to him of the nationality of this country; it strengthens
and supplements the material bond already created by the fact of his birth.*"

In a situation where individuals have established some type of permanence in a country that subsequently
underwent territorial changes (or arguably a change of status), it was deemed reasonable to accommodate
their presence instead of penalising them because they were not of the right language (or religion).
Individuals who habitually reside in a country thus probably demonstrate the type of bond that may be
sufficient to warrant the acquisition of citizenship. At the very least, this suggests that in some regards the
linguistic requirements for naturalisation in countries such as the US, Estonia and Latvia may be too
restrictive and in breach of the prohibition of discriminatioa*"

6.5 SUMMARY , ..,„.,.-.-.•-..;...;..

Freedom of expression, non-discrimination, and the right of members of a linguistic minority to use their
language with other members of their group are clear human rights which a state must respect in its
actions and in providing services and benefits. State conduct is thus subjected to certain fundamental limits
deemed essential in terms of respect for all human beings as well as to maintain social peace and order.

In practice, these three rights may interact, mingle and complement each other in a number of areas.
As far as general use of a single official or majority language by public authorities is concerned, the
prohibition against discrimination prohibits invocation of an "official language" policy by a state as a
shield against the need to respond to any language demands from its population. Official language should
never be seen as permitting exclusive use of a language in complete disregard for fundamental human
rights.

As far as the human right which has the greatest impact when a state is involved in offering services
or any type of advantage or benefit to individuals, it appears the prohibition of discrimination is of major
significance. When considering what constitutes a non-discriminatory language preference by state
authorities, a "sliding-scale model" offers a practical formula which is able to take into account important
factors such as the number of speakers of a language, their territorial concentration, the level of public
services being sought, the disadvantages, burdens or benefits a state's linguistic practice imposes on
individuals, and even a state's human and material resources. In essence, it means that the level of services
provided by public authorities in a given language must, by and large, reflect the relative numerical
strength of the population in a municipality, district, region or province which uses this language.

Since judicial proceedings are conducted as part of a state's structure, they can also be described
as a state "service" or activity. But in addition to going through the same balancing process of the sliding-
scale model when considering whether a state's linguistic preferences are consistent with the prohibition
of discrimination, there are situations where a state is obliged to make some type of concession in
language matters even if only one individual is adversely affected by the language of proceedings chosen

' Advisory Opinion on Certain Questions, Arising Out of the Application of Article 4 of the Polish Minorities
Treaty (Polish Nationality Case), (1923) Permanent Court of International Justice, Series B, No. 7, at p. 18.
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The United Nations Human Rights Committee recently confirmed that naturalisation criteria in Latvia excluding
large numbers of non-Latvian speakers from citizenship could be considered to be discriminatory. See UN Doc.
CCPR/C/79/Add.53 of 26 July 1995.
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by a state. Because of the very serious consequences of criminal proceedings, it is universally recognised
that an accused who does not understand the language of proceedings must have the right to the free
assistance of an interpreter. In this and in a few other examples of a state's obligations in judicial matters,
even if it only involves a single individual, it can be said that the disadvantage suffered by one person
with no or little knowledge of the language of court proceedings is so serious that a state can never
derogate from the obligation to provide some compensation for the inequality suffered, through means of
an appropriate degree of interpretation services. «-'c* '̂ " '; :*;.•"> •:^«w ,•..-.. ...-,- r

Where a state provides public education, the prohibition of discrimination also imposes generally
a duty to offer instruction in the languages spoken by its population to a level that roughly corresponds
to the number of speakers of a language. This is the so-called sliding-scale model. Once again, this
approach is linked to the advantages derived from being able to use one's primary language. Children are
clearly disadvantaged, or do not receive the same benefit, if some are not educated in the language with
which they are most comfortable. It then becomes a matter of determining if a state's conduct is a
reasonable measure when considering the degree of disadvantage, the goals of the state's policy, the
number of individuals adversely affected, etc.

Because of the need to balance the various rights and interests involved, and because of the ultimate
aim of attaining factual as well as legal equality, the prohibition of discrimination in public education can
never be invoked in an attempt to deprive children the benefits of learning the official or majority
language of the state in which they live. This means that even though the prohibition of discrimination
may call for the use of a non-official or minority language as the exclusive or quasi-exclusive medium
of instruction in appropriate circumstances, it cannot be used to support an educational policy which would
isolate these individuals in "linguistic ghettos" and exclude them completely from other benefits that may
only be available in the official or majority language. In other words, all individuals should at least have
the opportunity to leam the official or majority language, even if the medium of instruction used in public
schools is different

Private schools which use a minority language as the medium of instruction are an example of the
combined effects of non-discrimination and the right of members of a minority to use their language with
other members of their group. The latter right means that a state must allow these schools to open and
operate freely, although public authorities are entitled to impose requirements as to appropriate academic
standards and may also require that all students attain a reasonable level of proficiency in the official or
majority language. This last aspect again reflects the application of non-discrimination in order to avoid
the creation of linguistic ghettos to the ultimate disadvantage of pupils in private minority language
schools.

States are not obligated to provide financial or other resources to private schools. If they do, private
schools using a minority language as medium of instruction should also be entitled to these benefits in
conformity with the prohibition of discriminatioa Because non-discrimination should not be confused with
identical treatment, a state may legitimately find it desirable to provide greater resources to minority
schools in recognition of the higher costs, the more numerous difficulties in operating such establishments,
or the need to compensate for previous disadvantageous state practices and policies towards the minority.

The public/private divide is also relevant when dealing with the issue of the language of the media.
In the case of public media, such as state owned or operated television, radio or publications, the
prohibition of discrimination in language matters requires that the level and type of these benefits or
services be generally available in direct proportion to the number and concentration of speakers of a
specific language.

As for private operations, freedom of expression would demand that state authorities not interfere
in the language of the media. Some additional requirement such as a degree of bilingualism could be
imposed on private media, as long as it does not constitute an obstacle to the free use of language as a
constituent of freedom of expression, and as long as it does not impose a discriminatory requirement by
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imposing unacceptable burdens or disadvantages to which others are not subjected. If a state provides
some form of assistance to private media, it follows that private media operating in a minority language
should also be eligible for these resources in a non-discriminatory way, although the prohibition of
discrimination allows for a flexible formula permitting states to tailor such assistance in ways that suit its
social and factual background.

In the case of linguistic minorities, the entitlement of members to use their language with other
members of their group would appear to signify that they should always have the right to private media,
although this does not impose on a state the obligation to provide the resources to make this possible. One
exception to this principle exists in the allocation of telecommunications frequencies for radio or
television. Since such frequencies are generally considered to be public resources, the balancing of a
linguistic minority's right for its members to freely use their language amongst themselves and a state's
control of the only means to apply this in the field of private radio or television would seem to be
particularly troublesome. However, the allocation of public radio or television frequencies raises the issue
of non-discrimination. It therefore imposes a duty on a state to ensure that linguistic minorities have access
to an appropriate number and type of frequencies, but not an unfettered number since frequencies
constitute a public good to which minorities cannot claim unrestrained ownership.

Finally, no area of state activity falls naturally outside the protection of human rights. This becomes
particularly important when dealing with naturalisation matters which until recently were mistakenly
thought to be immune from the scope of the prohibition of discrimination. On the contrary, naturalisation
is clearly subject to fundamental human rights such as non-discrimination on the ground of language. Any
decision as to citizenship and naturalisation must reflect a proportionate and reasonable outcome in light
of a state's interests and goals, the linguistic composition of its population, and the interests, rights and
impact on the individual(s) affected.
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7. Indigenous Peoples and Language ^ ^-rfe ' r ^ ;;^ ?

Language is a gift from the Creator. Embodied in aboriginal language is our unique relationship
to the Creator, our attitudes, beliefs, values, and the fundamental notion of what is truth.*

Rights such as freedom of expression, non-discrimination and the right of members of linguistic
minorities to use their language with other members of their group supply a tapestry of what appears
to be a generally accepted fundamental degree of protection for individuals in a large number of areas,
but they are all essentially individual rights. The object of these rights is not to protect or ensure the
development of the language of any group per se, although they may indirectly have this effect,
especially in dealing with larger linguistic communities.

There do however appear to be certain communities that may be able to claim additional rights
beyond what these individual rights normally provide. This chapter will examine the case of
indigenous peoples, who are increasingly perceived in intemational and national law as being entitled
to "special considerations" that include the possibility of various degrees of political autonomy and
other measures in order to protect and even revitalise their cultures, communities and languages.

7.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS . ^ : • b - > ;vs «8t;

As with other individuals, members of indigenous peoples' may claim that they are treated in a

' An earlier version of this chapter has appeared in the Murdoch University School of Law Electronic Law
Journal, April 199S, as an article entitled "Indigenous Peoples and Language".

* 77«* AAorijuuz/ La/igttas« /»o/icy Smdy — P/uwe //: //np/e/Henfario/i Afec/w/iwm (1988), National Indian
Brotherhood, Ottawa, at p. 91.

' It should be remarked that in international law, most of the rights ascribed to "indigenous peoples" are also
ascribed to "tribal peoples", but that both groups lack a clear definition. In fact, many scholars are at pains to
truly distinguish "indigenous" peoples from long-established minorities such as the Basques, Berbers or Karens.
In Alfredsson, Gudmundur (1990), tfeporf on £<?ua//fy a/id Mjn-D/.ycnmi/uj/jo/j: A/Z/ior/ry /?/#/itt, Council of
Europe, Strasbourg, at p. IS, it is claimed that the "crucial factor in the definition of indigenous peoples is their
original inhabitation of the land on which, unlike the minorities, they have lived from time immemorial".
However, if this were true, the Basques would constitute an indigenous people. More realistically, one scholar
has admitted that it is difficult to find a valid explanation to exclude some groups whilst admitting others. See
Hannum, Hurst (1988), "New Developments in Indigenous Rights", in Vj>g/nia /awna/ o//n/ermirio/ia/ Low,
Vol. 28, 649-678, at p. 664:

Some governments, such as India and Bangladesh, wanted to limit the definition to those peoples in the
Western Hemisphere and Australasia. Ultimately, the Working Group opted for a "flexible" approach to
avoid formal adoption of a definition. Nonetheless, the governments of China, the USSR, India, and
Bangladesh continued to equate indigenousness and colonisation, thereby denying that there are any
"indigenous" peoples within their territories. Despite efforts to suggest that only those peoples invaded
by European colonial powers or their descendants are "indigenous", it seems clear that Asian hill tribes
such as the Karen and Hmong, and Arab and African nomadic tribes, who pursue traditional life-styles,
should also be included in a commonsense understanding of "indigenous." Less certain would be the
inclusion of Central Asian peoples such as the Armenians, Baluchis, Tatars, and Kurds, or survivors of
overland invasions by peoples of similar ethnicity, such as occurred in Africa and much of Asia.
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disadvantageous manner if public authorities and the resources of the state are not responsive to their
demands for equal treatment and non-discrimination in respect to language. Whether or not the state's
behaviour should be deemed discriminatory will depend upon factors such as demographic
considerations, whether the indigenous language exists in written form, the financial resources of the
government, the type and level of services demanded in the indigenous language, etc.

Furthermore, if an indigenous people is numerically less than 50 percent of a state's total
population, it objectively is a numerical minority and is thus entitled to the rights guaranteed to
minorities under Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights/ including
the right to establish and operate its own schools, using its language as medium of instruction, free
from government intervention, or assistance. This has been confirmed in cases which have gone before
the United Nations Human Rights Committee, such as Lovelace v. Canada/ Ominayak v. Canada/
and Kitok v. Sweden.' It has also been confirmed by the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights in the Miskito case.* The Commission considered the Miskitos of Nicaragua as a minority
community, despite its best efforts to avoid using the term "minority".' Finally, if the freedom of
expression of any indigenous person were restricted, this would also constitute a breach of widely
accepted human rights standards.

Moreover, it appears increasingly accepted that indigenous peoples are entitled to preferential
treatment in linguistic affairs, relative to that afforded to other individuals. This is due not to their
position as a minority, which they may not necessarily constitute in some states, but to the
acknowledgement in international law, as well as in some national jurisdictions, that they occupy a
unique political and legal niche, with corresponding "privileges" not necessarily available to others.

7.2 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

7.2.1 TA« La/iguagM o/Z/uftge/wus Peo/?/« »n /nfer/iaft'o/ja/ Law

The recognition that indigenous peoples ought to be treated differently is not a new phenomenon. At
the close of the nineteenth century there were already international conferences dealing with Africa

See also generally 5fî fy o/ f/i<r /Vo6/em o/ Dwcrj/wna/uwi Agai/u/ /mi/genouj ftipu/ario/u, / O J I A. Afarft'ntz
Cofco, Spfcia/ Äapporfeur (1987), United Nations Publications, New York.

* (1966) United Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 999.

' Communication 24/1977, UN Document A/36/40.

' Communication 167/1984, UN Document A/42/40.

' Communication 197/1985, UN Document A/43/40.

' Report of the Commission on the Situation of Human Rights of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population
of Miskito Origin and Resolution on the Friendly Settlement Procedure Regarding the Human Rights
Situation of a Segment of the Nicaraguan Population of Miskito Origin, OEA/SerJL/V/I1.62, Document 26,
1984.

' Indigenous peoples often resent being identified as a minority because most of their demands are not based on
their status as a numerical minority, but as a political entity whose sovereignty they maintain has never been
completely surrendered. Therefore, they feel that to present their demands couched in terms of a minority issue
risks weakening the political nature of their status and claims.
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and its native tribes (in Berlin in 1884-85 and in Brussels 1889-90). The Covenant of the League of
Nations'" contained a provision which in essence recognised that states had a fiduciary-type
responsibility to assist "peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of
the modem world": therein "well-being and development" was seen as a "sacred trust of civilisation".
States were also obliged to "undertake to secure just treatment of the native inhabitants of territories
under their control"."

However, prior to and immediately following the Second World War, most international
instruments remained silent on the issue of any special status or rights pertaining to indigenous
peoples. The only real exceptions were the instruments of the International Labour Organisation (ILO),
which began its work on the treatment of indigenous peoples in the 1920s. Beginning in 1926 with
a committee of experts on native labour, the ILO then constituted a series of treaties involving some
issues relevant to indigenous peoples, including Convention (No. 29) on Forced Labour; Convention
(No. 50) on Recruitment of Indigenous Workers; Convention (No. 64) on Contracts of
Employment (Indigenous Workers), and Convention (No. 65) on Penal Sanctions (Indigenous
Works)."

It was not until some years after the Second World War that international interest in the rights
of indigenous peoples increased dramatically, culminating in a study in 1953 which would ultimately
pave the way for the first comprehensive international treaty to recognise the need for some
concessions in respect to the use of indigenous languages.

The languages used by members of indigenous peoples appeared as a legal concern for the first
time in 1957 in the ILO Convention (No. 107) Concerning the Protection and Integration of
Indigenous and Other Tribal and Semi-Tribal Populations in Independent Countries." The
prevailing tone of the treaty is clearly assimilationist, as it deals mostly with methods by which to
permit the use of indigenous languages as a temporary measure prior to the adoption by indigenous
peoples of "modem" languages and the cultures of dominant Western-based populations. For example,
Article 23 of the Convention provides that a state's educational programmes should be adapted to the
stage that the indigenous populations have reached in their social, economic and cultural integration
into the national community.

As one author has pointed out: ""--- • • ^ -v ^?-? fiv;i5̂ .-*:-'.T *•{? 1c wo*..

The degree of logical coherence between a commitment to preserve a language, and one to
secure its gradual elimination from use is not great The commitment to preserve is, to be sure,
only to preserve as far as possible so that the balance is tipped in favour of elimination."

Even if it is recognised in the Convention that indigenous children should be taught to read and write
in their mother tongue or in the main vernacular language of the community, it is only a temporary

" (1934) 7 Hudson, World Court Reports 10.

" See Articles 22 and 23 quoted in an excellent paper by Lemer, Nathan (1992), "The 1989 ILO Convention
on Indigenous Populations: New Standards?", in Yoram Dinstein and Mala Tabory (eds.), 77u /Vofeco'o/i o/
Afinorifj« a/id //uman /?ij/t/j, Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands, at p. 214.

" I b i d . . • • • > . : -..- • : ; - , - . „ , • ; , . . . > . ' . - v ;-..: , • - i -. - > > - ^ , ,

" See Section 2.1.10 in the Appendix. I

'* Thomberry, Patrick (1991), /n/erna/jona/ Law a/id f/je Ä/gA« o/Afj/iariri«. Clarendon Press, Oxford, United
Kingdom, at p. 362. -.-..-•, . , . - . > -,.,,-.,-
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measure until the transition from the mother tongue to the national or official languages of the country
takes place in a "progressive" way. Some thirty years later, the Convention appears to be out of date
and far removed from the prevailing views of indigenous peoples and, perhaps, many state
governments.

At the United Nations, two more recent initiatives demonstrate a growing awareness of and
interest in the special needs and position of indigenous peoples. In 1971, the UN Sub-Commission on
the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities appointed Mexican Ambassador Jose"
R. Martinez Cobo to undertake a study on the problem of discrimination against indigenous
populations. As shall be seen below, the influential report of the Special Rapporteur contains an in-
depth analysis of many issues beyond that of discrimination. Moreover, a Working Group of the UN
Sub-Commission was formed in May 1982 to review developments relating to indigenous peoples and
to submit conclusions and recommendations as to appropriate measures to promote respect for their
human rights and fundamental freedoms. The Working Group's efforts led to a draft Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in August 1994 which was forwarded to the UN Commission on
Human Rights. In 1995, the UN Commission decided to set up a special working group for a further
review of the draft declaration."

Following the United Nations initiatives, and in reaction to increasing criticism directed towards
the 1957 ILO Convention, the International Labour Organisation convened in 1986 a meeting of
experts, which eventually led to the adoption in 1989 of the ILO Convention (No. 169) Concerning
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries (the "1989 ILO Convention")."

The trend towards guaranteeing state support for greater use of indigenous languages becomes
apparent in this instrument Gone is the urgency to integrate completely indigenous peoples at the
expense of their own language and culture. The word "integration" is eliminated from the preamble
and replaced with an expressed need to adopt "new international standards...with a view to removing
integrationist orientation of the earlier standards". The preamble goes on to recognise the aspirations
of indigenous peoples to exercise control over their own institutions, ways of life and economic
development, which includes the maintenance and development of their identities, languages and
religions.

The 1989 ILO Convention then goes on to identify how states must respect the language rights
of indigenous peoples. Generally, Article 2 provides that governments have the responsibility to
develop (with the participation of the peoples concerned) action to protect their rights, and stresses the
need for respect for their social and cultural identity, their customs and traditions and their institutions,
including obviously their linguistic component.

Perhaps the most revealing provision is Article 28, which provides that t • <röß;oiasa

1. Children belonging to the peoples concerned shall, wherever practicable, be taught to read
and write in their own indigenous language or in the language most commonly used by the

" The most recent draft is UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/56 reprinted in Section 1.1.2 of the Append«. Some
states have raised a number of concerns on the content of the draft, with Malaysia, Bangladesh and Indonesia
amongst others claiming that they would be favourably inclined towards adopting the draft declaration if it was
clear that there are no indigenous peoples on their territories. The actual adoption of the draft may still be a
matter of several years because of these controversies.

" See Section 2.1.11 in the Appendix. -'-* * ' ' ^ "
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group to which they belong. When this is not practicable, the competent authorities shall
undertake consultations with these peoples with a view to the adoption of measures to achieve
this objective.
2. Adequate measures shall be taken to ensure that these peoples have the opportunity to attain
fluency in the national language or in one of the official languages of the country.
3. Measures shall be taken to preserve and promote the development and practice of the
indigenous languages of the peoples concerned.

From complete integration to practical accommodation in language matters, the trend at the
international level is quite clear. Although indigenous peoples are still required to leam the official or
majority language of the state in which they live, they are no longer to be forced into abandoning their
own language and culture. On the contrary, states would appear to have under the treaty the obligation
to provide resources so that indigenous children can leam their ancestral language whenever it is
practical. In fact, if the most recent international initiative on indigenous peoples (the UN draft
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples) is any indication, the obligations of states towards
such peoples may be even greater than those towards individuals under traditional human rights, even
extending to a government responsibility to support and provide resources for the revitalisation of
indigenous languages.

7.2.2 77ie Languages o/7/uflge/ioitf Peop/es and Stare Practices ^* ' 4 •

As explained in the historical introduction of this study, reactions and attitudes of various colonisers
and governments towards the presence of indigenous peoples varied with time as did the relative
strength and political power of such peoples. In some cases, the use of indigenous languages was
approved of and even encouraged in order to ensure the conversion of non-Christian communities. In
other cases, it was easier for missionaries to learn widespread indigenous languages in order to attain
the objective sought. Indigenous languages in Latin America thus moved from an initial position of
favour, in order to facilitate conversion efforts and the administration of territories, to an increasingly
repressive situation which came about as the position of indigenous peoples weakened:

After the 1812 War with the United States, British colonisers no longer required aboriginal
peoples as allies — or for that matter, as explorers or traders. Their value rapidly diminished,
with the result that aboriginal tribes became stigmatised as obstacles to the progressive
settlement of Canadian society. Moreover, by refusing to relinquish their identity and assimilate
into "higher levels" of "civilisation", aboriginal peoples were dismissed as an inferior and
unequal species whose rights could be trampled on with impunity... A policy of assimilation
evolved as part of this project to subdue and subordinate aboriginal peoples. From the early
nineteenth century on, elimination of the "Indian problem" was one of the colony's — later the
Dominion's — foremost concerns. Authorities rejected extermination as a solution, but focused
instead on a planned process of cultural change known as assimilation. Through assimilation,
the dominant sector sought to undermine the cultural distinctiveness of aboriginal tribal society;
to subject the indigenes to the rules, values and sanctions of Euro-Canadian society; and to
absorb the de-cultured minority into the mainstream through a process of "anglo-conformity".
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The means to achieve this outward compliance with Euro-Canadian society lay in the hands of
missionaries, teachers, and law-makers."

In the US, teachers speaking only English were employed and instructed to assimilate indigenous
children into the majority-controlled society. These children were punished — they were beaten or had
their mouths washed out with soap — if they lapsed into their native language: "at the boarding
schools many of them were forced to attend by a government which at times withheld food from
parents who wanted to keep their children at home."'*

Similar methods were widely used in countries all over the world in an effort to mould
individuals belonging to non-dominant groups, specifically minorities and indigenous peoples. This
occurred particularly after the seventeenth century as states intervened more and more directly into
what had previously been community-oriented activities, including education: <••.,

In 1812 the government junta advised schoolteachers that Spanish was the language of the
classroom and to banish Guaranf from school usage. "In school the use of Guaranf in class hours
was prohibited. To enforce this rule, teachers distributed to monitors bronze rings which were
given to anyone found conversing in Guaranf... [On] Saturday, return of the rings was requested
and each one caught with a ring was punished with four or five lashes"."

The Sami people in Scandinavia were submitted to many of the same techniques. For example, from
the second part of the nineteenth century, Norwegian authorities carried out a policy of assimilation
in education as part of the Norwegian nation-building process in which the idea of "one nation - one
language" played a prominent role. This was followed by other measures involving state language
preferences, which were to have a highly destructive impact on Sami society: . .

In 1902, a law was passed to the effect that state-owned land in Finnmark could be sold or hired
only to Norwegian citizens who were able to speak, read and write the Norwegian language and

" Quoted in de Varennes, Fernand (1994), "L'article 35 de la Loi constitutionnelle de 1982 et la protection des
droits linguistiques des peuples autochtones", in A/ariona/ /ou/vuz/ o/Co/uti/u/i'o/ui/ Low, VoL 4, N° 3,265-303,

" Baron, Dennis E. (1990), 77ie E/î /wA-O/j/y ßuertio/i: A/» Ofl7da/ La/i£u<j£<r/or iWriaww?, Yale University
Press, New Haven, USA, at p. 165; see also La/!gjui££ o///le^ua/ify (1985), N. Wolfson and J. Manes (eds.),
Mouton Publishers, Berlin, at p. 174; and Piatt, Bill (1990). «<0/i/y E/ig/«A? Law a/u/ Lö/jg«a^c /*o//cy in f/ie
l/ni/ed States, University of New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, USA, at pp. 4-5:

Policies of European colonists and succeeding American administrations, some of which can only be
considered genocidal, often resulted in the extermination of the native peoples and languages. We are all
too familiar with the long saga of oppression and brutalization resulting in the herding of native
Americans onto isolated reservations. This herding, and the subsequent attempts to force native children
into an English-speaking educational system and environment, sought to achieve the so-called civilisation
of these peoples including the replacement of their native tongues with English. In the case of the
conquistadors and their accompanying religious figures, the civilising language was Spanish.

" Rubin, J.(1968), Afariona/ fiZ/i/igua/üm J'/I /'ara^uay, Mouton, den Haag, Netherlands, at p. 480.
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who used this language in everyday life. This regulation was primarily directed against Finnish
immigrants, but its impact on the Sami population was at least as severe." ':"' " '

Before European settlement of Australia, there were approximately 250 Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander languages in the continent. Approximately one third of these continue to be spoken by some
people, however, many are spoken only by a handful of older individuals. Their disappearance has
nothing to do with their inability to adapt to the context of a technologically driven society, but much
to do with repressive, even genocidal, actions by public authorities or members of the dominant
majority:

Every turn in policy of government and the practice of the non-[Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander] community was postulated on the inferiority of the Aboriginal people; the original
expropriation of their land was based on the idea that the land was not occupied and the people
uncivilised; the protection policy was based on the view that Aboriginal people could not
achieve a place in the non-[Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander] society and that they must be
protected against themselves while the race died out; the assimilationist policy assumed that their
culture and way of life is without value and that we confer a favour on them by assimilating
them into our ways; even to the point of taking their children and removing them from
family."

Such a scenario, recurrently experienced by indigenous peoples worldwide, must be understood in
terms of economic and political power in addition to the legal manifestations of such power the
invading population group would take control of the land from indigenous peoples in order to exploit
local resources and to establish effective political power over the territory. With consolidation of power
and control over recently acquired territories, the conquering authorities found it expedient at times
to impose their way of life upon indigenous populations, whose traditions they often considered
primitive, in order to support the legitimacy of their own claims of ownership and dominion.**

Thus, many of the policies affecting indigenous peoples were based upon the assumption that
indigenous populations, cultures and languages would eventually disappear naturally or by absorption
into other segments of the population and the emerging national culture of the new state:

It was expected that the indigenous languages would disappear...in the face of the dynamism,
the equality and the attraction of the official languages — international languages which were
assumed to have real or imaginary advantages of all kinds, and were considered particularly
suited to science, technology, art and civilisation. For that reason, no stress was laid on state
plans to teach the indigenous languages or use them as languages of instruction for some of the
initial phases of education. That was assumed to be contrary to the best interests of those

" Vik0r, Lars S. (1993), 77J<- AforaVc La/zguag«: 77»«> S/ataJ ana" /n/erre/a/io/tf, Novus Press, Oslo, at p. 90.

" Quoted in Language and Cu/fure; A A/atter o/5urv/va/ (1992), Australian Government Publishing Service,
Canberra, at p. 17.

" Torres, Raidza (1991), "The Rights of Indigenous Populations: The Emerging International Norm", in
0//n/«7ui/i0/uj/ Law. Vol. 16, 127-175, at p. 133.
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societies and involved danger for national unity, since it was feared that it would lead inevitably
to linguistic insularity and excessive social and political fragmentation." '

By the beginning of the second half of this century, however, national attitudes had begun to undergo
a marked shift contemporaneously to changing international attitudes and standards on the issue of the
appropriate legal and institutional response to the presence of indigenous peoples and their languages.
Mexico was the scene of serious discussions during the 1950s suggesting that it was inappropriate to
teach in Spanish in an environment where the mother tongue was an indigenous language. By the
middle 1960s, the principle of early literacy in the native language plus the teaching of Spanish as a
second language became the official policy of the Mexican government In the 1970s, a growing
demand appeared for the whole educational programme in the larger indigenous communities to be
truly bilingual and bicultural:

This means that, for the first time in the educational history of Mexico, the Indian languages and
cultures are being given due recognition in school programmes. It is hoped that all subjects
during the whole of the primary school cycle will be taught in the mother tongue, in those areas
where this is spoken by a local majority; that Spanish will be introduced from the beginning as
a second language and that the Indian students will become fully bilingual; that in all relevant
subjects the local culture will be prominently dealt with (for example, local and regional history,
geography, customs, traditions, ethnobiology, etc.). At the same time, at the national level, the
curriculum should be organised in such a fashion that schoolchildren all over the country will
become aware of the pluricultural makeup of their nation, and respect for and knowledge of the
minority cultures should become a part of the national curriculum. Of course, the full
hispanicization of all minority ethnic groups is still the stated objective, but no longer to the
exclusion of the minority cultures as such."

//1« /VaA/em 0/ D«c/wu/iatfon Aga/nrf //uftginouj />opu/aft'o/tf, supra, note 3, at p. 11. See also
Derecno //utfgena y Derecnoj //uma/ioj en America Latina (1988), Rodolfo Stavenhagen (ed.), Institute»
Interamericano de Derechos Humanos and El Colegio de Mdxico, Mexico, at pp. 346-347:

//atfa cue" pu/i/o u/ia po/foca educa/;va rcsperuoAi de /or cu/furor znd/genaj y a«e rienda a pofencia/izar
JU desaro/to d/nd/wco, «5 cotfipar/6/e co/i /a ufea ww/ra de u/u'dad y desaro//o nacio/ui/ att* « /a
ideo/og fa {forwnanfe en /OJ pafrtt /arinoa/niriaina;, conrfifuyt «no de /OJ defetfe* mdr ajudar Je /ar
5oc/eaa^ef nac/ona/ej /afto/iamenca/iaj acfua/menre. ,/ //aj/a ^u^punfo /OJ rferecno; 5ocia/ej y cu//wra/ej
de /OJ puefr/oj conja^radoj en /OJ pac/05 y ofroj //uf/'jwn^ntoj //irernaciona/e^ puerfen ^p//carje a /OJ
^rupoj i/u//£en<u de/ conrinen/e en cuan/o se re/Jere a/ derecho a rec/Wr educaci<5n en JU prop/a
y a /a proreeddn y rejpeto de ;u cu/rura por e/ rejfo de /a joc/'edad nac/ona/ ? La re5puej;a a
pre^unfa, a/rededor de /a cua/ ajin no ej3jre conjenjo. r/ene iffyj/icac/onei para /ai /egw/arione.» de
nue^roj pa£yej. £n JW /rw/ido cada vez rrufr //ire^raoo y döm/nadö en esca/a univerfa/por /as rendeneüu
no/nogene/zadora^ de /OJ m^d/oi de comw/i/caddn de majaj, /of derecnoj cu//ura/ej de /OJ pue^/oj y de
/as co/ecft'vidade* aparecen cada vez con mayor /nj/j/enc/a co/no «no de /OJ derec/iöJ Ziumanoj ^ajicoj
o una de /as //oerfadei/undam^/ira/es de ê fa epoca. , 0

^ Stavenhagen, Rodolfo (1990), "Linguistic Minorities and Language Policy in Latin America: The Case of
Mexico", in Florian Coulmas (ed.), Zjn^uijric A//nor///ej and Zi/eracy: La/iguage /*o//cy /jiwej in Deve/opin;
Counfriej, Mouton Publishers, Berlin, pp. 56-62, at pp. 60-61.
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Indigenous peoples seem to have been making impressive gains in many countries, especially in public
education. In Norway, Sami was again allowed as a language of instruction in primary schools in
1959. In 1969, Norwegian legislation formalised the right of children of Sami-speaking parents in Sami
districts to be instructed in the language of the indigenous community. Finally, by 1990, the
Norwegian Primary School Act read as follows:

1. Children in Sami districts have the right to be taught Sami and to be instructed through the
medium of Sami. From the seventh year on the pupils themselves decide on this matter.
Children taught in or through the medium of Sami are exempted from instruction in one of the
two Norwegian language varieties in the eighth and ninth year.
2. On advice from the local school board the municipality board may decide that Sami-speaking
children shall be instructed in Sami all nine years and that Norwegian-speaking children shall
learn Sami as a subject.
3. Instruction in or through the medium of Sami may also be given to children with a Sami
background outside the Sami districts.If there are at least three Sami-speaking pupils at a school,
they may demand instruction in Sami."

In the 1980s, all three Scandinavian countries had begun to elaborate legal guarantees in respect to the
right to use the Sami language. Norway, with the largest population of Sami, adopted the first Sami
language law in 1990, followed by Finland in 1991 with its Law on the Use of the Sami Language
Before the Authorities. Sweden's attitude has been much more reserved than its neighbours on this
issue, although it does have in place a few regulations on the use of Sami. All three states have
directly elected Sami "Parliaments" which came into being in Finland in 1973, in Norway in 1987,
and in Sweden in 1993. Although these are strictly consultative bodies, the fact that they are elected
does give them considerable weight with the legislators when faced with issues of importance to the
Sami.

In the last twenty-five years, Latin American countries have also begun to move in a similar
direction as regards the right to use indigenous languages. In March 1975, Peru enacted Decree No.
21 recognising Quechua as an official language of the Republic because, as set out in the Preamble,
large sections of the indigenous population "have no direct access to knowledge of the laws". The
decree also provides that where the parties only speak Quechua, legal proceedings shall be conducted
in that language, and that the Ministry of Education shall provide "all necessary support for institutions
engaged in...the teaching and promotion of the language in question ». The teaching of Quechua is
declared to be compulsory at "all levels of education in the Republic". In Bolivia, the Supreme Decree
No. 23036 of 28 January 1992 contains provision for the implementation of the /Yognznuz Je
Educacü5/i //itercu/rura/ £////igue in the Guaranf, Aymara and Quechua communities." In Mexico,
the Executive Decree of 27 January 1992 amends Article 4 of the Constitution by including a
provision which protects the development of indigenous languages, culture, uses, customs, resources
and social organisations. In Paraguay, Law 28 of 10 September 1992 renders mandatory the teaching
of both national languages (Spanish and Guaranf) at the elementary, secondary and university levels."

* Supra, note 20, at p. 91.

* Gaceta oficial, 13 March 1992.

" Gaceta oficial de la Repüblica del Paraguay. 11 September 1992.
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Even France, in its overseas territory of New Caledonia, has acknowledged the need to respond to the
special legal and political situation of indigenous peoples, as well as the need to adopt appropriate
linguistic policies." There are many more examples of this evolution in national legislation."

A notable change of heart is also observable in the United States which, until perhaps some
twenty years ago, had been intransigent towards indigenous peoples, their languages and their cultures:

In 1978 the state legislature of Hawaii recognised Hawaiian as an official language;
subsequently a language revitalisation program was established. Ten years later... a Hawaiian
senator introduced a proposal in both houses of Congress which resulted in the adoption of the
Native American Languages Act in October 1990. In October 1992, additional legislation was
passed, setting up a grant program "to ensure the survival and continuing vitality of Native
American languages"... The Native American Languages Act acknowledges that the "United
States has the responsibility to act together with Native Americans to ensure the survival of
these unique cultures and languages", and establishes a federal policy "to preserve, protect and
promote the rights and freedom of Native Americans to use, practice and develop Native
American languages" and to "encourage and support the use of Native American languages as
a medium of instruction". The grant system supports community projects, teacher training,
materials development, training for radio and television production, language documentation and
equipment purchase.**

Although progress has also been made in Canada, most indigenous peoples do not actually have the
right to demand the use of their language as medium of instruction in that country. The governments

* Turcotte, D. (1982), Co/nponno/i e/A/i/ffue er po/Vr/gue //nguÄyr/oue en M?nvef7e-Ca/e'donie:
i/np/a/ifrj/jon er d/fTkrion </u /ra/ifa« comw /a/i#Me oĵ Jc/e/Ve er ve'/ueu/a/re u/i/<?ue. International Centre for
Research on Bilingualism, Qu6bec, at pp. 22-23.

" See the status of the indigenous language in Greenland in L/n£Uijric A/g/itt o/Af/noririej (1994), Frank Hom
(ed.). Northern Institute for Environmental and Minority Law, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland, at pp.
79-80, Article 210 of the Constitution of Brazil which guarantees to indigenous communities the use of their
languages in regular basic education; and Article 16 of the Ley 23.302 sobre la Politica Indigena y Apoyo a
las Comunidades Aborigenes, 8 November 198S, Boletfn Oficial de la Republics Argentina, 12 November
1985:

La e/uena/iza gue je j/nparra en /or area? de arentom/en/o de /ar comjtfiidade.r ind/genas aregu/'a/'d /or
con/e/u<f(7J cu/v-jcu/arcs prevürar en /os p/a/i« comustej y, ademdj, en e/ /live/ prrniario « afopfcvrf u/ia

de fra^a/o co/tntfenre en tfVWd/r e/ nive/ en <&?; ric/o.r: en tof //ejpri/neros ano5, /a e/uena/iza
con /a /en^uä ind/^ena ma/erna correjponaien/e y « dejarroWard cowo ma/ena ejpec/a/

e/ ioioma noc/'o/ia/,- en /oi re.jttm/es anöj. /a e/ue/ia/ua xerd W//ng«e. 5e promoverd /a /ormac/dn y
capaci/acidn a"e aocenfej p/i'mario* fc/7/ngü«, con e^pec/a/ /n/aj/i en /OJ aspec/05 an/ropo/dgicof,
//ngü/'ricoj' y avddcricoj, co/no ay/m/jmo /a preparac/dn a"e /CJC/OJ y o/roj ma/eria/ej, a frav/i a"e /a
creac/d/i a*e cenrroj y/o CUTJOJ ejpeda/ej a*e nive/ juperior, Jejt/naaoi a erfaj acowdaaea".

pn'ma/7'o.y uoicaa'oj /uera a*e /OJ /u^ar« a*e ajen(am/enfo </e /aj comun/aaaej
/ /noj a0or(gene; faue ;d/o o predom/'na/irem^/i/e je rxpr«e/i en /engua

/nd^ena) poaVdn adop/ar /a moda/Zdad de frada/o prev/jfa en e/ prejen/e arf/cu/o.

" Fettes, Mark (1994), "The International Context of Aboriginal Linguistic Rights", in Canadian Centre/or
ßu//erin. Vol. 1. N° 3, 6-11, at p. 10. ,r
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in the Province of Quebec and the Northwest Territories (where a large percentage of the population
is indigenous) have the most generous attitudes and legislation in place, but most governments in
Canada generally do not allow the use of indigenous languages in state-supported schools as medium
of instruction, nor even allow the instruction of indigenous languages except perhaps for one or two
hours every week, despite important sums of money being allocated to indigenous peoples by
governments for education." In other areas, the government of Canada has been more generous, as
for example the funding of indigenous language broadcasting."

;;, Finally in New Zealand, numerous court decisions have confirmed that the Maori language is
protected under the Waitangj Treaty as a re reo Maori, a valued Maori treasure." Thus, partly in
recognition of New Zealand's treaty obligations, Maori was made an official language in 1987 and
legislation was adopted in order to fulfil the following obligations in respect to the language of the
indigenous Maori: -o«>ios? •->, -?s

1. Law and policies preventing the use of Maori in the courts are inconsistent with the principles
of the treaty.
2. The education and broadcasting systems overemphasise English and thus fail to give adequate
protection to Maori.
3. Maori should be recognised in the courts and in dealing with any department or local
authority."

lan ja« autodi/0/te.r du ßi^/?ec (1992), Jacques Maurais (ed.), Les Publications du Qudbec, Qu6bec, at
pp. 158-159:

Da/u p/urieur* e"co/e$ ad/nj/i/^fr^ei par des ba/ufej ou par /e gouver/if/n^nf /eTtfra/ ou re/eva/U de
/'aam//u.sfrarj0rt prov/ncia/e, on auitfe a/orj d /'/mfi/an/arion progressive, JUT /e p/a/i ü/igui.s//<7ue, de

" pro/e/j pi/o/« a*^ucan°on 6i7//i£ue aw comporfen/ /e p/uj fouvenf wif Wucal/o/i pr&ca&ure en /a«|u«
v«rnacu/aire er, comMn£« d /'apprenri^a^e de Tang/aw o« du /ranfoij, cerrainej p^n'odej ,
d"enje/£nemenr dej b n ^ w j aurocn/onej o« en /an^ue au/oc/iton« duranr /ej ci/ia prem/^rej ann^ej du

*' pn'ffuure. S/enrdr, d*apr^j dej j/arwri<y«ej f o«vernemenra/ej de 79SO-79S7, /ej pro^rammej a"^/ud« d«
65% de* ^co/ej/(?d^ra/e5. 79% dej ̂ co/ej prov/nc/a/ej er 54% dej ^co/ej adm/nurre'e,; par /CJ 6and« en
v/e/inen/ d inc/ure /ei /cw^u« aufoc/ifon«. Toure/bij, /V/a^orarion d*jwi v^n°ra6/e programme jco/aj're
au/ocn/one, toucnanr d /a/o;j /e pri/na/re er /e jecondaire, rejre pour /a ma/on'r/ des fta/idej auroc>i/onei
une perjpecr/ve p/uj cue /o/n/a/ne.

"Ibid. , at p. 168.

" See for example Attorney General v. New Zealand Maori Council [1991], 2 N.Z1.R. 129 (New Zealand),
Attorney General v. New Zealand Maori Council (No. 2) [1991], 2 N.Z.L.R. 147 (New Zealand), New
Zealand Maori Council v. Attorney General [1992], 2 N.ZJL.R. 576 (New Zealand).

* Although the New Zealand legislation refers to the equal legal status of English and Maori, this is absolutely
not the true effect of the provisions currently in place: for example, the right to use Maori in court proceedings
only allows for the assistance of an interpreter. Whereas an English-speaking defendant will always have the
right and advantage to be judged in his own language, the same is never available to a Maori in his own
language. To paraphrase George Orwell, some are more equal than others. For the situation in Australia, see

and Cu/rure: i4 A/arrer o/Surviva/, jupra, note 21, at pp. 51-89. " "



Whilst there is undoubtedly a visible trend towards the recognition of the fundamental importance of
language for indigenous peoples in many countries, not all states share the view that there is a need
to accommodate the language preferences of indigenous peoples.

Apparently, governments in Malaysia, India, Burma, and Bangladesh have at times claimed that
everyone is indigenous and that no one is entitled to any special or differential treatment Moreover,
a number of Asian governments have cited the need for a national language to promote national unity,
and some have launched assimilation programmes reminiscent of the techniques used by European
colonialists in America and Australia: children are removed from their families and sent to government
boarding schools where instruction is in the official or majority language." There may be even more
sinister explanations for such practices:

But behind such legitimate concerns often lurks a poorly disguised contempt for cultures seen
as backward. The Commission for a New Asia, which is a group of leading intellectuals from
the region, recently expressed a commonly held official view: "In no Asian society should we
be prepared to perpetuate the existence of groups which will be fascinating human anachronisms
worthy only for the study of 21st century anthropologists"."

In 1993, many indigenous inhabitants of Easter Island openly challenged the Chilean government,
demanding control over their land and the use of their native language, Rapa Nui, as the main
language in their schools. Even states with a longer established tradition of accommodation towards
indigenous peoples have encountered problems in implementation. In Mexico, public school teachers
are often unwilling or unprepared to present indigenous languages in a serious context within the
classroom. Indigenous language materials, if they are available, are often translations of Spanish
originals with no reference to the indigenous cultures. In a number of other states, the good will of
public authorities is sometimes confronted with extreme scarcity of resources or cuts in public
expenditures such as public educatioa

Even the armed uprising of indigenous peoples, including members of the Tzeltal, Tzotzil,
Tojolabal and Choi, in Chiapas, Mexico, in January 1994 rested to some degree on the inability of the
Mexican government to carry through with its constitutional and legal obligations in respect to the use
of indigenous languages. Many public teachers in indigenous communities are unable to speak the
local language, and school material and books are often only available in Spanish, in apparent violation
of the constitution. During negotiations with the rebels, the government agreed to provide education
in their native language and to revise school curriculums to include more indigenous history and
culture."

" See 77»* Er/vuc D/m^nrio/i in //i/er/uirio/ia/ Äe/arionj (1993), Bernard Schechterman and Martin Slann (eds.),
Praeger, Westport, Connecticut, at pp. 148-149, regarding similar incidents involving indigenous peoples in Brazil
and Venezuela in the 1970s. ^ü>^ : i f f .«&?yf fa - ; ä%iÄ: ; .

* Globe and Mail, Toronto, 14 May 1994, at p. A10. : '"''"""' '".'

" In another, non-violent, confrontation, some 800 Achuar, Quicha, and Shuar marched from their villages to
the capital city of Quito, Ecuador, in April 1992, galvanising several thousand more indigenous people to join
(hem along the way. In response, Ecuador's president promised to accept a long-standing demand regarding the
use of indigenous languages as medium of instruction.
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Despite these problems, there is no denying that national practices appear to lean towards
granting indigenous peoples more generous concessions in language and culture than they would
perhaps be entitled to if they were considered as simply another minority or individuals.

7.3 INDIGENOUS LANGUAGES AND HUMAN RIGHTS TODAY

7.3.1 Evofv//»g //i/errtflfto/ia/ Standards ' "

ya<7K/e « r un don dVrom Acnai, /e cr to«j^ de norre peup7e ef e//e doi'r, par
^ / , eTre fra/fle avec respecr. Norre cwc/e/i/ie /a^gue e r̂ /«/o/u/emenr de /io/re ÄeWtoge

cu/rure/ er sp/rirue/ ja/w /eoue/ «ORJ ne pourrjo/is exwrer de /a/af o/i pre"vue par nö/re Cr&tfea/\
jr /a fra/tsmiM/o/j de /a cu/rure er des va/eurs; par co/w^ue/ir, nous de*c7arons öae

>aau/e jera /e moye/i de rra/tsm/w/o/i de /a ia/igue er de /'A^nra^e jrpiri/ue/ er
/. Nous d^c/arons de p/us aue rows /es aspecrs de /'ense/^neme/ir devronr re/f^rer /a

öeaure" de norre /a/igue ya<7u/e, de norre cu/rure er de nos va/eurs. Ce sera Za po//ri<7ue de /a
rr/ÖM yaou/e Pascua öu'aucu« memore de /a rr/6« ne devra ^rre co/irra/«r par one awrorW
e^er/ie «on yao/uie a ren/er ou a av///r /a /angue yaou/e... La /angue yaou/e esr /a /angue
oj97c/e//e de /a narion ya<7«/e Pascua erpeur erre uri/is^e dans radm/n/srranon gouvernemenra/e
fpoavo/rs /^gis/ar//, exe'cun/er./ud/ria/re), ma/spar respecrpour /espersonnespar/anr espagno/
er ang/a/s, /'espagno/ er /'ang/a/s peuvenr erre U/J7JS& dans /es ajgu/res OjÖ7c/e//es du
gouvernemenr..."

Indigenous peoples are recognised as having in international law a position which differs from
individuals or minorities generally." In addition to the rights to which they may be entitled as
minorities, and in addition to the right to non-discrimination or freedom of expression, indigenous
peoples appear to be entitled to other measures because of their unique political and legal status.

Although the main driving force behind early international instruments was the desire to
assimilate indigenous peoples into the mainstream of society as quickly as possible, and at any cost,
the trend today is markedly different: indigenous peoples, whilst still being called to participate in the
larger society by learning a state's official or majority language, should be allowed to, and even
assisted in, preserving their languages, customs, and culture. These new and evolving norms imply that
a state may obligated to provide financial and institutional assistance in order to develop and promote

The Yaqui Nation of Arizona, jupra, note 31, at p. 39.

Supra, note 22, at p. 158:
Because United Nations sub-committees establish working groups when they recognise that an issue is
unique to a particular group or political situation, the establishment of the Working Group suggests that
after 1982 the United Nations considered indigenous concerns to be substantially different from those
faced by other minorities... A number of governments have also recognised the unique nature of
indigenous problems. Many states, such as Nicaragua, are currently abandoning their integrationist policies
and are discussing the creation of special aboriginal programmes to protect indigenous rights. Other
countries, like Canada, while still not recognising all indigenous rights, are at least consulting with
indigenous peoples and creating special indigenous programs. Such developments have led, albeit
indirectly, to the crystallisation of an indigenous norm.
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indigenous languages. These norms would also seem to indicate that even in the case of a language used
by a relatively small number of indigenous people, a state may be obligated to provide resources for its
maintenance, if the indigenous people seek to enforce their right to the promotion and safeguard of their
language*

The fundamental difference between the international documents and norms relating to individual
human rights in general and those dealing with indigenous peoples in particular appears to be the
following: whereas a state has a positive obligation to provide for certain services such as state education
in a minority or non-official language only when there is a sufficiently high number of speakers of such
language, indigenous peoples would not seem to be subject to the same requirement in respect to relative
numbers. Furthermore, the latter would appear to be entitled to an appropriate degree of political autonomy
which would include the means and resources to protect and use their language in community and
institutional settings.

Special Rapporteur Jose* R. Martinez Cobo noted that in addition to the level of legal recognition
for the use of an indigenous language appropriate to the number of speakers of the language, consistent
with the application of non-discrimination on the ground of language, "in no circumstances should it be
less than that of an auxiliary language in public education and other specific functions that may be
established."** In other words, regardless of its demographic importance, an indigenous language should
always be entitled to some type of legal status.

In the area of public education, the Special Rapporteur pointed out that as a strict minimum,
indigenous children should always be taught the language of their people, regardless of their numbers:

The state must make an effort to provide, at the primary level sufficient facilities for the teaching
of the mother tongue of indigenous children; in all circumstances it must teach them to read and
write in their mother tongue and consolidate this knowledge before teaching them any other dialect
or language as a second or acquired language.'"

The 1989 ILO Convention and the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
incorporate, to a significant extent, the suggestions of the Special Rapporteur in this respect.

Even in its Preamble, the 1989 ILO Convention refers to the appropriateness of removing the
assimilationist character of earlier standards. Articles 2 and 6 provide for the duty of a state to cooperate
with indigenous peoples in the full realisation of their social, economic and cultural rights, with respect
to their social and cultural identity, their customs and traditions and their institutions. In addition to the
need for cooperation, the 1989 ILO Convention calls for the duty to "consult the peoples concerned,
through appropriate procedures and in particular through their representative institutions, whenever
consideration is being given to legislative or administrative measures which may affect them directly" as
well as to "establish means for the full development of these peoples' own institutions and initiatives, and
in appropriate cases provide the resources necessary for this purpose." Indigenous peoples have the right
to retain their own customs and institutions, as long as they are compatible with fundamental human
rights.

* See in particular Articles 14 and 15 of the draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, in
Section 1.1.2 of the Appendix. :̂ . •

Sfwdy o/r/ie ProWem o/Dwcr/mz/iar/o/i /Igai/ur /m/Zge/ious />opu/<3rf0fty, supra, note 3, at p. 18.

* Ibid., at p. 20. : k:8 . ^ v : ^ M . " -
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The Convention as a whole reflects an emphasis on indigenous peoples as political or cultural
units which arc entitled to the respect of the state, as well as the maintenance of, and even appropriate
resources for, their institutions. Article 6 which refers to "representative institutions" appears to
acknowledge that the political structures of indigenous peoples are to be recognised and consulted as
part of a state's own legal and political order/'

On the linguistic front, Article 27 of the 1989 ILO Convention begins with the principle that
educational policies must reflect the special needs and incorporate the histories, knowledge, value
systems and the further social, economic and cultural aspirations of indigenous peoples. Moreover,
Article 27(3) provides that:

In addition, governments shall recognise the right of these peoples to establish their own
educational institutions and facilities, provided that such institutions meet minimum standards
established by the competent authority in consultation with these peoples. Appropriate resources
shall be provided for this purpose. «;"•«.• >

Whilst Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 27(3) of
the 1989 ILO Convention are essentially identical in recognising the right to establish private
educational institutions, they differ in one important aspect: in the latter, indigenous peoples are
entitled to appropriate resources from the state to make this possible, something that the Covenant
does not provide for.

The 1989 ILO Convention also has a provision dealing with public schools and indigenous
peoples. Article 28(1) provides that indigenous children "shall, wherever practicable, be taught to read
and write in their own indigenous language or in the language most commonly used by the group to

** Many states acknowledge as part of their internal law that indigenous peoples have either retained some degree
of inherent sovereignty that has not been extinguished by conquest or control by invading or newly arrived
peoples, or have a continuing legal status that clearly sets them apart. In the United States, indigenous peoples
are deemed to be "sovereign, domestic dependent nations" which have entered into a trust relationship with the
government and which are considered as distinct political entities. Similarly in Canada, it appears increasingly
that indigenous peoples have retained some degree of autonomy as political entities. The Sam is of Scandinavia
have made even more impressive gains during the last 10 years through the creation of Sami Parliaments, despite
their current limited role as consultative bodies. The Mayas of Guatemala still maintain that they have a
surviving political right of autonomy. A number of Latin American states, in particular Nicaragua and Colombia,
have granted to indigenous communities extensive powers, at least partly in recognition of their unique political
status. See amongst others Hannum, supra, note 3, at pp. 675-676; Torres, JK/WO, note 22, at pp. 133-134;
Melkevik, Bjame (1992), "L'organisation de l'autonomie politique autochtone : L'exemple des Sam6s (Lapons)
de Norvege", in Afa/u7oZ>a Law /ou/via/. Vol. 21, No. 3,406-425, at p. 406; Consejo de Organizaciones Mayas
de Guatemala (1991), Derec/ioj Ejpeej/Icoj de/ /*itfWo Afoya, Editorial Cholsamaj, Guatemala, at p. 13;
Cumming, Peter and Ginn, Diana (1986), "First Nations Self-Govemment in Canada", in AfordVc /ourna/ o/
//i/e/Tiano/ia/ Law, Vol. 55, 86-116, at pp. 91-92; and the eloquent description of Thomas Berger, quoted in
Macklem. Patrick (1993), "Distributing Sovereignty: Indian Nations and Equality of Peoples", in S/an/i>r<i Law

f, Vol. 45, 1311-1367. at p. 1328:

After the Europeans came and occupied the continent, driving the Natives into enclaves, even these
enclaves came under attack, because they were limited to Native people. But they are political
communities, founded on tradition and culture, not on race. These political communities are not vestigial:
rather they are repositories of Native hopes and ideals of self-government
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which they belong. When this is not practicable, the competent authorities shall undertake consultations
with these peoples with a view to the adoption of measures to achieve this objective."

Whilst some of the provisions of the 1989 ILO Convention are likely inspired by the
prohibition of discriminatory practices, it is undeniable that others go beyond this norm: indigenous
peoples deserve "special measures" because of their unique political position within a state, or perhaps
because of their traditional political autonomy. Though there may be other explanations why
indigenous peoples as a group should be treated differently from individuals generally, it remains fairly
clear that regardless of their relative demographic importance, states should, whenever practical, protect
and promote the development and use of indigenous languages and assist indigenous children in
learning the language of their ancestors. The language rights of indigenous peoples are thus linked to
their unique status as members of a political and social entity increasingly recognised in international
law.

Notwithstanding the above, the 1989 ELO Convention does raise some difficult issues. For
example, whilst a state should provide public schooling where indigenous languages are taught
wherever this is practical, it is not obvious what is meant by the use of the term "practical". A
reasonable interpretation would be that even if the number of individuals seeking public education in
an indigenous language is relatively small, this ought not to be a complete barrier a state should at
minimum respect these individuals' right to learn the language of their people wherever it is practical
to do so. Of course, there are factors which may make it impossible, such as if a language only exists
in verbal form. One could also conclude that financial considerations may be involved, particularly
if the number of individuals is so small that it would clearly be outlandish to spend large sums of
money to produce teaching material in a language used, for example, by a few dozen individuals in
a state where resources for education are already hard-pressed. In a situation where it is not practical
for the state itself to ensure that every indigenous child be taught to read and write in the language
of his or her people, it should then explore with indigenous peoples other ways of complying with the
requirements of the 1989 ILO Convention.**

It should also be emphasised that Article 27(3) does not appear to guarantee entire instruction
in indigenous languages, but only that children of indigenous peoples are to be taught to read and
w r i t e t h e l a n g u a g e o f t h e i r p e o p l e . • ; ) ; - , : ^ v i f K K > Ü f e w '* •' - f t s r t -.•'(*• « - v j l « * . " - : ; ^ « i ; * • . < - ,

Indeed, the tone of the 1989 ILO Convention is somewhat timid compared to the present
wording in the provisions of the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
Recognising the right of indigenous peoples to self-determination in Article 3 (by virtue of which they
may freely determine their political status and pursue their economic, social and cultural development),
the Declaration then enumerates an impressive series of rights which extend beyond what has
generally been considered mandatory for minority groups or individuals, including:

^ 1. The right to autonomy and self-government (Article 3).
*' 2. The right to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, economic, social and cultural
* characteristics, as well as their legal systems, whilst retaining their rights to participate fully, if

they so choose, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of the state (Article 4). oa
^ 3. The right to be protected from "cultural" genocide, including the prevention of and redress
£ for any act which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct societies.

See also on this topic the recommendations in Sf«*/y 0/ /A* /Voft/em 0/ Dwc/im/nafl'o/1
J, 5upra, note 3, at pp. 16-18.
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•- or of their cultural or ethnic characteristics or identities, or any form of forced assimilation or
integration by imposition of other cultures or ways of life (Article 7). - "^*" - i - ' ?
4. The right to revitalise, use, develop and transmit to future generations their histories,
languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate and
retain their own names for communities, places and persons. Furthermore, states have the
obligation to take effective measures to ensure this right is protected (Article 14).
5. The right of indigenous children to all levels and forms of education of the state. This is
combined with the right of all indigenous peoples to establish and control their educational
systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate
to their cultural methods of teaching and learning. Indigenous children living outside their
communities still have the right to be provided access to education in their own culture and
language. Furthermore, states must take effective measures to provide appropriate resources for
these purposes (Article 15).
6. The right to autonomy or self-government as a form of self-determination, in matters relating
to their internal and local affairs, including culture, religion, education, information, media,
health, housing, employment, social welfare, economic activities, land and resources
management environment and entry by non-members, as well as taxation powers for financing
these autonomous functions (Article 31).

; 7. The collective right to determine their own citizenship in accordance with their customs and
traditions, whilst maintaining the right to citizenship of the states in which they live, as well as
the right to determine the structures and to select the membership of their institutions in
accordance with their own procedures (Article 32). v
8. The right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional structures and their distinctive
juridical customs, traditions, procedures and practices, as long as they conform to internationally
recognised human rights standards (Article 33).

In fact the difference between the approach towards the rights of indigenous peoples in the UN draft
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, as compared to the approach towards the rights
of minorities generally in instruments such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, is nothing short of striking. The UN draft Declaration unequivocally suggests that indigenous
peoples should occupy a privileged political and legal position: they should have the right to
autonomous governing and legal structures and institutions, including some power of taxation and
control over their resources. Linked to this right to autonomy would be an inherent right to use their
indigenous languages within their structures and institutions.

Moreover, it would seem that the state could be obligated to assist indigenous peoples in
"correcting" past injustices and practices which amount to "cultural" genocide. The weakness of some
indigenous languages, particularly in North America and Australia, is due to assimilationist state
policies, often enforced brutally or at least against the will of indigenous peoples, with ensuing
consequences in terms of economic and educational advancement According to Article 7, indigenous
peoples would have the right to obtain redress from the principal offenders, namely public authorities.
Although the provision appears to be mainly concerned with the prevention of and redress for current
state practices that deprive indigenous peoples of their "integrity as distinct societies, or of their
cultural or ethnic characteristics", it is certainly arguable that some measure of redress must be
implemented since most of the original causes of the present disintegration of indigenous cultures and
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languages arc attributable to state sponsored or condoned practices that were common until fairly
recently.

In the field of education, the UN draft Declaration proposes to go even further than the 1989
ILO Convention. Whilst in the latter, the extent of the right to instruction of indigenous languages
appears to be limited to the acquisition of an ability to read and write one's own indigenous language,
the right as proposed in Article 15 could extend to all levels and forms of public education in
indigenous languages, in addition to the right to establish and control private indigenous educational
systems and institutions supported by state resources. In other words, the UN draft Declaration
suggests that indigenous peoples, regardless of the number of speakers of their languages, should be
entitled to be educated through the medium of their language in public schools. The unqualified
wording sets Article 15 apart from provisions relying on the principle of non-discrimination where a
state is entitled to limit the number of languages which may be used as medium of instruction in
public supported schools where it is reasonable and warranted because of the numbers of children
involved. The UN draft Declaration is thus far more generous than those instruments setting down
rights to which speakers of a minority or non-official language would normally be entitled in view of
traditional individual human rights. *

Although the principles of the draft Declaration if they are ever adopted will carry moral weight
and represent a noble expression of the willingness to recognise the needs and aspirations of
indigenous peoples in a generous and flexible way, it is difficult to envision how provisions such as
Article 15 can survive in their present, unqualified, form. There arc, for example, some indigenous
peoples which now only number a few hundred speakers, and sometimes even fewer/' It would
appear quite literally impossible for a state to guarantee access to education at all levels in an
indigenous language used by only a handful of people. Conversely, this may also be the intent of the
drafters of Article 15: the provision guarantees the right to public instruction in an indigenous language
except where it is impossible to do so. Of course, indigenous peoples themselves can always decide
on varying degrees of use of their language as medium of instruction.

Surprisingly, the UN draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples does not mention
that indigenous peoples are entitled or obligated to learn the official or majority language of the state
they inhabit, although in practice it is doubtful any indigenous community would wish to isolate itself
completely from the rest of society. Moreover, since the wishes of indigenous peoples are paramount
in these matters, a state could not oblige upon indigenous peoples an indigenous-language-only
education policy which would segregate them from society at large. .

- t » ' 7.3.2 Contemporary Mzf/o/uz/ Pracnccy . . .

• * In societies with oral language traditions the languages provide an irreplaceable repository of
experience, history, mythology, spiritual belief, law and socio-cultural organisation and values.

^ This derives from the very nature of language itself, the major mediator between experiences
*'•' and thought and culture. The Aboriginal interpretation of Australia — its landscape, environment

and the experiences of its inhabitants — is among the most ancient of any in the world. Being
._ unique to this continent these languages are an important and irreplaceable source of self-

See the situation for many indigenous languages in Canada in de Varennes, ft^pra. note 17, at pp. 278-279.
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S knowledge for Australia and of inestimable value to Aborigines and their prospects of cultural

survival.** ;

Governments in recent years have also begun to recognise the unique political and legal position of
indigenous peoples, along with related rights regarding the use, development and even revival of their
languages. Many states, such as Nicaragua, have begun to abandon their integrationist policies and arc
discussing the creation of special programmes to protect indigenous languages.*' The United States,
Finland and New Zealand have adopted specific legislation guaranteeing such rights, whilst others like
Canada appear to be edging towards the same direction.

For the Maoris in New Zealand, their language is guaranteed as a measure of protection in the
Waitangi Treaty, signed between this indigenous people and the British Crown in the nineteenth
century. The treaty provides that the Maori people's treasures (rao/iga) are to be protected by the
Crown. New Zealand courts have decided that the existence of close ties between Maori culture and
customs, and their native language, te reo A/dor/, signifies that language is one of the treasures which
the state is required to protect,** and that this protection includes, at least, the right to acquisition of
that language by the Maori people in state-funded schools.*'

** Lo Bianco, Joseph (1987), Mtfiona/ foury on Languages, Australian Government Publications Service,
Canberra, at p. 10.

*' Even in states claiming to recognise the right of indigenous peoples to be taught in their own language, there
can be a number of shortcomings, such as the absence of schools in or near indigenous communities, the lack
of qualified teachers with the necessary knowledge of the relevant indigenous language and culture, and the
absence of educational material in indigenous languages. Moreover, in teaching the official language, insufficient
care may be taken to prevent a pupil from being cut off from his mother tongue, and in many cases this
continues to be a deliberate, if illegal or inappropriate, objective. See on this point S/utfy o/ fne /VoWem o/
Dwcn/runarion Ago/ntf /nd/ge/iouj /"opu/a/io/u, jupra, note 3, at p. 10, and D«peup/M efjfin reco/i/Htf (1994),
Marie L£ger (ed.). Editions Ecosoci6te\ Montreal, at p. 178:

Afa/gre" un* düporition co/irti7uft'onne/7e /e perme/fanf, i/ n'y a pas dVducarton oi/fngue pour / « en/an«
au/oc/iton«. /e prograwne OUJ /cur etf dert/ne* etf /e / n i w <?ue ce/iu d « au/res e7eV« de /a Äepuo/jtfue
er i7 je dann* en «pagno/. 7bufe/oij, com/ne une proportion «g/uYIcarive des e/uejgnanw etf d"origine
ikuna, ce/a permef d'adapter, de /aero, /e co/irenw de cerfcu/u courj.

** See New Zealand Maori CouncU v. Attorney General, [1992] 2 N2LJI . 576 (New Zealand), and the
preamble of the Maori Language Act, 1987: "Whereas in the Treaty of Waitangi the Crown confirmed and
guaranteed to the Maori people, among other things, all their taonga: And whereas the Maori language is one
such

** See generally Hastings, William K. (1988), 77ie Ä/jA/ /o an Education in Afaori: 7/ne Caie From /nferna/io/uj/
Law, Victoria University Press, Wellington, New Zealand, at pp. 22-26. It should not be assumed that the
recognised obligations under the Waitangi Treaty constitute absolute protection of the rights of indigenous
peoples to obtain services and benefits from public authorities in their own language. Courts in New Zealand
have been unwilling to impose a precise line of conduct upon the government in observance of the provisions
of the Treaty unless a practice or decision is shown to have been arrived at in an unreasonable fashion. In other
words, courts are reluctant to explore too closely the linguistic obligations under the Treaty and prefer to leave
the whole matter to the government itself. Thus, the Maori almost have to prove bad faith on the part of the
government before being able to obtain any redress in court. See on this point the reasoning in Attorney
General v. New Zealand Maori Council [1991], 2 N 2 I J 5 , 129 (New Zealand), at p. 130:
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Something similar is occurring in Scandinavian countries. The Finnish Parliament, for example,
has adopted a Sami Language Act which provides, amongst other things, for the legal right of the
Sami to certain government and educational services in their ancestral language, even though there are
fewer than 50,000 Sami in the entire state. The Act recognises in its preamble that the Sami have these
rights because of their unique position in Finnish society.*

It is in the Province of Quebec and in the Northwest Territories*' that indigenous peoples in
Canada find the greatest level of protection and use of their languages by public authorities and in
public education, sometimes by way of agreements with local or regional indigenous governmental
authorities." But in most Canadian provinces, indigenous peoples have little or no right to use their
language with public authorities, and many indigenous children do not receive in public schools any
real opportunity to acquire an ability to read and write their language.

Broadcasting was a development of Western civilisation not foreseen by the makers of the Treaty.
Naturally the Treaty does not specifically deal with it. Nevertheless the Treaty principles of partnership
and protection of /ao/i^a, past neglect of them at times, and New Zealand's international obligations can
be argued to combine to make it incumbent on the Crown to take reasonable steps to enable Maori
language and culture to be promoted by broadcasting. But there is no need to express an opinion on that
argument, because even on that approach I do not think that it could possibly be said that the precise path
to be followed could only be defined by the Courts. The Waitangi Tribunal and Parliament have accepted
that the Treaty guarantees protection for the Maori language as a raonga, but the Treaty certainly does
not lay down what should be done for that purpose in allocating radio frequencies. It is a field in which,
on any view, a range of options is open. If the Government, giving due weight to the Treaty principles,
elects between the available options reasonably and in good faith, it seems to me that the Treaty is
complied with.

" See Act on the Use of the Sami Language before the Authorities, 8 March 1991/516. The rights of the
Samis to be taught their language in public schools and to use it before public authorities in Norway and Sweden
are described in 77ie 5*7uarion o/ Äeg/ona/ or Af/noriry Lö/iguag« in Europe (1994), Council of Europe,
Strasbourg, at pp. 92-96 and 126-128, and Melkevik, Bjame (1991), "Autochtones et droit: le nouveau droit
norvegien des Sames (Lapons)", in L « Can/ers aV Droi/, Vol. 32, 33-57, at pp. 43-54.

" Supra, note 30, at p. 9. _„/_.„, . . ,,

" Supra, note 31, at pp. 161-162. See also Article 88 of the Charte de la langue franchise, 1993 Revised
Statutes of Quebec, Chapter C- l l :

Notwithstanding sections 72 to 86, in the schools under the jurisdiction of the Cree School Board or the
Kativik School board, according to the Cree, Inuit and Naskapi Public Education Act, the languages of
instruction shall be Cree and Inuktitut, respectively, and the other languages of instruction in use in the
Cree and Inuit communities in Quebec on the date of the signing of the Agreement indicated in section
1 of the Act approving the Agreement concerning James Bay and Northern Quebec (chapter C-67),
namely, 11 November 1975. The Cree School Board and the Kativik School Board shall pursue as an
objective the use of French as a language of French as a language of instruction so that pupils graduating
from their schools will in future be capable of continuing their studies in a French school, college or
university elsewhere in Qudbec, if they so desire. After consultation with the school committees, in the
case of the Crees, and with the parents' committees, in the case of the Inuit, the commissioners shall
determine the rate of instruction of French and English as languages of instruction.
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United States has followed suite to international trends by recently adopting the Native
American Languages Act." This appears to be a recognition of the special political status of
indigenous peoples and corresponding linguistic obligations on the part of the federal govemmenL US
federal obligations, because of this special relationship, include the duty to work together with
indigenous peoples to ensure the survival of their languages.**

The US policy to respect its obligations in this regard includes the following:

1. To preserve, protect and promote the rights and freedom of Native Americans to use, practice
and develop Native American Languages.
2. To recognise the right of Indian tribes and other Native American governing bodies to use
the Native American languages as a medium of instruction in all schools funded by the
Secretary of the Interior. /i i ^ : •;.-.• ;* -> . .
3. To fully recognise the inherent right of Indian tribes and other Native American governing
bodies, states, territories, and possessions of the United States to take action on, and give official
status to, their Native American languages for the purpose of conducting their own business."

State-funded schools for indigenous peoples in the US can thus be obbged to use indigenous languages
as medium of instruction when it is deemed desirable by indigenous peoples themselves.

The indigenous people in the Danish territory of Greenland have also made important gains, in
line with international trends, in the use of their language:

There was a growing realisation that genuine emancipation of the Greenlandic people and
modernisation of their society was impossible without emancipating and modernising the
indigenous language. When Home Rule came in 1979, it was agreed that Greenlandic should
be the main language... Since then, marked progress has taken place. Greenlandic has become
the medium of instruction in the schools, and, while Danish used to be taught from the first year
onwards, it is now delayed until the third year. It is also generally acknowledged that even
children of Danish parents living in Greenland should learn Greenlandic* j s*ü *=•* r.

^ " ' • " ' • * * ' * • * • "» 30 October 1990. 104 STAT. 1153.

* Ibid., at Article 102; ' * *" * ^ - ' - ' - - • ' '« ' • * * * ~ ^ • '
(1) the status of the cultures and languages of Native Americans is unique and the United States has the
responsibility to act together with Native Americans to ensure the survival of these unique cultures and
languages;
(2) special status is accorded Native Americans in the United States, a status that recognises distinct
cultural and political rights, including the right to continue separate identities;
(3) the traditional languages of Native Americans are an integral part of their cultures and identities and
form the basic medium for the transmission, and thus survival, of Native American cultures, literatures,
histories, religions, political institutions, and values;...
(8) acts of suppression and extermination directed against Native American languages and cultures are
in conflict with the United States policy of self-determination for Native Americans;...

" Ibid., Article 104. *"" ' 7 *

Supra, note 20, at p. 110.
;^-:.ey
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In the French tenitory of New Caledonia, indigenous peoples have been granted some autonomy
powers, including the right to teach their language and culture in public schools." In Nicaragua, the
Atlantic Coast Autonomy Law recognises the right of the Atlantic Coast communities to preserve
their cultural identity, and their languages, as well as the right to use and enjoy the waters, forests and
communal lands for their own benefit For example, Article 12(5) provides that members of these
indigenous communities are entitled to be educated in their own languages, through programmes which
take into account their historical heritage, their traditions and the characteristics of their environment,
all within the framework of the national education system.

The degree of consistency in state practice and in the demands emanating from indigenous
peoples themselves point to a growing consensus that indigenous peoples are entitled to some type of
political autonomy and to education in their native language. The following demands of the Mayas
of Guatemala are surprisingly close to what appear to be the evolving consensus at the international
level:

- 0$cid/izar /as Mo/nor Mayay a n/ve/ de cada
- i/acer 06%a/or/o e/ aprend/za/e y uso /OJ Momay Mzyas a /os ./uncionarias de servicias
puMeas u£i'cado.y en regi'one,s con poö/aci'dn Maya. Los Jöncionarias ptföffcaff ^ae no
perfenecen a /a comunidad //ngoftfjca en awe presra/i JUS serv/cias, deden paseer e/
conocöniertft? y ma/ie/0 cornenfe de/ /d/oma propio de dicna como/udkzd.
- //nparfir_/ttsft*aa en e/ id/oma Maya de acaerdo a /a comim/dad ///jgu&ft'ca donde je
a/ e/jcüüs-adö.
- (/n'//zar /a /en^ua Maya de cada comun/dad /in^ü/^n'ca como /e/j#ua docen/e en
d e educac<<$n... :w;;:\>co '••-c.f»y':'i • . « ^ • s : ^ ^ ...j.">;:f-;?v:' •i.:.^;^,- ;•

- /ffip/emen/ar programaj de emergenc/a para con/r/fewr a/ resca/e de /aj comun/dade^
//ngü/in'cas' en vfay de exftnc/VJn fX/njkay, 7/zae.y, Te/:oj, e/cj...
- /Jeej/rucmrar e/ Af/ni^er/o de Educaddn para aue prej/^pue^rana, or^dnica y
ertrMc/Mrai>nen/e dejarro//e /05 ^M^̂ wrewuw de educacj'dn de/ />«eZ>/o Maya, Ladi/u?, X//ufca y a/
Gar//wna. £/ /*ueWo Maya de&e dwponer y dec/d/r joöre JJÜ prop/ay e^cue/as en /OJ
/uve/ej de /a enjenanza e^co/ar, persona/ ö////j^öe y prop/o /na/ena/ didacnco.
- 5trremarizar /a e/irenanza de/ /aj dencjaj, /a recno/05/a, /as arrej y /a/i/o.so/Ia Maya, en

mve/ej. £/ a/umno Maya deöe conocer y aprender de^de juprop/a co^movis/dn ya aue
y /as dtrecfr/cej de/ £jrado, re/feyan orroj va/ore.s y o/ra vw/<5n de/ mundo.

- £/ Estodo deöe reconocer e/ derecno de/ ?ueö/o Maya de düponer de JUS prop/as ejcue/as
para /a /ormacWn de Mae.s/ras ß///n^öej para rodoj /os n/ve/ej y ejpec/a//dade5 de /a /afcor
ejco/ar.** ^ ^ ,

Although it is certainly not possible to claim there is unanimity in state practices or views as to the
rights of indigenous peoples, one can certainly suggest there is widespread acceptance that they are,
as a group, entitled to measures that go beyond what individuals or members of linguistic minorities
arc able to demand in relation to the use, protection or status of their languages.

" Article 7, Loi no 88-82 du 22 Janvier 1988 portant Statut du territoire de la Nouvelle-CalMonie, Journal
officiel de la Republique de France, 26 January 1988, at p. 1231.

Consejo de Organizaciones Mayas de Guatemala, supra, note 43, at pp. 14-19.
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7.4 SUMMARY . ,, -

Indigenous peoples have throughout history suffered extensively from various forms of oppression and
even brutality from the invading and colonising powers. Attempts to eradicate what was, and in some
parts of the world still is, considered to be inferior or undesirable communities and cultures led to
measures aimed at the elimination of indigenous languages, or in the words of one US politician, to
"kill the savage but save the man".

Instead of attempting to subjugate or eradicate these peoples, current international and national
trends appear to acknowledge that the presence of indigenous peoples need not be considered a threat,
but can actually be accommodated within the existing state.

A primary aspect of these new attitudes is the growing acceptance that indigenous peoples have,
as collectivities, the right to internal self-determination, a right to some appropriate degree of political
autonomy within an existing state which carries with it the resources to operate various institutional
structures using indigenous languages to the extent chosen by the concerned peoples themselves.

Whilst there is certainly no unanimity, both international and national law appear to be heading
towards increased recognition of the special position which indigenous peoples occupy within a
society's legal and political order. The latter are not simply another minority group, but would seem
to deserve greater latitude, and also greater assistance, in the maintenance of their traditional customs,
practices and languages than their demographic strength would normally warrant This is particularly
so when applying the right to non-discrimination or the right to use their languages with other
members of their communities.

There is therefore a definite visible trend towards recognition of the unique relationship between
a state and its indigenous peoples which would appear to require concrete government measures
allowing the use of their languages, and even correcting the results of previous assimilationist practices
through revitalisation measures. At the very least, it would appear that a state has the obligation to
provide resources for the use of indigenous languages as a medium of instruction in education, to a
degree which reflects the true desires of the peoples involved when it is practical or possible to do so.
This obligation could also extend to granting some degree of autonomy which would include the use
of indigenous languages in indigenous political, legal and social institutions.

.",. ",•) V - H ; ; ; . « - ; j l i
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8.0 Conclusion ^ . - • ,

This study began with a faiiiy simple question: why should human rights be used to protect language?
Yet the question itself is based on the false assumption that individuals who claim the state should
somehow acknowledge their linguistic preferences are seeking a type of special treatment in order to
protect their language. To answer the question bluntly, human rights are not and have never been
concerned with safeguarding languages. Their very rawo/j d"l/re is the treatment of human beings at
the hands of state authorities, of providing safeguards against certain types of conduct deemed
unacceptable. However, it does not follow that traditional human rights have absolutely no relevance
when speaking of language matters.

What this empirical study has attempted to determine how certain well-established human
rights can in practice have an impact when state authorities create burdens and benefits through their
linguistic policies or restrict the private use of language. It would appear that rights such as freedom
of expression, the right to non-discrimination on the ground of language, and the right of individuals
belonging to linguistic minorities to use their language with other members of their group, when
properly applied and understood, provide a flexible framework capable of responding to many of the
more important demands of individuals, minorities or linguistic groups.

One recurrent theme in this study which should be emphasised is that it is not the existence
of a minority or of a large group of individuals with certain characteristics which differ from those
of the predominant majority in matters such as language which in itself leads inevitably to conflict,
as the examples of Switzerland and Finland show. Generally, it is when individuals are subjected to
discrimination, denied their freedom of expression or are otherwise unable to use their language, or
when they cannot obtain their "just desserts" from public authorities to the degree appropriate to the
strength of their relative number, that a "linguistic minority" or "ethnic" problem is created. Most
often, it is the exclusion of all but one tongue and the resulting disadvantages, resentment and discord
which create linguistic or ethnic friction.

Exclusive use of an official or majority language by public authorities has led to violence
and conflict when undertaken irrespective of the disadvantage it creates for large segments of a state's
inhabitants. The decision by India in 1967 to adopt only English and Hindi as official languages
incited serious anti-English and anti-Hindi riots in various parts of the country. Sudan is another
example of the serious economic and social consequences that can result from inappropriate state
language preferences. The imposition of Arabic as an official language on the non-Arab southern
region was one of the factors which ignited a civil war which continues to ravage the country. And
finally, the bloody conflict in Sri Lanka largely found its original catalyst and was fanned because of
the perceived unfair economic consequences of a Sinhala-only policy for Tamil-speakers.'

Although necessarily general in scope, this study has attempted to address in a concrete
fashion the application of human rights standards in the more relevant areas such as education, both
public and private, public authorities and services, the judiciary, the media, again both public and
private, as well as the use of language preferences in highly sensitive areas such as citizenship. Special
attention has been paid to the issue of the languages of indigenous peoples because of a growing

In many of these conflicts, language is not the only factor leading to violence and unrest Religion or race are
also often at issue. Nonetheless, language carries with it a great deal of symbolic value, concrete economic
effects, and is moreover a highly visible and emotional marker which cannot be generally avoided by states. This
makes language an ideal catalyst for political and social mobilisation which leaders and elites have recognised
throughout history. The best manner in which to avoid conflicts invoking language as a rallying point is to
practice a reasonable and balanced policy for the use of the more widespread languages in a state.
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consensus, both in international law and in many national jurisdictions, that such peoples occupy a
unique legal status which results in rights and privileges differing slightly from those rights specifically
bestowed upon members of linguistic minorities or to individuals generally such as non-discrimination
and freedom of expression.

Amongst the main conclusions drawn from a thorough analysis of these rights is that
freedom of expression must be understood to include language. This signifies that some of the more
intrusive prohibitions by state authorities, such as the prohibition on using a non-official or non-
majority language in private newspapers or in posters or in other forms of diffusion of information are
without a doubt a violation of one of the most basic of human rights.

Another important constatation is that non-discrimination on the ground of language may
be the single most powerful right for individuals seeking more just and responsive conduct from public
authorities in language matters. When properly understood and applied, non-discrimination offers a
balanced mechanism which, on the one hand, recognises that a state may have legitimate reasons for
favouring one or a few select languages in carrying out its affairs. This includes such diverse factors
as costs, desirability of a common language, available resources, etc. Non-discrimination is therefore
not an absolute right, since it must also involve a consideration of the objectives pursued by state
authorities when they favour a particular language and its speakers, the degree of importance of the
service or right involved, the number of individuals that are disadvantaged or inconvenienced by the
state's policies, whether they are citizens, permanent residents or have a weaker attachment to the
state, and even the geographic distribution of the affected individuals. Non-discrimination on the
ground of language undoubtedly cannot respond to every demand in every circumstance, but it does
offer a middle-of-the-road response that takes into consideration the interests of the state and of those
individuals who have a language that differs from the official or majority language. No public
authority or state institution can disregard the effect of its conduct on large numbers of speakers of
other languages when providing benefits and services to the public. This implies that these benefits
or services, in particular state provided or funded education, must be available in the language(s) of
these individuals in a degree which is roughly proportionate to their overall numbers.

This study has also shown that many misconceptions over the proper interpretation of Article
27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights could have been avoided by
reference to non-discriminatioa Although the exact scope of Article 27 may still be subject to some
debate, the United Nations Human Rights Committee has made it fairly clear that the provision does
not oblige a state to provide public services in the language of a minority. What the provision does
do, however, is prevent public authorities from intervening when members of a linguistic minority are
using their language amongst themselves. It creates an obligation on a state to ensure minorities can
freely use their language and in this respect may require "positive measures" in the form of legislation
to protect minorities from outside interference, either by private parties or public officials. Thus this
right permits linguistic minorities to carry on activities which can be deemed in some cases essential
to their well-being as a community, such as private schools or community projects involving their
language. In their desire to ensure the greatest protection possible for linguistic minorities and their
language, some scholars tried to read into Article 27 a rather heavy state obligation to provide public
education and other services in the language of all minorities. Whilst their intentions were undoubtedly
noble, it drove some states to retract into restrictive measures vis-ä-vis minorities — including denying
their existence or only recognising "national" minorities — for fear of assuming an onerous economic
and administrative burden. It was also unnecessary to a large extent since freedom of expression and
non-discrimination already offer the means of responding to the need to protect individuals from
oppressive or unreasonable state behaviour. Non-discrimination is especially useful in this regard since
it provides a generally recognised, and therefore less threatening, right for states that has the added
advantage of taking into account the national state interests as well as those of the individual.
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Finally, it was essential to set the record straight on a number of other misconceptions.
Language is not a uniquely Western concern nor one of recent interest in international and national
law. Nor is it related to some type of "cultural" or "secondary" category of rights. It has always been
present, albeit discreetly, as a part of the traditional human rights that are at the very core of modem
democratic thought. The continuing evolution towards greater juridical recognition of the importance
of human rights when considering a state's language preferences, as demonstrated by the multitude
of treaties, declarations, and other international, regional, and national legislation or instruments, is
nothing short of impressive as the Appendix to this study shows. In essence, these standards are a
powerful acknowledgement that the "natural" predilection for those who control a state's machinery
to impose their language preferences — and unavoidably, some disadvantage or burden — on the
weaker segments of the population has to be tempered in appropriate cases.

It is worth emphasising that all of the above issues must also be understood in terms of the
unique position of language as a source of ethnic conflict. On the one hand, language plays a central
role in terms of economic opportunity and success. The prevailing or exclusive use of one language
in a state will benefit individuals who have greater fluency in the official or majority language as far
as access to the resources and opportunities made available by the state is concerned. The reason
language is becoming more prominent as a human right concern must also be seen in relation to the
changing role of the state in this century. The modem state has become a major purveyor of services
and employment or economic opportunities in many countries. It has become highly invasive in many
aspects of daily life and now provides a wide range of services to the public. Because the state has
no option but to use one or more languages in its various activities, those who are primary speakers
of the preferred language gain an enormous advantage over others. Thus, the language favoured by
a state affects social and economic mobility. !,'• ^ia» - <

On the other hand, language is also fundamental to all human societies because it is central
to feelings of community, culture and history, of tradition and "belonging". We are, after all, "language
animals". It figures prominently as the main link between an individual and his or her community.
Furthermore, just as it is impossible — and undesirable — that we should all have the same religion
or be of the same colour, not all individuals can have or should have the same primary language.

This has the potential of creating tension within a state, since language is capable of arousing
strong emotions by being both intimately a community bond and an integral part of an individual's
persona. In addition to their symbolic role in some communities, linguistic links are highly visible and
can be co-opted for nationalist political goals as primary beacons of identity. Add to this the very real
disadvantages or burdens that will ensue if a state disregards the needs or interests of a large number
of its inhabitants who may have a non-official or non-majority primary language, and you have a
recipe for conflict if due care is not taken to reach a "fair balance". Human rights such as freedom of
expression, the right to non-discrimination on the ground of language, and the right of individuals
belonging to linguistic minorities to use their language with other members of their group may all be
able to play a part in reaching this desirable balance.
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9. Samenvatting J

Taal is fundamenteel in de menselijke samenleving omdat homo sapiens, per definitie, "taal dieren"
zijn. Taal speelt een belangrijke rol als het gaat om economische mogelijkheden en succes, omdat de
dominantie van een taal in een land voordeel geeft, in termen van toegankelijkheid tot en distributie
van publieke middelen, aan die individuen die een betere spraakvaardigheid in de officiele of door de
meerderheid gesproken taal bezitten. Bovendien is taal vaak van belang als het gaat om de sentimenten
van gemeenschap en cultuur, van traditie en "het gevoel erbij te horen". Met als gevolg dat elke
bedreiging, belediging, of aanval op haar gebruik, hevige emoties kan oproepen, en een mogelijke
aanleiding tot conflicten kan zijn.

Omdat individuen meestal niet gemakkelijk hun taal kunnen veranderen, en omdat taal een
prominente rol speelt als een kenmerk van de gemeenschap waarmee het individu een hechte band
heeft, wordt taal een merkteken, vergelijkbaar met ras of religie, dat diegenen identificeert die "anders"
zijn, en op die manier een mogelijk doelwit vormen voor discriminatie.

De rol van de overheid heeft zieh uitgebreid. Zij is nu een belangrijke verlener van diensten en
verschaffer van werkgelegenheid of economische mogelijkheden, waarvoor individuen onderling hevig
competie leveren. In het verleden beperkten overheidsbemoeienissen in het leven van individu en
gemeenschap zieh over het algemeen tot het behoud van een interne struktuur, in het algemeen in het
belang van de heersende elite, het vorderen van bijdragen uit of exploiratie van de middelen van haar
mensen en gebied, en de verdediging tegen agressie van buitenaf. De moderne overheid daarentegen
dringt diep door in de samenleving en levert een breed scala aan diensten (onderwijs, gezondheid,
welzijn, posterijen, etc.) en regulerende mechanismen (d.w.z. mediacontributie). De overheid heeft geen
andere keuze dan in ieder geval e"6n taal te gebruiken voor het vervullen van haar plichten. Diegenen
wier eerste taal de taal is die door de overheid gebruikt wordt, verkrijgen daarmee een enorme
voorsprong op andere. Onder moedertaal-sprekers van een taal, versterkt door praktische belangen die
veroorzaakt worden door gedeelde culturele opvattingen en de psychologische banden die ontstaan zijn
door die taal, versterkt door praktische belangen die veroorzaakt worden door overheidsvoorkeur(en)
wat betreft taal. Taal is op deze wijze een uiterst politieke zaak geworden. Terwijl een scheiding van
overheid en kerk inmiddels in hoge mate mogelijk is geworden, is de scheiding tussen overheid en taal
in de meeste samenlevingen niet langer een realistisch doel.

Maar dit betekent niet dat een overheid carre ft/a«c/ie heeft wanneer besloten wordt aan welke
taal zij de voorkeur geeft, welke taal zij wil beperken of afwijzen. Dit proefschrift onderzoekt op welke
wijze overheidsmaatregelen, die een taal beperken of een voorkeur inhouden, beüivloed kunnen worden
door fundamentele rechten van de mens zoals het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting, het recht op
gelijke behandeling (/lo/i-dfccr/mi/ia/zo/i) op grond van taal, en het recht van individuen die behoren
tot een minderheid op het gebruik van hun eigen taal met ander leden van de groep. Bijvoorbeeld,
vrijheid van meningsuiting zou ook de notie taal moeten inhouden. Dit betekent dat sommige meer
opgedrongen verbodsbepalingen van het overheidsgezag, zoals het verbod op het gebruik van een niet
officie'le of minderheidstaal in de vrije pers of op posters of andere vormen van verspreiding van
informatie, zonder enige twijfel geweld doet aan een van de meest fundamentele rechten van de mens.

Een andere belangrijke conclusie is dat gelijke behandeling op grond van taal een erg bruikbaar
recht kan zijn voor individuen. Gelijke behandeling biedt een evenwichtsmechanisme dat, op
voorwaarde dat het goed wordt begrepen en toegepast, aan de ene kant erkent dat een overheid bij de
uitvoering van haar taken legitieme redenen heeft om aan 6e"n of een aantal geselecteerde talen de
voorkeur te geven. Dit omvat zulke diverse factorer als kosten, wenselijkheid van een
gemeenschappelijke taal, aanwezige bronnen, enz. Gelijke behandeling is daarom niet een absoluut
recht in de zin dat niet ieder onderscheid of nadeel als onredelijk beoordeeld moet worden en daardoor
als discriminerend. Om te bepalen of een overheidsoptreden als discriminerend opgevat moet worden,
moet rekening gehouden worden met de door het overheidsgezag nagestreefde doelen wanneer zij een
bepaalde taal en haar sprekers bevoordeelt, de mate van belangrijkheid van de betrokken dienst of het
betrokken recht, het aantal mensen dat benadeeld wordt of ongemak ondervindt door de politiek van
de overheid, of zij Staatsbürger, tijdelijke inwoner of een zwakkere binding hebben met het land, en
zelfs met de geografische spreiding van de betrokken individuen. Gelijke behandeling op grand van
taal kan ongetwijfeld niet beantwoorden aan elke eis in iedere omstandigheid, maar het biedt een
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middenweg-oplossing die de belangen van de overheid en de individuen die een taal hebben die
verschilt van de officiele taal of de meest gesproken taal, in beschouwing neemt. Geen publieke dienst
of overheidsinstelling kan, wanneer zij bijstand en diensten aan het publiek verieent, het effect van
haar bestuur op grote aantallen anderstaligen veronachtzamen. Dit impliceert dat deze bijstand en
diensten, in het bijzonder het door de overheid aangeboden en betaalde onderwijs, beschikbaar moeten
zijn in de ta(a)l(en) die deze individuen spreken en in verhouding moeten zijn met hun totale aantal.

Deze studie laat ook zien dat een verkeerde opvatting over de interpretatie van Artikel 27 van
de Internationale Convenant op Civiele en Politieke Rechten vermeden had kunnen worden door te
referen aan non-discriminatie. Alhoewel het exacte bereik van Artikel 27 nog steeds enigszins
omstreden is, heeft de Commissie voor de rechten van de mens van de Verenigde Naties tamelijk goed
duidelijk gemaakt dat de wetsbepaling een overheid niet verplicht publieke diensten ook in de
minderheidstaal aan te bieden. Waar de wetsbepaling echter wel in vooiziet, is dat de overheid wordt
weerhouden van bemoeienis met het gebruik van een minderheidstaal tussen individuen onderling. Het
creeert voor de overheid de verplichting er zorg voor te dragen dat minderheden vrij hun taal kunnen
gebruiken, en kan in dit geval positieve maatregelen vereisen in de vorm van wetgeving aangaande
bescherming van minderheden tegen bemoeienis van buitenaf door particulieren of door officiele
instanties. Op deze wijze Staat dit recht taalminderheden toe, activiteiten te ontplooien die gezien
kunnen worden als essentieel voor hun welzijn als gemeenschap, zoals pariculiere scholen of
gemeenschapsprojecten waar hun taal bij betrokken is.

Ook wordt bezien hoe deze rechten in de praktijk op elkaar kunnen inwerken op het gebied van
onderwijs, zowel openbaar als particulier, openbaar gezag en diensten, rechtspraak, media, wederom
particulier en openbaar, en het gebruik van taal voorkeuren in uiterst gevoelige situaties zoals bij
staatsburgerschap. Speciale aandacht wordt geschonken aan het onderwerp van de talen van de
oorspronkelijke bevolking van een land (//uftge/ioia peop/ßs), vanwege de groeiende eenstemmigheid
over het feit dat deze mensen een unieke wettelijke status innemen, in zowel het internationale recht
als de nationale rechtspraak. Dit kan resulteren in rechten en privileges die in geringe mate verschillen
van de rechten die specifiek verieend worden aan leden van een taalminderheid of aan individuen in
het algemeen, zoals gelijke behandeling en vrijheid van meningsuiting.

Tenslotte toont deze Studie aan dat taal, noch een uitsluitend westerse aangelegenheid is, noch
alleen recentelijk belang heeft voor de internationale en nationale wetgeving. Taal is niet verbünden
aan een bepaald type van de "culturele" of "tweederangs" categorie van rechten. Taal is altijd aanwezig
geweest, ofschoon discreet, als onderdeel van de traditionele rechten van de mens die aan de basis
liggen van de moderne democratische gedachte.

Alle bovenstaande onderwerpen moeten begrepen worden in termen van de unieke positie van
taal als bron van ethnische conflicten. Aan de ene kant speelt taal een centrale rol in termen van
economische mogelijkheden en succes. Het prevaleren of exclusieve gebruik van een taal in een land
zal individuen bevoordelen die een grotere spreekvaardigheid bezitten, in de officiele of de taal die
gesproken wordt door de meerderheid van de bevolking, wat betreft de toegang tot middelen en wat
betreft kansen die door de overheid geschapen worden. De reden voor het feit dat taal steeds
belangrijker als mensen rechten belang wordt, moet gezien worden in relatie met de veranderende
status van de overheid in deze eeuw. De moderne overheid is in veel landen een belangrijke
leverancier geworden van diensten en werkgelegenheid of economische kansen. Zij dringt ver door in
vele aspecten van het dagelijks leven en biedt nu een breed scala van diensten aan het publiek aan.
Omdat een overheid geen andere mogelijkheid heeft dan het gebruik van 66n of meer talen bij de
uitvoering van haar verschillende activiteiten, verkrijgen diegene die moedertaalsprekers van de
geprefereerde taal zijn enorm voordeel. Een taal die geprefereerd wordt door een overheid beinvloedt
op deze wijze de sociale en economische mobiliteit

Aan de andere kant is taal ook fundamenteel voor alle menselijke samenlevingen omdat taal
centraal Staat als het gaat om gevoelens van gemeenschap, cultuur, en geschiedenis, van traditie en "het
gevoel ergens thuis te hören". We blijven toch "taal dieren". Taal figureert prominent als de
belangrijkste binding tussen een individu en zijn of haar gemeenschap. Bovendien, evenals het
onmogelijk — en ongewenst — is dat we allemaal dezelfde religie of dezelfde kleur bezitten, zouden
of kunnen niet alle individuen dezelfde eerste taal hebben.

Dit heeft de mogelijkheid tot het creeren van spanningen binnen een land, omdal taal in Staat
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is sterke emoties op te roepen door zowel een gemeenschappelijke band aan te geven als een integraal
deel te zijn van iemands individuele persona. Behalve de symbolische rol die talen in sommige
gemeenschappen hebben, zijn talige banden uiterst zichtbaar en zij kunnen gecoöpt worden voor
nationaal-politieke doeleinden als hoofdbakens van identiteiL Voeg hierbij de zeer reele nadelen of
bezwaren die ontstaan als een overheid geen aandacht besteedt aan de belangen van een groot aantal
van haar inwoners die een niet-officiele of niet-meerderheidstaal kunnen bezitten, en je hebt een recept
voor conflicten als er geen gepaste maatregelen worden genomen om een "eerlijke" balans te bereiken.

Rechten van de mens, zoals het recht op vrijheid van meningsuiting, het recht op gelijke
behandeling op grand van taal, en het recht van individuen die behoren tot een taalkundige minderheid
om hun eigen taal te gebruiken met andere leden van nun groep, zouden allemaal in Staat kunnen zijn
een rol te spelen bij het bereiken van dit gewenste evenwichL
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APPENDIX ^ ri

!'! " TREATIES, DECLARATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTS

For practical reasons, only provisions dealing specifically with language are reprinted. As a result,
many provisions doubtless relevant to language issues (freedom of expression, general prohibitions of
discrimination, right to a fair trial) are omitted unless they include an express reference to language.
A few exceptions are made in cases involving the rights of minorities or indigenous peoples.

1. International Declarations and other Non-Binding Instruments . : . ' - <

1.1 .,. UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM > . ... , -

^ ^ T 1.1.1 Dec/arario/i on r/ie ZttgAtt o/Per«?*?/« Äe/o/igZ/ig ro /vario/w/ or £fA/i/c,
a/ui Lmgu/rfic A/i/tortft'er : ,

General Assembly Resolution 47/135, adopted 18 December 1992.
? . V . . . v - . - ^ S v i v . i j w v ^ ' . ' " • • • • "•• • • " . - • . . . • • • •

Article 1
1. States shall protect the existence and the national or ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic

identity of minorities within their respective territories, and shall encourage conditions for the
promotion of that identity...

• * > • • • . , ' • ; •

A r t i c l e 2 = . > ,•>••.'- t , , . , :
1. Persons belonging to national or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities (hereinafter referred

to as persons belonging to minorities) have the right to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise
their own religion, and to use their own language, in private and in public, freely and without
interference or any form of discrimination.

2. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to participate effectively in cultural, religious,
social, economic and public life.

3. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to participate effectively in decisions on the
national, and where appropriate, regional level concerning the minority to which they belong or the
regions in which they live, in a manner not incompatible with national legislation.

4. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish and maintain their own
associations.

5. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish and maintain, without
discrimination, free and peaceful contacts with other members of their group and with persons
belonging to other minorities, as well as contacts with other members of their group and with persons
belonging to other minorities, as well as contacts across frontiers with citizens of other states to whom
they are related by national or ethnic, religious or linguistic ties.

Article 3
1. Persons belonging to minorities may exercise their rights, including those set forth in this

Declaration, individually as well as in community with other members of their group, without any
discrimination.

2. No disadvantage shall result for any person belonging to a minority as the consequence of
the exercise or non-exercise of the rights set forth in this Declaration.
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2 6 8 M p p e / u f c x . , . ... > „ . . . . . - . , , ..,;,,
..... . . . . . . ,̂ . . .

Article 4
1. States shall take measures where required to ensure that persons belonging to minorities may

exercise fully and effectively all their human rights and fundamental freedoms without any
discrimination and in full equality before the law.

2. States shall take measures to create favourable conditions to enable persons belonging to
minorities to express their characteristics and to develop their culture, language, religion, traditions and
customs, except where specific practises are in violation of national law and contrary to international
standards.

3. States should take appropriate measures so that, wherever possible, persons belonging to
minorities have adequate opportunities to leam their mother tongue or to have instruction in their
mother tongue.

4. States should, where appropriate, take measures in the field of education, in order to
encourage the knowledge of history, traditions, language and culture of the minorities existing within
their territory. Persons belonging to minorities should have adequate opportunities to gain knowledge
of the society as a whole.

1.1.2 Drq/ir Dec/arano« o/i rAe fl/g/itt o/Z/uflge/ious

UN Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/1994/56. -O isJ-sf:,-en srä teffi

Article 3
Indigenous peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely

determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development
Article 4

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, economic,
social and cultural characteristics, as well as their legal systems, while retaining their rights to
participate fully, if they so choose, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of the state.

Article 7 ' " • ' - '•'^«•" ^ " ^ ' " ^ ^ •'
Indigenous peoples have the collective and individual right not to be subjected to ethnocide and

cultural genocide, including prevention of and redress for :
(a) Any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct

i: peoples, or of their cultural values or ethnic identities;...
(d) Any form of assimilation or integration by other cultures or ways of life imposed on them

»;'-*• by legislative, administrative or other measures;

Article 14
Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalise, use, develop and transmit to future generations

their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate
and retain their own names for communities, places and persons. States shall take effective measures,
whenever any right of indigenous peoples may be threatened, to ensure this right is protected and also
to ensure that they can understand and be understood in political, legal and administrative proceedings,
where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other appropriate means. V

Article IS
Indigenous children have the right to all levels and forms of education of the state. All

indigenous peoples also have this right and the right to establish and control their educational systems
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and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural
methods of teaching and learning.

Indigenous children living outside their communities have the right to be provided access to
education in their own culture and language.

States shall take effective measures to provide appropriate resources for these purposes.

Article 17
Indigenous peoples have the right to establish their own media in their own languages. They also

have the right to equal access to all forms of non-indigenous media. States shall take effective
measures to ensure that state-owned media duly reflect indigenous cultural diversity.

Article 19 ' " - " "" ' ' — — — " ; — ••- — - - -v
Indigenous peoples have to right to participate fully, if they so choose, at all levels of decision-

making in matters which may affect their rights, lives and destinies through representatives chosen by
themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain and develop their own
indigenous decision-making institutions. .̂ u»&? vjfii>. so njrra .vn-ĵ uK. ii.y... «.,.«

Article 31
Indigenous peoples, as a specific form of exercising their right to self-determination, have the

right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, including
culture, religion, education, information, media, health, housing, employment, social welfare, economic
activities, land and resources management, environment and entry by non-members, as well as ways
and means for financing these autonomous functions. : 1,4: :u> 5 » , .tj* ; ,

A r t i c l e 3 2 " ' • • ' - . • : ' . . . ' - . . , . ,,-..- , : .. . •.•• •. . v ^ - : - : •; .; .- .

Indigenous peoples have the collective right to determine their own citizenship in accordance
with their customs and traditions. Indigenous citizenship does not impair the right of indigenous
individuals to obtain citizenship of the states in which they live.

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the structures and to select the membership of
their institutions in accordance with their own procedures.

Article 33 . . -: - "
Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional structures

and their distinctive juridical customs, traditions, procedures and practices, in accordance with
internationally recognised human rights standards.

1.1.3 tfmred Afario/is CTwrter (794 JJ, Dec/ara/ion /tegard»/i£ Afo/i-&{f-G0ver;ujig

A r t i c l e 1 • • • • • • - •• < v . t , - „ . - • , ^ f . : . . • •'•• . : , . H s a . - - " ^

The Purposes of the United Nations are...
3. To achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social,

cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect as to race, sex, language,
or religion.



Article 55
With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for

peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote...

(c) universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

1.1.4

General Assembly Resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1948. , . ,

Article 2

1. Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, property, birth or other status.

O>
1 . 1 . 5 V / e n / i a D e c / a r a n o / i a n d P r o g r a m m e o / j 4 c f t ' o n _;•'•" -•"'''••'••-

United Nations World Conference on Human Rights, 1-25 June 1993. '-• '^ • - - • ^;;.;i-<

19. Considering the importance of the promotion and protection of the rights of persons
belonging to minorities and the contribution of such promotion and protection to the political and
social stability of the states in which such persons live, the World Conference on Human Rights
reaffirms the obligation of states to ensure that persons belonging to minorities may exercise fully and
effectively all human rights and fundamental freedoms without any discrimination and in full equality
before the law in accordance with the Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities.

The persons belonging to minorities have the right to enjoy their own culture, to profess and
practise their own religion and to use their own language in private and in public, freely and without
interference or any form of discrimination.

25. The World Conference on Human Rights calls on the Commission on Human Rights to
examine ways and means to promote and protect effectively the rights of persons belonging to
minorities as set out in the Declaration on the Rights of Persons belonging to National or Ethnic,
Religious and Linguistic Minorities. In this context, the World Conference on Human Rights calls
upon the Centre for Human Rights to provide, at the request of Governments concerned and as part
of its programme of advisory services and technical assistance, qualified expertise on minority issues
and human rights, as well as on the prevention and resolution of disputes, to assist in existing or
potential situations involving minorities.

26. The World Conference on Human Rights urges states and the international community to
promote and protect the rights of persons belonging to national or ethnic, religious and linguistic
minorities in accordance with the Declaration on the Rights of Persons belonging to National or
Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities.
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1.2 REGIONAL INSTRUMENTS

1.2.1 .Atfierican Dec/arar/o/i o/ rAe /?/gAtt a/zd Duriej o/A/a/i

Organisation of American States, Bogota, 2 May 1948.

A r t i c l e 2 '' ' ' • '•'"•"*• ' " ' ' ' " - • ' • • • • • • ' - . ^ v , : . - - < . - . » , . , . , , . - . -

All persons are equal before the law and have the rights and duties established in this
Declaration, without distinction as to race, sex, language, creed or any other factor.

1.2.2 Ce/ifra/ £uropea/t //»riarive //tyfrumenf/or rAe /Vofwrrion o/A//nor/

Bratislava, 12 July 1994. Draft proposal for consideration by official representatives of 10 Central
European states. Opened for signature as a non-binding instrument in November 1994. ^ ,,.-.—^

Article 1
States recognise the existence of national minorities as such, considering them integral parts of

the society in which they live and guarantee the appropriate conditions for the promotion of their
identity.

For the purpose of this instrument the term "national minority" shall mean a group which is
smaller in number than the rest of the population of a state, whose members, who are nationals of that
state, have ethnic, religious or linguistic features different from those of the rest of the population, and
are guided by the will to safeguard their culture, traditions, religion or language.

Article 7
States guarantee the right of persons belonging to national minorities to express, preserve and

develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity and to maintain and develop their culture
in all its aspects. , _.,... ..,..,.,•. ,

Article 7 bis "' * " ' , ' " \ ' . " / "
Without prejudice to democratic principles, states, taking measures in pursuance of their general

integration policy, shall refrain from pursuing or encouraging policies aimed at the assimilation of
persons belonging to national minorities against their will and shall protect these persons against any
action aimed at their assimilation. , .- - tr z; >?;>r >??,- v•.?

Article 10
Any person belonging to a national minority shall have the right to use his/her language freely,

in public as well as in private, verbally and in writing.

Article 11 , t -^; / , . _ . „ h,v-=,;•-, •»
Any person belonging to a national minority shall have the right to use his/her surname and first

names in his/her language and the right to official acceptance and registration of such surname and
names.

Article 12
Any person belonging to a national minority, in exercising his/her religious freedom, shall have

the right to use his/her own language in worship, teaching, religious practice or observance.
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Article 13 •« - I A / . ••„•

Whenever in an area, the number of persons belonging to a national minority reaches, according
to the latest census or other methods of ascertaining its accuracy, a significant level, these persons shall
have the right, wherever possible, to use, in conformity with applicable national legislation, their own
language in oral and written form, in their contacts with the public authorities of the said area. These
authorities may answer, as far as possible, in the same language.

Article 14 • i: r . .
In conformity with their national legislation states may allow, where necessary through bilateral

agreements with other interested states, in particular with neighbouring states, the displaying of
bilingual or plurilingual local names, street names and other topographical indications in areas where
the number of persons belonging to a national minority reaches, according to the latest census or other
methods of ascertaining its accuracy, a significant level. The display of signs, inscription or other
similar information of private nature in the minority language should not be subject to specific
restrictions, other than those generally applied in this field.

Article 16
States recognise the right of persons belonging to a national minority to establish and maintain

their own preschools and educational establishments and possibly obtain their recognition in
conformity with the relevant national legislation. Such establishments may seek public financing or
other contributions.

Article 17
Notwithstanding the need to learn the official language of the state concerned, every person

belonging to a national minority shall have the right to learn his/her own language and receive an
education in his/her own language. The states shall endeavour to ensure the appropriate types and
levels of public education in conformity with national legislation, whenever the number of persons
belonging to a national minority, according to the latest census or other methods of ascertaining its
accuracy, is at a significant level. In the context of the teaching of history and culture in such public
educational establishments, adequate teaching of history and culture of the national minorities should
be ensured.

Article 18
States guarantee the right of persons belonging to a national minority to avail themselves of the

media in their own language, in conformity with relevant state regulations and with possible financial
assistance. In case of television and radio in public ownership, the states will assure, whenever
appropriate and possible, that persons belonging to national minorities have the right of free access
to such media including the production of such programmes in their own language.

Article 21
In accordance with the policies of the states concerned, states will respect the right of persons

belonging to national minorities to effective participation in public affairs, in particular in decisions
affecting the areas where they live or in the matters affecting them. Therefore states note the efforts
undertaken to protect and create conditions for the promotion of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
religious identity of certain national minorities by adopting appropriate measures corresponding to the
specific circumstances of such minorities as foreseen in the CSCE documents.
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Article 22
Whenever the number of persons belonging to a national minority reaches, according to the

latest census or other methods of ascertaining its accuracy, the majority of the population in an area,
states will promote the knowledge of the minority language among officers of the local and
decentralised state administrative offices. Efforts should be made to recruit, if possible, officers, who,
in addition to the knowledge of the official language, have sufficient knowledge of the minority
language. ._,, ,..,,„., .,„ ,

A r t i c l e 2 3 -* '•,-.. •**•, ..-/. . < . . , * - . • > , - • E - K I . . • = T • -• •-.•• •

Every person belonging to a national minority, while duly respecting the territorial integrity of
the state, shall have the right to have free and unimpeded contacts with the citizens of another country
with whom this minority shares ethnic, religious or linguistic features or a cultural identity. States shall
not unduly restrict the free exercise of those rights. Furthermore states will encourage transfrontier
arrangements at national, regional and local levels.

:̂  1.2.3 CAarfer o / P a m / o r a Wew Europe

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (now the Organisation on Security and Cooperation
in Europe), Paris, 21 November 1990. ,, •;,.

We affirm that the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of national minorities will
be protected and that persons belonging to national minorities have the right freely to express, preserve
and develop identity without any discrimination and in full equality before the law.

Human dimension -... , . . ; . . , . . .

... Determined to foster the rich contribution of national minorities to the life of our societies,
we undertake further to improve their situation. We reaffirm our deep conviction that friendly relations
among our peoples, as well as peace, justice, stability and democracy, require that the ethnic, cultural,
linguistic and religious identity of national minorities be protected and conditions for the promotion
of that identity be created. We declare that questions related to national minorities can only be
satisfactorily resolved in a democratic political framework. We further acknowledge that the rights of
persons belonging to national minorities must be fully respected as part of universal human rights.

1 . .(_[ * ;

1.2.4
., , , . ßu/7dmg Measures and Cerrai/i Aspectt o/Securi/y a/id Dwarma/ne/if m Europe

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Stockholm, 19 September 1986.

Co-operation in the Field of Economics, of Science and Technology and of the Environment

... The participating states will ensure that migrant workers from other participating states, and
their families, can freely enjoy and maintain their national culture and have access to the culture of
the host country. • i.

Aiming at ensuring effective equality of opportunity between the children of migrant workers
and the children of their own nationals regarding access to all forms and levels of education, the
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participating states affirm their readiness to take measures needed for the better use and improvement
of educational opportunities. Furthermore, they will encourage or facilitate, where reasonable demands
exists, supplementary teaching in their mother tongue for the children of migrant workers.

Co-operation in Humanitarian and other Fields : . • . ;•;• . .-•-. • . . .

... [The participating states] will deal favourably with applications for travel abroad without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, property, birth, age or other status. They will ensure that any refusal does not affect
applications submitted by other persons.

... They will ensure in practice that persons belonging to national minorities or regional cultures
on their territories can disseminate, have access to, and exchange information in their mother tongue.

... They will renew their efforts to give effect to the provisions of the Final Act and the Madrid
Concluding Document relating to less widely spoken languages. They will also encourage initiatives
aimed at increasing the number of translations of literature from and into these languages and
improving their quality, in particular by the holding of workshops involving translators, authors and
publishers, by the publication of dictionaries and, where appropriate, by the exchange of translators
through scholarships.

They will ensure that persons belonging to national minorities or regional cultures on their
territories can maintain and develop their own culture in all its aspects, including language, literature
and religion; and that they can preserve their cultural and historical monuments and objects.

... They will ensure access by all to the various types and levels of education without
discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status.

... They will ensure that persons belonging to national minorities or regional cultures on their
territories can give and receive instruction on their own culture, including instruction through parental
transmission of language, religion and cultural identity to their children.

• 1.2.5 Co/jc/udz/j£ Docume/ir o/rAe Vie/i/uz A/eermg on rAe FcZ/ow-ĵ p ro i/ie

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Vienna, 15 January 1989. ' "

11. [The participating states] confirm that they will respect human rights and fundamental
freedoms, including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, for all without distinction
as to race, sex, language or religion. They also confirm the universal significance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, respect for which is an essential factor for the peace, justice and security
necessary to ensure the development of friendly relations and co-operation among themselves, as
among all states.

13. In this context [the participating states] will...
13.7 - ensure human rights and fundamental freedoms to everyone within their territory
and subject to their jurisdiction, without distinction of any kind such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or
other status;

• • ^

16. In order to ensure the freedom of the individual to profess and practice religion or belief,
the participating states will, mrer a//a,...
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16.6 - respect the right of everyone to give and receive religious education in the
.», language of his choice, whether individually or in association with others;...

*y. 16.9 - respect the right of individual believers and communities of believers to acquire,
^ ' „_( possess, and use sacred books, religious publications in the language of their choice and
^*~ - other articles and materials related to the practise of religion or belief;

18. They will protect and create conditions for the promotion of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic
and religious identity of national minorities on their territory. They will respect the free exercise of
rights by persons belonging to such minorities and ensure their full equality with others.

1.2.6 D/recrive dw 26 ya/iv/er 7965 co/zcer/wnf /e rap/?roc/»e/ne/if d « dwpas/tfo/u
aux

European Union, Brussels, 26 January 1965. Directive 65/65/CEE. Reprinted from Labrie, Normand
(1993), La co/trtracrio/j ///jgnwriawe de /a com/nu/iaure" europee/me, Honore" Champion, Paris, at p.
179.

Article 18
Les indications preVues ä l'article 13 premier alinda points 6, 7 et 8 doivent fitre re"dige"es sur

l'emballage exte"rieur et sur le recipient des sp6cialit6s pharmaceutiques dans la ou les langues du pays
de mise sur le march6.

1.2.7 D/>ecrivc du i£./u//i 7974 re/art ve a« rapprocAeme/if des /egw/ario/ty C/M

European Union, Brussels, 18 June 1974. Directive 74/329/CEE. Reprinted from Labrie, Normand
(1993), La co/ty/rwcfto/i ///i^ui^ri^ue de /a com/nunaitf^ europie/me, Honorö Champion, Paris, at pp.
177-178.

Article 8
4. Les Etats membres ne peuvent interdire l'introduction dans leur territoire et la mise dans le

commerce des substances e'nume're'es ä l'annexe I pour la seule raison qu'ils considerent l'6tiquetage
comme insuffisant, si les indications pr6vues au paragraphe 1 figurent sur les emballages ou recipients
et si celles prfvues au paragraphe 1 sous b) et c) sont re"dig6es dans au moins une langue officielle de
la Communaut6. Toutefois, chaque Etat membre destinataire peut exiger que ces dernieres mentions
soient re'dige'es dans sa ou ses langues officielles. : • - . . . • . - • . . .

1.2.8 D/recrive du 25 yu///e/ 7977 vwanr a /a 5co/ariyar/on des e/i/a/itt
cj • , . rrava///eu/\y m/gra/iw , . . .

European Union, Brussels, 25 July 1977. Directive 77/486/CEE. Reprinted from Labrie, Normand
(1993), La co/isrrucrio/» ///iguwriöMe de /a com/wu/iau/e' e«rop^e/i/:e, Honort Champion, Paris, at pp.
376-378.
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Article 2
Les Etats membres prennent, conforme'ment ä leurs situations nationales et ä leurs systemes

juridiques. les mesures appropriges afin que soit offert sur leur territoire, en faveur des enfants vis6s
ä l'article 1, un enseignement d'accueil gratuit comportant notamment renseignement adapts aux
besoins spöcifiques de ces enfants, de la langue officielle ou de l'une des langues officielles de l'Etat
d'accueil.

Les Etats membres prennent les mesures n6cessaires pour la formation initiale et continue des
enseignants qui assurent cet enseignement.

Article 3
Les Etats membres prennent, conforme'ment ä leurs situations nationales et ä leurs systemes

juridiques, et en cooperation avec les Etats d'origine, les mesures approprie"es en vue de promouvoir,
en coordination avec l'enseignement normal, un enseignement de la langue matemelle et de la culture
du pays d'origine en faveur des enfants vise's ä l'article 1.

1.2.9 Direcrive du 7S de"cemZve 797S re/an've a« rapprocAemen/ des /^ü/an'o/u de*
/sratt memoes co/icer/ranr /' eVtyuerage er /a pre^e/itarfon des denreVj a/i'men/a/res

v? de.sri/i^.y aw conjo/rwwreuryi/ia/ a/'/ts/ (?ue /a pufr/ici/^/at/« a /e«r Igard

European Union, Brussels, 18 December 1978. Directive 79/112/CEE. Reprinted from Labrie,
Normand (1993), La co/wrrwcrion /m^uüri<7U£ de /a com/nu/ww/^ europe>/me, Honor6 Champion, Paris,
at p. 176.

Article 14
Les Etats membres s'abstiennent de pr6ciser au-delä de ce qui est preVu aux articles 3 ä 11 les

modalit^s selon lesquelles les mentions prgvues ä l'article 3 et ä l'article 4 paragraphe 2 doivent €tre
indiqu6es.

Toutefois, les Etats membres veillent ä interdire sur leur territoire le commerce de denrees
alimentaires si les mentions prlvues ä l'article 3 et ä l'article 4 paragraphe 2 ne figurent pas dans une
langue facilement comprise par les acheteurs sauf si l'information de l'acheteur peut €tre assured par
d'autres mesures. Cette disposition ne fait pas obstacle ä ce que lesdites mentions figurent en plusieurs
langues.

1.2.10 D/recnve dw 24 jepremdre 7990 re/arive d /'^n<7«era^e n«/nno/ine/

European Union, Brussels, 24 September 1990. Directive 90/496/CEE. Reprinted from Labrie,
Normand (1993), La co/w/rwcfto/i /i/tguür/^ue de /a co/wnu/iaufe" europ^e/i/ie, Honor6 Champion, Paris,
at p. 177.

Article 7
2. Les Etats membres veillent ä ce que les informations couvertes par la pnisente directive

apparaissent dans une langue facilement comprise par les acheteurs, sauf si l'information de l'acheteur
est assuree par d'autres mesures. Cette disposition ne fait pas obstacle ä ce que lesdites informations
figurent en plusieurs langues.
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1.2.11 Dociwie/zr o/r/ie CopenAage/i A/eemig o///ie Co/jfcre/ice on f/ie

inference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Copenhagen, 29 June 1990. Reprinted in (1990)
, Vol. 29, at p. 1305.

25. The participating states confirm that any derogations from obligations relating to human
rights and fundamental freedoms during a state of public emergency must remain strictly within the
limits provided for by international law, in particular the relevant international instruments by which
they are bound, especially with respect to rights from which there can be no derogation. They also
reaffirm that...

25.4 - such measures will not discriminate solely on the grounds of race, colour, sex, language,
religion, social origin or of belonging to a minority.

31. Persons belonging to national minorities have the right to exercise fully and effectively their
human rights and fundamental freedoms without any discrimination and in full equality before the law.

The participating states will adopt, where necessary, special measures for the purpose of ensuring
to persons belonging to national minorities full equality with the other citizens in the exercise of
human rights and fundamental freedoms. _ «,-. ^<,;.>/,>, i; ;r-r--;; ^- : *-: - : n . ; r : ^ f ^ n-^n

32. To belong to a national minority is a matter of a person's individual choice and no
disadvantage may arise from the exercise of such choice. , _ =, v n ^ ^ • u?; -•; .•>

Persons belonging to national minorities have the right freely to express, preserve and develop
their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity and to maintain and develop their culture in all its
aspects, free of any attempts at assimilation against their will. In particular, they have the right:

32.1 - to use freely their mother tongue in private as well as in public;
32.2 - to establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and religious institutions,
organisations or associations, which can seek voluntary financial and other contributions as well
as public assistance, in conformity with national legislation;
32.3 - to profess and practise their religion, including the acquisition, possession and use of
religious materials, and to conduct religious educational activities in their mother tongue;...
32.5 - to disseminate, have access to and exchange information in their mother tongue;...
Persons belonging to national minorities can exercise and enjoy their rights individually as well

as in community with other members of their group. No disadvantage may arise for a person belonging
to a national minority on account of the exercise or non-exercise of any such rights.

33. The participating states will protect the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of
national minorities on their territory and create conditions for the promotion of that identity. They will
take the necessary measures to that effect after due consultations, including contacts with organisations
or associations of such minorities, in accordance with the decision-making procedures of each state.

Any such measures will be in conformity with the principles of equality and non-discrimination
with respect to the other citizens of the participating state concerned. *n

34. The participating states will endeavour to ensure that persons belonging to national
minorities, notwithstanding the need to leam the official language or languages of the state concerned,
have adequate opportunities for instruction of their mother tongue or in their mother tongue, as well
as, wherever possible and necessary, for its use before public authorities, in conformity with applicable
national legislation.
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In the context of the teaching of history and culture in educational establishments, they will also
take account of the history and culture of national minorities.

35. The participating states will respect the right of persons belonging to national minorities to
effective participation in public affairs, including participation in the affairs relating to the protection
and promotion of the identity of such minorities.

The participating states note the efforts undertaken to protect and create conditions for the
promotion of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity of certain national minorities by
establishing, as one of the possible means to achieve these aims, appropriate local or autonomous
administrations corresponding to the specific historical and territorial circumstances of such minorities
and in accordance with the policies of the state concerned. . ...,-..,,

36. The participating states recognise the particular importance of increasing constructive co-
operation among themselves on questions relating to national minorities. Such co-operation seeks to
promote mutual understanding and confidence, friendly and good-neighbourly relations, international
peace, security and justice.

Every participating state will promote a climate of mutual respect, understanding, co-operation
and solidarity among all persons living on its territory, without distinction as to ethnic or national
origin or religion, and will encourage the solution of problems through dialogue based on the
principles of the rule of law.

40. The participating states clearly and unequivocally condemn totalitarianism, racial and ethnic
hatred, anti-semitism, xenophobia and discrimination against anyone as well as persecution on religious
and ideological grounds. In this context, they also recognise the particular problems of Roma (gypsies).

They declare their firm intention to intensify the efforts to combat these phenomena in all their
forms and therefore will:

40.1 - take effective measures, including the adoption, in conformity with their constitutional
systems and their international obligations, of such laws as may be necessary, to provide
protection against any acts that constitute incitement to violence against persons or groups based
on national, racial, ethnic or religious discrimination, hostility or hatred, including anti-semitism;
40.2 - commit themselves to take appropriate and proportionate measures to protect persons or
groups who may be subject to threats or acts of discrimination, hostility or violence as a result
of their racial, ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity, and to protect their property;

1.2.12 Docwme/ir o/ r/ie Moscow Meerwg o/ r/ie Con/ere/ice on fne //uma/i
D/me/tr/o« • • . . • ; . » • • . 4 . - . . • • < ' '! 7

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Moscow, 3 October 1991. Reprinted from (1991)
/ r f / Lega/ Material?, Vol. 30, at p. 1670.

23.1 The participating states will ensure that..
(ii) anyone who is arrested will be informed promptly in a language which he understands of
the reason for his arrest, and will be informed of any charges against him; ,„?,..

28.7 The participating states will endeavour to refrain from making derogations from those
obligations from which, according to international conventions to which they are parties, derogation
is possible under a state of public emergency. Measures derogating from such obligations must be
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taken in strict conformity with the procedural requirements laid down in those instruments. Such
measures will neither go further nor remain in force longer than strictly required by the exigencies of
the situation; they are by nature exceptional and should be interpreted and applied with restraint. Such
measures will not discriminate solely on the grounds of race, colour, sex, language, religion, social
origin or of belonging to a minority.

38. The participating states recognise the need to ensure that the rights of migrant workers and
their families lawfully residing in the participating states are respected and underline their right to
express freely their ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic characteristics. The exercise of such rights
may be subject to such restrictions as are prescribed by law and are consistent with international
standards.

38.4 They recommend that the CSCE in its future work on the human dimension consider
appropriate means to hold focused discussions on all issues regarding migrant workers, including in/er
a//fl, familiarisation with the language and social life of the country concerned.

1.2.13 Drq/ir o/ rAe //ifer-Awie/ican Dec/arario/i o/i /Ac Ä/gAtt

Draft approved by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, OEA/SER/L/V/Ü.90, 21
September 1995.

Article II
3. The states also recognise that the indigenous peoples are entitled to collective rights in so far

as they arc indispensable to the enjoyment of the individual rights of their members. Accordingly they
recognise the right of the indigenous peoples to collective action, to their cultures, to profess and
practice their religious beliefs and to use their languages.

Article V
The states shall not take any action which forces indigenous peoples to assimilate and shall not

endorse any theory, or engage in any practice, that imports discrimination, destruction of a culture or
the possibility of the extermination of any ethnic group.

Article VII
3. States shall recognise, and respect, indigenous life-styles, customs, traditions, forms of social

organisation, use of dress, languages and dialects.

Article Vm ; • ; ; : • ;^ .
1. States recognise that indigenous languages, philosophy and outlook are a component of

national and universal culture, and as such shall respect them and facilitate their dissemination.
2. The states shall take measures to see to it that broadcast radio and television programs arc

broadcast in the indigenous languages in the regions where there is a strong indigenous presence, and
to support the creation of indigenous radio stations and other media.

3. The states shall take effective measures to enable indigenous peoples to understand
administrative, legal and political rules and procedures and to be understood in relation to these
matters. In areas where indigenous languages are predominant, states shall endeavour to establish the
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pertinent languages as official languages and to give them the same status that is given to non-
indigenous official languages.

4. When indigenous peoples wish, educational systems shall be conducted in the indigenous
languages and incorporate indigenous content, and that shall also provide the necessary training and
means for complete mastery of the official language or languages.

Article IX
1. Indigenous peoples shall be entitled a) to establish and set in motion their own educational

programs, institutions and facilities, b) to prepare and implement their own educational plans,
programs, curricula and materials, c) to train, educate and accredit their teachers and administrators.
The states shall endeavour to ensure that such systems guarantee equal educational and teaching
opportunities for the entire population and complementarity with national educational systems.

2. States shall ensure that those educational systems are equal in all ways to that provided to
the rest of the population.

3. States shall provide financial aid and any other type of assistance needed for the
implementation of the provisions of this Article.

1.2.14 /fcbi/itf FJVW/ Acr

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, Helsinki, 1 August 1975.

VII. Respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the freedom of thought,
conscience, religion or belief

The participating states will respect human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the
freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief, for all without distinction as to race, sex, language
or religion.

1.2.15 //eis/«/:/Sawmr Decw/o/w

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Helsinki, 10 July 1992. Reprinted from (1992)
Afarer/aiy, Vol. 31, at p. 1385.

The participating states...

24. Will intensify in this context their efforts to ensure the free exercise by persons belonging
to national minorities, individually or in community with others, of their human rights and fundamental
freedoms, including the right to participate fully, in accordance with the democratic decision-making
procedures of each state, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of their countries including
through democratic participation in decision-making and consultative bodies at the national, regional
and local level, //»rer a//a, through political parties and associations;

25. Will continue through unilateral, bilateral and multilateral efforts to explore further avenues
for more effective implementation of their relevant CSCE commitments, including those related to the
protection and the creation of conditions for the promotion of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
religious identity of national minorities;
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36. Restate that human rights and fundamental freedoms are universal, that they are also enjoyed
by migrant workers wherever they live and stress the importance of implementing all CSCE
commitments on migrant workers and their families lawfully residing in all participating states;

37. Will encourage the creation of conditions to foster greater harmony in relations between
migrant workers and the rest of the society of the participating state in which they lawfully reside. To
this end, they will seek to offer, //irer a//a, measures to facilitate the familiarisation of migrant workers
and their families with the languages and social life of the
respective participating state in which they lawfully reside so as to enable them to participate in the
life of the society of the host country;

1.2.16 /Jeconwiendanon 7754 ("7990; on rAe K/gAtt o/Afmorirfes

Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1 October 1990.

11. In respect of national minorities — that is to say, separate or distinct groups, well defined
and established on the territory of a state, the members of which are nationals of that state and have
certain religious, linguistic, cultural or other characteristics which distinguish them from the majority
of the population — the following principles should apply...

11. national minorities shall have the right to maintain and develop their culture;
iii. national minorities shall have the right to maintain their own educational, religious and
cultural institutions. For this purpose, they shall also have the right to solicit voluntary financial
and other contributions including public assistance;
iv. national minorities shall have the right to participate fully in decision-making about matters
which affect the preservation and development of their identity and in the implementation of
those decisions;...

12. Furthermore, in respect of linguistic minorities, the Assembly adopts the following two
principles:

i. persons belonging to a linguistic minority shall have access to adequate types and levels of
public education in their mother tongue;
ii. linguistic minorities shall have the right to obtain, provide, possess, reproduce, distribute and
exchange information in their mother tongue regardless of frontiers.
13. As far as the European states are concerned they should...
ii. take all the necessary legislative, administrative, judicial and other measures to create
favourable conditions to enable minorities to express their identity, to develop their education,
culture, language, traditions and customs;...
iv. abstain from pursuing policies aimed at forced assimilation of national minorities, from
taking administrative measures affecting the composition of the population in areas inhabited
by national minorities, and from compelling such minorities to remain confined in geographical
and cultural "ghettos";
v. fully implement the provision of Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights which reads as follows: "In those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in
community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and
practise their own religion, or to use their own language."
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15. In addition, it draws attention to the obligations contained in the international instruments
relating to national, ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities, by which the states participating in the
CSCEprocess are bound. •* ^ v . * ':.•.•• ^'-^ ' - "

1.2.17 rtecom/nemfar/o/i 7777 (7992) co/icerm/ig rAe TttgAtt o/Af/norifj«

Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 5 February 1992. : -; . ^ » ; .

1. L'histoire a constitue" le continent europe"en en une mosaique de peuples difförents par leur
langue, leur culture, leurs traditions et coutumes, leur pratique religieuse.

2. Ces peuples se sont tellement brasse's, imbrique's les uns dans les autres, qu'aucun dficoupage
territorial ne peut les circonscrire totalement et exclusivemenL Les frontieres e"tatiques he'rite'es des
deux demieres guerres mondiales n'y sont pas parvenues. Celles de l'avenir, quelles quelles soient,
n'y ifussiraient pas non plus.

3. D. ne peut y avoir dans un Etat d^mocratique de citoyens de deuxieme zone : la citoyennete*
est dgale pour tous. La premiere et ultime garantie de cette 6galit6 de droits et de devoirs de"coule du
respect rigoureux des droits de l'homme pour les Etats et de leur ratification de la Convention
europe"enne des Droits de l'Homme.

4. A l'intörieur de cette citoyennete commune, des citoyens qui partagent avec d'autres des
caracteTistiques spe'cifiques

- d'ordre culturel, linguistique ou religieux notamment - peuvent cependant d6sirer se voir
reconnaJtre et garantir la possibility de les exprimer. " , • -

1.2.18 focom/ne/Kfario/i 7207 f7995J o/i an i4ay/rfo/w/ /»ro/oco/ o/i //i« K/g/itt o/
Af/nonr/w ro r/ie £«ropean Conve/in'o/i on //uma/j

Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 1 February 1993. Text of the proposal for an additional protocol to the
Convention for the protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, concerning persons
belonging to national minorities.

Article 1
For the purpose of this Convention, the expression "national minority" refers to a group of

persons in a state who:
(a) reside on the territory of that state and are citizens thereof;
(b) maintain longstanding, firm and lasting ties with that state;
(c) display distinctive ethnic, cultural, religious or linguistic characteristics;
(d) are sufficiently representative, although smaller in number than the rest of the population of
that state or of a region of that state;
(e) are motivated by a concern to preserve together that which constitutes their common identity,
incluc ing their culture, their traditions, their religion or their language.

Article 3
1. Every person belonging to a national minority shall have the right to express, preserve and

develop in complete freedom his/her religious, ethnic, linguistic and/or cultural identity, without being
subjected to any attempt at assimilation against his/her will. .
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Article 7
1. Every person belonging to a national minority shall have the right freely to use his/her mother

tongue in private and in public, both orally and in writing. This right shall also apply to the use of
his/her language in publications and in the audiovisual sector.

2. Every person belonging to a national minority shall have the right to use his/her surname and
first names in his/her mother tongue and to official recognition of his/her surname and first names.

3. In the regions in which substantial numbers of a national minority are settled, the persons
belonging to a national minority shall have the right to use their mother tongue in their contacts with
the administrative authorities and in proceedings before the courts and legal authorities.

4. In the regions in which substantial numbers of a national minority arc settled, the persons
belonging to that minority shall have the right to display in their language local names, signs,
inscriptions and other similar information visible to the public. This does not deprive the authorities
of their right to display the above-mentioned information in the official language or languages of the
state.

Article 8
1. Every person belonging to a national minority shall have the right to leam his/her mother

tongue and to receive an education in his/her mother tongue at an appropriate number of schools and
of state educational and training establishments, located in accordance with the geographical
distribution of the minority.

2. The persons belonging to a national minority shall have the right to set up and manage their
own schools and educational and training establishments within the framework of the legal system of
the state.

Article 10 , \ . . v '
Every person belonging to a national minority, while duly respecting the territorial integrity of

the state, shall have the right to have free and unimpeded contacts with the citizens of another country
with whom this minority shares ethnic, religious or linguistic features or a cultural identity.

Article 11
In the regions where they are in a majority the persons belonging to a national minority shall

have the right to have at their disposal appropriate local or autonomous authorities or to have a special
status, matching the specific historical and territorial situation and in accordance with the domestic
legislation of the state.

Article 12
2. Measures taken for the sole purpose of protecting ethnic groups, fostering their appropriate

development and ensuring that they are granted equal rights and treatment with respect to the rest of
the population in the administrative, political, economic, social and cultural fields and in other spheres
shall not be considered as discriminatioa ., a,,^ , < . . , .

' • / r : ; ;.• ' . ' ; " ' . T s ; - •> '•••• • " • • ' ' : • • • ' * - - C - - ~ O . '

1.2.19 /teporr o/ Experte on Afarforta/ A/mor/rfcr

Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Geneva, 19 July 1991. Reprinted from (1991)
tf Law /owr/ia/. Vol. 12, at pp. 332-334. ,«;.«. .;. , . . ; : ; y- ..•> ;.- -: - ; >-; ,-,
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II.
The participating states stress the continued importance of a thorough review of implementation

of their CSCE commitments relating to persons belonging to national minorities. > 4
They emphasise that human rights and fundamental freedoms are the basis for the protection and

promotion of rights of persons belonging to national minorities. They further recognise that questions
relating to national minorities can only be satisfactorily resolved in a democratic political framework
based on the rule of law, with a functioning independent judiciary. This framework guarantees full
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, equal rights and status for all citizens, including
persons belonging to national minorities, the free expression of all their legitimate interests and
aspirations, political pluralism, social tolerance and the implementation of legal rules that place
effective restraints on the abuse of governmental power.

Issues concerning national minorities, as well as compliance with international obligations and
commitments concerning the rights of persons belonging to them, are matters of legitimate
international concern and consequently do not constitute exclusively an internal affair of the respective
state.

They note that not all ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious differences necessarily lead to the
creation of national minorities. ' ••' - - ' - ^ ' '•'- • •;-'-^ "'••-''•* •''">"' -'• '• • *;•

*]0

They reconfirm that persons belonging to national minorities have the right freely to express,
preserve and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity and to maintain and develop
their culture in all its aspects, free of any attempts at assimilation against their will.

IV.
The participating states reconfirm the importance of adopting, where necessary, special measures

for the purpose of ensuring to persons belonging to national minorities full equality with the other
citizens in the exercise and enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms. They further recall
the need to take the necessary measures to protect the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity
of national minorities on their territory and create conditions for the promotion of that identity; any
such measures will be in conformity with the principles of equality and non-discrimination with respect
to the other citizens of the participating state concerned.

They recognise that such measures, which take into account, mrer a//a, historical and territorial
circumstances of national minorities, are particularly important in areas where democratic institutions
are being consolidated and national minorities issues are of special concern. ' - ? **'•" "

Aware of the diversity and varying constitutional systems among them, which make no single
approach necessarily generally applicable, the participating states note with interest that positive results
have been obtained by some of them in an appropriate democratic manner by, mrer a//a:

advisory and decision-making bodies in which minorities are represented, in particular with
regard to education, culture and religion;
elected bodies and assemblies of national minority affairs; »''^•'*'-^ '•** :••-?*.':•"'•'"<•:• M J< . < ^
local and autonomous administration, as well as autonomy on a territorial basis, including the
existence of consultative, legislative and executive bodies chosen through free and periodic
elections;
self-administration by a national minority of aspects concerning its identity in situations where
autonomy on a territorial basis does not apply; ......
decentralised or local forms of government; ' " '"" " ' ' ^ •*' ^
bilateral and multilateral agreements and other arrangements regarding national minorities;



for persons belonging to national minorities, provision of adequate types and levels of education
in their mother tongue with due regard to the number, geographic settlement patterns and
cultural traditions of national minorities;
funding the teaching of minority languages to the general public, as well as the inclusion of
minority languages in teacher-training institutions, in particular in regions inhabited by persons
belonging to national minorities;
in cases where instruction in a particular subject is not provided in their territory in the minority
language in all levels, taking the necessary measures to find means of recognising diplomas
issued abroad for a course of study completed in that language;
creation of government research agencies to review legislation and disseminate information
related to equal rights and non-discrimination;
provision of financial and technical assistance to persons belonging to national minorities who
so wish to exercise their right to establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and
religious institutions, organisations and associations;
governmental assistance for addressing local difficulties relating to discriminatory practises (e.g.
a citizens relations service);
encouragement of grassroots community relations efforts between minority communities,
between majority and minority communities, and between neighbouring communities sharing
borders, aimed at helping to prevent local tensions from arising and address conflicts peacefully
should they arise; and
encouragement of the establishment of permanent mixed commissions, either inter-state or
regional, to facilitate continuing dialogue between the border regions concerned.
The participating states are of the view that these or other approaches, individually or in

combination, could be helpful in improving the situation of national minorities on their territories.

VII.
In access to the media, they will not discriminate against anyone based on ethnic, cultural,

linguistic or religious grounds. They will make information available that will assist the electronic
mass media in taking into account, in their programmes, the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious
identity of national minorities.

1.2.20 /?es0/wrfo/i on Languages J/J r/ie Com/numrv ana" r/ie S/ruano/i o/Cara/a/i

European Union, Strasbourg, 11 December 1990.

The European Parliament.. •<•••••

1. Stresses the importance of the use made of languages by the European Communities, which
should endeavour to be seen by the peoples of Europe not as an extraneous foreign body but as an
integral part of the daily life of the individual citizen;

2. Believes that Petitions Nos 113/88 by the Catalan Parliament and 161/88 by the Parliament
of the Balearic Islands will express this need with regard to Catalan, an official language in the region
of the peoples represented by the two Parliaments which submitted these petitions under the terms of
their respective Statutes of Autonomy and those of the general provisions of Article 3 of the Spanish
Constitution of 1978; i v , AM' - I?; ? ; ^ .
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3 Notes that with regard to the objective of the petitions in question, the nües governing the
languages of the institutions of the Community under the provisions of Article 217 of the EEC Treaty,
Article 190 of the EUROATOM Treaty and Council Regulation No 1 of 15 April 1958 are determined
by the Council acting unanimously and that for member states which have more than one official
language, the language to be used must, at the request of such states, be determined by the general
rules of their laws; . . •; 11

4. Calls on the Council, comprised of representatives of the member states, and the Commission
to take whatever steps are necessary to achieve the following objectives: . . . , . : , .

- the publication in Catalan of the Community's treaties and basic texts;
- the use of Catalan for disseminating public information concerning the European institutions

•if-, in all the media;
- the inclusion of Catalan in the programmes set up by the Commission for learning European
languages;

I : - the use of Catalan by the Commission's offices in its written and oral dealings with the public
in the Autonomous communities in question;

5. Welcomes the fact that under the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice, Catalan may
already be used at the Court by witnesses and experts if they are unable adequately to express
themselves in one of the procedural languages of the Court;

1.2.21 ÄMo/Mf/o« on fne La/iguag« and Cu/rur« o/ /teg/o/ta/ and Efn/uc
(European f/monj

European Parliament, Strasbourg, 30 October 1987.

The European Parliament.. "•"••'' '

3. Points out once again the need for the member states to recognise their linguistic minorities
in their laws and thus create the basic condition for the preservation and development of regional and
minority cultures and languages;...

5. Recommends to the member states that they carry out educational measures including:
- arranging for pre-school to university education and continuing education to be officially
conducted in the regional and minority languages in the language areas concerned on an equal
footing with instruction in the national languages,
- officially recognising courses, classes and schools set up by associations which are authorised
to teach, under the regulations in force in the country concerned, and which use a regional or
minority language as the general teaching language,
- giving particular attention to the training of teaching staff in the regional or minority languages
and making available the educational resources required to accomplish these measures,
- promoting information on educational opportunities in the regional and minority languages,

6. Recommends to the member states that they carry out administrative and legal measures
including:

- providing a direct legal basis for the use of regional and minority languages, in the first
instance in the local authorities of areas where a minority group does exist.
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infrastructure including:

- ensuring that representatives of groups that use regional or minority languages are able to
participate directly in cultural facilities and activities,
- the creation of foundations and institutes for the study of regional and minority languages, one
of whose tasks would be to set up the educational machinery for the introduction of regional

^ and minority languages in schools and draw up a "general inventory" of the regional and
7 minority language concerned,

- the development of dubbing and subtitling techniques to encourage audiovisual productions
in the regional and minority languages,
- provision of the necessary material and financial support for the implementation of these
measures;

9. Recommends to the member states that they take social and economic measures including:
- providing for the use of the regional and minority languages in public concerns (postal service,
etc.), .,„\,^.„ ,:.,L...--VI,

^ - recognition of the use of the regional and minority languages in the payments sector (giro
cheques and banking),
- providing for consumer information and product labelling in regional and minority languages,

^ - providing for the use of regional languages for road and other public signs in street names;

•** 10. Recommends to the member states that they take measures in respect of the regional and
minority languages that are used in several member states, particularly in frontier areas, including:

- providing for the appropriate cross-frontier cooperation machinery for cultural and linguistic
policy,

12. Calls on the Commission to...



- take account of the languages and cultures of regional and ethnic minorities in the Community
when working out the various areas of Community policy, particularly with regard to
Community measures in the field of cultural and educational policy,...
- reserve the necessary broadcasting time for minority cultures in European television,
- give the necessary attention to linguistic minorities in the Community's information
publications;

15. Stresses categorically that the recommendations contained in this resolution are not to be
interpreted or implemented in such a way as to jeopardise the territorial integrity or public order of
the member states;

16. Instructs its appropriate committee to draw up separate reports on the languages and cultures
of non-permanent Community citizens. Community citizens living in another member state from that
from which they come, migrants and overseas minorities and points out that each of these groups share
many of the disadvantages of speakers of lesser used languages and that their specific problems
deserve detailed and separate treatment; *.—-

1.2.22 /t&o/uft'o/t 5«r to /ni/iorir£s ///tguüriaue.? er cM/rure/to da/w /'17/uo/i

European Parliament, Strasbourg, 9 February 1994. Reprinted from Co/tfacrßu//eri/i, European Bureau
for Lesser Used Languages, 1994, Volume 11, No l, at pp. 3-5. <•.-*-.

Le Pariement europe'en... >J>--W ?>**£ <•<:•''-'•^'""'' " ' *™

2. souligne une nouvelle fois la n6cessite\ pour les Etats membres, de reconnattre leurs minorite's
linguistiques et d'adopter les dispositions juridiques et administratives requises afin de mettre en place
les conditions voulues pour preserver et de"velopper ces langues;

3. est e'galement d'avis que toutes les langues et cultures moins repandues devraient, en outre,
be'ne'ficier dans les Etats membres d'un Statut 16gal approprie';

4. estime que ce Statut devrait au moins supposer l'utilisation et le developpement de ces langues
et cultures au niveau de l'enseignement, de la justice, de 1'administration publique, des m6dias, de la
toponymie et des autres secteurs de la vie publique et culturelle sans porter prejudice ä l'utilisation des
langues de grande diffusion lorsque cela facilite la communication ä l'inte'rieur de chacun des Etats
membres et 1'Union dans son ensemble.

5. precise que le fait, pour une partie des ressortissants d'un Etat, de parier une langue et d'avoir
une culture diff6rentes de celle qui pr£domine dans l'Etat ou dans une partie ou region de cet Etat ne
doit dormer lieu ä aucune discrimination et, en particulier, ä aucun type de marginalisation sociale qui
puisse entraver l'acces ä l'emploi ou le maintien dans un emploi; , r

6. soutient la Charte europe"enne des langues r6gionales ou minoritaires, ä laquelle a e"t6 confe're'e
la forme juridique d'une convention europe'enne, en tant qu'instrument ä la fois efficace et souple de
protection et de promotion des langues de moindre diffusion; ... . , . ..•-



9. encourage vivement les Etats membres ainsi que les regions et les collectivites locales
concem6es ä Studier la possibility de conclure des accords visani ä la creation d'institutions
linguistiques transfrontalieres pour les langues et les cultures de moindre diffusion qui sont utilise'es
dans deux ou plusieurs Etats voisins ou simultane'ment dans plusieurs Etats membres;

10. invite la Commission ä:
a) contribuer, dans le cadre de ses competences, ä l'application des initiatives prises paries Etats
membres de ce domaine;
b) tenir compte des langues de moindre diffusion et des cultures qu'elles refletent lorsqu'elle
ddfinit certaines politiques communautaires; prendre des dispositions pour rtpondrc aux besoins
des usagers des langues de moindre diffusion de la m£me maniere qu'aux besoins des usagers
des langues majoritaires, dans tous les programmes d'enseignement et les programmes culturels,
dont« Jeunesse pour l'Europe », ERASMUS, TEMPUS,« Dimension europeenne »,« Platform
Europe », MEDIA, ainsi que les programmes de traduction des Oeuvres littdraires
contemporaines;
c) encourager l'usage des langues de moindre diffusion dans la politique audiovisuelle de
l'Union par exemple dans le contexte de la television haute-d^finition, ainsi qu'ä aider les
producteurs et les responsables de la diffusion dans des langues moins nfpandues ä le'aliser de
nouveaux programmes en format 16:9;
d) faire en sorte que la technologie moderne des telecommunications nume'riques, qui pennet
de densifier les transmissions par cable, serve ä diffuser un plus grand nombre de langues
minoritaires;

11. invite le Conseil et la Commission ä:
a) continuer ä sou tenir et ä encourager les organisations europäennes reprdsentant les langues
de moindre diffusion, en particulier le Bureau europe'en pour les langues moins rdpandues, et
ä leur accorder les ressources ndcessaires;
b) faire en sorte que les programmes communautaires en faveur des langues de moindre
diffusion et des cultures qu'elles refletent disposent d'une dotation budge"taire appropride, et
proposer un programme d'action pluriannuel dans ce domaine;
c) tenir düment compte de l'höritage linguistique et culturel des rdgions dans l'elaboration de
la politique regionale et dans I'attribution des ressources du FEDER, en soutenant des projets
de ddveloppement regional integre" comportant des mesures visant ä soutenir les langues et les
cultures regionales, ainsi que dans Elaboration de la politique sociale et dans l'attribution des
ressources du FSE;
d) tenir düment compte des besoins des usagers de langues de moindre diffusion dans les pays
d'Europe centrale et Orientale dans I'elaboration des programmes communautaires pour la
reconstruction öconomique et sociale, en particulier le programme PHARE;
e) encourager la traduction de livres et d'oeuvres litte"raires ainsi que le sous-titrage de films
entre langues minoritaires ou vers des langues de l'Union;
f) faire en sorte qu'en encourageant les langues minoritaires, l'Union europdenne ne porte pas
prejudice aux principales langues nationales concerndes, et ce en s'assurant que l'enseignement
scolaire des langues principales n'est pas affecte";

^ 12. demande que les langues d'outremer parldes dans les territoires appartenant aux Etats
membres be'ne'ficient des mßmes droits et des m§mes dispositions que les langues conünentales;
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13. en ce qui conceme les langues autochtones non territoriales (comme le rom, le sinto et les
langues des communaute's juives), invite tous les organes compdtents ä appliquer mw/arw mu/a/idw les
recommandations faites dans la prfsente r6solution; , ,^ • <>-> ?r

14. souligne que les recommandations de la präsente resolution ne sont pas de nature ä
compromettre I'int6grit6 territoriale ou l'ordre public des Etats membres et, en outre, ne doivent pas
fitre interpre'te'es comme impliquant le droit de mener une activity ou d'entamer une action contraires
aux objectifs de la Charte des Nations unies ou ä toute autre obligation pr6vue par le droit
international; \;' I..

1.2.23

Council of Europe Summit, Vienna, 9 October 1993.
X's-

In this political context thus outlined, we, Heads of State and Government of the member states
of the Council of Europe, resolve...

- to enter into political and legal commitments relating to the protection of national minorities
in Europe and to instruct the Committee of Ministers to elaborate appropriate international legal
instruments (see decision in Appendix II), „ . . >

Appendix II . ; r ^^ , - , - * ^
We, Heads of State and Government of the member states of the Council of Europe, have agreed

as follows, concerning the protection of national minorities:
... States should create the conditions necessary for persons belonging to national minorities to
develop their culture, while preserving their religion, traditions and customs. These persons must
be able to use their language both in private and in public and should be able to use it, under
certain conditions, in their relations with the public authorities.

• "<* 7

1.3 NON-GOVERNMENTAL DOCUMENTS ~

*vv 1.3.1 Covenanr o/ r/ie t/nreprese/ired Mirfo/« a/w/ Peop/ej

Reprinted from Peop/e^ and Af/nori/to /« /«rernarfoAw/ Law (1993), Catherine BrOlmann,
Lefeber, and Marjoleine Zieck (eds.), Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands, at pp. 325-329.

A r t i c l e 5 -^ •"• '"' • -' •'•--' -'*^'- ' • • • ' ^ ^ ^ ü a n v i ; ^ D & ? ^ r « i i 3 1 ? f - . ^ a ü ^ . v t - i - . : • . -« t* ; •.--•^- *.> •

Participation is open to all nations and peoples who are inadequately represented at the United
Nations and whose representative body, as defined in Article 6 of this title, fulfils all requirements set
out in this title and declares...

(e) Respect for all peoples and population groups, including minority or majority populations
within territories inhabited by the participant but belonging to different ethnic, religious or
linguistic groups.

Article 6
For the purposes of this Covenant:



A nation or people shall mean a group of human beings which possess the will to be identified
as a nation or people and to determine its common destiny as a nation or people, and is bound by a
common heritage which can be historical, racial, ethnic, linguistic, cultural, religious or territorial

A section of a people constituting a minority, living on a portion of its ancestral territory,
incorporated into a state other than a state representing that people, is included in this Article's
definitioa

• • - • • • • • . . - . • : • " • • - : ; - • . ; : / « . - • ! • ; • r'i d V

1.3.2
Lexw/ac/d/ts

International Symposium of European Languages and Legislation, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 18
October 1992. >

3 eJ Vi
1. - Que as lexislaciöns lingüfsticas sexan destinadas a favorecer, sempre e antes de nada, os

procesos de normalization de cada unha das linguas.

2. - Que, dado que moitas leis actuais parten de presupostos dificilmente respeitosos coas
finalidades mencionadas, sexan reformadas aqueias disposiciöns legäis, tanto constitucionais como de
outros nfveis, que puideren frear ou limitar o desenvolvimento normal de todas as lfnguas.

3. - Que calquer lexislaciön lingiifstica garanta e potencie a oferta de uso de todas as lfnguas, <
tame'n nos ämbitos formais, coa finalidade de criar necesidades de utilizä-las nas suas pröprias areas.

4. - Que nengunha fronteira, nen estatal nen administrativa no interior dos estados constitufntes,
interfira no mantimento da unidade obxectiva das lfnguas e dos falantes.

5. - Que o princfpio de territorialidade das lfnguas intervefia para resolver os problemas actuais
de superposiciön e de clasificaciön polftica e xurfdica das lfnguas en dominantes e dominadas ou
maioritärias o minoritärias en tanto que categoria.

6. - Que nunha Europa cada vez mäis intercomunicada, a prese"ncia e actuation dos meios de
comunicaciön social podan desenvolver-se para todas as lfnguas nun piano de igualdade.

7. - Que, vista a inadecuaciön entre a demanda social e a vitalidade das lfnguas fronte as
polfticas lingüfsticas actuais, os poderes publicos representativos asuman mäis responsabilidades na
fidelidade que deben äs comunidades lingüfsticas que administran.

8. - Que as conventions e tratados intemacionais intereuropeus vaian interpretando-se ou s
perfeccionando-se, e que eventualmente sexan revisados no sentido de abriren camifios a" igualdade S
Hngüfstica efectiva de todos os citadäns e dos seus respectivos colectivos ou povos. r* /y--; .,t v>-.;''

Assembly of the European Congress, Athens, 13 December 1992.
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Article I
a/ Tout groupe de citoyens numeriquement inferieur au reste de la population, poss6dant des

caracteristiques culturelles, religieuses ou linguistiques spöcifiques, et dont les membres sont anim6s
de la volonte" de preserver leur culture, leurs traditions, leur religion ou leur langue, a droit ä
l'existence, ä la preservation et au ddveloppement de son identite.

b/ Un tel groupe sera consider comme une minority au sens de la presente Declaration et traite
comme tel.

c/ De ce droit fundamental ä l'existence decoulent les droits propres aux minorites pour assurer
dans l'Etat et dans la society non seulement leur preservation mais aussi leur developpemenL

Article 2
a/ La protection des droits des minorites est une composante des Droits de rHomme, par nature,

eile ne lui est done pas contraire et, en pratique, eile ne peut lui 6tre oppose"e.
b/ La protection internationale des droits des minorites constitue un facteur de cooperation et

de relations de bon voisinage.

Article 3
L'exercice de tous les Droits de l'Homme, tels qu'enonces par la Declaration universelle des

Droits de l'Homme et garantis par de multiples instruments internationaux, tout particulierement la
Convention europeenne de sauvegarde des Droits de l'Homme, doit §tre garanti par tout Etat ä toute
personne; cet exercice est le premier droit des individus appartenant ä une minorite et le prealable ä
la reconnaissance aux minorit6s de droits propres ä caractere individuel et collectif.

Article 4
a/ Aucun individu ne peut fitre prive de la pleine jouissance des Droits de l'Homme en raison

de son appartenance ou son refus d'appartenance ä une minorite. Appartenir ä une minorite releve
d'une decision individuelle et aucun desavantage ne peut re"sulter de ce choix.

b/ Les Etats prennent toutes les mesures propres ä assurer aux personnes appartenant ä des
minorites l'exercice integral et effectif de tous les droits de l'Homme et de toutes les libertes
publiques, sans aueune discrimination et dans des conditions de pleine egalite devant la loi.

Article 5
Les personnes appartenant ä des minorites ont le droit, en accord avec les prineipes d'une societf

demoeratique, de partieiper pleinement ä la vie publique de leur pays ä tous les niveaux, notamment
ä la vie culturelle, religieuse, sociale, scientifique et economique sous tous ses aspects.

' " - " > • * - • -

Article 6 : ^ , c n r « m > . ' :•*?-Cwi-." -:u. . ., - *. ••,,..-,-'>:...•.

a/ L'adoption de mesures spe*ciales en faveur des minorites ou des personnes appartenant ä des
minorites et destinees ä promouvoir une pleine egalite entre elles et le reste de la population ou visant
ä tenir compte de leurs conditions specifiques n'est pas consideree comme un acte de discrimination.

b/ Les considerations d'ordre economique ne peuvent fitre invoquees pour denier aux minorites
l'exercice de leurs droits.

Article 7 'J ui- v ;
a/ Les minorites ont droit au respect, ä la preservation et au developpement de leur identite

culturelle, religieuse ou linguistique.
b/ Les Etats favorisent l'instauration des conditions propres ä promouvoir cette identite.
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Article 8
a/ Les minority ont le droit d'etre prot6g6es contre toute activity susceptible de menacer leur

existence et leur identity.
b/ Les Etats prennent les mesures approprie'es pour assurer le respect de ce droit

Article 9 - ' - • -• '
a/ Les minor-He's ont le droit de preserver leur identity et d'en d6velopper les expressions sous

toutes formes, ä l'abri de toute mesure d'assimilation pratique^ contre leur volonte".
b/ Les Etats doivent promouvoir la connaissance de l'histoire, des traditions, de la langue et de

la culture des minorite's situdes sur leur territoire.

Article 13
a/ Les personnes appartenant ä des minorite's linguistiques ont le droit de faire usage librement

de leur langue, aussi bien en public qu'en priv6. > U J •-.•*VM"K-«T<

b/ Les Etats prennent les mesures approprie'es pour favoriser l'exercice de ce droiL

Article 14 ::'
Lorsqu'une minority atteint un certain pourcentage substantiel de la population d'une region ou

de la population totale, les personnes appartenant ä cette minority ont le droit de s'adresser dans leur
propre langue aux autorit^s politiques, administratives ou judiciaires de cette region ou, le cas 6che"ant,
de l'Etat. Ces autorit£s sont tenues de respecter ce droit dans toute la mesure du possible. ••'.'!

Article 15 " " '• "''' " ' " ' •'"'
L'e"tude de la langue maternelle est un droit. L'enseignement dans les e"coles publiques comporte,

pour les 61eves appartenant ä une minority, l'6tude de leur langue matemelle. Dans la mesure du
possible, l'enseignement de tout ou partie du programme est dispense dans la langue matemelle des
Sieves appartenant ä une minority. Toutefois, si l'Etat n'est pas en mesure de pouvoir ä un tel
enseignement, il doit faciliter aux enfants qui le d6sirent la frgquentation d'6coles privdes. Dans ce
dernier cas, l'Etat a le droit d'im poser que la ou les langue(s) officielle(s) soi(ent) aussi enseignöe(s)
dans ces 6coles.

Article 17
a/ Les personnes appartenant aux minorite's ont le droit de participer de maniere effective aux

affaires publiques, en particulier aux d6cisions affectant leurs int6r€ts.
b/ Les Etats tiendront compte de l'existence des minorit^s dans le d^coupage du territoire

national en subdivisions politiques et administratives, ainsi qu'en circonscriptions dlectorales; Us
s'abstiennent de poursuivre ou d'encourager une politique ayant pour but de modifier les proportions
de la population dans les regions habitöes par des minorite's.

Article 21 ••••----.- - . .
a/ Aucune disposition de la Declaration ne peut fitre interprötee comme autorisant une

quelconque activity contraire aux regies fondamentales du droit international, ainsi qu'aux principes
des Nations unies y compris l'6galit^ souveraine, I'int6grit6 territoriale et I'ind6pendance politique des
Etats mentionne's par la Declaration des Nations unies sur les droits des personnes appartenant ä des
minorit^s nationales ou ethniques, religieuses et linguistiques. . . . , . .^ .̂  f
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1.3.4 Dec/ararf0/j 0/ r/a/iu/ro/fep<?c on tf»<? Funda/ne/ito/ ÄfcAte 0/
Mw/o/ia/iri« and /*eop/« o//ndo-Larin A /

TCahuitoltepec, Mexico, 18 May 1994. r

Article 1 ' " "" •
We the representatives of the indigenous Indo-Latin American nations, nationalities and peoples

unanimously agree that we have always been and will forever continue to be peoples with our own
history, religion, culture, education, language and other fundamental characteristics of nations,
nationalities and peoples.

Article 13
We the indigenous nations, nationalities and peoples understand our cultures to be any

manifestation that expresses the comprehensive concept of our relationship with our Mother Earth and
our relationships among ourselves, as human beings in a community. Out cultures include elements
such as language, social, political and economic customs, the arts, sciences, medicine and religion.

1.3.5 D^c/arano/i Kn/verse/te des oVo/tt co/Zecrt/s d « peupto

General Assembly of Non-State Nations of Europe, Barcelona, 27 May 1990. Reprinted from
d « /Igü/arioar ///tguirttyues da/u /e mo/ide — 7ome V/ (1994), Jacques Leclerc & Jacques Maurais
(eds.), International Centre for Research on Language Planning, Quebec.

Article 9
Tout peuple a le droit d'exprimer et de de"velopper sa culture, sa langue et ses regies

d'organisation, et de se doter pour ce faire de ses propres structures politiques, d'enseignement, de
communication et d'administration publique, sur son aire de souverainete".

1.3.6 Dra/r Convenr/0/1 on f/ie Prorecrio« o/£rA«/c Gro«pj J/I Europe

Federal Union of European Nationalities, Gdansk, Poland, 12 May 1994.

Article 2
1. For the purposes of this Protocol the term "ethnic group" shall mean a community:
(a) compactly or dispersedly settled on the territory of a state party;
(b) which is smaller in number than the rest of the population of a state party;
(c) whose members, who are nationals of that state;
(d) which have ethnical, linguistic or cultural features different from those of the rest of the
population,
(e) whose members are guided by the will to safeguard these features.
2. The term "ethnic group" shall apply neither to migrant workers and their families lawfully

residing in the states parties, nor to other immigrants, groups of refugees or persons seeking asylum;
their rights have been established or shall be established independently of the rights of ethnic groups.
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Article 4
1. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have the right to the respect, evolution and

development of their identity, i.e. they shall have the right freely to express, preserve and develop their
ethnic, cultural and linguistic identity, and to maintain and develop their culture in all its aspects, free
of any attempts at assimilation.

Article 5 ,^:;. !)•. food.•£»'•*: ^no?u
1. Persons belonging to ethnic groups have the right to exercise fully and effectively their human

rights and fundamental freedoms without any discrimination and in full equality before the law...
3. These equal opportunities shall be guaranteed through special protective measures; these

measures shall be considered to be in conformity with the principles of equality and non-discrimination
with respect to the other citizens and shall not be considered as acts of discrimination.

4. Such special protective measures for the establishment and maintenance of equal opportunities
shall be adopted by the state parties with regard to the rights of in particular m 3d Ib.^ ^«««w

(a) Language; . , , ^
(b) education;... ^L
(g) political representation; flubs bn* v ^ w ^
(h) autonomy; . f-

Article 6 • *
1. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have the right to use their mother tongue (ethnic

group right) in private as well as in public, both orally and in writing.
2. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have this right also in contacts with the

public administration, the judicial authorities and with all public institutions or institutions intended
for public purposes regardless of their legal status; they shall be entitled to receive communications
from these institutions in — or also in — their mother tongue ^ethnic group language).

3. The exercise of this right shall be guaranteed in all administrative units of their settlement
areas preferably directly, at least through translation.

4. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have in particular the right:
(a) when arrested, to be informed promptly in their mother tongue (ethnic group language) of
the reasons of their arrest and of any charge against them;
(b) when charged with a criminal offence, to be informed in their mother tongue (ethnic group
language) promptly and in detailed manner of the nature and cause of the accusation against
them and to defend themselves in this language, if necessary with the free assistance of an
interpreter.
5. In the settlement areas of persons belonging to ethnic groups they shall have the right to the

use and equal status of their language in legislation, administration and judiciary, in particular within
public collegial bodies and in communications such as official publications, general information,
official signs as well as acts directed to the public sphere or intended for the public use.

6. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have the right to use their own surnames and
firstnames in their mother tongue (ethnic group language) and to have them officially recognised. This
right shall also include the re-establishment of personal names in the form of their own language free
of charge.

7. In the settlement areas of persons belonging to ethnic groups they shall have the right to local
names, signs, inscriptions and other similar public information in the mother tongue (ethnic group
language). This does not deprive the authorities of their right to display the above-mentioned
information in the official language or languages of the state; however, any arbitrary modification of



traditional denominations in the mother tongue (ethnic group language) which hitherto have been used
exclusively in original form in an ethnic group language shall be inadmissible. ,

A r t i c l e 7 = J U A , . . = - •• - • •

1. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have the right to learn their mother tongue (ethnic
group language) and to be instructed in it within the whole system of education including, besides the
compulsory schooling, e.g. also the kindergartens, preschool education, secondary education, technical
and vocational education, vocational continuing education, university and adult education.

2. This right shall be guaranteed through an appropriate number of state schools and other
educational establishments, located in accordance with the geographical distribution of the persons
belonging to an ethnic group. -.•-' •*'^"'-'••- ' '

3. Whenever outside the settlement areas of persons belonging to ethnic groups the minimum
number of pupils required to build a class is not achieved in schools reasonably near, the pupils in
question shall be in any case entitled to learn their mother tongue (ethnic group language).

4. For sectors outside the existing compulsory school system such as kindergartens, preschool
education, secondary education, technical and vocational education, vocational continuing education,
university and adult education, appropriate institutions guaranteeing the instruction in the mother
tongue (ethnic group language) shall be established and diplomas issued abroad for courses completed
in the mother tongue (ethnic group language) or in the nearest related language shall be recognised.
If such institutions should not be demanded by a sufficient number of persons belonging to ethnic
groups, the diplomas issued abroad for courses completed in their language or in the nearest language
shall be recognised.

5. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have the right to set up and manage their own
schools, educational and training establishments within the framework of the legal education system.

6. To enjoy the right of education, persons belonging to ethnic groups shall at least be entitled
at all levels and for all types of education, to a share in public grants proportionate to their share in
the total population; this shall apply also for education abroad in the mother tongue (ethnic group
language) or in the nearest related language.

7. Schooling of and in the mother tongue (ethnic group language) shall be in principle provided
by teachers for whom the respective language is also their mother tongue. For educational systems
based on joint teaching for persons belonging to ethnic groups and those of the majority population,
special rules shall be provided taking into account in an appropriate manner the interests of persons
belonging to ethnic groups.

8. In the case of minority schools the persons belonging to ethnic groups, within the framework
of the general principles of national school legislation, shall have the right to:

(a) co-determination in the establishment of curricula, the appointment of teachers and the
supervision of schools;
(b) adapt school subjects to their particular needs; f.- S-- ^'
(c) instruction also of their own history and culture.
9. State parties shall be responsible for the financing of the educational system of persons

belonging to ethnic groups. The state parties shall guarantee that pupils belonging to ethnic groups
who wish to attend private schools, may do so. Such private schools shall be promoted or financed
by the state party at least to the same extent as private schools in general are promoted or financed
by that state.

10. The state parties shall guarantee that persons belonging to ethnic groups shall be taught the
national language within the compulsory schooling system.

11. In areas in which ethnic groups are settled, persons belonging to the majority population
shall be guaranteed to be taught the language of the ethnic group as well as their history and culture.
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Article 10
1. Persons belonging to ethnic groups shall have the right to disseminate and exchange

information through print and audio-visual media in their mother tongue (ethnic group language); they
shall have likewise the right to have access to such information within and across national frontiers.

2. In particular, they shall have the right to equal access to the state's or to other public mass
media, as well as the right to their own means of communication and adequate public subsidies for
this purpose.

3. The right of information shall include the freedom to receive television and radio programmes
broadcast from foreign countries in which the same mother tongue is spoken.

Article 11
4. In the settlement areas of persons belonging to ethnic groups, institutional multilingualism

shall be compulsory in all public institutions or institutions intended for public purposes.

1.3.7 Drq/ir o/ a/i //ire/TWrio/ia/ Co/ive/wo/i on r/je /Votecrio/i o / Tvario/uz/ or £f/i/uc
Groups or A/znom/ey „,„>

Internationales Institut für Nationalitätenrecht und Regionalismus. Reprinted from Chaszar, Edward
(1988), TAe /nter/wjriona/ ProWem o/Afario/ia/ A///ionrf«, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana,
at pp. 121-134.

Article 3
Every member of a national or ethnic group or minority has the right to use his own language

or dialect in private, in all social, economic and similar relations, and in public, notwithstanding the
legal position of his group or minority.

Article 7
The state must not undertake, support or favour a policy of artificial or enforced assimilation.

Article 10
Nobody may be denied the right to assimilate voluntarily with the majority of the population

of the state of which he is a national. is, •;: ;JÜ' s>1* r?! <*b-—I i*

Article 11
2. A national or ethnic group or minority in the sense of the present Convention exists if a

number of nationals of the given state, being in numerically inferior, non-dominant position, and
possessing ethnic or linguistic characteristics differing from the rest of the population, show, if only
implicitly, a sense of solidarity with a view towards preserving their culture, traditions, or language,
and possessing also an adequate representation, asks for legal recognition as a national or ethnic group
or minority.

Article 13
1. The protection of a national or ethnic minority or group may be organised on a national or

international level or on both levels. The kind, range and scope of the protection depends on the freely
expressed will of the members of the minority group, on its demographic distribution as well as on
international obligations of the given state. -iavg ;>>,:<?«,•?.•/.

2. The main kinds of protection on a national level are the following:
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(a) the right of self-determination as expressed in the UN Declaration of Principles of
International Law on Friendly Relations and Cooperation among states in accordance with the
Charter of the UN (GA Res. 2625. XXV);
(b) cultural autonomy; " , ^ .

... , (c) linguistic autonomy; * ""* -' *; ; ' ' " ;;

A r t i c l e 1 4 .• •:.>., •,. . • . u =
The modes of implementing the right of self-determination of a national or ethnic minority or

group consist in the right to
(a) freely secede from the given state in order to establish a sovereign and independent state,
or to associate with or integrate into an independent state, in the second alternative with the
consent of the receiving state;
(b) free emergence into any other political status (for instance, territorial autonomy, self-
government, personal autonomy or any other agreed arrangement within the framework of the
state directly concerned) or
(c) freely form legislative and/or administrative regional or local autonomy within the framework
of the state directly concerned. -.- *"' - ^ , ^

Article 16 -n - • ^ : - : ^ - ; , ; , ' ;lr : ^ : , ^ -

The types of self-determination mentioned in Article 14 (b) and (c) may also be granted if, in
a given territory of the state, nationals reside possessing ethnic or linguistic characteristics differing
from the rest of the population and showing if only implicitly, a sense of solidarity with a view
towards preserving their culture, traditions, or language and also possessing an adequate representation,
ask for such an arrangement. ~ "._•;""; ,, . _ , ; . . .

A r t i c l e 1 8 •• • -• • - • ' " " " " ' ''• ' " ' ^ " ' ' • • " ' ' " • "

A national or ethnic minority or group has the right to use a specific wireless and television
channel — channels to be accorded in concordance with relevant international agreements — and to
transmit any program in its own language at adequate times.

Article 19
Cultural autonomy consists further in an educational system providing instruction on all

educational levels in the language of the group. Every child belonging to the group has the right to
this education, provided the persons responsible for his education are willing to make use of this right
The relevant curricula have to take into account the needs of the group as well as the principles
enshrined in the state's Constitution. Diplomas and certificates issued by the educational institutions
of the group shall have public recognition. The provisions of the UNESCO Convention against
Discrimination in Education of 1960 shall be applied respectively. . . : , . .

Article 20 •: • -••••..•• - • " ,> - • > « - ^ ^ * - ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ , ^ . - ^ ; ^ - s . t o ^ .

1. Linguistic autonomy consists in facilitating the use of the mother tongue before administrative
and judicial authorities. If more than a certain percentage of the inhabitants of a certain judicial or
administrative district — the percentage to be fixed by agreement between the competent state
authorities and the representatives of the relevant minority or group — belong to one or more national
or ethnic minority or group, their language has to be recognised as official languages. District may not
be delimited in a way so as to prevent the realisation of this right. In cases of linguistic autonomy,
topographic signs have to bear bi- or multilingual inscriptions. . ,..-•>••<:-••»
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2. This linguistic autonomy should particularly be observed with regard to the rights of personal
liberty, of fair trial and in all matters of social welfare.

3. If necessary, state authorities shall consider the possibility of applying ethnic criteria with
regard to the assignments of posts, especially in regions where the group language is recognised as
the official language. In areas where the group resides, a percentage of the posts in the public service
of the state, the provinces and communes — the percentage to be fixed by agreement between the
competent state authorities and the representatives of the relevant minority or group — shall be made
available to members of that minority or group.

Article 24 . . '. .
The state (in federal states their composite territorial units as well), the provinces and municipal

bodies where national ethnic minorities or groups reside in considerable strength (the relevant
percentage to be fixed by agreement between the competent state authorities and the representatives
of the relevant minority or group), may create Councils in order to render if possible for the groups
to formulate and articulate their interests and desires, in particular with regard to the provisions laid
down in the present Convention.

1.3.8 Drafr Proroco/ to r/ze /«rer/iano/za/ Co/ive/m'o/j o/i /Ae Prorecrfo/i o/Naft'o/uj/ or
£f/m/c Afwwr/ft« or Groups, >ipp/jcao/c fo */ie S/af« Mem^erj o/fA« Counc// o/
Europe . /

Internationales Institut für Nationalitätenrecht und Regionalismus. Reprinted from Chaszar, Edward
(1988), 77ie //iter/wft'ona/ ProWewi o/Mzriona/ Af/«or/ri«, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana,
at pp. 135-143.

Article 11
The scope and extent of the competences to be attributed to organs of territorial autonomy shall

be fixed by law in accordance with the legitimate representatives of the ethnic group. The autonomous
organs shall be granted at least comprehensive competences of a cultural nature (cultural autonomy)
as well as rights of decision in questions of basic social and economic policy.

Article 14 •
The scope and extent of competences which are attributed to the organs of an autonomous

corporate entity shall be fixed by law and in accordance with the legitimate representatives of the
ethnic group. The law must prescribe the internal structure of the entity and shall envisage the cultural
development and the respect for linguistic rights of the ethnic group. ,

Article 15
In ethnic regions vested with territorial autonomy, the ethnic group's language is the official

language of the administration — including mail service, railway service, public hospitals, supply
institutions and public social assurances — and in courts of justice )in higher instances only if a party
to a lawsuit has residence in the autonomous region; in case of juridical persons, if it has its seat in
the autonomous region). The language used for internal purposes by the administration and the courts
of justice shall be the language of the ethnic group in cases where the administrative organs and
tribunals are competent for single communes or are established on the commune level (including
organs of arbitration). ~ ,,,,, _,_,,.,.......,,.-,;..,...
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Article 16
The ethnic group's language shall be the official language if in an autonomous corporate entity

within a commune (including parts of the commune or factions of a commune equipped with
independent sub-organs of the commune) at least 20 %, in administrative and judicial districts at least
6 %, or in larger administrative entities at least 5 % of the residing population use the language of the
ethnic group.

Article 17
In ethnic groups region vested with territorial autonomy, topographic inscriptions shall be in the

language of the ethnic group. In territories vested with corporate autonomy, topographic inscriptions
shall be bilingual but in any case equal to the official language with regard to type, size and
arrangement of the written text In both cases printed forms must also be available in the language of
the ethnic or linguistic minority. Topographic inscriptions include all sign boards, the inscriptions and
designations of offices, schools, railway stations, post offices, police stations, public hospitals, social
assurances and inscriptions in public maps. On traffic sign boards the names of domestic communes
located in an other language area are to appear only in the language of the other area.

Article 18
The respective standard language is considered as "language of the ethnic group". The use of

a dialect may be permitted orally in dealings with public offices, if all parties immediately concerned
have a command of that dialect

Article 19
Kindergartens and preschool institutions are to be established for all children of members of

ethnic groups requiring a preschool education provided that a sufficient number of children have
applied for it. A decision as to the existence of these conditions shall be made in a generous and
accommodating manner. The language of instruction and care of the children shall be the language of
the ethnic group; Article 18 applies. >;

Article 20
Ethnic groups are entitled to the establishment and maintenance of a sufficient number of

elementary schools to be located in their area of settlement in compliance with compulsory education,
and with the ethnic group's language as language of instruction. Linguistic minorities (groups of
citizens, irrespective of any profession under Article 9, of a mother tongue other than that of the
majority of the population of the state) have the same right for their hereditary linguistic regions. The
official language is a compulsory subject of instruction for all elementary grades in so far as the
autonomous authorities have so ordered. In elementary schools for linguistic minorities the official
language is to be taught in any case.

Article 21
Should parents or other persons responsible for children or pupils at higher educational

institutions (including professional and/or other institutions of higher learning) wish, or should the
ethnic group or an autonomous inspectorate of education (in case such an inspectorate is established
— Article 25) so demand, such schools are to be instituted; school curricula shall provide for the
language of the ethnic group as subject of instruction where a sufficient number of pupils have applied
for it A decision as to the existence of these conditions shall be made in a generous and
accommodating manner.
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Article 22
Ethnic groups are entitled to the establishment of public universities or similar educational

institutions whenever in the first semester a sufficient number of members of the ethnic group have
applied for enrolment in each of the main curricula. A decision as to the existence of these conditions
shall be made in a generous and accommodating manner.

Article 23
On all levels of elementary and higher schools of the ethnic group or a linguistic minority it

must be provided that the culture, the history, the social and economic structure of the ethnic group
or the linguistic minority be a subject of the school curricula; the lessons are to be held in the
language of the respective minority or group.

Article 24
Ethnic groups are permitted autonomously to establish educational institutions and schools of

the kind mentioned in Articles 19-22 in accordance to national legislation on education. In such cases
the ethnic groups are responsible for the material and personnel expenditures of these institutions. If
they are unable to meet the expenses, the state (or, if educational matters fall within the competence
of parts of federal states, the relevant part of a federal state) is responsible for covering the costs.

Article 25
Particular inspectorates of education shall be established for educational institutions and schools

of ethnic groups and linguistic minorities. The civil servants of those entities must command the
language of the ethnic group or of the linguistic minority as well as the official language.

Article 28
If an ethnic group does not possess its own radio or television installations and cannot possess

such installations due to a lack of financial means, the group has a right to adequate transmission time
with the radio of public or publicly concessioned radio installations during suitable hours. A decision
as to what has to be considered "adequate" and "suitable" shall be made in a generous and
accommodating manner. Radio and television programmes intended for ethnic groups are to be
prepared by members of the ethnic groups standing for the support of the preservation of the ethnic
group. Ethnic groups may not be burdened with the costs of these programmes except for the usual
broadcasting taxes. Should only private broadcasting corporations exist in the given state, that state
(or part of a federal state) must provide the ethnic group with the means of arranging for programmes
in their own language, composed by their own members in so far as they stand for the support of the
preservation of the ethnic group. These provisions apply also to television services.

Article 29
Members of ethnic groups (linguistic minorities) have the right to use their Christian and family

names in the wording and style corresponding to the tradition of the ethnic group Qinguistic minority).
Official registers and documents are to be kept in the above mentioned language and are to be altered
accordingly if so demanded. Special taxes may not be imposed for this service.

A r t i c l e J O ' • ' . - • • ' - • - - • . - , , . . .

Access to all public offices and posts is to be granted to members of ethnic groups in the same
manner as it is granted to members of the majority populatioa At all public offices whose competence
comprises territories in which ethnic groups or parts of such groups in the sense of this Protocol reside,
public servants must be appointed who belong to the relevant ethnic group and guarantee the support
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of the preservation of the ethnic group. The number of these public servants must correspond, within
each type of service rank, to the percentage which is equal to that part of the ethnic group in relation
to the whole population residing in this territory for which the relevant authority is competent. Public
servants may only be entrusted with tasks which are of particular importance for the preservation and
advancement of an ethnic group in case such public servants stand for the support of the preservation
of the ethnic group.

1.3.9 XYruna Dec/ararion o/i g

World Council of Indigenous Peoples, Kiruna, Sweden, 27 September 1977. .̂x&tf, J •

Article 2 • ' "
We, therefore, wish to make clear those irrevocable and inborn rights which are due to us in our

capacity as Aboriginals:
1. Right to autonomy;
2. Right to maintain our culture, language and traditions in freedom;... -̂ -•'"' ••>'
14. Right to an appropriate education in accordance with our culture and out traditions, without

any foreign elements and within the framework of an educational system which recognises the values
of our culture and acknowledges an official status to our language at all educational levels.

1.3.10 iVopo.sa//or a European Co/»ve/irio/i /or rte /Vorecrio/i o/Afmonfi&s

European Commission for Democracy Through Law, 8 February 1991. Council of Europe Doc. CDL
(91) (7) (1991).

Article 1
1. The international protection of the rights of ethnic, linguistic and religious minorities, as well

as the rights of individuals belonging to those minorities, as guaranteed by the present Convention,
is a fundamental component of the international protection of Human Rights, and as such falls within
the scope of international co-operation.

2. It does not permit any activity which is contrary to the fundamental principles of international
law and in particular of sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of states.

3. It must be carried out in good faith, in a spirit of understanding, tolerance and good
neighbourliness between states.

Article 2
1. For the purpose of this Convention, the term "minority" shall mean a group which is smaller

in number than the rest of the population of a state, whose members, who are nationals of that state,
have ethnical, religious or linguistic features different from those of the rest of the population, and arc
guided by the will to safeguard their culture, traditions, religion or language.

2. Any group coming within the terms of this definition shall be treated as an ethnic, religious
or linguistic minority.

3. To belong to a national minority shall be a matter of individual choice and no disadvantage
may arise from the exercise of such choice.
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Article 3
1. Minorities shall have the right to be protected against any activity capable of threatening their

existence.
2. They shall have the right to the respect, safeguard and development of their ethnical,

religious, or linguistic identity.

A r t i c l e 4 . . . , . . „ , , . ; . ; : ..• ,..,..,:,. , v - A-. .«• , .«• «vv- - . . - i*C, ' t t ; r . « i £ Ü . « , -.-. 1 1 . L . I ,v - , . . „ .
1. Any person belonging to a minority shall have the right to enjoy the same rights as any other

citizen, without distinction and on an equal footing.
2. The adoption of special measures in favour of minorities or of individuals belonging to

minorities and aimed at promoting equality between them and the rest of the population or at taking
due account of their specific conditions shall not be considered as an act of discrimination.

Article 6
1. Persons belonging to a minority shall have the right to freely preserve, express and develop

their cultural identity in all its aspects, free of any attempts at assimilation against their will.
2. In particular, they shall have the right to express themselves, to receive and to issue

information and ideas through means of communication of their owa ........... ; , „ -„.•, .

, i o n , . : - x ; ; • • • ; ; ; • ..• * ; - • - ' • « : . • : - - ' • •

Article 7 ''"" "••"" V - - - - '; — _--•;;• ~" - ^ ^ . _ __ ^ . . „ , ; , , /. - , , ,

Any person belonging to a linguistic minority shall have the right to use his language freely, in
public as well as in private.

Article 8
Whenever a minority reaches a substantial percentage of the population of a region or of the

total population, its members shall have the right, as far as possible, to speak and write in their own
language to the political, administrative and judicial authorities of this region or, where appropriate,
of the state. These authorities shall have a corresponding obligation. , , , . , , , . ;

- •••-• H T * - . . . : • • - • " ; : : . - •

A r t i c l e 9 . . . . . . __ . •. .. .. . . . . _ ,.••-•:.-.:..•. .. f ;•

Whenever the conditions of Article 8 are fulfilled, in state schools, obligatory schooling shall
include, for pupils belonging to the minority, study of their mother tongue. As far as possible, all or
part of the schooling shall be given in the mother tongue of pupils belonging to the minority.
However, should the state not be in a position to provide such schooling, it must permit children who
so wish to attend private schools. In such a case, the state shall have the right to prescribe that the
official language or languages also be taught in such schools.

' • • ; " • • . • " ; > . , - ^ . . , . , _ . . . . . . . , . ^ „ , . " . . , * . , , , - < , „ . . . . . . . . . j * -

A r t i c l e 1 2 " " ' ""*" ' " " " - " ' " • "'' '" -••••-•••• •• - - - -

The rights set forth in Articles 5, 7 and 10 of this Convention shall be subject only to such
limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public
safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and
freedoms of others.

ArticleJ3
States shall refrain from pursuing or encouraging policies aimed at the assimilation of minorities

or aimed at intentionally modifying the proportions of the population in the regions inhabited by
minorities. ^ - - „ . . - „ . . . . . . . .
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Article 16
States shall take the necessary measures with a view to ensuring that, in any region where those

who do belong to a minority represent the majority of the population, those who do not belong to this
minority shall not suffer from any discrimination. '-'-" :' '

1.3.11 (//»versa/ Dec/arar/on o

Tenth draft, International PEN Committee for Translation and Linguistic Rights and Centre
Internacional Escarre" per les Minories Etniques i les Nacions, October 1995, Barcelona, Spain.

Article 1
1. This Declaration considers as a language community any human society established

historically in a particular territorial space, whether this territory be recognised or not, which identifies
itself as a people and has developed a common language that is the normal means of communication
between its members. The term "language specific to a territory" refers to the language of the
community historically established in such a space.

2. The rights defined in this Declaration refer to the territorial space of each language
community understood, not only as the geographical area where the community lives, but also as a
social and functional space vital to the full development of the language.

3. For the purpose of this Declaration, groups belonging to a language community are also
deemed to be in their own territory and to belong to a language community in the following
circumstances:

(i) when they are separated from the main body of their community by political or
administrative borders;
(ii) when they have been historically established in a small area surrounded by members of other
language communities; or
(iii) when they are established in an area which they share with the members of other language
communities with similar historical antecedents.
4. This Declaration considers that nomad language communities are in their own territory when

they are within their historical areas of migration. , ; ^ ; , ^

Article 2 '~' *'' '"' ^ '^ ''"'"''"• ^'"
This Declaration is based on the principle that the rights of all language communities are equal

and independent of the concept of regional or minority languages. These terms are not used in this
Declaration because, though in certain cases the rights of linguistic minorities can only be exercised
if they are recognised as such, denominations such as regional or minority languages have frequently
been used to restrict the rights of language communities. r- » >«;•>;-<. .-,; y? ;<•• ^ h •

Article 3 '" " ' ' ^
1. This Declaration excludes from the concept of language communities any group which has

settled recently in the territorial space of another community but which does not possess equivalent
historical antecedents. Examples of such groups are immigrants, refugees, deported persons and
members of diasporas.

2. The individual language rights recognised in other declarations to the members of such groups
must not imply any restriction to the rights of the host language community.
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A r t i c l e 4 • - " - . ' : . . ' • • • • • •••• • ••^ - •-•• ;•; • .:: . . 0 : . . . '..;•' - . ^ • . - • • - v • - . : • • • ; ; . c . - - -

This Declaration considers that a language cannot be considered as the language specific to a
territory merely on the grounds that it is the official language of the state or has been traditionally used
within the territory for administrative purposes or for certain cultural activities.

Article 5
1. The rights established in this Declaration for language communities and their members in the

context of their own territory do not imply any restriction to the individual linguistic rights established
by other declarations, conventions or international covenants which have no territorial delimitation.

2. This Declaration considers that persons who settle in the territory of another language
community have the right and the duty to maintain towards this community an attitude of i/ifegrario/t.
This term is understood to mean the resocialisation of such persons in the host society, in such a way
that they retain their original cultural characteristics while sharing with the host society sufficient
references, values and forms of behaviour to enable the society as a whole to operate without greater
difficulties than those that are usual in monocultural societies. itaHmi/ano/i, a term which is understood
to mean acculturation in the host society, in such a way that the original cultural characteristics are
replaced by the references, values and forms of behaviour of the host society, is acceptable only as
a result of a free individual decision. ' • *̂L

, . . . - : - , . . , , . . . . . , . . . - M - w r - ^ y - - ^ • . : ; • • - • • ' . : • • ; • ' • - - • • • • • • - ? * • ' ' * ' • • • ' • • • - •

Article 6 '
Whenever various language communities and groups compete within a shared territory, the rights

formulated in this Declaration must be exercised on a basis of mutual respect and in such a way that
democracy may be guaranteed to the greatest possible extent.

In order to establish the appropriate articulation between the respective rights of such language
communities and groups and the persons belonging to them, the quest for a satisfactory sociolinguistic
balance must take into account factors such as their respective historical antecedents in the territory,
their relative vitality, and their democratically expressed will.

Article 7
1. All languages are the expression of a collective identity and of a distinct way of perceiving

and describing reality and must be able to enjoy the conditions required for their development in all
functions.

2. Whereas language is a tool of communication used by individuals, it is collectively that it is
constituted and made available to individuals within a community, for which it is an instrument of
cohesion, identification and communication. ;

Article 8 ^ '
This Declaration considers the language community and the individuals who compose it as

subjects of linguistic rights. ., ->-,

Article 9
1. All language communities have the right to be guaranteed sufficient powers of self-

organisation and management of their own resources to permit the use of their language in all
functions.

2. All language communities have the right to dispose of whatever means are necessary to
ensure the transmission and future development of their language.
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Article 10
All language communities have the right to preserve their linguistic and writing system without

induced or forced interference.

Article 11
All language communities have equal rights, regardless of their degree of political sovereignty,

their social and economic situation, and the degree of codification attained by their language.

Article 12
All language communities have the right to dispose of whatever systems of translation into and

from other languages are needed to guarantee the rights contained in this Declaration.

Article 13 ' • -
1. Everyone has the right to carry out all activities in the public sphere in his/her language

without any limitation, provided it is the language of the territory where s/he resides.
2. Everyone has the right to use his/her language in the personal and family sphere.

. . . •

Article 14
1. Everyone has the right to know the language specific to the territory in which s/he lives and

to use it in all spheres.
2. Everyone has the right to be polyglot and the right to know the language most conducive to

his/her personal development or social mobility, without prejudice to the guarantees established for
the public use of the language specific to the territory.

Article 15
The provisions of this Declaration cannot be interpreted or used to the detriment of any norm

or practice which is more favourable to the internal or international status of a language or to its use
within the territory to which it is specific.

Article 16 •
1. All language communities have the right to the official use of their language within their

territory.
2. All language communities have the right for legal and administrative acts, public and private

documents and records in public registers which are drawn up in the language of the territory to be
valid and effective and no one can allege ignorance of this language.

Article 17
All language communities have the right to communicate in their own language with the central,

territorial and supraterritorial and local services of the public authorities and of those administrative
divisions which include the territory to which the language is specific.

Article IS
1. All language communities have the right to dispose in their language of all official documents

pertaining to relations which affect the territory to which the language is specific, whether such
documents be in printed, machine-readable or any other form.

2. The public authorities must make forms and standard administrative documents, whether in
printed, machine-readable or any other form, available in all territorial languages and place them at
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the disposal of the public through the services pertaining to the territories to which each language is
S p e c i f i c . v : i ~ - > > j ; J . >.••• u-- - - v . u j i » . . .•-• •• v •.: •.-• ' . y * • - • • • •

V . v . • ; . - . ! • ! . " . ; • • . . • . : • - " " - • • > * •" - . ' • . ' • . - • . . • • . . ' • . .

Article 19 i * - • - w, , . - ...-. *-•.-• .:• ••.•i-oiiv;-- ••i.-Ji/jr...• •;.: r o J - - - r . » - J K ^ f c ; » :,:•'*• Y & W W * rrr-s>-vn

lTÄll language communities have the right for laws and other legal provisions which concern
them to be published in a language specific to the territory.

2. Public authorities who have more than one territorially historic language within their
jurisdiction must publish all laws and other legal provisions of a general nature in each of these
languages, whether or not their speakers understand other languages.

. . , / i - i - ; ; . « , . ; , - / • . . - ; * ; • ' • } • - • • • • : - • • ! " j

Article 20 : - . - , •
1. Representative assemblies must have as their official language(s) the language(s) historically

spoken in the territory they represent.
2. Supraterritorial representative assemblies, which cover a larger territory with more than one

territorially historic language, must have all such languages as official languages. - •-.-

Article 21 '
1. Everyone has the right to use the language historically spoken in a territory, both orally and

in writing, in the Courts of Justice located within that territory. The Courts of Justice must use the
language specific to the territory in their internal actions and, if on account of the legal system in force
within the state, the proceedings continue elsewhere, the use of the original language must be
maintained.

2. Notwithstanding the above, everyone has the right to be tried in a language which s/he
understands and to obtain the services of an interpreter free of charge.

Article 22
All language communities have the right for records in public registers to be drawn up in the

language specific to the territory.

Article 23 ' - - = -
All language communities have the right for documents authenticated by notaries public or

certified by other authorised public servants to be drawn up in the language specific to the territory
where the notary or other authorised public servant performs his/her functions.

Article 24
1. Education must contribute to foster the capacity for linguistic and cultural self-expression of

the language community of the territory where it is provided.
2. Education must contribute to the maintenance and development of the language spoken by

the language community of the territory where it is provided.
3. Education must always be at the service of linguistic and cultural diversity and of harmonious

relations between different language communities throughout the world, m ;x>uu! .;> •
• •" ' • . ' * ; ' • " " ' : • ( • • " % : ; l ' i : - " v ' - . ' ; •

Article_25 '• ' '
All language communities have the right to decide to what extent their language is to be present,

äs a vehicular language and as a subject of study, at all levels of education within their territory:
preschool, primary, secondary, technical and vocational, university, and adult education.
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All language communities have the right to dispose of all the human and material resources
necessary to achieve the desired presence of their language at all levels of education within their
territory: properly trained teachers, appropriate teaching methods, finance, buildings and equipment,
textbooks, traditional and innovative technology.

Article 27
AU language communities have the right to receive an education which will enable them to

acquire a full command of their own language, including the different abilities relating to all the usual
spheres of use, as well as the most extensive possible command of any other language they may wish
to know.

Article 28
AU language communities have the right to receive an education which will enable them to

acquire a sufficient knowledge and command of aU languages related to their own cultural tradition,
such as substituted, literary or sacred languages different from the language habituaUy used by the
community.

Article 29
AU language communities have the right to receive an education which will enable them to

acquire a thorough knowledge of their cultural heritage (history, geography, literature, and other
manifestations of their own culture), as weU as the most extensive possible knowledge of any other
culture their members may wish to know -

Article 30
The language and culture of all language communities must be the subject of study and research

at university leveL

Article 31
AU language communities have the right to preserve and use their own system of proper names.

Article 32 . • •„ : - ^ -- .
1. AU language communities have the right to use place names in the language specific to the

territory, both oraUy and in writing, in the private, public and official spheres.
2. AU language communities have the right to preserve autochthonous place names. Such place

names cannot be arbitrarily abolished, distorted or adapted, nor can they be replaced if changes in the
political situation, or changes of any other type, occur.

U S , . 4 . ' - • • - . ' : - "-'•".•" ; -•- - = n .":• ' - . . . - : • ; : • • ' ' -

Article 33
AU language communities have the right to refer to themselves by the name used in their own

language. Any translation into another language must be as similar as possible to the name used by
the community itself.

Article 34 -,^ . :
Everyone has the right to the use of his/her own name in his/her own language in aU spheres

and the right to the most accurate possible phonetic transcription of his/her name in another alphabet
when necessary.
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Article 35
All language communities have the right to decide the extent to which their language is to be

present in all the communications media in their territory, whether local and traditional media, those
with a wider scope, or those using more advanced technology, regardless of the method of
dissemination or transmission employed.

Article 36
All language communities have the right to dispose of all the human and material resources

required in order to ensure the desired degree of presence of their language and the desired degree of
cultural self-expression in the communications media in their territory: properly trained personnel,
finance, buildings and equipment, traditional and innovative technology.

Article 37
All language communities have the right to receive, through the communications media, a

thorough knowledge of their cultural heritage (history, geography, literature and other manifestations
of their own culture), as well as the greatest possible amount of information about any other culture
their members may wish to know.

Article 38
The languages and cultures of all language communities must receive equitable and non-

discriminatory treatment in the communications media throughout the world.

Article 39
The groups described in Article 1, paragraphs 3 and 4, of this Declaration, have the right for

their language to be present in the communications media of the territory where they are established.
This right is to be exercised in harmony with the rights of the other language communities in the
territory.

Article 40
1. All language communities have the right to use, maintain and foster their language in all

forms of cultural expression.
2. AU language communities must be able to exercise this right to the full without any

community's space being subjected to hegemonic occupation by a foreign culture.

Article 41
All language communities have the right to full development within their own cultural sphere.

Article 42 .
All language communities have the right of access to the works produced in their language.

Article 43
All language communities have the right of access to intercultural programmes, by means of the

dissemination of adequate information, and the right to receive support for activities such as teaching
the language to foreigners, translation, dubbing, post-synchronisation and subtitling.

Article 44
All language communities have the right for the language specific to the territory to take

precedence in cultural events and services (libraries, videotheques, cinemas, theatres, museums.
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archives, computer software production, folklore, cultural industries, and all other manifestations of
cultural life). .-. > •••-•• • • - *••.• "- ' • - • ^ '

Article 45 •• - • • " •'•••'• • *'•' - - ' - - ' • " * • ' - " - - ••'• " ^ ^ - ' ^ " " - " ' '

AU language communities have the right to preserve their linguistic and cultural heritage,
including its material manifestations, such as collections of documents, the artistic and architectural
heritage, historic monuments and inscriptions in their own language.

Article 46
1. All language communities have the right to use their language in socioeconomic activities

within their territory.
2. All language communities have the right to dispose in their own language of all the means

necessary for the performance of their professional activities, such as documents and works of
reference, instructions, forms and computer software.

3. The use of other languages in this sphere can only be required in so far as it is justified by
the nature of the professional activity involved. In no case can a more recently arrived relegate or
supersede the language specific to the territory.

Article 47
1. All language communities have the right to use their language with full legal validity in

economic transactions of all types, such as the sale and purchase of goods and services, banking,
insurance, job contracts and others.

2. No clause in such private acts can exclude or restrict the use of a language in the territory
to which it is specific.

3. All language communities have the right to dispose, in their own language, of the documents
required for the performance of the above-mentioned operations, such as forms, cheques, contracts,
invoices, receipts, delivery notes, order forms, and others.

Article 48
All language communities have the right to use their language in all types of socioeconomic

organisations such as labour and union organisations, and employers', professional, trade and craft
associations.

Article 49
1. All language communities have the right for their language to occupy a clearly predominant

place in advertising, signs, external signposting, and all other elements that make up the image of the
country.

2. All language communities have the right to receive complete oral and written information in
their own language on the products and services proposed by commercial establishments in the
territory, such as instructions for use, labels, lists of ingredients, advertising, guarantees and others.

3. All public signs and announcements affecting the safety of the public must be expressed at
least in the language specific to the territory, in conditions which are not inferior to those of any other
language.

Article 50 , ••
1. Everyone has the right to use the language specific to the territory in his/her relations with

firms, commercial establishments and private bodies and to be served or receive a reply in the same
language.
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2. Everyone has the right, as a client, customer, consumer or user, to receive oral and written
information from establishments open to the public in the language specific to the territory, < ...

A r t i c l e 5 1 • • - < - . • - - - - • . - w : - - , -• " • • - • - < - • - ' . ^ J ^ T ^ r v f : ; . - 0 : • > •

Everyone has the right to carry out hisAicr professional activities in the language specific to the
territory unless the functions inherent to the job require the use of other languages, as in the case of
language teachers, translators or tourist guides.

TRANSITORY PROVISIONS ^ ^ ; ; w n •

The public authorities must take all appropriate steps to implement the rights proclaimed in this
Declaration within their respective areas of jurisdiction.

Second
The public authorities must ensure that the authorities, organisations and persons concerned are

informed of the rights and correlative duties arising from this Declaration.

FINAL DISPOSITIONS ^K ^ t

First . - ,- , „ .
This Declaration proposes the creation of a Council of Languages within the United Nations

Organisation. It is the task of the General Assembly of the United Nations Organisation to set up this
Council, define its functions and appoint its members, and to create the body in international law
which is to protect language communities with regard to the implementation of the rights recognised
in this Declaration. . . . . . .

Second
This Declaration recommends and promotes the creation of a World Commission on Linguistic

Rights. This body is to be of a non-official and consultative nature and composed by representatives
of Non-Governmental Organisations and organisations belonging to the field of linguistic law.

2. Treaties

. 2 . 1 INTERNATIONAL AND UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM . ... •

„ 2.1.1 Conve/mo/i .<4ga//wr D/rcrimi/iar/o/z J/J Zuiacar/o/j ^

Adopted 14 December 1960. '" ' '* " " " ' *

Article 1
1. For the purposes of this Convention, the term "discrimination" includes any distinction,

exclusion, limitation or preference which, being based on race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, economic condition or birth, has the purpose or effect of
nullifying or impairing equality of treatment in education and in particular :

(a) Of depriving any person or group of persons of access to education of any type or at any
level; < ? • • ' - i •••-'
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(b) Of limiting any person or group of persons to education of an inferior standard;
(c) Subject to the provisions of Article 2 of this Convention, of establishing or maintaining
separate educational systems or institutions for persons or groups of persons; or
(d) Of inflicting on any person or group of persons conditions which are incompatible with the
dignity of man. . • • •> >;

Article 2 '" -^
When permitted in a state, the following situations shall not be deemed to constitute

discrimination, within the meaning of Article 1 of this Conventioa..
(b) The establishment or maintenance, for religion or linguistic reasons, of separate educational
systems or institutions offering an education which is in keeping with the wishes of the pupil's
parents or legal guardians, if participation in such systems or attendance at such institutions is
optional and if the education provided conforms to such standards as may be laid down or
approved by the competent authorities, in particular for education of the same level;

Article 5 ' •. ' " ';^ " •'"/:/•' /,'" _ .• •
1. The states parties to this Convention agree that... ' '" '• ' • '
(c) It is essential to recognise the right of members of national minorities to carry on their own
educational activities, including the maintenance of schools and, depending on the educational
policy of each state, the use or the teaching of their own language, provided however :

i) That this right is not exercised in a manner which prevents the members of these
minorities from understanding the culture and language of the community as a whole

, . • , and from participating in its activities, or which prejudices national sovereignty;
ii) That the standard of education is not lower that the general standard laid down or
approved by the competent authorities; and
iii) That attendance at such schools is optional. : • •

2.1.2 Co/ive/m'o/» /?e/arive ro rA« /Votecrfon o/C/vj/ia/i /»erjo/ts J/I 77/n* o/VVar

Geneva, 12 August 1949.

Article 50
The Occupying Power shall, with the cooperation of the national and local authorities, facilitate

the proper working of all institutions devoted to the care and education of children...
Should the local institutions be inadequate for the purpose, the Occupying Power shall make

arrangements for the maintenance and education, if possible by persons of their own nationality,
language and religion, of children who are orphaned or separated from their parents as a result of the
war and who cannot be adequately cared for by a near relative or friend. . . . . . .

Article 65
The penal provisions enacted by the Occupying Power shall not come into force before they

have been published and brought to the knowledge of the inhabitants in their own language. The effect
of these penal provisions shall not be retroactive.

Article 71
No sentence shall be pronounced by the competent courts of the Occupying Power except after

a regular trial.
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Accused persons who are prosecuted by the Occupying Power shall be promptly informed, in
writing, in a language which they understand, of the particulars of the charges preferred against them,
and shall be brought to trial as rapidly as possible. >-• . t •
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The Detaining Power shall, as far as possible, accommodate the internees according to their
nationality, language and customs. Internees who are nationals of the same country shall not be
separated merely because they have different languages.

Article 93
Internees shall enjoy complete latitude in the exercise of their religious duties, including

attendance at the services of their faith, on condition that they comply with the disciplinary routine
prescribed by the detaining authorities.

Ministers of religion who are interned shall be allowed to minister freely to the members of their
community. For this purpose the Detaining Power shall ensure their equitable allocation amongst the
various places of internment in which there are internees speaking the same language and belonging
to the same religioa . , ...

2.1.3 Conve/zr/o* on r/ie /?ig/?tt o/rAe CA/W

Adopted 20 November 1989. ^>-̂  *t; : : " V ^ --••'" " '

Article 2
1. States parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present Convention to each

child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of any kind, irrespective of the child's or his or
her parents' or legal guardian's race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national, ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status.

2. States parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child is protected against
all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis of the status, activities, expressed opinions, or
beliefs of the child's parents, legal guardians, or family members.

Article 17
States parties recognise the important function performed by the mass media and shall ensure

that the child has access to information and material from a diversity of national and international
sources, especially those aimed at the promotion of his or her social, spiritual and moral well-being
and physical and mental health. To this end, states parties shall...

(d) encourage the mass media to have particular regard to the linguistic needs of the child who
belongs to a minority group or who is indigenous;

Article 29
1. States parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to... _~\1'J
(c) the development of respect for the child's parents, his or her own cultural identity, language
and values, for the national values of the country in which the child is living, the country from
which he or she may originate, and for civilisations different from his or her own;
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In those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities or persons of indigenous origin
exist, a child belonging to such a minority or who is indigenous shall not be denied the right, in
community with other members of his or her group, to enjoy his or her own culture, to profess and
practise his or her own religion, or to use his or her own language. .-<

Article 40
1. States parties recognise the right of every child alleged as, accused of, or recognised as having

infringed the penal law to be treated in a manner consistent with the promotion of the child's sense
of dignity and worth, which reinforces the child's respect for the human rights and fundamental
freedoms of others and which takes into account the child's age and the desirability of promoting the
child's reintegration and the child's assuming a constructive role in society.

2. To this end, and having regard to the relevant provisions of international instruments, states
parties shall, in particular, ensure that...

(b) every child alleged as or accused of having infringed the penal law has at least the following
guarantees...

(vi) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if the child cannot understand or speak
the language used;

2.1.4 Ge/ieva Conve/ir/on/or r/ie i4me//orario/i o/rAe Co/wftrio/i o/ Wou/wfed, 5/cJk
o/i4rmerf Fore« ar Sea

Geneva, 12 August 1949. - ,= ,••...• - - ; • .

Article 31
As far as possible, the Parties to the conflict shall enter in the log of the hospital ship in a

language he can understand, the orders they have given the captain of the vessel.

Article 42
Such personnel, in addition to wearing the identity disc mentioned in Article 19, shall also carry

a special identity card bearing the distinctive emblem. This card shall be water-resistant and of such
size that it can be carried in the pocket. It shall be worded in the national language, shall mention at
least the surname and first names, the date of birth, the rank and the service number of the bearer, and
shall state in what capacity he is entitled to the protection of the present convention.

r IJ *-?: 2.1.5 Geneva Co/ive/Jrt'on /?e/an've to r/ie 7rearme/ir 0//*m0/zer.s o/War

Geneva, 12 August 1949.

Article P « w ^
Every prisoner of war, when questioned on the subject, is bound to give only his surname, first

names and rank, date of birth, and army, regimental, personal or serial number, or failing this,
equivalent information... ;o- ; ^ ^ w^ vj^-^no v :;a -nv .T ^

The questioning of prisoners of war shall be carried out in a language which they understand.
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The Detaining Power shall assemble prisoners of war in camps or camp compounds according
to their nationality, language and customs, provided that such prisoners shall not be separated from
prisoners of war belonging to the armed forces with which they were serving at the time of their
capture, except with their consent.

Article 35
Chaplains who fall into the hands of the enemy Power and who remain or are retained with a

view to assisting prisoners of war, shall be allowed to minister to them and to exercise freely their
ministry amongst prisoners of war of the same religion, in accordance with their religious conscience.
They shall be allocated among the various camps and labour detachments containing prisoners of war
belonging to the same forces, speaking the same language or practising the same religioa

Article 41 ' "
In every camp the text of the present convention and its annexes and the contents of any special

agreement provided for in Article 6, shall be posted, in the prisoners' own language, in places where
aU may read them. Copies shall be supplied, on request, to the prisoners who cannot have access to
the copy which has been posted.

Regulations, orders, notices and publications of every kind relating to the conduct of prisoners
of war shall be issued to them in a language which they understand. Such regulations, orders and
publications shall be posted in the manner described above and copies shall be handed to the prisoners'
representative. Every order and command addressed to prisoners of war individually must likewise be
given in a language which they understand. . . . . .

Article 44 :(• „:n,jx . v< • . • • . • • • ; < £ > / ' T i . f .

Officers and prisoners of equivalent status shall be treated with the regard due to their rank and
age.

In order to ensure service in officers' camps, other ranks of the same armed forces who, as far
as possible, speak the same language, shall be assigned in sufficient numbers, account being taken of
the rank of officers and prisoners of equivalent status.

Article 71
As a general rule, the correspondence of prisoners of war shall be written in their native

language. The Parties to the conflict may allow correspondence in other languages.

Article 79
In all cases the prisoners' representative must have the same nationality, language and customs

as the prisoners of war whom he represents. Thus, prisoners of war distributed in different sections
of a camp, according to their nationality, language or customs, shall have for each section their own
prisoners' representative, in accordance with the foregoing paragraphs.

Article 105
The prisoner of war shall be entitled to assistance by one of his prisoner comrades, to defence

by a qualified advocate or counsel of his own choice, to the calling of witnesses and, if he deems
necessary, to the services of a competent interpreter... ; ; ,/ : ^ to vsTwiKJK-;: bra- *^-*'»

Particulars of the charge or charges on which the prisoner of war is to be arraigned, as well as
the documents which are generally communicated to the accused by virtue of the laws in force in the
armed forces of the Detaining Power, shall be communicated to the accused prisoner of war in a
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language which he understands, and in good time before the opening of the trial. The same
communication in the same circumstances shall be made to the advocate or counsel conducting the
defence on behalf of the prisoner of war.

Article 107
Any judgment and sentence pronounced upon a prisoner of war shall be immediately reported

to the Protecting Power in the form of a summary communication, which shall also indicate whether
he has the right of appeal with a view to the quashing of the sentence or the reopening of the trial.
This communication shall likewise be sent to the prisoners' representative concerned. It shall also be
sent to the accused prisoner of war in a language he understands, if the sentence was not pronounced
in his presence. The Detaining Power shall also immediately communicate to the Protecting Power the
decision of the prisoner of war to use or to waive his right of appeal. • ..-•'• •• -• * »

2.1.6

Adopted 21 December 1965. I • ^ ,, • / a >w

Article 1
1. In this Convention, the term "racial discrimination" shall mean any distinction, exclusion,

restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin which has the
purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal
footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any
other field of public life.

2. This Convention shall not apply to distinctions, exclusions, restrictions or preferences made
by a state party to this Convention between citizens and non-citizens.

3. Nothing in this Convention may be interpreted as affecting in any way the legal provisions
of states parties concerning nationality, citizenship or naturalisation, provided that such provisions do
not discriminate against any particular nationality.

4. Special measures taken for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement of certain
racial or ethnic groups or individuals requiring such protection as may be necessary in order to ensure
such groups or individuals equal enjoyment or exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms
shall not be deemed racial discrimination, provided, however, that such measures do not, as a
consequence, lead to the maintenance of separate rights for different racial groups and that they shall
not be continued after the objectives for which they were taken have been achieved.

2.1.7 /rt/ernariona/ Co/tvi/m'o/i on tfie /Vorecrto/i o/die A/g/ttt o/a// M/gra/zf
A/emAery o/ rAe/r

Adopted 18 December 1990.

Article 1
1. The present Convention is applicable, except as otherwise provided hereafter, to all migrant

workers and members of their families without distinction of any kind such as sex, race, colour,
language, religion or conviction, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, nationality,
age, economic position, property, marital status, birth or other status.
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States parties undertake, in accordance with the international instruments concerning human
rights, to respect and to ensure to all migrant workers and members of their families within their
territory or subject to their jurisdiction the rights provided for in the present Convention without
distinction of any kind such as sex, race, colour, language, religion or conviction, political or other
opinion, national, ethnic or social origin, nationality, age, economic position, property, marital status,
birth or other status.

Article 16
5. Migrant workers and members of their families who are arrested shall be informed at the time

of arrest as far as possible in a language they understand of the reasons for their arrest and they shall
be promptly informed in a language they understand of any charges against them...

8. Migrant workers and members of their families who are deprived of their liberty by arrest or
detention shall be entitled to take proceedings before a court, in order that the court may decide
without delay on the lawfulness of their detention and order their release if the detention is not lawful.
When they attend such proceedings, they shall have the assistance, if necessary without cost to them,
of an interpreter, if they cannot understand or speak the language used.

Article 18
3. In the determination of any criminal charges against them, migrant workers and members of

their families shall be entitled to the following minimum guarantees:
.̂ (a) To be informed promptly and in detail in a language they understand of the nature and cause

of the charge against them;...
(f) To have the free assistance of an interpreter if they cannot understand or speak the language
used in court; ••

Article 22 *
2. Migrant workers and members of their families may be expelled from the territory of a state

party only in pursuance of a decision taken by the competent authority in accordance with law.
3. The decision shall be communicated to them in a language they understand.

Article 30
Each child of a migrant worker shall have the basic right to access to education on the basis of

equality of treatment with nationals of the state concerned. Access to public pre-school educational
institutions or schools shall not be refused or limited by reason of the irregular situation with respect
to stay or employment of either parent or by reason of the irregularity of the child's stay in the state
of employment

Article 33
1. Migrant workers and members of their families shall have the right to be informed by the

state of origin, the state of employment or the state of transit as the case may be concerning:
(a) Their rights arising out of the present Convention;
(b) The conditions of their admission, their rights and obligations under the law and practise of
the state concerned and such other matters as will enable them to comply with administrative
or other formalities in that state, am: •itf;,.^;SsM>='"i;- < -̂ • -'•- =
2. States parties shall take all measures they deem appropriate to disseminate the said

information or to ensure that it is provided by employers, trade unions or other appropriate bodies or
institutions. As appropriate, they shall co-operate with other states concerned.
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3. Such adequate information shall be provided upon request to migrant workers and members
of their families, free of charge, and, as far as possible, in a language they are able to understand.
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2. States of employment shall pursue a policy, where appropriate in collaboration with the states
of origin, aimed at facilitating the integration of children of migrant workers in the local school
system, particularly in respect of teaching them the local language.

3. States of employment shall endeavour to facilitate for the children of migrant workers the
teaching of their mother tongue and culture and, in this regard, states of origin shall collaborate
whenever appropriate.

4. States of employment may provide special schemes of education in the mother tongue of
children of migrant workers, if necessary in collaboration with the states of origin.

, . t , 2.1.8 //irernarzona/Cove/ia«f o/i C / v / / g

Adopted 16 December 1966. > ^ - ,n. ,- ^ : , ; . w

Article 2
1. Each state party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure to all individuals

within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognised in the present Covenant, without
distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national
or social origin, property, birth or other status.

Article 14
3. In the determination of any criminal charge against him, everyone shall be entitled to the

following minimum guarantees, in full equality:
(a) to be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands of the nature and
cause of the charge against him;...
(0 to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court;

' A ••-•."'"!*l

Article 24
1. Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, colour, sex, language, religion,

national or social origin, property or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are required by
his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the state.

Article 26
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to the equal

protection of the law. In this respect, the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all
persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

A r t i c l e 2 7 . . , < • • - • • :-•:.•'••' • : • • • : • • - ^ ^ . ^ . J j ^ s a - w - , ^ ; . : , •.-.-

In those states in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such
minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy
their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their own language.
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Adopted 16 December 1966. . . „

A r t i c l e _ 2 -•• ' '
2. The states parties to the present Covenant undertake to guarantee that the rights enunciated

in the present Covenant will be exercised without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.

2.1.10 /nfemariorttf/ Labour Organisation Co«ve/ir/on (7Vo. 707) Co/icermng rne
:. /Vorecfton and //jregmnon o/7nd/genoKJ and Or/ier
- Pop«/ario/w//i

Adopted 26 June 1957.

Article 23
1. Children belonging to the populations concerned shall be taught to read and write in their

mother tongue or, where this is not practicable, in the language most commonly used by the group to
which they belong.

2. Provision shall be made for a progressive transition from the mother tongue or the vernacular
language to the national language or to one of the official languages of the country.

3. Appropriate measures shall, as far as possible, be taken to preserve the mother tongue or the
vernacular language.

Article 26
1. Governments shall adopt measures, appropriate to the social and cultural characteristics of the

populations concerned, to make known to them their rights and duties, especially in regard to labour
and social welfare.

2. If necessary this shall be done by means of written translations and through the use of media
of mass communication in the languages of these populations.

2.1.11 //i/er/zariora/ Laoour Organisation Convention (TVo. 769) Concmi/ng
an<2 7>ipa/

Adopted 27 June 1989. ',. : „

Article 2
1. Governments shall have the responsibility for developing, with the participation of the peoples

concerned, coordinated and systematic action to protect the rights of these peoples and to guarantee
respect for their integrity. ; ; • , j <:

2. Such action shall include measures for :
a) Ensuring that members of these peoples benefit on an equal footing from the rights and
opportunities which national laws and regulations grant to other members of the population;
b) Promoting the full realisation of the social, economic and cultural rights of these peoples with
respect for their social and cultural identity, their customs and traditions and their institutions;
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c) Assisting the members of the peoples concerned to eliminate socio-economic gaps that may
'*" '"" exist between indigenous and other members of the national community, in a manner compatible

with their aspirations and ways of life.

Article 6
1. In applying the provisions of this Convention, governments shall:
(a) Consult the peoples concerned, through appropriate procedures and in particular through their
representative institutions, whenever consideration is being given to legislative or administrative
measures which may affect them directly;
(b) Establish means by which these peoples can freely participate, to at least the same extent as

*:!*» other sectors of the population, at all levels of decision-making in elective institutions and
administrative and other bodies responsible for policies and programmes which concern them;
(c) Establish means for the full development of these peoples' own institutions and initiatives,
and in appropriate cases provide the resources necessary for this purpose.

Article 8
1. In applying national laws and regulations to the peoples concerned, due regard shall be had

to their customs or customary laws. :,-s r •/;;,.-J ^ '< ;. J O tav o? -jru^'"**» n^u;;^ v .$ ^
2. These peoples shall have the right to retain their own customs and institutions, where these

are not incompatible with fundamental rights defined by the national legal system and with
internationally recognised human rights. Procedures shall be established, whenever necessary, to
resolve conflicts which may arise in the application of this principle.

3. The application of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall not prevent members of these
peoples from exercising the rights granted to all citizens and from assuming the corresponding duties.

Article 27
1. Education programmes and services for the peoples concerned shall be developed and

implemented in co-operation with them to address their special needs, and shall incorporate their
histories, their knowledge and technologies, their value systems and their further social, economic and
cultural aspirations.

2. The competent authority shall ensure the training of members of these peoples and their
involvement in the formulation and implementation of education programmes, with a view to the
progressive transfer of responsibility for the conduct of these programmes to these peoples as
appropriate.

3. In addition, governments shall recognise the right of these peoples to establish their own
educational institutions and facilities, provided that such institutions meet minimum standards
established by the competent authority in consultation with these peoples. Appropriate resources shall
be provided for this purpose.

Article 28
1. Children belonging to the peoples concerned shall, wherever practicable, be taught to read

and write in their own indigenous language or in the language most commonly used by the group to
which they belong. When this is not practicable, the competent authorities shall undertake
consultations with these peoples with a view to the adoption of measures to achieve this objective.

2. Adequate measures shall be taken to ensure that these peoples have the opportunity to attain
fluency in the national language or in one of the official languages of the country.

3. Measures shall be taken to preserve and promote the development and practise of the
indigenous languages of the peoples concerned.
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Amcle 30
1. Governments shall adopt measures appropriate to the traditions and cultures of the peoples

concerned, to make known to them their rights and duties, especially in regard to labour, economic
opportunities, education and health matters, social welfare and their rights deriving from this
Convention.

2. If necessary, this shall be done by means of written translations and through the use of mass
communications in the languages of these peoples.

2.1.11 /Votoco/ ddtfiViona/ to rAe Ge/ieva Conven/io/ty o/ 72 >i«ji«r 7949,
ro r/je /Vorecrio/i o/ Wc/wis o/Z/tfer/iario/ta/ /irmed Co/i/Z/c«

United Nations Treaty Series, Volume 1125, 3.
- • - • • • • - - • : i • - • • ' ' - ' ' • ' - "p l j i , . _

Article 9 - ^ *« L-̂ aar
1. This part, the provisions of which are intended to ameliorate the condition of the wounded,

sick and shipwrecked, shall apply to all those affected by a situation referred to in Article 1, without
any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, wealth, birth or other status, or on any other similar criteria.

Article 75
1. In so far as they are affected by a situation referred to in Article 1 of this protocol, persons

who are in the power of a party to the conflict and who do not benefit from more favourable treatment
under the conventions or under this protocol shall be treated humanely in all circumstances and shall
enjoy, as a minimum, the protection provided by this article without any adverse distinction based
upon race, colour, sex, language, religion or belief, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
wealth, birth or other status, or on any other similar criteria. Each party shall respect the person,
honour, convictions and religious practices of all such persons.

3. Any person arrested, detained or interned for actions related to the armed conflict shall be
informed promptly, in a language he understands, of the reasons why these measures have been taken.
Except in cases of arrest or detention for penal offences, such persons shall be released with the
minimum delay possible and in any event as soon as the circumstances justifying the arrest, detention
or internment have ceased to exist. , ,* •^»•

. . .. . . . . . . ; . r ^ v ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
A r t i c l e 7 8 • " "•',-'" . . . - i - . ,: . . . . . „ : - . . > • , - , , . . „ ' . . , . . . . • : • - . . :•:•--.• ,, -^-: ,, :•.;;

3. With a view to facilitating the return to their families and country of children evacuated
pursuant to this article, the authorities of the Party arranging for the evacuation and, as appropriate,
the authorities of the receiving country shall establish for each child a card with photographs, which
they shall send to the Central Tracing Agency of the International Committee of the Red Cross. Each
card shall bear, whenever possible, and whenever it involves no risk of harm to the child, the
following information:

(i) the child's native language, and any other languages he speaks;
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2.2 REGIONAL TREATIES

r 2.2.1 i4/r/ca/i C/uzrrer o« //«man a/zrf Peep/«' A/g
; DfJS

Organisation of African States, Nairobi, 27 June 1981. , >«^

Article 2
Every individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognised and

guaranteed in the present Charter without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, colour,
sex, language, religion, political or any other opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other
Status. ^ ^ g ^ V ^ a v ' l i:av-̂  :

Article 22
1. AU peoples shall have the right to their economic, social and cultural development with due

regard to their freedom and identity and in the equal enjoyment of the common heritage of mankind.

K 2.2.2 i4greemenr EyraMj/img r/ie Commo/iwea/r/i o/ //ufepe/ufenr

Minsk, 8 December 1991. Reprinted from (1992) //tfe/vtario/w/ Lega/ Moter/ais, Vol. 31, at p. 138.

Article 3
The high contracting parties, desirous of facilitating the expression, preservation and

development of the distinctive ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious characteristics of the national
minorities resident in their territories and of the unique ethno-cultural regions that have come into
being, will extend protection to them.

2.2.3 Mmen'ca/i Convertfzo« o/t //«ma«

Organisation of American States, San Jos6, Costa Rica, 22 November 1969.

Article 1
1. The states parties to this Convention undertake to respect the rights and freedoms recognised

herein and to ensure to all persons subject to their jurisdiction the free and full exercise of those rights
and freedoms, without any discrimination for reasons of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, economic status, birth, or any other social condition.

: LUSH« Y !.!!!-

Article 8
2. Every person accused of a serious crime has the right to be presumed innocent so long as his

guilt has not been proven according to law. During the proceedings, every person is entitled, with full
equality, .o the following minimum guarantees:

(a) the right of the accused to be assisted without charge by a translator or interpreter, if he does
not understand or does not speak the language of the tribunal or court;

• ' I . . ' ' '•• . ' • . • . . - • - . - • • • ' : s V - ' . " ' ' " • . - ' • " - ' • - " *• "" '
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2.2.4 Co/zventto/i-cflrfre pour /a prorecrio/i rf« m//iorir£r

Council of Europe, opened for signature, 10 October 1994.

Article 5
1. Les parties s'engagent ä promouvoir les conditions propres ä permettre aux personnes

appartenant ä des minorites nationales de conserver et d6velopper leur culture, ainsi que de preserver
les elements essentiels de leur identite que sont leur religion, leur langue, leurs traditions et leur
patrimoine culturel.

2. Sans prejudice des mesures prises dans le cadre de leur politique generate d'integration, les
parties s'abstiennent de toute politique ou pratique tendant ä une assimilation contre leur volonte des
personnes appartenant ä des minorites nationales et protegent ces personnes contre toute action destined
ä une teile assimilation.

Article 6
1. Les parties veilleront ä promouvoir 1'esprit de tolerance et le dialogue interculturel, ainsi qu'ä

prendre des mesures efficaces pour favoriser le respect et la comprehension mutuels et la cooperation
entre toutes les personnes vivant sur leur territoire, quelle que soit leur identity ethnique, culturelle,
linguistique ou religieuse, notamment dans les domaines de l'education, de la culture et des medias.

Article 9 ^tisaiibS? ob si <uifif> wruntn ?.s& .«?,-

1. Les parties s'engagent ä reconnaitre que le droit ä la liberte d'expression de toute personne
appartenant ä une minority nationale comprend la liberty d'opinion et la liberte de recevoir ou de
communiquer des informations ou des id£es dans la langue minoritaire, sans inge"rence d'autorites
publiques et sans consideration de frontieres. Dans l'acces aux medias, les parties veilleront, dans le
cadre de leur Systeme legislatif, ä ce que les personnes appartenant ä une minorite nationale ne soient
pas discrimine'es.

2. Le premier paragraphe n'empßche pas les parties de soumettre ä un regime d'autorisation, non
discriminatoire et fonde sur des criteres objectifs, les entreprises de radio sonore, television ou cinema.

3. Les parties n'entraveront pas la creation et l'utilisation de madias ecrits par les personnes
appartenant ä des minorites nationales. Dans le cadre legal de la radio sonore et de la television, elles
veilleront, dans la mesure du possible et compte tenu des dispositions du premier paragraphe, ä
accorder aux personnes appartenant ä des minorites nationales la possibility de creer et d'utiliser leurs
propres medias.

4. Dans le cadre de leur Systeme 16gislatif, les parties adopteront des mesures adäquates pour
faciliter l'acces des personnes appartenant ä des minorites nationales aux medias, pour promouvoir la
tolerance et permettre le pluralisme culturel.

Article 10
1. Les parties s'engagent ä reconnaitre ä toute personne appartenant ä une minorite nationale le

droit d'utiliser librement et sans entrave sa langue minoritaire en prive comme en pubuc, oralement
ou par ecriL

2. Dans les aires geographiques d'implantation substantielle ou traditionnelle des personnes
appartenant ä des minorites nationales, lorsque ces personnes en font la demande et que celle-ci n*pond
ä un besoin nSel, les parties s'efforceront d'assurer, dans la mesure du possible, des conditions qui
permettent d'utiliser la langue minoritaire dans les rapports entre ces personnes et les autorites
administratives. - • - • • - - - » . - - . ^ . - _ ^ - ,.,.._..^ _,_.̂ _ .....
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3. Les parties s'engagent ä garantir le droit de toute personne appartenant ä une minority
nationale d'etre informe'e, dans le plus court de"lai, et dans une langue qu'elle comprend, des raisons
de son arrestation, de la nature et de la cause de l'accusation porte"e contre eile, ainsi que le droit de
se dgfendre dans cette langue, si nfcessaire avec l'assistance gratuite d'un interprete.

Article 11
1. Les parties s'engagent ä reconnaftre ä toute personne appartenant ä une minority nationale le

droit d'utiliser son nom (son patronyme) et ses pnfnoms dans la langue minoritaire ainsi que le droit
ä leur reconnaissance officielle, selon les modalite's prfvues par leur Systeme juridique.

2. Les parties s'engagent ä reconnaitre ä toute personne appartenant ä une minority nationale le
droit de presenter dans sa langue minoritaire des enseignes, inscriptions et autres informations de
caractere privö expos6es ä la vue du public.

3. Dans les regions traditionnellement habitdes par un numbre substantiel de personnes
appartenant ä une minority nationale, les parties, dans le cadre de leur Systeme 16gislatif, y compris,
le cas e"che"ant, d'accords avec d'autres etats, s'efforceront, en tenant compte de leurs conditions
spe"cifiques, de presenter les denominations traditionnelles locales, les noms de rues et autres
indications typographiques destinies au public, dans la langue minoritaire egalement, lorsqu'il y a une
demande süffisante pour de telles indications.

Articles 12 ' ' ' " - . - . . . - .
1. Les parties prendront, si ne"cessaire, des mesures dans le domaine de l'education et de la

recherche pour promouvoir la connaissance de la culture, de l'histoire, de la langue et de la religion
de leurs minorites nationales aussi bien que de la majority.

2. Dans ce contexte, les parties offriront notamment les possibilites de formation pour les
enseignants et d'acces aux manuels scolaires, et faciliteront les contacts entre Sieves et enseignants des
communautds diffdrentes.

3. Les parties s'engagent ä promouvoir I'6galit6 des chances dans l'acces ä 1 "education ä tous
les niveaux pour les personnes appartenant ä des minorites nationales.

Article 13 ' *'^'- " " '"" •-^ '
1. Dans le cadre de leur Systeme dducatif, les parties reconnaissent aux personnes appartenant

ä une minorit6 nationale le droit de creer et de gerer leurs propres dtablissements privds
d'enseignement et de formation.

2. L'exercice de ce droit n'implique aucune obligation financiere pour les parties.

Article 14
1. Les parties s'engagent ä reconnaitre ä toute personne appartenant ä une minorite nationale le

droit d'apprendre sa langue minoritaire. sir.;. ,,,.;<-.
2. Dans les aires geographiques d'implantation substantielle ou traditionnelle des personnes

appartenant ä des minorites nationales, s'il existe une demande süffisante, les parties s'efforceront
d'assurer, dars la mesure du possible et dans le cadre de leur Systeme educatif, que les personnes
appartenant ä ces minorites aient la possibility d'apprendre la langue minoritaire ou de recevoir un
enseignement dans cette langue.

3. Le paragraphe 2 du present article sera mis en oeuvre sans prejudice de l'apprentissage de
la langue officielle ou de 1'enseignement dans cette langue. ' "

;;i is'
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Article 15
Les parties s'engagent ä crter les conditions ngcessaires ä la participation effective des personnes

appartenant ä des minoritös nationales ä la vie culturelle, sociale et e"conomique, ainsi qu'aux affaires
publiques, en particulier celles les concemant. _.. . .

Article 16 *-- - ... •., : . . :3»;- f feü ;i:»äi!;: .*\i V-S^miR-Si-
Les parties s'abstiennent de prendre des mesures qui, en modifiant les proportions de la

population dans une aire göographique oü resident des personnes appartenant ä des minority's
nationales, ont pour but de porter atteinte aux droits et liberte"s d^coulant des principes ^nonces dans
la präsente convention-cadre. oui-^qoq :M-S io .'-."3« »u ••><

. , i / « f f > , s & ' . - - . . . • - . • j

Article 17
1. Les parties s'engagent ä ne pas entraver le droit des personnes appartenant ä des minorit^s

nationales d'6tablir et de maintenir, librement ou pacifiquement, des contacts au-delä des frontieres
avec des personnes se trouvant rtgulierement dans d'autres 6tats, notamment celles avec lesquelles
elles ont en commun une identity ethnique, culturelle, linguistique ou religieuse, ou un patrimoine
culturel. . ,r, :

2.2.5 Conve/irio/i /or rAe fVorecfton o/ //uma/i A/g/itt

Council of Europe, Rome, 4 November 1950.

Article 6 . . . . . . . .--..-.r,-..-.: ~;
2. Everyone who is arrested shall be informed promptly, in a language which he understands,

of the reasons for his arrest and of any charge against him...
3. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights:
(a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of the nature and
cause of the accusation against him;...
(e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court.

Article 14 " '
The enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without

discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status.

2.2.6 European C/iarrer/or /?eg/o/ia/ or Mnor/fy

Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 5 November 1992.

A r t i c l e J . i - u . : ' , > . ' • ' i - , . . > ' , . ! . - , ; • -,:. i s *..,:-,. v , . . . . : } . , . . .

D e f i n i t i o n s . , j > r ^ ^ . . . ; . - _ ö ,:• : , ? . v . . - • • • ••-.; : > ; v i : ^ : ' ? ; ••-•- : . . . - f e > ; • - ''•>;;

For the purposes of this Charter
a) the term "regional or minority languages" means languages that are:
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I. traditionally used within a given territory of a state by nationals ofthat state who form
, •-... ••:. a group numerically smaller than the rest of the state's population, and

II. different from the official language(s) of that state;
it does not include either dialects of the official language(s) of the state or the languages of
migrants;
b) "territory in which the regional or minority language is used" means geographical area in
which the said language is the mode of expression of a number of people justifying the adoption
of the various protective and promotional measures provided for in this Charter,
c) "non-territorial languages" means languages used by nationals of the state which differ from
the language or the languages used by the rest of the population of the state but that, although
they are traditionally used within the territory of the state, cannot be identified with a particular
area thereof. .—*,,

A r t i c l e 2 • ' . > •.• -••. - ~ i •-• . - . . • • • • ••-. ••• •'-• "• " . - . : •

Undertakings
1. Each party undertakes to apply the provisions of Part II to all regional or minority languages

spoken within its territory and complying with the definition in Article 1.
2. In respect of each languages specified at the time of ratification, acceptance or approval, in

accordance with Article 3, each party undertakes to apply a minimum of thirty-five paragraphs or sub-
paragraphs chosen from among the provisions of Part III of the Charter, including at least three chosen
from each of the Article 8 and 12 and one from each of the Articles 9, 10, 11 and 13.

Article 3 ^ ; r • :..
Practical Arrangements

1. Each contracting state shall specify in its instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval,
each regional or minority language, or official language which is less widely used on the whole part
of its territory, to which the paragraphs chosen in accordance with Article 2, paragraph 2, shall apply.

2. Any party may, at any subsequent time, notify the Secretary General that it accepts the
obligations arising out of the provisions of any other paragraph of the Charter not already specified
in its instrument of ratification, acceptance or approval, or that it will apply paragraph 1 of the present
article to other regional or minority languages, or to other official languages which are less widely
used on the whole or part of its territory.

3. The undertakings referred to in the foregoing paragraph shall be deemed to form an integral
part of the ratification, acceptance or approval and will have the same effect as from their date of
notification. ; ; . ..^

A r t i c l e 4 • •--• • •• < = » • - . - • : : ; • . r - r - v ; ." .: •.••. • . . - . • . • • - " • > - • • " "'•' ' T '

Existing Regimes of Protection
1. Nothing in this Charter shall be construed as limiting or derogating from any of the rights

guaranteed by the European Convention on Human Rights.
2. The provisions of this Charter shall not affect any more favourable provisions concerning the

status of regional or minority languages or the legal regime of persons belonging to minorities which
may exist in a party or are provided for by relevant bilateral or multilateral agreements.

' . • : : * » • •

Article 5 . . ^
Existing Obligations

Nothing in this Charter may be interpreted as implying any right to engage in any activity or
perform any action in contravention of the purposes of the Charter of the United Nations or other
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obligations under international law, including the principle of the sovereignty and territorial integrity
of states.

Article 6 '-',-. ;"«E.J r-.u.^«'-'. \,av.-} • *w'b "••' •'•••'-"
Information

The parties undertake to see to it that the authorities, organisations and persons concerned are
informed of the rights and duties established by this Charter. * - <• -*v< ^ «v*>^ - i r ••

Article 7 " ' ' • . . . . , "> ,'...-".,. ,. . ' " - ^ - U , :
Objectives and principles i« ; . . r

1. In respect of regional or minority languages, within the territories in which such languages
are used and according to the situation of each language, the parties shall base their policies,
legislation and practise on the following objectives and principles: - • - -:--<i<- • ' *

a) the recognition of the regional or minority languages as an expression of cultural wealth;
b) the respect of the geographical area of each regional or minority language in order to ensure
that existing or new administrative divisions do not constitute an obstacle to the promotion of
the regional or minority language in question;
c) the need for resolute action to promote regional or minority languages in order to safeguard
them;
d) the facilitation and/or encouragement of the use of regional or minority languages, in speech
and writing, in public and private life;

-" e) the maintenance and development of links, in the fields covered by this Charter, between
groups using a regional or minority language and other groups in the state employing a language
used in identical or similar form, as well as the establishment of cultural relations with other
groups in the state using different languages;
f) the provision of appropriate forms and means for the teaching and study of regional or
minority languages at all appropriate stages;
g) the provisions of facilities enabling non-speakers of a regional or minority living in the area
where it is used to learn it if they so desire;
h) the promotion of study and research on regional or minority languages at universities or
equivalent institutions;

^ i) the promotion of different types of transnational exchanges, in the fields covered by this
Charter, for regional or minority languages used in identical or similar form in two or more

sr, states.
2. The parties undertake to eliminate, if they have not yet done so, any unjustified distinction,

exclusion, restriction or preference relating to the use of a regional or minority language and intended
to discourage or endanger the maintenance or development of a regional or minority language. The
adoption of special measures in favour of regional or minority languages aimed at promoting equality
between the users of these languages and the rest of the population or which take due account of their
specific conditions is not considered to be an act of discrimination against the users of more widely-
used languages.

3. The parties undertake to promote, by appropriate measures, mutual understanding between
all the linguistic groups of the country and in particular the inclusion of respect, understanding and
tolerance in relation to regional or minority languages among the objectives of education and training
provided within their countries and encouragement of the mass media to pursue the same objective.

4. In determining their policy with regard to regional or minority languages, the parties shall
into consideration the needs and wishes expressed by the groups which use such languages. They
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arc encouraged to establish bodies, if necessary, for the purpose of advising the authorities on all
matters pertaining to regional or minority languages.

5. The parties undertake to apply, mMranj murand/s, the principles listed in paragraphs 1 to 4
above to non-territorial languages. However, as far as these languages are concerned, the nature and
scope of the measures to be taken to give effect to this Charter shall be determined in a flexible
manner, bearing in mind the needs and wishes, and respecting the traditions and characteristics, of the
groups which use the languages concerned.

• » • > • • ; ' • . ! . ! ' , : . r ••• ;.••• ~" -=, : . ' • ? ; & r - ' H M : ' ' ~ i ".>r=. . -.;:.. - 0 - u - " ~ ; s ' . n i r u s r ; .

A r t i c l e 8 :.-:•••;•• / ' u .„ . .* . . . . .„ . .„ . , . ^ > c s ; : u / : i ^ e - u-,c>: 1-;
E d u c a t i o n . . • - . . -

1. With regard to education, the parties undertake, within the territory in which such languages
are used, according to the situation of each of these languages, and without prejudice to the teaching
of the official language(s) of the state, to:

a) I. make available preschool education in the relevant regional or minority languages; or
II. make available a substantial part of preschool education in the relevant regional or
minority languages; or
III. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) and (II) above at least to those
pupils whose families so request and whose number is considered sufficient; or
IV. if the public authorities have no direct competence in the field of preschool
education, favour and/or encourage the application of the measures referred to under (I)
to OH) above; *vrvviat! - ^ ^ i k r - ^ ä i ^jnjünv sfls

b) I. make available primary education in the relevant regional or minority languages; or
II. make available a substantial part of primary education in the relevant regional or
minority languages; or

:• in. provide, within primary education, for the teaching of the relevant regional or
minority languages as an integral part of the curriculum; or
IV. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) to (III) above at least to those

er;. pupils whose families so request and whose numbers is considered sufficient;
c) I. make available secondary education in the relevant regional or minority languages; or

j& •: II. make available a substantial part of secondary education in the relevant regional or
: minority languages; or .:>: ur

III. provide, within secondary education, for the teaching of the relevant regional or
;:.., i minority languages as an integral part of the curriculum; or

IV. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) to (III) above at least to those
c; . pupils who, or where appropriate whose families, so wish in a number considered

sufficient;
: d) I. make available technical and vocational education in the relevant or regional or

;,_,. minority languages; or i ^ m a a i K -•:?•, .'** •.-•• . - d . -;-
.; , j : •;,, II. make available a substantial part of technical and vocational education in the relevant
„v•;;=:;:•*.• regional or minority languages; or

III. provide, within technical and vocational education, for the teaching of the relevant
regional or minority languages as an integral part of the curriculum; or

J>-.,.« , IV. apply one of the measures provided for under (I) to (III) above at least to those
}?- • pupils who, or where appropriate whose families, so wish in a number considered
v sufficient;

- e) I. make available university and other higher education in regional or minority
r B languages; or
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II. provide facilities for the study of these languages as university and higher education
subjects; or
III. if, by reason of the role of the state in relation to higher education institutions,
subparagraph i. and ii. cannot be applied, encourage and/or allow the provision of
university and higher education in regional or minority languages or of facilities for the
study of these languages as university and higher education subjects;

f) I. arrange for the provision of adult and continuing education courses which are taught
mainly or wholly in the regional or minority languages; or
II. offer such languages as subjects of adult and continuing education; or
in. if the public authorities have no direct competence in the field of adult education,
favour and/or encourage the offering of such languages as subjects of adult and
continuing education;

g) make arrangements to ensure the teaching of the history and the culture which is
reflected by the regional or minority language;

h) provide the basic and further training of the teachers required to implement those of
paragraphs (a) to (g) accepted by the party;
i) set up a supervisory body or bodies responsible for monitoring the measures taken and the
progress achieved in establishing or developing the teaching of regional or minority languages
and for drawing up periodic reports of their findings, which will be made public.
j) with regard to education and in respect of territories other than those in which the regional
or minority languages are traditionally used, the parties undertake, if the number of users of a
regional or minority language justifies it, to allow, encourage or provide teaching in or of the
regional or minority language at all the appropriate stages of education.

Article 9
Judicial authorities . . . . . . . . ^ ; ±.,>

I. The parties undertake, in respect of those judicial districts in which the number of residents
using the regional or minority languages justifies the measures specified below, according to the
situation of each of these languages and on condition that the use of the facilities afforded by the
present paragraph is not considered by the judge to hamper the proper administration of justice:

a) in criminal proceedings:
I. to provide that the courts, at the request of one of the parties, shall conduct the
proceedings in the regional or minority languages; and/or

II. to guarantee the accused the right to use his/her regional or minority language; and/or
in. to provide that requests and evidence, whether written or oral, shall not be
considered inadmissible solely because they are formulated in a regional or minority
language; and/or -..»-;••? , £> .;
IV. to produce, on request, documents connected with legal proceedings in the relevant

jv.iv. regional or minority language, if necessary by the use of interpreters and translations
involving no extra expense for the persons concerned;

b) in civil proceedings:
I. to provide that the courts, at the request of one of the parties, shall conduct the

-„,, proceedings in the regional or minority languages; and/or
II. to allow, whenever a litigant has to appear in person before a court, that he or she
may use his or her regional or minority language without thereby incurring additional
expense; and/or

j£X^ .. III. to allow documents and evidence to be produced in the regional or minority
languages if necessary by the use of interpreters and translation;
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ÜHC. c) I. to encourage and/or facilitate the creation of at least one television channel in the
regional or minority languages, or

k ~ . ; ^ II. to encourage and/or facilitate the broadcasting of television programmes in the
regional or minority languages on a regular basis;

te: d) to encourage and/or facilitate the production and distribution of audio and audio-visual works
in regional or minority languages;
e) I. to encourage and/or facilitate the creation and/or maintenance of at least one

newspaper in the regional or minority languages; or
II. to encourage and/or facilitate the publication of newspaper articles in the regional or
minority languages on a regular basis;

••. f) I. to cover the additional costs of those media which use regional or minority languages,
wherever the law provides for financial assistance in general for the media; or
II. to apply existing measures for financial assistance also to audio-visual productions
in regional or minority languages;

g) to support the training of journalists and other staff for media using regional or minority
languages.
2. The parties undertake to guarantee freedom of direct reception of radio and television

broadcasts from neighbouring countries in a language used in identical or similar to a regional or
minority language, and not to oppose the retransmission of radio and television broadcasts from
neighbouring countries in such a language. They further undertake to ensure that no restrictions will
be placed on the freedom of expression and free circulation of information in the written press in a
language used in identical or similar form to a regional or minority language. The exercise of the
above mentioned freedoms, since it carries with it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such
formalities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a
democratic society, in the interest of national security, territorial integrity or public safety, for the
prevention of disorder of crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of reputation
or rights of others, for preventing disclosure of information received in confidence, or for maintaining
the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.

3. The parties undertake to ensure that the interests of the users of regional or minority
languages are represented or taken into account within such bodies as may be established in
accordance with the law with responsibility for guaranteeing the freedom and pluralism of the media.

Article 12 ^ ^
Cultural activities and facilities ^ " • • •••• : • • > : -

1. With regard to cultural facilities and activities especially libraries, video libraries, cultural
centres, museums, archives, academies, theatres and cinemas, as well as literary work and film
production, vernacular forms of cultural expression, festivals and the culture industries, including J/irer
o//a the use of new technologies, the parties undertake, within the territory in which such languages
are used and to the extent that the public authorities are competent, have power or play a role in this
field, to:

a) encourage types of expression and initiative specific to regional or minority languages and
foster the different means of access to works produced in these languages;
b) foster the different means of access in other languages to works produced in regional or
minority languages by aiding and developing translation, dubbing, post-synchronisation and
subtitling activities;
c) foster access in regional or minority languages to works produced in other languages by
aiding and developing translation, dubbing, post-synchronisation and subtitling activities;
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d) ensure that the bodies responsible for organising or supporting cultural activities of various
kinds make appropriate allowance for incorporating the knowledge and use of regional or
minority languages and cultures in the undertakings which they initiate or for which they
provide backing;
e) promote measures to ensure that the bodies responsible lor organising and supporting eultuisl
activities have at their disposal staff who have a fuij command of the regional or minority
language concerned, as well as of the language(s) of the rest of the population;
f) encourage direct participation by representatives of the users of a given regional or minority
language in providing facilities and planning cultural activities;
g) encourage and/or facilitate the creation of a body or bodies responsible for collecting, keeping
a copy of and presenting or publishing works produced in the regional or minority languages;
h) if necessary create and/or promote and finance translation and terminological research
services, particularly with a view to maintaining and developing appropriate administrative,
commercial, economic, social, technical or legal terminology in each regional or minority
language.
2. In respect of territories other than those in which the regional or minority languages are

traditionally used, the parties undertake, if the number of users of a regional or minority language
justifies it, to allow, to encourage and/or provide appropriate cultural activities and facilities in
accordance with the preceding paragraph.

3. The parties undertake to make appropriate provision, in pursuing their cultural policy abroad,
for regional or minority languages and the cultures they reflect

Article 13
Economic and social life

1. With regard to economic and social activities, the parties undertake, within the whole country,
to:

a) eliminate from their legislation any provision prohibiting or limiting without justifiable
reasons the use of regional or minority languages in documents relating to economic or social
life, particularly contracts of employment, and in technical documents such as instructions for
the use of products or installations;
b) prohibit the insertion in internal regulations of companies and private documents of any
clauses excluding or restricting the use of regional or minority languages, at least between users

3 of the same language;
c) oppose practises designed to discourage the use of regional or minority languages in
connection with economic or social activities;
d) facilitate and/or encourage the use of regional or minority languages by means other than
those specified in the above subparagraphs.
2. With regard to economic and social activities, the parties undertake, in so far as public

authorities are competent, within the territory in which the regional or minority languages are used,
and as far as this is reasonably possible, to:

a) include in their financial and banking regulations provisions which allow, by means of
procedures compatible with commercial practise, the use of regional or minority languages in

v drawing up payment orders (cheques, drafts, etc.) or other financial documents, or, where
appropriate, ensure the implementation of such provisions;

4 b) in the economic and social sectors directly under their control (public sector), organise
activities to promote the use of regional or minority languages;
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c) ensure that social care facilities such as hospitals, retirement homes and hostels offer the
possibility of receiving and treating in their own language persons using a regional or minority
language who are in need of care on grounds of ill health, old age or for other reasons;
d) ensure by appropriate means that safety instructions are also accessible in regional or minority
languages;
e) arrange for information provided by the competent public authorities concerning the rights
of consumers to be made available in regional or minority languages.

Article 14
Transfrontier exchanges

The parties undertake:
a) to apply existing bilateral and multilateral agreements which bind them with the states in
which the same language is used in identical or similar form, or if necessary to seek to conclude
such agreements, in such a way as to foster contacts between the users of the same language in
the states concerned in the fields of culture, education, information, vocational training and
permanent education; ,;o sn;;j!ii3! MJ-JJ

b) for the benefit of regional or minority languages, to facilitate and promote cooperation across
borders, in particular between regional or local authorities in whose territory the same language
is used in identical or similar form.

2.2.7 European Co/ive/mo/i o/i O^/ices /?e/afl/i£ to Cu/tora/

23 June 1985 (not in force as of 1 January 1993).

A r t i c l e 9 -;•• • - ^ > ,
1. Unless the Parties otherwise agree, letters rogatory shall be in the language of the requested

Party, or in the official language of the Council of Europe that is indicated by the requested Party in
a declaration addressed to the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, or where no such
declaration has been made in either of the official languages of the Council of Europe.

;.**.,-i. 2.2.8 £aropean Ccrnve/mo« o/z Tra/is/ro/irier re/evw/o/i

Council of Europe, Strasbourg, 5 May 1989. '^ ' '

Article 10
3. The parties undertake to look together for the most appropriate instruments and procedures

to support, without discrimination between broadcasters, the activity and development of European
production, particularly in countries with a low audiovisual production capacity or restricted language
area.

2.2.9 /Vorr/i i4men'cfl« Free Trade Agreemenr

December 1992. y < ^ H ^ - o n ^ o ; . ! $ j ; - 1 ™ ' ^ - •'"''"
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Article_50i ' ' • • • -
Certificate of Origin

1. The parties shall establish by January 1, 1994 a Certificate of Origin for the purpose of
certifying that a good being exported from the territory of a party into the territory of another party
qualifies as an originating good, and may thereafter revise the Certificate by agreemenL

2. Each party may require that a Certificate of Origin for a good imported into its territory be
completed in a language required under its law. - ^.-.*....*,--

A i t i d e 9 1 1 ' ' ' • • - • ' " • < - - • • - - ^ • • • • - • • • ' " - < ' ' - " ' - ^ ^ -

Technical Cooperation ;ifr;:.,
1. Each party shall, on request of another party:
(a) provide to that party technical advice, information and assistance on mutually agreed terms
and conditions to enhance that party's standards-related measures, and related activities,
processes and systems;
(b) provide to that party information on its technical cooperation programs regarding
standards-related measures relating to specific areas of interest; and
(c) consult with that party during the development of, or prior to the adoption or change in the
application of, any standards-related measure.
2. Each party shall encourage standardising bodies in its territory to cooperate with the

standardising bodies in the territories of the other parties in their participation, as appropriate, in
standardising activities, such as through membership in international standardising bodies.

A r t i c l e 9 1 2 ^ ^ '' " ' ^ —•'• •" •' • - • •• - v M : - • . ,;, .„. - : - • .- , - •:,,;, n • . : - ' . • . • •

Limitations on the Provision of Information '
Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to require a party to:

(a) communicate, publish texts, or provide particulars or copies of documents other than in an
o f f i c i a l l a n g u a g e o f t h e p a r t y ; * q r - v ; - - - . ••••; ••< • • • . - » • - ' , ; ^ > ; - , n - • « « . ' *••*•• ' w ; - , . / .

A n n e x 9 1 3 . 5 . a ^ • •• ' - - - - - - • - < • •• - • •• - •• — r r - ; ^ / - •• •:. ••••*• - > ••^- ;/• v : - i . - - • : ? : . ! * . . - . . .

Subcommittee on Labelling of Textile and Apparel Goods *: %' "-s-v ^ - r;i> ,r'>v >.? ?f
3. The Subcommittee shall develop and pursue a work program on the harmonisation of

labelling requirements to facilitate trade in textile and apparel goods between the parties through the
adoption of uniform labelling provisions. The work program should include the following matters:

(a) pictograms and symbols to replace, where possible, required written information, as well as
other methods to reduce the need for labels on textile and apparel goods in multiple languages;

Article 501 • v; •
Certificate of Origin

1. The parties shall establish by January 1, 1994 a Certificate of Origin for the purpose of
certifying that a good being exported from the territory of a party into the territory of another party
qualifies as an originating good, and may thereafter revise the Certificate by agreement.

2. Each party may require that a Certificate of Origin for a good imported into its territory be
completed in a language required under its law.

Annex 121OS
2. The parties shall encourage the relevant bodies in their respective territories to develop

mutually acceptable standards and criteria for licensing and certification of professional service
providers and to provide recommendations on mutual recognition to the Commission.
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3. The Standards and criteria referred to in paragraph 2 may be developed with regard to the
following matters...

(g) local knowledge: requirements for knowledge of such matters as local laws, regulations,
language, geography or climate;

Reservations and Exceptions to Investment, Cross-Border Trade in Services and Financial Services
Chapters ».*?• r , » ; u , ? « s - u> ss-g^v»«*.- ••>•" ••*••• - a — * • • •- •• •-- —

Annex I - Schedule of Mexico
The use of the Spanish language is required for the broadcast, cable or multipoint distribution

system distribution of radio or television programming, except when the Secretarfa de Gobemaciön
authorises the use of another language...

The use of the Spanish language or Spanish subtitles is required for advertising broadcast or
otherwise distributed in the territory of Mexico.

Advertising included in programs transmitted directly from outside the territory of Mexico may
not be distributed in those programs when they are retransmitted in the territory of
Mexico.

2.2.10 Treaty on European t/mon

European Union, Maastricht, 7 February 1992. Reprinted from (1992), //irernar/o/ia/
Vol. 31, p. 247.

-*£«* ;s? c-i ' " -^ • • • ' ^ i . c l ^ ''- n o o v c r ^ ••••"-
Article 126 *" ...-,,«...=-~=«-,™~ .* ^-rf» «».

1. The Community shall contribute to the development of quality education by encouraging
cooperation between member states and, if necessary, by supporting and supplementing their action,
while fully respecting the responsibility of the member states for the content of teaching and the
organisation of education systems and their cultural and linguistic diversity.
v. 2. Community action shall be aimed at...

- developing the European dimension in education, particularly through the teaching and
dissemination of the languages of the member states;

Article 128
1. The Community shall contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the member states, while

respecting their national and regional diversity and at the same time bringing the common cultural
heritage to the fore...

4. The Community shall take cultural aspects into account in its action under other provisions
of this Treaty.

Appendix to the Treaty on European Union: Declaration on the Use of Languages in the Field of the
Common Foreign and Security Policy

The Conference agrees that the use of the languages shall be in accordance with the rules of the
European Communities.

For COREU communications, the current European Political Cooperation will serve as a guide
for the time being.
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All common foreign and security policy texts which are submitted to or adopted at meetings of
the European Council and of the Council as well as all texts which are to be published are
immediately and simultaneously translated into all the official Community languages.

2.3 BILATERAL AND MULTILATERAL INSTRUMENTS £ aim

2.3.1 j4gree/nenf aöoitf rne 5ay/c J*rmcip/« o/ ß//arcra/ fle/arionj, FWendinjp a/id
Cooperation oerween rne /?Mjs/an Federation and rne £/zZ>e&.sran /?epM^//c ;

Unofficial translation from Russian provided by Normand Labrie.

Article 6
Negotiating parties will guarantee to persons residing in their territory, regardless of their

nationality, gender, language, religion political or other beliefs, civil, political, social, economic and
cultural rights and freedoms in accordance with generally recognised norms of international law...

Negotiating parties will conclude agreements concerning legal assistance in civil, marital and
criminal procedures, consular agreements and other documents imperative for guaranteeing the rights
of their citizens residing on the other parties' territories.

Article 7
Negotiating parties affirm that respect towards persons belonging to national (ethnic) minorities

as part of generally recognised human rights, appear as principal factors of peace, equity, stability and
democracy in Russian Federation and in the Republic of Uzbekistan.

Negotiating parties guarantee the rights of ethnic minorities to fully and effectively realise and
utilise their human rights and basic freedoms without any discrimination and under the conditions of
full equality concerning the law.

Negotiating parties guarantee the rights of persons belonging to national (ethnic) minorities,
either individually or in cooperation with other persons belonging to national minorities, to freely
express, maintain and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity, create favourable
conditions for encouragement of that identity and will not allow any attempts of forceful assimilation.

Negotiating parties respect the rights of persons belonging to national minorities to effectively
participate in the national government.

Negotiating parties take the responsibility to take effective measures to prevent and interfere with
any activities on its territories which appear to be violations against persons or groups on national,
racial, ethnic or religious grounds, discrimination, hostility or hatred.

2.3.2 /4greemem on r/ie Coopera»o/i öefween r/ze Af/nmry o/Mztiona/ £ducaft'o/i
i_ s t ZtepuMc o/Po/a/id and f/ie A/j'/iwrry 0/Education o/r/ie /?ep«Mc

rne y«ire 7992-7993

Warsaw, 5 March 1992. Unofficial translation from Polish provided by Normand Labrie.

Article 7
The states parties will ensure all necessary help to promote the knowledge of the native

languages and to improve native language education at all levels (preschool, primary school, high
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school, college and university) among the Belarussian citizens of Polish nationality living in Belarus,
and among Polish citizens of Belarussian nationality living in Poland.

In schools and universities that teach in the minority's language the parties will consider the
need for improving qualifications in both native language teachers and subject area teachers.

2.3.3 Agreemenr o/i r/ie Cooperano« öefwee/z r/ze M/nwrry o/Mzrio/w/ £d!ucarfo/j /
flepuMc o/Po/a/id and r/ie M/nu»)' o/£dwcario/j 0/ t/£ram*/o/- rAe Fears 799J-
7995 . . . . . . . .

Kiev, 12 January 1993. Unofficial translation from Polish provided by Normand Labrie. *̂

Article 3
The states parties will be desirous of providing their citizens who are members of the Ukrainian

minority in Poland and Polish minority in Ukraine, with the possibility to learn their national language
at all levels of education (preschools, primary, high schools, and universities). They will also help each
other to supply text books, literature for teachers and teaching equipment.

Article 12
Regarding the issue of the education of the citizens that are members of the Ukrainian minority

in Poland and of the Polish minority in Ukraine, the states parties will cooperate with the social
organisations representing these minorities and will consider their recommendations in the process of
qualifying students for full-time studies, courses, practica, or other types of schooling.

2.3.4 Agreeme/jr oerween f/ie Czec/j /?epwZ?//c a/id f/ie S/ovafc /tepu£/ic 0/1 Cooperatt'o/»
Good Ate/g/ioour/y

23 November 1992. , ; vi,. ; . : ; ; :

Article 8 .1..
The states parties acknowledge that persons belonging to the Slovak national minority in the

Czech Republic and persons belonging to the Czech national minority in the Slovak Republic have
the right individually, as well as in community with other members of their group, to freely express,
preserve and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity, as well as to develop their
culture in the way they desire without any attempts to assimilate them against their will...

The states parties declare that the persons referred to in this provision have in particular the
right, individually or in community with other members of their group:

- to use freely their mother tongue privately or in public and, notwithstanding the need to know
the official language of their respective state, the right to use their mother tongue in contacts
with state authorities in conformity with national legislation;
- to have access, as well as to disseminate and exchange, information in their mother tongue; -
to have adequate opportunity to leam their mother tongue;

- to establish and maintain their own economic, educational, cultural and religious institutions,
organisations and associations.
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2.3.5 j4greemem terween Fm/a/ui a/u/ Sweden /?eto//i£ ro Gi^zra/ireej J/I r/»* Low o /7
Afay 7920 o/i r/ie i4uro«omy o/ r/ie i / f / / i

Reprinted from Docu/ne/itt on /Iwronomy and Af/nor/ry fl/g/itt (1993), Hurst Hannum (ed.), Martinus
Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netherlands, at pp. 141-143.

3. The new guarantees to be inserted in the autonomy law should specially aim at the
preservation of the Swedish language in the schools, at the maintenance of the landed property in the
hands of the Islanders, at the restriction within reasonable limits of the exercise of the franchise by
newcomers, and at ensuring the appointment of a Governor who will possess the confidence of the
population...

At its meeting of June 27th, M. Hymans read the following text containing the agreement which
the two parties had reached on the question of guarantees:

• . ^ r v . W , • $ : ( . . • . • • • - " > : • : . • • • •• ;

1. Finland, resolved to assure and to guarantee the population of the Aland Islands the
preservation of their language, of their culture, and of their local Swedish traditions, undertakes to
introduce shortly into the Law of Autonomy of the Aland Islands of May 7th, 1920, the following
guarantees: . . • . - . ; . : : , . . . , . • a . ; ^ ' : - :*.•.• .. • .-/•• . , , - • - . • . • ••••••

2. The Landsting and the Communes of the Aland Islands shall not, in any case, be obliged to
support or to subsidise any other schools than those in which the language of instruction is Swedish.
In the scholastic establishments of the state, instruction shall also be given in the Swedish language.
The Finnish language may not be taught in the primary schools supported or subsidised by the state
or by the commune without the consent of the interested commune.

3. When landed estate situated in the Aland Islands is sold to a person who is not legally
domiciled in the Islands, any person legally domiciled in the Islands, or the Council of the province,
or the commune in which the estate is situated, has the right to buy the estate at a price which, failing
agreement, shall be fixed by the Court of First Instance (//äradyrarr) having regard to current prices.

Detailed regulations will be drawn up in a special law concerning the act of purchase, and the
priority to be observed between several offers.

This law may not be modified, interpreted, or repealed except under the same conditions as the
Law of Autonomy.

4. Immigrants into the Aland Archipelago who enjoy rights of citizenship in Finland shall
acquire the communal and provincial franchise in the Islands only after five years of legal domicile.
Persons who have been five years legally domiciled in the Islands shall not be considered as
immigrants.

2.3.6 -Agreemenr on r/ie Fownda/ionj o//?e/afto/w öenvee/i f/ic /?epufr//c o/Fi/i/a/id
fne ßu&H'asi Federation

Helsinki, 20 January 1992. Unofficial translation, Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland.
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Article 10 ;i; ^ v , . ^ . ^ ' ^ « ^ ' ^ - ! . w , ^ ^ ' i . v ! S . ; ^ . ; \ i : y - r ' " - ^ - s * ' i - ' ' . ?'*'•-
The parties shall give their support to the preservation of the identity of Finns and Finno-Uric

peoples and nationalities in Russia and, correspondingly in Finland, the identity of persons originating
in Russia. They shall protect each other's languages, cultures and historical monuments.

2.3.7 i4£re£mem terwee/i rAe Afmwrry
a/id rAe A//nwrry o/C«/rwre and Educano/i o/r/je ÄepuZ;/jc o/Lif/iua/ua /Jegard/ng

. rte £ducorfo/ta/5^gm a/id

Vilnius, 21 February 1992. Unofficial translation from Polish provided by Normand Labrie. ^ ^

Article 1
The parties, according to their full powers and possibilities and acting according to the law of

Poland and Lithuania, will expand cooperation in the field of education, including all forms and levels
of education for children and youngsters, and improve the qualifications of teachers.

The parties, according to their powers and possibilities, will do their best to create opportunities
for children of the Polish minority living in Lithuania and children of the Lithuanian minority living
in Poland to learn their native language, culture and the history of the country they are now living in,
and to become loyal citizens with full rights.

The parties will do their best to provide children of the Polish minority living in Lithuania and
children of the Lithuanian minority living in Poland with education in their native language, and with
the possibility of learning about their native culture, tradition, and history as well as learning the
official language of the country, its culture and history, and to become its equal and loyal citizens.

The parties — according to their law — will give rights of issuance of diplomas to non-public
schools at the primary and high school level at which Lithuanian language education is provided in
Poland and Polish language education is provided in Lithuania. Documents of graduation issued by
those schools will have the same power as documents issued by public schools, providing that the
level of education in those non-public schools will fulfil the requirements of national standards for
education.

2.3.8 j4greeme/ir fteftveen fne Aepu6//c o/ rne Gami/fl a/uf /ne flepuMc o
concern/ng r/ie EsraWwnmenr 0/ a Senega/nWa Con/ederarfon

1981. Reprinted from Blaustein, Albert P. and Epstein, Dana Blaustein (1986), Keso/v/ng Language
Co/i/7/cw: A Srudy o/r/ie WorWs Ccntf/mr/o/ts, U.S. English, Washington, D.C., at p. 67.

Section 4
The official languages of the Confederation shall be such African languages as are specified by

the President and Vice-President of the Confederation; English and French.
..: • > . • . ' i - i - j ^ r - - ft.;*..-: - • '•• • •

• • • * !

2 . 3 . 9 A g r e e m e n t ö e n v e e n f/ie f / n i r e d ATingdo/n a n d S i n g a p o r e > • • . . . - • •

M a r c h - A p r i l 1 9 5 7 , L o n d o n .



The following provisions for the protection of Malay and minority interests in Singapore should
be included in the Constitution:

(i) It shall be the responsibility of the Government of Singapore constantly to care for the
'g interests of racial and religious minorities in Singapore. In particular, it shall be the deliberate

j , and conscious policy of the Government of Singapore at all times to recognise the special
„is position of the Malays, who are the indigenous people of the Island and are in most need of
•; assistance, and accordingly, it shall be the responsibility of the Government of Singapore to

; protect, safeguard, support, foster and promote their political, educational, religious, economic,
M social and cultural interests and the Malay language.

2.3.10 Co/ive/jrfo/t on Prov/rfmg Spec/a/ /WgAtt/or r/te 5/ove/i/a/i Afworiry L/vmg
j'/t r/ie flepuMc 0/ //ungary a/id/or rAe //u/tgaWa/z Af/norfry L/W/ig </i rA«
/ ? M o/S/ove/wa

Ljubljana, 6 November 1992. « . ' , * . - » ' . - .

Article 1 - ^
The high contracting parties shall ensure that national minorities and individuals belonging to

them have the possibility of preserving, developing, and expressing fully their cultural, linguistic, and
religious Slovenian and Hungarian identities. To this end, they shall create in the fields of education,
culture, mass communications, publishing and scientific research, as well as in the economic sphere
and other areas activities to promote all facets of the minorities' development

Article 2
The high contracting parties shall take the utmost care to promote the acquisition and study in

the mother tongue of these minorities in pre-school, elementary, secondary and higher education
institutions, as well as the acquisition of knowledge of the culture, history and present reality of the
mother-nation and the national minority.

To this end, the high contracting parties shall seek to exchange experiences in the educational
system of the national minorities, especially bilingual teaching, and the possible use of each others
educational material.

In addition, they shall promote the exchange of teachers, students and educational training
materials, as well as the organisation of courses and professional training. They will also allow the
other high contracting party to grant state and foundation scholarships for all types of postgraduate
education, especially education for teachers and theologists.

They shall encourage the study and acquisition of the language, culture and history of the
national minorities and their mother-nation by individuals belonging to the majority nation.

Article 4 '' -̂
The high contracting parties shall ensure members of the national minorities may use freely their

own language in private and public life, including the free use and registration of their original
surnames and given names.

The high contracting parties undertake to ensure within the territory historically inhabited by
their respective national minorities the equal use of both languages, especially in regard to toponomy
and public signs, in the local administration, in oral and written communications, and before
administrative, judicial, and other public institutions.
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Article 5
The high contracting parties recognise these minorities have the right to receive and disseminate

information through radio and television broadcasts in their mother tongue. #&-•" #H.f#
To this end, they shall ensure the national minorities can exercise and develop their own

communication activities. They shall support the free flow of information in the languages of the
national minorities, as well as support cooperation between the mass media of the minority and the
majority.

Each of the high contracting parties shall provide for the transmission of radio and television
broadcasts, as well as regular and suitable time for radio and television programs in the mother
language of their respective minorities. They shall also permit reception of radio and television
broadcasts from the other high contracting party in the minority's mother tongue.

2.3.11 Dec/arar/o/i o« r/te /Vj/irip/Vs o/ Cooperation feerwee/j r/j« /tepuA/ic o/
//w/igary and r/ie f/Jkra/zi/a/i 5oviir 5oc/a//w /?ep«6//c I'/I G«ara/tfeej/ig rAe
Aig/ito o/ Mzriomz/ Mz'/ior/rier

Budapest, 31 May 1991. Translation from the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

A r t i c l e 3 *': ^ . . .:• .;*,•; * - -^ v •••:---*•.• - ' ^ c • ? » ? , ; I K : ? ^ - " * ' • > [ • : , • : • ,-^; - > . ' a v > . « ' . ' Ü ^
The parties shall, in their efforts to promote democracy and a state ruled by law, take into

account the legitimate interests of the national minorities in their respective policies and shall take the
necessary political, legal and administrative measures to help create favourable conditions for the
preservation and development by the national minorities of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
religious identities. Such measures shall serve the interests of the whole society and shall not result
in encroachments on the rights of other citizens.

- , - , » , > .«: ' , • ( " < '" '"^ **• . -' -'*•'
Article 8

The parties shall take no administrative, economic or other measures designed to assimilate the
minorities or change the composition of populations in territories inhabited by nationalities.

Article 9 * ' ' - "*
The parties shall adopt such legal, administrative and other measures as may be necessary to

ensure that the national minorities may freely exercise their right to use their mother tongue, both
orally and in writing, in their individual lives and in community life, including the right to use their
national names, forename as well as family name.

Exercise of this right shall not detract from the obligation to leam the official language or
languages of the parties. _„,. „ ^,, . ... ,, *

Article 10 • .• . . , ; / •;•. - :•• A-•.!••-•• - v ^ ^ ^ - s •<:•. ;i.-v v . . : - l S ä ^
The parties agree that they shall make it possible for the national minorities to learn their mother

tongue and to study in their mother tongue at all levels of education. The practical problems this may
entail will be resolved as necessary, and in accordance with the parties' current laws and capabilities,
by a Mixed Commission to be set up under Article 16 of the present Declaration. The parties shall
enable members of the national minority living in the territory of the other party to pursue studies at
their own institutions of higher education, to participate in further training, and to exchange experts
in the fields of education and culture. The parties shall endeavour to observe the principle of



equivalence at all levels of education, and shall recognise the fact of their respective citizens'
enrolment in, and studies at, educational institutions based in the territory of the other party.

Article 12
The parties declare that believers belonging to national minorities shall have a right to exercise

their religion and shall have the right to acquire, possess, produce and use devotional materials and
engage in religious activities in their mother tongue, including training in the mother tongue.

Article 13 .''"'" '" •'.. rmolteMOsas «SÄ i f M few«
The parties recognise the right of the national minorities to disseminate, exchange and receive

information in their mother tongue without discrimination of any kind, and they shall take concrete
measures to provide support for mass communication in the mother tongue.

Ö 'avoir &**r fwppre presse sÄügee •_ -^

; 2.3.12 Germa/ry-/?M&y/a/i Federarto/j /Votoco/ o/ Co/Zaoorario/i o/i /Ae
u.vvi+.s«! Nt--t-<i*i* ',- #«toranV>/j 0/C/nze/w/iip to/Juw/a/i Gemia/is > ,', •

21 February 1992. Reprinted from (1992) //ircr/tan'om/.Lcja/ A/areriais. Vol. 31, at p. 1301.

Article 1
1. The Government of the Russian Federation aims its intention to re-establish gradually the ^

German Republic in those areas on the Volga traditionally occupied by the ancestors of the Gennan
people without in the process adversely affecting the interests of those people currently resident in \
those areas. Both parties shall pursue this intention to the best of their ability with the aim of ensuring
that the national and cultural identity of the Russian Germans is maintained. •

Article 2
1. Both parties agree that the establishment of an autonomous regional authority will be of major

importance for the economic, cultural and social development of the republic which is to be created,
in which residents of both German and other nationalities will be able to find and maintain a home.

Article 4
1. In order to provide support both for the Gennan minority in Russia in their maintenance of '

their national identity and for the restoration of national citizenship to the Volga Germans, both parties
shall promote the provision of unlimited opportunities to establish cultural, social, communal and
educational organisations which will increase the feeling of solidarity amongst German people and
provide favourable conditions in which German people and those of other nationalities can live
together. ,

2.3.13 //ttfo-Sr/ LawJka /4greeme/tf to Es/aMs/i Peace ami Aforww/cy j/t Sn La/uta 1

29 July 1987.

1.1 Desiring to preserve the unity, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Sri Lanka; .**
1.2 Acknowledging that Sri Lanka is a multiethnic and multilingual plural society consisting,

wrer a/ia, of Sinhalese, Tamils, Muslims (Moors), and Burghers;
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1.3 Recognising that each ethnic group has a distinct cultural and linguistic identity which has
to be carefully nurtured;

1.4 Also recognising that the Northern and Eastern Provinces have been areas of historical
habitation of Sri Lankan Taniil-speaking peoples, who have at all times hitherto lived together in this
territory with other ethnic groups;

? 1.5 Conscious of the necessity of strengthening the forces contributing to the unity, sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Sri Lanka, and preserving its character as a multiethnic, multilingual and
multi-religious plural society in which all citizens can live in equality, safety and harmony, and prosper
and fulfil their aspirations;

v - • . : ' ^ ' - ^ . ^ : ; * . • • • . . ' , > < - ; - ; ^ v - f u • • - • • f f . ; , - ;:• "'• ••: ' : \ - ; - ' r - ; . ; ; ; - J W .- •..••- , : - i

«>. 2. Resolve that...
2.18 The official language of Sri Lanka shall be Sinhala. Tamil and English will also be official

languages.

2.3.14 /omr Dec/arario/i o/ rAe Govmyne/if o/ //ic {//»red AT/ngdom o/ Greaf
and Norr/ier« /re/a/id a/id r/ie Gove/wne/ir o/rAe /*cop/e'j

ia on r/ie ßM^rzo« o///o/ig Kong

19 December 1984. Reprinted from Doca/ne/itt on i4wronomy and Afmor/ry /?/g/jw (1993), Hurst
Hannum (ed.), Martinus Nijhoff, Dordrecht, Netheriands, at pp. 219-272.

A r t i c l e 9 ' x - • : . . . . • • ..: ,:; ^ K : - : . : : - • - . . <- ;.-••- ' • "-'.K-..."}

In addition to the Chinese language, English may also be used as an official language by the
executive authorities, legislature and judiciary of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.

Article 136
On the basis of the previous educational system, the Government of the Hong Kong Special

Administrative Region shall, on its own, formulate policies on the development and improvement of
education, including policies regarding the educational system and its administration, the language of
instruction, the allocation of funds, the examination system, the system of academic awards and the
recognition of educational qualifications.

Community organisations and individuals may, in accordance with law, run educational
undertakings of various kinds in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. -

2.3.15 A/Änorandwm d'accord e/ifre / « gouver/ieme/itt <fe /7/a//e,
^ er rfe /a

London, 5 October 1954. Reprinted from Recueil des legislations linguistiques dans le monde—Tome
VI (1994), Jacques Leclerc & Jacques Maurais (eds.), International Centre for Research on Language
Planning, Quebec. Slovenia is now the successor state to Yugoslavia for the purposes of the linguistic
minority provisions of this treaty. Under the Treaty of Osimo between Italy and Yugoslavia dated 10
November 1975, the contracting parties decided to terminate the protection provided in the
memorandum under international law by making the linguistic minorities subject to new legislation
in each country guaranteeing at least the same rights.
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Article 2
Les membres du groupe ethnique yougoslave dans la zone administre'e par l'ltalie et les membres

du groupe ethnique italien dans la zone administrde par la Yougoslavie jouiront des mgmes droits et
du mgme traitement que les autres habitants des deux zones.

C e t t e 6 g a l i t 6 i m p l i q u e q u ' i l s j o u i r o n t . . . "• - < - --••• •••••••-- « < •
. e) de r^galite" de traitement en ce qui conceme l'utilisation des langues, dans les conditions
"'. indiquäes ä l'article 5 ci-apres;

ji . , 7 • • • • ' J »

Article 4 ..,,.. - ., - ^ . , •, ^ . .,., ,.*" '
Le caractere ethnique et le libre de"veloppement culturel du groupe ethnique yougoslave, dans

la zone sous administration itaüenne, et ceux du groupe ethnique italien, dans la zone sous
administration yougoslave, devront Stre pre'serve's.

a) Les deux groupes auront le droit d'avoir leur propre presse re'dige'e dans leur langue
matemelle;...
c) Les deux groupes devront avoir ä leur disposition des jardins d'enfants et des äcoles
primaires, secondaires et professionnelles qui dispensent l'enseignement dans leur langue
maternelle. Des e"coles de cette nature fonctionneront dans toutes les locality's de la zone sous
administration italienne oü se trouvent des enfants appartenant au groupe ethnique yougoslave
et toutes les locality's de la zone sous administration yougoslave oü se trouvent des enfants
appartenant au groupe ethnique italien. Le gouvernement italien et le gouvernement yougoslave

y, s'engagent ä maintenir en activitd, au profit des groupes ethniques des zones relevant de leur
administration, les e"coles existantes qui sont re'mune're'es dans la liste annexe'e au present Statut;
avant de proce'der ä la fermeture de l'une quelconque de ces e"coles, ils devront prendre l'avis
de la Commission mixte preVue dans l'article final du präsent Statut;

; d) Ces e"coles jouiront de I'e"galit6 de traitement avec les autres e"coles de mßme type dans les
zones administre'es par l'ltalie et la Yougoslavie respectivement, en ce qui conceme la foumiture
de manuels scolaires, de locaux et d'autres moyens mate"riels, le nombre et la situation du
personnel enseignant et la reconnaissance des diplömes. Les autorite"s italiennes et yougoslaves
s'efforceront de faire en sorte que l'enseignement dispens6 dans ces 6coles le soit par les maftres
dont la langue matemelle est la mgme que celle des eleves.
Les autorit^s italiennes et yougoslaves feront adopter dans le plus bref de*lai les mesures legales

nöcessaires pour que 1'organisation permanente desdites e"coles soit re"gl6e conforme'ment aux
dispositions qui precedent Les membres du personnel enseignant de langue italienne qui, ä la date oü
le präsent memorandum d' accord a 6t6 paraphf, enseignaient dans les Etablissements scolaires situds
dans la zone administre'e par la Yougoslavie, et les membres du personnel enseignant de langue
Slovene qui, ä la mgme date, enseignaient dans les Etablissements scolaires situs's dans la zone
administre'e par l'ltalie ne seront pas r6voqu6s de leurs fonctions pour la raison qu'ils ne possfcdent
pas le diplöme d'enseignement requis.

Article 5
Les membres du groupe ethnique yougoslave, dans la zone administräe par l'ltalie, et les

membres du groupe ethnique italien, dans la zone administre'e par la Yougoslavie, pourront faire usage
de leurs langues respectives dans leurs rapports tant priv^s qu'officiels avec les autorite"s
administratives et judiciaires de deux zones. Ils auront le droit de recevoir des autorites une rtponse
dans la m6me langue, soit directement, soit par l'interm^diaire d'un interprete, dans le cas de re"ponses
donn6es verbalement; pour ce qui est de la correspondance, les autorites devront au moins foumir une
traduction des r6ponses.
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Les pieces de caractere officiel concemant les membres desdits groupes ethniques, y compris
les decisions judiciaires, devront 6tre accompagn6es d'une traduction dans la langue appropride. n en
sera de mgme des avis officiels, ainsi que des publications et des proclamations publiques.

Dans la zone sous administration italienne, les inscriptions figurant sur les bätiments publics
ainsi que les noms des locality's et des rues seront re'dige's dans la langue du groupe ethnique
yougoslave aussi bien que dans celle de I'autorit6 administrante, dans les districts dlectoraux de la
commune de Trieste et dans les autres communes ou les membres de ce groupe ethnique constituent
un 616ment appreciable (un quart au moins) de la population; dans les communes de la zone sous
administration yougoslave oü le groupe ethnique Italien consume un element appreciable (un quart au
moins) de la population, ces inscriptions et ces noms seront re'dige's en Italien aussi bien que dans la
langue de l'autorite administrante.

2.3.16 Srare 7>eary/or r/ie /Je-Esraö/w/imem o/an //idependen/ and Democratic

Vienna, 15 May 1955. ' . ..-**' • - - - •

Article 6
1. Austria shall take all measures necessary to secure to all persons under Austrian jurisdiction,

without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion, the enjoyment of human rights and of the
fundamental freedoms, including freedom of expression, of press and publication, of religious worship,
of political opinion and of public meeting.

2. Austria further undertakes that the laws in force in Austria shall not, either in their content
or in their application, discriminate or entail any discrimination between persons of Austrian
nationality on the ground of their race, sex, language or religion, whether in reference to their persons,
property, business, professional or financial interests, status, political or civil rights, or any other
matter.

Article 7 ~ ' "*
1. Austrian nationals of the Slovene and Croat minorities in Carinthia, Burgenland and Styria

shall enjoy the same rights on equal terms as all other Austrian nationals, including the right to their
own organisations, meetings and press in their own language.

2. They are entitled to elementary instruction in the Slovene or Croat language and to a
proportional number of their own secondary schools; in this connection school criteria shall be
reviewed and a section of the Inspectorate of Education shall be established for Slovene and Croat
schools.

3. In the administration and judicial districts of Carinthia, Burgenland and Styria, where there
are Slovene, Croat or mixed populations, the Slovene or Croat language shall be accepted as an official
language in addition to German. In such districts topographical terminology and inscriptions shall be
in the Slovene or Croat language as well as in German.

4. Austrian nationals of the Slovene and Croat minorities in Carinthia, Burgenland and Styria
shall participate in the cultural, administrative and judicial systems in these territories on equal terms
with other Austrian nationals.

;•: 5. The activity of organisations whose aim is to deprive the Croat or Slovene population of their
minority character or rights shall be prohibited. ~
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Article 8 * *•:>*V*
Austria shall have a democratic government based on elections by secret ballot and shall

guarantee to all citizens free, equal and universal suffrage as well as the right to be elected to public
office without discrimination as to race, sex, language, religion or political opinion.

2.3.17 5wreme«r o/i tfie /V/>jcip/e.s o/ Cooperarfo/t tenvee/i rAe /JepwMc o/

or £r/»/wc, /te/tg/our a/usf L//i£uüac

Budapest, 11 November 1992. uj t - ivoiw-.u'rv * "•••'• "in;-> ??«?. !'!?'i *•!**?£* o '

•••*~~;"T::;1"V: : : ' . ' C ' * i ; : ' i 3Lw. .»« ] . . ' ' *

Article 4
The parties, starting from the fact that social peace and individual freedom, and the need for

comprehensive assurance of these, are universal values, consider it their most important task to develop
favourable conditions for the preservation and development of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
religious identity of the minorities. These measures must serve the interests of the whole society and
cannot lead to curtailment of the rights of other citizens.

Article 9
The parties consider unacceptable any administrative, economic or other measures directed at

the forcible assimilation of the minorities or the alteration of the ethnic composition of districts within
the territory occupied by the minorities. ,.. . . . -

Article 10 7 ,~ *
The parties consider it expedient to pass the legal, state-administrative and other measures

required for the minorities to avail themselves freely, in writing and verbally, of their rights to use
their native language in both personal and social life, including use of their national names and
surnames.

The exercise of this right does not preclude the obligation to learn the state language or
languages.

Article 12
The parties respect the right of religious believers belonging to the minorities to practise their

religion, and within this to obtain, possess, produce and utilise the devotional materials in their native
language required for pursuing this activity, including training conducted in the native language. .

Article 13 •>.--.,»<.;;5-.. *.«* « « ^ : _*; cn««»a» tenßks!»'^^ oiidu<s •?;!' "> ;-^s"OV\j ü'W ; : ' ) K Ü

The parties respect the right of the minorities to protect and represent their fundamental interests,
and also to have free access to information in their native language, including the right to distribute
and exchange such information, and according to the scope available to receive state assistance for the
purpose. ^ „, „ _j'{ r ,'-}j N'i. , ? Z>:JU? *S ô sr!iRr>s5J v

.f.,"̂  ^ 2.3.18 7>a/r<? jwr to öa^w d « re/a//o/ts enrr« /a Ä5FS de flttMÜ? er /a /?55

Kiev, 19 November 1990.
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Article 3 f^'-ffiA
Les Hautes Parties Contractantes, souhaitant contribuer ä l'expression, au maintien et au

ddveloppement de roriginalite" ethnique, culturelle, linguistique et religieuse des minorit6s nationales
peuplant leur territoire et reprdsentant des regions ethno-culturelles uniques, assurent leur protection.

2.3.19 7reary Co/icermTig r/ic /Vorecrio/i o/Afmonri« wi Greece

Sevres, 10 August 1920. „: " , ^ ^ • - • - * . ' - • -
, . . , . . , , . / < ' . v - - i » . ' - . . . ' ' . ' - • • • • • ' - ' - - A " • • • • • • • •••

Article 2
Greece undertakes to assure full and complete protection of life and liberty to all inhabitants of

Greece without distinction of birth, nationality, language, race or religion.

A r t i c l e 7 - • • . . - . < - • - . « , ? w > • > . , , < • • , , . , > , ( • ; < - . , < r - > . « . - , ' ; • : , • • - s , - ; s : : , , 1 ; - , ; i : , , s - : , : " - i ; , j j r ; x - . ' : " . ; ; . L ' - . ^ : I A i

All Greek nationals shall be equal before the law and shall enjoy the same civil and political
rights without distinction as to race, language or religion.

In particular, Greece undertakes to put into force within three years from the coming into force
of the present Treaty an electoral system giving due consideration to the rights of racial minorities.
This disposition is applicable only to the new territories acquired by Greece since August 1, 1914.

Differences of religion, creed or confession shall not prejudice any Greek national in matters
relating to the enjoyment of civil or political rights, as, for instance, admission to public employments,
functions and honours, or the exercise of professions and industries.

No restrictions shall be imposed on the free use by any Greek national of any language in
private intercourse, in commerce, in religion, in the press or in publications of any kind, or at public
meetings. : i f -.*.? ••..

Notwithstanding any establishment by the Greek Government of an official language, adequate
facilities shall be given to Greek nationals of non-Greek speech for the use of their language, either
orally or in writing, before the courts. " ; ^ ;>*• :H<; M ^ . ? .; ;r

A r t i c l e 8 ' •• • • ' • - ' •- - • • • • • • • • -••' '• - ; - • " - - • — -"^

Greek nationals who belong to racial, religious or linguistic minorities shall enjoy the same
treatment and security in law and in fact as the other Greek nationals. In particular they shall have an
equal right to establish, manage and control, at their own expense, charitable, religious and social
institutions, schools and other educational establishments, with the right to use their own language and
to exercise their religion freely therein. ,'i • ; • : •>- < -- -»

Article 9
Greece will provide in the public educational system in towns and districts in which a

considerable proportion of Greek nationals of other than Greek speech are resident adequate facilities
for ensuring that in the primary schools the instruction shall be given to the children of such Greek
nationals through the medium of their own language. This provision shall not prevent the Greek
Government from making the teaching of the Greek language obligatory in the said schools.

In towns and districts where there is a considerable proportion of Greek nationals belonging to
racial, religious or linguistic minorities, these minorities shall be assured an equitable share in the
enjoyment and application of the sums which may be provided out of public funds under the state,
municipal or other budgets for educational, religious or charitable purposes.

The provisions of this Article apply only to the territories transferred to Greece since January
1, 1913.
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Article 12 ^"^nr - ^ ; i^ri?-*%i;V? -Mr'ijdtf.? *n^.r^-% t^afo^^if%fS5« -ils atej^^fr/^ts
Greece agrees to accord to the communities of the Valachs of Pindus local autonomy, under the

control of the Greek state, in regard to religious, charitable or scholastic matters.

2.3.20 Trcflfy terween /Ae Ferfera/ flepuMc o/ Germany a/u/ die
Democratic /tepu6/<c o/i /Ae Eyraö7«nme/i/ o/Germj/i

Berlin, 31 August 1990. • . ' " , , * ••.*>'.*'<

Protocol 14 re Article 35 - •
The Federal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic Republic declare in connection

with Article 35 of the Treaty...
3. The Sorbian people and their organisations shall be free to cultivate and preserve the Sorbian

language in public life.

2.3.21 7>eafy oeftvee/i f/ie Ferfmz/ Kepw&//c o/Germa/iy c/id floma/wa co/jcerm7i£
, ...... Fnend/y Cooperarion fl/id Parmerj/»/? j>i Europe

Bucharest, 21 April 1992. , , sr; . • n r - :

Article 15 '
2. Members of the German minority in Romania have the right individually, as well as with

other members of their group, to freely express, preserve and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic
and religious identity without any attempt to assimilate them against their will. They have the right
before the law to exercise fully and effectively their human rights and fundamental freedoms without
any discrimination whatsoever. Members of the German minority have the right to participate
effectively in common affairs, including cooperation in matters concerning the protection and support
of their identity.

Article 16
1. Romania will protect and support the identity of members of the German minority in Romania

through concrete measures, especially conditions for the operation of German schools and German
cultural institutions in areas where members of this group live. Romania will make possible and
facilitate measures of the Federal Republic of Germany in support of the German minority in Romania.

2.3.22 Treary o/i /Ae Fo«/idbri0/u o/Goorf Afe/£/i6ou/7y /?e/an"o/ts a/u/ Cooperarfo/i
/?e/wee/j rAe /?e/?«Mc o/Z/w/igary and f//:ra//ie

Kiev, 6 December 1991. ' . « , . .
, '* "" f. ' •

Art ic le 17 ' • . • „ * • ?""»- * '••:->
The contracting parties, in full harmony with the Charter of Paris on a new Europe and other

relevant documents of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, express their conviction
that friendly contacts between their peoples, as well as peace, fairness, stability and democracy require
that the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identities of national minorities are granted mutual



defence, and all necessary terms are created to ensure that the parties shall take unilateral and joint
steps to promote the implementation of such commitments in accordance with the document entitled
"Declaration on the Principles of Co-operation between the Republic of Hungary and the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic in Guaranteeing the Rights of National Minorities" and the attached protocol,
signed on 31 May 1991. In their international contacts, the parties shall independently and jointly take
steps in the interest of implementing the international documents relevant to national minorities.

2.3.23 7>eary o/i r/ie Foum&m'o/w o/ /rtrergovern/ne/ifa/ Ke/arfo/w öerwee/i rAe
So vier Federative Soria/wf /tepuMc a/id rAe Lj7/i«a/wa/i /?ep«Mc

29 July 1991. .'" ' ~>:_

Article 4 - ^ n : ^ ' »JtM..
The high contracting parties guarantee equal rights and freedoms to their citizens, irrespective

of their nationality or any other distinctions.
The Lithuanian Republic guarantees to persons of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist

Republic entitled to citizenship, who were living permanently on the territory of Lithuania before 3
November 1989 and still reside there, and who have a permanent place of work or other legal means
of living in the Lithuanian Republic, the right to acquire citizenship of the Lithuanian Republic, in
accordance with their own free will and according to the procedure set out in the legislation of the
Lithuanian Republic. The Lithuanian Republic shall not apply to these persons residential
qualifications, knowledge of the Lithuanian language or any pre-conditions for the acquisition of
citizenship other than those which have been instituted with respect to all other persons.

The Lithuanian Republic guarantees the right to acquire citizenship of the Lithuanian Republic
to persons entitled to Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic citizenship who arrived in Lithuania
in the period between 3 November 1989 and the day of the signing of the present Treaty, who are
living permanently in the Lithuanian Republic and have a permanent place of work in the enterprises,
organisations and institutions of the Lithuanian Republic or other means of living. The said persons
have the right to acquire citizenship of the Lithuanian Republic on the basis of their own free will and
according to the procedure set out in the laws of the Lithuanian Republic. No residential qualifications
or requirements with respect to knowledge of the Lithuanian language shall be applied to these
persons.

Article 5
Each high contracting party shall define in its laws, in accordance with the generally recognised

principles and rules of international law, the rights and duties arising from the status of being a citizen
ofthatparty. „ ,.. ,».., , , ^ . ^ , .

The high contracting parties guarantee to all persons indicated in Article 4 of the present Treaty,
residing on their territory, irrespective of their nationality, civil and political, social, economic and
cultural rights and basic human freedoms, in accordance with the generally recognised principles and
rules of international law and the legislation of the country of residence, including the right of persons
belonging to ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities, in community with the other members of their
group or officially registered community, to enjoy their own culture, to piofess and practise their own
religion, and to use their own language. _ ^

V



2.3.24 Trairy o/t Fr/emtfy /?e/ario/w a/utf Cooperation oe/wee/i //iff /tepaMc 0/
Croatia a/td rAe/JepwMc o///M/jgary

16 December 1992. .£S#t f*«nil T£
C z e c h o f S i ö v * k . j j - - " . • . - .

Article 17 irinsaviä^«'.^;!^».*. .

2. Citizens of Croatian nationality in the Republic of Hungary, as well as the citizens of
Hungarian nationality in the Republic of Croatia, have the right, individually or together with other
members of their community, to freely express, preserve or develop their ethnic, cultural, language and
religious identity; no one can force them into assimilation against their will. They have the right to
freely use their mother tongue, privately or in public, to disseminate and exchange information in that
language and have access to all such information. They have the right to use their human rights and
fundamental freedoms before the law entirely and efficiently, in full equality and without any
discrimination. .,..-,.

. . . , . - . ••• - , . . . . . . ' • ' • • • . • • ' = ; > v r • : : - ? • !

A r t i c l e 1 9 -^ •«••«•! «** .

The parties to this Treaty agree that printed materials in the language of the other state may be
freely printed, distributed and read. Materials published in the other state may be freely imported and
distributed, in accordance with Articles 19 and 20 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.

2.3.25 7rea(y on Fr/emiy/»p and Cooperation oerwee/j fAe L/r/tua/ua/j /?epu/>//c and

To be signed in Vilnius in 1994. >. , •

Article 6
In matters concerning the protection of the rights of national minorities, the high contracting

parties shall be guided by the international principles and standards laid down in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the international covenants on human rights, the relevant UN and CSCE
documents, and also the European Convention on the Protection of the Rights and Basic Freedoms of
Man and its protocols.

The high contracting parties guarantee to the Ukrainian national minority in the Lithuanian
Republic and to the Lithuanian national minority in Ukraine the following rights: use of and tuition
in the native language or study of the native language in state educational institutions, or via national
cultural associations; development of national cultural traditions; profession of their own religion;
satisfaction of demands for literature, art and news media; establishment of national cultural and
educational institutions, and any other activity which does not contradict current legislation of the party
concerned. , i ^ ^ ^ ^

Persons belonging to the Ukrainian national minority in the Lithuanian Republic and persons
belonging to the Lithuanian national minority in Ukraine have the right individually or in community
with other members of their ethnic group, to freely express, maintain and develop their ethnic, cultural,
linguistic and religious characteristics without any discrimination and on the basis of full equality
before the law.
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/i Friends/wp, Cooperation and Good Afe/gn0O«W/ne.s.y
/?epw6//c 0/ £u/£aria a/id /?oman/a

Sofia, 27 January 1992. ; ^ ; : ; : , ; - ; ! ; , v t ... , . " - : ' • • • ' . - . ., . M ; > ^ . v ^ i . ^ u &;;

Article 10 .. . . . ; - , ; , - , . . . ., . . ;•.•, ,-..•...•• . . , • • •..,,'.. - - ..• ^ k i ä ^ l H )

... Each of the contracting parties shall establish conditions favouring the teaching of the
language of the other party at schools, universities and other institutions, and for this purpose shall
help the other party in organising these activities and in improving the qualification of the teachers.

r,;:;..„ ;_ 2.3.27 Treaty on Fr/endrnip, Good Wei"gn6oKr//ne.y.y and Cooperation fce/ween fne

.v^..'!,--:<* wu /?uj.y/an Federation and f/ie /?ep«6//c o/Georg/a • > IM. .i,;.i«sy

Tbilisi, 3 February 1994. _ ' ' ".,._."

Article 7
The high contracting parties will guarantee to their citizens equal rights and freedoms,

irrespective of their nationality, sex, language, religion and political and other convictions.
Article 9

The high contracting parties confirm that respect for the rights of persons belonging to national
minorities, as a part of universally recognised human rights, as well as the observation by them of their
obligations to the state, equally with the remaining citizens of the given party, are important factors
of peace, justice, stability and democracy in the Russian Federation and the Republic of Georgia.

The parties, in accordance with the universally recognised rules of international law and the
obligations adopted within the framework of the CSCE, guarantee to persons belonging to national
minorities full and effective enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms without any form
of discrimination and in conditions of total equality before, the law, and also the free expression,
preservation and development of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious distinctiveness. They will
create conditions for promoting this distinctiveness.

- ". ~. 2.3.28 7>ea/y o/ Good Ne/gnoowr//ne.y.s and Friendr> Cooperation fcefween rne
^ - Czecn and S/ova* Federa/ /?epuo//c and rne Federa/ ÄepwZ>//c o/Germany

Prague, 27 February 1992.

A r t i c l e 2 0 . ; • - -••••: ?''!*<•;- • i : ^ ; a i t f l f ^ i ^ i . . ;•*?& il'JÜi-/-- V*.i\ • ' ^ ' i S Ä , /::i- l'i'.-'j :yV>; i ,Vi -un Ü;fiÖ«:it;.5j(is-

1. The contracting parties fulfil minimally the political commitments founded in the CSCE
documents, particularly the Document of the Copenhagen Conference of June 29,1990 on the Human
Dimension of the CSCE, as commitments of a legal character.

2. Accordingly, members of the German minority in the Czech and Slovak Federal Republic,
which means persons having Czechoslovak citizenship, who have a German background or identify
themselves with the German language, culture, or traditions, have in particular the right, individually
or in association with other members of their group, to free speech, preservation and development of
their ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious identity free from any attempts to assimilate them against
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their will. They have a right to exercise their human rights and basic freedoms fully and effectively
without any discrimination and in complete equality under law.

Article 21 ,. ;!j : v ^ y f^ü!^ l i«ö#yü^?r :
1. Persons of Czech or Slovak descent in the Federal Republic of Germany have a right,

individually or in association with other members of their group, to preserve and freely develop their
ethnic, cultural, linguistic, and religious identity. They have a right to exercise their human rights and
basic freedoms fully and effectively without any discrimination and in complete equality under the
law.

Article 25 - ^fe
1. The contracting parties confirm their will to afford to all interested persons of the other party

a broad access to German, Czech and Slovak language and culture and support respective state and
private initiatives and institutions. ^tfrfcß .«ftp*» ^g^ift*Biftoq»^ft*«Bj*e;uo;u

2. They will expend every effort to provide instruction in the other state's language at every
level of school and in other educational institutions. They will also support initiatives toward the
founding of schools with instruction in both languages. They will make every endeavour to widen
opportunities at their universities for studies of the culture, literature and languages of the other state,
i.e. for Czech, Slovak and German studies.

2.3.29 Treaty o/Good Afeig/tfaMtr/i'/tera a/id FrtenaTy Cooperario/i
/Ae S/ova/fc /?epu6//c a/id r/ie ÄepwMc 0///angary

March 1995.,, ^^i4^j

Article 14 KrV/^,vv^
The contracting parties shall foster the climate of tolerance and understanding among their

citizens of different ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic origin. In agreement with their
international legal commitments, the contracting parties shall ensure equal and effective protection of
the rights of any person irrespective of race, skin colour, sex, language, religion, political or other
conviction, nationality or social origin.

Article 15 r ^ ' ^ / V ^ H Ä V ^ ^ ^ i - . •'•••• " 5 ' . - ; - . . i .-• ••"• "•: •-' >

1. The contracting parties confirm that the protection of national minorities and of the rights and
freedoms of persons belonging to those minorities forms an integral part of the international protection
of human rights and, as such falls within the scope of international cooperation and, in this sense, it
is therefore not an exclusively domestic affair of individual states but it is a subject of legitimate
concern of the international community. The contracting parties recognise that their cooperation in this
area contributes to the strengthening of good neighbourly relations, mutual understanding, friendship
and confidence between their countries and, at the same time, to the strengthening of international•*
security, stability and European integration.

2. As regards the protection of national minorities and the rights of persons belonging to those &
minorities, the contracting parties shall apply the following principles: mffu? ,ea2**3tqss

(c) persons belonging to national minorities shall have the right, individually or in community
&" with other members of their group, to express, maintain and develop their ethnic, cultural,

linguistic or religious identity and to maintain and develop their culture in all its aspects;
•



y t; (d) reaffirming their general integration policy, the contracting parties shall refrain from policies
and practices aimed at assimilation of persons belonging to national minorities against their will
and shall protect these persons from any action aimed at such assimilatioa The parties shall
refrain from measures which alter the proportions of the population in areas inhabited by persons

)r belonging to national minorities and are aimed at restricting the rights and freedoms of those
•»f • persons that would be to the detriment of the national minorities;
;,- (e) persons belonging to national minorities shall have the right, in conformity with the

••;_,;• legislation and with the objective of cultivating, developing and conveying their identity, to
establish and run their own organisations, associations, including political parties, as well as
educational, cultural and religious institutions. Both governments shall create the legislative
conditions to this effect;
(0 persons belonging to national minorities shall have the right to effective participation in the
decisions at the national and, where appropriate, at the regional level and affecting the minorities
or the regions inhabited by the minorities in the manner which is not incompatible with the
domestic legislation;

3; (g) persons belonging to the Hungarian minority in the Slovak Republic and those belonging
#» to the Slovak minority in the Republic of Hungary shall have the right to use, individually or
;, in community with other members of their group, orally and in writing, their minority language

both in private and in public. They shall also have the right, in conformity with the domestic
legislation and with the international commitments undertaken by the two parties, to use their

_ minority language in contacts with administrative authorities, including public administration,
and in court proceedings, to display the names of municipalities in which they live, street names
and names of other public areas, topographical indications, inscriptions and information in public
areas in their minority language, to register and use their first names and surnames in this
language, to have adequate opportunities in the framework of the state educational system and -
without prejudice to the learning of the official language or the teaching in this language - for

being taught the minority language or for receiving instruction in this language and the right of
i; access to public mass media without discrimination and the right to their own media. The
i, contracting parties, in conformity with their international undertakings, shall take all the
v necessary legal, administrative and othermeasures for the implementation of the aforementioned

rights unless their respective legal systems already contain such provisions.

2.3.30 Treaty OH Good yVe/g/i6owr/y /?e/afto/w, Frie/ufr/up awd Cooperaf/o/»
;, .j ,, *!-:?• •,, öerween f/fcrajne and r/ie /?epuZ?//c o/A/o/dova

23 October 1992. - r r , * a*n« <""• n. • ' - ' '• ' " ' ' ' ^ '

Article 7 • < '> - ' ' ^ •' • •** u • .
The high contracting parties will guarantee the rights of persons belonging to national minorities

according to the provisions of UN and CSCE instruments.
The high contracting parties recognise for persons belonging to national minorities and residing

on the territory of the other party the right, individually and in community with others, to the free
expression, preservation and development of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity, as
well as the right to be safe from any attempts of assimilation against their will.
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Article 8
The high contracting parties support the development of the identity of national minorities by

concrete measures such as providing favourable conditions for the activities of educational and cultural
institutions, for radio and television programmes in the mother tongue of the minorities in parts of the
country where they are concentrated, and will assist the other high contracting party in this area.

v ., 2.3.31 7r«jfy 0/Peace w/rA .Auyrria - -.«r • " . r» .-! : >r -.. ,

Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 10 September 1919. It is doubtful this treaty is still in force, but the minority
provisions have nevertheless been included since they are part of Austria's constitutional law.

Art ic l e 6 6 - •- - ••-"• •-•• •• • — — • *•• ••• • - - - — ^ ^ i - . ? . ; . - w <r ^ & w • • / f e s

All Austrian nationals shall be equal before the law and shall enjoy the same civil and political
rights without distinction as to race, language or religion...

No restriction shall be imposed on the free use by any Austrian national of any language in
private intercourse, in commerce, in religion, in the press or in publications of any kind, or at public
meetings.

Notwithstanding any establishment by the Austrian Government of an official language, adequate
facilities shall be given to Austrian nationals of non-German speech for the use of their language,
either orally or in writing, before the courts.

Article 67
Austrian nationals who belong to racial, religious or linguistic minorities shall enjoy the same

treatment and security in law and in fact as the other Austrian nationals. In particular they shall have
an equal right to establish, manage and control at their own expense charitable, religious and social
institutions, schools and other educational establishments, with the right to use their own language and
to exercise their religion freely therein.

• • i * ' ' '

Article 68 ' • . - * . . / > • •
Austria will provide in the public educational system in towns and districts in which a

considerable proportion of Austrian nationals of other than German speech are resident adequate
facilities for ensuring that in the primary schools the instruction shall be given to the children of such
Austrian nationals through the medium of their own language. This provision shall not prevent the
Austrian Government from making the teaching of the German language obligatory in the said schools.

In towns and districts where there is a considerable proportion of Austrian nationals belonging
to racial, religious or linguistic minorities, these minorities shall be assured an equitable share in the
enjoyment and application of the sums which may be provided out of public funds under the state,
municipal or other budgets for educational, religious or charitable purposes.

2.3.32 7rea/y 0/Peace w/r/i

Paris, 5 September 1946. :

Article 10 . . . . . „ . -
1. German-speaking inhabitants of the Bolzano Province and of the neighbouring bilingual

townships of the Trento Province will be assured complete equality of rights with the Italian-speaking
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inhabitants, within the framework of special provisions to safeguard the ethnical character and the
cultural and economic development of the German-speaking element.

In accordance with legislation already enacted or awaiting enactment the said German-speaking
citizens will be granted in particular:

(a) elementary and secondary teaching in the mother-tongue;
(b) parification of the German and Italian languages in public offices and official documents,
as well as in bilingual topographic naming;
(c) the right to re-establish German family names which were italianised in recent years;
(d) equality of rights as regards the entering upon public offices, with a view to reaching a more
appropriate proportion of employment between the two ethnical groups.
2. The populations of the above-mentioned zones will be granted the exercise of autonomous

legislative and executive regional power. The frame within which the said provisions of autonomy will
apply, will be drafted in consultation also with local representative German-speaking elements.

2.3.33 7razfy o/Peace vv/r/i rwr/feey

Lausanne, 24 July 1923. -

Article 38
The Turkish Government undertakes to assure full and complete protection of life and liberty

to all inhabitants of Turkey without distinction of birth, nationality, language, race or religion.

Article 39
Turkish nationals belonging to non-Moslem minorities will enjoy the same civil and political

rights as Moslems.
All the inhabitants of Turkey, without distinction of religion, shall be equal before the law.
Differences of religion, creed or confession shall not prejudice any Turkish national in matters

relating to the enjoyment of civil or political rights, as, for instance, admission to public employments,
functions and honours, or the exercise of professions and industries.

No restrictions shall be imposed on the free use by any Turkish national of any language in
private intercourse, in commerce, in religion, in the press or in publications of any kind, or at public
meetings.

Notwithstanding the existence of the official language, adequate facilities shall be given to
Turkish nationals of non-Turkish speech for the oral use of their own language before the Courts.

Article 40
Turkish nationals who belong to non-Moslem minorities shall enjoy the same treatment and

security in law and in fact as the other Turkish nationals. In particular they shall have an equal right
to establish, manage and control at their own expense, any charitable, religious and social institutions,
any schools and other establishments for instruction and education, with the right to use their own
language and to exercise their own religion freely therein.

Article 41
As regards public instruction, the Turkish Government will grant in towns and districts, where

a considerable proportion of non-Moslem nationals are resident, adequate facilities for ensuring that
in the primary schools the instruction shall be given to the children of such Turkish nationals through
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the medium of their own language. This provision will not prevent the Turkish Government from
making the teaching of the Turkish language obligatory in the said schools.

In towns and districts where there is a considerable proportion of Turkish nationals belonging
to non-Moslem minorities, these minorities shall be assured an equitable share in the enjoyment and
application of the sums which may be provided out of public funds under the state, municipal or other
budgets for educational, religious or charitable purposes.

The sums in question shall be paid to the qualified representatives of the establishments and
institutions concerned.

2.3.34 7>eafy öerwee/i rAe AepuMc o/Lfr/uazmä a/ui rAe /JepuMc o/Po/a/td o«
Äe/ano/w and Good-Nejg/itoMr/y Cooperario/j

26 April 1994. ' T " V . , ' • ' •--••̂ ' - - - . ^ M ä ß .^j fc.f<pa>;

Article 13
2. Members of the Polish minority in the Republic of Lithuania holding Lithuanian citizenship

who are of Polish descent or who acknowledge Polish nationality, culture, tradition, or who recognise
the Polish language as their mother tongue, and members belonging to the Lithuanian minority in the
Republic of Poland holding Polish citizenship who are of Lithuanian descent or who acknowledge
Lithuanian nationality, culture, tradition or who recognise the Lithuanian language as their mother
tongue, have the right, individually or together with other members of their group, to freely express,
maintain and develop their national, cultural, linguistic and religious identity without discrimination
and in conditions of full equality under the law.

A r t i c l e 1 4 , \ : ••. . . • : • - ; • > • • • • •' • -' / - ^ ' •-, • ^ •• • • - - • ' * • ' • ' - V . , A , - > •

1. The contracting parties declare that persons referred to in Article 13 paragraph 2 have in
particular the right to:

- freely use the language of the national minority in private and in public; > •
- have access to information in their language, to disseminate and exchange [that information]
and to have at their disposal their own mass media;
- learn the language of their national minority and be taught in that language;
- in accordance with domestic law, establish and maintain their own institutions, organisations
and associations, in particular cultural, religious and educational, including schools of all levels,
which may compete for voluntary financial or other help, from inside the country or abroad, as
well as state aid, and also to take part in international non-governmental organisations;
- profess and practise their religion, including the acquisition, possession and use of religious
material and the conduct of religious educational activity in the language of the national
minority;
- establish and maintain undisturbed contacts with each other on the territory of their state, as
well as contacts across the border with citizens of other states, with whom they share a common
national origin;
- use names and surnames in the pronunciation and written form accepted in the language of the
national minority. Detailed regulations pertaining to the spelling of first names and surnames
will be defined in a separate agreement;
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A r t i c l e 1 5 ^ v * ; * : ^ - , * ^ » . - , ; < v ^ , ; ^ . [-•,•/• ; m r * " > r - ,-,;."T . ' ^ , ' V ^ ^ - ; - r ; r î : ' x i " - ; W . < J ' = •••?
The contracting parties will, on their territories, protect the national, cultural, linguistic and

religious identity of persons referred to in Article 13, paragraph 2 and create conditions for its
development

The parties in particular: •;;;,.•*:&
- will consider admitting the use of the national minorities languages in their administrative

. offices, especially in those administrative-territorial units, in which the national minority makes
up a substantial part of the population;... ; : :Ü:' ?* ?u > u
- will assure adequate possibilities for teaching the language of the national minority and for
learning it, in kindergartens, primary and secondary schools;...
- will refrain from any activity which might lead to assimilation of members of the national
minority against their will and refrain, in accordance with international standards, from activities
which would lead to demographic changes in the composition of the population in areas
inhabited by national minorities.

2.3.35 Treaty oefween r/ie KepuMc o//>o/and and rAe Czec/i and S/ova* Federa/
«„ /JepwMc on Good A ê/gn&OMr/jnew, So/idar/ry and Fr/end/y Cooperation

6 October 1991. , • . i •» •! - ' * '

Article 8
1. The contracting parties confirm that persons belonging to the Czech and Slovak national

minority in the Republic of Poland and persons belonging to the Polish national minority in the Czech
and Slovak Federal Republic have the right, individually or together with other members of their
group, to freely express, maintain and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity
and to develop their culture in all directions without any attempts at assimilation against their will.

2. The contracting parties declare that persons referred to in paragraph 1 have in particular the
right, individually or together with other members of their group, to:

- freely use their own mother tongue in private and in public, as well as to have access,
disseminate and exchange information in their language;
- have adequate possibilities of teaching their mother tongue and of receiving education in their
mother tongue;
- establish and maintain their own economic, educational, cultural and religious institutions,
organisations and associations. ; - . - » . ' • - : « . • •

•ii'Jut,:ill-i

2.3.36 7reary oerween r/ic /JepuMc o/Po/a/td and rAe Äep«Mc o/2te/aras on
Good Afe/g/iöou/7/ne.M and Frfc/id/y Cooperation . :

2 3 J u n e 1 9 9 2 . \ . ' • . . : • - ,• - . > . ; - . v * . - .-• ^ v . ^ , • V ^ M - . - - •• ^ - - " ^ - ^ ^ - ; • - ;•'

Article 14
1. The contracting parties confirm that persons belonging to the Polish minority in the Republic

of Belarus as well as the Belarussian minority in the Republic of Poland have the right individually
or together with other members of their group, to freely maintain, develop and express their ethnic,
cultural, linguistic and religious identity without discrimination and in conditions of full equality under
the law.
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2. The contracting parties confirm that affiliation to a national minority is a matter of individual
choice of a person and that no negative effects may result from this choice. '/«•

Article 15 ' '
The contracting parties guarantee that persons referred to in Article 14 have in particular the

right, individually or together with other members of their group to:
- freely use their own mother tongue in private and in public, have access, disseminate and
exchange information in that language;
- use their names and surnames in the form accepted in their mother tongue;
- establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and other institutions, organisations and
associations, which may compete for voluntary financial or other help as well as state aid in
accordance with domestic law, taking advantage of access to mass media and also to take part
in the activities of international non-governmental organisations;
- profess and practise their religion, including the acquisition and use of religious material and
the conduct of religious educational activity in the mother tongue;

Article 16
3. The contracting parties will try to secure for persons, mentioned in Article 14, adequate

possibilities of teaching them their mother tongue or teaching in that language in educational
institutions, and also, where possible and necessary, using their mother tongue in their dealings with
public authorities. The teaching programmes of educational institutions, in which the above-mentioned
persons take part, will take account, on a wider scale, of the history and culture of the national
minorities.

2.3.37 Trea/y öerween r/ie KepuMc o/Po/a/zd a/u* fAe KepuW/c o/Etto/i/a on
Cooperar/o« and ßa/ric Good / / / o / V

2 July 1992.

Article 15
3. The parties will help citizens of the Republic of Poland of Estonian descent and citizens of

the Republic of Estonia of Polish descent to maintain and propagate their ethnic identity and their own
culture.

2.3.38 Treaty oeftveen r/ie /?ep«Mc o/ /»o/and a/id fAe ÄepwWjc o/ Lafw'a on
Friends/lip and Cooperation

1 July 1992. , v, v

Article 15 , _ , _ , , .
1. The contracting parties, in accordance with binding international standards relating to the

protection of national minorities, recognise the rights of members of the Latvian minority in the
Republic of Poland and the Polish minority in the Republic of Latvia, individually or together with
other members of their minority, to maintain, express and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and
religious identity without discrimination and in conditions of full equality under the law.
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äf 2. The contracting parties will undertake necessary actions with the aim of realising national
minority rights, in particular the right to:

- teach and learn their mother tongue, to freely use it, as well as the right to access, disseminate
and exchange information in their language;
- establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and religious institutions and
associations, which may solicit voluntary financial and other contributions, as well as public aid
in accordance with domestic law;
- profess and practise their religion and carry out educational religious activity in the mother
tongue;
- use names and surnames in the pronunciation and written form accepted in the mother tongue;
- establish and maintain undisturbed contacts with each other within the country of residence,
as well as across the border,
- possess their own press and publishing houses and have access to radio and television in their
region.

2.3.39 Treary 6«rwee/i /Ae /?epnMc o/Po/a/id and /Jo/nama on Fr/e/wfty /te&ztfo/u
Cooperanon - • '

25 January 1992.. -v - - ' ' "' ' > ^ •'-.«

Article 15
1. Polish citizens of Romanian descent permanently resident in the Republic of Poland and

Romanian citizens of Polish descent have the right, individually or together with other members of
their group, to freely express, maintain and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious
identity without discrimination and with the guarantee of full equality under the law.

2.3.40 7reary öenvee/j rAe KepuMc o/Po/a/ui a/id fAe ftutf/an Fttferarfon on
Fr/e/irf/y and Good Afe/g/iöouWy Cooperation

22 May 1992. ' - - ^ • - - • '' " ' '•^T- ". ' '" ' ,

A r t i c l e 1 6 "^' *"'" "••"'' " " ' " • ""' ' ' '' ••"• '" ' • .- .-"-•

3. The parties will help citizens of the Republic of Poland originating from Russia and citizens
of the Russian Federation of Polish descent to maintain and propagate their ethnic identity, their own
culture and the teaching of their mother tongue at pre-school and school levels.

2.3.41 Trea/y öerween r/ie /{«pu /̂Zc o/ Po/and and i/ifcra//j£ on Good
and Cooperan'on

18 May 1992. / ' '

Article 11
1. The parties, in accordance with generally binding international standards relating to the

protection of national minorities, recognise the rights of members of the Polish minority in the Ukraine
and the Ukrainian minority in the Republic of Poland, individually or together with other members
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of their group, to maintain, express and develop their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity
without discrimination and in conditions of full equality under the law. The parties will undertake
necessary action with the aim of realising this right, in particular the right to:

- teach and learn their mother tongue, to freely use their language, as well as the right to access,
dissemination and exchange of information in this language,
- establish and maintain their own educational, cultural and religious institutions and
associations,... iws '!.,<:: uc g-nio^s! aoonaq o> urnräo? .?-.•*
- use names and surnames in the form accepted in the mother tongue,

. 2.3.42 Treary terwee/i r/ie Aim/a/i Federano/J and r/ie /?epw£//c o/ftzzaA/uftj/i o«
:'"' frie/K&A/p, Cooperaßo/i a/id Murwa/ Awirta/ice

"j-,! - 4 .., • "VJ f*fi.' -vm-. ot
Moscow, 25 May 1992. j^-ss«^^;»-* *•_.• ,'imaa .«Ü^K« .iKisüSHiäd :|B

Article 14 ^
The contracting parties will promote the development and guarantee the protection of the ethnic,

cultural, linguistic and religious identity of national minorities on their territory and create conditions
for the promotion of their identity.

Each party guarantees the right of persons belonging to national minorities, individually as well
as in community with other members of their group, to express freely, preserve and develop their
ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity, as well as to maintain and develop their culture in all
its aspects, without being subjected to any attempt at assimilation against their will.

The parties guarantee the right of persons belonging to national minorities to exercise fully and
effectively their human rights and fundamental freedoms and to make use of them without any
discrimination and in conditions of full equality before the law.

The parties guarantee the right of persons belonging to national minorities to participate
effectively and adequately, according to their needs, in governmental affairs relating to the protection
and promotion of their identities.

The parties will conclude an agreement on cooperation in guaranteeing the rights of persons
belonging to ethnic, linguistic, cultural and religious minorities. > •..̂ .-.,-.-•-•••%-:" - -

A r t i c l e 1 5 ••; ^\;.: - > ' / ; • , > - • ; > J ^ ; r ; - ; - . , , , •: ^ •-.:•, < ^ J : ; K; w ^ - ; , . ; / v ; I* « ; ; . - - b O > A " > V:. ' - : ' f

The contracting parties will take effective measures, including the adoption of appropriate
legislation, in order to prevent and stop any incitation to violence against each other, based on
national, racial, ethnic or religious intolerance, hostility or hatred, as well as in order to protect persons
or groups which could be the subject of threats or acts of violence, discrimination or hostility by
reason of ethnic, linguistic, cultural and religious identity, and at protecting their property.

The parties will, if necessary, create a bilateral commission on human rights.

Article 27
The contracting parties will encourage in every possible way a comprehensive development of

languages and cultures of all nations and nationalities living on their territories, as well as the teaching
of national languages in preschool and educational institutions. a*
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2.3.43, 7>eary terween r/»e /?«j^/a/i Federario/i a/id r/ie ÄepwZ>//c o/Jf/rg/zsfa/i o/j

Moscow, 10 June 1992. / \ j < - v • - '

Article 9
The contracting parties guarantee to persons residing on their territories, irrespective of their

nationality, sex, language, religion, political and other differences, generally recognised civil, political,
social, economic and cultural rights and freedoms.

Article 11 . ~ •
The contracting parties commit themselves to carry out on their territories effective measures,

including adoption of appropriate legislation, in order to prevent and stop any incitation to violence
against persons or groups based on national, racial, ethnic or religious intolerance, hostility or hatred.

The contracting parties will undertake on their territories effective measures aimed at protecting
persons or groups that are or can be subject to threats or acts of violence, discrimination or hostility
based on their ethnic, linguistic, cultural or religious identity and at protecting their property.

The contracting parties will conclude an agreement on cooperation in guaranteeing the rights and
legitimate interests of persons belonging to ethnic, linguistic, cultural and religious minorities.

Article 12 ' • • • - • » — - ^ . . . , • . . . . . . . . _ . . , . , . . . _ . , , , , . , , .... „

The contracting parties guarantee the protection of ethnic, cultural, linguistic or religious identity
of national minorities on their territories and create conditions for an encouragement of their identity.

Each contracting party guarantees the rights of persons belonging to national minorities,
individually as well as in community with other members belonging to the same minority, to freely
express, preserve and develop their culture in all its aspects without being subjected to any attempt
of assimilation against their will.

Article 21
The contracting parties encourage in every possible way cooperation and contacts in the fields

of culture, art, education, tourism and sport, and support free exchange of information. The parties will
conclude a separate agreement on this issue.

They encourage the teaching of languages of the people of Russia in the Republic of Kirgizstan
and of the state language of Kirgizstan in the Russian Federation, including pre-school and educational
institutions of the parties.

2.3.44 7Veary öenvee/t f/itrame a/id rAe ÄepuMc o/ite/aras

29 December 1990.
• • • ' • • • • \

A r t i c l e 4 ..' - • • •• - •• • •• • :~' - • " ' " ' - ^ - " " - ' ••• • • • ' ' • • ' - : • . . • • : . - - . : • -

The parties promote the expression, safeguard and development of ethnic, cultural, linguistic or
religious identity of national minorities settled on their territories and forming unique ethnic regions.
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2.3.45 Vmrag ööer £wre Mzc/iöarsc/io/ir, Parr/ieryc/ia/jr w/irf

9 November 1990.

Artikel 15
Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland und die Union der Sozialistischen Sowjetrepubliken werden

im Bewußtsein der jahrhundertelangen gegenseitigen Bereicherung der Kulturen ihrer Völker und deren
unverwechselbaren Beitrags zum gemeinsamen kulturellen Erbe Europas sowie der Bedeutung des
kulturellen Austausches für die gegenseitige Verständigung der Völker ihre kulturelle Zusammenarbeit
wesentlich ausbauen.

Beide Seiten werden das Abkommen über die Errichtung und die Tätigkeit von Kulturzentren
mit Leben erfüllen und voll ausschöpfen.

Beide Seiten bekäftigen ihre Bereitschaft, allen interessierten Personen umfassenden Zugang zu
Sprachen und Kultur der anderen Seite zu ermöglichen und fördern staatliche und private Initiativen.

Beide Seiten setzen sich nachdrücklich dafür ein, die Möglichkeiten auszubauen, in Schulen.
Hochschulen und anderen Bildungseinrichtungen die Sprache des anderen Landes zu erlernen und dazu
der juweils anderen Seite bei der Aus- und Fortbildung von Lehrkräften zu helfen sowie Lehrmittel,
einschließlich des Einsatzes von Femsehen, Hörfunk, Audio-, Video- und Computertechnik zur
Verfügung zu stellen. Sie werden Initiativen zur Errichtung zweisprachiger Schulen unterstützen.
*: Sowjetischen Bürgern deutscher Nationalität sowie aus der Union der Sozialistischen
Sowjetrepublik stammenden und ständig in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland wohnenden Bürgern, die
ihre Sprache, Kultur oder Tradition bewahren wollen, wird es ermöglicht, ihre nationale, sprachliche
und kulturelle Identität zu entfalten. Dementsprechend ermöglichen und erleichtern sie im Rahmen der
geltenden Gesetze der anderen Seite Förderungsmaßnahmen zugunsten dieser Personen oder ihrer
Organisationen.

2.3.46 Vmrag zwwc/ien der ßim<fejrepaW/Jt DeuttcA/a/utf u/u*
gwre iVac/i6ar.yc/ia/r und/reu/uisc/ia/r/jdie

J u n e 1 9 9 1 . " ' " _ " . . , ; , : ; , ; . , . . . • - • • : : . . • . . • • :• . ' , - / • • : ••- . .•- ^ ' - - • • « ;- ^ ' • ' ^ .

. . . . • . • . ; - • • ••;.' : ' r :, .:. , .:•:, • •••'/ • /^; ' . ; - > d i ü i ' . - " * i -

Artikel 20
1. Die Argehörigeb der deutschen Minderheit in der Republik Polen, das heißt Personen

polnischer Staatsangehörigkeit, die deutscher Abstammung sind oder die sich zur deutschen Sprache,
Kultur oder Tradition bekennen, sowie Personen deutscher Staatsangehörigkeit in der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, die polnischer Abstammung sind oder die sich zur polnischen Sprache, Kultur oder
Tradition bekennen, haben das Recht, einzeln oder in Gemeinschaft mit anderen Mitgliedern ihrer
Gruppe ihre ethnische, kulturelle, sprachliche und religiöse Identität frei zum Ausdruck zu bringen,
zu bewahren und weiterzuentwickeln, frei von jeglichen Versuchen, gegen ihren Willen assimiliert zu
werden. Sie haben das Recht, ihre Menschenrechte und Grundfreiheiten ohne jegliche Diskriminierung
und in voller Gleichheit vor dem Gesetz voll und wirksam auszuüben. *
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2.3.47 Vertrag zw/sc/ie/i der ßu/ide.srepM&//)t £>euwc/i/a/id u/id der/JepuMJk 47/igar/j
«öer /reM/idsc/ia/r/ic/ie Zwsa/wne/jarteir M/U/ />arf/ier.s/Hp J/J Europa

Budapest, 6 February 1992.

Artikel 19
1. Die Vertragsparteien vereinbaren die rechtliche Verbindlichkeit des im Dokument des

Kopenhagener Treffens über die menschliche Dimension des KSZE vom 29Juni 1990 sowie in
weiteren KSZE-Dokumenten niedergelegten Standards zum Schütze von nationalen Minderheiten.

2. Die Angehörigen der deutschen Minderheit in der Republik Ungarn haben demzufolge
insbesondere das Recht, einzeln oder in Germeinschaft mit anderen Mitgliedern ihrer Gruppe ihre
ethnische, kulturelle, sprachliche und religiöse Identität frei zum Ausdruck zu bringen, zu bewahren
und weeiterzuentwickeln, frei von jeglichen Versuchen, gegen ihren Willen assimiliert zu werden. Sie
haben das Recht, sich privat und in der Öffentlichkeit ihrer Muttersprache frei zu bedienen, in ihr
Informationen zu verbreiten und auszutauschen und dazu Zugang zu haben. Sie haben das Recht, ihre
Menschenrechte und Grundfreiheiten ohne jegliche Diskriminierung und in voller Gleichheit vor dem
Gesetz voll und wirksam auszuüben.

3. Die Zugehörigkeit zur deutschen Minderheit in der Republik Ungarn ist persönliche
Entscheidung jedes einzelnen, die für ihn keinen Nachteil mit sich bringen darf.

».< ;siuntt{O imu -'>:i?:v .-:;ii>;.A ,xa:.r^K .n^i^r'::"i n:;,' v»^«=».-.* SSJ "-.*..«>
Artikel 22

1. Die Vertragsparteien bekräftigen ihre Bereitschaft, allen interessierten Personen breiten
Zugang zu Sprache und Kultur des anderen Landes zu ermöglichen, und sie unterstützen entsprechende
staatliche und private Initiativen und Institutionen.

2. Die Vertragsparteien befüworten die Verbreitung der klassischen sowie zeitgenössischen
Literatur des anderen Landes in Originalsprache und Übersetzung.

3. Die Vertragsparteien setzen sich nachdrücklich dafür ein, die Möglichkeiten auszubauen, in
Schulen, Hochschulen und anderen Bildungseinrichtungen die Sprache des anderen Landes zu erlernen.
Sie werden Initiativen zur Gründung von Schulen mit Unterricht in beiden Sprachen unterstützen. Sie
werden sich bemühen, die Möglichkeiten des Studiums der Germanistik und Hungaristik an den
Hochschulen des anderen Landes auszuweiten.

4. Dei Vertragsparteien werden bei der Aus und Fortbildung von Lehrkräften sowie der
Entwicklung und Bereitstellung von Lehrmaterial, einschließlich des Einsatzes von audio-visuellen
Materialien und Computertechnik, zusammenarbeiten.

r; •K.;.,;Uf.;ÄiA •• ;;:>'Jl^b alt; / ^ r o ; b ; p ^ . ^ i : .t: ':i!t>'

3. National Constitutional Provisions " ••fctfi.i**; % * ^ ^ - ä ^ - ' * ? r,sftn"isri ^oLiif^-vr-ishu-
•. ... s.„.-. . . . . . . ' - ; . SA •..**i-i.,n--.:..- -tUi J..,-j<-.«::4}t*3U

•t*
As with the previous sections, only the provisions dealing specifically with language, or of particular .
interest, are reproduced here. Furthermore, following the disintegration of the Soviet Union, many new
states have entered into the process of modifying their constitutions. This section therefore includes
the most recent draft provisions available in English at the time of publication. Many of the provisions
shown here were obtained through embassies, the American Bar Association's Central and East
European Law Initiative or are from the following publications: Blaustein, Albert F. and Flanz, Gilbert
H. (1988), Co/un'mrio/u o/r/ie Cow/irriM o/r/ie Wor/d, Oceana Publications, Dobbs Ferry, New York;
Blaustein, Albert P. and Epstein, Dana Blaustein (1986), Äeso/vi/ig LöAiguage Co/i/7/ctt: /I &wfl[y o/
r/ie VVorW,y Co/wn'rurio/w, U.S. English, Washington, D.C.; La«g«es er co/ur/mr/o/u (1993), Frangois
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Gauthier et al. (eds.), Les Publications du Quebec. Quebec, and Turi, Giuseppe (1977), ~.„ -„^« . . . „ , „
;«r/d/c0-c0jurzrur/o/ifle//e.y de 747 £ M « e« marieVe de po/mo««? /i/î uwtt'<7«e, International Centre for
Research on Bilingualism, Quebec. These two last books contain some national language legislation
and other interesting information.

3.1 AFGHANISTAN " ' • ' "* ' " ' * " ' ^

30 November 1987. ,̂ ., . ... .. , . ,,^ . ..,.',. ,.. ;,,.,,.,,,„. •„,„„,„.,.,.,,,.,,.. .,,. ,-,..,. .,, ,„«/ '"''*

A r t i c l e 2 8 " • * ' ^ * ^ ^ ^ *"<•-' - '• - ^ ^ ' • ' ^'-' ^

All subjects of Afghanistan are equal in law. All subjects of Afghanistan, without consideration t
of racial, national or tribal links, language, sex, place of residence, religion, education, kinship, wealth
and social position have equal rights and duties. The equality of rights of the subjects in every walk
of life, economic, political and cultural, will be realised. Nobody shall use their democratic rights and
freedoms against the interests of the Democratic Republic of Afghanistan and the rights of the other
subjects.

Article 29.5 " :^,>, ^ ^ , i „ , u
The state will adopt measures for the development and improvement of a national and

progressive education; the elimination of illiteracy; education in one's mother tongue; the improvement
and broadening of compulsory primary and secondary education and advanced, professional and
technical compulsory education.

Article 40 - , v
The ratification of laws, decrees and all other ratification of the Revolutionary Council are

implemented by a majority vote of the members. Laws and decrees are enforced after their publication
in the official gazette, unless otherwise stated in the draft law. Laws and decrees of the Revolutionary
Council will be published in Pashto and Dan and can be published in other languages of the people
of Afghanistan.

Article 57
The consideration and solution of cases in the courts will be rendered in Pashto and Dan or in

the language of the majority of the inhabitants of the locality. The two sides of a lawsuit, if they do
not understand the language with which the trial is carried out, are entitled to familiarise themselves
with the materials and documents of the case through an interpreter and are guaranteed the right to
address the court in their mother tongue.

3 . 2 A L B A N I A • • • < • " • ' • ^ • • • ' "••̂  ••• ''/ ' * - ' • "'J^tJ

Draft of 17 December 1993. - - ,

Article 13 v ^ . » - - >'_^; - -t

The official language in the Republic of Albania is Albanian. , , ,,,

Article 25 ' '"" ' - ' " ' ^ " '•* *•-"••-°^-= "•'• ' ' ' ' ^ " ; * J
During the criminal process, no one may be deprived of the right...
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(c) to have the assistance, without charge, of a translator, when he does not speak or does not
understand the Albanian language; ^ -•.-.•--'*--v-*>™•'-'• ;••?'• • '*' ' ; ^

Article 40 - •; ;.
All are equal before the law, without distinction of sex, race, religion, ethnicity, language,

political belief or parentage.

Article 41
Persons who belong to national minorities have the right to exercise in full equality before the

law, fundamental human rights and freedoms. They have the right freely to express, preserve and
develop their ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic identity and to teach and study in their mother

This right may not be interpreted to justify acts that foster ethnic division or strife.
No one may be impeded in declaring or forced to declare his nationality.

. . ' . " " 4 - ' . - ~ A . ' • - • • = ' .' . . . . . . . . . . ^ . . - * •>

3.3 ALGERIA

February 1989. "i ^ ^

A r t i c l e 3 - • ^ - - - - ' - " - ' • ^ ' - i ' . ^ . s ^ ' . - • • • : " • • . : • : . • • • • • • • • : . - . ' • • • : • : " V - -.-• • . ; • ; • : . • - ' • - - • ; ' • - - • • ^

The national and official language is Arabic. ^: f ii H ^ ; :,^ . , , )

3.4 ANDORRA

1993. . • ' ' ; -"

Article 2 * ' „
2. The official language of the state is Catalan. ,v

3.5 ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

1 November 1981.

Article 5
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed orally and in writing as soon as

reasonable and practicable, in the language that he understands, of the reason for his arrest or
detention. . . . . . , _ ,

A r t i c l e 15 .-- . . , - !•• . i; . / - • : " • : • " '-; • ' ' '

2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
(b) shall be informed orally and in writing as soon as reasonably practicable, in language that
he understands, of the nature of the offence with which he is charged;...
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge.
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Article 29 ' -
Subject to the provisions of Section 30 of this Constitution any person who at the date of his

appointment.. - r ^ ^ ^r
(c) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the
English language with sufficient proficiency to enable him to take an active part in the
proceedings of the Senate, ^ ^ ^ £ ,,

shall be qualified to be appointed as a Senator . J ^ ^ ^ »

Article 38 ., y ••-,->u-;,. j^i i . abmiete tre^a t» sfcÄ tt' -fee- -Hriü&is.
Subject to the provisions of Section 39 of this Constitution, any person who at the date of his

election...
(c) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the

i English language with sufficient proficiency to enable him to take an active part in the
proceedings of the House,

shall be qualified to be elected as a member of the House.-j^j x> " « ' . - ^ w ^ ^ y , A

' 3.6 ARGENTINA " ^ , , *•„ -. .

22 August 1994. . - ^ g l f M | I ^ , , H ,,,, ,, ,' J , ' ^ * _'* " ' ' ; '^

Article 75 , , ; ,, ,,
Corresponde al Congreso: ^—

, 17. Reconover la preexistencia etnica y cultural de los pueblos indigenas argentinos.
Garantizar el respeto a su identidad y el derecho a una educacion bilungue e intercultural;...

- 3.7 AUSTRIA - ^ ^ ' ' ""• ' ' ' '" '" ^"-' ' " ' ' ' " ^ ^ ' * '"''' ' " ' "" '

1 9 7 0 . • . • .•; : : , ; ; - . . : ; ' / , '-'"•' ,. . "'' " .,,-. .,_' ,' , V r "'"

A r t i c l e 8 :,;,;.• . , . . , . . . M .- .s^fc ,^,
Without prejudice to the rights provided by federal law for linguistic minorities, German is the

official language of the Republic.

3.8 BAHAMAS " . , ,,

10 July 1973.

Art i c l e 2 0 ' • • ->='^••"^ " ' '" ' ' • . . . . ' . . « . , ' ' , : ' <v»'.j

2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence... : -' , .* r-<
(0 shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot

-*'; understand the language used at the trial of the charge; _ <
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3.9 BAHRAIN

26 May 1973.

Article 18
All people shall be equal in human dignity, and citizens shall be equal in public rights and duties

in the eye of the law, without discrimination because of race, origin, language, religion or belief.

3.10 BARBADOS

30 November 1966.

Article 13
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention and shall be permitted, at
his own expense, to retain and instruct without delay a legal adviser of his own choice, being a person
entitled to practice in Barbados as a barrister or solicitor, and to hold private communication with him;
and in the case of a person who has not attained the age of sixteen years he shall also be afforded a
reasonable opportunity for communication with his parent or guardian.

Article 18
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and
in detail, of the nature of the offence charged;...
(0 shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge;

3.11 BELARUS

Adopted 1 March 1994.

Article 17
1. The official language of the Republic of Belarus shall be Belarusian.
2. The Republic of Belarus shall safeguard the right to use the Russian language freely as a

language of inter-ethnic communication.

Article 50
1. Everyone shall have the right to preserve his ethnic affiliation, and equally, no one may be

compelled to define or indicate his ethnic affiliation.
2. Insults to ethnic dignity shall be prosecuted by law.
3. Everyone shall have the right to use his native language and to choose the language of

communicatioa In accordance with law, the state shall guarantee the freedom to choose the language
of education and teaching.
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3.12 BELGIUM

7 February 1831. Modified 8 August 1980 and 1 January 1989.

Article 1
... An act of Parliament may exempt certain territories, whose boundaries it shall determine, from

being divided into provinces, place them directly under the executive authority and subject them to
an individual status.

Such an act must be passed by a majority vote in each linguistic group of each of the Houses,
on condition that the majority of the members of each group is present and that the total number of
votes in favour in each of the two linguistic groups attains two thirds of the votes cast

Article 3b
Belgium comprises four linguistic regions: the French language region, the Dutch language

region, the bilingual region of Brussels-Capital, and the German language regioa
Every commune in the Kingdom belongs to one of these linguistic regions.
The boundaries of the four regions may only be altered or amended by an act of Parliament

passed on a majority vote in each linguistic group of each of the Houses, on condition that the
majority of the members of each group are present and that the total voters in favour within the two
linguistic groups attain two thirds of the votes cast.

Article 3c
Belgium comprises three communities: the French Community, the Flemish Community, and

the German-speaking Community.
Each community enjoys the powers invested in it by the Constitution or by such legislation as

shall be enacted in terms thereof.

Article 23
The use of the languages spoken in Belgium is optional; it may only be regulated by law and

only in the case of acts by public authorities and of legal matters.

Article 32b
For those cases prescribed in the Constitution, the elected members of each House are divided

into a French language group and a Dutch language group in such manner as is laid down by law.

Article 38b
Except in the case of budgets and laws requiring a special majority, a reasoned motion signed

by at least three quarters of the members of one of the linguistic groups and introduced after the report
has been tabled and before the final voting in public session may declare that the provisions of a draft
or proposed bill which it specifies are of such a nature as to have a serious effect on relations between
the communities.

In such cases, parliamentary procedure is suspended and the motion is referred back to the
Cabinet which, within a period of thirty days, gives its reasoned findings on the motion and invites
the House to reach a decision either on those findings or on the draft or proposed bill in such form
as it may have been amended.

This procedure may only be applied once by the members of a linguistic group in respect of one
and the same draft or proposed bill.



Article 59b
1. There is a Council and an Executive for the French Community and a Council and an

Executive for the Flemish Community whose composition and functioning are determined by law.
Representatives of both Councils are elected.

With a view to the implementation of Article 107d, the Council of the French Community and
the Council of the Flemish Community, together with their Executives, may exercise respectively in
the Walloon region and the Flemish region powers under the terms and conditions laid down by law....

3. Furthermore, the Community Councils, each in its own sphere, shall determine by decree, to
the exclusion of the Legislative, the use of languages for:

(1) administrative matters;
(2) the education provided in establishments which are set up, subsidised or recognised by the
public authorities;
(3) industrial relations between employers and their staff together with such business instruments
and documents as are laid down by the law and regulations.
4. Such decrees as are promulgated in pursuance of Section 2 shall have the force of law

respectively in the French language region and in the Dutch language region and also in respect of
institutions established in the bilingual region of Brussels-Capital which, by virtue of their activities
must be considered as belonging exclusively to one or other of the Communities.

Such decrees as are promulgated in pursuance of Section 3 shall have force of law respectively
in the French language region and in the Dutch language region except as regards:

- such communes or groups of communes which are adjacent to another linguistic region where
the law lays down or permits the use of a language other than that of the region in which they
are located;
- departments whose activities extend beyond the linguistic region in which they are established;
- national and international institutions referred to in legislation whose activity is common to
more than one community.
4b. Unless legislation to the contrary is adopted by the majority as provided in Section 1, last

paragraph, such decrees as are promulgated in pursuance of Section 2b shall have the force of law
respectively in the French language region and in the Dutch language region and also in respect of
institutions established in the bilingual region of Brussels-Capital which, by virtue of their activities
must be considered as belonging exclusively to one or other of the communities.

Legislation adopted by the majority as provided in Section 1, last paragraph will determine the
authorities responsible in the bilingual region of Brussels-Capital for the exercise of powers not under
community jurisdiction in relation to matters under paragraph 2b. ,

Article 59c . ^ , .
1. There is a council and an executive for the German language community whose composition

and functioning are determined by law.... Its decrees shall have the force of law in the German
language region...

3. Upon proposal from their respective executives, the Council of the German language
community and the Council of the Walloon region may by decree jointly decide that the German
language Council and Executive can exercise, in the German language region, the powers of the
Walloon region. « ' »• w ^

Article 86b " '
With the possible exception of the Prime Minister, the Cabinet comprises an equal number of

French-speaking and Dutch-speaking ministers. - •
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Article 107d \
Belgium comprises three regions: the Walloon region, the Flemish region and the Brussels

region.
The law confers on the regional bodies which it sets up and which are composed of elected

representatives the power to rule on such matters as it shall determine, to the exclusion of those
referred to in articles 23 and 59b, within such jurisdiction and in accordance with such procedure as
it shall determine.

Such law must be passed with a majority vote within each linguistic group of both Houses,
providing the majority of the members of each group are present and on condition that the total votes
in favour in the two linguistic groups attains two-thirds of the votes cast

Article 108c
2. For those cases laid down in the Constitution and by legislation, the members of the urban

area council are divided into a French language group and a Dutch language group in the manner
prescribed by law.

The executive body is composed of an uneven number of members. With the exception of the
Chairman, there are the same number of members in the French language group as in the Dutch
language group.

3. Except in the case of budgets, a reasoned motion signed by at least three-quarters of the
members of a linguistic group in the urban area council and tabled before the final voting in public
sessions may declare that such provisions as it specifies in a draft or proposed regulation or decree by
the urban area council are likely to do grave harm to relations between the communities...

This procedure may only be applied once by the members of a linguistic group in respect of one
and the same draft or proposal.

4. In the urban area there is a French committee for culture and a Dutch committee for culture
which are composed of an equal number of members elected respectively by the French language
group and by the Dutch language group in the urban area council.

Each has the same powers in respect of its community as the other organising authorities:
(1) in pre-schooling, post-educational and cultural matters;
(2) in education. '<•".

Article 132
Until such time as the Catholic University of Louvain, including its ancillary branches of

intermediate and technical education, is transferred outside the Dutch language region, the Council for
the French community shall, notwithstanding article 59b, section 4, paragraph 1, have jurisdiction over
this institution.

The linguistic system at present in force, both as regards education and administration matters,
will continue to apply until such appointed time.

Article 140 > • -- -
j The text of the Constitution is drawn up in French and in Dutch.

3.13 BELIZE

21 September 1981. ,*„ • ... .- •?
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Article 5 : ' - - -
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be entitled

? ; (a) to be informed promptly, and in any case no later than forty-eight hours after such arrest or
t« detention, in a language he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention; «

A r t i c l e 6 ' ' — ""* - " — "•*'* ' • - ' • • ' • '
3. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence... ' * - - ^
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot

*~ understand the language used at the trial.
• . . . . , , . . , . . , . . . , . . • . . , , . , - , : . - . . . - H . . v . ' , ' •- « r - : r - . ; ^ V f t
' > . * v - j i ? n , : . . ; • - • J - . " - • . : • • . ^ • - • • • • . - • _• - • • * • - - • ' • • • • * • ' • •*• - • . • • -

Article 19
1. When a person is detained by virtue of a law that authorises the taking during a period of

public emergency of measures that are reasonably justifiable for the purpose of dealing with the
situation that exists in Belize during that period, the following provisions shall apply, that is to say:

(a) he shall, with reasonable promptitude and in any case not more than seven days after the
...̂  commencement of his detention, be informed in a language that he understands of the grounds
- upon which he is detained and furnished with a written statement in English specifying the

particulars of those grounds; L . ^ «,
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Article 3
... All nationalities shall be free to use their spoken and written language and to develop their *

own culture. V f'S
;-..'.;• < 3 - v - > ' - . " • - \ i , : \ : y ; - . ' • » ' • * ' - " • • . - - . > . • ' •• • • • • • • • • - • > . • • • . , - • •• • • - ' . ; • ' \ ^ V . ] . . ' ' / • " '

3.15 BOLIVIA :̂  ^ M

2 February 1967, as modified 1 April 1994..

Article 6 '4? -,u«•, , / .£• •< *« ^'./ >" -• • • . . • • ^
Todo ser humano tiene personalidad y capacidad juridica, con arreglo a les leyes. Goza de los "

derechos, libertades y garantias reconocidas por esta Constitucion, sin distincion de raza, sexo, idioma, ^
religion, opinion politica o de otra indole, origen, condicion economica o social, u otra cualquiera.

Article 116
...La gratuidad, publicidad, celeridad y probidad son condiciones esenciales de la administracion -

de justicia. El Poder Judicial es responsable de proveer defensa legal gratuita a los indigentes, asi
como traductor cuando su lengua matema no sea el castellano. , ,

Article 171 ' '•'•••
Se garantizan respetan y protegen en el mareo de la Ley los derechos sociales, economicos y

culturales de los pueblos indigenas que habitan en el territorio nacional y especialmente los relativos
a su identidad, valores, lenguas, costumbres e instituciones.
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El Estado reconoce la personalidad juridica de las comunidades andinas y campesinas y de las
asociaciones y sindicatos canpesinos, de acuerdo a la Ley. ;>:

Las autoridades naturales de las comunidades indigenas y campesinas podran ejercer funciones
administrativas y jurisdiccionales, siempre que no sean contrarias a esta Constitucion y las leyes.

3.16 BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Proposed Constitution of the Federation, 18 March 1994. i*--»teUg*.S *

Article 6
1. The official languages of the Federation shall be the Bosniac language and the Croatian

language. The official script will be the Latin alphabet
2. Other languages may be used as means of communication and instruction.
3. Additional languages may be designated as official by a majority vote of each House of the

Legislature, including in the House of Peoples a majority of the Bosniac Delegates and a majority of
the Croat Delegates.

• ? S ' .• \ * > : • > ' • : - * - i t - ' • • • . ' V f - ' _ , . »• _ X

II. HUMAN RIGHTS AND FUNDAMENTAL FREEDOMS

Article 2 *
The Federation shall ensure the application of the highest level of internationally recognised

rights and freedoms provided in the instruments listed in the Annex. In particular _.,..,.. .
(a) All persons within the territory of the Federation shall enjoy the rights...

(iv) To freedom from discrimination based on race, colour, sex, language, religion or
creed, political or other opinions, and national or social origin;... ; , , , •,, , .^

' •' •'• •"'• (xviii) To protection of minorities and vulnerable groups. '.',."'•',,.,•; .,.;......y

3.17 BOTSWANA , - " *

30 September 1966. ' . ' ; ' * ' " . . •'< li .* • -

Article 5
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention.

Article 10
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and
in detail, of the nature of the offence charged;...

?;,. (f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge;

Article 62 ' ;
Subject to the provisions of section 63 of this Constitution, a person shall be qualified to be

elected as a member of the National Assembly if, and shall not be qualified to be so elected unless...
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(d) he is able to speak, and unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read
English well enough to take an active part in the proceedings of the Assembly. , • ., .

• ' • - • * • • • *Article 80 ^ • •'""' ^ " ' ' ^ *
4. Subject to the provisions of subsections 5 and 6 of this section a person shall be qualified to

be elected as a Specially Elected Member of the House of Chiefs if, and shall not be qualified to be
so elected unless...

(c) he is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read
English well enough to take an active part in the proceedings of the House;

5 October 1988. , ^ ^ t ' i a s o i . w ^ ^ t f t f a ^ Ä ^ u ^ v f c » . ^ ^ ,, ,•

Article 147 ^ .„ •v.;; ':,^,--.-.v •••... - " - ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ 0 ^
3. The following may not register as voters: • - ; n t "i'** ; . • -
(a) Illiterate persons; - - - - ---•--; ^/,:v? ; H .if
(b) Those who do not know how to express themselves in the national language;

Article 176 • - ^ ' -i-^U-v srfl ""
3. Legislation on education shall adopt the following principles and standards:, ]y ; > '-%rj
(1) Elementary education shall be given only in the national language; n;< .x* -A ' , ;

Article 210 ^" -a"* ' ' ^ ' " ' - " -"^' T ' —'. ; ; ; • •"- :v;:; . : : , .^;; ; . ; ;;;,V;,. ; ! i ^
2. Regular basic education will be given in the Portuguese language; indigenous communities

are also guaranteed the use of their mother tongue and of appropriate teaching techniques.

Article 231
The social organisation, customs, and languages, beliefs and traditions of the Indians are

recognised, as well as their aboriginal rights to the lands they traditionally occupy, it being within the
competence of the Union to demarcate them, protect and guarantee respect for all of their estate.

'••• 3.19 BRUNEI "'•'•^ ^ \ Y - , •' r- «-> "*.r"" ,~ * »«

29 September 1959. ' ..».&?*,&
- •,- • i - ; . -' < . . s o ' - - - • ' ' *

Article 82 , , , „ . . ,-,. , ^
1. The official language of the state shall be the Malay language and shall be in such script as

may by written law be provided.
2. Notwithstanding subsection 1, for a period of five years after the coming into operation of

this section, and thereafter until otherwise by written law provided, the English language may be used
for all official purposes. A

3. The official language of the proceedings of the Privy Council, of the Council of Ministers
and of the Legislative Council shall be Malay, provided that: tr g-̂ ß

(a) with the leave of the person presiding, any Member may speak English; and
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(b) whenever it shall be necessary for the better convenience of any Member of any Council as
aforesaid who is not conversant with the Malay language to do so, such Member may, with the
leave of the person presiding, employ an interpreter during the proceedings of such Council; and
every interpreter so employed shall, before entering upon his duties for the first time, make and
subscribe before the person presiding an oath or declaration in the form set out as Form VII in
the Schedule.
4. An official version in the English language shall be provided of anything which, by this

Constitution, or by any written law, or by the Standing Orders, is required to be printed or in writing,
and such version shall, in addition to the official Malay version, be accepted as an authentic text

5. Notwithstanding subsection 1, for a period of five years after the coming into operation of
this section, and thereafter until otherwise by written law provided, the authoritative text of

(a) all bills to be introduced, or amendments thereto to be moved, in the Legislative Council;
and
(b) all written laws and instruments, shall be printed in both the Malay and English languages;
but in case of any doubt or conflict between the Malay and the English texts:

j , (i) subject to paragraph (ii), if such conflict or doubt arises in any bill, written law or
instrument, other than this Constitution, the Succession and Regency Proclamation or the
Nationality Legislation (S.121/61), the English language shall prevail; and

,. , (ii) if such conflict or doubt arises in this Constitution, the Succession and Regency
t," Proclamation or the Nationality Legislation but not any order made thereunder, the
^ , / \ , . Malay text shall prevail.

3.20 BULGARIA ' • \ -Mi 'fc.rfr-o - j ^ - v :

12 July 1991.

A r t i c l e 3 • • • • • ? . :'•. • .-• v : •-• • • • • • - ••• . • - - • • • ^ ^

Bulgarian is the official language of the Republic.

Article 36
1. Every citizen has the right and the obligation to study and use the Bulgarian language.
2. Citizens, for whom the Bulgarian language is not the mother tongue, will have the right to

study and use their own language alongside the duty to study the Bulgarian language.
3. Cases where only the official language is to be used will be determined by law.

3.21 BURKINA FASO . , ;

27 November 1977. ,'

Article 3 . VA' -> r ^ , i n ; ^
The official language is French.
Measures aimed at the promotion and official recognition of indigenous languages will be

determined by law.
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Article 21
(b) The national races shall enjoy the freedom to profess their religion, use and develop their

language, literature and culture, follow their cherished traditions and customs, provided that the
enjoyment of any such freedom does not offend the laws or the public interest. ..,.,

A r t i c l e 1 0 2 « - » m i : • ! < : ; ; , • > ; : • ^ > ; r , n e •:;:'-- :. ' i t V . ^ ^ ^ - v ; r . ; ..,,:..;.,:..• K : - • - - . : . n ^ . : t . - v - ^ , . ; ".
The Burmese language shall be used in the administration of justice. Languages of the national

races concerned may also be used, when necessary, and arrangements shall be made to make
interpreters available.

Article 152
(b) Burmese is the common language. Languages of the other national races may also be taught.

Article 153
(b) Every citizen shall have the right to freely use one's language and literature, follow one's

customs, culture and traditions and profess the religion of his choice. The exercise of this right shall
not, however, be to the detriment of national solidarity and the socialist social order which are the
basic requirements of the entire Union. Any particular action in this respect which might adversely
affect the interests of one or several other national races shall be taken only after consulting with and
obtaining the consent of those affected.

Article 197 - " ^ ^
Interpretation of the preamble, articles, clauses, words and expressions contained in this

Constitution shall be based only on the Burmese text

Article 198 ,
Burmese shall be used as the official language for the purpose of uniformity and clarity in

communications between the higher and lower level organs of the state and between such organs at
the same level. If necessary the language of the national race concerned may be used.

. ü ä ^ ^ V A - . - • • - , . . : ü w . - V Ä t t ^ - > . - - • . - > . • : . . . - . - .• - - v - - - - • • - • • • • • _ • ; • - • ^

i f . . - ; . , i d ; i ; w b w *.! -,-> .'i v : ^ . . : ' . n : ; , , , : : , : : . o :*;:• - - j i v ? •«..•>"•• - ' - •

3.23 BURUNDI

13 March 1992. ' = ' ' - - ' ^ ^

Article 8 . . . . . . . , , • .. . ^ " ' . ^ " ^ - ' " - " .
The national language is Kirundi. The official languages are Kirundi and other languages

determined by law.

3.24 CAMEROON

20 May 1972.
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Article 1 ..... , , , , . . . . . . . . gi
^,.. The official languages of the United Republic of Cameroon are French and English.

Article 29 ;*,',;",„.,,,„u ..,.«, ̂  v
The President of the Republic promulgates legislation adopted by the National Assembly within

fifteen days of their transmission unless he requests a second reading or submits it to the Supreme
Court for review...

Publication is in both official languages of the Republic. .1

Article 44
This Constitution will be registered and published in the State Official Gazette in French and

English, the French text being authoritative. It will then become the Constitution of the United
Republic of Cameroon.

3.25 CANADA - * * ^ ^

Constitution Act, 1867. Modified 17 April 1982. Official text ;^f.->i, ...oftn-- - •* "<. U »:.;

Article 133 ' " '"' -* " • • - • • • . • ' v . •.

Either the English or the French language may be used by any person in the debates of the
Houses of the Parliament of Canada and of the Houses of the Legislature of Quebec; and both those
languages shall be used in the respective records and journals of those Houses; and either of those
languages may be used by any person or in any pleading or process in or issuing under this Act, and
in or from all or any of the courts of Quebec.

The Acts of Parliament of Canada and of the Legislature of Quebec shall be printed and
published in both those languages.

Constitution Act, 1982 (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms). * .

Article 14
A party or witness in any proceedings who does not understand or speak the language in which

the proceedings are conducted or who is deaf has the right to the assistance of an interpreter.

Article 16
1. English and French are the official languages of Canada and have equality of status and equal

rights and privileges as to their use in all institutions of the Parliament and government of Canada.
2. English and French are the official languages of New Brunswick and have equality of status

and equal rights and privileges as to their use in all institutions of the legislature and government of
New Brunswick.

3. Nothing in this Charter limits the authority of Parliament or a legislature to advance the
equality of status or use of English and French.

Article 17
1. Everyone has the right to use English or French in any debates and other proceedings of.

Parliament
2. Everyone has the right to use English or French in any debates and other proceedings of the

legislature of New Brunswick.
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Article 18
1. The statutes, records and journals of Parliament shall be printed and published in English and

French and both language versions are equally authoritative.
2. The statutes, records and journals of the legislature of New Brunswick shall be printed and

published in English and French and both language versions are equally authoritative.
• / . j i K r r ä ; ^ : - > A i B £ ;•'•••••'• ' " ' " • • ^

Article 19
1. Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any pleading in or process

issuing from, any court established by Parliament.
2. Either English or French may be used by any person in, or in any pleading in or process

issuing from, any court established by New Brunswick. , .

Article 20 . - * " ' •*;•>»

1. Any member of the public in Canada has the right to communicate with, and to receive
available services from, any head or central office of an institution of the Parliament or government
of Canada in English or French, and has the same right with respect to any other office of any such
institution where

(a) there is a significant demand for communications with and services from that office in such
language; or
(b) due to the nature of the office, it is reasonable that communications with and services from

r*t that office be available in both English and French.
2. Any member of the public in New Brunswick has the right to communicate with, and to

receive available services from, any office of an institution of the legislature or government of New
Brunswick in English or French. .

•.:•; • • ; ' ? ; \ ; S t . • ' ' ' • : • . . • , ' ' x > ! i • / ; : • ' v , ' . - •••• . ••,' ' 0 ' i t
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Nothing in sections 16 to 20 abrogates or derogates from any right, privilege or obligation with
respect to the English and French languages, or either of them, that exists or is continued by virtue
of any other provision of the Constitution of Canada.

Article 22
Nothing in sections 16 to 20 abrogates or derogates from any legal or customary right or

privilege acquired or enjoyed either before or after the coming into force of this Charter with respect
to any language that is not English or French. , . , . ^

Article 23 - w % ' ^ ^
1. Gtizens of Canada:
(a) whose first language learned and still understood is that of the English or French linguistic ,_
minority population of the province in which they reside, or
(b) who have received their primary school instruction in Canada in English or French and
reside in a province where the language in which they received that instruction is the language
of the English or French linguistic minority population of the province, have the right to have
their children receive primary and secondary school instruction in that language in that province.,
2. Citizens of Canada of whom any child has received or is receiving primary or secondary

school instruction in English or French in Canada, have the right to have all their children receive
primary and secondary school instruction in the same language.
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3. The right of citizens of Canada under subsections (1) and (2) to have their children receive
primary and secondary school instruction in the language of the English or French linguistic minority
population of a province:

(a) applies wherever in the province the number of children of citizens who have such a right
is sufficient to warrant the provision to them out of public funds of minority language
instruction; and

; (b) includes, where the number of those children so warrants, the right to have them receive that
~' instruction in minority language educational facilities provided out of public funds.

Article 55
A French version of the portions of the Constitution of Canada referred by the Minister of

Justice of Canada as expeditiously as possible and, when any portion thereof sufficient to warrant
action being taken has been so prepared, it shall be put forward for enactment by proclamation issued
by the Governor General under the Great Seal of Canada pursuant to the procedure then applicable
to an amendment of the same provision of the Constitution of Canada.

Article 56
Where any portion of the Constitution of Canada has been or is enacted in English and French

where a French version of any portion of the Constitution is enacted pursuant to section 55, the
English and French versions of that portion of the Constitution are equally authoritative.

Article 57
The English and French versions of this Act are equally authoritative.

3.26 CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC ;

21 November 1986.

Article 1
... The national language is Sango. The official language is French.

3.27 CHINA

4 December 1982.

Article 4
All nationalities in the People's Republic of China are equal. The state protects the lawful rights

and interests of the minority nationalities and upholds and develops a relationship of equality, unity
and mutual assistance among all of China's nationalities. Discrimination against and oppression of any
nationality are prohibited; any act which undermines the unity of the nationalities or instigates their
secession is prohibited.

The state assists areas inhabited by minority nationalities in accelerating their economic and
cultural development according to the characteristics and needs of the various minority nationalities.

Regional autonomy is practised in areas where people of minority nationalities live in i
concentrated communities; in these areas organs of self-government are established to exercise the ;



power of autonomy. All national autonomous areas are integral parts of the People's Republic of
China. s ö ' n r i ?*•*••; stm?"*' i*wsi>;

All nationalities have the freedom to use and develop their own spoken and written languages
and to preserve or reform their own folkways and customs.

Article 19
The state develops socialist educational undertakings and works to raise the scientific and

cultural level of the whole nation.
The state runs schools of various types, makes primary education compulsory and universal,

develops secondary, vocational and higher education and promotes pre-school education.
The state develops educational facilities of various types in order to wipe out illiteracy and

provide political, cultural, scientific, technical and professional education for workers, peasants, state
functionaries and other working people. It encourages people to become educated through self-study.

The state encourages the collective economic organisations, state enterprises and undertakings
and other social forces to set up educational institutions of various types in accordance with the law.

The state promotes the nationwide use of Putonghua.

Article 121 ^ ^—--i*- v^.,,/,,,^»^^-«.^:« *«tf^H*^^ myfeä'«^-*-
In performing their functions, the organs of self-government of the national autonomous areas,

in accordance with the regulations on the exercise of autonomy in those areas, employ the spoken and
written language or languages in common use in the locality.

Article 134
Citizens of all nationalities have the right to use the spoken and written languages of their own

nationalities in court proceedings. The people's courts and people's procuratorates should provide
translation for any party of the court proceedings who is not familiar with the spoken or written
languages commonly used in the locality.

In an area where people of a minority nationality live in a concentrated community or where
a number of nationalities live together, court hearings should be conducted in the language or
languages commonly used in the locality; indictments, judgments, notices and other documents should
be written, according to actual needs, in the language or languages commonly used in the locality.

3.28 COLOMBIA : ' A*tur \LE

5 July 1991. < ^ i ise-K^a

A r t i c l e 1 0 - ' " - • " - - ' • • < " " ' '• ' •• * • - - •' - • ^ • - - • • - • • > • ' > • ̂  ^ - - — - ^ • * ^ - • . c ! . - . ^ * n * *

Castilian is the official language of Colombia. The languages and dialects of ethnic groups are
also official in their territories. Education in communities with their own linguistic traditions shall be
bilingual.

Article 13 l''^?'.:"\"
Everyone is born free and equal before the law and shall receive the same protection and

treatment from authorities as well as enjoy the same rights, freedoms and opportunities without any
discrimination based on sex, race, national or family origin, language, religion, political or
philosophical opinions.
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3 . 2 9 C O M O R E S . --:":.* - : ^ - i i L ^ ^ /• *-•• -.•••:->.* _ - ^ _ , , £ . _ . . . - , _ k , * , * . _ . . ^ ; . _ « ,. ^

1 October 1978. Modified in October 1982 and January 1985.

Article 2 ^.^»r'_•*.». • »^" •« -«-
... The official languages shall be French and Arabic. ;.'**$&

Article 30
The utilisation of the official languages and the choice of working languages and languages of

instruction shall be established by law. ?i

3.30 CONGO •-

15 March 1992. ' -'* • •*- r..*> . , - • » , .

Article 3 "
... The official language is French. The national vernacular languages are Lingala and

Munukutuba. •« ^«age

3.31 COSTARICA .., . ., , , ^v . - - * - •*,
" " ' • " • • " • • • - • • • - - • • ' • - - " • • • • • • - • • • • - , . - f , , f , f ' , • * . ' » , '

1975.

Article 75 ^ ,v" "
Spanish is the official language of the nation.

3.32 CROATIA ^ ,-, ,̂

22 December 1990. . ^ . « . . . - , . . , . , . ., ' X " ' ' . - ' ' , , , ' ! ; , M « - i " i

Article 12
The Croatian language and the Latin script shall be in official use in the Republic of Croatia.
In individual local units another language and the Cyrillic or some other script may, along with

the Croatian language and the Latin script, be introduced into official use under conditions specified
by law.

Article 14 * """"""
Citizens of the Republic of Croatia shall enjoy all rights and freedoms, regardless of race, »

colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth, «
education, social status or other properties. «- j

All shall be equal before the law. . ^ « ^

Article 15
Members of all nations and minorities shall have equal rights in the Republic of Croatia. '*>
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Members of all nations and minorities shall be guaranteed freedom to express their nationality,
freedom to use their language and script, and cultural autonomy.

Article 17
During a state of war or an immediate danger to the independence and unity of the Republic,

or in the event of some natural disaster, individual freedoms and rights guaranteed by the Constitution
may be restricted. This shall be decided by the Croatian Sabor by a two-thirds majority of all
representatives or, if Croatian Sabor is unable to meet, by the President of the Republic.

The extent of such restrictions shall be adequate to the nature of the danger, and may not result
in the inequality of citizens in respect of race, colour, sex, language, religion, national or social origin.

Article 24
... The arrested person shall be immediately informed in a way understandable to him of the

reasons for arrest and of his rights determined by law.

3.33 CUBA

24 February 1976, as modified July 1992.

Article 2
El nombre del estado cubano es Republica de Cuba, el idioma oficial es el espanol y su capital

es la ciudad de La Habana.

3.34 CYPRUS

6 August 1960.

Article 2
For the purposes of this Constitution:
1. the Greek Community comprises all citizens of the Republic who are of Greek origin and

whose mother tongue is Greek or who share the Greek cultural traditions or who are members of the
Greek Orthodox Church;

2. the Turkish Community comprises all citizens of the Republic who are of Turkish origin and
whose mother tongue is Turkish or who share the Turkish cultural traditions or who are Moslems.

Article 3
1. The official languages of the Republic are Greek and Turkish.
2. Legislative, executive and administrative acts and documents shall be drawn up in both

official languages and shall, where under the express provisions of this Constitution promulgation is
required, be promulgated by publication in the official Gazette of the Republic in both official
languages.

3. Administrative or other official documents addressed to a Greek or a Turk shall be drawn up
in the Greek or the Turkish language respectively.

4. Judicial proceedings shall be conducted or made and judgements shall be drawn up in the
Greek language if the parties are Greek, in the Turkish language if the parties are Turkish, and in both
the Greek and the Turkish languages if the parties are Greek and Turkish. The official language or
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languages to be used for such purposes in all other cases shall be specified by the Rules of Court made
by the High Court under Article 163.

5. Any text in the official Gazette of the Republic shall be published in both official languages
in the same issue.

6. (1) Any difference between the Greek and the Turkish texts of any legislative, executive or
administrative act or document published in the official Gazette of the Republic, shall be
resolved by a competent court.
(2) The prevailing text of any law or decision of a Communal Chamber published in the official
Gazette of the Republic shall be that of the language of the Communal Chamber concerned.
(3) Where any difference arises between the Greek and the Turkish texts of an executive or
administrative act or document which, though not published in the official Gazette of the
Republic, has otherwise been published, a statement by the Minister or any other authority
concerned as to which the text should prevail or which should be the correct text shall be final
and conclusive.
(4) A competent court may grant such remedies as it may deem just in any case of a difference
in the texts as aforesaid.
7. The official languages shall be used on coins, currency notes and stamps.
8. Every person shall have the right to address himself to the authorities of the Republic in either

of the official languages.

Article 11
4. Every person shall be informed at the time of his arrest in a language which he understands

of the reasons for his arrest and shall be allowed to have the services of a lawyer of his own
choosing...

6. The judge before whom the person arrested is brought shall promptly proceed to inquire into
the grounds of the arrest in a language understandable by the person arrested and shall, as soon as
possible and in any event not later than three days from such appearance, either release the person
arrested on such terms as he may deem fit or where the investigation into the commission of the
offence for which he has been arrested has not been completed remand him in custody and may
remand him in custody from time to time for a period not exceeding eight days at any one time;

Article 12
5. Every person charged with an offence has the following minimum rights:
(a) to be informed promptly and in a language which he understands and in detail of the nature
and grounds of the charge preferred against him;...
(e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court.

Article 28
2. Every person shall enjoy all the rights and liberties provided for in this Constitution without

any direct or indirect discrimination against any person on the ground of his community, race, religion,
language, sex, political or other convictions, national or social descent, birth, colour, wealth, social
class, or on any ground whatsoever, unless there is express provision to the contrary in this
Constitution.

Article 30
3. Every person has the right...



(e) to have free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used
in court

Article 171
1. In sound and vision broadcasting there shall be programmes both for the Greek and the

Turkish Communities.
2. The time allotted to programmes for the Turkish Community in sound broadcasting shall be

not less than seventy-five hours in a seven day week, spread to all days of such week in daily normal
periods of transmission:

•* - provided that if the total period of transmissions has to be reduced so that the time allotted to
programmes for the Greek Community should fall below seventy-five hours in a seven day
week, then the time allotted to programmes for the Turkish Community in any such week should
be reduced by the same number of hours as that by which the time allotted to programmes for
the Greek Community is reduced below such hours;
- provided further that if the time allotted to programmes for the Greek Community is increased
above one hundred and forty hours in a seven day week, then the time allotted to programmes
for the Turkish Community shall be increased in the ratio of three hours for the Turkish
Community to every seven hours for the Greek Community.
3. In vision broadcasting there shall be allotted three transmission days to the programmes for

the Turkish Community of every ten consecutive transmission days and the total time allotted to the
programmes for the Turkish Community in such ten transmission days shall be in the ratio of three
hours to seven hours allotted to programmes for the Greek Community in such ten transmission days.

4. AU official broadcasts in sound and vision shall be made both in Greek and Turkish and shall
not be taken into account for the purposes of calculating the time under this Article.

A r t i c l e 1 8 0 U . - * ? - . „ • • . . . ' - . . - - ' v - •;•••• v . i : : • ; • • . • . ; • . . < - L . ' . • ; — " - j

1. The Greek and the Turkish texts of this Constitution shall both be originals and shall have '"*•
the same authenticity and the same legal force. '•'

Article 189 '
Notwithstanding anything in Article 3 contained, for a period of five years after the date of the ^

coming into operation of this Constitution:
(a) All laws which under Article 188 will continue to be in force may continue to be in the
English language.
(b) The English language may be used in any proceedings before any court of the Republic.

3.35 DOMINICA

3 November 1978. , , > . - • •

Article 8 j ^ ' , ' , '
Every person who is charged with a criminal offence... » -• - • • ' ^ ; J
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and ^
in detail, of the nature of the offence charged;...
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot ^
understand the language used at the trial. ^ ; ' . W
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3.36 ECUADOR • -,-*..

10 August 1979. • . • • „

Article 1
... The official language is Castilian. Quechua and other indigenous languages are recognised

as elements of the national culture.

Article 27
In schools established in areas of predominantly indigenous population, Quechua or the pertinent

indigenous language shall be used as the main language of instruction and Castilian as language of
intercultural ties.

" 3.37 EGYPT V . , -

11 September 1971.

Article 2
Islam is the religion of the state and Arabic its official language. The principles of Islamic

Shan'ah are primary sources of legislation. , .,

Article 40
Citizens are equal before the law. They have equal public rights and duties without

discrimination between them on the basis of sex, origin, language, religion or creed.

3.38 EL SALVADOR

20 December 1983.

Article 62
The official language of El Salvador is Spanish. The government is bound to see to its

preservation and teaching.
Indigenous languages spoken in the national territory are part of the cultural heritage and are

to be preserved, used and respected.

3.39 EQUATORIAL GUINEA

3 August 1982. _, ._....;,. ^ . _ .

Article 1 - ^ ^

The official language of the Republic of Equatorial Guinea is Spanish. The aboriginal languages
are recognised as integral to the national culture.
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Article 20
3. All discrimination by reason of ethnic background, race, sex, language, religion, filiation,

political or any other kind of views, social origin, economic position, or birth, is prohibited.

^ 3 . 4 0 E S T O N I A ' * w ^ j »:•••-••• •• •.;:-•.• :>••;.- . • • • . ' • • • - v ^ a ' - • • ' • — y ^ '

28 June 1992.

A r t i c l e 6 ' ^ ^ • • - " ^ < ^ • • • ^ • • " ^ • ^ • ' < • ' • • - . - • . • • , - . . •*.• • -•:•- ^ " * " ' \ ; ' " ' - ^ ^ , , , . . .

The official language of Estonia shall be Estonian. • '*•'' ! ^ ^ ^

Article 12
All persons shall be equal before the law. No person may be discriminated against on the basis

of nationality, race, colour, gender, language, origin, religion, political or other beliefs, financial or
social status, or other reasons.

Article 21
Any person who is deprived of his or her liberty shall be informed promptly, in a language and

manner which he or she understands, of the reason for the arrest, and of his or her rights, and shall
be given the opportunity to notify his or her immediate family of the arrest...

No person may be held in custody for more than 48 hours without specific permission by a
court Such a decision shall be promptly made known to the person in custody in a language and in
a manner he or she understands. ,

Article 37
All persons shall have the right to an education. v :
... Parents shall have the final decision in choosing education for their children.
All persons shall have the right to instruction in Estonian. Educational institutions established

for ethnic minorities shall choose their own language of instruction.

Article 49
Every person shall have the right to preserve his or her ethnic identity.

Article 50
Ethnic minorities shall have the right, in the interests of their national culture, to establish

institutions of self-government in accordance with conditions and procedures established by the Law
on Cultural Autonomy for Ethnic Minorities.

Article 51
All persons shall have the right to address state or local government authorities and their

officials in Estonian, and to receive answers in Estonian.
In localities where at least half of the permanent residents belong to an ethnic minority, all

persons shall have the right to receive answers from state and local government authorities and their
officials in the language of that ethnic minority.

Article 52
The official language of state and local government authorities shall be Estonian.



In localities where the language of the majority of the population is other than Estonian, local
government authorities may use the language of the majority of the permanent residents of that locality
for internal communication, to the extent and in accordance with procedures established by law.

The use of foreign languages, including the languages of ethnic minorities, by state authorities
and in court, and pre-trial proceedings shall be established by law. u^.r.K, jjYiwm.v«ra

Article 104 *«iüi?ß
Procedures for the adoption of laws shall be established by the Law on the ß//g/jfcogu Standing

Orders.
The following laws may be adopted or amended only by a majority of the members of the

(10) Law on Cultural Autonomy for Ethnic Minorities;

,*,'• 3.41 FUI ^ . ^,, , , ^ ^ ; , ^ . 5

10 October 1970. . ' * . , • •

Article 10
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence... ' *' * -f * •' L- »n i
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and

, ^ in detail, of the nature of the offence;...
"'..* (f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot

understand the language used at the trial of the charge.

Article 56
The official language of Parliament shall be English, but any member of either House may

address the chair in the House of which he is a member in Fijian or Hindustani.

" 3 . 4 2 F I N L A N D ^ , ^ . .• „ . . ., , ..^. ^ , ^ . / - J ..^.-. - r - • ^ ' • : - . . , ^ • ' - • • : " • • > - . - * ^ ^ . ;; .:^

17 July 1919.

Article 14
Finnish and Swedish shall be the national languages of the Republic.
The right of Finnish citizens to use their mother tongue, whether Finnish or Swedish, before the

courts and the administrative authorities, and to obtain from them documents in these languages, shall
be guaranteed by law; care shall be taken that the rights of the Finnish speaking population and the
rights of the Swedish speaking population of the country shall be promoted by the state upon an
identical basis.

The state shall provide for the intellectual and economic needs of the Finnish speaking and the^
Swedish speaking populations upon a similar basis.

Article 22
Laws and decrees as well as bills submitted by the Government to Parliament and the replies,

recommendations, and other documents addressed by Parliament to the Government shall be drawn
up in the Finnish and the Swedish languages. , - ; 1
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Article 50
For the purpose of general administration Finland shall remain divided into provinces, circuits

and communes. ^ ^ o y ; » : m •• •«.=
Changes in the number of provinces shall be made by law; the Council of State shall decide all

other changes concerning administrative divisions, unless otherwise provided by law.
In redrawing the boundaries of the administrative districts, it is to be observed that these shall,

as far as circumstances permit, be so constituted as to contain populations speaking only one language,
Finnish or Swedish, or to make the language minorities as small as possible.

Article 75
Every Finnish citizen must take part in, or make his contribution to, the defence of the country

as prescribed by law.
Every conscript, unless he otherwise desires, shall if possible be enrolled in a military unit of

which the rank and file speak his own mother tongue (Finnish or Swedish) and shall receive his
training in that language. Finnish shall be the language of command of the Armed Forces.

• • O O i

3 . 4 3 F R A N C E ^

4 O c t o b e r 1 9 5 8 . Mod i f i ed 2 5 J u n e 1992 . ' '" '•• ' ' ' ^ ' V ' J '- '_ " .'^ * ^

Ar t i c l e 2 ' " - ' ' "*/ ^ ' ' / ' **
The language of the Republic is French.

3.44 GABON ' "' " -

1975.
i , •

Article 2 ,,. ^
... The Gabonese Republic shall adopt French as the official language. '''"'

3.45 GAMBIA

24 April 1970. '.i'"'.x-. ' -'« i - - -•' * - " ' " " * " : ' - ' '

Article 15
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention. ' '

Article 78 • ' "' ' " " ' " '*"" "'*''*'"' "*' '" ' '* *
The business of the House of Representatives shall be conducted in English.

• ! . '
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3 . 4 6 G E R M A N Y • . . , , . . . . , - L - . • ; • . . . - . { * J . > . V . . . * , , r - . • -< • ' ' • - « ^

23 May 1949. Amended 1990. English translation provided by the Ministers of the Interior, Justice
and Finance.

/•.HA TWO <&,£
Article 3

3. No one may be prejudiced or favoured because of his sex, his parentage, his race, his
language, his homeland and origin, his faith or his religious or political opinions.

3.47 GREECE ' - ' ' V j^rQäfe . .
• ••- •••• - •• - .-•^/!i:-,ia fe^'^^l^'-^^^ßiÄ^-Jft

11 June 1975. ^,,.,.; ^Yi&isi&aVi-. - Y Ä - Ä I

A r t i c l e 3 • '• ^ - ' " • • ' - ' • •••••'-• '•-'•••• •'• •-•• •••' - • ' " • " • " • ' ' • - • • - • ^ - n A ^ , , - . > ^ . ^ ^ i o r ^ - - -

The text of the Holy Scripture shall be maintained unaltered. Official translation of the text into
any other form of language, without prior sanction by the Autocephalous Church of Greece and the
Great Church of Christ in Constantinople is prohibited.

Article 5
All persons living within the Greek territory shall enjoy full protection of their life, honour and

freedom, irrespective of nationality, race or language and of religious or political beliefs. Exceptions
shall be permitted only in cases provided for in international law.

3.48 GUATEMALA

31 May 1985 and 14 January 1986.

Article 18
In the year following its entry into force, this Constitution will be widely distributed in the

Qiche, Mam, Cakchiquel and Kekchi languages.

Article 43
Spanish is the official language of Guatemala. The vernacular languages are part of the nation's

cultural heritage.

Article 58 » . , i
Individuals and communities have the recognised right to their cultural identity in conformity

with their values, language and customs. ,„ >!

Article 66
Guatemala is formed of various ethnic groups, including the indigenous groups of Maya origin.

The state recognises, respects and promotes their life styles, customs, traditions, forms of social
organisation, use of indigenous dress for men and women, their language and their dialect. -•

Article 76
The administration of the educational system shall be decentralised and regionalised.
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• In schools operating in zones where the indigenous population predominates, teaching should
preferably be bilingual. - ^ ^ <

3.49 GUYANA ^^

6 October 1980. - .• ' " ' ' '

Article 53

Subject to article 155 a person shall be qualified for election as a member of the National
Assembly if, and shall not be so qualified unless, he...

(b) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the
English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to enable him to take an active part in
the proceedings of the Assembly.

Article 144
2. It shall be the duty of a court to ascertain the truth in every case provided that every person

who is charged with a criminal offence:
(a) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and
in detail, of the nature of the offence charged;

[ (b) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
V; understand the language used at the trial of the charge. " ß ?n :• ^ - ;

3.50 HAITI

March 1987.

Article 5

All Haitians are united by a common language: Creole. Creole and French are the official
languages of the Republic.

3.51 HONDURAS

20 January 1982.

Article 6

The official language of Honduras is Spanish. The state shall protect its purity and increase its
learning.

3.52 HUNGARY

1990.
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A r t i c l e 6 5 •" ' • • • - - • - ' • • • - - - ^ - • • • • . • • , > - - - ; • > - . • • . - . . , . ^ , , . . , , , . . , , _ . . . . . . . . . .

(1) On terms laid down in the law, the Republic of Hungary ensures the right of asylum for
foreign citizens persecuted in their homeland and for those displaced persons who are at their place
of stay harassed on grounds of race, religion, nationality, language or political affiliation.

Article 68 , hj jf-;*'\jj^iftf if- ,^..,*- •.. ..-*.,,»».*.
(1) The national and ethnic minorities living in the Republic of Hungary share the power of the

people; they are constituent elements in the state.
(2) The Republic of Hungary grants protection to national and ethnic minorities, it ensures the

possibilities for their collective participation in public life, and enables them to foster their own
culture, use the mother tongue, receive school instruction in the mother tongue, and freedom to use
their names as spelled and pronounced in their own language.

(3) The laws of the Republic of Hungary ensure representation for the national and ethnic
minorities living in the territory of the country.

(4) National and ethnic minorities may set up their own local and national government
organisations. ir s :

(5) The votes of two thirds of the MPs present are required to pass the law on the rights of
national and ethnic minorities.

Article 70/A * ' " " "'" '"*' ' ' " ' " " ' ' ' ' "

(1) The Republic of Hungary guarantees for all persons in its territory human and civil rights
without discrimination on account of race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other views,
national or social origins, ownership of assets, birth or any other grounds. - v ; ,

3 . 5 3 I N D I A : • ; . ; = , * • : • . . . : ; • : • : ä . - : - , - , . - . ' • = • ' • . . • - ; , • : ' . . ; • • - . ' ;
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Article 29
1. Any section of the citizens of India or any part thereof having a distinct language, script or

culture of its own shall have the right to conserve the same.
2. No citizen shall be denied admission into any educational institution maintained by the state

or receiving aid out of state funds on grounds only of religion, race, caste, language, or any of them.

Article 30
1. All minorities, whether based on religion or language, shall have the right to establish and

administer educational institutions of their choice.
1A. In making any law providing for the compulsory acquisition of any property of an '

educational institution established and administered by a minority, referred to in clause 1, the state
shall ensure that the amount fixed by or determined under such law for acquisition of such property
is such as would restrict or abrogate the right guaranteed under that clause.

2. The state shall not, in granting aid to educational institutions, discriminate against any >
educational institution on the ground that it is under the management of a minority, whether based on £
religion or language. *!

v?*:.'3'.-JV.; vJ'tl f.S,)
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Article 120
1. Notwithstanding anything in Part XVII, but subject to the provisions of Article 348, business

in Parliament shall be transacted in Hindi or in English: • < ' -*'_- •
Provided that the Chairman of the Council of States or Speaker of the House of the People, or

person acting as such, as the case may be, may permit any member who cannot adequately express
himself in Hindi or in English to address the House in his mother tongue.

2. Unless Parliament by law otherwise provides, this article shall, after the expiration of a period
of fifteen years from the commencement of this Constitution, have effect as if the words "or in
English" were omitted therefrom.

Article 210
1. Notwithstanding anything in Part XVII, but subject to the provisions of Article 348, business

in the Legislature of a state shall be transacted in the official language or languages of the state or in
Hindi or in English:

Provided that the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly or Chairman of the Legislative Council,
or person acting as such, as the case may be, may permit any member who cannot adequately express
himself in any of the languages aforesaid to address the House in his mother tongue.

2. Unless the Legislature of the state by law otherwise provides, this article shall, after the
expiration of a period of fifteen years from the commencement of this Constitution, have effect as if
the words "or in English" were omitted therefrom:

Provided that in relation to the Legislature of the states of Himachal Pradesh, Manipur,
Meghalaya and Tripura this clause shall have effect as if the words "fifteen years" occurring therein,
the words "twenty-five years" were substituted. •--•••.•.- <: ;^ -

Article 343
1. The official language of the Union shall be Hindi in Devanagari script
The form of numerals to be used for the official purposes of the Union shall be the international

form of Indian numerals.
2. Notwithstanding anything in clause 1, for a period of fifteen years from the commencement

of this Constitution, the English language shall continue to be used for all the official purposes of the
Union for which it was being used immediately before such commencement:

Provided that the President may, during the said period, by order authorise the use of the Hindi
language in addition to the English language and of the Devanagari form of numerals in addition to
the international form of Indian numerals for any of the official purposes of the Union...

8. Notwithstanding anything in this article, Parliament may by law provide for the use, after the
said period of fifteen years of:

(a) the English language, or
(b) the Devanagari form of numerals,

for such purposes as may be specified in the law. * " ' ''

Article 344
1. The President shall, at the expiration of five years from the commencement of this

Constitution and thereafter at the expiration of ten years from such commencement, by order constitute
a Commission which shall consist of a Chairman and such other members representing the different
languages specified in the Eighth Schedule as the President may appoint, and the order shall define
the procedure to be followed by the Commission.

2. It shall be the duty of the Commission to make recommendations to the President as to:
(a) the progressive use of the Hindi language for the official purposes of the Union;
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(b) restrictions on the use of the English language for all or any of the official purposes of the
Union;
(c) the language to be used for all or any of the purposes mentioned in Article 348;
(d) the form of numerals to be used for any one or more specified purposes of the Union;
(e) any other matter referred to the Commission by the President as regards the official language
of the Union and the language for communication between the Union and a state or between one
state and another and their use.
3. In making their recommendations under clause 2, the Commission shall have due regard to

the industrial, cultural and scientific advancement of India, and the just claims and the interest of
persons belonging to the non-Hindi speaking areas in regard to the public services. 1

Article 345 >
Subject to the provision of Articles 346 and 347, the Legislature of a state may by law adopt

any one or more of the languages in use in the state or Hindi as the language or languages to be used
for all or any of the official purposes of that state: t»©«ciö.-Ig&ii&trMi "3<J * c«& *» •

Provided that, until the Legislature of the state otherwise provides by law, the English language
shall continue to be used for those official purposes within the state for which it was being used
immediately before the commencement of this Constitution. , noRi i^moO 5*0 V; itf;oi.j£*K>?#>rtO'&^

Article 346
The language for the time being authorised for use in the Union for official purposes shall be

the official language for communication between one state and another state and between a state and
the Union:

Provided that if two or more states agree that the Hindi language should be the official language
for communications between states, that language may be used for such communication.

A r t i c l e 3 4 7 ^ -'"''"•• •'
On a demand being made in that behalf the President may, if he is satisfied that a substantial

proportion of the population of a state desire the use of any language spoken by them to be recognised
by that state, direct that such language shall also be officially recognised throughout that state or any
part thereof for such purpose as he may specify.

Article 348 ' ^
1. Notwithstanding anything in the foregoing provisions of this Part, until Parliament by law

otherwise provides:
(a) all proceedings in the Supreme Court and in every High Court, " '
(b) the authoritative texts:

(i) of all bills to be introduced or amendments thereto to be moved in either House of
Parliament or in the House or either House of the Legislature of a state,

' ' ' . ' (ii) of all Acts passed by Parliament or the Legislature of a state and of all ordinances
.' '' ." promulgated by the President or the Governor of a state, and •*

" ' ' -"» (iii) of all orders, rules, regulations and bylaws issued under this Constitution or unders
" ' any law made by Parliament or the Legislature of a state, «<s

shall be in the English language. «
2. Notwithstanding anything in subclause (a) of clause 1, the Governor of a state may, with the

previous consent of the President, authorise the use of the Hindi language or any other language used
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for any official purposes of the state, in proceedings in the High Court having its principal seat in that
state:

Provided that nothing in this clause shall apply to any judgement, decree or order passed or
made by such High Court.

3. Notwithstanding anything in subclause (b) of clause 1, where the Legislature of a state has
prescribed any language other than the English language for use in bills introduced in, acts passed by
the Legislature of the state, or in any order, rule, regulation or bylaw referred to in paragraph (iii) of
that subclause, a translation of the same in the English language published under the authority of the
Governor of the state in the official Gazette of that state shall be deemed to be the authoritative text
thereof in the English language under this article.

Article 349 . ; ' ; , i : ^
During the period of fifteen years from the commencement of this Constitution no bill or

amendment making provision for the language to be used for any of the purposes mentioned in clause
1 of Article 348 shall be introduced or moved in either House of Parliament without the previous
sanction of the President, and the President shall not give his sanction to the introduction of any such
bill or the moving of any such amendment except after he has taken into consideration the
recommendations of the Commission constituted under clause 1 of Article 344 and the report of the
Committee constituted under clause 4 of that article.

A r t i c l e 3 5 0 '" ' " ' '"•"• - - ^ - - • / - ' ; - - • - • - : >:• ••

Every person shall be entitled to submit a representation for the redress of any grievance to any
officer or authority of the Union or a state in any of the languages used in the Union or inn the state,
as the case may be.

Article 350A
It shall be the endeavour of every state and of every local authority within the state to provide

adequate facilities for instruction in the mother tongue at the primary stage of education to children
belonging to linguistic minority groups, and the President may issue such directions to any state as
he considers necessary or proper for securing the provision of such facilities.

Article 350B
1. There shall be a special officer for linguistic minorities to be appointed by the President
2. It shall be the duty of the special officer to investigate all matters relating to the safeguards

provided for linguistic minorities under this Constitution and report to the President upon those matters
at such intervals as the President may direct, and the President shall cause all such reports to be laid
before each House of Parliament, and sent to the governments of the states concerned.

A r t i c l e 3 5 1 •• • ' - - v « V » :••-•• : - - p - - - • - • ' < - •• - •• ••--• • •• - ••• • • ^ • ' •••• •

It shall be the duty of the Union to promote the spread of the Hindi language, to develop it so
that it may serve as a medium of expression for all the elements of the composite culture of India and
to secure its enrichment by assimilating, without interfering with its genius, the forms, style and
expression used in Hindustani and in the other languages of India specified in the Eighth Schedule,
and by drawing, wherever necessary or desirable, for its vocabulary, primarily on Sanskrit and
secondarily on other languages.
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E i g h t h S c h e d u l e * <•< •'! \ >•

1. Assamese. 2. Bengali. 3. Gujarati. 4. Hindi. 5. Kannada. 6. Kashmiri. 7. Malayalam. 8. Marathi
9. Oriya. 10. Punjabi. 11. Sanskrit. 12. Sindhi. 13. Tamil. 14. Telegu. 15. Urdu.

3.54 INDONESIA ^ . . .

August 1945.

Article_36
The official language shall be the Indonesian language. - -• * »• • '•< - •
In the areas possessing languages of their own which are actively used by the people concerned

(for instance, Javanese, Sundanese, Madurese, and so forth), those languages will be respected and also
cared for by the state.

Those languages are a part of the living culture of Indonesia. = :

3 . 5 5 I R A N .;,,•.,,:•..,.,;:-: ^ ? v ^ ; : . , . , - - ' , , - • ... .

3 December 1979.

Article 15
The official and common language and script of the people of Iran is Persian. Official

documents, correspondence and statements, as well as text books, shall be written in this language and
script. However, the use of local and ethnic literature in the schools, together with Persian language
instruction, is also permitted.

Article 16
The language of the Koran and Islamic studies and instruction are in Arabic, and Arabic totally

permeates Persian literature. Therefore, Arabic must be taught in all classes and areas of study from
the time that elementary school is completed until graduation from secondary school.

Article 19
The people of Iran, regardless of their ethnic, family and tribal origins, shall enjoy equal rights.

Colour, race, language and the like shall not be cause for privilege.

3.56 IRAQ

16 July 1970.

Article 7
1. Arabic is the official language.
2. The Kurdish language is official, besides Arabic, in the Kurdish region.

Article 19
1. Citizens are equal before the law, without discrimination because of sex, blood, language,

social origin or religion.
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3.57 IRELAND : ,
.• 's t f .ns s.;,•;"•«;

Article 4
As soon as may be after the signature and promulgation of a bill as a law, the text of such law

which was signed by the President or, where the President has signed the text of such law in each of
the official languages, both the signed texts shall be enrolled for record in the office of the Registrar
of the Supreme Court, and the text, or both the texts, so enrolled shall be conclusive evidence of the
provisions of such law.

In case of conflict between the texts of a law enrolled under this section in both the official
languages, the text in the national language shall prevail.

A r t i c l e 8 .• . • j •' , . j
1. The Irish language as the national language is the first official language. -
2. The English language is recognised as a second official language.
3. Provision may, however, be made by law for the exclusive use of either of the said languages

for any one or more official purposes, either throughout the state or in any part thereof.

Article 18 o v-v ' f;
7. Before each general election of the members of the Seanarf £/raj«/i to be elected from panels

of candidates, five panels of candidates shall be formed in the manner provided by law containing
respectively the names of persons having knowledge and practical experience of the following interests
and services, namely:

(i) national language and culture, literature, art, education and such professional interests as may
be defined by law for the purpose of this panel;

Article 25
4. (3) Every bill shall be signed by the President in the text in which it was passed or deemed

to have been passed by both Houses of the 0/reacAta.s, and if a bill is so passed or deemed to have
been passed in both the official languages, the President shall sign the text of the bill in each of those
languages.

(4) Where the President signs the text of a bill in one only of the official languages, an official
translation shall be issued in the other official language.
(5) As soon as may be after the signature and promulgation of a bill as a law, the text of such
law which was signed by the President or, where the President has signed the text of such law
in each of the official languages, both the signed texts shall be enrolled for record in the office
of the Registrar of the Supreme Court and the text, or both texts, so enrolled shall be conclusive
evidence of the provisions of such law.
(6) In case of conflict between the texts of a law enrolled under this section in both the official
languages, the text in the national language shall prevail...
5. (1) It shall be lawful for the 7aoweacA, from time to time as occasion appears to him to
require, to cause to be prepared under his supervision a text, in both official languages, of this
Constitution as then in force embodying all amendments theretofore made therein...
(4) In case of conflict between the texts of any copy of this Constitution enrolled under this
section, the text in the national language shall prevail.



3.58 ITALY " -MHfi>»^»:* ^ « '

1 January 1948. 'ufc;^: J^ #.^'^V/0^$$'. _ '*"̂  * ' 'w' ^

Article 3
All citizens are invested with equal social status and are equal before the law, without distinction

as to sex, race, language, religion, political opinions and personal or social conditions.

f . . . - . . _ • . . . J

Article 6 " " . ..... _ .
The Republic shall safeguard linguistic minorities by means of special provisions.

i 3 .59 IVORY COAST ^

19637 ". ,, . ' - . , .fc^L-^nv; n^birt h.% a • •

Article 1 .„:.:.....•.•..... • . - . „ .
... The official language shall be French. ;tCt »r* - . o; ' • o ; <.•-• <

. 3.60 JAMAICA

6 August 1962.

Article 15
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language which he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention.

Article 2 0 ' ' •"• - ' •- ' ' • . ;• . . ^ ü a ^ i i - r#tK; U^. fKjiis-.-fin?^:';:^^^

6 . E v e r y p e r s o n w h o i s c h a r g e d w i t h a c r i m i n a l o f f e n c e ;- •.••'•*<• . < * - , s r •>•-• *••- ' n o n j ' ! Ä . . > ?
(a) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language which he understands, of
the nature of the offence charged;...
(e) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the English language. ,;i^.,;£*•;,£•-!• <; >t, - ; - n ; \̂  ^ ^a. ^ .,,-<••<.>^

• / • ; . - - - ' J ^ . t . i ( i . - > £ ; * • • : . , . ^ , ! - ; - i ' • . ' ' - • ^ ' - - M i - ' • • f . • • - • " - • : > ' ' • ; • . - : . " - • . : - • ' . : , - - • > » = • - • - • - " • • .

3 . 6 1 J O R D A N " . ' , ; • . - " ' • • ••••-.•• '. r • ) . - - - i ; j ' ^ . ;«^- ' "^ .b ' f i r ' . -v . - b i s ^ r f i i ' .

'•"' ' '•"'•" " , 4 .;>,-'•<•':• -': -̂  T ' ' i ; ; i b r & H ' • - ' : . ; . • : • * ; ? t n ^ H r ' ; n r f l r rH ? n i ^ *~

8 January 1952. '
*ä *

Article 2
Islam shall be the religion of the state and the Arabic language shall be its official language.

Article 6
(i) Jordanians shall be equal before the law. There shall be no discrimination between them~as-

regards their rights and duties, on grounds of race, language or religion.
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3.62 KAMPUCHEA ,

Constitution adopted by the Constitutional Assembly, Phnom Penh, 21 September 1993. > .;; I

Article 5 SF,^
The official language and script are Khmer. , •, y . --^~

Article 31 .
... Every Khmer citizen shall be equal before the law, enjoying the same rights, freedom and

fulfilling the same obligations regardless of race, colour, sex, language, religious belief, political
tendency, birth origin, social status, wealth or other status.

Article 67
The state shall adopt an educational programme according to the principle of modem pedagogy

including technology and foreign languages.

Article 69 •L.^SA
The state shall protect and promote the Khmer language as required. ^- '

3.63 KAZAKHSTAN >~

28 January 1993. . j

EIGHT PREAMBLE •*-*
The Kazakh language is the state language in the Republic of Kazakhstan. The Russian language

is the language of inter-ethnic communication.
The state guarantees the preservation of the sphere of the use of language of inter-ethnic

communication and other languages, and looks after their free development ^
Restrictions of the rights and freedoms of the citizens on the basis of incapability to speak the

state language or the language of inter-ethnic communication is forbidden.

A r t i c l e 1 :•• , . - . ; . • ; - : • ; . •*•-. \ . , • . , •• .• .• .• > ? . , . ..•••••• ^..- • - • ' . - • ; - ; - w . - •.••

Citizens of the Republic of Kazakhstan are guaranteed equality of rights and freedoms,
regardless of race; nationality; sex; language; social, property, and official status; social origin; place
of residence; attitude to religion; convictions; membership in a public association; as well as previously
incurred criminal punishment. . , .

Any form of discrimination against citizens is forbidden.

Article 65
The chairman of the Supreme Soviet of the Republic of Kazakhstan is elected by the Supreme

Soviet at its first session from the number of deputies of the Supreme Soviet in command of the state
language by secret ballot, through the majority of votes from the total number of deputies.

Article 98 * ?
The consideration of cases in courts is carried out on the basis of the principles of legality,

spontaneity, with observance of the language of legal proceedings, under conditions of openness.
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contest, equality of rights of all sides, independence of judges, and free evaluation by them of evidence
in making judgement.

The consideration of cases in closed session is permitted when public legal proceedings will lead
to disclosure of state or commercial secrets, or when the necessity exists to defend the private or
family life of citizens from publicity.

Persons participating in a case who do not know the language of legal proceedings are provided
with a translator, as well as with the right to speak in the court in their native language.

A r t i c l e 1 1 4 .,.. -, - ... :, •- . .,;;.,; . , ; :< . « k ^ ; i - . . , . i - :>r: i i y ; , - , , ' - . ; : / > . - y . W *J ;:.•*;_. .:.•••

A citizen of the Republic of Kazakhstan, being not younger than 35 years old and not older than
65 years of age, permanently living on the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan for not less than
ten years, who is in perfect command of the state language, can be elected president.

A citizen of the Republic of Kazakhstan, permanently living on the territory of the Republic of
Kazakhstan not less than ten years and who is in command of the state language, can be elected Vice
President.

The Vice President is elected together with the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

•', > '.• - Transitional Provisions

Article 4
For the transition period, to create conditions for unlimited and free study of the state language,

all the official documents in the Republic of Kazakhstan shall be presented in the Kazakh and Russian
languages.

3.64 KENYA

12 December 1963. Amended.

Article 72
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention.

Article 34
Subject to section 35, a person shall be qualified to be elected as a member of the National

Assembly if, and shall not be qualified unless, at the date of his nomination for election...
(c) he is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read
the Kiswahili and English languages well enough to take an active part in the proceedings of
the National Assembly;

Article 53
1. Subject to the provisions of this section the official languages of the National Assembly shall

be Kiswahili and English and the business of the National Assembly may be conducted in either or
both such languages.

2. Every bill, including the memorandum accompanying a bill, every act of Parliament whenever
enacted, all other actual or proposed legislation under the authority of an act of Parliament, all
financial resolutions and documents relating thereto, and every actual or proposed amendment of any
of the foregoing, shall be written in English.
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3. In all proceedings of the National Assembly which involve the discussion of any of the
following matters, that is to say a bill, including the memorandum accompanying a bill, any act of
Parliament, any other legislation whether actual or proposed, any financial resolution or document
relating thereto, or any actual or proposed amendment thereof, the wording of every such matter shall,
as occasion requires, be quoted in English.

Article 82 -,/ ,.,•. ••-. -
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and
in detail of the nature of the offence charged;...
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge.

Article 93 • i
Any person who...
(e) satisfied the Minister that he has an adequate knowledge of the Swahili language;

shall be eligible, upon making application in such manner as may be prescribed by or under an act of
Parliament, to be naturalised as a citizen of Kenya, and the Minister may grant a certificate of
naturalisation to any such person who so applies.

3.65 KIRGIZSTAN

3 May 1993.

Article 5
1. The official language of Kirgizstan shall be the Kirgiz language.
2. Kirgizstan shall guarantee preservation, equal and free development and functioning of the

Russian language and all other languages which are used by the population of the republic.
3. Infringement of the citizens' rights on the ground of absence of knowledge and command of

the official language shall not be allowed.

Article 15
3. All persons in Kirgizstan are equal before law and the court. . •
No person shall be subject to any kind of discrimination, violation of his rights and freedoms

on the ground of ethnic origin, sex, race, nationality, language, political and religious convictions, as
well as under other conditions and circumstances of private and social nature.

Article 43
3. A citizen of Kirgizstan may be elected President of the Republic if he is not younger than

35 years of age and is not older than 65 years of age, who has command of the official language and
has been a resident of the republic for not less than 15 years before the nomination of his candidature
to the office of President.

3.66 KIRIBATI

12 July 1979.
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Article 10 £ ' ;-^
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence... At> ^ ,a • k?.;*. E.oe; x» * ic!
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in detail and in a language that he

; understands, of the nature of the offence charged;...
$, (f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot

understand the language used at the trial of the charge; ' • r° " "

Article 127
The provisions of this Constitution shall be published in a Kiribati language text as well as this

English text, but in the event of any inconsistency between the two texts this English text shall prevail.

3.67 KOREA (PEOPLE'S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)

27 December 1972. V' , :^ i ;' -:" . - . ^ ..:/.^?k> •TK;- V.- .•;-. -

Article 46
The state defends our language from the policy of the Imperialists and their stooges to destroy

it and develops it to meet present-day needs.

Article 139
Judicial proceedings are conducted in the Korean language.
Foreigners may use their own language in court proceedings.

3.68 KUWAIT

16 November 1962.

Article 82
A member of the National Assembly shall...
(d) be able to read and write Arabic well. -

3.69 LEBANON

1943.

Article 11

Arabic is the official national language. The cases in which French may be used shall be
determined by law.

3.70 LESOTHO , •• • . -

1983. .,..,,.,.., ...,,.....J''"'"; .'' , - •• • - • -1



Article 8
(b) a person shall be qualified to be elected as a member of the National Assembly if, and shall

\j_ not be so qualified unless at the date of his nomination for election, he...
(»0 's able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to

• wtre-H-wii read and write the Lesotho language well enough to take an active part in the
proceedings of the National Assembly.

3.71 LIBERIA . .. - M , ' . \ i - , ••- •«• - . ^ . " """"

6 January 1986.

Article 43 , 'UTV>;J j iT, . >:"X•<•<•;.•:><"S ^ H-:>.:;4 A-;F: .̂  \> h
The business of the Legislature shall be conducted in the English language or, when adequate

preparations shall have been made, in one or more of the languages of the Republic as the Legislature
may by resolution approve.
. > . . . , . . , • , f ^ ^ , ^

3.72 LIBYA ,, . , , ,, ,

11 December 1969, amended 2 March 1977. Ü 1 ; i

Article 2 r ,; : :
Islam is the religion of the state and Arabic is its official language. The state protects religious

freedom in accordance with established customs.

3.73 LIECHTENSTEIN .

6 October 1921.

Article 6
The German language is the national and official language.

3.74 LITHUANIA - ^ s .

25 October 1992.

Article 14 ; , . .. •, • , , , . . , , " '
Lithuanian shall be the state language. . . . .

Article 29
All people shall be equal before the law, the court, and other state institutions and officers.
A person may not have his rights restricted in any way, or be granted any privileges, on the

basis of his or her sex, race, nationality, language, origin, social status, religion, convictions, or
opinions.
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Article 37
Citizens who belong to ethnic communities shall have the right to foster their language, culture,

and cus toms . •••• v • • ^ v M j - i s . ; ; x I O vtiaqoT,; ,:.ir;<v; '^wo* TO <&?O*'£A .uora?

Article 45 ' ' ^ ' " - > -

Ethnic communities of citizens shall independently administer the affairs of their ethnic culture,
education, organisations, charity, and mutual assistance. The state shall support ethnic communities.

A r t i c l e 1 1 7 . = .. •,.-. ;, - < ; , . . .--. . . .,.•-•..,,..., > ..-.-, . „ , - , . , . . « ..: ,.,.-..,*.,., . , . 5 , , , -*_.,.... •,-......
y , ... In the Republic of Lithuania, court trials shall be conducted in the state language.

Persons who do not speak Lithuanian shall be guaranteed the right to participate in investigation
and court proceedings through an interpreter.

3.75 LUXEMBOURG

Article 29 • L ,.",. ... , .,.,.,
The law will determine the use of languages in administrative and judicial matters.

3.76 MACEDONIA

ArticleJ7
The Macedonian language, written using its Cyrillic alphabet, is the official language in the

Republic of Macedonia.
In the units of local self-government where the majority of the inhabitants belong to a

nationality, in addition to the Macedonian language and Cyrillic script, their language and alphabet
are also in official use, in a manner determined by law.

In the units of local government where there is a considerable number of inhabitants belonging
to a nationality, their language and alphabet, in addition to the Macedonian language and Cyrillic
script, are also in official use under conditions and in a manner determined by law.

Article 48
Members of nationalities have a right freely to express, foster and develop their identity and

national attributes.
The Republic guarantees the protection of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity

of the nationalities.
Members of the nationalities have the right to establish institutions for culture and art, as well

as scholarly and other associations for the expression, fostering and development of their identity^F*
Members of the nationalities have the right to instruction in their language in primary and

secondary education, as determined by law. In schools where education is carried out in the language
of a nationality, the Macedonian language is also studied. .. , *',* !*<»,*• --, *A«k" s



Article 54
... The restriction of freedoms and rights cannot discriminate on grounds of sex, race, colour of

skin, language, religion, national or social origin, property or social status.

• 3.77 MALAWI ! -, „ « - i » v * v » • . ... M-.

6 July 1964, amended.

A r t i c l e 2 3 n ; , : , , - ,> v . n u ' : y ; I k ^ a a : - , J , i : , - v ! . - ^ • < ; . , * .- .. • >.:--j ; J ^ : . ' J " i •

Subject to section 24, a person shall be qualified to be elected as a member of the National
Assembly if, and shall not be so qualified unless, he...

' (b) is able to speak and to read the English language well enough to take an effective part in
the proceedings of the Assembly;

Article 43
The proceedings of the National Assembly shall be conducted in the English language. " ^

3.78 MALAYSIA a,; . ^ t ^ H O Y:^; n- ,^;ugp>' ie ;_•„. .;.<; ^miuVn.. -.:.- -.V > r '

31 August 1957, amended 16 September 1963.

Article 16
Subject to Article 18, any person of or over the age of eighteen years who was bom in the

Federation before Merdeka Day is entitled, upon making application to the Federal Government, to
be registered as a citizen if he satisfies the Federal Government.. ---„-;

(d) that he has an elementary knowledge of the Malay language. " ' • • ' , *

A r t i c l e 1 6 A .•• • • • .. - . - - • • ; , < • - - • i -•• • ^ ^ '^' ^'

Subject to Article 18, any person over the age of eighteen years who is on Malaysia Day
ordinarily resident in the State of Sabah or Sarawak is entiüed, upon making application to the Federal
Government before September 1971, to be registered as a citizen if he satisfies the Federal
Government..

(d) except where the application is made before September 1965, and the applicant has attained
the age of forty-five years at the date of the application, that he has a sufficient knowledge of
the Malay language or the English language or, in the case of an applicant ordinarily resident

: in Sarawak, the Malay language, the English language or any native language in use in Sarawak.

A r t i c l e 1 9 ••;•.-.'••. ••;.-• , - . ' . , ' . • : • : • . - •••-. . . ^ ^ u . M . . ^ , . ; ^ , , ^

1. Subject to clause 9, the Federal Government may, upon application by any person of or over
the age of twenty-one years who is not a cilizen, grant a certificate of naturalisation to that person if
satisfied...

(ii) (c) that he has an adequate knowledge of the Malay language.
2. Subject to clause 9, the Federal Government may, in such special circumstances as it thinks

fit, upon application made by any person of or over the age of twenty-one years who is not a citizen,
grant a certificate of naturalisation to that person if satisfied...

(c) that he has an adequate knowledge of the Malay language.
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Article 152 "* : • , .
1. The national language shall be the Malay language and shall be in such script as Parliament

may by law provide, provided that:
(a) no person shall be prohibited or prevented from using, otherwise than for official purposes,
or from teaching or learning any other language; and
(b) nothing in this clause shall prejudice the right of the Federal Government or of any State
Government to preserve and sustain the use and study of the language of any other community
in the Federation. -
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 1, for a period of ten years after Merdeka Day, and

thereafter until Parliament otherwise provides, the English language may be used in both Houses of
Parliament, in the Legislative Assembly of every state and for all other official purposes.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 1, for a period of ten years after Merdeka Day, and
thereafter until Parliament otherwise provides, the authoritative texts:

(a) of all bills to be introduced or amended thereto to be moved in either House of Parliament,
and
(b) of all acts of Parliament and all subsidiary legislation issued by the Federal Government,

shall be in the English language.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 1, for a period of ten years after Merdeka Day, and

thereafter until Parliament otherwise provides, all proceedings in the Federal Court or a High Court
shall be in the English language:

Provided that, if the Court and counsel on both sides agree, evidence taken in the language
spoken by the witness need not be translated into or recorded in English.

5. Notwithstanding the provisions of clause 1, until Parliament otherwise provides, all
proceedings in subordinate courts other than the taking of evidence, shall be in the English language.

Article 161
1. No act of Parliament terminating or restricting the use of the English language for any of the

purposes mentioned in clauses 2 to 5 of Article 152 shall come into operation as regards the use of
the English language in any case mentioned in clause 2 of this article until ten years after Malaysia
Day.

2. Clause 1 applies:
(a) to the use of the English language in either House of Parliament by a member for or from
the State of Sabah or Sarawak; and
(b) to the use of the English language for proceedings in the High Court in Borneo or in a
subordinate court in the State of Sabah or Sarawak, or for such proceedings in the Federal Court
as are mentioned in clause 4; and
(c) to the use of the English language in the State of Sabah or Sarawak in the Legislative
Assembly or for other official purposes, including the official purposes of the Federal
Government.
3. Without prejudice to clause 1, no such act of Parliament as is there mentioned shall come into

operation as regards the use of the English language for proceedings in the High Court of Borneo or
for such proceedings in the Federal Court as mentioned in clause 4, until the act or the relevant
provision of it has been approved by enactments of the legislatures of the States of Sabah and
Sarawak, and no such act shall come into operation as regards the use of the English language in the
State of Sabah or Sarawak in any other case mentioned in paragraph (b) or (c) of clause 2, until they;?
act or the relevant provision of it has been approved by an enactment of the legislature of the state. ,.^

4. The proceedings in the Federal Court referred to in clauses 2 and 3 are any proceedings on
appeal from the High Court in Borneo or a judge thereof, and any proceedings under clause 2 of
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Article 128 for the determination of a question which has arisen in proceedings before the High Court
in Borneo or a subordinate court in the State of Sabah or Sarawak.

5. Notwithstanding anything in Article 152, in the State of Sabah or Sarawak, a native language
in current use in the state may be used in native courts or for any code of native law and custom, and
in the case of Sarawak, until otherwise provided by enactment of the Legislature, may be used by a
member addressing the Legislative Assembly or any committee thereof.

Article 16 IE
2. No amendment shall be made to the Constitution without the concurrence of the Fa/ig <#-

/*«/t/jua Ateger/ of the State of Sabah or Sarawak or each of the States of Sabah and Sarawak
concerned, if the amendment is such as to affect the operation of the Constitution as regards any of
the following matters...

(d) religion in the state, the use in the state or in Parliament of any language and the special
treatment of natives of the state;

3.79 MALDIVES

4 June 1964, amended.

Article 63
Compulsory qualifications for members of the Citizens' Majlis and those of the Citizens' Special

Majlis...
(e) Shall be a person who can read and write Arabic, Maldivian letters and also cipher.

3.80 MALI

2 June 1974.

Article 1
... The Republic guarantees for all equality before the law, without any discrimination as to

origin, race, language, sex, religion or belief.
... The official language is French.

3.81 MALTA ' ' •

1961, as amended.

Article 5
1. The national language of Malta is the Maltese language.
2. The Maltese and the English languages and such other languages as may be prescribed by

Parliament, by a law passed by not less than two-thirds of all the members of the House of
Representatives, shall be the official languages of Malta and the Administration may for all official
purposes use any of such languages:

Provided that any person may address the Administration in any of the official languages and
the reply of the Administration thereto shall be in such language.
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3. The language of the courts shall be the Maltese language:
Provided that Parliament may make such provision for the use of the English language in such

cases and under such conditions as it may prescribe.
4, The House of Representatives may, in regulating its own procedure, determine the language

or languages that shall be used in parliamentary proceedings and records. , .

A r t i c l e 3 5 / . . . - . - •- — •• <•• •,••• ^ ̂  _•_ ^ ^

2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed, at the time of his arrest or
detention, in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention:

Provided that if an interpreter is necessary and is not readily available or if it is otherwise
impracticable to comply with the provisions of this subsection at the time of the person's arrest or
detention, such provisions shall be complied with as soon as practicable.

Article 75
Save as otherwise provided by Parliament, every law shall be enacted in both the Maltese and

English languages and, if there is any conflict between the Maltese and the English texts of any law,
the Maltese text shall prevail.

3.82 MAURITANIA ... . , ' ,- '

12 July 1992.

Article 6
National languages shall be Arabic, Poular, Soninke" and Wolof; the official language is Arabic.

3.83 MAURITIUS

12 March 1968, as amended. " \ . . ' . ' . , . . ' .

Article 5
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practical, in

a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention...
4. Where a person is detained in pursuance of any such provision of law as is referred to in

subsection (l)(k) —
(a) he shall, as soon as is reasonably practicable and, in any case not more than 7 days after the
commencement of his detention, be furnished with a statement in writing in a language that he
understands specifying in detail the grounds upon which he is detained;

Article 10
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...

, . •• (b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and,
in detail, of the nature of the offence;... ,.„ ,
(0 shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the offence,...
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Article 14 . . ^ . ^ ' ^ ^ t ' ^
1. No religious denomination and no religious, social, ethnic or cultural association or group

shall be prevented from establishing and maintaining schools at its own expense.

Article IS
4. Where any person whose freedom of movement has been restricted in pursuance of subsection

3(a) or (b) so requests —
"*=• (a) he shall, as soon as is reasonably practicable and in any case not more than 7 days after the

making of the request, be furnished with a statement in writing in a language that he
understands, specifying the grounds for the imposition of the restriction;

Article 33
Subject to section 34, a person shall be qualified to be elected as a member of the Assembly

if, and shall not be so qualified unless, he...
' (d) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the
' English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to enable him to take an active part in

the proceedings of the Assembly.

Article 49
The official language of the Assembly shall be English but any member may address the chair

in French. ^ c

3.84 MEXICO . ,..^ . ,_, ^ . , , , , , , -...^,. . .i • ,«* . . . . ; , ; ; , / . - :;:. ' : . . ' ." ~

1917, amended January 1992.

Article 4
The Mexican nation has a multicultural composition originally based on its indigenous peoples.

The law will protect and promote the development of their languages, cultures, usages, customs,
resources, and specific forms of social organisation. It will guarantee to members of indigenous
peoples effective access to the state's legal system. When indigenous peoples are parties involved in
decisions and proceedings relating to agricultural matters, account will be taken of their practices and
customs of a legal nature according to the terms established by law.

3.85 MOLDOVA . ' ; ' " ; " ^ 1

1 9 9 2 Draft. f -, i - . . - ;

• •• • • • ' ' • • 6 .

Article 4 . . . . . . • ^ , „ , , , *• ""
2. All citizens of the Republic of Moldova are equal before the Law regardless of their origin,

social and patrimonial status, race and nationality, sex, education, language, religion, occupation, place
of residence or other circumstances.

Article 11
2. The state recognises and guarantees to persons of other ethnic origin the right to preserve,

develop and express their ethnic identity as well as their cultural, linguistic and religious identities.
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Article 14 I t
1. The state official language of the Republic of Moldova is the Romanian language.

2. The use of languages on the territory of the Republic of Moldova is regulated by a common
law.

A r t i c l e 3 9 . . . , , - . . . . „ . I . . . , . - : - - ; - , - . . . ! -,. • „ • . - • * > .,:- .--• ,-. - . - • • ^ ; . . . • • = , - ^ ^ ^ - . = » - i v - ' "

2. Education is carried out in the Romanian language. Education of the citizens of the Republic
of Moldova in other languages is determined by law.

Article 76 Hüv ,v H -"
2. Candidates to the post of the President of the Republic of Moldova can be the citizens of the

Republic who have attained the age of 35 years and have been residents of the country for at least 10
years and who speak the state language. The law will determine the procedure for nomination of the
candidates.

Article 113 ; i . v \ , , v - , . . •,„-•/:., : w ^ " ; ^ . . " ^ , : : f / ' « r . ^ ' • ^ • Ä ^ / : ' « - * - •<* •••

1. The judicial processes are carried out in the Romanian language.
2. Persons of other ethnic origin as well as persons who don't understand or speak the Romanian

language have the right to use an interpreter in order to make themselves familiar with all the
instruments and proceedings of their dossier as well as to speak or make a conclusion.

3.86 MONACO

17 December 1972. . . . . ......_...'.
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The French language is the official language of the state.

3.87 MONGOLIA

6 July 1960.

Article 69
Court proceedings are conducted in the Mongolian language; persons not knowing that language

are guaranteed the right to acquaint themselves fully with the material of the case through an
interpreter and likewise the right to use their own language in court.

Article 83
... Any direct or indirect restriction of the rights of citizens on account of their nationality or

race and the advocacy of the ideas of chauvinism or nationalism are forbidden by law. The Mongolian
People's Republic ensures representatives of all nationalities living on the territory of the Republic the
opportunity to develop their national culture and to receive tuition and conduct business in their native
language.
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Article 8
All citizens are equal before the law and no one shall be privileged or disabled because of social

condition, ancestry, birth, sex, race, language, origin, religion or religious convictions.

3.89 NAMIBIA '•&

20Marchl990. , : - ^

Article 3 ' ' ^
1. The official language of Namibia is English.
2. No provision of this Constitution shall prohibit use of any other language as medium of

instruction in private schools or in schools financed or supported by the state, providing conditions
that may be required by law in order to ensure knowledge of the official language or for educational
reasons are respected.

3. No part of paragraph 1 above will supersede an act of Parliament permitting the use of any
language other than English for legislative, administrative or judicial affairs, in regions or areas where
this other language is spoken by a substantial segment of the population.

Article 8
Every person has a right to enjoy, practice, profess, maintain and promote any culture, language,

tradition or religion subject to the terms of this Constitution, and further subject to the condition that
the rights protected by this article do not impinge upon the rights of others or the national interesL

3.90 NAURU

29 January 1968.

Article 10
3. A person charged with an offence... •-'•
(b) shall be informed promptly in a language that he understands and in detail of the nature of
the offence with which he is charged;...
(d) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand or speak the language used at the trial of the charge; , ,,„,

3.91 NEPAL

16 December 1962.

Article 4
The national language of Nepal is the Nepali language in the Devanagari script.
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Article 8
2. Laws to be made in pursuance of clause 1 shall, /mer a//a, stipulate that a foreigner may

qualify for the acquisition of citizenship if: tr^sw^. .'•./*&.• *•;.' ••;; ;Ji«t^ ;>**:- ac
(a) he can read and write in the national language of Nepal;

3.92 NICARAGUA

January 1987.

Article 11

Spanish is the official language of the state. The languages of the communities on the Atlantic
Coast of Nicaragua will also be official in the cases determined by law.

Article 27 . . . , „ , ,
All persons are equal before the law and have the right to equal protection. There shall be no

discrimination for reasons of birth, nationality, political belief, race, sex, language, opinions, origins,
economic position or any other social condition.
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2. Any person detained has the right:
(a) to be informed without delay, in a language he understands and in detail of the reasons for
his detention and of the offence with which he is charged;

Article 90 , " ,
The Atlantic Coast communities have the right to the freedom of expression and to preserve

their languages, art and culture. The development of their culture and values enriches the national
culture. The state will set up special programmes for the exercise of these rights.

Article 91
The state has the obligation of adopting laws that will ensure no Nicaraguan will be the victim

of discrimination because of his language, culture or origin.

Article 121
Access to education is free and equal for all Nicaraguans. Basic education is free and mandatory.

Atlantic Coast communities will have in their region access to education in their mother tongue up to
the levels determined by national plans and programmes.

Article 128
The state protects the archaeological, historical, linguistic, cultural and artistic heritage of the

nation.

Article 180
The communities of the Atlantic Coast have the right to live and develop according to the forms ;

of social organisation that correspond to their historical and cultural traditions.
... The state also guaranties the preservation of their cultures and languages, religions and *

customs.
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Article 197
This Constitution shall be widely distributed in the official language of the country; it will also

be distributed in the languages of the Atlantic Coast communities.

3.93 NIGER

8 November 1960.

Article 1
The official language shall be French.

3.94 NIGERIA

1 October 1979, amended.

Article 5

3. Every person who is arrested or detained shall be informed in writing within 24 hours, and
in a language that he understands, of the facts and grounds for his arrest or detention

Article 6
Every person who is charged with a criminal offence shall be entitled:
(a) to be informed promptly in the language that he understands and in detail of the nature of
the offence;...
(f) to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand the language
used at the trial of the offence.

Article 19
4. Government shall promote the learning of indigenous languages.

Article 53
The business of the National Assembly shall be conducted in English, and in Hausa, Ibo and

Yoruba when adequate arrangements have been made therefore.

Article 95
The business of a House of Assembly shall be conducted in English, but the House may in

addition to English conduct the business of the House in one or more other languages spoken in the
state as the House may by resolution approve.

3.95 NORTHERN CYPRUS (TURKISH REPUBLIC OF NORTHERN CYPRUS)

1983.

Article 2
2. The official language is Turkish.
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Article 16
5. Every person arrested or detained shall be informed at the time of his arrest or detention in

a language which he understands of the reasons for his arrest or detention, and shall be allowed to
have the services of a lawyer of his own choosing or chosen by his relatives.

Article 17 .; ,-
4. Every person has the right...
(d) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court.

Article 18 : v
5. Every person charged with an offence has the following minimum rights:
(a) to be informed in a language which he understands of the nature and grounds of the charge
preferred against him;...
(d) to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language
used in court , - , . . ,

3.96 NORWAY

17 May 1814, amended.

Article 92

Only Norwegian citizens, men and women, who speak the language of the country, shall be
appointed to official posts of the state,...

Article 110A
The state authorities have a duty to create conditions in order to make the Sami population able

to secure and develop its language, culture and social life.

3.97 PAKISTAN

10 April 1973.

Article 28
Subject to Article 251, any section of citizens having a distinct language, script or culture shall

have the right to preserve and promote the same and, subject to law, establish institutions for that
purpose.

Article 251
1. The national language of Pakistan is Urdu, and arrangements shall be made for its being used

for official and other purposes within fifteen years from the commencing day.
2. Subject to clause 1, the English language may be used for official purposes until arrangements

are made for its replacement by Urdu.
3. Without prejudice to the status of the national language, a provincial assembly may by law

prescribe measures for the teaching, promotion and use of a provincial language in addition to the
national language.
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Article 255
1. An oath required to be made by a person under the Constitution shall be made in a language

that is understood by that person.

3.98 PANAMA

11 October 1972. Modified April 1983.

Article 7
El espanol es el idioma oficial de la Republica.

Article 10
Pueden solicitar la nacionalidad panamena por naturalizacion:
1. Los extranjeros con conco anos consecutivos de residencia en el territorio de la Republica si,
despues de haber alcamzado su mayoria de edad, declaran su volontad de naturalizarse,
renuncian expresamente a su nacionalidad de origen o a la que tengan y comprueban que poseen
el idioma espanol y conocimientos basicos de geografia, histoira y organizacion politica
panamenas.

Article 78
El Estado velara por la defensa, difusion y pureza del idioma espanol.

Article 84
Las lenguas aborigenes seran objeto de especial estudio, conservacion y divulgacion y el Estado

promovera programas de alfabetizacion bilingue en las comunidades indigenas.

Article 86
El Estado reconoce y respeta la identidad etnica de las comunidades indigenas nacionales,

realizara programas tendientes a desarrollar los valores materiales, sociales y espirituales propios de
cada una de sus culturas y creara una institucion para el estudio, conservacion, divulgacion de las
mismas y de sus lenguas, asi como para la promocion del desarrollo integral de dichos grupos
hum anos.

Article 96
La educacion se impartira en el idioma oficial, pero por motivos de interes publico la Ley podra

permitir que en algunos planteles esta se imparta tambien en idioma extranjero.

3.99 PAPUA NEW GUINEA

16 September 1975.

Article 37
4. A person charged with an offence...
(b) shall be informed promptly in a language which he understands, and in detail, of the nature
of the offence with which he is charged; and...
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(d) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
t understand or speak the language used at the trial of the charge;

Article 67
2. To be eligible for naturalisation, a person must...
(c) unless prevented by physical or mental disability, speak and understand Pisin or Hiri Motu,
or a vernacular of the country, sufficiently for normal conversational purposes;

Article 68
2. Without limiting the matters that may be taken into account in deciding on the application

for naturalisation, under Section 67, the following matters shall be taken into account in deciding on
an application that is made during the first eight years after Independence Day...

(h) the applicant's knowledge of Pisin or Hiri Motu or of a vernacular of the country;

3.100 PARAGUAY

20 June 1992.

Article 12
Nadie sera detenido ni arrestado sin orden escrita de autoridad competente, salvo caso de ser

sorprendido en flagrante comision de delito que mereciese pena corporal. Toda persona detenida tiene
derecho a:

(4) que disponga de un interprete, si fuese necesario...

Article 77
La ensenanza de los comienzos del proceso escolar se realizara en la lengua oficial materna del

educando. Se instruira asimismo en el conocimiento y en el empleo de ambos idiomas oficiales de la
Republica.

En el caso de las minorias etnicas cuya lengua matema no sea el guarani, se podra elegir uno
de los dos idiomas oficiales.

Article 140
El Paraguay es un pais pluricultural y bilingue.
Son idiomas oficiales el castellano y el guarani. La Ley establecera las modalidades de

utilizacion de uno y otro.
Las lenguas indigenas, asi como las de otras minorias, forman parte del patrimonio cultural de

la Nacion.

3.101 PERU

28 July 1980.
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Every person has the right...
2. to equality before the law, without any discrimination by virtue of sex, race, religion, opinion,
or language.
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Article 35
The state promotes the study and knowledge of indigenous languages. It guarantees the right of

the Quechua, Aymara, and other native communities to also receive primary education in their own
dialect or language.

Article 83
Spanish is the official language of the Republic. Quechua and Aymara are also in official use

in the areas and form provided by law. The other indigenous languages also make up the nation's
cultural heritage.

3.102 PHILIPPINES

2 February 1987.

Article 14
6. The national language of the Philippines is Filipino. As it evolves, it shall be further

developed and enriched on the basis of existing Philippine and other languages.
Subject to provisions of law and as the Congress may deem appropriate, the Government shall

take steps to initiate and sustain the use of Filipino as a medium of official communication and as
language of instruction in the educational system.

7. For the purposes of communication and instruction, the official languages of the Philippines
are Filipino and, unless otherwise provided by law, English.

The regional languages are the auxiliary official languages in the regions and shall serve as
auxiliary media of instruction therein.

Spanish and Arabic shall be promoted on a voluntary and optional basis.
8. This Constitution shall be promulgated in Filipino and English and shall be translated into

major regional languages, Arabic and Spanish.
9. The Congress shall establish a national language commission composed of representatives of

various regions and disciplines which shall undertake, coordinate, and promote researches for the
development, propagation, and preservation of Filipino and other languages.

3.103 PORTUGAL

26 April 1976, amended.

Article 13

2. No one may be privileged, benefited, damaged, deprived of any right or exempt from any
responsibility by virtue of influence, sex, race, language, territory of origin, religion, political or
ideological convictions, education, economic or social status.

Article 74
3. In the implementation of an educational policy, the state is obliged...
(h) to provide instruction in the Portuguese language and access to Portuguese culture to the
children of immigrants.
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3.104 QATAR

2 April 1970.

Article 1
Qatar is an independent sovereign Arab state and a member of the Union of Arab Emirates. Its

religion is Islam, and Islamic Shari'ah law shall be a fundamental source of its legislation. Its regime
is democratic and its official language is Arabic.

3.105 ROMANIA

21 November 1991.

Article 4
2. Romania is the common and indivisible homeland of all its citizens, without any

discrimination on account of race, nationality, ethnic origin, language, religion, sex, opinion, political
adherence, property or social origin.

Article 6
1. The state recognises and guarantees the right of persons belonging to national minorities, to

the preservation, development and expression of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic and religious identity.
2. The protecting measures taken by the Romanian state for the preservation, development and

expression of the persons belonging to national minorities shall conform to the principles of equality
and non-discrimination in relation to the other Romanian citizens.

Article 7
The state shall support the strengthening of links with the Romanians living abroad and shall

act accordingly for the preservation, development and expression of their ethnic, cultural, linguistic
and religious identity, under observance of the legislation of the state of which they are citizens.

Article 13
In Romania, the official language is Romanian.

Article 23
5. Any person detained or arrested shall be promptly informed, in a language he understands,

of the grounds for his detention or arrest, and notified of the charges against him, as soon as
practicable; the notification of the charges shall be made only in the presence of a lawyer of his own
choosing or appointed ex ojgfrio.

Article 32
2. Education of all grades shall be in Romanian. Education may also be conducted in a foreign

language of international use, under the terms laid down by law.
3. The right of persons belonging to national minorities to learn their mother tongue, and their right
to be educated in this language are guaranteed; the ways to exercise these rights shall be regulated by
law.



Article 59
2. Organisations of citizens belonging to national minorities, which fail to obtain the number

of votes for representation in Parliament, have the right to one Deputy seat each, under the terms of
the electoral law. Citizens of a national minority are entitled to be represented by one organisation
only.
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1. Procedure shall be conducted in Romanian.
2. Citizens belonging to national minorities, as well as persons who cannot understand or speak

Romanian have the right to take cognisance of all acts and files of the case, to speak before the Court
and formulate conclusions, through an interpreter, in criminal trials, this right shall be ensured free of
charge.

Article 148
1. The provisions of this Constitution with regard to the national, independent, unitary and

indivisible character of the Romanian state, the Republican form of government, territorial integrity,
independence of the judiciary, political pluralism and official language shall not be subject to revision.

3.106 RUSSIA i nA
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Article 19
2. The state shall guarantee the equality of rights and liberties regardless of sex, race, nationality,

language, origin, property or employment status, residence, attitude to religion, convictions,
membership of public associations or any other circumstance. Any restrictions of the rights of citizens
on social, racial, national, linguistic, or religious grounds shall be prohibited.

Article 26
2. Everyone shall have the right to use his native language and to freely choose the language

of communication, education, training and creative work.

Article 29
2. Propaganda or inciting social, racial, national, or religious hatred and strife is impermissible.

The propaganda of social, racial, national, religious, or linguistic supremacy is forbidden.

Article 68 . . . . . . . . . * ,,...;

1. The state language of the Russian Federation throughout its territory shall be the Russian
language.

2. The republics shall have the right to institute their own state languages. They shall be used
alongside the state language of the Russian Federation in bodies of state power, bodies of local self-
government and state institutions of the republics. ,

3. The Russian Federation shall guarantee all its peoples the right to preserve their native
language and to create the conditions for its study and development
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Article 69
The Russian Federation guarantees the rights of numerically small indigenous peoples in

accordance with the generally recognised principles and norms of international law and the
international treaties of the Russian Federation. . •

3.107 RWANDA

17 December 1978.

Article 4
The national language is Kinyarwanda.
The official languages are Kinyarwanda and French.

3.108 SAINT LUCIA

22 February 1979.

Article 25
Subject to the provisions of section 26 of this Constitution, a person shall be qualified to be

appointed as a Senator if, and shall not be so qualified unless, he...

(c) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the
English language with sufficient proficiency to enable him to take an active part in the
proceedings of the Senate.

Article 31
Subject to the provisions of section 32 of this Constitution; a person shall be qualified to be

elected as a member of the House if, and shall not be so qualified unless, he...
(c) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the
English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to enable him to take an active part in
the proceedings of the House.

3.109 SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS

19 September 1983.

Article 5
2. A person arrested or detained shall be informed within a reasonable delay, and in any event

no later than forty-eight hours after his arrest and detention, in a language he understands and in detail,
of the reasons for his arrest and detention; reasonable measures will be undertaken to permit him to
communicate, in private, with a lawyer of his choice and, in the case of a person aged under eighteen
years, with his parents or tutor.
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Article 10
2. A person charged with a criminal offence...
(b) will be informed as soon as is reasonable to do so, in a language he understands and in
detail, of the nature of the offence with which he is charged;...
(0 shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand or speak the language used at his trial.

Article 17
1. Notwithstanding Article 5 but in conformity with Article 16, the following provisions will

apply when a person is detained under emergency measures:
(a) the person shall be informed within a reasonable delay, and in any event no later than seven
days after the start of his detention, in a language he understands and in detail, of the reasons
for his detention; he will be given a written declaration in English explaining in detail these
reasons.

3.110 SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES

27 October 1979.

Article 25

1. Subject to the provisions of section 26 of this Constitution, a person shall be qualified to be
elected as a representative if, and shall not be so qualified unless, he...

(c) is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read the
English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to enable him to take an active part in
the proceedings of the House.

3.111 SENEGAL

3 March 1963, amended.

Article 1

... The official language of the Republic of Senegal is French. The national languages are Diola,
Malinkd, Poular, Severe, Soninke" and Wolof.

Article 3
Political parties shall contribute to the expression of suffrage. They shall be required to respect

the Constitution and thus the principles of national sovereignty and democracy. They are prevented
from identifying themselves by race, ethnicity, sex, religion, sect, language or regioa
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3.112 SEYCHELLES

5 June 1979.

Article 4
The official languages of Seychelles are English, French and Creole, but the President may, by

regulations made under this section, prescribe the occasions when one, or more than one, of these
languages shall be used and, if he does so, the other languages or language shall not be used on the
prescribed occasions.

3.113 SIERRA LEONE

14 June 1978.

Article 7
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language which he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention.

Article 13
5. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence:
(a) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in the language which he understands
and in detail, of the nature of the offence charged;...
(e) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge;

Article 44
Subject to the provisions of section 45 any person who...
(e) is able to speak and to read the English language with a degree of proficiency sufficient to
enable him to take an active part in the proceedings of Parliament,

shall be qualified for election or appointment as such a member of Parliament..

Article 61
The business of Parliament shall be conducted in the English language.

3.114 SINGAPORE

3 June 1958, amended.

Article 44
2. A person shall be qualified to be elected as a member of Parliament, if:
(e) he is able, with a degree of proficiency sufficient to enable him to take an active part in the
proceedings of Parliament, to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical
cause, to read and write at least one of the following languages, that is to say English, Malay,
Mandarin and Tamil;
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Article 53
Until the Legislature otherwise provides, all debates and discussions in Parliament shall be

conducted in Malay, English, Mandarin or Tamil.

Article 127
1. Subject to clause 4, the government may, upon application made by any person of, or over

the age of, twenty-one years who is not a citizen of Singapore, grant a certificate of naturalisation to
that person if the government is satisfied...

(c) that he has an adequate knowledge of the national language.

Article 152
2. The government shall exercise its functions in such manner as to recognise the special

position of the Malays, who are the indigenous people of Singapore, and accordingly it shall be the
responsibility of the Government to protect, safeguard, support, foster and promote their political,
educational, religious, economic, social and cultural interests in the Malay language.

3.115 SLOVAKIA

3 September 1991. . ^

Article 6
1. Slovak is the official language of the Slovak Republic.
2. The use of languages other than the official language in official communications shall be

determined by law.

Article 12
2. Fundamental rights shall be guaranteed in the Slovak Republic to every person regardless of

sex, race, colour, language, faith, religion, political affiliation or conviction, national or social origin,
nationality or ethnic origin, property, birth or any other status, and no person shall be denied their
legal rights, discriminated or favoured on any of these grounds.

Article 26
5. Government authorities and public administration shall be obligated to provide reasonable

access to the information in the official language of their work. The terms and procedures of execution
thereof shall be specified by law.

Article 33
Membership in national minority or ethnic group may not be used to the detriment of any

individual.

Article 34
1. Citizens of national minorities or ethnic groups in the Slovak Republic shall be guaranteed

their full development, particularly the rights to promote their cultural heritage with other citizens of
the same national minority or ethnic group, receive and disseminate information in their mother
tongue, form associations, and create and maintain educational and cultural institutions. Details thereof
will be determined by law.
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2. In addition to the right to learn the official language, the citizens of national minorities or
ethnic groups shall, under conditions defined by law, also be guaranteed:

(a) the right to be educated in a minority language, -,,; - , ; ; „ , ; ;:i . ;
(b) the right to use a minority language in official communications,
(c) the right to participate in decision-making in matters affecting the national minorities and
ethnic groups.

Article 47
2. Every person shall have the right to counsel from the outset of proceedings before any court

of law, or a governmental or public authority as provided by law...
4. A person who claims not to know the language used un the proceedings under section 2 of

this Article shall have the right to an interpreter.

"*' 3.116 SLOVENIA

1991. Reprinted from ßwf/tetf de/ Cenrre "Afercafor D m i Legw/ac/<5 L//igäfrr/cs", No. 8, September
1993.

Article 11
The Slovene language shall be the official language in Slovenia. In the communes with Italian

or Hungarian populations, the Italian or Hungarian language shall also be the official language.

Article 61
Everyone has the right to freely express his belonging to his nation or nationality, to develop

and express his culture and to use his language and alphabet.

Article 62
Everyone has the right, in the exercise of the rights and duties as well as in proceedings before

state organs and public authorities, to use his own language and alphabet, in the manner determined
by law.

Article 64
The autochthonous Italian and Hungarian ethnic communities and their members are entitled

freely to use their ethnic symbols in order to preserve their ethnic identity, they are entitled to establish
organisations, develop economic, cultural, scientific and research activities, and activities in the fields
of mass media and publishing. Further they are entitled, as determined by law, to education in their
language or to bilingual education. Regions where bilingual schools are compulsory shall be
determined by law. The two ethnic communities and their members are entitled to cultivate the
relations with their two parent nations and their respective states. The state shall support the
implementation of the aforementioned rights financially and morally.

In order to exercise their rights, the members of the two ethnic communities will establish their
own self-managing community councils in the regions where the two ethnic communities live. On their
proposal, the state shall authorise such self-managing community councils to perform specific functions
which are now within the competence of the state, and provide for funds required for the
implementation of such functions.

The two ethnic communities are directly represented in the representative bodies of local self-
management and in the State Assembly.



The status, and the mode of exercising of the rights, of the Italian and Hungarian ethnic
communities in the regions where they live, the obligations of the self-managing local community
councils regarding the implementation of the foregoing rights, and those rights which are exercised
by the members of these ethnic communities also beyond the above mentioned regions shall be
regulated by law. The rights of the two ethnic communities and their members are guaranteed
regardless of the number of members of the two communities.

Laws, other regulations, and general acts relating exclusively to the implementation of the
constitutional rights and status of the two ethnic communities, may not be adopted without consent
of the representatives of the ethnic communities.

Article 80
The State Assembly is composed of representatives of Slovenia's citizens and counts 90

representatives.
The Italian and Hungarian national community shall each have one representative elected to the

State Assembly.

. , • • . • " . "

3.117 SOLOMON ISLANDS ^

7 July 1978. - ; i
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2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in detail and in a language mat he
understands, of the nature of the offence charged;...
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge;

Article 20
4. The information required to be contained in an application for the purposes of this section

is as follows...
(f) a declaration by the applicant of his allegiance to Solomon Islands and his respect for the
culture, the language and the way of life of Solomon Islands;

3.118 SOMALIA v< : i

23 September 1979. ' «

Article 3 ' :
2. Somali is the language which all Somalis speak and through which they recognise each other,

Arabic is the language which links the Somali people with the Arab nation, of whom they are an
integral part, and the two languages shall constitute the official languages of the Somali Democratic
Republic.

Article 6 i '
All citizens regardless of sex, religion, origin and language shall be entitled to equal rights and

duties before the law.
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3.119 SOUTH AFRICA i\ i

28 January 1994.

Article 3
1. Afrikaans, English, isiNdebele, Sesotho sa Leboa, Sesotho, siSwati, Xitsonga, Setswana,

Tshivenda, isiXhosa and isiZulu shall be the official South African languages at national level, and
conditions shall be created for their development and for the promotion of their equal use and
enjoyment

2. Rights relating to language and the status of languages existing at the commencement of this
Constitution shall not be diminished, and provision shall be made by an Act of Parliament for rights
relating to language and the status of languages existing only at regional level, to be extended
nationally in accordance with the principles set out in subsection 9.

3. Whenever practicable, a person shall have the right to use and to be addressed in his or her
dealings with any public administration at the national level of government in any official South
African language of his or her choice.

4. Regional differentiation in relation to language policy and practice shall be permissible.
5. A provincial legislature may, by a resolution adopted by a majority of at least two-thirds of

all its members, declare any language referred to in subsection 1 to be an official language for the
whole or any part of the province and for any or all powers and functions within the competence of
that legislature, save that neither the rights relating to language nor the status of an official language
as existing in any area or in relation to any function at the time of the commencement of this
Constitution, shall be diminished.

6. Wherever practicable, a person shall have the right to use and to be addressed in his or her
dealings with any public administration at the provincial level of government in any one of the official
languages of his or her choice as contemplated in subsection 5.

7. A member of Parliament may address Parliament in the official South African language of
his or her choice.

8. Parliament and any provincial legislature may, subject to this section, make provision by
legislation for the use of official languages for the purposes of the functioning of government, taking
into account questions of usage, practicality and expense.

9. Legislation, as well as official policy and practice, in relation to the use of languages at any
level of government shall be subject to and based on the provisions of this section and the following
principles:

(a) The creation of conditions for the development and for the promotion of the equal use and
enjoyment of all official South African languages;
(b) the extension of those rights relating to language and the status of languages which at the
commencement of this Constitution are restricted to certain regions;
(c) the prevention of the use of any language for the purposes of exploitation, domination or
division;
(d) the promotion of multilingualism and the provision of translation facilities;
(e) the fostering of respect for languages spoken in the Republic other than the official
languages, and the encouragement of their use in appropriate circumstances; and
(0 the non-diminution of rights relating to language and the status of languages existing at the
commencement of this Constitution.
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10. (a) Provision shall be made by an Act of Parliament for the establishment by the Senate of
an independent Pan South African Language Board to promote respect for the principles referred to
in subsection 9 and to further the development of the official South African languages.

(b) The Pan South African Language Board shall be consulted, and be given the opportunity to
make recommendations, in relation to any proposed legislation contemplated in this section.

(c) The Pan South African Language Board shall be responsible for promoting respect for and
the development of German, Greek, Gujerati, Hindi, Portuguese, Tamil, Telegu, Urdu and other
languages used by communities in South Africa, as well as Arabic, Hebrew and Sanskrit and other
languages used for religious purposes.

Article 8
1. Every person shall have the right to equality before the law and to equal protection of the

law.
2. No person shall be unfairly discriminated against, directly or indirectly, and, without

derogating from the generality of this provision, on one or more of the following grounds in particular
race, gender, sex, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience,
belief, culture or language...

4. /»r/mfl/oc/g proof of discrimination on any of the grounds specified in subsection 2 shall be
presumed to be sufficient proof of unfair discrimination as contemplated in that subsection, until the
contrary is established.

Article 25
1. Every person who is detained, including every sentenced prisoner, shall have the right:
(a) to be informed promptly in a language which he understands of the reason for his or her
detention;...
2. Every person arrested for the alleged commission of an offence shall, in addition to the rights

which he or she has as a detained person, have the right:
(a) promptly to be informed, in a language which he or she understands, that he or she has the
right to remain silent and to be warned of the consequences of making any statement;...
3. Every accused person shall have the right to a fair trial, which shall include the right:...
(i) to be tried in a language which he or she understands or, failing this, to have the proceedings
interpreted to him or her.

Article 31
Every person shall have the right to use the language and to participate in the cultural life of

his or her choice.

Article 32
Every person shall have the right:
(a) to basic education and to equal access to educational institutions;
(b) to instruction in the language of his or her choice where this is reasonably practicable; and
(c) to establish, where practicable, educational institutions based on a common culture, language
or religion, provided that there shall be no discrimination on the ground of race.

Article 107
1. A party to litigation, an accused person and a witness may, during the proceedings of a court,

use the South African language of his or her choice, and may require such proceedings of a court in
which he or she is involved to be interpreted in a language understood by him or her.
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- 2. The record of the proceedings of a court shall, subject to section 3, be kept in any official
; language: Provided that the relevant rights relating to language and the status of languages in this

regard existing at the commencement of this Constitution shall not be diminished.
r . , . - » . v v . - - : . V ; F - - ' - : . • • - " • • - • • ' • • • ' • ' • : ^ •••••• " V ^ . - ^ j ! • > ' > ; . - > , . . . 7 - ^ - - ' 1 " • • - • • • -

r; Article 141
I 1. A law of a provincial legislature referred to in section 140(2) shall be enrolled of record in
' the office of the Registrar of the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in such official South

African languages as may be required in terms of section 3, and copies of the law so enrolled shall
be conclusive evidence of the provisions of such law.

Article 164
3. In carrying out its functions the Commission [on Provincial Government] shall, mrer a//a,

take into consideration...
(k) cultural and language realities.

Article 232
1. Unless it is inconsistent with the context or clearly inappropriate, a reference in a law referred

to in section 229...
(d) to an official language or to both official languages, shall be construed, with due regard to

: section 3, as a reference to any of the official South African languages under this Constitution.

3.120 SPAIN

29 December 1978.

Article 3 ;
1. Castilian is the official Spanish language of the state. All Spaniards have the duty to know

it and the right to use it.
2. The other languages of Spain will also be official in the respective autonomous communities,

in accordance with their statutes.
3. The richness of the linguistic modalities of Spain is a cultural patrimony which will be the

object of special respect and protection.

Article 148
1. The Autonomous Communities may assume jurisdiction in the following matters...
(17) assistance to culture, research and, as the case may be, for the teaching of the language of

:,: the Autonomous Community;
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31 August 1978. * : - ,

Article 12
2. No citizen shall be discriminated against on the grounds of race, religion, language, caste, sex,

political opinion, place of birth or any one of such grounds:



Provided that it shall be lawful to require a person to acquire within a reasonable time sufficient
knowledge of any language as a qualification for any employment or office in the public, judicial or
local government service, or in the service of any public corporation, where such knowledge is
reasonably necessary for the discharge of the duties of such employment or office:

Provided further that it shall be lawful to require a person to have a sufficient knowledge of any
language as a qualification for any such employment of office where no function of that employment
or office can be discharged otherwise than with a knowledge of that language. •••'

3. No person shall, on the grounds of race, religion, language, caste, sex or any one of such
grounds, be subject to any disability, liability, restriction or conditions with regard to access to shops,
public restaurants, hotels, places of public entertainment and places of public worship of his own
religion. ,.„ ; ^ ?

Article 14 , ; is
1. Every citizen is entitled to... > - •
(f) the freedom by himself or in association with others to enjoy and promote his own culture
and to use his own language;

Article 18 o:
1. The official language of Sri Lanka shall be Sinhala. <; ; -•••,.;.,- '
2. Tamil shall also be an official language. Y - . ; •<.-
3. English shall be the link language.

Article 19
The national languages of Sri Lanka shall be Sinhala and Tamil.

Article 20
A member of Parliament or a member of a local authority shall be entitled to perform his duties

and discharge his functions in Parliament or in such local authority in either of the national languages.

A r t i c l e 2 1 . , ... .. •.•...••.• ? - ^ : . - - . *-. - •• •. ••:'•' \

1. A person shall be entitled to be educated through the medium of either of the national
languages:

Provided that the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to an institution of higher
education where the medium of instruction is a language other than a national language.

2. Where one national language is a medium of instruction for or in any course, department or
faculty of any university directly or indirectly financed by the state, the other national language shall
also be made a medium of instruction for or in such course, department or faculty for students who
prior to their admission to such university, were educated through the medium of such other national
language:

Provided that compliance with the proceeding provisions of this paragraph shall not be
obligatory if such other national language is the medium of instruction for or in any like course,
department or faculty either at any other campus or branch of such university or any other like
university.

Article 22
1. The official languages shall be the language of administration throughout Sri Lanka:
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Provided that the Tamil language shall also be used as the language of administration for the
maintenance of public records and the transaction of all business by public institutions in the Northern
and Eastern Provinces.

2. A person, other than an official acting in his official capacity, shall be entitled:
(a) to receive communications from, and to communicate and transact business with, any official
in his official capacity, in either of the national languages;
(b) if the law recognises his right to inspect or to obtain copies of or extracts from any official
register, record, publication or other document, to obtain a copy of or an extract from such

, register, record, publication or other document or a translation thereof, as the case may be, in
either of the national languages; and
(c) where a document is executed by any official for the purpose of being issued to him, to
obtain such document or a translation thereof, in either of the national languages.
3. A local authority in the Northern and Eastern Provinces which conducts its business in either

of the national languages shall be entitled to receive communications from, and to communicate and
transact business with, any official in his official capacity, in such national language.

4. All orders, proclamations, rules, bylaws, regulations and notifications made or issued under
any written law, the Gazette and all other official documents including circulars and forms issued or
used by any public institution or local authority, shall be published in both national languages.

5. A person shall be entitled to be examined through the medium of either of the national
languages at any examination for the admission of persons to the public service, judicial service, local
government service, a public corporation or statutory institution, subject to the condition that he may
be required to acquire a sufficient knowledge of the official language within a reasonable time after
admission to any such service, public corporation or statutory institution where such knowledge is
reasonably necessary for the discharge of his duties:

Provided that a person may be required to have a sufficient knowledge of the official language
as a condition for admission to any such service, public corporation or statutory institution where no
function of the office or employment for which he is recruited can be discharged otherwise than with
a sufficient knowledge of the official language.

Article 23
1. All laws and subordinate legislation shall be enacted or made, and published, in both national

languages together with a translation in the English language. In the event of any inconsistency
between any two texts, the text in the official language shall prevail.

2. All laws and subordinate legislation in force immediately prior to the commencement of the
Constitution, shall be published in the Gazette in both national languages as expeditiously as possible.

3. The law published in Sinhala under the provisions of paragraph 2 of this article shall, as from
the date of such publication, be deemed to be the law and supersede the corresponding law in English.

Article 24
1. The official language shall be the language of the courts throughout Sri Lanka and

accordingly their records and proceedings shall be in the official language:
Provided that the language of the courts exercising original jurisdiction in the Northern and

Eastern Provinces shall also be Tamil and their records and proceedings shall be in the Tamil
language. In the event of an appeal from any such court, records in both national languages shall be
prepared for the use of the court hearing such appeal:

Provided further that:
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(a) the Minister in charge of the subject of Justice may, with the concurrence of the Cabinet of
Ministers, direct that the record of any such court shall also be maintained and proceedings
conducted in the official language; and
(b) the record of any particular proceeding in such court shall also be maintained in the official
language if so required by the judge of such court, or by any party or applicant or any person
legally entitled to represent such party or applicant in such proceedings, where such judge, party,
applicant or person is not conversant with the Tamil language.
2. Any party or applicant or any person legally entitled to represent such party or applicant may

initiate proceedings, and submit to court pleadings and other documents, and participate in the
proceedings in court, in either of the national languages.

3. Any judge, juror, party or applicant or any person legally entitled to represent such party or
applicant, who is not conversant with the language used in a court, shall be entitled to interpretation
and to translation into the appropriate national language, provided by the state, to enable him to
understand and participate in the proceedings before such court, and shall also be entitled to obtain
in either of the national languages any such part of the record or a translation thereof, as the case may
be, as he may be entitled to obtain according to law.

4. The Minister in charge of the subject of Justice may, with the concurrence of the Cabinet of
Ministers, issue directions permitting the use of a language other than a national language in or in
relation to the records and proceedings in any court for all purposes or for such purposes as may be
specified therein. Every judge shall be bound to implement such direction.

Article 25
The state shall provide adequate facilities for the use of the languages provided for in this

chapter.

Article 28
1. AU laws and subordinate legislation shall be enacted or made and published in both national

languages together with a translation in the English language. In the event of any inconsistency
between any two texts, the text in the official language shall prevail.

2. All laws and subordinate legislation in force immediately prior to the commencement of the
Constitution, shall be published in the Gazette in both national languages as expeditiously as possible.

3. The law published in Sinhala under the provisions of paragraph 2 of this article shall, as from
the date of such publication, be deemed to be the law and supersede the corresponding law in English.

3.122 SUDAN

12 April 1973.

Article 10
The Arabic language shall be the official language of the Democratic Republic of Sudan.

Article 38
All persons in the Democratic Republic of Sudan are equal before courts of law. The Sudanese

have equal rights and duties, irrespective of origin, race, locality, sex, language or religion.
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Article 139
The deliberations of the People's Assembly, business of its committees and its correspondence

shall be conducted in Arabic. Nevertheless, any language other than Arabic may be used with the
permission of the Speaker or Chairman of Committees.

3.123 SURINAME

1982, amended.

Article 2
2. No one may be discriminated because of his birth, sex, race, language, religion, origin,

education, economic position or social condition or any other status.

3.124 SWEDEN

1 January 1975.

Article 8
In the exercise of their functions the courts and administrative authorities shall maintain

objectivity and impartiality. They may not without legal grounds treat persons differently by reason
of their personal conditions such as faith, opinions, race, skin colour, origin, sex, age, nationality,
language, social status, or financial circumstances.

3.125 SWITZERLAND

29 May 1874, amended.

Article 107
1. The members and temporary appointees of the Federal Tribunal are nominated by the Federal

Assembly, which will take due care that the three official languages of the Confederation are
represented.

Article 116
1. German, French, Italian and Romansh are the national languages of Switzerland.
2. German, French and Italian are declared to be the official languages of the Confederation.

3.126 SYRIA

12 March 1973.

Article 4
The Arabic language shall be the official language.



3.127 TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

1974, amended. . », . ^ . , .. .,,.....,... , ' v v »- - - n A r. > <•• .

Article 3
3. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be entitled:
(a) to be informed promptly, and in a language he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or
detention; , ^
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3. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence shall be entitled: L
(a) to be informed as soon as practicable, in a language which he understands and in detail, of
the nature of the offence charged; ...
(e) to have without payment the assistance of a competent interpreter if he cannot understand
the English language.

Article 5
2. Without prejudice to subsection 1, but subject to this chapter and to section 54, Parliament

may not..
(g) deprive a person of the right to the assistance of an interpreter in any proceedings in which

;i; he is involved or in which he is a party or a witness, before a court, commission, board or other
A tribunal, if he does not understand or speak English; - - , ,"-;

3.128 TUNISIA

1 9 7 6 . , . ^ _ . . . . . . . . . . ' • ' • - • • ; . • - • ' ^ v ' - " ' - • • - '

Article 1
Tunisia is a free state, independent and sovereign; its religion is Islam, its language is Arabic,

and its regime is the republic.

3.129 TURKEY - ,. ,. - i

7 November 1982. J:?Li:iiiA
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The Turkish state, its territory and nation, is an indivisible entity. Its language is Turkish.

Article 10 ^ ^ ' - -
All individuals are equal without any discrimination before the law, irrespective of language,

race, colour, gender, political opinion, philosophical belief, religion and sex, or any such
considerations.

Article 14
None of the rights and freedoms embodied in the Constitution shall be exercised with the aim

of violating the indivisible integrity of the state, its territory and nation, of endangering the existence



of the Turkish state and the Republic, of destroying fundamental rights and freedoms, of placing the
government of the state under the control of an individual or a group of people, or establishing the
hegemony of one social class over others, or creating discrimination on the basis of language, race,
religion or sect, or of establishing by any other means a system of government based on these concepts
and ideas. • • • - • • • -
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No language prohibited by law shall be used in the expression and dissemination of thought
Any written or printed documents, phonograph records, magnetic or video tapes, and other means of
expression used in contravention of this provision shall be seized by a duly issued decision of judge
or, in cases where delay is deemed prejudicial, by the competent authority designated by law. The
authority issuing the seizure order shall notify the competent judge of its decision within twenty-four
hours. The judge shall decide on the matter within three days.

Article 28 " £ ^ ä k § %
The press is free and shall not be censored. The establishment of a printing house shall not be

subject to prior permission and to the deposit of a financial guarantee.
Publication shall not be made in any language prohibited by law. WAS 3,ij ic ?[-.nüii^; rn" *<;*

: 5 v r ' i > : ; " o i ^>'S!R, ; . V -1) n ;

Article 42
... No language other than Turkish shall be taught as mother tongue to Turkish citizens at any

institution of training or education. The law shall determine the foreign languages to be taught in
institutions of training and education, and the rules to be followed by schools conducting training and
education in a foreign language. The provisions of international treaties are reserved.

Article 134
The "Atatürk High Institution of Culture, Language and History" shall be established as a public

corporate body, under the moral aegis of Atatürk, under the supervision and with the support of the
President of the Republic, attached to the office of the Prime Minister, and composed of the Atatürk
Centre of Research, the Turkish Language Society, the Turkish Historical Society, and the Atatürk
Cultural Centre, in order to conduct scientific research to produce publications and to disseminate
information on the thought, principles, and reforms of Atatürk, Turkish culture, Turkish history, and
the Turkish language.

The income of the Turkish Language Society and Turkish Historical Society, bequeathed to them
by Atatürk in his will, is reserved and shall be allocated to them accordingly.

The establishment, the organs, operating procedures, and personnel matters of the Atatürk High
Institution of Culture, Language and History, and its authority over the institutions within it, shall be
regulated by law. - . . . ^ ^

. „ 3.130 TURKMENISTAN

18

Article 13 ;;xntf
The state language of Turkmenistan shall be the Turkmen language.
All citizens of Turkmenistan shall be guaranteed the right to use their native language.

• ! - » k'
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Article 17 '
Turkmenistan shall guarantee the equality of the rights and freedoms of citizens, as well as the

equality of citizens before the law irrespective of nationality, origin, property status or official position,
place of residence, language, attitude towards religion, political beliefs, or party membership.

- , • • ' » >

Article 28
Citizens shall have the right to create political parties and other public associations operating

within the framework of the Constitution and the laws.
The creation and activity of political parties and public organisations that have the goal of

forcible change in the constitutional structure, allow violence in their activity, act against the
constitutional rights and freedoms of citizens, propagandise war or racial, national, social, or religious
hostility, or that encroach on the health and morality of the people, and also the creation of militarised
associations and political parties on a national or religious basis shall be forbidden.

Article 106 -
Judicial procedure shall be conducted in the state language. Persons participating in the case who

do not speak the language of the judicial procedure shall be ensured the right to acquaint themselves
with the materials of the case and to participate in judicial action, and also the right to testify in court
in their native language.

3.131 TUVALU . = _ = -

1 October 1978. . '

Article 5
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

and in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention.

3.132 UGANDA '

8 September 1967.

Art ic le 10 . ••;-
2. Any person who is arrested, detained or restricted shall be informed as soon as reasonably

practicable, in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest, detention or restriction...
5. Where a person is detained or restricted by virtue of such law as is referred to in paragraph

(j) of clause 1 of this article or of paragraph (c) of clause 3 of article 19 of this Constitution, the
following provisions shall apply, that is to say:

(a) he shall, not more than twenty-eight days after the commencement of his detention or
restriction, be furnished with a statement in writing in a language that he understands specifying
the grounds upon which he is detained or restricted and shall be afforded an opportunity of
making representations in writing to the authority by which his detention or restriction was
ordered;

Article 15
2. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
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(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands, of
the nature of the offence charged;...
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge.

Article 21
6. (a) he shall, as reasonably practicable and in any case not more than two months after the
commencement of his detention, be furnished with a statement in writing in a language that he
understands specifying the grounds upon which he is detained;

Article 41
Subject to the provisions of Article 42 of this Constitution, a person shall be qualified to be a

member of the National Assembly if, and shall not be so qualified unless,...
(b) he is able to speak and, unless incapacitated by blindness or other physical cause, to read
the official language well enough to take an active part in the proceedings of the Assembly.

3.133 UKRAINE

Draft of 27 June 1993.

Article 7
The state language of Ukraine is the Ukrainian language.
In areas of dense concentration of one or several national groups, along with the state language,

one may also use, as an official language in state bodies, organisations and institutions, the accepted
language of the majority of the population of the particular area.

Article 8
The state encourages the consolidation and development of the Ukrainian nation, its historic

consciousness, traditions and cultures, the development of ethnic, cultural, language and religious
identities of all the national minorities.

Ukraine fosters the satisfaction of the national-cultural, spiritual, and linguistic needs of
Ukrainians who are living beyond the borders of the state.

Article 15
The citizens of Ukraine have equal constitutional rights and freedoms and are equal before the

law regardless of their origin, social and economic status, office, sex, race, nationality, language,
religion, political and other convictions, occupation, or place or residence, participation in citizens'
affiliations and other circumstances.

Article 80
The state shall ensure conditions for free, universal multi-faceted development of education, science
and culture, familiarisation with the spiritual heritage of the Ukrainian people, world culture and its
development.

The law guarantees to all national minorities the right to: use and to study in their native
language or to study their native language in state educational institutions or through national cultural
societies; develop national cultural traditions; celebrate national holidays; profess their faith; create
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national cultural and educational institutions; and perform any other activities, in the national and
cultural sphere, which do not contradict the law.

Article 110
The Constitution and laws of Ukraine have exclusivity over the following matters...
4. rights of national minorities;
5. status of languages;

Article 142
The President of Ukraine is the head of state and acts on its behalf.
The President of Ukraine is elected by citizens of Ukraine on the basis of universal, equal and

direct suffrage by secret ballot for a term of five years.
The procedure of elections of the President of Ukraine is established by the Law on the Election *

of the President of Ukraine.
A citizen of Ukraine, who has the right to vote, is at least thirty-five years of age, has lived on

the territory of Ukraine for no less than 10 years, speaks the state language and is in good health,
enabling him or her to fulfil presidential responsibilities, may be President

Article 174
Legal proceedings are conducted in the state language. In places of dense concentration of one '

or several national groups, legal proceedings may be conducted in the language spoken by the majority
of the population of the particular locality.

Individuals, who participate in the case and who are not fluent in the language of the judicial
proceedings, are guaranteed the right of full access to the materials of the case, participation in the
court proceedings through an interpreter and the right to speak before the court in one's native
language.

Article 181
Ukraine is a unified and unitary state. The territorial structure of Ukraine is based upon the

principles of integrity of state territory, integrated socio-economic development and administration of
its parts taking into account their economic, historic, geographic, and demographic peculiarities, ethnic
and cultural traditions.

3.134 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

2 December 1971.

Article 6
The Union shall be part of the Great Arab Nation, to which it is bound by the ties of religion,

language, history, and a common destiny. The people of the Union shall be a single people, and shall
be part of the Arab Nation.

Article 7
Islam shall be the official religion of the Union. The Islamic Shari'ah shall be a principle source

of legislation in the Union. The official language of the Union shall be Arabic.



3.135 UZBEKISTAN . .-,.,.• ; ; ; ; ; ;

;, Draftof 28 September 1992. " - , v • : ; ^ - ^ ;ii3/^-*i' <fij'

» Article 4 • . . . • . -_\.. „Ci'.uT'
5 The official language of the Republic of Uzbekistan is Uzbek. »: •"•—• ^ ;•'*• '• • <'•

The Republic of Uzbekistan ensures a respectful attitude toward the languages, customs, and
traditions of the peoples which live on its territory and the creation of the conditions for their
development

Article 18
AU citizens have identical rights and liberties and are equal before the law without distinction

as to sex, race, language, religion, social origin, beliefs, and personal and social position.

Article 89
A citizen of the Republic of Uzbekistan not less than 35 years of age, fluent in the official

language, and a permanent resident of the territory of Uzbekistan for no fewer than 10 years directly
preceding the elections may be elected president of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

Article 114
Judicial proceedings in the Republic of Uzbekistan are conducted in Uzbek and Karakalpac or

in the language of the majority of the population of a given locality. Persons involved in proceedings
who do not know the language in which the judicial proceedings are being conducted are assured the
right of full familiarisation with the material of the case, participation in the judicial actions via an
interpreter, and the right to speak in court in their native language.

' 3.136 VANUATU ' :

30Julyl980. . ^ ; : ^

Article 3
1. The national language of the Republic is Bislama. The official languages are Bislama, English

and French. The principal languages of education are English and French.
2. The Republic shall protect the different local languages which are part of the national

heritage, and may declare one of them as a national language.
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2. Protection of the law shall include the following... : ; ••;.- vr%..... - > ^
(c) everyone charged shall be informed promptly in a language he understands of the offence

. . with which he is being charged;
(d) if an accused does not understand the language to be used in the proceedings, he shall be
provided with an interpreter throughout the proceedings; , :

A r t i c l e 2 8 . •• •• - . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .,.-.. . . „ . . - , „ „ •., ^ , : U , . - . . -

1. The National Council of Chiefs has a general competence to discuss all matters relating to
custom and tradition and may make recommendations for the preservation and promotion of Vanuatuan
culture and languages.
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Article 62
1. A citizen of Vanuatu may obtain, in the official language that he uses, the services which he

may rightfully expect from the Republic's administration.

Article 84
A bill for an amendment of a provision of the Constitution regarding the status of Bislama,

English and French, the electoral system, the powers and organisation of regional councils or the
parliamentary system, passed by Parliament under Article 83, shall not come into effect unless it has
been supported in a national referendum.

3.137 VENEZUELA

23 January 1961.

Article 6
The official language is Spanish.

3.138 VIETNAM

18 December 1980.

Article 5
... AU the nationalities have the right to use their spoken languages and scripts, and to preserve

and promote their fine customs, habits, traditions, and cultures.

Article 134
The People's Courts shall ensure to the citizens of all nationalities in the Socialist Republic of

Vietnam the right to use their own spoken languages and scripts before the courts.

3.139 WESTERN SAMOA

1 January 1962.

Article 9
4. Every person charged with an offence has the following minimum rights:
(a) to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of the nature and
cause of the accusation against him; ...
(e) to have the free assistance of an interpreter, if any doubt exists as to whether he can
understand or speak the language used in court.

Article 15
2. Except as expressly authorised under the provisions of this Constitution, no law and no

executive or administrative action of the state shall, either expressly or in its practical application,
subject any person or persons to any disability or restriction or confer on any person or persons any
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privilege or advantage on grounds only of descent, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
social origin, place of birth, family status, or any of them.

Article 54
1. All debates and discussions in the Legislative Assembly shall be conducted in the Samoan

language and the English language.
2. The minutes and the debates of the Legislative Assembly, every bill introduced therein, every

paper presented thereto, and all minutes of the proceedings, minutes of evidence and reports of
committees of the Assembly, shall be in the Samoan language and the English language.

Article 112
The Samoan and English texts of this Constitution are equally authoritative but, in case of

difference, the English text shall prevail.

3.140 YEMEN

28 December 1970.

Article 2
Islam is the religion of the state and Arabic is its official language.

Article 43
The state has no right to impose distinction in human rights due to religion, colour, sex,

language, natural origin, or profession.

3.141 YUGOSLAVIA

21 February 1974.

Article 154
Citizens shall be equal in their rights and duties regardless of nationality, race, sex, language,

religion, education or social status.
All shall be equal before the law.

Article 170
Citizens shall be guaranteed the right to opt for a nation or nationality and to express their

national culture, and also the right to the free use of their language and alphabet.

Article 171
Members of nationalities shall, in conformity with the Constitution and law, have the right to

use their language and alphabet in the exercise of their rights and duties, and in proceedings before
state agencies and organisations exercising public powers.

Members of the nations and nationalities of Yugoslavia shall, on the territory of each republic
and/or autonomous province, have the right to instruction in their own language in conformity with
the law.
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Article 214
Ignorance of the law in which proceedings are conducted shall not be an obstacle to the defence

and the realisation of the rights and justified interests of citizens and organisations.
Every person shall have the right to use his own language in proceedings before a court of law

or before other state agencies, organisations of associated labour and other self-managing organisations
and communities which in exercising public powers decide on a citizen's rights and obligations, and
to be informed in his own language of the facts in the course of the proceedings.

Article 243
The equality of languages and alphabets of the nations and nationalities of Yugoslavia shall be

ensured in the Armed Forces of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, in conformity with the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia Constitution.

In matters of command and military training in the Yugoslav People's Army, one of the
languages of the nations of Yugoslavia may be used, and in parts of the country, the languages of the
nations and nationalities, in conformity with federal statute.

Article 246
The languages of the nations and nationalities and their alphabets shall be equal throughout the

territory of Yugoslavia. In the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia the languages of the
nationalities shall be used in conformity with the present Constitution and federal statute.

The realisation of the equality of languages and alphabets of the nations and nationalities
regarding their official use in areas populated by individual nationalities shall be ensured and the way
and conditions for its realisation regulated by statute, the bylaws of the socio-political communities,
and by self-management enactments of organisations of associated labour and other self-managing
organisations and communities.

Article 247
In order to ensure that its right to express its nationality and culture shall be realised, each

nationality shall be guaranteed the right freely to use its language and alphabet, to develop its culture
and for this purpose to set up organisations and enjoy other constitutionally established rights.

Article 271
... The principle of the equality of languages of the nations of Yugoslavia, and analogously the

principle of the equality of languages of the nations and nationalities, shall be applied in international
communicatioa

When international treaties are drawn up in the languages of the signatory countries, the
languages of the nations of Yugoslavia shall be equally used.

3.142 ZAMBIA

25 August 1973.

Article 15
2. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention.
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Article 27
1. Where a person's freedom of movement is restricted or he is detained under the authority of

any such law as is referred to in Article 24 or 26, as the case may be, the following provisions shall
apply:

(a) he shall, as soon as is reasonably practicable and in any case not more than fourteen days
after the commencement of his detention or restriction, be furnished with a statement in writing
in a language that he understands specifying in detail the grounds upon which he is restricted
or detained;

Article 67
Subject to the provisions of Article 68, a person shall be qualified to be elected or nominated

as a member of the National Assembly if, and shall not be qualified to be so elected or nominated
unless...

(d) he is literate and conversant in the official language of Zambia;

3.143 ZIMBABWE

21 December 1979.

Article 13
3. Any person who is arrested or detained shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable,

in a language that he understands, of the reasons for his arrest or detention and shall be permitted at
his own expense to obtain and instruct without delay a legal representative of his own choice and to
hold communication with him.

Article 18
3. Every person who is charged with a criminal offence...
(b) shall be informed as soon as reasonably practicable, in a language that he understands and
in detail, of the nature of the offence charged; ...
(f) shall be permitted to have without payment the assistance of an interpreter if he cannot
understand the language used at the trial of the charge.

Article 82
1. A person shall not be qualified for appointment as a judge of the High Court unless:
(a) he is or has been a judge of a court having unlimited jurisdiction in civil or criminal matters
in a country in which the common law is Roman-Dutch or English, and English is an official
language; or
(b) he is and has been for not less than seven years, whether continuously or not, qualified to
practise as an advocate:

(i) in Zimbabwe;
(ii) in a country in which the common law is Roman-Dutch and English is an official
language; or
(iii) if he is a citizen of Zimbabwe, in a country in which the common law is English
and English is an official language.
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Article 87 \
4. A tribunal appointed under subsection 2 or 3 shall consist of not less than three members

selected by the President from the following...
(b) persons who hold or have held office as a judge of a court having unlimited jurisdiction in
civil or criminal matters in a country in which the common law is Roman-Dutch or English, and

, .". English is an official language;

• * *
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Benin: 372 i
Berber. 6, 157. 210, 216
Bilingualism: 5, 6, 17, 37, 58, 73, 75, 85, 94,
111. 168, 169-172, 187, 194, 200-202, 210,
219,237,245,246,260

Bohemia: 17
Bolivia: 187, 246, 372-373
Bosnia-Hercegovina: 373-374 * ' * •
Botswana: 373 - *-'<••
Brazil: 12. 13, 130, 374
Breton: 10, 11, 19, 44, 90-91, 177, * * afro
Fra/ice

Breton Cases: 37-39,43^4, 67-68, 75, 79, 83,
90, 177-178
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Brunei: 374-375
Bulgaria: 25, 374

— Freedom of Expression: 48
— Language Policies: 48, 153

Bulgarian: 18, 19
Burkina Faso: 375
Burma: 249, 376
Burundi: 376
Byzantine Empire: 5, 23

Caliph Omar. 23
Cameroon: 376-377
Canada: 377-379

— Freedom of Expression: 34, 36, 41-
42,46 49-50,51

— Discrimination: 52,62-63,68,75,76,
79, 83, 92, 98, 100, 108

— Indigenous Peoples: 134-135, 138-
142, 147-149, 160, 220, 239, 242-243,
248, 256, 258

— Language Policies: 16, 45, 52, 118,
135-136, 149,157,159-160,161, 166-
167,171,192, 199,204,205,220-221,
223, 230

Capotorti: 130-135, 137, 138, 143-148, 152,
159, 162

Castilian: 8, 12, 13, 21, 22, 56, 95, 152, 171,
200-203, 222, .see a/.so Spa/tts/j

Catalan: 8, 12, 21, 55, 56, 95, 106, 201-203,
222

Catalonia: 11, 12, 13, 200, 222
Celtic: 7
Celts: 8
Central African Republic: 379
Centralisation: 7, 9, 10, 12-14, 16, 19, 20, 31,
87

Charlemagne: 7
Charles HI: 12
Chiapas: 249
Chile: 128-129, 249
China: 6, 193-194, 379-380

— D« 5/ System: 6, 124
Christians: 6, 7, 12, 18, 23, 153, 228
Citizens and Citizenship: 2,10,13, 15, 16,19,
21, 25-26, 39, 40, 49, 58, 59, 62, 65, 71, 72,
87, 92, 98, 105, 121, 125, 127, 131-137, 150,

154, 162-164, 167, 168. 171, 192, 194, 202,
204, 207. 224-237, 243, 254, 262

— Naturalisation: 2, 69-70, 75, 226,
228-235, 237

Cluj: 48, 155
Colombia: 49, 380
Colonialism: 12, 21-22, 103-105, 107, 119-
120, 188, 242, 249, 260

Communism: 20, 48
Community: 1, 2, 4-6, 10, 14, 17-19, 21, 23,
24, 27, 29-32, 61, 70. 73. 74, 83, 85-88, 91-
95, 97, 99, 103, 104, 114, 117, 119, 123-129,
131, 133-135, 137, 139-149, 150, 152, 154,
158-159, 160-162, 164, 168, 169, 171, 173,
186, 187, 193, 194, 198, 199, 204, 206, 210,
215. 221, 229, 232-234, 238-249, 251, 254.
255,259,260,262,263

Comores: 381
Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, .see Orga/twa/ion o« Securj'ry a/ui
Cooperario/i MI Europe

Conflict:.1, 2, 4, 18, 31, 103, 118, 119, 125,
154, 166, 185, 208, 215, 232, 261, 263

— Belgian: 17, 118
— Canadian: 62, 118
— Croatian-Serbian: 94, 101
— Indian: 261
— Moldovan: 101
— Sri Lankan: 84-85, 261
— Sudanese: 261

Congo: 381
Costa Rica: 381

— Discrimination: 69-70,228-229,231-
234

Council of Europe: 48, 70, 73, 226, 227
Council of Tours: 7
Council of Trentino: 12
Counter-Reformation: 9
Croatia: 381-382, .see a/.so Co/̂ 7/cr, Croarian-

Croatian: 192, 230
Cuba: 382
Cyprus: 382-384

— Northern Cyprus: 412-413
Cyrillic: 94, 101
Czech: 17
Czechoslovakia: 25



Danish: 9, 162, 259
Danzig: 25
de Tocqueville: 1, 263
Decentralisation: 8, 25, 72, 88
Democracy: 16, 19, 20, 24, 32, 33, 46, 87 88,
118, 152, 153, 206, 216, 226, 263

Denmark: 199, rce afro Gree/i/a/uf
— Faorc Islands: 199

Discrimination: 52-122, 168-169, 223-224,
226-231

— Balancing of Interests: 1-3, 52, 53,
56, 74, 86-87, 91, 99-100. 103, 104,
118, 120,121,159,160-161, 164,169,
173-174,176,181, 189,204,213,215,

220-222, 225, 227-229, 236, 237, 262,
263

— Burden: 50-51, 52, 59, 62, 67, 71,
76,78-80, 82-84, 86, 89,91,103,120-

123, 150, 170, 171, 174, 177, 180-181,
185, 187, 189, 201, 202, 212, 231,
235, 237, 261, 263

— Cultural Considerations: 1,10,19-20,
42,71,86,97, 102,110, 122-123,184,
218, 221, 239, 242, 250-256

— Definition: 75-85
— Differential Treatment: 52, 53, 57,

62-66, 70, 75, 77, 78, 86, 91-94, 97-
107, 111, 113-116, 149. 155, 208, 249

— Direct: 54
— Disadvantage: 2, 53, 58, 65, 71, 75,

78-79, 82-86, 90-92, 100-104, 107,
111, 120-122,146,150,163,168,170,

173, 174, 177, 179-189, 199, 201-206,
215,219,227,231,235-239,261,262,
263

— Distinction: 25-26,28-30,32,51,53-
56, 61-67, 74-80, 97-102, 112, 114,
120-122, 175, 212, 227-228, 234
— Economic Considerations: 1, 20, 22,

104-108, 111, 116-120, 122,147,169,
205, 206, 254, 261, 262

— Employment: 1, 15, 17, 24, 31, 53,
56, 57, 62, 70, 71, 75-78, 83-85, 88,
91, 97, 101, 102, 104. 105, 108, 111,
116,117,119-122, 168,169,201,205,

206, 215, 223, 228, 233, 263
— Identical Treatment: 13, 66, 78, 210,

223, 236
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— Indirect: 54, 61, 62, 209, 111
— Individual Preference: 19,41,43,45,
50, 92-93, 113, 121, 178, 190, 218,
219, 221, 223, 249, 261
— Intentional: 57, 80-81
— Legal and Traditional Concessions:
94

— Legitimate Considerations: 98-99
— Numerical Considerations: 7,17, 25,
61, 68, 70, 88-96, 113-115, 121-123,
168-173, 176-177, 185, 187, 191-207,
212. 218-225, 229, 230, 234-237, 251,
253, 255, 261-263

— Proportionality: 54, 56, 62, 69-75,
99-100, 103, 107, 118, 122, 139, 170,
191, 193, 212, 221, 223. 227-229, 231,
234, 237

— Reasonable: 36,42,51-56,59,62-78,
80, 85-107, 111-117, 120-123, 149,
159-161, 169-174, 176, 181, 189, 193-
205, 210, 212, 214, 218-219, 221-224,
227-226, 253, 255, 263

— Religious Considerations: 5, 7-9, 18,
24, 97, 122

— Sliding-Scale Model: 96, 169-171,
189, 192-195, 223, 235-236

— Social Considerations: 20, 22, 97,
104, 147

— State Preferences: 1-2, 8,45-46, 50-
52,56,75-177,79-80, 82-108,113-114,
116-122, 163, 166-237, 243, 255, 261-
262, 263

— State Resources: 1, 51, 53, 76, 78,
79, 83, 85. 88, 92, 93, 105, 106, 121,
122, 143, 144, 156, 164, 165, 173,196,
207, 210-213, 215, 223, 224, 235-237,
239, 242, 251-255, 260, 262, 263

— Territorial Concentration: 61, 88-92,
114, 115. 117,121-122, 168, 169, 192,
193, 195, 218, 223, 235, 235,

afro .speri/Ic rtater a/uf fop/as
Dominica: 384
Domination: 6, 7, 16, 95, 102, 107, 127

— and European Languages: 103-107,
169

Dutch: 7, 8, 17, 41, 72, 73-75, 118, 193, 222
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Eastern Orthodox Church: 8 "
Ecuador 385
Education: 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 14, 16-18, 21, 24, 26,
29-30, 51, 183-215

— Discrimination: 52,58,67,68,70-71,
73-75, 76, 82, 83, 84, 90-93, 94, 96,
101, 105-106, 184-188

— Linguistic Minorities: 101, 113-114,
150-151

— Private Schools: 127, 126, 150-151,
206-215, 252, 254, 256, 261

— State Schools: 73-75,90-93. 96,114,
115, 119, 121, 128, 145, 148, 149,
189-206, 240, 243-246, 248, 249,
251, 253, 254, 255, 257-258, 259,
261

Edward III: 8
Egypt: 5, 385
El Salvador 385
Electoral Process: 41, 72, 106, 116, 118, 226
Elites: 1, 4, 5, 7-9, 16, 17, 22, 31, 104-106,
117, 119, 122

England: 7, 8, 61, 62, 91, 183, 231
English: 7, 8,10,12,14-16,18,20, 22, 35,40,
41, 45, 46, 58, 59, 71, 76, 79-85, 91, 97-119,
135-136, 141, 158, 166, 167, 171-175, 182,
183, 188, 193, 198-200, 204-206, 214-219,
227, 230-232, 243, 248, 261

English-Only: 57, 58, 76, 80, 86. I l l , 167,
187, 188, 228

Equality: 2, 10. 13-14, 16, 19, 20, 25-26, 27,
29, 31, 46, 52-69, 76-81, 85, 90. 95. 112-115,
120, 125, 175-178, 179, 180, 191, 191, 198,
202, 204, 205. 210, 226, 227. 236. 244

— Aristotelian Definition: 53, 76
— In Fact: 54, 146, 188
— In Law: 54

Equatorial Guinea: 385-386
Estonia: 25, 386-387

— Citizenship: 226, 232-235
— Discrimination: 95, 169
— Freedom of Expression: 46-47, 49
— Language Policies: 46-47, 151, 155-

156, 169, 171, 210
Estonian: 46, 47, 95, 171, 232-234
Ethnicity: 18, 108-112, 141

Europe: 4, 5, 7-9, 11-14, 17, 23, 24, 30, 31,
39, 48, 54, 70-75, 101

European Commission on Human Rights: 34,
37,45

— Freedom of Expression: 39-41, 43,
44, 46. 47, 176

European Court on Human Rights: 72-75, 99,
178-180, 189-191, 193, 217, 218

European Court of Justice: 70-72, 75, 97, 99
European Union: 70-72, 222
Euskara: 56, 171, we afro

Feudalism: 7-8, 10, 12
Fiji: 387
Finland: 17, 171, 173, 200, 246, 256, 261,
387-388, we aiso 5am/, /i/anJ /y/andj

Finnish: 17, 19, 200, 244
Foch: 15
France: 8, 10, 12, 16, 19, 23, 48, 67-68, 75,
77-78, 83, 90-91, 210, 247, 388

Frederick II: 8
Freedom of Expression: 2, 30, 32-50, 52, 623,
64, 67-68, 95, 97, 107, 123, 130, 145, 151-
152, 155, 157, 158, 164, 166, 168, 170, 215-
225, 239, 250. 261, we afro Media, KaaVo,
Te/evw/o/j

French: 7, 8, 10. 11, 12, 13-14, 15-16, 17, 19,
21, 23, 34, 37-39, 41-42, 48, 63, 67-68, 72-
74, 75, 78-79, 83, 90, 92, 98, 103-105, 107,
117, 119, 140, 142, 166-167, 171, 177-178,
193, 199, 204-205, 223, 224, 230, 259

French Revolution: 13-14, 19
Frisian: 14, 41
Fulani: 106

Gabon: 388
Galicia: 17
Galician: 93
Gambia: 388
Genocide: 18, 127, 253, 254
Georgian: 7
German: 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 24, 54, 56-57,
64-65, 71, 73, 126, 155, 162, 177, 178, 210,
223, 224, 234

Germanic: 7, 9, 21
Germany: 12, 21, 127, 162, 389
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Ghettos: 88, 196, 215, 236 « '
Greece: 24, 25, 211, 389
Greek: 4-5, 18, 19, 101, 126-127, 145-146,
208,211-212

Greenland: 199,259 n
Guaranf: 13, 243, 246-247
Guatemala: 14, 259-260, 389-390
Gutenberg Press: 9
Guyana: 390 -

. •< • ,'/U/rHaiti: 22-23, 340
Hausa: 105-106
Hawaii: 15, 247
Hawaiian: 15, 247 .
Hebrew: 97 -. .
Hellenisation: 4-5, 18 . . .
Helvetic Republic: 16, 23-24 , . •
Hindi: 104, 106, 214, 261
Honduras: 390
Human Rights: 1-3, 16, 25, 27-32, 34, 46, 51,
52, 54, 64, 66, 92, 95, 97, 111, 113, 115, 124,
128, 145, 152, 161, 164, 166, 167, 170, 177,
205, 216, 226, 228, 230-231, 232, 234, 235,
237, 239, 241, 242, 251, 254, 255, 261-263,

Hungarian: 48, 94, 155, 192, 199
Hungary: 25, 162, 199, 223, 224, 390-391

Igbo: 105-106
Immigrants and Immigration: 58, 87, 92, 110,
130, 132-133, 141, 157, 161, 181, 230-231,
243

Incas: 6-7
India: 6, 52, 101-102, 104, 162, 170-171, 193,
199, 213-214, 249, 261, 391-395

Indigenous Peoples: 2, 6-7, 12-13, 15, 28, 70,
130, 134, 135-136, 141, 149, 153, 220, 223,
238-260, 262

— Assimilation: 12-13, 14, 240-241,
242-243, 244, 249, 250, 251, 254-255,
260

— Definition: 134, 238 n
— Education: 188, 197
— Revitalisation of Languages: 97,238,

242, 247, 254, 260

— Self-Determination and Autonomy:
238, 251, 253, 254, 265, 259, 260

— Special Political Status: 94, 196, 238,
239, 240,241, 250,251,253,258, 262,

/jo .specz/zc rfater < •., v ' - T ? " *'*'
Indonesia: 49, 107, 155
Innu: 141
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights:
239

Inter-American Court on Human Rights: 69-70,
75, 98, 228-229, 231-232, 234

International Court of Justice: 67, 198
International Labour Organisation: 28,30,240-
242

International Law: 2,23-30.37-42, 64-74,239-
242

Interpretation: 29, 37, 68, 70, 166, 168, 174-
183, see a/lyo /udi'c/a/ Proceed«/«^

Intolerance: 2, 4, 31
Iran: 6, 395
Iraq: 6, 25, 131, 132, 395
Ireland: 40, 70-71, 162, 221, 396
Irish: 40, 70-71, 97, 108, 141, 162, 2221
Islam: 5-6, 12, 18, 23, 24, 155
Israel: 97
Italian: 10, 16, 21, 36, 87, 91, 173, 180, 224,
230

Italy: 4, 35, 87, 112, 223, 224, 397
Ivory Coast: 397

Jacobins: 14
Jamaica: 397
Japan: 48, 62 210, 231
Japanese: 48, 107
Jews: 6, 68, 125, 127
Jordan: 397
Judicial Proceedings: 8, 11, 38-39, 44, 58-59,
71-72, 79, 105, 148, 166, 173-183, 235-236,
246

Kampuchea: 101, 398
Kazakhstan: 49, 169, 232, 398-399
Kenya: 399-400
Kirgizstan: 155, 169, 400
Kiribati: 400-401 '
Korea (People's Republic): 401
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Korean: 107, 194,210 ...v.-«;
Krajina: 94 / . , . . . ^ , -
Kurds: 19,21 .:,., •, >, .
Kurdish: 44, 48, 151, 157, 194, 210, 216
Kuwait: 401

Lacordaire: 145 . , . ,
Language:

— Aboriginal: 220, 223, 238, 256
— of Administration: 4, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12,

17, 18, 22, 39-41, 42, 43, 44, 47, 51,
52, 59, 73. 84, 87, 90, 91, 95, 97,
119, 121, 148, 166-183,203,210,
250, 256

— Fundamental Characteristic: 26, 27,
31, 52, 61, 62, 64, 67, 76, 78, 108,
109. I l l , 113, 114, 120, 121, 125,
127, 130, 138, 143, 146, 254, 261

— Zi/î Mö Franca: 6, 7, 9, 12, 87, 103-
107, 196, 234

— Neutral: 22, 77, 79-80, 83-84, 103-
107, 122, 190

— Official: 1, 2, 13. 14, 17, 26, 26,42,
43, 47, 48, 49-51, 53-54, 68, 69-70,
77,79-80, 82, 83-85, 87-88, 91-93,95,
96-98. 102, 104-107, 116-121, 126-
127, 142, 154-155, 157, 166-172, 178,
188, 191, 196-198, 200-201, 204-206,
207, 214-215, 218, 222-224, 227-232,
235-236, 241-242, 244, 246-251, 255-
256, 259, 261, 262

— Primary: 1, 13. 14, 17. 19. 26, 36,
42, 43, 51, 54, 56-57, 63, 67, 71, 72,
74, 75, 78, 79, 82, 83-86, 89, 91, 92,
94, 103. 104, 108, 109,110, 113, 114-
115.119.121-122. 126,140, 162,167,
168-169,175,184,186,191,193,198,
199-200.205, 210, 222, 224, 239,231.
236, 263

— Symbolism: 2, 10, 19. 31. 70, 97,
102, 116, 140, 162, 184,263

Latin: 5, 7-10. 11, 12, 94, 101, 167, 183
Latin America: 12-13,127,130,141,242.246-
247

Latinos: 198 ,
Latvia: 25, 94. 153. 154. 232. 233, 234, 235
Latvian: 95. 153. 154. 233. 234

League of Nations: 25-27, 64, 64, 87, 124,
125. 132, 141, 162. 163. 164. 191, 208, 240

Lebanon: 401
Lesotho: 401-402
Liberia: 402
Libya: 402
Liechtenstein: 402
Lithuania: 25, 232, 402-403
Lithuanian: 200
Louis XU: 11
Luther 9
Luxembourg: 71, 403

Macedonia: 169.403-404
Malawi: 404
Malay: 107
Malaysia: 249, 404-406
Maldives: 406 . •
Mali: 406-407
Maliseet: 134-135, 139-142. 159, 160
Malta: 406
Mandarin: 102, 106. 141, 193
Maori: 248, 256-257
Marsilius: 9
Martinez Cobo: 241, 251
Mauritania: 407
Mauritius: 62, 118, 407-408
Media: 2, 215-225, 232, 254, 261

— Private: 155-156. 164,215,216-223,
237

— Public: 215, 223-225, 236
Mexico: 16, 49, 231, 245. 246. 249, 408
Middle Ages: 7
Millet: 18, 19
Minorities: 123-163

— Autonomy: 6, 13, 21. 25-26. 30. 91.
94, 95, 124. 162, 173. 193-194, 210

— Definition: 130-137
— Membership: 126. 138-142
— Schools: 30. 126-127. 145-146, 149,
150-151, 207-215

Minorities Treaties: 25-27, 64-65, 124-127,
132, 141. 162. 164, 191-192, 208, we aiso
League o/Mzrfo/ts

Miskitos: 197, 239
Missionaries: 12, 13, 242-243
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Moldova: 101, 141, 232, 408-409, .see
Co/i/7/cr

Moldovan: 101
Monaco: 409
Mongolia: 409
Mongolian: 409
Mozambique: 410
Mughal Dynasties: 10
Mussolini: 21, 87

Names and Surnames: 21, 41, 152-155, 164,
167, 254

Namibia: 104-105, 410
Napoleon: 12
Nation-State: 4, 10-19, 22, 24, 31, 150
National Unity: 87-89,104,116,222,245,249
Nationalism: 19-23, 31, 48, 87, 263
Nationality, see C/ftze/is a/zd C7r/ze/is/»p
Naturalisation, see Ci/zze/is and C/ftzens/j/p
Nauru: 410
Nazi Germany:
Nepal: 410-411
Netherlands: 14, 41, 222
New Zealand: 200, 248, 256, 257
Newspapers and Publications: 12, 15, 37, 40,
43, 44, 46, 47, 50, 95, 155-156, 215, 216,
220, 222, 223, 224, 262

Nicaragua: 197, 239, 256, 259, 411-412
— Atlantic Coast: 259

Niger: 412
Nigeria: 52, 105-106, 193, 412
Non-Citizens: 92, 125, 131, 133, 134, 137,
204-205, 227, see a/so A//e/ts

Non-Discrimination, see Dtscrim/narto/i
Non-Governmental Documents: 290-310
North America: 14, 254
Northern Cyprus, see Cyprus
Norway: 19, 246, 413

Organisation of American States: 255
Organisation on Security and Cooperation in
Europe: 30, 163, 209
Ottoman Empire: 6, 18, 19, 25, see a/so Af///ef

Pakistan: 101, 102, 131, 132, 413^14

Panama: 414
Papua New Guinea: 414-415
Paraguay: 13, 52, 246, 415, see a/so
Permanent Court of International Justice: 26,
54, 64-65, 125-127, 141, 146, 150, 191-192,
208, 234-235

Persian: 6, 21
Peru: 415^16
Philip V: 13
Philippines: 20, 21, 35, 104, 120, 416
Pliny: 4
Poland: 24, 25, 54, 64-65, 90, 125-126, 153,
155, 200, 234-235

Polish: 17, 24, 54, 64-65, 90, 124-125, 191,
192, 200, 234, 235

Portugal: 416
Portuguese: 7, 8, 12
Prince Igor 23
Provencal: 10, 11
Prussia: 16, 17, 64
Public or State Services: 1-2, 17, 31, 42-43,
51, 52-53, 59, 72, 75-79, 82-85, 86-100, 115,
117, 120-122, 166-206, 215-216, 223-225,
235-236, 239, 251, 257, 261-263

Puerto Rico: 188
Puerto Rican: 91, 187-188, 198

Qatar 417
Qu6bec: 34, 39, 41-42, 45, 50, 62-63, 68, 79,
83, 98, 141, 166, 204, 248, 258

Quechua: 246
Qur'an: 6, 12, 21, 97

Race: 1, 2, 4, 22, 23, 26, 27, 31, 52, 54, 55,
57, 60, 61, 62, 65, 66, 67, 80, 81, 87, 93, 99.
108-112, 114, 121, 124, 125, 192, 198, 228,
230

Racial Discrimination: 54, 65, 66
Racism: 99
Radio Broadcasting: 45, 48, 104, 156, 215,
216-217, 218-219, 220-224, 236, 237, 247

Reformation: 9, 10, 23
Religion: 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,12, 14, 18, 19, 21,
23, 24, 25-27, 31, 32, 41, 52, 53, 55, 57, 60,
61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 76-79, 80-81, 87, 97, 99,
102, 112, 114, 118, 119, 121, 122, 124-134,
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137, 138, 142-144, 146, 148, 149, 158, 160-
163, 190, 192, 197, 207, 208, 211, 213, 227,
228, 230, 235, 241, 254, 263 ;•£ . a

Rhodesia: 82, 98 ^ n-^u
Roman Administration: 5 v; ; :, . ^ 4 « i
Roman Church: 8. 9 ' -'•? 5 JiM
Romania: 25, 48, 155, 417-418 , i^
Romanian: 19, 48 *
Romansch: 224
Russia: 17, 20, 23, 24, 232, 233-234, 418-419
Russian: 20, 95, 141, 156, 169, 225, 232
Russification: 17
Rwanda: 419 : ? ̂  f v '7

Safavids: 6 ;
Saint Constantine: 52 r
Saint Lucia: 419 :>
Saint Kitts and Nevis: 419-429 r
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines: 420
Sami: 139-140, 159, 243-244, 246, 257 •.•.; v'
Sanskrit 37, 162 - ,
Schools, fee Zsdwcarjon, Af/nor/r/e^
Script: 21, 48, 94, 100-103, 122, 155, 211
Self-Determination: 25, 253-254, 260
S e n e g a l : 4 2 0 ,y-^ ^ - . = -;̂  ? ~\ .,.-, ••••• s; ^*-:
Serbs: 18, 94
Serbian: 19, 94, 101, 230, .see afro Co/i/7/c/
Seychelles: 421
Shakespeare: 82
Sierra Leone: 421
Silesia: 21, 25, 126, 141
Singapore: 421-422 / ?
Slavic languages: 8
Slovakia: 94, 153, 172, 422-423
Slovakian: 94, 153 -
Slovene: 176-177, 223, 225 ^ *
Slovenia: 101,423-424 .> ^ hi
Slovenians: 192
Solomon Islands: 424
Somalia: 424
South Africa: 22,104-105,107,108,167,198,
205-206,425-427

Sorbian: 16, 162
Sorbs: 10, 16
South Koreans: 107
Soviet Union: 30, 87, 169, 225, 232, see

Spain: 6,12,13,20,21,55-56, 87-88,95,100,
152-154, 171, 200, 201, 202-203, 221, 222,
427

Spanish: 7, 8,13,15,21, 35,58-59,69-70, 80,
87-88, 91, 98-99, 102, 108, 110-111, 141,
158-159, 167, 172, 187-188, 194, 197, 198,
219-220, 220, 228-229, 231-232, 243, 245,
246, 249, .see afro Casft7/a/i

Sri Lanka: 84-85, 261, 427^130, we afco
Con/7/cr

Sudan: 261,430-431, fee afao Co/i/7/cr
Suriname: 431
Swahili: 183, 210
Sweden: 19, 139,147,159-160, 181,246,431,
.see a/so Sa/m

Swedish: 9, 171, 181, 200 -
Switzerland: 16, 33, 36, 88, 91, 98, 173, 193,
198-199, 210-211, 224, 227, 230, 261, 431

Syria: 431

Tagalog: 104 r
Tang: 6 "
Tanzania: 210
Te Reo Maori: 248, 256-257 '
Television Broadcasting: 48, 104, 156, 215,
216-217, 218-219, 220-224, 236, 237, 247

Thailand: 141
Ticino: 173
Travaux Pr6paratoires: 33, 131-132, 137,143,
159, 160, 189

Trentino-Alto Adige: 223

Trinidad and Tobago: 432
Trujillo:22 <
Tunisia:432 '*•• ^ ) -
Tupf: 12
Turkey: 19, 21, 24, 25, 48, 49, 151, 155, 157,
194, 210, 211-212, 216, 432^33

Turkish: 6, 18. 21, 24, 48, 153, 211-212
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, .see

->:*!".Turkmenistan: 433-434
Turks: 6
Tuvalu: 434 ^ ^

Uganda: 434^35
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Ukraine: 435^36
Ukrainian: 102, 141, 232, 233
Umayyads: 6
UNESCO: 184-185, 197, 214, 215
United Arab Emirates: 436
United Kingdom: 14, 16, 62, 200, .see

United Nations: 27-28, 65-68, 75, 80, 90-91,
100, 113, 114, 127-128, 163, 169, 227, 241-
242

— Commission on Human Rights: 66,
127, 241

— Human Rights Committee: 37-39,41-
42, 45, 48, 49-50, 54, 66, 67-68, 70,
77-78, 79-80, 83, 98, 112, 113, 134-
142, 147-149, 159-161, 178, 182, 239,
262

— General Comment on Non- .
Discrimination: 66, 68, 75, 99, 120,
219, 227-228

— Sub-Commission on Prevention of
Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities: 127-128, 130, 132, 143-
144, 145, 197, 208, 241

— Working Group on Indigenous
Peoples: 241

United States: 14-16, 19, 57-59, 75, 78, 80-81,
85, 89, 98, 109-110, 120-121, 127, 141, 157-
158, 167, 171-172, 182-183, 187-189, 194,
198, 218-220, 225-226, 227, 230-231, 232,
242, 247, 256, 258-259

— First Amendment: 35
— Fourteenth Amendment: 57, 60-61,

81,98-99, 110-111,175-176
Urdu: 102
Uzbek: 155
Uzbekistan: 437

West Saxon: 7 • -
World War I: 15, 25, 27 54
World War II: 2, 14, 21, 27, 30, 66, 73, 127,
208, 240

Western Europe: 4, 5, 7-9 ,,,, „
Western Samoa: 438-439
Whites-Only: 80, 99. 226, 228, 231

Yemen: 439
Yoruba: 105-106
Yugoslavia: 25, 439-440

Zambia: 440-441
Zhuang: 6, 194
Zimbabwe: 441-442

Valle d'Aosta: 21, 223
Vanuatu: 437-438
Venezuela: 438
Vietnam: 101,438
Voting, .see £/ectora/

Wales: 11,61
Welsh: 10-11,16,19-20, 62, 91, 153,200, 230
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